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New Trace Analysis Products
As developments in analytical instrumentation for trace

analysis push detection limits progressively lower, the low
est possible level of unwanted contaminants in standards
becomes more critical. Aldrich is a unique source for both

specially purified standard solutions and the highest purity
raw materials for preparing standards. Some new addi ..
tions to the Aldrich product line are listed below.

C

• prompt service

• Aldrich's committment to high quality

Please call our Technical Services Department at
and ask for a quotation for your custom stan

dards requirements.

IfltrOdlJ .
Aldrich's specially purified emg!

solutions (Figure 1), specially purified
raw materials, expertise, and production
facilities that are used to prepare our ICPIDCP and atomic
absorption standards are also employed in preparing
custom standards to your specifications with:

100mL $125.00
500mL $315.00

100mL $150.00
500mL $375.00

100mL $100.00
500mL $250.00

Ammonium hydrogenphosphate
matrix modifier solution, 99.999%
(40% ammonium hydrogenphosphate in water)

Ammonium nitrate matrix
modifier solution, 99.999%
(5% ammonium nilrale in 1% HNO)

Calcium matrix modifier
solution, 99.9995%
(2% c81'cium in 1% HNO)

Lanthanum matrix modifier 100mL $90.00
solution, 99.999% 500mL $225.00
(5% lanthanum in 1% He), specially purified to remove Ca and Mg)

Lanthanum matrix modifier solution, 100mL $90.00
99.999% 500mL $225.00
(5% lanthanum in 1% HN03J specially purified to remove Ca8nd Mg)

Magnesium matrix modifier solution, 100mL $75.00
999995% 500mL $187.50
(2% magnesium in 1%HNO3)

Nickel matrix modifier solution, 100mL $125.00
99.999% 500mL $315.00
(5% nickel in 1% HNO" speclaiiy purified 10 remove Se)

Palladium matrix modifier solution, 100mL $225.00
99.999% 500mL $565.00
(2% pa.lladium in 1% HN0

3
, specially purified to remove As, Cu, Ph,

Sb $e, Tf; cbloride-free)

42,889-2

42,887-6

42,890-6

42,891-4

42,886-8

42,888-4

42,893-0

42,892-2

100mL $50.00
500mL $125.00

Figure 1. Strontium in Barium ICP Standards.
S, ICP signal for Sr at 407 .7nm in a 0, 11lg/mL Sr
ICP standard; C, a commercial 1,OOOllg/mL Ba
ICP standard prepared from Ba(NO,)2; and A.
an Aldrich 1,000llg/mL Ba ICP standard (Aldrich
Cat. No. 35,606-9) prepared from purified
B2(N03 ),·

42,931-7

42,930-9

43,182-6

43,181-8

43,179-6

43,183-4

Environmental methods 100mL $112.50
standard QC19 500mL $281.20
(conlains IOOfl91mL eacb in 5% HNO,: As, Be, Ca Cd. Co, Cr, Cu,
Fe, Mg, Mn, Mo, iVi, Pb, Sb, Se, Ti, Tf. ~ Zn)

Environmental methods 100mL $125.00
standard QC21 500mL $312.50
(conlains IOOfl9lmL eacb in 5% HiVO; As, Be, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu,
Fe, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni. Pb, Sb, Se, Sr, n, 71, ~ Zn!

Holmium ICP/DCP standard solution 100mL $45.00
(10,000l'olml He in 1-3 wi. %HNO,)

Lutetium ICP/DCP standard solution 100mL $1t5.00
(10,000l'glmL Lu in 1-3 wi. %HNO)

Thulium ICP/DCP standard solution 100mL $80.00
(IO,000l'glmL Tm in 1-3 wi. %HNO,)

Silicon ICP/DCP standard solution
(1D,OOOj.!g/mL Sf free ot fluoride and

alKali metal ions)

407.64 407.73

-=-
407.82 407.91
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An Integrated Strategy for Structural
Characterization of the Protein and Carbohydrate
Components of Monoclonal Antibodies:
Application to Anti-Respiratory Syncytial Virus
MAb
Gerald D. Roberts, Walter P. Johnson, Sudhir Bunnan, Kalyan R. Anumula, and Steven A. Carr*

SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406-0939

The relatively rapid and extensive characterization of the
amino acid sequence and site-specific carbohydrate struc
tures of a recombinant, reshaped human monoclonal
antibody directed against respiratory syncytial vims
(RSHZ19) is presented. The integrated strategy used a
combination of mass spectrometric and conventional
methodologies. Liquid chromatography/electrospray mass
spectrometry was used for peptide mapping and selective
identification of glycopeptides, and Edman degradation
and tandem mass spectrometry were used to define the
sequences of selected peptides. Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry provided the M,
of the intact protein and was used to characterize endo
and exoglycosidase digcsts of isolated glycopeptides to
identify the glycosylation-site peptide and define the
structures of the carbohydrates at that site. These experi
ments verified 99.1%ofthe light- and 99.3% ofthe heavy
chain amino acid sequences. The N and C termini ofboth
chains were confirmed, and the nature and extent of
heterogeneity at the N and C termini of the heavy chain
were determined. Oxidation of a specific methionine
residue to the sulfoxide was demonstrated by sequencing
the N-terminally blocked peptide by tandem MS. Carbo
hydrate was found exclusively atAsn296 ofthe heavy chain.
There was no evidence for a nonglycosylated form of the
molecule 0< for the presence of O-linked carbohydrate.
The qualitative distribution of glycoforms at this site was
detennined by MS ofthe isolated, tryptic glycopeptide and
compared with results obtained by high-performance
anion exchange chromatography and high-resolution gel
permeation chromatography of oligosaccharides released
by hydrazinolysis. The sequence and linkage of individual

0003-2'700/95/0367-3613S9.0::)/0 © 1995 American Chemical Society

glycan species were determined using matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization MS to monitor the results of
a series of controlled digestions with specific exoglycosi
dases. The set of glycoforms consists predominantly of
biantel1I1ll.lY, core fucosylated c.arbohydrates lacking sialic
acid. The present study is one of the first to directly
evaluate the quantitative as well as qualitative consistency
of the MS methods with conventional methods for carbo
hydrate analysis.

Respiratory synq1:ial virus (RSV) is the major cause of serious
lower respiratory tract disease in infants and young children
worldwide l Infection can lead to bronchiolitis and pneumonia
and results in an estimated 91 000 hospitali7.ations and 4500 deaths
annually in the United States alone.' Outbreaks of the disease
occur in a predictable yearly fashion, coincident with outbreaks
of the other major respiratory viruses, influenza and parainfluenza."
No vaccine is presently available for RSV, and the only approved
treatment is with a relativeiy nonselective anti-viral agent ribavirin,
a drug that has gained only limited acceptance in the medlcal
community.!.'

The World Health Organization and National Institute of
Allergy and lnfectious Diseases have given a high priority to
development of effective methods to prevent and treat RSV
lnfection. Several active and passive immunization strategies are

(1) Levin, M. J]. Pediall'. 1994,124, S22-S27.
(2) Heilman, C. A]. Infect. Dis. 1990, 161,402-106.
(3) Hall, C. B. Science 265, 1994, :393-1394.
(4) Chanock, R M.; Parrott, R. II.; COllners. M.: Collins. P. L: Murp:1y. E. R.

Pediatr. 1992,90. U7-143.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials. Reshaped, human monoclonal antibodies against

the F glycoprotein of RSV (RSHZ19) were produced in Chinese
hamster ovary cells as previously described" (RSHZ19 is de
scribed as HuRSV19VHFNS/VK in this reference). IVl chemicals
and reagents used were of the highest purity commercially
available. Proteolytic enzymes used were "sequencing grade"
from Boehringer-Mannheim (Indianapolis, IN). Recombinant
peptide N-glycosidase F (PNGase F) was obtained from Genzyme
(Cambridge, MA). Exoglycosidases were obtained (rom Oxford
Glycosystems (Rosedale, NY). Model glycopeptides were ob
tained from Accurate Chemical (Westbury, NY) or were derived
from RNase B or fetuin as previously described24 .2C,

Reduction, Alkylation, and Separation of light and Heavy
Chains. Native RSV was reduced and S-Carboxymethylated
(RCM) using published procedures."·27 The chains were sepa
rated using two TSK G3000SW size exclusion columns (Supelco,

(17) Siegel. M. M.: Hollander, 1. J.: Hamann, P R: James, J. P.; Hinman. L;
Smith. B. ].: Farnsworth, A P. H.; Phipps, A,: King. D. J: Karas, M.;
lngendoh, A; Hillenkamp, F. Anal. Chem. 1991,63,2470-2481.

(18) Feng, R.; Konishi, Y.; Bell, A W.j. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1991,2,387-
401.

(19) Feng, R; Konishi, Y. Anal. Chem. 1992, 64, 2090-2095.
(20) Feng, R.; Konishi, Y. Anal. ekem. 1993, 65, 645-649.
(21) ]iskoot, W.; van de Wer!"en, G.; Martin]. M. c.: Green, B Deuvery. E.

c.; Crommelin, D.]. A Phaffl'l.. Res. 1992.9, 945-951.
(22) Lew:s, D. A; Guzzetta, A W.; Hancock, vV. S.: Costello, Anal. Oem

1994,66, 585-595, 1994.
(23) Carr, S. A; Hemling, M. E.; Bean, M. F.: Roberts, G. D. Anal. Chem. 1991,

63, 2802-2824.
(24) Carr, S. A; Roberts, G. D. Anal. Biochem_ 1986. 157, 396--<106
(25) Carr, S. A; Huddleston. M.].; Bean, Nt. 1". Protein :Sci. 1~~0, 2, lM-l:jt).

(26) Garvey,]. S.; Cremer, N. E.; Sussdorf, D. H. Methods in Immunology: .4

Laboratory Textfcr Instruction and Research. 3rcl ed.: W. A. Benjamin. Inc.:
Reading, MA 1977.

(27) laton,]. c.: Brandt, D. c,; Vassalli In Immunological Methods: Lefkowits.
L, Pemis, B., Eels.; Academic Press: New York, 1979.

described the use of MS to study a MAb at the peptide level."
While molecular weight information is extremely valuable, it
cannot be substituted for mOre detailed analysis of the protein in
order to detect and characterize covalent modifications or variants
of the protein that may be present,23 Because of the increasing

interest in this class of molecule in industry and academia, we
have tried to develop a generally applicable, comprehensive
strategy to characterize the amino acid sequence of M,b"bs and to
identify modifications such as glycosylation, truncation, oxidation,
deamidation, etc., that might be present. The overall strategy
includes the following steps: (l) Mr measurement of the intact
MAb by MS; (2) separation and Me measurements by MS of each
of the separated light and heavy protein chains produced by
reduction and alkylation of the intact MAb; (3) high-performance
liquid chromatographyf electrospray (ILlES) MS analysis of the
separated reduced and S-carboxymethylated light and heavy
chains with stepping of the collisional excitation potential to
produce carbohydrate-specific marker ions at low mlz; (4) a
detailed sequence and linkage determination of the oligosaccha
ride structure using high-performance anion exchange chroma
tography, high-resolution gel permeation chromatography, and
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MAiDl) MS for
analysis of the products arising from reaction of the isolated
glycopeptides with glycosidases of known specificity; and (5)
Edman degradation and tandem MS to define the sequences of
selected peptides. This strategy is presented here for the
reshaped human MAb, RSHZ19.

Stott. E.J.;
1992, 73,

W.; tiollander·.!..!. Anal. Chem. 1990,

(14)
Wertz, G.;

2225-2234.
(15) Tempest, P. R.; Bremmer, P.: Lambert, M.; Taylor. G.; Furze, l M.; Carr,

F.).; Harris, W. j. 1991,9,266-271.
(16) Siegel, M. M.; Tsao, R:

62, 1536-1542.

(5) Groothius.]. R j. Pediatr, 1994, 124, S28-S3'J.
(6) Du, R-P.: Jackson, G. E. D.: Wyde. P. R: Yan, Vl.-Y.; 'Nang, Q.; Gisonni, L.;

Sanhueza, S. E.: Klein, M. H.: Ewasyshyn, M. E. Bio/Technolog; 1994,
12, 813-817.

(7) Olmsted. R A; Elango, N.; G. A.; B. R; Johnson, P. R:
Moss, B.; Chanock. R. M.: Collins, L. Proc. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 1986,
83,7462-7466.

(8) Walsh, E. E.: Cote, P.].; Fernie, B. F.; Schlessinger,]. l: Brandris, M. W.
Gen. Viral. 1986, 67, 505-513.

(9) E. E.; Hall, C. B.: Briselli, M.; Brandris. M. W.; Schlessinger,].].

j. Infect. Dis. 1987, 155, 1198-1204.
(10) Johnson, P. R; Collins. P. L]. Gen. Viml. 1988, 69, 2623-2628.
(11) Epp, 0.; Colman, P.; Fehlammer, H.; Bode, W.; Schiffer, M.; Huber, R Eur.

]. Sioel/em. 1974,45, 513-524.
(12) Saul, F.; Arnzel M.; Poljak R.]. Bioi. Chem. 1978,253, 585-597.
(13) Taylor. G,; Stott. E.].; Furze, l Ford, J.; Sopp, P.]. Gen. Virol. 1992, 73,

2217-2223.

being explored in this regard. L';,o Active immunization methods
include use of formalin-inactivated vaccines, subunit vaccines, or
live attenuated virus strains. Passive immunization therapies have
focused on neutralization of the glycoproteins expressed on the
surface of the virus. The genome of RSV encodes for 10 proteins
of which 4 are glycoproteins displayed on the outer membrane
of the virus. H Two of these proteins, the F and G envelope
glycoproteins are of particular interest because polyclonal and
monoclonal antibodies to these proteins alone have been shown
to confer protective immunity in animal models.'·9.l0 The G
glycoprotein is believed to be important for attachment of virus
to the cell, while the F glycoprotein mediates cell fusion and
formation of the giant, multinucleated cells from which the virus
derives its name. Particular attention has focused on the F
glycoprotein because its amino acid sequence is highly conserved
(-90% identical) between the two antigenic subgroups A and B,
whereas the sequence of the G glycoprotein is not (-50%
identical). 1I -14

We have been developing a reshaped human monoclonal
antibody (MAb) directed against the highly conserved F glyco
protein for passive immune therapy of RSV infection. The
molecule, which we refer to here as RSHZ19. consists of two IgGl
heavy chains and two light (K) chains in which the complemen
tality determining regions from an F-protein-specific murine MAb
have been substituted into otherwise human variable framework
regions." The protein, which has been cloned and expressed at
high levels in Chinese hamster ovary cells, is presently in clinical
trials for treatment of infants and young children with RSV
infection and prophylaxis in patient populations at high risk due
to preexisting conditions such as bronchopulmonary dysplasia or
congenital heart disease. RSHZ19 is effective at preventing or
clearing pulmonary infection in animal models of RSV infection. l5

As with all recombinant proteins, it is necessary to rigorously
characterize the structure of RSHZ19 to satisfy the requirements
of regulatory agencies when approving these forms of therapy. A
number of diagnostic imaging and human therapeutic products
based on MAbs have already been introduced, and many more
are nearing or are in clinical trials. Mass spectrometry has been
extensively used to determine the molecular weights of MAbs
and subunits derived therefrom. IG- 22 None of these reports has
been especially exhaustive, particularly with regard to character
izing the oligosaccharide component, and only one group has
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Bellefonte, PAl coupled in series and operating isocratically, using

3,0 M gu,midbe hydrochloride in 50 mM sodium phosphate

buffer, pH 6.2. Fractions containing the RCM light and RCM
heavy chains were desaltec by dialysis into 1.0 M acetic acid (500

mL x 4) over 48 h.
:wALDI-MS ofIntactRSHZ19. Approximately 3 pmal ufthe

s3...'1lple was examined in a matri"X of sinapinic acid on the VG

TofSpec laser desorption mass spectrometer. Light from a 337
nm pulsed laser was focused on the target, and a laser energy

setting of 3:126 and an acceleration voltage of 27 kV were used.

,\ total of 43 laser shots were averaged to produce the spectrum.

The mass scale was calibrated extemally with bovine serum

albumin.
ESMS ofIntact RSHZ19. Stabilizing buffers and impurities

were removed from a solution (10 mg/mL) of the intact protein
by:entrifugal ulb-afiltration with a Centricon-10 small-volume

concentratcr (Amicon, Inc., Beverly, MA) having a molecular

weight cutoff of 30000. The purified protein was collected in 10%
acetic acid. The solution was adjusted to ,... 27% acetonitrile in 30%

acetic acid and, using flow injection, was examined by ESMS on

a PE-Sciex API-III triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer fitted V\ith

'- fully articuiated ion spray probe and an atmospheric pressure

ionization source (pE-Sciex, Ontario, Canada). The mass spec

trometer was scanned continuously from m/z 1800 to 2400 with
a scan step of 0.2 and a dwell time per step of 3.0 rns resulting in

a scan duration of 9.29 s. The orifice voltage was set at 100 V.

The mass s:ale was cacibr2.ted as previously described."·28 It is

lmporGL1t note that automatic mass assignment algorithms

2.pplied to ESMS data have difficulty in properly assigning peak

centroids-2nd, therefore, charge state-to hread, statistical m/z
peaks sucb as those typically produced for large glycoproteins
i:see Discussion). In such cases we find that manual centroid

assignmem produces better M, values with lower standard

deviation.

ESMS of Separated light and Heavy Chains. Each of the
samples was examined by ESMS on the Sciex electrospray MS

system. The RCM light chaln was flow injected in 1.0 M acetic
acid, and the RCM heavy chain was infused in a solution of ~22%

acetonitrile 'n 25% acetic acid. A high concentration of acid was

llsed to denature L'le protein and to maximize the degree of

protonation!charging. For the RCM light chain, the mass

spectrometer was scanned continuously from m/z 400 to 2400 "ith

c scan step of 0.2 and a dwell time per step of 1.0 ms resulting in

a scan duration of 10.55 s. The orifice voltage was set at 80 V.
For the RC\l heavy chain, the mass spectrometer was scanned

continuously from m/z 600 to 2000 with a scan step of 0.2 and a
dwell time per step of 1.93 resulting in a scan duration of ~14 s.
The orifice voltage was set at 90 V.

Reversed Phase LC/ESMS ofTryptic Digests of light and
Heavy Chains. A 160 I'L aliquot 01 a tryptic digest solution (110

pmol/!iL) of the RCM light chain or 150 ilL of a tryptic digest

solution (120 pmol/uL) of the RCM heavy chaln was analyzed

using a 4.6 rr.m x 25 em Vydac Cs column connected to the Sciex
PlOT-III electrospray MS system. The column was heated to 45

0[. The HP'"..C system (Beckman System Gold) was operated at
a flow rate of 1 mL/min beginning with a mobile phase of 100%

solvent A (0.1% TFA), which was inceased linearly to 50% solvent

B (80% CHleN, 0.1% TFA) in 65 min. A 142:1 split was used

(2S) Hucidlesw:1, L Bean, M. F.: Carr, S. A. Ana!. Chern. 1993, 65, 877-

postcolumn to divert 093 uL/min to a UV detector (I, = 215 nm)

and fraction collecto(, and 7 ilL/min to the Sciex mass spectrom

eter. The mass spectrometer was scanned continuously from m/z
140 to 2400 with a scan step of 0.2 m/z and a dwell time per step

of 0.32 ms resnlting iJ. a sCan duration of 4.5 s. The orifice voltage

was changed durin:, each scan from a value of 135 V berNeen

m/z 140 and 400 to a value of 65 V from m/z 401 to 2400. This

was done to increase fragmentation of glycopeptides to enhance

their detectability as previously described."·28 All significant peaks
appearing in the l.TV trace were fraction collected and kept at -70

°C for further analysis as might be deemed necessary.
Electrospray Tandem MS. Selected HPLC fractions were

concentrated to near dryness un a Speed-Vac centrifuge (Savant

Instruments, Farmingdale, NY) and reconstituted in -20 ··100 ilL

of 1:1 methanol/H20 (v/v) , 0.2% in formic acid. Approximately

1-5 ilL of each sample was introduced into the mass spectrometer

by either flow injection or infusion. The mobile phase (1:1
methanol/H20 v/v, 0.2-8% in fonnic acid) was delivered uslng a

infusion pump (Harvard APparatus, South Natick, MA) at a How

rate of 1 ilL/min. Doubly-cbarged parent ions, (M + 2H)", were

selected with QJ for collision-induced decomposition in Q2 of the

triple-quadrupole. Quadrupole-3 of the triple-quadrupole system

was scanned from m/z 10 to 2400 with a mass step of 0.25 Da

and 10 ms dwell/step. Argon was used as the collision gas with

a calculated collision energy of ~50 eV. Parent ion transmission

was maximized by reducing the resolution of Q1 to transmit a

-2-3 m/z window about the selected parent ion. Daughter ion

spectra were obtained from an injection of 1-5 ilL of the samples

at a concentration of ~2.5-1O pmol!ilL.
MALDI-MS of Peptides and Analysis of Metastable Ions.

MAWI-MS analyses of peptides were carned out using a Fisons
VG TofSpec SE mass spectrometer (Manchester, UK), a single

stage reflectron instrJmcnt with a maximum resolution in the
reflecting mode of m/I\m.. 6000 (fwhm) using photon irradiation

from a 337-nm pulsed nitrogen laser and 25-keV accelerating
energy. The instrument was externally mass calibrated in the

linear and reflectron modes using a mixture of peptides of known
M,. Aliquots of the HPLC fractions were mixed (1:2 v/v) ·with

a.-cyano-4-hydroA"ycinnamic acid (10 mg/mL in 1:1 CH3CN/H,O).

spotted onto the stainless steel target and allowed to air-cry prior

to insertion into the mass spectrometer. Structural infonnation

may be discerned from MALDI-MS by analysis of metastable ions
fonned in the field-free drift region of the time-of-flight analyzer.";

Metastable ion mass spectra were acquired in eight consecutive,

overlapping mass scale segmenLs, each representing a 25% mass
change from the previous segment The segments were com
bined and externalJy mass calibrated (vs a metastable ion

spectrum of a model peptide such as renin tetradecapeptide or
substance P, residues 2-11) by toe data system.

Carbohydrate Composition Analysis. The carbohydrate

composition of anti-RSV-MAb was detennined using methods

previously described." The method involves release of monosac

charides by acid hydrolysis followed by tbeir derivatization with
anthranilic acid to yield fluorescent derivatives.

Hydrazinolysis Release of Carbohydrates from the Gly
coprotein and Separation and Analysis of Carbohydrates by

High-Perlonnance Anion Exchange Chromatography. Oli

gosaccharides were isolated from the glycoprotein using Glyco

prep 1000 (Oxford Glycosystems, Oxford, UK), which operates

(29) Anumula, K. R. Ana!. Biochem. 1994, 220, 275-283.
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12 Estimated error (Da). & Calibrated ·with bovine serum albumin.
'Not detennined.

Table 1. Determined M r Values on Anti~RSVMAb and
the Reduced and Alkylated Light and Heavy Chains

(31) Hemling, M. E.; Roberts, G. D.; Johnson, W.; Carr. S. A Biomed.
Mass Spec/rom. 1990.19,677-691.

(32) Covey, T. R.; Huang, E. c.; Henion,]. D. Anal. Chem. 1991,63, 1193
1200.

solution (total volume, 10 )1L) of tbe first experiment consisted of

a fJ-galactosidase concentration of 0.08 milliunit/I'L and a substrate
concentration of 10 mM. The final incubation solution (total
volume = 10 I'L) of the second experiment consisted of a
j3-galactosidase concentration of 0.08 milliunitll'L, a ,8-N-acetjl
hexosaminidase concentration of 0.1 milliunit/l'L. and a substrate
concentration of 10 mM. A third experiment was performed
identically to the second, except the fJ-N-acetylliexosa-ninidase was
used at a 10-fold lower concentration to obtain highly speciiic
cleavage. At time points T = 0, 2, 4, 8, and 24 h, O.5-,uL aliquots
of the digests were removed and spotted on a laser target with a
matrix of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid and examined by
MALDI-MS.

MALDI-MSb

149519 ± 300"
nd(
nd'

ESMS

149265 ± 100'
24368 ± 3"
51250 ± 50'

sample

anti-RSV Mab (intact)
light chain (reduced. alkylated)
beavy chain (reduced, alkylated)

RESULTS
The Me values of the intact glycoprotein and the separated light

and heavy chains (following reduction and S-carboxymethylation)

were determined by ESMS and MALDI-MS and are shov,']) in
Table 1. The Me of the polypeptide chain of RSHZ19 dcducod
from the eDNA sequence is 146 242. This value takes into account
16 disulfides formed by the 32 Cys present. The measured M,
values of the intact glycoprotein obtained by ESMS (Figure la)
and MALDI-MS differ from the calculated value by 3023 and 3277
Da, respectively, indicating the presence of a modification having
substantial mass, presumably carbobydrate. The M, of the
reduced and S-carboxymethylated light chain obtained by ESMS
(Figure 1b) was within 1 Da of the predicted value (24367 Da),
whereas the M, of the reduced and S-carboxymethylated heavy
chain was heavier than the mass calculated for the reduced ,md
alkylated polypeptide chain (49699 Da) by 1551 Da (Figure 1c).

The 1551-Da difference must be multiplied by 2 to take into
accoun1 that there are two heavy chains (and two light chains) in
the intact MAb. The 3102 Da so obtained accounts well for the
total mass discrepancy observed for the intact MAb and suggests
that all of the modifications present reside on the heavy chain.

Establishing the M, values for the intact MAb and its heavy
and light chains rapidly provides important information in the
characterization of the MAb structure. However, it is necessary
to further characterize the glycoprotein by conducting sludies on
smaller fragments in order to locate posltranslational modifications
such as sites of glycosylation, ragged termini, and sites of
oxidation or deamidation. This is readily accomplished using Lei
ESMS with in-line l.TV detection on mixtures of relatively small
peptides generated by use of a proteolytic enzyme that will cleave
predictably and with reasonable specificitj.23.31 33 The reduced

(30) Takasaki, S.; Mizuochi, T.; Kobal:2, A. Methods Enzymol. 1982, 83, 268~
277.

using the hydrazinolysis methodology developed by Kobata and

colleagues."" Samples for hydrazinolysis V'erf. prepared by organic
solvent precipitation in the reactor vessels (glass screw-cap tubes
13 x 65 mm). Less than 2.0 mg each of the glycoproteins was
made up to 0.5 mL using a fresh 1% NH,HCO, solution. Glyco
proteins were precipitated using 4 volumes ,f ethyl alcohol/ethyl
acetate (1:1) containing 1% acetic acid mixture at room temper
ature for 30 min. Precipitated proteins were collected by cen
trifugation (table top) and were resuspended in 0.5 mL of
NH,HC03 solution. A total of three precipitations was found to
be satisfactory for oligosaccharide release by removing the
interfering substances such as buffer salts, excipients, and
detergents from the samples. The glycoprotein precipitates were
dried using a vacuum centrifuge (Savant, with no heat) for at least
3 h. The samples were installed into the Glycoprep 1000, which
was set up to release oligosaccharides using the "N" program
option according to the manufacturers instructions. Oligosaccha
ride pools were dried by lyophilization and an aliquot (-5-10%)
was analyzed by high-performance anion exchange chromatog
raphy with pulsed amperometric detection (HPAE-PAD) as previ
ously described.'"

Hydrazinolysis Release of Carbohydrates from the Tryptic
Glycopeptide and Analysis of FIuorescentiy Labeled Carbo
hydrates by HP1£ and High-Resolution Gel Permeation
Chromatography. Oligosaccharides were also released by hy
drazinolysis from glycopeptides identi:fied in the LC/ESMS experi
ments. Dry glycopeptide samples supplied to Oxford GlycoSys
tems (12 nmol) were transferred to the GlycoPrep 1000 reactor

vessels usingTFA (0.1% v/v), and the oligosaccharides released

and recovered using the "N + 0" progran1. The sample was
fluorescently labeled by reductive amination with 2-aminobenza
mide, and derivatized oligosaccharides were separated from
excess reagents using Whatrnan 3MM chromatography paper and
subjected to ascending paper chromatography using 1-butanol/
ethanol/water (4:1:1) . The 2-aminobenzamide-iabeled oligosac
charides remained at the origin and were subsequently eluted
with water. An aliquot of the total pool of this sample was
separated by HPLC on a 4.6 mm x 100 mm GlycoSep C column
using acetonitrile and ammonium formate as eluent according to
the standard experimental protocol ASPOOC1 from Oxford Gly
cosystems. A second aliquot of the sample was subjected to high
resolution gel permeation chromatography. To accomplish this,
the fluorescently labeled oligosaccharides were suspended in an
aqueous solution of a partial acid hydrolysate of dextran (internal
standards for glucose units) and applied to a gel permeation

column in the RAAM 2000 Glycosequencer (Oxford Glycosys
tems). The column was eluted with water at 55 'C at a flow rate
of 30 )1L1min over 21.6 h. Detection was by an in-line fluorescence
flow detector and an in-line differential refractometer.

Exoglycosidase Digestion of the Glycopeptide. In three
different experiments the glycopeptide isolated from the tryptic
digest was subjected to digestion with individual or combinations
of the exoglycosidases fJ-galactosidase (source, Streptococcus
pneumoniae; specificity, GaJPl-4GlcNAc) and fJ-N-acetylliexosamini
dase (source, S. pneumoniae). The latter enzyme is specific for
GlcNAcfJl-2Man at low enzyme concentration (0.01 milliunit/)1L),

while it exhibits broader specificity for GlcNAc-,81-2,4, or 6Man
at high concentration (0.1 mllliunitII'L). The final incubation
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fig"re (E) ES mass spectrum of native RSHZ19. Because the mlz range of the mass spectrometer used is limited 'a mlz 2400, peaks with
fewer than 63 charges are not observed. (b) ES mass speccrum of reduced and S-carboxymethylated RSHZ191rght chain. (c) ES mass spectrum
or reduced and S-carcoxYllethylated RSHZ19 heavy chain. Labels on peaks correspond to the observed m/z and the determined charge states.
The majo~ satellite peaks to the high-mass side of each of the main ion series peaks correspond to (M + -+- K)n+.

aJld carboxymethylated light and heavy chains were digested in
separate experiments with trypsin and then analyzed by LC/
ESMS. TI,e UV and total ion CUITent (TIC) traces produced
during the analyses of the light- and heavy-chain digests are
presented Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Peptide signals were
assigned to specific sequence locations with the aid of an
imeractive computer program developed in-house. 34 The program
(Kosella, available commercially from PE-Sciex as PeptideMap)

deter:nines the M,. of all of the peptides in the LC/ESMS data set
and matches them, if possible, to the calculatcd ,11, of all peptides
that would expected tD form based on the reaction conditions

used and the predicted sequence. The following cleavage site
criteria were used to make assignments: (1) a tryptic site at both
ends; (2) a tryptic site at one end and a chymotryptic site at the
other: (3) a chymol1'yptic she at both ends; and (4) any of the
abovc with uncleaved, internal tryptic site (e.g., Arg-Glu).

The predicted sequences of the heavy and light chains are
shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Peptides identified in the
LC/ESlVIS experiments are indicated with their determined M,
and the scan numbers at which they were found. In general, the
determined values were s 0.2 Da of calculated. The data
obtained by the LC/ESMS of toe mixtures of tryptic peptides

provided 99.1% coverage of :he 219 amino acid light chain and

99.3% of the 446 amino acid sequence of the heavy chain. Only
two of the 22 predicted unique t:r)1)tic fragments of the light-chain
sequence were not detected. One of these corresponds to a single

A. \V.; Can:wa-Davis, Stults. J. T.; Hanc:)ck, W. S
1991. 63, 2909-2915

K; Carr, S. A; Hemling, R.; Roberts,
M. F.: .L\nnan Ie,.; J'or""o",

on flIass SpeCirometry elld Allied Topics; IL, 1994; p
6(i2

arginine (Arg ll3); however this residue is detected in a partial
tryptic fragment (Val'°LArgll3) formed by incomplete cleavage

between two consecutive tryptic sites. The other corresponds to
a dipeptide (lIls19<-L)'SI95). Except for two, all of the 37 predicted

unique tryptic fragments of the heavy chain were detected

(analysis of the glycopeptide is described below). These cor
respond to a single lysine (LYS213) and a dipeptide (Ser l"-Arg't5).

It is often difficult to detect dipeptides by LC/ESMS since they
usually elute in the high-aqueocs podon of the chromatogram

where buffer salts present in the sample also elute. These

cxcipients tend to suppress peptide-related signals. In cases where
the determined Mr was higher than the predicted Mr by more

than 0.5 Da, dean1idation of Asn to Asp was suspected to have
occurred (see peptides identified with a subscript d in Figures 4

and 5). The Mr of these peptides were redetermined by infusion
of the corresponding fractions to confirm the observed mass shift.

TI,ere is generally exce]}ent agreement between the UV traces

and the total ion current traces from the LC/ESMS experiments
with respect to the presence and relative abundances of peaks.

However, discrepancies can arise because the detectors are
measuring different physical parameters of the molecules. The
IN response is a product of concentration and molar absorpti,ity

at the given wavelength, while the response in MS is a function

of the number of ions produced within ibe mass range monitored.
In the IN trace of the light chain (Figure 2), the peak at a

retention time of -24.2 min is very strong, whereas in the TIC
trace it is very weak. The observed Mr of this component is 560.4,
which corresponds to a predicted tryptic tetrapeptide (Vajl51
Lys154). The sequence of this peptide was confinued by electro
spray tandem MS (ESMS/MS; see below) and by analysis of
metastable ions in ~,;LDI-MS (the so-caned postsource decay
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Figure 2. On-line LC/UV/ESMS analysis of a to/ptic digest of RSHZ19 reduced and S-carboxymethylated light chain: (a) UV trace at 215-nm
absorbance; (b) total ion current trace produced by the mass spectrometer. Chromatographic peaks appear in the UV trace ~O.4 min later than
they appear in the TIC trace.
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Figure 3. On-line. LC/UV/ESMS analysis of a tryptic digest of RSHZ19 reduced and S-carboxymethylated heavy chain: (a) UV trace at
215·nm absorbance; (b) total ion current trace produced by the mass spectrometer; (c) glycopeptide-selective trace (see text). Chromatographic
peaks appear in the UV trace ~O.4 min later than they appear in the TIC trace.

technique).5) In this case, the considerable difference in response
is due to the presence of the strong IN absorber Trp in the small
peptide. The raised baseline at ~17 min in the IN chromatogram

of the light chain was most likely caused by an air bubble and
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was not reproduced in subsequent injections of this same sample.
The expected N and C termini of both chains were identified

on the basis of the observed M, in the LC/ESMS data (Figures 4
and 5). A peptide 16 Da heavier than the predicted, blocked
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Figure 4. Predicted amino acid sequence of RSHZ19 reduced and S-carboxymethylated light chain indicating the peptides (underlined) identified
by RP-HPLClESMS of a tryptic d·'gest. Sequences identified by Edman degradation are underlined with a dorted line. The values given in
parentheses represent tr:e range of s::;ans over which the indicated component was observed to elute. The M, values are monoisotopic molecular
masses unless otherwise noted. Partial cleavages (Le., one or more uncleaved tryptic sites) are denoted with the SUbSCr'ipt p. The scbscript d
denotes possible deamidated forms of the peptide were detected.

:i-terminal tryptic peptide of the heavy chain was also observed
the LC/ESMS data eluting ~2 min prior to the predicted

)\-terminal peptide (58.5 vs 60.6 min, Figure 3). Attempts to

sequence this peptide by Edman degradation failed, presumably

due to the presence of a blocked N terminus. The sequences of
this peptide. and that of the blocked N-tenninal peptide with the
expected were established by mass spectrometric peptide
sequencing by electrospray tandem MS." Both peptides pro
duced at identical series cf N-tenninal (bl-b5) fragment ions,
demonsu-ating that the peptides have the same sequence through

residue 5 (data not shown). Similarly, the C-tenninal (Y2-Yi)
fragment ions corresponding to the partial sequence HisTrpValArg

obtained for both pepddes. However, beginning at Ys. the
y fragment ions in the spectrum of the earlier eluting peptide shift
upward by 16 Da relative to those in the spectrum of the predicted
I\-terminrJl peptide, demonstrating that Mefl4 is oxidized. The

sequence of the predicted N-tenninal peptide was also cor
roborated by Edman degradation following treatment with pyro

glutamate aminopeptidase to remove <Glut at the N terminus.
11,e ratio the predicted N-tenn1nal peptide to the modified
N-terminal peptide is '"""1.8:1 based on the ion current response
for the respective (M + 3H)3" ions.

Two forms of the heavy-chain C-terminal tryptic peptide were
also observed by LC/ESMS: Ser':l9-Gly4'5 a~d Ser'19-Lys446

Approximately 85% of the heavy chain is in the des-Lys fonn based
on the ion current response and the UV absorbance for the
respective fOillls of the peptide. Partial removal of the C-tenninal

of the heavy chain of MAbs has been previously reported
and may be due to carboxypeptidase B-like activity present during

the felmentation process." Similarly, the predicted amino ter
minus. Asp:-Arg:1. and the carboxyl tenninus, Gly21LCYS219, of

the light chain were identified by mass spectrometry and. in these
cases, confirmed by Edman degradation.

A variety of techniques yielding a11 increasing level of structural
derail were employed to study the glycosylation of the RSHZ19.
Carbohydrate composition analysis obtained on the intact MAb
indicated the presence of the following sugars in moles of
carbohydrate per mole of lVrAb: fucose (Fuc) 1.8; N-acetylglu

cosamine (GlcNAe) 6.4; galactose (Gal) 1.2; mannose (Man) 4.9;
and N-acetylneuraminic acid (NANA) 0.1. These values are not
c01Tected for the losses encountered during hydrolysis. 29 These
data are consistent with the presence of complex, N-linked

oligosaccharide; the absence of galactosamine suggests that no

O-linked carbohydrates of the usual type are present.
LC/ESMS was used to locate glycopeptides in the complex

digest mixtures and to preparatively frac'jonate them for further
structural studies. "lVe recently described a general approach for

selective detection of a variety of postiranslational modifications
in proteins during LC/ESMS analysis of digests. 25.25 The me:hod
relies on the fonnation and detection of low-mass fragment
(marker) Ions that are specific for the modification (s) of interest.
The natural abundance of these low-mass marker ions in nonna,
electrospray mass spectra is often quite low. but their abundance
can be significantly enhanced by collision-induced decomposition
of the parent ions. This is accomplished by stepping the potential
that controls the extent of collision-induced decomposition of
source-produced ions from a high voltage, to maximize fragment
ion production during acquisition of low m/z ions, to a lower
voltage to yield intact ionized molecules dming the remainder of

the scan. In this way. both intact parent ions and abundant marker
ions are observed in the same mlz scan. A selected ion curent
trace for one or more of the marker ions reveals where in the
chromatogram the modified peptide is eluting. Glycopeptides in
complex mixtures may be selectively detected on the basis of
production of diagnostic sugar oxonium ions, particularly the
Hex.NAc+ and Hex-HexNAc+ fragments.

The elution position of the glycopeptide h, the HPLC separation
of the tryptic digest or the heavy chain was established by ploj+jng
a selected ion current (SIC) trace for the sum of the mlz 366
HexHexNAc" and mlz 168 (Hex.NAc - 2H,O)+ carhohydrate
marker ions produced in the manner described above. These ions

maximize at ~19.5 min in the chromatogram (Figure 3c). The
mass spectrum obtained by averaging the scans representing the

entire glycopeptide peak envelope (UV retention times of 19.1

19.6 min.) is shown in Figure 6. Clusters of ions are observed in
three distinct regions of the mass spectrum which correspond to
the (M + 3H)3+, (M -;- 2H)" and (2M+3H)'" of the glycopeptide.

The ions in each of these clusters are separated by tl1e incremental
masses of various monosaccharides. For example, the peaks at
mlz 1398.8 and 1317.8 difier by 81 Da; because these ions are
doubly charged, the true mass difference is 162, which corre
sponds to toe hxrementa1 mass of a hexose (e.g., Gal or Man).
The observed distribution of peaks provides a snapshot of the
glycoform heterogeneity at this specific site. We also routinely
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Figure 5. Predicted amino acid sequence of RSHZ19 heavy chain indicating the peptides (underlined) identified by reverse phase LC/ESMS
of a reduced and S-carboxymethylated tryptic digest of reduced and S-carboxymethylated protein. Dotted underlines correspond to sequences
identified by Edman degradation. The N-terminal amino acid is pyroglutamic acid «E). The values given in parentheses represent the range
of SC2ns over whiCh the indicateci component was observed to elute. The Mr values are monoisotopic molecular masses unless otherwise
noted. Partial cleavages (Le., one or more uncleaved tryptic sites) are denoted witr, the subscript p. A compound with an Mr value eqUivalent
to the tetrapeptide Val21L Lys217 elutes in scans 162-166 and 180-185. CHO at Asn296 denotes the determined glycosylation site. The Me
value determined from the mass spectrum of scans 61-75 is 307.1 and corresponds to the dipeptide Cys320-Lys321" The apparent elution of
the peptide, Thr'39L Lys'08, at two slightly different retention times is possibly a result of cis/trans isomerization of Pro residues in the peptide.
The subscript d denotes that possible deamidated forms of the peptide were detected. The large peptide, Leu83-Lys120, tailed severely in the
LC chromatogram and was detected only through a selected ion current plot of the mass of tre predicted 1M + 3H)3+

reanalyze small aliquots oi the HPLC fraction(s) containing the
entire glycopeptide pool (s) by infusion ESMS to determine
whether minor glycoiorms may be present that have gone
undetected due to the relatively fast scan conditions employed in
the LC/ESMS analyses. In the present case, the infusion data
(data not shown) and the LC/ESMS data ior the glycopeptide
pool showed the same distribution oi M, ior the glycoiorms.

The only consensus sequence ior \I-glycosylation (Asn-X-SerI
Thr, where X = any amino acid except Pro) in the protein is Asn296,

which is found in the tryptic peptide Glu29LArg30o The identity
oi this glycopeptide was established by digestion of a small portion
of the fraction with peptide-N-glycosidase F. This releases the
entire carbohydrate en bloc from the peptide and converts the
attachment site Asn to Asp." Analysis of the digest by MALDI
MS after ~1 min of reaction time revealed the presence of a new
(M H)+ signal at mlz 1191.2 (calclulated, mlz 1191.2) corre
sponding uniquely to the (M + H);' for Glu29LArg31JD in which

Asn2S6 had been converted to Asp. The (M + H)" for Glu'"'
Arg'JlXI in which Asn296 is unsubstituted was not detected in the
LC/ESMS data, and therefore, we conclude that the protein is
fully glycosylated at this site. Subtracting the peptide mass from
the determined glycoiorrn masses yields a series oi residual
carbohydrate masses. All potential carbohydrate compositions
that fit these masses were generated with the computer program
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Gretta's Carbos (Wade Hines and Brad Gibson, UCSF). Unique
compositions were identified ior each parent glycoiorm. The
predominant anti-RSV carbohydrates have compositions of HelC;
Hex..1\IAc,dHex (39%) and Hex;;HexNAc,dHex (37%), presumably
corresponding to highly processed biantennary, core fucosylated
structures (see below). The mixture oi carbohydrates attached
to the intact MAb was also released by hydrazinolysis and
analyzed by HPAE-PAD. The retention times of the major species
correspond to neutral, biantennary oligosaccharides, core fuco
sylated carbohydrates lacking sialic acid, in agreement with the
MS data. Carbohydrate analysis was also periormed on oligosac
charides released from the tryptic glycopeptide sample and
analyzed by HPLC anion exchange chromatography and gel
permeation chromatography. The anion exchange chromatogra

phy indicated that the oligosaccharides are largeiy neutral (>95%).
Consequently, deacidification was deemed unnecessary prior to
gel permeation analysis. By high-resolution gel permeation
chromatography, at least six components are indicated with
hydrodynamic volumes ranging from 8.0 glucose units to 15.3
glucose units (data nol shown). These data are in agreement "ith
the ESMS, MALDI-MS, and the HPAE-PAD data (Table 2)

To further elucidate the oligosaccharide structure in terms oi
sequence and linkage information, allquots of the HPLC fraction
known to contain the glycopeptides were digested with specific
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Figure 6. LCiES mass spectrum of the glycosylated prim2ry tryptic peptide (Glu'''-ArgOOO) identified L1 ihe LC/ESMS data (Figure 3c). The
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Table 2. Carbohydrate Structures of Anti.RSV MAb
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exoglycosidases. The time course of these reactions was moni
tored by MALDl-MS.:J5 The mixture of glycopeptides was sub

jected to concurrent, controlled digestion with two highly specific
exoglycosidases, a ;3-galactosidase (specificity, Ga1;31-4GlcNAc and
Gal;31-4GaiNAc) and a ;3-.'\T-acetylhexosaminidase (specificity,

GlcNAc;31- 2Man under low enzyme-to-substrate ratio conditions).
These enzymes were chosen on the basis of the structural types
proposed from the ESMS and MALDI-MS analyses of the
glycopeptide pools, as well as the BPAE-PAD data. The resulting
products were ther analyzed directly by MAWI-MS. These

results indicate that in a sample of the digest taken immediately
all of the tenninal Gal residues and a minor amount of terminal

CS) SuttO:1. C. W.; O'Neill,]. A; Cottrell,]. S. Anal. Biochem. 1994,218,34-

GlcNAc residues were removed from the glycopeptide. At 8 h

most of the GlcNAc residues were removed, and at 24 h digestion
of the oligosaccharide by both enzymes appeared to be complete

(Figure 7). Complete removal of GlcNAc with the 1-2 specific

enzyme rules out the presence of bisecting GlcNAc which, if
present, would be linked 1-4 to the ;3-linked Man of the

trimannosyl core. The RSV glycopeptide was also evaluated using

three different o:-fucosidases: chie.ken liver o:-iucosidase (specific

ity = Fuco:l-2,4,6», bovine epididymis o:-fucosidase (specificity
= Fuco:l-6(>2,3,4)), and almond meal o:-fucosidase (specificity

= Fuco:l-3/4). Unfortunately, the results obtained with these

enzymes were inconclusive. The enzyme with the broadest

specificity released a signiiicant amount ofFuc, but not all (Figure
8d) _ Furthennore it was found to be contaminated with galac~
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jJ-ga[actosidase and (c) I!-ga[actosidase combined with jJ-N-acety[hexosaminidase. Panel d is the glycopeptide after digestion with a.-fucosidase
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tasidase. A small but signiiicaut amount ofFuc was removed after

22 h using the 1-6-speciiic enzyme, whereas no reaction was

obtained with the 1-3/4-specific enzyme. These data are most

consistent with attachment of Fuc to the 6-position of GlcNAc,

but we cannot rule out attachment to the 3-position as well.

These results demonstrate that RSHZ19 is glycosylated with

a family of core fucosylated, (predominantly) nonsialylated,

biantennary oligosaccharides having GaJ;'J1-4GJcNAc;'J1-2Man as
the outer chains. The electrospray, MALDl-MS, HPAE-PAD, and

gel permeation data are summarized in Table 2. Eight glycofonms
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are detected by MS, while at least five and six different glycoforms
were obse:ved by HPAE-PAD and gel permeation chromatogra

phy, respectiveiy. TI,e relative ratios of the glycoforms are derived

from the peak heights of the respective components in the

IvlALDI-MS and ESMS data (2+ series) and the peak areas from

the HPAE-PAD and gel permeation data. These ratios are

generally .in very close agreemen: with each other, with the MS
discerning a few additional minor glycoforms (Table 2).

It is now possible to reevaluate the determined M, of the intact

glycoprotein to see whether the modifications to the polypeptide

chain dctcffi1ined to be presen: fully account for the mass

difference of 3023 Da (determined by ESMS) to the calculated

mass 0' the protein. The studies described above have est2blished

that (1) the heavy chain has pyroglutamic acid «Glu) at the N

terminus; (2) -88% of the hea,y chain (predicted to be 446 amino

acids long) iacks the C-terminal Lys residue; (3) the light chain

is 219 aJl1ino acids long and corresponds precisely to the sequence
predicted by the eDNA; (4) there is one N-Iinked glyeosylation

site located on each heavy chain; and (5) the distribution of

glycoforms at each of the two N-linked sites in the intact MAb is

identical ''''ith an average incremental mass of 1601 Da based on
ESMS analysis of tryptic glycopeptides (see below). This number

is also consistent with that calculated from the observed relative

molar ratios of carbohydrate obtained by carbohydrate composi

tion analys'" (see above). The M, calculated for the intact protein

taking these modifications into account (assuming 100% of heavy

chain is des-Lys) is 149 IS, Da. TI,e M, determined by ESMS is

within 111 Da 0" 0.07% of this value, whereas the l\iIALDI-MS value

within Da or J2% (TobIe 1). The close agreement between

calculated a1](' predicted M, provides a high degree of

con:5.dence that all modifications vvith significant mass have been

accounted lor and that the overall sequence has a very high degree

fidelicy to that predicted from the eDNA.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that the primary structure of large
glycoproteins like the anti-I-i.SV-IVAb described here may be

ex-rcnsively charactelized through a combination of LC/ESMS and

MAIDI-MS, supplemented as necessary with Edman degradation

and candem MS to aid in the sequence analysis of specific peptides.

To our knowledge, the present study is one of the most detailed

characterizations of the primary structJre of a humanized MAb

and its posttranslational modifications. These experiments verified

99.1% of tile light- and 99.3% of the heavy-chain amino acid

sequences, confirmed the N and C tem-tini of both chains, and

demonstrated the nal11re ar.d relative extent of heterogeneity at

and C termini of the heavy chain. A previous LC/ESMS

study achieved only 81% coverage of the molecule and reported

oniy very limited characterization of the carbohydrate.22 The study

of RSHZ19 repor"ed here illustrates some of the unique capabilities
that mass spectrometry provides for identifying sites and struc

tures of modifications si.:ch as glycosylation, N-terminal blocking

groups, and C-terminal proteolytic clipping. While it would be

possible, in principal, to use conventional methodoloRies for

CJnfirmation of amino acid sequence, the various modifications
noted above that were ider_tified in RSHZ19 would have been

diifiCJlt to detect and c'laracterize without MS. In addition to
improving completeness and accuracy of the structural

characterization, the use of MS also greatly increased the speed
of the overall analysis.

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to directly

compare MALDl-MS and ESMS of glycopeptides with high

performance gel permeation chromatography and RPAE-PAD of

enzymatically and chemically released carbohydrates to assess

the capabilities of the respective techniques for providing quantita

tive as well as qualitative information on the carbohydrates

present These dat.a indicate that for oligosaccharides of the types

found in MAbs, the agreement among these techniques is very

good (Table 2). The relative ratios of the glycoforms are derived

from the peak heights of the singly charged (M + H)';- in the

MAWI-MS, the (M -'- 2H)2+ in the ESMS data, and the peak areas

from the HPAE-PAD and gel per1Ileation data. Quantification of

the entire carbohydrate distribution requires that the glycopeptide

saIl1ple analyzed contain all of the heterogenous carbohydrate

species present at that site. Isolation of the glycopeptide pool(s)

from the glycoprotein digest is greatly simplified by the stepped

collision energy scan employed here during the LC/ESMS
analyses.2G·28 Tnis technique selectively identifies glycopeptides

and the start and end points of their elution profiles in the
chromatographic data. In general, we select the lowest charge

state with good ion statistics that is observed in ESMS to correlate

peak height with relative solution concentration. By choosing the

lowest charge state. we minimize any effect that charging 01 the

carbohydrate structures may have on the apparent glycopeptide

distribution. Such differences in charging can affect the observed

peak ratios, as illustrated by the ratio of the glycoform pea"s in

the (M + 3H)3- cluster vs those of the (M + 2H)'+ cluster in

Figure 6. An assumption ofthis method is that the peptide picks

up charge at low pH more readily than does the carbohydrate

and dominates the charge character of the glycopeptide. This
assumption is supported by the higher relative gas phase basicities

of the primary amine (NH, tem,inus and Lys) and/or guanido
(Arg) functionalities present on the peptide:l6 vs the lower gas

phase basicities of the Nacetyl groups of the carbohydrate.:" Tn

the case of carbohydrates (as opposed to glycopeptides), the

relative abundances of peaks of a given charge state in the ESMS

data cannot he used for quantitation because carbohydrates with
additional chargeablc groups (like sialic acid or HexNAc) will have

charge distributions different from those with fewer chargeable

groups. Summing the abundances at each charge state has been

suggested as a means of obtaining quantitative information in this
case.38

Another unique aspect of the work described here was the

use of MALDI·MS to monitor the results of a series of controlled
digestions with specific exoglycosidascs.", The mass shifts

observed provided the sequence and linkage of individual glycan

species. Direct analysis of the glycopeptide by MS has several

advantages over these approaches. First, it is Ulmecessary to have
a method for quantitatively releasing the oligosaccharides without

degrading them. Both chemical and enzymatic methods of release
have specific drawbacks v:.rith respect to t1ese issues.39 Second,

as demonstrated here, the glycopeptide is amenable to either

sequential or parallel exoglyosidase digestion with MALDl-MS

readout of the structural information. Importantly, there is no
need to purify the product prier to analysis by MALDI-MS if

(36) Wu, Z.; ?enselau, C. Rapid Cormmm. Mass Stectrcm. 1992,6,
(37) Meot-Ner (Mamner), M.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1994, 106, 278-2S;~.

(38) Linsley, K B.; Chan, S.-Y.; Reinbold, B. B.; Lisi, P.].: Reinhol::i, V. N. Ana!
Biochem. 1994.219.207-217.

(39) Dwek, R. A.; Edge, C.].: D. .f.: Won:ald, M. R: Parekh, R B
Ann. Rev. RifJr:hi'rJI. 1993, 62.
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suitable care has been taken to control the amount of salt in the
digests (see below). The peptide portion of the molecule serves
as a "derivative", which allows the conjugate to ionize and desorb

efficiently, and it also shifts the region in which ions from the
molecule are observed to higher mass, effectively eliminating
potential problems with low-mass interferences such as the matrix

used in MALDI-MS. Third, the exoglycosidcse sequencing
experiments may be carried out on simple mixtures of oligosac

charides attached to a common peptide backbone (Figures 7 and
8). Mixture analysis is possible whenever the resulting products

of a given digest have masses different from other sample
constituents. In contrast, conventional approaches for the analysis
of either sequential or parallel exoglycosidase digests may only

be reliably used to sequence pure oligosaccharides39.40 It is
important to note that the MS techniques readily detected several

minor glycoforms which were not discerned by either of the

conventional techniques. This may be due tc overlap of the
chromatographic peaks of these carbohydrates with those of other

carbohydrate constituents of the sample. Small peaks are often
present in the chromatograms, particularly in the HPAE-PAD
technique, which are due to degradation of the oarbohydrate or
which are non-carbohydrate in origin'l,42 These peaks can also

obscure minor carbohYdrate components or make the analyst
overlook them.

The validity of using exoglycosidases to provide detailed

structural information hinges on the use of highly pure enzyme
preparations that do not contain unacceptably high levels of

contaminating glycosidases. Several sources of highly purified

glycosidases are now available commercially, but it is well advised

to be skeptical of the claimed specificities and lack of contamina
tion. For example, we have confinned the observation:>5 that

certain preparations of S. pneumoniae f3-N-acetylhexosaminidase
are contaminated with an endoglycosidase H-like enzyme. In an
8-h digest of the RSV glycopeptide with this enzyme at the higher

E:S ratio, a strong peak is observed at m/z 1538 that corresponds
to (M H) + for the tryptic peptide with only one GlcNAc and
one Fuc residue still attached, indicating that cleavage has

occurred between the GlcNAc residues of the chitobiose unit

(Figure 8c). In this case, the presence of the unexpected
endoglycosidase H-like activity provided additional sequence
information, placing the Fuc on the ultimate GlcNAc residue. The

peak at m/z 1392 indicates a minor amount of the analogous des

Fuc glycopeptide. Similarly, digestion of the RSV glycopeptide
with a chicken liver o.-fucosidase advertised as specific for Fuc

linked 0.-1-2,4,6 to GlcNAc removed a significant amount of the
Gal in addition to Fuc following a 22-h digest (Figure 8d). Another
problem with commercially available exoglycosidases is that they

contain buffers such as sodium citrate/phosphate which at

relatively high concentrations can cause problems in obtaining
useful MALDI-MS signals due to signal suppression. Use of lower
levels of enzyme than recommended by the supplier decreases

the ratio of salt to analyte and frequently results in sufficient
cleavage to provide diagnostically useful analytical data. Clearly,

mass spectrometry is an exquisitively sensitive method for
detecting aberrant glycosidase activity as long as that aberrant

activity produces a species having a unique mass. When possible,

(40) Kobata, A; Yamashita, K; Takasaki, S. Methods Enz)'mol. 1987,138,84
94.

(41) Lee. Y. C. Anal. Biochem. 1990. 189, 151-162.
(42) Hardy, M. R; Townsend, R. R. Proc. Nat!. Acad. 5ci. U.S.A. 1988,85,

3289-3293.
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suitable model studies should be performed and the product8
analyzed by MS to confirm the cleanliness and specificities of the

enzymes used. In the present study, the galactosidases and
N-acetylhexosaminidases were checked using commercially avail
able model glycopeptides whose structures have been cor
roborated by NMR or glycopeptides derived from well-character

ized glycoproteins such as RNase B or fetuin.
The carbohydrates of IgG have been shown to have a role in

the binding and activation by the antibody of complement, binding

to macrophage Fe receptors, and antibody-dependent cellular

cytotoxicity." Abnormal glycosYlation of IgG has also been
associated with specific disease states such as rheumatoid
arthritiS"·45 The structures of the carbohydrates on recombinant

glycoproteins vary depending upon the specific cell expresslon
system and the culture conditions used. For these reasons, it is

important to characterize the glycosylation of recombinant MAbs.

The pool of carbOhydrate structures identified in IgGs purified
from human, rabbit, and bovine sera contain predominantly
biantennary structures, with significant populations of species

having core fucosylation, terminal sialic acid, and bisecting
GlcNAc46 The carbohydrate structures determined here are most
similar to the carbohydrate structures found in the mouse"; in

that they are highly fucosylated and do not contain bisecting
GlcNAc. Sialic acid appears to be absent from the carbohydrates

of RSHZ19 expressed in eHO cells. The absence of sialic acid is
consistent with the structures of N-linked carbohydrate found in

a MAb directed against the interleukin 2 receptor expressed in
Sp2/0 cells" and in a humanized murine anti-CD18 MAb ex

pressed in NS/O mouse myeloma cells." Significant amounts of
oligomannose structures were also reported in the NS/O mouse
myeloma-derived MAb. Highly sialylatecl tri- and tetrantennary

structures (some having two sialic acids on a single branch) were
reported for the mouse MAb OKr3 isolated from hybridoma

culture fluid."
The analyses described here were all carried out using

nanomole levels of glycoprotein. We and others have 8ho'N11 that
detailed characterization of large glycoproteins by MS can be
accomplished with picomole quantities of starting material.']';;'''!'';

The sensitivity in ESMS is more closely related to the sample

concentration than mass flow into the mass spectrometer. There
fore, when only small amounts of sample are available « 100

pmal) , it is necessary to use small internal diameter HPLC
columns (51 mm), which operate at lower flow rates (540 fiLl

min), and small UV detector flow cells (51 p.L). Lower flow rates

put increased demands on the flow rate stability of the pumps,

(43) Rademacher, T. W.; Parekh, R B.: Dwek, R. A. Amw. Rev. Biochel'n. 1988,
57, 785-838.

(44) Parekh, R. B.; Dwek, R. A; Sutton, B. 1-; Femandes, D. Leung.
Stanworth, D.; Rademacher, T. W.; MizUQchi, T.: Taniguchi. T.;
K; Takeuchi, F.; Nagano, Y.; Miyamoto, T.; Kobata, A. NC;';'fre 1985,316,
452-457.

(45) Kob.la, A Glycobiology 1990, 1, 5-8.
(46) Tancai, M,; Endo, T,; Sasaki, S.; Masuho, Y: Kochibe, K; I· obata, A. Arch.

Biochem. BioPhys. 1991,291,339-348.
(47) MizUQchi, T.; Hamako, J.; Titani, K 1987. Arch. Bioclu?'iL Biophys. 257,

387-394.
(48) Yu Ip, C. w. .1.; "@'''K'',"g.Nl.;N,am.G. E.; ETIis. R. Vi.; Huang.

L.; Glushka, J.; Van Halbeek, H.; ].: .I\lhadeff, J. Arch.
Biophys. 1994.308,387-399.

(49) Krotkiewski, fl.: Gronberg, G.: Krotkiewska, R; Nilsson, Svensson, S.
]. BioI. Chern. 1990,265,20195-20201.

(50) Henzel, W. j.; Bourell, j. H.; Stults. j. T. Anal. Biochem. 1990, 187. 228.
(51) Della-Negra, S.; LeBeyec, Y. Anal. Chem. 1985,57,2035. Tang, Ens,

W.; Standing KG.; Wcstmorel. B. Anal. Chem. 1988, 60, 2791. Speng!er
B.: Kirsch, D.; Kaufmann R.]. Phys. Chem. 1992, 96 , 9678.
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and heavy chains was a significant improvement, permitting

sequence variants of the light chain and some level of heterogene
ity of the heavy-chain carbohydrate to be observed. However.

neither the true extent of heterogeneity nor its origins could be
ascertained with cettaint! until the protein was cleaved to peptides
of mass spectrametrically manageable sizc where the accuracy

and resolution permitted single dalton differences to be readily

determined.

and the ability of the mixer to mix mobile phases produces
reproducible gradients. However. when recombinant MAb's (or
other recombinant proteins) are characterized for regulatory
purposes, it is generally unnecessary to use such small amounts
of sample since they must be produced in quantities that are very

large by MS standards. This is important because there are
specific advantages to using larger amounts of sample for the LC/
ESMS as well as many of the conventional analyses described.
For example, standard internal diameter HPLC columns (2.1 or
4.6 mm) may be used rather than columns with internal diameters

of mm or less. The larger internal diameter columns are more
robust, and it is easier to obtain reproducible, high-resolution
separations on these columns using standard HPLC equipment
Furthermore, because there is no significant benefit in directing
more than a small percentage of the column flow to the mass
spectromerer lor LC/MS, the majority of the sample may,
simultaneous to the LC/MS cxpcriment, be fraction collected for
additional experiments such as tandem MS, infusion of selected
fractions to obtain better ion statistics (important for glycopep
tides), Edman degradation, carbohydrate analysis, etc., as re
quired, based on the observed molecular species in each fraction.
Al! of the LC/ESMS experiments described here were performed
in this manner.

The ease with which the M,. of large glycoproteins may now
be obtained by MS has provided a degree of mass measurement

accuracy heretofore unavailable. However, the amount of struc
tural inforn1ation provided by such a measurement is still limited
by the relatively poor capability to resolve variants of very large
molecules that have slightly different masses than that of the
parent protein. In both ESMS and MALDI·MS, the width of the

unresolved parent molecular ion envelope of large, unmodified
proteins is almost always greater than calculated on the basis of
the natural abundance of the isotopes present and the resolution

the analyzer. This is due to significant gas phase adduction of
alkali metals (e.g., Na), small molecules (e.g., NH3) , or the matrix
used far the MALDI-MS experiment (e.g., sinapinic acid). These
adducts are usually not resolved from the (M + H) t envelope,
and their contribution causes an unpredictable shift upward in

mass of the apparent centroid of the molecular ion cluster. The
presence of actual heterogeneity in the protein structure only

2I11p',ifies this effect Analysis of the intact MAb provided no
infomlation regarding ,he heterogeneity due to carbohydrate,
ragged termini, and deamidation. Analysis of the separated light
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(MW) differences alone would not be expected to be usefuL
Liquid chromatographic separatory procednres, principally size
exclusion, ion-exchange, affinily, hydrophobic interaction, and
hydroxylapatite chromatography, have proven useful for antibod
ies.2 Of these techniques~ ion-exchange chromatography, is
possibly the most selective procedure for large proteins. perhaps
implying that charge-dependent separations show substantial
promise. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) , which separates species
on the basis of molecular mass and net charge, has been used
for analysis of peptides and a few proteins such as adrenocorti
cotropin. transferrin. ribonuclease, insulin, and growth honnone,2:>

CE peptide separation studies have principally involved syn
thetic (or Imown) species4,5 and peptides resulting from protein
digestion, CE tryptic mapping procednres are available for human
recombinant insulin-like growth factor I (rhlgG-I),' myoglobin,'
hemoglobins," u-1-acid glycoprotein, and human growth honnone
(hGH)9,lO Comparisons of enzymatic digestion protocols have
previously been perfonned,l1 as well as alternative fonns of
detection. l2 Comparison of the selectivity of CE peptide separa
tions with the more established liquid chromatographic techniques
has generally supported the primary or complimentary use of the
CE technique4 ,7,8,13

Lrrge proteins, glycoproteins, and metal-associated proteins
require particularly selective techniques of analysis to represent
the multiple, closely related fonns present in actual samples,
Importantly, protein studies perfonned by CE have been ShO'w11
to be able to separate the major species arising from degradative
deamidation and amino acid and glycan microheterogeneity-"
Whereas peptide CE separations have often been adequateiy

(1) Gooding, K :rv:..; Regnier, F. E. In HPLC a/Biological Macromolecules; Marcel
Dekker: New York. 1990; pp 487-528.

The analytical examination of an immunoglobulin (lgG)
antibody represents a substantial challenge, These large pro
teinaceous species consist principally of two larger heavy-chain
strands covalently atrached to two smaller light-chain strands by
disul1ide bonds, as depicted in Figure 1. The variable carbohy
drate content is typically present only on the heavy chain,1 Since
IgG antibodies possess an average molecular mass of 150 000 Da
and multiple fonns varying only slightly in amino acid and
carbohydrate content, examinations based on molecular weight

Monitoring the stability of immunoglobulin G (IgG) type
antibodies is a crucial analytical issue spanning a wide
variely of immunological/biotechnological studies, which
includes the analysis ofconjugated IgG's for drug delivery.
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has proven valuable for the
analysis of proteins and has the potential to separate and
detect native antibody components. An ideal complement
to CE, which is capable of providing the desired detection
specificily to provide species identification information,
is matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spec
tromctry (MAlDI-MS). Utilizing these two techniques we
have developed an antibody examination procedure and
monitored the degradation of an internalizing chimeric
(human/mouse) monoclonal antibody (BR96). Electro
pherograms of the antibody after up to 166 h of thermal
stress are presented; MAIDI mass spectra of the stressed
antibody were acquired at the same time points. At 166
h, the percentage of ionization carried by the intact
antibody molecular ions M7, M2~, etc., had clearly de
creased, while that due to additional ion species had
significantly increased. Ions corresponding in mass to
loss of one light chain, loss of an Fab arm to yield an Fable

type fragment, and formation of separated heavy-chain
and light-chain moieties were observed. Several of these
fragments result from simple disulfide linkage disruption.
In addition, species less in mass than common antibody
subunits were also observed, demonstrating peptide as
well as disulfide bond cleavage. The observation that a
small number ofwell-defined species were formed during
the study suggests that the cleavage induced by thermal
stress is very site-specific within the IgG.
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Figure i_ Scc.emalic representation of chimeric BR96 (humar/mouse) monoclonal antibody.

described by simple charge and mass electrophoretic models]'
(although the exponent of the mass in the defining equation is
not firmly established), proteins require a more complex separa
tion model. Even in peptide separations, the importance of
hydrophobicity and confonnation bas been observed.' Specificity
related to confonnation presumed to occur due to different
hydrodynamic profiles for different confonners has been observed
in protein sludies. The unfolding of human serum transfenin has
bee~ studied by CE and found to be dependant on iron content,
but indcpcndant of carbohydrate content]6 Similarly, free solution
CE has been llsed to monitor the temperature-dependent unfold
ing of lysozyme" at low pH.

Although CE studies on antibodies are not abundant, one
combined theoretical and empirical study]8 demonstrated that a
single amino acid difference in a chimeric IgG antibody fonn was
detectable. In a second study, a micellar CE procedure was
developed that was capable of separating IgG monoelonal anti
body, alkaline phosphatase (MIN 140 000), and an alkaline
phosphctase-lgG conjugate,]9 Micellar CE procedures have also
been developed for the 2llalysis of recombinant proteins in
fermentation broth' and a chimeric monoelonal antibody-cyto
toxin conjugate,:w

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry
('VIALDI-MS) generates molecular ions of predominantly low
charge stale (MH"" with n = 1-4), which are generally detected

1':VU, S. L: Tcshima. G.: Cacia. J; Hancock, W. S. I Chromatogr. 1991.
559,357

(16) Kilar, f.: Hjet1cn, S.]. Chromatogr. 1993,638,269.
Hilser. V. J.: \Vnrosila. G. D.; Freire, E. Anal. Biochem. 1993,208, 125.
Com:)iOfL B. 1991. 559, 357.

C9) Harringwll, Yarra, R; T. :vI.]. Chromatogr. 1991,559,385.
(20) i-lughes, D. E.: Richberg, P. f. Chmmatogr. 1993,635,313.

with a mass accuracy of ±O.l%, or better, using a time-aI-Hight
(TOF) mass analyzer.2] The technique is extremely sensitive,
requiring low picomole to subpicomole amounts of material, and
has a mass range in excess of 200 000 Da. It is also particularly
well suited to the analysis of large biomolecules, as it is relatively
insensitive to the presence of buffering agents, salts, and denatur
ants, which are often essential to maintain sample stability." A

significant exception to this is the influence of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) , which causes spectral degradation at levels as low
as 0.01%,22 which is unfortunate, as this detergent is used
extensively in CE separations. For this reason, no attempt was
made in this study to directly peak collect and analyze the CE
fractions by MALDJ-MS. Several off-line CE/MALDl-MS studies
have been reported in the literature;'HC however, these have
predominantly addressed the separation and detection of peptides
and small proteins «~30 kDa). As far as we are aware, extension
of this methodology to antibodies has yet to be demonstrated.
Relatively few studies involving the application of MALDI-MS to
the characterization of intact IgG's have been reported. Siegel et
a1.26 showed it to be a particularly elegant method for detemlining

(21) Hillenkamp, F.; Kara$, M.; Beavis, R. C.; Chait, B. T. Anal. Chem. 1991.
63, 1193A-1203A.

(22) Mock, K K; Suttor.. C. W,: Cottreli, ]. S. Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom.
1992,6, 233-238.

(23) Keough, T.;Takigiku, R; Lacey, M. p.: Purdon, M.Anai. Chern. 1992, 64,

1594-1600
(24) Va:l Vee]en, P. A: Tjaden, U. R.; Van del" Greef,].; Ingendoh, J:\..; H:llenkamp.

F.]. Chromatogr. 199;:),647,3137-374.
(25) Castoro,]' A; Chiu. R W.: Monnig, C. A; Wi:kins. c. 1../. Am. Chon. Soc

1992,114,7571-7572.
(26) M. M.; HoUander, 1. J: Hamann, P. R.; Jame~ J. F.: Hinman. r ..,

B.].: Farnsworb, A P. Kal"as. M.::ngendoh
A.: Hillenkamp. F. ,Anal. Cham.
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Figure 2. Typical electropherograms obtained from the CE analysis
of polyclonal guinea pig IgG (Ai and monoclonal antl-(iluman-a.-1
antitrypsin) murine IgG (B).

point smoothing function was applied 10 the raw data prior to
plotting.

IgG Degradation Conditions. A chimeric (human/mouse)
monoclonal antibody at a concentration of 10 mg/mL in a 25 mM
sodium citrate/250 mM sodium chloride aqueous buffer at pH
8.5 was heat-stressed at 60 'C for a period of 166 h. At discrete
time points, sample aliquots "ere removed and analyzed by CE
and MAWI-MS. In each case, the aliquoted ma1erial was diluted
2Q-fold with matrix solution prior to analysis by MALDI-MS. 111e
commercially available monoclonal and polyclonal IgG's were used
without further purification or exchange of buffers and diluted in
a manner similar to the chimeric antibody.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental procedure was applied to the analysis of 16

polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies. All of the antibodies were
able to be examined without modifying the CE conditions. One
typical monoclonal and a polyclonal antibody are analyzed by both
CE and MALDI-MS in the next two sections. Attention is then
turned to the chimeric (human/mouse) monoclonal IgG BR96
and the four conformation peaks identified; the antibody is
thennally degraded and the identity of the resulting peaks in the
electropherogram inierred by MALDI-MS.

Capillary CE Separations of Monoclonal and Polyclonal
Antibodies. Figure 2 presents typical electropherograms ob
tained from the CE analysis of polyclonal guinea pig IgG and
monoclonal anti-(human-Q-l-antitrypsin) murine IgG. Both elec
tropherograms are complex. The monoclonal IgG exhibits at least
four well-resolved peaks with a main peak efficiency of ~40 000
theoretical plates/m. On the basis of protein uniolding studies
perfonned on the BR96 antibody (see below) and a common
molecular weight, these species are postulated to be protein
conionners. Polyclonal guinea pig IgG is characterized by several
poorly resolved peaks with a main peak efficiency of ~500

theoretical plates/m. One of these peaks is of particular interest
in that it is relatively intense and also appears at the characteristic
ntigration time of separated light chain (-5.7 min). The electro
pherograms are consistent with the expected presence of a family
of related IgG molecules in the case of the polyclonal and distinct
species in the case of the monoclonal antibodies.

Tim~6.0'.0

uJ
2.0

the carbohydrate and drug content of a range of conjugated
monoclonal IgG's. Other, more recent studies have concentrated
on developing comprehensive strategies, of which MALDI-MS
molecular weight detenninatian on the intact antibody and
subunits is an integral part, for the characteri"ation of monoclonal
IgG's of therapeutic interest.27,28 To date, however, we have not

located any papers in which this technique has been applied to
the analysis of degraded antibodies.

Utilizing MALDI-MS in conjunction "ith CE , we have
develcped a general antibody examination procedure and moni
tored the heat degradation of an internalizing chimeric (human/
mouse) monoclonal IgG. A preliminart report of part of this work
was presented previously."

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Material and Reagents. All reagents were analytical grade.

Sodium citrate, sodium chloride, and sodium borate were obtained
from Fisher Scientific. Sodium dodecyl sulfate was electrophore
sis grade from Sigma Chemical Co. and sinapinic acid was
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. Polyclonal antibodies
(horse, mouse, dog, goat, bovine, rat, sheep, rabbit, cat, pig,
chicken, guinea pig) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.
while monoclonals were obtained from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CAl
except for chimeric BR96, which was mannfactured by Bristol
Myers Squibb Co.

CE Instrumentation. The CE separation was perfonned
using a Beckman P/ ACE system with a 50 cm x 75 pm i.d.
uncoated fused-silica capillart. The mobile phase was 12 mM
sodium borate buffered to pH 9.4 containing 25 mM SDS. After
pressure injection, the separation was performed at 30 kV for 8
min at 25°C and monitored at 214 nm. Lyophilized samples were
diluted with water to a concentration of 1 mg/mL Jrior to injection.
Neutral species were detennined to migrate at 2.3 min.

Mass Spectrometry Instrumentation. 'vfALDI mass spectra
were obtained using a Broker Instruments Reflex TOF mass
spectrometer, equipped with a nitrogen laser (337 nm). Spectra
were obtained using an ion extraction voltage of 30 kV and a
transient recorder time resolution of 10 ns. The detector response
from low-mass matrix ions was minimized by the application of a
5,Us deflection pnlse. The onset for ion attenuation from this pulse
extends to -7000 Da. Spectra were externally calibrated using
the singly and doubly charged ions from bovine albumin dimer
(MW 13304830 ). Samples containing -1-10 mg/mL protein
were typically diluted 10:1 or 20:1 with an aqueous saturated
solution of sinapinic acid (SA) containing 25-33% acetonitrile. A
1.0 ,uL sample of this mixture was deposited on a stainless steel
sampie s!age and allowed to air-dry. Both the in-house and
commercial monoclonal IgG samples used in this study contained
either 15 mM phosphate or 25 mM citrate stabilizing buffers.
These buffers were not removed prior to analysis. Polyclonal IgG
samples were dissolved in water to a concentration of 1 mg/mL.
The spectra shown were obtained using the linear detector and
represent the summation of 20 consecutive laser shots. A nine-

(27) Ashton, D. S.; Beddell, R c.; Cooper, D. J.: c.; Oliver,
R. W. A; Smith, M. A Anal. Chern. 1995, 67,

(28) Johnston, W. P.: Roberts, G. D.; Bunnan, S.; Carr, S. A. Proceed£ngs ojthe
42s1 ASMS Conference on Mass S.bcctrometry atrd Allied Topics, Chicago.
IL, May 29-June 3, 1994; ASMS: East Lansing. Mi. 1994; p 669.

(29) P,Jexander, A ].;Hughes, D. Conference on
111ass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, San CA, May 30-June 4,
1993; ASMS: East Lansing, MI. 1993; pp 420a-420b.

(30) Blackledge,]. A.: Alexander, A]. Anal. Chern. 1995,67,843-848.
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figure 3_ MALOI mass spectra of polyclonal guinea pig IgG (upper spectrum) and monOClonal anti-(human-Ct-1-antilrypsln) murine IgG (lower
spectrum). n each C:8se, 3.5 pmol of the antibody was loaded on the probe tip. Matrix, sinapinic acid.

Mass Spectra of Monoclonal and Polyclonal

:UJ.ub,odies Figure 3 illustrates the MAWI mass spectra
obtained from the above samples and are typical of spectra

ubtalned JTOm a range oj polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies,

respectively. Each spectrum was obtained under identical condi

bons frem 3.5 pmal of material loaded on the probe bp. In addition
to be charged molecdar ions M', M2:, M3+, M4+ and 2MH,
typically present in MALDl mass spectra of monoclonal antibod-

there are other significant, but less abundant ions, present

the mass spectn:m. Of these, ions corresponding in mass to
iOS8 OJ one Eghtchain, (M - LC)c, (M - LC)', and the separated

chain (LC) - are clearly discemable. As IgG molecules are

constructed fro:n LC and HC sub'lnits that differ in molecular

weight by 8 factor of ~2, the possibility exists that ion signals

resulting from mulbple charging of the intact antibody (M2+, MJ-',
etc.) could also arise from singly charged fragments generated

by disulficle bond cleavages. Such species would not be distin
guisnable clue to the relatively low resolution of the MALD!-TOF

experiment (M/to,M < 1000) For example, a fragment corre

sponding (LC + HC)", i.e., half the molecule, would have an
m/z value velY similar (within 50 Da) to £bat of the doubly charged

intact molec'lle This ambiguity can generally be resolved

examlnul'on of the peak widths of the ion signals, since these
V.Till decrease proportionally 'With increasing charge for multiply
charged ions. Peak widths for M2-, M3+, and M4+ ions will be

and ilr, respectively, of the peak width for the M+ ion

sigmJ. This is clearly e,ident in the spectra of monoclonal IgG's
(FigLre 3, lower spectrum), although it can be less discernable

in the case of polyclonal species (Figure 3, upper trace) due to

the greater asymmet-y of the Ion signals.

In the spectra of polyelonal species, the LC signal was found
to vary widely in intensity compared to that observed for most

monoclonal IgG's. In many samples studied by both CE and
MALD!, £be presence of the LC species in the sample solution

has been inferred from the CE chromatogram, although it cannot

be ruled out that there might be some contribution to the leO'
ion intensity from MALDI-induced dissociation of the disul!ide

linked antibody. Tbe presence of an ion correspordinR to

separated LC was observed previously in £be MALDI mass spectra

of monoclonal antibodies, even when no LC was observed ill the

samples by traditional bioallalytical methods." Monoclonal anti

(human-al-antitrypsin) murine IgG, has been previously exarnined

by electrospray ionization after removal of the stabilizing buffer. 31

Using 242 pmol of sample, a molecular mass of 148484 ± 4 Da

was established.
In general, the MALD! ion signals from the polyelonai species

are wider and more asymmetric than those obtained from

monoelonal IgG antibodies. This is consistent with the increased
microheterogeneity of the polyelonai sample. For £be majority

of polyclonal samples studied, the signal/noise was a factor of

5-10 times less than that obtained for monoclonal species using
the same experimental conditions.

Thermally Induced Chaoo-opic Unfolding of the BR96
Antibody. BR96 antibody in solution is represented in the CE

(31) Feng, R.; Konishi, Y. AttaI. Chem. 1992,64,2090-2095.
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a Note: Under the CE conditions employed, early migrating species
have been shown to be of higher molecular weight; hence peaks 1
and 2 would be expected to be due to aggregaleci species. No ions
corresponding to these species were observed, or would be expected,
using MALDI, as these species are generally not covalently linked and
thus do not survive the ionization process (see text for further
diSCUSSion). b Deduced from size exclusion measurements (data not
shown). C Tentative assignment only-within mass measurement ac
curacy other possibilities exist-such as loss of both light chains.
d Tentative assignment only-within mass measurement accuracy other
possibilities exist,- such as loss of an N-terminus fragment from a
heavy chain.

-------------

degradation proceeds, peaks 2, 4, 6, and 7 are fanned. Peaks 1,
3, and 5 also increase in height.

Figure 6 illustrates the MALDI mass spectra of the heat
stressed antibody at the same (0-166 h) time points. The initial
spectrum (t = 0) was obtained from 3.3 pmol of IgG loaded on

A
c

o hrs

'LJL
Table l'

2.0 4.0 6.0 Time

Figure 5. CE electropherograms of heat-degraded chimeric BR96
monoclonal antibody after 0, 47, 94, and 166 11 of thermal stress at
60°C.

6.0

Tim\;

e1ectropherogram by multiple peaks (See Figure 4A). To deter
mine which peaks simply represent conformational forms of fbe
antibody (and not, for example, impurities), a sample solution
containing the chaotropic agent SDS at a concentration of 12 mM
was heated for 2 min at 40, 60, and 80°C. The critical micellar
concentration for SDS is 8 mM. The antibody progressively
distributed itself into species with longer migration times as the
temperature was increased; fbe highest temperature (80°C for 2
min) is represented in Figure 4B. The conclusion is fbat fbe SDS/
themally induced IgG unfolding allowed greater antibody/SDS
interaction, resulting in a larger net negative charge on fbe
unfolded conformer and hence longer migration times during
cathodic electrolysis. The peaks identified as A-D are hence
assumed to be conformational isomers of intact antibody. Al
though this could not be directly confirmed by MALDI-MS due
to the presence of SDS, fbis assumption is supported by the fact
that only one molecular species, of mass 149671 ±127 Da (n =
4, average determined from 1'11" and 1'11': ion signals), was
observed for chimeric BR96 IgG in the absence of SDS. This
value is also in good agreement (-145 Da, 8.10%) with that
calculated for the glycosylated antibody derived from the theoreti
cal mass of the eDNA sequence plus the experimentally derived
N-linked carbohydrate mass (data not shovm).

Heat Degradation of a Chimeric (Mouse/Human) Mono
clonal IgG and Parallel Examination of Products by CE and
MAWI-MS. Electropherograms of the undegraded IgG and the
antibody after 47, 94, and 166 h of thermai stress are shown in
Figure 5. As illustrated, t'le unstressed antibody is represented
by four major peaks (peaks A-D, assumed to be conformers)
and a relatively low level of antibody-related species. Note that
the electropherograms for chimeric BR96 in Figures 4A and 5 (t
= 0) are dissimilar despite fbe identical separatory conditions.
The difference is due to the initial conditions to which the IgG
was subjected. In Figure 4A, the dissolution buffer was 25 mM
sodium citrate/250 mM sodium chloride, pH 5.5, in the presence
of SDS. In Figure 5 (t = 0), the dissolution buffer was 25 mM
sodium citrate/250 mM sodium chloride, pH 8.5 (to promote the
ensuing thermal degradation). The distribution of conformers
A- D and the presence or absence of minor species is therefore
not identical for the two samples, with perhaps the most striking
difference the preference at pH 8.5 for conformers C and D. As

Figure 4. Thermally Induced unfolding of the chimeric 3R96
antibody in the presence of the chaotropic agent sodium dodecyl
sulfate: (A) CE separation at initial conditions; (B) CE separation after
2 min at 80 °c.
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Figure 6. MALOI mass spectra of heat-degraded chimeric BR96 monoclonal antibody obtained from the samples shown at the same time
poirts in Figure 5. The initial spectrum (t = 0) was obtained from 3.3 pnol of 19G loaded on tile prcbe tip. Matrix, sinapinic acid.

the probe subsequent spectra were obtained wit'! progressively
less intacl IgG as the degradation progressed. Comparing the 0
and 166 data, the percentage of ionization canied by the
molecular ions M+, M'+, MH, and has clearly decreased while
that due to additional ion species, particularly below m/z 16 000,
has significantly increased, On closer examination of the plots,
several ion signals at m/z 125600, 101800, 50900, and 24070
:Jrogressively increase with time, This is illustrated graphically

Figure 7. These ions correspond in mass to loss 0.[ one light
chain from the 2ntibodY (M - LC) +, loss of an Fob arm to yield

an f"ble type fragment (M F"b)", and formation of separated
heavy-chain (HC+) and light-chain (LC+) moieties, respectively,
Although the terms F'b and Fe refer to IgG fragments specifically
generated by papain cleavage of both heavy chains at specific sites

the hinge region (as illustrated in Figure 1), they are u:-:;ed here
in the generic sense, without reference to the exact sites of
cleavage. An f,,;, type fragment, formed after loss of one Fob

arm, would therefore consist of the second F,b ann, plus the
remaining Fe portion of the IgG, 111e above types of fragments
have been previously identified in monoclonal antibody degrada
tion studies, although the authors note that such degradation
processes are antibody dependent.:12.33 By comparison or the

MALDI,MS and CE data at the respective time points, and since
the CE migration rates have been shovm for this system to
increase with decreasing fragment mass, tentative mass assign
ments have been made for some of the CE peaks, These are
presented in Table 1. Within the accuracy of the mass measure
ment, and considering the multitude of possible dogradative
pathways available, these struclmaJ assignments are only tentative
However, despite this limitation, it is clear that MALDI-MS

(32) ]iskoot, W.: Beuvery, S. C.: de Koning, Ada A M.; Herron. J N.: Crommclin.
D.J.APharm. Res. 1990,7, 1234-12!11.

(33) Rca, P. E.; Kroon, D.:. In Stability 0/Protein Phan;wceutical Case HisionlJs:
Vif.'lng. J-. Born, \II. P., Eds.: Pienum: New York, 1992.
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subunits (light and heavy chains) and thus must result from
cleavage of peptide bonds rather than just disulfide linkages.

Electropherograms of monoclonal antibodies were invariabiy
characterized by a set of relatively well·resolved peaks (see
Figures 2 and 5), whereas polyclonal antibody electrophcrograms,
apparently due to extensive microheterogeneity, were invariably
similar to the guinea pig IgG shown in Figure 2. The migration
times for all antibodies studied and their degradation products
were within 8 min, allowing the CE procedure to be generally
useful for IgG analysis. Due to the extensive microheterogeneity
of the polyclonal antibodies, degradation into fragments was less
dramatic than with monoclonal antibodies since the polyclonal·
related species formed were often not well resolved from the intact

IgG. Hence, with both pOlyclonal and monoclonal species,
comparison with the intact (undegraded) 19G is strongly recom·
mended to estimate the state of degradation of a glven sample.

Degradct'cn. Time (r-;"'s)

figure 1. Plot of selected ion intensities from Figure 6, as a
percentage of total IgG ionization (sum of ion Intensities> 10 kDa)
versus IgG degradation time: (0) sum of molecular ion intensities
M" for n = 1-3; (.) sum of fragment ions in mass range 10000
20 000 Da; (,,) LC fragment ion intensity; C~) HC fragment ion
intensity; (0) (M - F'b)' type fragment ion intensity.

pro,ides a very useful "fingerprint" for assessing degradative
change in such studies.

The increasing solution phase aggregation, typical of stressed
antibodies,q and apparent by CE (peaks 1-3, Figure 5), was not

observed by MAiD!·MS. This is not apparent from Figure 6 as
the spectra are shown truncated at ~180 000 Da for the sake of
clarity, however, data were acquired to >400 000 Da. This
observation is consistent with the majority of the dimer (peak 3)
and higher order aggregates (peaks 1 and 2) being present as
noncovalently linked species. In OUf experience, such species are
not detected by MALDI·MS, whereas covalently bound antibody·
type molecules generally survive the desorption/ionization process
and are detected predominantly as intact molecular ions, in both
linear and reflectron modes of operation (data not shown). Thus,
the low·intensity ions at about 99 000 (2M3+). 222 750 (3M2+) , and
297 000 Da (2M~) observed in Figure 3B and in other published
lVIALDI·MS spectra of antibodies" presumably arise from gas
phase reactions in the relative high pressure "phme" of material

desorbed by the laser pulse.
It is also interesting to note that the same degradation species

are present after 166 h; that is, no significant new peaks were
observed in the CE eleetropherogram or the MAiD! mass
spectrum at masses grcator than the pulser cutoff mass (-7000
Da). This suggests that tbe cleavage induced by thermal stress
is very site-specific within the antibody. Also, the intensities of
the species at m/z 15 202, 13 568, and 11 999 correlate with
increasing hours of thermal stress (see Figure 7). These species
are all significantly less in mass than any of llJe common antibody

<:34) Paborji, :vI.; Pochopin, N. 1.; Coppola, W. P.; Bogard'ls,]. B. Pharm. Res.
1994.11.764-71.
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CONCLUSIONS

A generally applicable analytical protocoi for CE and MALDI·
MS has been developed to examine both polyclonal and mono·
clonal IgG antibodies. Sixteen antibodies have been successfully
examined by the combined procedure. The thermal stability of
one of the monoclonal antibodies (chimeric BR9S) was then
studied in detail. In comparison to traditional electrophoretic and
liquid chromatograpbic methods of analysis, CE provides the
selective separation of antibody·related chains and fragments
required for the examination of degraded samples. YiALD!·MS
provides a complimentary "fingerprint" or impurity profile of an

antibody from which it is possible to assess the degree of
degradation and gain specific molecular weight information on
the resulting species fOlmed.

In the case of chimeric BR96 IgG, heat degradation at 60 'C
for a period of 166 h produced only a fewwell·defined fragments.
Despite the size and complexity of the antibody, the bonds cleaved
by thermal stress are apparently very site·specific within the

molecule.
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Electrochemical Detection of Exocytosis at Single
Rat Melanotrophs

Charil'l8 D. Paras and Robert T. Kennedy*

Department of Chemistry, P,O Box 117200, University of Florida, GaineSVille, F/onda 32611'7200

Amperometry at a carbon fiber microelectrode was used
to monitor secretion of peptide hormone from single
me!anotrophs of the intermediate lobe of the rat pituitaty.
The method is based on electrochemical oxidation of
tryptophan and tyrosine residues of small proopiocortin
derived peptides secreted from these cells. For single
cell measurements, the electrode, which had a sensing
diameter of~9 pm and a total tip diameter of30 /lm, was
positioned ~1 pm away from single melanotrophs. When
cells were stimulated by application of 64 mM K+, a series
of randomly occurring current spikes with an average area
of 34 ± 6 fC was observed. The current spikes were
strongly dependent on the presence of Ca2+. Current
spikes of nearly identical area and shape were also elicited
by mechanical stimulation. Cyclic voltammograms ob
tained fmm cell releasates confinned that the substance
detected was a tryptophan- or tyrosine-containing peptide.
On the basis of amperometric tests of the most abundant
peptides '11 melanotrophs, it is concluded that the current
spikes are due to detection of primarily a-melanocyte
stimulathlg honnone. The spike area corresponds to 0.32
amol of a-melanocyte stimulating hormone. It is con
duded that the current spikes represent detection of
concentration pulses that are expected following exocy
tosis events.

Peptide honnones secreted from pituitary cells control a wide
'1aIiety of b'ologicai functions, In addition, these cells serve as
useful models for be study of neurons, An understanding the
rezulation and mechanism of secretion of these peptides is
ther'ofore of considerable interest. A signiiicant limitation in the
study of pituitary cells has been the lack of methods to monitor
peptide release on the same time scale that cells regulate
secretion. For example, although it is generally agreed that
pituitalY ceils release peptide by exocytosis, the direct measure
mell: of peptide secretion with the temporal and spatial resolution

detect single exocytosis events has not been accomplished. The
most commonly used method for monitoring secretion is to assay
fractions coliected from perfusion of large collections of cells.l-5
Tilis monad provides temporal resolution on the minute time

M,: Eskay, R. L.: Kebabian, J W. Endocrinology 1980, 106,

1'. E.; Eskay, R. L.; Kebabian, J. W.

Ne;,,,",,,,,,iooiMlogy 1983,37,248.
J-C; Cote. ].; Labrie, F

Douglas, W. W. Ei2docrinology

0003-2700/95/0367-3633S9.00JO © 1995A.meric<.1n Chemical Society

scale and is not compatible with single cells. Cell capacitance
measurements have allowed secretory activity at singie cells to
be measured; however, for pituitary ceils the sensitivity has not
been sufficient to detect single exocytosis events."

SeVeI'd] recent reports have focused on the use of microelec·
trades for detection of exocytosis at single cells7 - 11 In this
technique, an electrode, typically a carbon fiber microelectrode
of about the same size as the cell, is positioned adjacent to a single
ceiL Substances secreted from the cell are detected after they
diffuse the short distance between the cell and electrode, Exo
cytosis of epinephrine and norepinephrine from adrenal cells,
dupamine from PC12 cells,'o serotonin from mas, cells, l! and
insulin from pancreatic fJ-cells" has been detected using electro
chemical methods, Both amperomctry and voltammetry have
been used for detection. For both methods, high temporai
resolution and mass sensitivity results from the close proximity
of the cen and electrode and the fast response time of the
electrodes, When used to measure exocytotic release, stimulation
of a cell results in a series of current spikes observed at the
electrode, It has been demonstrated that the current spikes
correspond to direct detection of multimolecular packets released
from vesicles, Ir. many cases, it is found that isolated CUlTent
spikes correspond to single exocytosis events.

In this report, we describe the extension of this technique to
monitoring a-melanocyte stimuiating hormone (a-MSH) and
related peptides secreted from single meianotrophs of the pars
interrncdia of the rat pituitary giand, We have found that current
spikes are obtained at carbon fiber microelectrodes following
stimulation of melanotrophs which correspond to detection of
concentration pulses resulting from exocytosis. The observations
are the highest resolution yet obtained for detection of a-MSH
secretion and demonstrate the first direct detection of peptide
secreted from pituitaJycells at the level of single exocytosis events
Since the exocytosed materiai is detected directly, this method
should allow the kinetics of release separate from the kinetics of
pore openings and endocytosis to be studied, Thus, the method
provides information complementary to tbe cell capacitAnce
method of monitoring secretion in these cells.

(G) l1lUIllClS, P.: Surprenant, A; Almers, W. Neuron 1990,5,723.
(7) D.],; Jankowski. J Viv('ros, 0. I-L DiiibCl1o, E. .f.:

]. A.; R. Bioi. Chem. 1990,265,14736.
(8) R. M.; ]. A; Kennedy, R. K.awagoc, K

j.' l..eSi"zyszyn, D. .!.; A: DiLbelio. Vlvf'ro~. O.
199L 88,10754,

(9) Chow, R H.; von Ruden, L.: Neher, E. Natu1"C 1991. 356. 60.
(10) Chen, T. K.: Luo, G.: Ewing, A. G. Anal. Chem. 1994,66,3031
(11) Alvarez de Toledo, Fe:TIandc;;;·Chacol1. R; Fernandez. j. lvl. Natlfrp

1993, 554
(12) T.: Hua:lg, L.; Atkinson, M. A.: Dush. P. AnaL Clli!m. 1993.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrochemical Detection of a-MSH. Melanotrophs se

crete a collection of peptides derived from the cleavage of
proopiocortin. Primary secretory products are a-MSH, corticotro-

10 Hz. All voltammograms shown are background subtracted.
The background was obtained prior to application of substances
to the electrode or, in the case the single cell measurements, prior
to the stimulation. The cyclic voltammograms were filtered at 2
kHz.

The number of electrons transferred per mole (n) was
detenrrined using chronoamperometry at a microelectrode ac
cording to a previously described method.!; For this experiment,
the background-subtracted steady state current (6.1) was measured
following a potential step from +0040 to +0.80 V. Values for
were calculated according to the following equation: = 6.il
4rCDF, where r is the radius of the electrode (disk carbon
electrodes were used for these experiments), C is the concentra
tion of a.-MSH, D is the diffusion coefficient, and F is the Faraday
constant

The diffusion coefficient for a.-MSH used for these calculations
was 3.75 x 10-6 cm2I s. This value was calculated by measuring
the dispersion of an a.-MSH concentration pulse as it flowed
through a capillary tube. At sufficiently high flow rates, the Golay
equation" simplifies to D = d2vl(96H), where d is the inner
diameter of the capillary, v is the flow velocity in the capillalY,
and H is plate height. Details of using this method are given
elsewhere.!7

Single-Cell Measurements. Single-cell measurements were
performed in a manner similar to that described elsewhere.71i Petri
dishes containing the cells were rinsed three times 'hilh balanced
salt solution (same composition as the solution used for cell
isolation except 2.0 mM CaCl, was also added). TI,e dish was
filled with the balanced salt solution and placed in a microincu
bator (Medical Systems, Inc.) on the stage of an inverced
microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 35). The microincubaloT maintained
the temperature at 34 '(, To perform measurements, a cell was
located with the microscope and a working microeleclTode
brought to within If/ill of a cell using a micropositioner (Burleigh
PC-lOOO).

Substances were applied to individual cells by pressure-ejecting
solutions from the tips of micropipets which were positioned -30
I'm from the celL Flow rates through the pipet tips were ~1 nLi
s. Stimulants were dissolved in balanced salt solution. For K+
stimulation, 64 mM KCl was added to the balanced salt solution
with an equivalent amount of NaCl removed. For mechanical
stimulation, the electrode was pressed against the cell, usually
until current spikes were observed, and then retracted until the
electrode was -1 I,m away from the ceiL

All cell data are reported as the mean ± 1 standard deviation.
Spikes were counted and measured only if their peak height was
3 times the peak-lo-peak noise.

Chemicals. Unless stated otherwise. all chemicals used for
standards and buffers were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.
(St. Louis, MO) and cell culture chemicals and media were
obtained from GIBCO (Grand island, NY)

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Cell Isolation and Culture. Melanotrophs were isolated and

dispersed using a procedure similar to that described elsewhere.'
Pituitaries were obtained from three adult male Sprague-Dawley
rats weighing 200-300 g. The pituitaries were washed with a
Ca"-free balanced salt solution (137 mM NaC!, 5 mM KCl, 0.7
mM Na,HP04, 25 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, adjusted to pH
7.25). TI,e neurointermediate (ND lobe was separated from the
anterior lobe under a dissecting microscope. The isolated NI
lobes were rinsed twice with the Ca'<free balanced salt solution
and then transferred into a sterilized centrifuge tube with a
siliconized Pasteur pipet. The tissues were digested in 0.5 mL of
collagenase (2 mg/mL in Ca'"-free balanced salt solution) at 37
cC for 30 min. They were then digested in 0.5 mL of trypsin (0.5
mg/mL in Ca'+-free balanced salt solution) at 37 cC for 15 min.
During digests the cells were triturated three times using a fire
polished, siliconized Pasteur pipet. After each digest, the cells
were centrifuged at 550g for 4 min at room temperature. After
dispersion, the cells were washed with Dulbecco's modified
Eagle's medium (DMEM; GIBCO Catalog 1\;0.11885) and plated
in small spots on seven polylysine-coaled PetrI dIshes. The cells
were incubated at 37 'C, 100% humidity, and 5% CO, in DMEM
containing 10% fetal calf serum. 100 I'M glutamine, 0.081 giL
nonessential amino acid supplement (Sigma Chemical Co., Catalog
No. 2(25),100000 units/L penicillin, and 100 mg/L streptomycin.
Cells were used On days 2-6 of culture.

Electrode Preparation and Testing. Glass-encased carbon
fiber microelectrodes were prepared using pre\iously described
techniques." Briefly, a glass capillary (AM systems) containing
a single, carbon fiber of 9 flm diameter (P-55S from Amoco
Performance Products) was pulled to a fine tip on a commercial
pipet puller (Narishige PE-2). The carbon fibers were sealed in
the pipet tip by dipping them in epoxy. Once the epoxy was cured,
the electrodes were polished at a 30-450 angle on a micropipet
beveler (Sutter Instruments). Immediately after polishing, elec
trodes were dipped in 2-propanol for 10-15 min and then
ultlasonleated in H20 for 5 min.

Calibration and other electrode tests were performed using a
fiow injection apparatus similar to that described elsewhere." This
system consisted of a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus 11)
connected to a two-position, six-port valve (Valco AC6UHC)
equipped with a 1 mL sample loop. The outlet of the valve emptied
into a glass cell via 0.25 mm inner diameter tubing. The working
electrode was positioned in the outlet of the tubing using a
micromanipulator. The entire fiow injection system was housed
in a Faraday cage. Data were collected using an EI-400 poten
tiostat (Ensman Instrumentation, Bloomington, IN). For ampero
metric recordings, the electrode was poised at +0.80 V (all
potentials are versus sodium-saturated calomel electrode). Am
perometric data were collected at 300 Hz and low-pass filtered
with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz. The data were collected by an
iBM-compatible personal computer (Gateway 2000 486-66 MHz)
via a National Instruments multifunction boare.

Fast-scan cyclle voltammetly was performed as described
elsewhere.!4 Briefly, the potential on the electrode was linearly
scanned from 500 to 1100 mV and back to 500 mVat a rate of 300
Vis. Each scan took 3.3 ms, and scans were obtained at a rate of

(13) Kelly, R. S.; Wightman, R Anal. Chim. Acta 1986,187,79.
(14) Bauer, j. E.; Kristensen, E. W.; May, L. M.; Wkdemann, D.].; Wightman,

R. M. AnaL Chem. 1991, 60,1268.
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Figure 2. BackgroL'nd-subt-acted fast-scan cyclic voltammograms
for (A) 0.1 mM tyrosine (solid and 0.1 mM tryptophan (solia
line) and (8) 0.1 mM o:-MSH (solid and 0.1 mM tryptophan
(solid line). The current bar is 3 nA for tryptophan and 0.1 nA for
a-MSH. Each voltammogram is the average of 10 scans.

of N-acetyl adrenocorticotropin hormone 1-13, is actually one of

three peptides with the same amino acid sequence released fTom

melanotrophs. In addition, N,O-diacetyl (X-MSH and desacetyl

o.-MSH are found." Approximately 86% afthe o:-MSH-W<e material

released is N,O-diacetyl o:-MSH2" Only --9% of the o:-MSH-like

substance is o:-MSH, which is the fonn used for calibrations.

However, all fonns of o:-MSH are detected equally (results not

shown) because the modifications do not affect the tryptcphan
or its access to the electrode surface.

For amperometry, linear calibration curves were obtained for

a-MSH over the range of 10 nM to 1 I'M. A typical line had a

slope of 10.9 pAJpM, a "intercept of 0.71 pA, and a correlation

coefficient of 0.994, The relative standard deviation et all

concentrations was less than 0.1%. For cyclic voltammetry, the

current at +0,9 V could be used to generate a calibration curve.
Calibrations were linear from the range of 10 nM to -0.6 I'M. A

typical line had a slope of 301 pNI'M, a y-intercept of 24 pA, and

a correlation coefficient of 0.994. Negative deviations from

linearity were observed above 0.6 fiM which were apparently due

to adsorption of the peptide or its oxidized product on the

electrode surface. 'When the current at +0.9 V was measured

for cyclic voltammetry, the relative standard deviation was less

than 2% at all concentrations and the detection limit was 10 nM.

Although 10 nM was the detection limit when just the current at

+0.9 V was measured, recognizable voltammograms could only

be obtained if the concentration was greater than 50 nM and if at

least 10 scans were averaged together. For single scans, -150
nM was required to obtain a useful voltammogram.

In both amperumetry and cyclic voltarrmetry, it was found that

exposures of the electrode to concentrations over 10,uM would

decrease the response of the electrode, indicating fouling of the

C I BioI. Chem. 198L 260. 7433.

B. A. J Bio!. Chon. 1979, 254, 7885.
Brazell, M. P.; Marsden, C. A Life Sci. 1981,29, 100i.

V,".]. Chromatogr. 1984,297, 215.
Badwla~r1 H: St-Pierre, S.: Jolicoeur. F. B.]. Liq.

1985.8. 1829.

G.; Berkenbosch. F.: Vermes, I:, Tilders, F.]. H. In The Anterior
Gia"iZ: Bhatmtgar, A. 1.. Eel.; Raven Press: York 198:-); p
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Figure Flow njection anaiysis of proopiocortin peptides. Sub~

stances v,;ere injectec at 1.0 pM each. Duplicate injections were
-8 s Substances injected are (A) (i-endorphin, (8)

and (e)

phin-like intennecliate lobe peptide (CLIP), lipotropin (y-LPH), and

ti-endorphin or valiants of these peptides with posttranslational

modificaticnsLH" In addition, a 16 kDa fragment (16K) of
proopiocol1in is also a major vesicle component.'8-2" It is well

lmowr: that small peptides containing tryptophan and tyrosine can

be detected by oxidation at carbon electrodes.:l1 - Z \ Since many

of the secretory products of melanotrophs contain these amino

acids, it seemed reasonable that it would be possible to detect

secretory activity at a carbon microelectrode through detection
of one or more of these products.

Figure 1 illustrates flow injection analysis for o:-MSH, CLIP,

and tiendorphin. In this experiment, the electrode potential was

fixed at +0.80 V and 1 I'M of eacc, peptide was injected. At this

potential. Q-MSH gave a signal 9 times higher than ti-endorphin

~nd 10 times higher than CLIP. (y-LPH produced no signal under

these conditions.) This selectivity is partially attributed to the

presence of tryptophan in o.-MSH. Of the two electroactive
(c,idues, tryptophan gives 5 times the current at carbon fiber

microelectrodes for a given concentration, as illustrated in the
cyc1ic voltammograms in Figurp 2A. u-MSH contains a single

tryptophan while the other electroactive peptides contain no

tryptophan and just single tyrosine residues. The selectivity for
tryptophan is useful in this case, but surprising, since other types

of carboll eleccrodes have much less selectivity for tryptophan

over tyrosine.' Thc other factor contlibuting to selectivity for

o:-MSH is its relatively small size, 13 amino acids, compared to

,3-endorphin (31 amino acids), CLIP (21 amino acids), and y-IPH
(58 anlino acids). The 'ikelihood of electroactivity being obser/ed
, a peptide decreases with increasing size since in larger peptides

the electcoactive cesidues may be sterically hindered from
interacting with the electrode surface.

Figure 2B illuslTates a background-subtracted fast-scan cyclic

voltammogram of 100 I'M o:-MSH obtained by flow injection

ana}vsis. The voltammogram is compared to that obtained for

tryp;ophan at 100 ,uM. The similarity in the shape of the

',oltammograms supports the idea that the electroactivity observed

c3 due to tryptophan residue. o:-MSH, which has the structure
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Figure 5. Cyclic voltammetric recordings from mechanical stimula
tion at a single melanotroph. (A) Cyclic voltammograms lVefe obtained
every 100 ms, and the current at +0.9 V (the peak voltage for a-MSH)
from each voltammogram was plotied. (6) Comparison of background
subtraoted cyclic voltammograms obtained during single-ceil stimula·
tion (dashed line) and for authentio a-MSH (soiid line). For the
voltammogram from the cell, the five cyclic voltammograms that were
recorded near the peak of the current trace in (A) were averaged.
The background voltammograms were obtained from 1 s prior to the
increase :n current seen in (A). The voltammogram for authentic
a-MSH was obtained by applying 10 uM a-MSH in balanced salt
solution from a micropIpet onto the electrode using the same presser8
ejection system as used for applying stimuL The current bar is 1 nA
for the standard o.-MSH and 0.1 nA for the cell recording.

~
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F~gure.4. C,urrent recordi;ngs mad,e at a single melanotroph during
stimulation with 64 mM K" in Ca'"-free media. All recordings are
made at the same cell. The recordings were made in order from top
to botiom with 5 min between each stimulation. The first stimulation
was with 64 mM K+ with no Ca2+; the next two recordings were with
64 mM K+ with 2.4 mM Ca2T in the stimulation medium. The bar
indicates the time of the stimulation.

Figure 3. Amperometric current recordings made at single melan
otrophs. with the electrode at +0.80 V. (A) Stimulation was by
application of 64 mM K+ In balanced salt solu'lon. Stimulation
indicated by the solid line. All other details of the experiment are given
in the Experimental Section. (B) Current trace from mechanical
stimulation, which was initiated --30 s prior to the current recording.

electrode surface. The mechanism of fouling is presumably

adsorption of the oxidized tryptophan on the electrode surface."

Detection of Secretion. Figure 3A illustrates amperometric
current recordings observed after application of 64 mM K+ to a
cell. As shown, current spikes in the range of 15-5 pA height

are observed following stimulation. Current spikes were rarely
observed without stimulation of the cell. Also, current spikes were

not observed if the electrode potential was insufficient to oxidize

a-MSH. The occurrence of current spikes was strongly dependent
OIl the presence of Ca'" in the extracellular fluid. Figure 4

illustrates a series ofK' stimulations perfonned in Ca2+-free media.

Application of 64 mM K+ without Ca2+ typically produced no
spikes, while application of 64 mM K+ with 2.4 m:vI Ca2+ produced

a series of spikes of varying number. The average number of

spikes observed with Ca2+ was 15 ± 3.8 while that observed

without Ca2+ was 1.4 ± 0.81 (n = 7)
An example of an amperometrio recording following meohan

ical stimulation is shown in Figure 38. Meohanical stimulation

although not well charaoterized physiologically, has proven useful
in adrenal medullary chromaffin cells as a method of eliciting
exocytosis for eleotrochemical detections Using mechanical

stimulation at melanotrophs, it was found that, after an initial series

(25) Brabec, V.; Mornstein, V. Biophys. Chem. 1980, 12. 159.

of spikes, a low frequency of spIkes continued for over 60 s (Figure

3B). This time course of spike activity is in marked contrast to
that with K+ stimulation, which only occurred during the stimula
tion and for a short time after the cessation of K+ application. In

spite of the different time course, the spikes had similar shapes
and sizes, For example, the average width at half+height for spikes

elicited by mechanical stimulation was 36 ± 4 ms (n = 20) and
for spikes elicited by K+ stimulation it was 36 ± 6 ms (n = 24).

The average areas under spikes elicited by mechanical stimulation
was 38 ± 5 fC (n = 19), and by K+ stimulation, the average spike
area was 34 ± 6 fC (n = 35). (A random selection of spikes that

were well-resolved from other spikes were used for these calcula

tions.)
Cyclic Voltarnmetry at Single Cells_ Attempts made to

monitor secretion following K" stimulation by cyclic voltammeby

were unsuccessful. The difficulty was that voltammograms were
obtained every 100 ms, whIch was too infrequent to detect spikes,

In addition, the spikes were so narrow that it was impossible to

signal average multiple cyclic voltammograms obtained during a
single spike. Thus, the sensitivity by cyclic voltammetry is likely

to be low enough to prevent observing a voltammogram on a
single spike. Using mechanical stimulation, however, it was often

possible to generate large, broad spikes that were apparently due

to the overlap of many spikess This is illustrated in Figure SA
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which shows the current at + 1.0 V in a series of cyclic voltam
mograms obtained after a mechanical stimulation. Figure 5B
shows a cyclic voltammogram that was obtained at the peak of
the spike shown in Figure 5A The voltarnmogram is overlaid
with that obtained for authentic a-MSH at the same electrode at
the end of the experiment. The change in shape for the
voltammogram shown in Figure 5B relative to those shown in
FigJre 2 for a-MSH was usually observed after the electrode had
been exposed to the cells.

't is difficult to establish unequivocally the identity of the
substances contributing to :he current signals observed; however,
the data stronglY support the conclusion that the main source of
current spikes is detection of a.-MSH and its derivatives. Cyclic
voltammograrns obtained from the single-cell releasates match
that for a.-1VISH and are indicative of a small peptide containing
tryptophan or tyrosine. From the amperometric experiments, we
imow that of the five peptides present in greatest abundance in
rat melanotroph vesicles (a.-MSH, CLIP, ,'I-endorphin, y-LPH, and
16K), the electrode can detect a-MSH, CLIP, and ,'I-endorphin;
however, the electrode is 9-10 times more sensitive to a.-MSH
than to the other two detectable peptides. Given that the peptides
are secreted in an equimolar ratio,3.20 we can estimate that ~86%
of the signal is due to a-MSII (and its derivatives) and the
remaining percentage split is almost equally between the other
''110 peptides.

Detection of E:<ocytosis. The current spikes observed by
amperometry have many of the characteristics that are expected
for detection of exocytosis events. Their occurrence is closely
related to stimulation and is strungly dependent on external Ca2-;-.

In addition, their shape is the same as that expected qualitatively
based on diffusion of detected material from the cell to the
decIode. The fact that the area of the spikes is independent of
the stimulation method alse supports the idea that the spikes are
a detection of exocytosis events. The area under the current
spikes corTesponds to the amount detected according to Faraday's
law. Thus, if the current spikes are due to exocytosis, then the
spike area should reflect vesicular content, which should rot
change with different acute stimulations. Therefore, the spike
area should be independent of the stimulation method for
detection of exocytosis events, as observed.

TI,e average area of the current spikes that we measured was
36 fe. This value cml be used to provide an approximate estimate
of the amOlnt of a-MSH-like peptide in melanotroph vesicles as
follows. From the discussicn above, we can estimate that 86% of
flis area, or 31 fC. is due to detection of o:-MSH and its derivatives.
We measured n for o.-MSH to be 0.96 ± 0.04 at +080 V (n = 4);
therefore, 31 fC from Faraday's law corresponds to detection of
0.32 amel of a-MSIl. Assuming that a spike corresponds to the
detection of all of the vesicle content,'·8 this leads to a conclusion
that the vesicles contain 0.32 amol of a-MSH-like peptide.

We can estimate the amount expected per vesicle from

previous studies as follows. Previous measurements of the basal
secretion rate of dispersed melanotrophs have been reported and
are consistent if the values are normalized to time of incubation
and numbers of cells1.2 A typical value is 1.31ng/2 x 10" cells'20
min.' Assuming the rate of basal release is constant, and using
a molecular mass of 1665 glmol for a-MSH. this secretion rate
corresponds to 118 amollcell.' Basal secretion in dispersed
melanotrophs corresponds to ~0.9% of total hormone content per
hOUL'·20 Thus, if 118 amollcell corresponds to 0.9% of a-YrSH
content released per hour, then the cell content is 13 finol On
the basis of electrcn micrographs of rat melanotrophs," i: has
been estimated that rat melanotrophs contain 80 000 vesicles.'
Assuming that all of the hormone is found in the vesicle, this
corresponds to a vesicular content of 0.16 arno1. Taking into
account the limitations of the calculations, this value is in
reasonable agreement with the value of 0.32 amol that we
obtained. The value that we measured could be high for two
reasons. One is that part of the spike could be due to detection

of substances that we have not accounted for in our calculations.
In addition, the average spike area we obtained may be skewed
to higher values because smaller spikes, which could result from
smailer vesicles, may not be detected because of a poor signal
to-noise ratio. Nevertheless, the good agreement between the
two estimates of vesicle content supports the idea that the spikes
are of the appropriate size to correspond to detection of the
exocytosis of single vesicles in rat melanotrophs.

CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that exocytosis can be detected at

single melanotrophs using amperometry at a carbon fiber micro
electrode. The resolution and stimulation conditions allow single
events to be observed. Cyclic voltammetry indicates that the
detected substances are small tryptophan- or tyrosine-containing
peptides. Based on previous studies of melanotroph vesicle
content and mnperometry, the chemical origin of the signal is
primarily a.-MSH-like peptides with much smailer contributions
from CLIP and j3-endorphin.
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Analysis of High"Mass Biomolecules Using
Electrostatic Fields and Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization in a Fourier Transform Mass
Spectrometer

Jie '(ao, Michael Dey, Salvador J. Pastor, and Charles t. Wilkins*

Department of Chemistry, University of California. Riverside, California 92521

A new decelerating technique that places dc potentials on
the orthogonal excitation and receiver plates as well as
the rear trapping plate (conductance limit) of the source
cell of a dual cubic cell has been applied to the standard
matrLx-assisted laser desorption/ionization Fourier trans
form mass spectrometry technique. When this five-plate
trapping method is applied, high-mass ions with large
translational kinetic energies can be trapped efficiently
and detected. Using this approach, low-resolution spectra
of carbonic anhydrase (MW = 29 000), egg albumin (MW
= 45 000), and bovine albumin (MW = 66 000) have
been obtained. Because the new decelerating method
requires no modification to the existing cell, it is also
possible to obtain high-resolution spectra for compounds
with masses of ca. 14000 Da and lower. Utilizing the
five-plate trapping method, a bovine insulin spectrum with
a resolving power of 20 000 was obtained. It is not yet
possible to obtain higher resolution for the higher mass
proteins. The reasons for this difficulty are currently
being investigated.

A current limitation of metrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization Fourier transform mass spectrometry (MALDI-FTMS)
measurements is the inherent difficulty in trapping high-mass
species. Due to the MALDI desorption process, molecules and
ions are ejected from the matrix surface with kinetic energies that
scale directly with their mass.' As a consequer.ce, ions of higher
m/z and accordingly higher kinetic energies are inefficiently
trapped if standard low-voltage ITMS trapping potentials are used.
A number of researchers have devoted considerable effort to
exanining kinetic energy distributions and trapping efficiencies
for ions with higher translational energies.'-,i The trapping
problem was panially solved by introduction of a gated trapping

Beavis, R. C: Chail. B. T. Chem. J...ett. 1991, 181,479-484
(2) CasLoro.]. A: Koster, c.: vVilkins. C. Rapid Commull. iv/ass Spectrom. 1992,

239-241
(;3) Castoro,]' A.: \Vilkins, C. Anal. Chem. 1993. '';S,2G21-2627.
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R. L: Buchanan, M. y'li:Lj. [lfass Spec/rom. Ion Processes 1991,

365-380,
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protocol in which a 9-V deceleration potential is applied to the
rear trapping plate of a cubic cell to slow ions enteling the celL
Using this method. Castoro and co-workers'·" successfully ana
lyzed singly charged biomolecules with molecular masses as great
as that of carbonic anhydrase (MW = 29 000). However.
forhigher mass ions it was necessary to increase the trapping

voltage and to average multiple spectra in order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, because very few ions are trapped. Nikolaev
and co-workers' utilized a method to trap low-mass ions scattered
from a surface with kinetic energies up to 500 eV by simply biasing
the sample relative to all the plates of the ceiL Hettich and
Buchanan' varied the potential difference between the sample
probe and the front trapping plate. These workers found that use
of retarding fields lower than 10 V did not signil1cantly affect
trapping efficiencies. These studies suggested that it might be
profitable to examine the use of higher decelerating potentiais
than had previously been used to trap MALDI-generated ions.

Until recently, there was slow progress in addressing the
problem of achieving high-mass analysis for singly charged ions
by Fourier transform mass spectrometry, in spite of the fact that

it is capable of providing extremely high resohing power and mass
accuracy in the low part-per-million (ppm) range.H The majmity
of recent higb-mass work has focused on the use of electrospray
ionization (ESD to produce multiple charge states. allowing
detection in a m/z range more suited to FTMS. TI,ese efforts
have resulted in ultra-high-resolution mass spectral measure
ments."i- 14 Mclafferty and co-workersE• reported isotopic resolu-

(6) Guan, S,; MarshalL A. G. Rapid Commun, Mass Spectrom. 1993. 7.

860.
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plate" trapping method shows improved trapping efficiency during
the ionization event Simulations (MacSimlon, VersIon 2.03,
Montech Ply Ltd., Monash University, Victoria, Australia) suggest
that application of voltages to five of the six plates of the FTMS
cell fOffi1s a "cuplike" electrost"lic field in which ions can be more

efficiently trapped. Simulated ion calculations show a much

improved potential surface which should be more conducive to
better trapping because off-axis ions are less likely to be ejected
(neutralized on cell plates). FIgure 1 is a simulation of the field
map that results if 50 V is applied to the rear trapping plate and
20 V to both the excitation and receiver plates. The five-plate

trapping approach does not require cell modification. Instead,
de pulses and excitation pulses are separated in time and
controlled by existing FTMS software. This setup allows maxi
mum flexibility and control for an YIMS experiment without
impairing the ability to do lower mass high-resolution work.

EXPERIMENTAl.. SECTION
Instrumentation. Experiments were carried out usillg a

Waters-Extrel (Madison, WI) FTMS-2000 Fourier transfonn mass
spectrometer operating at 6.2 T and equIpped with an automatic
solids probe. The source and analyzer cells of the cubic dua! cell
are separated by a cOllductance limit wIth a 2-rnm-dian1eter hole.
A Lambda Physik EMG-201-MSC excimer laser (Lambda Physil<,
Gottingen, Gennany) operating at a wavelength of 308 nm with a
pulse width of 28 ns was used. The laser beam enters the mass
spectrometer through a fused-silica window and Is focused to a
500-,um-diameter beam spot upon a sample probe tip using a 12.5
em focal length fused-silica lens. Laser energies were attenuated
to between 20 and 30 mJ/pulse. The vacuum chan1ber is pumped
by two diffusion pumps (Edwards Diffstak. Model 160) with
maximum pumping speeds of 700 L/s. Spectra reported here
were obtained using source cell detection. Five-plate trappIng is
achieved by using a modified high-power excitation amplifier
(Waters-Extrel) tImi can switch between a dipolar excitation
configuration and a dc-only configuration to the transmitter plates
of the source cen of a dual cubic cell. Direct current voltages on

y
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Figure 1~ Five-plate trappin,;) field Ihes calculatod -by MacSimion
(Version 2.03, Montech Pty Ltd.) for 50 V on the rear trapping plate
and 20 V on both the excitation (yz-plane) and receiver (xz-plane)
plates. The magnetic field lies along :he z-axis.

_.: Gillig, K.].: Russell, D. H. Ana!. Chem. 1994,66,1583-1587.

Speir, P.).; Senko, !vI. W.; Little, D. P.: Loa.]. A; Mclafferty, F. M.]. Mass
1995.30.39-42.

S. Ulude, D. Anal. Chern. 1992, 64, 569-572.
X,: Mitchell, Hofstadler, S. A.; WU, Q,; Rockwood.

L.: S:l('rman, G.; Smith, R D. Anal. Chern. 1995,67,1159-1163.
(:8) 1<.c1y, 1.; :v'Jallet A. 1. C?mmun. 1993,7,744-746.

P. A.; Van Anal. 1993,213,256-263.
L Rempel, D. L. Science 1984.226.261-263

D.: Schwd;:hard, L: Marshall, A G.Anal. Chem.1992, 64, 1461-

:ion of ions derived from porcine albumin (lYlW 66 000). Hofs

tadler and Laude" were able to detect ions corresponding to a
dimer of bovine albumin (mlz 132 kDa). Recently, Smith and
co-workers" detected Individual T4 DNA ions (mass 110 MDa) ,

demonstrating the capability of ESI-FTMS in the 108-Da mass
range and representing the highest mass yet detenninedby mass

spectrometry. Although electrospray ionization has excellent
mass range capabilities, ionization efficiency can be suppressed
by solution reagents, such as detergents and salts, which are
commonlv used in biochemistry."·19

YJALDI. the topic of this paper, represents an alternative and
complementary approach to electrospray ionization of high-mass

species. Generally, there are two types of MAWI ion generation
sources. A1 external ion source creates ions outside the magnetic
field, and the ions are subsequently guided into the cell by utilizing

an ion guide or lellses. The primary advantage of an external
ion source Is that It facilitates generation of a collimated beam
during the Ion transfer process. On the other hand, ions
generated rlirerlly 'mthin the magnetic field (internal ion source)

are avaIlable for immediate analysis. Internal sources avoid
possible problems that may arise during ion transmission from
an external iOIl source, where molecules can experience mass
discriminatIon due to flight-time effects, as well as increased
metastable decay. The main drawback of internal MALDI ion
generation is the large spatial distribution of ions of the San1e m/z
ratio, making ion coherence for excitation/detection less than
opt'ana!' There is continued research interest in finding ways to
"axialize" or cool the ions within :he cell to a better collimated
starting position. Such an approach combines the simplicity of

intemal iOIl generation wit1 the advantage of a collimated beam
cha:acteristic of an external source.

The theoretical upper mass limit for thennal ions in a Fourier
transform mass spectrometer is high and has beer approximated
to be at least 3DO 000 Da in a 7-T FTMS.20.21 In a recent paper,

Solouki, Gillig, and Russell" demonstrated the feasibility of high
mass FTMS analysis. In their research, they positioned a copper
wire lOll guide parallel to the magnetic field lines within a
cylindrical cell and reported success in detecting singly charged

blomolecule ions with masses as great as 157 kDa (transferrin
dlmer). Use of the copper wire guide poses some problems
because It alters the electric field experienced by the ions. Positive
ions attracted to a negatively biased ion guide must be repelled
by a positive voltage before subsequent dipolar excitation. As a

consequence of the changing electric field and corresponding

shifts in frequency, accurate mass calibration is difficult.
Reported here is a possible approach to further extend the

detectable mass range of singly charged ions using MAIDI-FTMS,
employing an eiectrostatic field deceleration method, where
decelerating vo:tages up to 75 V are applied not only to the rear
[rappIng plate of the source region of a dual cubic cell but also to
the excitation and receiver plates of the cubic cell. This "five-
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process.2,23 Bovine insulin. carbonic anhydrase, egg albumin. and

bovine albumin were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, MO). A 50 mM DHB matm was prepared by dissolving

0.410 of DHB in 50 mL of methanol. A 50-,uL aliquot of
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was added to give an overa]] 0.1% TFA

(v/v) concentration to enhance ionization efficiency. A 50 mM

D-fructose stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.450 g in
50 mL of methanol. Bovine insulin (l mg) was dissolved in 5 mL

of methanoL Solutions of carbonic anhydrase, egg albumin, and

bovine albumin were made by dissolving 1 mg of protein in 2 mL
of water. 'TIle bovine insulin, DHB, and fructose solutions were

combined to form a solution with an analyte/matlix/co-matr!."
molar ratio of 1:5000:2500. Similariy, carbonic anhydrase was
prepared for analysis by using solutions with an analyte/matrlx/
co-matrix molar ratio of 1:8000:4000. For egg albumin aud bov'ne

albumin, an analyte/matrix/co-matrix molar ratio of 1:10000:5000

was used. For analysis, each mixture was aerosprayed onto a
rotating stainless steel probe tip using the arrangement dia

grammed in Figure 4. As the biomolecule mass increases, aerosol

spraying becomes more cliticaL The air flow rate should be velY
low to obtain a homogeneous crystal layer on probe

Following deposition, samples were introduced into the vacuum

Figure 4. Aerosol spray sample preparation. Air Pow tubing is
made from a stainless steel syringe and the sampie aspiration tubing
is made from a fused-sliiea capillary.

(23) Koste:-. C, Castoro, J. A.; Wilkin", C. 1.. 1- Am. Ch(!m. Soc. 1992. 114. 757'2
7574.
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Figure 3. Experiment event sequence for five-plate trapping
experiment. The differences between the five-plate trap Ding method
and a standard FTMS experiment are the conditions for the ionization
event. To trap high-mass ions, instead of applying a de voitage only
on the rear trapping plate, a de voitage eontrolied by the software is
also applied to the excitation/receiver piates. The de pulse is
maintained for 100-300 ,us. Subsequently, a dipolar chir'p excitation
is applied to the excitation plates to excite the ions to a largel' radius,
which are then detected by the receiver pla:es. The last event is the
quench pJlse used to remove ions from the cell.

0~
t

Recei'lcrPlate

the receiver plates and rear trapping plate (conductance limit of
a dual cell) are supplied through voltage-sensitive switches by

two external power supplies (power Designs Inc., Modes 105TA,
New York). Additional electronics protectche Dreamplifier and

direct the signal to and from the cell controller, where the
sequence can be controlled with existing Odyssey software
(VerSion 3.0, Waters-Extrel ITMS). The instrument has been
desclibed in detail previously.'·2:) MacSimion (MacSimion, Version

2.03, Montech Pty Ltd.) was used to calculate the potential

surfaces for five-plate deceleration expeliments.

E>:perimenta! Sequence. A diagram of the five-plate decel
eration connections to the cell appears in Figure 2. The decelerat
ing voltage, up to 75 V, is applied not only to the rear trapping
plate but also to the excitation and receiver plates of a cubic FTMS
celL The deceleration de pulse and the excitation pulse on the
excitation plates are simply separated in time. To deal with the
high kinetic energies of 1v1ALDI ions, which increase as ion mass
increases, larger de potentials are applied to the rear trapping plate
(plate opposite to sample probe) and the excitation/receiver plates
to facilitate efficient trapping. To trap positive ions, the front
trapping plate is set to 0.0 V, the rear trapping plate is set between
30 and 75 V, and the excitation/receiver plates are set between 2
and 75 V plior to firing the laser. These decelerating potentials
are maintained for 100-300 ,us. Subsequently, the potentials of
tl1e front and the rear plates are adjusted to between 0,5 and 3 V,
suitable for ITMS observations, while the de voltages on the
excitation and receiver plates are switched off. The ability to trap
"hot" ions is accomplished by the increased electrostatic potentials
duling the desorption/ionization event. Once trapped, the ions
lose their excess energy either through collisional cooling with
background neutrals in the source cell (5 x 10-8 TOIT is typical
pressure) or through infrared emission. In addition, trapped ions
establish an equiliblium with the different ion motional modes.
As a consequence, translational energy is redirected from the
z-axis. permitting detection at much lower trapping potentials. For
the mass spectral observations reported here, ions were excited
by a chirp excitation with a general range ef 50-100 KHz and a
sweep rate of 230 Hz/us_ All detection was done in direct mode_
The expelimental sequence shown in Figure 3 was employed
using a data acquisition rate of 1 MHz anei co]Jecting 32K data
points.

Sample Preparation. The matm used for all expeliments

was 2,5-dihydro:>.ybenzoic acid (DHB; Fluka Chemical Co., Buchs,

Switzerlanei). D-Fructose was used as a co-matrix because it has

been demonstrated to cool biomolecules duling the lvlALDI

Voltage 2 Volt:lge 1

Figure 2. Diagram of connections for five-piate t-apping. Voltage
i is the dc voltage applied to the rear trapping plate. Voltage 2 is
the dc voltage applied to bo:h the excitation and receiver plates.
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Figure 5" MALDI-FT mass spectrum of carbonic anhydrase (MW
= 29 000'" Five-plate trapping voltages were 30 V on the rear
trapping plate and 10 V on the excitation and receiver plates. Fo~

spectral data acquisition, a trappirg voltage of 2 V was applied to
bo'h the front and rear trapping plates,

system and the system allowed to pump to a pressure of 5 x 10-"

Torr before analysis,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High-Mass Analysis. As mentioned earlier, Russell and co

workers" extended the analytical mass range by placing an ion
guide in a cubic cell Here, the mass range was extended using
an unmodiiied standard F1MS cubic cell. By replacing the single
plate deceleration event of a MALDl-ITMS experiment with the
five-plate trapping method, trapping efficiency is improved, as seen
in the carbonic anhydrase spectrum in Figure 5. To obtain the
spectrum in Figure 5, it was necessary to average four time-domain
scans taken llt sequential probe positions. This procedure was
necessary due to presence of the D-fructose co-matrix. Although
the D-fructose provides collisional cooling of the protein,2.23 its
presence appears to limit the number of shots available per spot.

The averaging of 4 scans is a significant reduction from the
averaging of 10-30 scans needed to produce similar signal-to
noise ratios for this compound's spectrum in previous studies.3

The best spectrum was obtained for deceleration conditions of
10 V or. tbe ex:itation and receiver plates and 30 V on the rear
trapping plate. For spectral data acquisition, ions were detected
under standard 2-V trapping conditions. Figure 6 shows the
spectrum of egg albumin with a molecular ion of mlz = 45 000.
To decelerate these higher mass species, the rear trapping plate
(conductance limit) was held at 50 V and the side plates held at
35 V. It appears that the trapping of high-mass ions is simply an
electrostatic potentiai matching problem."·" The ultimate solution
may be to use the highest decelerating voltages that one has
avaCable. One frequently overlooked detail is the role of the
laser's interaction with the matrix and initial ion velocities. Most
manix studies have focused on testing families of compounds for

their efficiency of the ionization of analytes and detennination of
the Dptimun mixture ratios. The researchers in these studies
have made use of the various types of lasers including nitrogen

Hanson, D. H.; Kerley, E. L; Castro, M. E.; Russell, D. H.Annl. Chem 1989,
61. 2MO·~'2046

(25) Solouki. RUf:iSeIL D. H. Froc. Natl.Acad. Sci. U.SA. ]992,89,5701-
5704.

:'
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Figure 6. MALDI-FT mass spectrum of egg albumin (IvlW =
45000) Five-plate trapping voltages wore 50 V on the rear trap plate
and 35 V on the excitation and receiver plates. For spectral data
acqUisition, a trapping voltage of 3 V was applied to both the front
and rear trapping plates.I[M,H j" .' [M'Hr'

1,1 n~~ I ,~~
5715.00 5720.00 5725.00 5730.00

m/z
Figure 7. MALDJ-FT mass spectrum of bovir:8 insulin (f\i1W =
5734). Five-plate trapping voltages were 9-5 \/ on the rear trap plate
and 4 V on the excitation and receiver plates. For spectra! acquisition.
a trapping voltage of 0.6 Vwas applied to the fronf and rear traoping
plates. Resolving power is 20 000.

lasers (337.1 nm), Kd-YAG (357 nm, tripled harmonic), and dye
lasers (355 nm using 2,2"'-dimethyl-p-quaterphenyl (BMQ)).
However, there is some evidence that the choice of the laser
wavelength may playa significant role in establishment of th·c
initial ion velocities. 26- 28 previously assumed to be 760-1000 m/s
for all cases. Because kinetic energy scaies directly with mass,
it seems probable lhat lowering the initial desorption velocity
would greatly increase the detectable upper mass raIlge of current

systems.
High-Resolution Analysis. As mentioned earlier, the five

plate trapping method allows MAiDl-generated ions to be trapped
efficiency and gIlides ions close to the center of the :e11. Figure
7 shows a bovine insulin five-plate trap MAWl-IT mass spectrum
with an average resolving power of 20 000 and an isotope peak
distribution thai is in good agreement with the theoretical

distribution. This spectrum was obtained by careful adjustment

(26) Ens, 'N.; Mac, Y.; Mayer, F.; Slanding, KG. Rapid CommuJI. ivlass Spec;Yom
1991,5,117-123.

(27) 8.; Cotter. R. lAlial. Chrm 1990.62,793-796.
(28; Pan, Cotier. R]. Org. Mass Sp(Jc!rom, 1992.27,3-8.
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Figure a. MALDI-FT mass spectrum of bovine albumin (MW ~

66 000). Five-plate trapping voltages were 50 Von the rear trapping
plate and 35 V on the excitation end receiver plates. For spectral
data acquisition. a trapping voltage of 3 V was applied to both the
front and rear trapping plates.

of the trapping voltage on both the excitation and receiver plates
(4 V) and also on the rear trapping plate (9.5 V). A trapping
voltage of 0.6 V was used on the front and rear trapping plates

during normal excitation/receive events to trap an optimum
number of ions allowing measurement of this high-resolution
spectrum. The principal advantage of the five-plate trapping

method over standard ITMS experimems employing gated

trapping is that higher mass ions can be trapped and detected
because the upper kinetic energy trapping limit for ions has been
extended from 9.5'" to 75 eV. Figure 8 is an extremely low

resolution MALDl-IT mass spectrum of bovine albumin (MW =

66 000). To decelerate these ions, the rear trapping plate was
held at 50 Vwhile the excitation and receiver plates were held at
35 V. Clearly, the mass resolving power shown in this spectrum

(29) Dey. M.; Castoro, J A.; Wilkins, C. L. A'ial. Chem. 1995,67. 1575-1579.
(30) Covey, T.; D. j. f. Jim. Soc. Mass Specti"om. 1993. 4, 616-623.
(31) Rempel. D. L \1. L.]. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1992.3,590-594.

HDliiman. C. L Rempel. D. Gro~s, L. j. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom.
1992.3. 4·fi()-4G::\

en) Jacoby, c. S.; Holliman, C. Rtrnpel, D. L.; Gross, L.]. Am. Soc. Mass
Spectrom. 1993, 186-189.

(:34) Solouki. T.; Russell, D. H. ApjJi. Spectmsc. 1993.47.211-217.
(::~5) GJ.an. S.; Wahl. M. c.: \Vood. D.: Marshall. A Chern. 1993,65,

1753-1757.
(:::6) G:lan, S.; Wahl, M. C.: MarshalL A.. G. j. Chon. Phys. 1994. 100,6137

6140.
Huang, Y.; Pasa-Tolic. L.; Guan. S.; Mars:1alL A G. Anal. Chern. 1994, 66,
4385-4389.
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is unimpressive. However, it does demonstrate the efficacy of
the live-trap approach for capturing at least some of these massive

ions. In that sense, these results are encouraging, giving evidence
that the detectable mass range in ITMS can be extended by this
new method. ObviDusly, it remains to achieve high-resolution
spectra for high~mass molecules. Some of the probable causes
of the extremely poor mass resolution include the following: (1)
the large collisional cross section of the high-mass ions, whioh
can cause loss of coherence during the detection evenr as a result
of collisions with neutrals;:J() (2) possible enhancement of meta

stable decay of the molecular ions, caused by intemal excitatiDn
during the IVLi\.LDI process; and (3) difficulties in exciting high

mass ions into coherence. Several groups have developed

potential means of addressing some of these problems. Rempei
and Gross3H:J de;ised a radio frequency-oniy mode ITMS

experiment to manipulate the broadly distributed ion cloud to

improve detection of ions initially located away from the center
of the trap. Solouki and RusselJ'l' demonstrated a method to
dampen the translational energies in a "waiting room" prior to
the excitation and detection events. Marshall and co-workers'1C-"
have shown promising results based upon us':, of a (}lJaOl1Jflolar

excitation pulse and buffer gas to relax ions to the center of the

FTMS ceiL We are currently investigating the combination of
quadrupolar excitation with the five-place deceleration method

described here.

CONCLUSION
It appears from the present results that five-plate deceleration

shows much promise for MALDI-FTMS of high-mass compounds.

Because high-voltage deceleration occurs only during the lVLilLDI

step, the rest of the mass spectral measurement can proceed as
usuaL Moreover, this protocol does not involve modification to

the existing celL Based upon the present successes in analyzing

singly charged high mass species, future prospects are promising.
Because high-mass ions can be trapped, it "ill be particularly
interesting to study the effects of collision-induced or surface

induced dissociation upon these large molecules.
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Tofu, and co-workers3.S- I!) refined this EC/TS-MS methodology,
also combining it \vith HPLC, and demonstrated it to be an
especially powerful tool in fue study of biological redox reactions.
Anofuer approach was taken by Bartmess and Phillips,u who
combined EC and fast atom bombardment (FAB)-MSI2 In their
work, EC was used to assist the ionization of neutral analyle
species in fue liquid FAB matrix prior to sputtering of the sample
with the atom beam. Attempts have also been made to couple
EC with MS using the particle beam interrace,13 and one would
expect that flow-FABI4 and atmospheric pressure chemical ioniza
tion (APCD IO would also be viable ionization methods/interfaces
for EC/MS.

ElectrosprayJ'S-Zo (ES) also holds promise for coupling EC on
line with MS, as demonstrated in several preliminary reports."H4
Electrospray is an atmospheric pressure technique that makes
use of an electrostatic sprayer to assist the transfer of ionic
analytes initially present in solution into the gas phase for mass
analysis (E5-MS). This technique is rapidly becoming the
ionization method/interrace of choice for analyzing nonvolatile,
polar, and thermally labile compounds, especially high molecular
weight biopolymers, and for coupling liquid separation methods

this paper a variety of methods to couple electrochem
istry on-line with electrospray mass spectrometry (ECI
ES-MS) are presented, and the fundamental and analytical
utility of this hybrid technique is illustrated. The major
problems encountered in coupling EC and ES-MS are
discussed. and means to overcome them are presented.
Three types of electrochemical flow cells, viz., a thin-layer
electrode flow-by cell, a tubular electrode flow-through
cell, and porous elec1rode flow-through cell, are dis
cussed regard to their suitability for this coupling.
Mefuods for coupling each of these electrochemical cells
on-line with ES-MS, either floated at or decoupled from
the ES high voltage and controlled by a constant current
supply, a constant potential supply, or a potentiostat are
presented. Three applications are used to illustrate the
utility and versatility of the EC/ES-MS combination: (1)
the ionization of neutral analytes (i.e., perylene) for
detection by ES-MS, (2) the study of fue products of
electrode reactions (i.e., nickel(lI) octaethylporphyrin
oxidation products), Including relatively short-lived prod
ucts (i.e., p-carotene oxidation products), and (3) the
enhanced determination of metals (i.e., elemental silver)
achieved by coupling anodic stripping voltammetry on
line with ES-M5.

Current address: Department of Chemistry, University ofWisconsin-E<lu
Claire, Eau Claire, WI 54702.
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The analytically powerful combination of electrochemistry (EC)
on-line with mass spectromeay (MS) has received scant attention,
given that the two techniques were first coupled by Bruckenstein
and Gadde: ever 20 years ago. This lack of attention stems largely
from the fact that, until recently, studies perrormed with this
combination were limited te the analysis of volatile species due
to difficulties in interracing the liquid environment of EC with the
gas-phase environment of MS'"'o However, over the past decade,
several types of ionization methods and interfaces have been
developed that allow mass spectrometers to sample and analyze
nonvolatile species, both organic and inorganic, originally present
in a liquid selution.

Using one such ionization method/interrace, viz., fuermospray
(103),' Hambitzer and Heitbaum5 were the first to couple EC on
line "1th MS and study nonvolatile selution species. Yost, Brajter-
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the electrochemical flovv ceiis
used on-line with ES-MS: (a) thin-layer electrode ce i ·. (b) tubeiar
electrode cell, and (e) porous electrode ce[!.
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Cyclic VoItammetly. The cyclic voltammogram (eli) of

fJ-carotene (acetonitIile/metihylene chloride (9/1 v/v). 40 mM
lithium triflate) was recorded at 1.0 Vis using a 6 mm diameter
glassy carbon working electrode, a platinum auxiliary elecll'ode,

and a silver quasi-reference electrode under the control of a PAR
173 potentiostat (princeton Applied Research Corp., Princeton,
NJ) with a PAR 175 universal programmer. Decamethylferrocene

was added to tihe analyte solution and used as the reference redox
system. The simulated CV Jar fl-carotene was obtained using the

same parameters as above, assuming an E,E,C;E, mechanism.

On-Line ECiES-MS. A Finnigan-JvIAT ion trap mass spec
trometer (ITMS) , modified for pneumatically assisted ES-MS, was
used in this work") ..:J.j For experiments employing continuous

infusion, a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Inc., Cambridge,

MA) was used to deliver the analyte solution, through 250 £1m
i.d. Teflon tubing, to the electrochemical cell. In the floated mode,

the solution either exited directly from ihe cell and was sprayed

(tubular electrode cell) or exited the cell and was sprayed from a
short piece (-7.0 cm) of 100 ,um i.d. (370,um o.d.) fused silica
capillary (polymicro Technologies, Inc., Phoenix, AI) taking the

place of the metal capillary in the ES source (thin-layer and porous
electrode cells). In the decoupled mode, the solution exited the

cell through 30 em of 100 ,um i.d. fused silica capillaJY that attached
to a stainless steel spray capillary (6.5 em long, 127 lim i.d., 500
,um o.d.; Scientific Instrument Services) within the ES sourC2.

For constant potential electrolysis (CPE) experiments in the

tihree-electrode corJiguration, the electrochemical cell and a home-

(31) Stuli:{ K: Pacakova. V. Electroanalytical Measurements
John \Viley & Sons: New York, 1987.

(32)]. Pri~2ciples, I"sinanen;atio"
VCH Beach, FL 1983.

(33) Van Berkel, G.].; Glish, G. L.; McLuckey, S. A. 1990.62.
t284-1289.

(34) McLuckey, S. A; Van Berkel, G. J.; Glish, G. 1.: Hen:on. J. I·luang, E. C
AnaL Chern. 1991. 63, 375-383.

(35) Van Berkel. G. l; Mc:Luckey. S. A; Glish, G. 1. Ana! 1991. 63,
1098-1109.

with MS. ](j·<W In contrast to many of the jonization methods/
inteIiaces mentioned above, ES involves no heating of the solvent,
gas-phase reactions of the analytes are minimal, and a wider
variety of solvent systems can be used.

O~er the last several years, our investigation of tihe EC/ES
MS combination has found that several problems must be

overcome or at least recognized to successfully couple EC to ES
MS.21-Zl First, since the ES source normally operates at a very

high voltage (3-5 kV), the EC system must be either floated at

or be decoupled from the ES high voltage, Second, the level of
supporting electrolyte nonnally used in electrochemical experi
ments (50-100 mM) can plug the atmospheIic sampling inteIiace
and necessitate frequent cleaning of the interface. Furtbennore,

the addition of such "foreign" electrolytes to the electrospray
solvent system can severely suppress the gas-phase ion signal

from the analyte of interest.'" There£ore, means to alleviate the

problems for ES-MS operation caused by typical EC electrolyte
svstems must be developed. Third, the ES device itself is an
eiectrochemical cell,"-:JII and thus, analytes may be oxidizedl

reduced in the metal ES capillary. The possibility of tihis
"electrochemical interference" occurring in EC/ES-MS experi
ments must be recognized.

In this paper, we describe several methods to couple and

operate three different types oJ electrochemical flow cells on-line
v,ith ES-MS and the means to overcome each of tihe aforemen

tioned problems in coupling EC to ES-MS. Data from a variety

of EC/ES-MS experiments are presented to i11Lstrate tihe funda
mental and analytical utility, as well as the versatility, of this new
hybrid technique.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. All analytes, HPLC-grade methylene chloride, and

HPLC-grade acetonitIile were purchased from commercial sup
pliers and used as received. Silver solutions were prepared by

diluting a 1000 ppm silver standard solution (High Purity Standard,

Inc., Charleston, SC) with acetonitIile, Milli-Q (Millipore Corp.,

BedfDrd, !vIA) purified water, and nitric acid (trace element
analysis grade, ]. 1'. Baker) to obtain a final acetonitIile/waterl

nillic acid composition of 95/5/0.1 (v/vIv).
Electrochemical Cells. The thin-layer electrode flow cell

(Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West Lafayet:e, IN) consisted of a

glassy carbon working electrode (6 mm diameter) emhedded in
PEEK, separated from a stainless steel auxiliary electrode by a
Teflon gasket (0.01 in. thick). and a AgiAgel reference electrode

contacting the solution through a small hole in tihe auxiliary

electrode (Figure la). The tubuiar electrode cell was constructed
in-house by connecting two stainless steel met"l capillaries (6.5
em long, 127 .um i.d., 500 I'm a.d.; Scientific Instrument Services,

Ringoes, NJ) to each end of a PEEK low dead-volume connector
(0.254 .um through-hole; Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA)

(FigJrE Ib). The porous electrode cell (ESA, Inc., Bedford, MA)
consisted of a porous graphite working disk electrode (0.8 mm

long, 2.5 mm diameter, 0.1-3 ,um diameter pores), and palladium
auxiliary and reference electrodes (Figure lc).

(27) 'ian Berkel, G. .T.: McLuckey, S. Glish, G. L. Anal. Chem. 1992,64,
t586-1593.

(28) Xu. X.: Nolan, S. P.: Cole. R B. Anal. Chem. 1994,66,119-125.
(29) Vall Berkel, G. Zhou, f. Anal. Chem. 1995. 67,2916-2923.
(;)0) Berkel. G. Zhou, F. AnaL Chem., in press.

(25) Tang, L.: Kebarle, P. Anal. Chem, 1993,65,3654-3668.
(26) Blades. A. T.: Ikonomou, :vI. G.: Kebarle, P. Anal. Chern. 1991, 63. 2109-
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Figure 2. Schematic representations showing the methods used to connect the eiectrochemical flow cells on-line with the ES source. (a) The
,jecuupled mode, in which a metai connector is connected to the ground of the electrospray high-voitage power supply, and the solution is
sprayed fran a metal capillary that is connected to the high-voltage end of the supply. In this particUlar setup, a potentiostat is used \0 control
the work'ing electrode potentai in the three-electrode configuration, (b) The floated mode, in which the electrochemical flow cell and the cootroi
deVice are floated at the high voltage of the ES source, The control device in this case was either :c) a constant current supply or (d) a constant
potential supply.

built potentiostat were decoupled from the ES high voltage (Figure
2a), A grounded stainless steel zero dead-volume connector
(Upchurch Scicntiiic) was connected to the cell exit via a 5,0 em
length of 100 Jim i.d. fused silica capillary. The other end of the
connector was attached to the metal spray capillary via 30 em of
100 I'm i.d. fused silica capillary. When the floated mode of
operation was used (Figure 2b), the cells and circuitry floating at
L'1e ES voltage were contained in separate plexiglass boxes with
insulated electrode leads used to connect the circuitry (Figure
2c,d; to the ele:trodes. The constant current source used for
constant currem electroiysis (CeE) in the two-electrode config
uration was a modest voitage suppiy (i.e., several 9 V batteries)
and a 2 MQ variable resistor (Figure 2c). The circuit used for
CPE in the two-electrode configuration consisted of a voltage
divider and several 9 V batteries (Figure 2d).

Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) of silver on-line with E&
MS was peconned in the decoupled mode using the thin-layer
cell in the three-electrode configuration. The syringe pump and
a plastic SyTnge were used to deliver a carrier solution (aceto
nitrile/water/nitric acid (95/5/0.1 v/v/v)) at 40 JiL/min to a
R"eodyne (Cotati) Model 7066 injector, equipped with a controller
and a 1.0 mL sample loop used to inject the analyte solution into
the electrochemical cell. Following electrochemical preconcen
tration of silver from the analyte solution at -2.0 V. the silver
was electrochemically stripped (1.0 V) back into the analyte
solution for detection by E&MS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrochemical Flow Cells and On-Une Coupling with

ES-MS. Electrochemical flow cells of three different designs, as

shown in Figure 1, were used in the present work. The thin
layer electrode cell (Figure la), in which solution flows through
a thin channel that separates the planar working electrode from
the auxiliary electrode, is a typical flow-by cell nonnally used as
an amperometric detector.:l1 The tubular electrode cell (Figure
Ib) is a very simple flow-through cell based on two tubular
electrodes. The dovmstream electrode is the working electrode,
and the upstream electrode serves as the auxiliary electrode. The
porous electrode cell (Figure lc) is also a flow-through cell with
solution flowing through the small pores in the porous working
electrode and passing by the cylindrical auxiliarf and reference
electrodes. A cell of this design is typically uscd as a coulometric
detector3 !

To couple anyone of these cells on-line with ES, the cell and
the circuitry that operates it must be either floated at the ES high
voltage (i.e., 3-5 kV) or somehow decoupled from this voltage.
Figure 2 shows our decoupled arrangement (Figure 2a) and the
arrangement that we used to float the cells and circuitrf at the
ES high voltage (Figure 2b). In tenns of response time for gas
phase detection, the floated mode is most advantageous since a
long transfer line from the cell to the ES source is avoided (see
,B-earotene data below). Once they were coupled on-line. we were
able to operate the cells in two different electrochemical modes.
viz., two-electrode CCE or CPE in a two- or three-electrode
configuration36 The circuitry associated with these differeut
modes of operation is also illustrated in Figure 2. In terms of
carrying out EC eJ<lleriments on-line with ES-MS, we found that

(36) Bard, A l; Faulkner, L. R Eledrocl!emical Methods: Fundamentals and
APplications; Wiley~ New York, 1930
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(41) Zhou, F.; Van BerkeL G. J; Donovan, B. T.j. Am. Chem

5485-5486.
(42) Bond, A M.: Colton, R; Fiedler D. A; Kevekorck-s,J. F; Tedesco, V.; Mann.

T. F.lnorg. Chern. 1994,33.5761-5766.

inherent to ES.27.28.10 In principle, the same compound types are

amenable to ionization and detection using EC/ES-MS. Reiative
to the use of chemical redox reactions, the EC/ES-"1S approach
eliminates solution mixing, sample dilution, and the use of highly
reactive reagents (e.g., antimony pentafluoride). FUl1hennore,
in some cases, appropriate reagents for analy'te ionization may
not be available. In comparison to the use of the inherent

electrolysis process, the EC/ES-MS approach should afford a
higher electrolysis efficiency (because the efficiency of the
inherent ES electrolysis process is current-limited)29.311 and a

greater degree of ionization selecti'ity.
The EC-ES/MS approach for neutral analyte ionization is

demonstrated here using the tubular electrode cell operated in
the floated CCE mode. Figure 3a is the extracted ion current
profile for the radical cation of perylene (mlz 252) obtained
continuous infusion experiment (0.06 mM perylene) in which the
cell current (140 (.lA) was turned on and off. Some amount of
radical cation is detected with the cell off. This "electrochemical
interference" is due to oxidation of the pcrylcnc ,ia the electrolysis
process inherent in ES. Because the ES CUlTent is low « 1 ,uA)
and the majority of this current is supplied by the oxidation of
iron in the stainless steel ES capillary,2629 only a small fraction of

perylene can be oxidized with the cell off. The constant current

source attached to the dual-tube cell supplies a current more than
2 orders of magnitude greater than the ES currell[. Thus. with

mlz

Figure 3. (a) EC/ES-MS extracted ion current profile ihe radicai
cation of perylene (m/z 252), demonstrating the electrochemical
ionization of perylene using the tubular electrode cei' the tloated
constant current operationai mode. A 0.06 mM solution of perylene
(acetonitrile/methylene chloride (1/1 viv), LO mM lithium triflale) was
continuously infused (40 ,uUmin) through the ceiL and tri8 cell current
(140 !,A) was turned on and oft as indicated. (b) ES mass spectrum
obtained with the cell current on.

em Var; Berkel, G. ].; McLuckey, S..-\.; GUsh, G. Awl. Chem. 1991, 63,
:2064-2068

(38) Van Berkel, G.].; Asano. KG.: McLuckey, S. AI Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom.
1994.5.689-692.

(39) Van Berkel, G. J.; Asano, K G. A;ta!. Chem. 1994, 56,2096-2102.
(.40) Van Berkel, G.].: ZllOU, F, AnaL Chem. 1994, 66, 3408-3415.

when either eeE or eFE could be used foe an experiment, the
CCE mode of operation offered several advantages. These
advantages included, among others, the fact that (1) the simple
circuitry for eCE is more easily floated at the high ES voltage
than the potentiostat required for three-electrode CPE, (2) the
reference electrode required for three-electrcde CFE is not needed
in CCE, (3) CCE is more easily pertormed in resistive solutions
than CPE (i.e.. less electrolyte is needed for CCE which benefits
ES-MS) , and (4) the problem of potential drit in resistive solutions
that plagues two-electrode CFE, and can also hinder three
electrode CFE, is avoided in CCE. The latter two advantages are
discussed in more detail below. Moreover, disadvantages associ
ated with CCE that make it less commonly used in conventional
electrochemical experiments (e.g., detection problems caused by
large double-layer charging effects ar.d ill-defined potential-time
responses) are not problematic in EC/ES-MS experiments,
because detection is accomplished via the mass spectrometer.36

Supporting Electrolyte. The 50 100 mM concentration of
nonvolatile electroly1e nOlmally used in EC experiments causes
problems with plugging and degraded pelionnance of the ES
atmospheric sampling interrace. Even more significant is sup
pression of the analyte gas-phase ion signal that can result from
this high electrolyte concentration."''; The most commonly used
electrolytes (e.g., quaternary ammonium salts) have a very large
propensity for gas-phase ion fonnation, and concentrations even

as low as ten to a few hundred micromolar can lead to significant
signal suppression." Fortunateiy, less commonly used but no less
functional electrolytes, such as alkali metal salts, e.g., lithium
triflate and lithium hexafluorophosphate, have a much lower
suppression effect.")·'" which enabled their use in the present
studies at concentrations as high as a few millirnolar. 23,3o More

over, these electrolytes are suitable for use in both aqueous and
nonaqueous solvent systems. For aqueous systems, nitric acid
at an appropriately low concentration is another suitable electrolyte
(see silver data below).

The necessity of using a supporting electrolyte at relatively
low concentration (a few millimolar) in EC/ES-MS can compro
mise the electrochemical portion of the experiment because of

high solution resistance. As alluded to above, high solution
resistance is more detrimental in CFE than CCE, because the
large "iR drop" in resistive solutions makes the actual electrode
potential differ significantly from the applied potential. Also,
because deviation of the actual electrode potential from the applied
potential varies with the magnitude of the faradaic current, the
electrode reactions can be difficult to centrol. High solution
resistance is less problematic in CCE since the required current
for efficient electrolysis may be sllpplied by simply incrcasing the
output of the current supply3(i

Selected Applications of EC/ES-MS. Electrochemical Ion
ization of Neutral Com.pounds. Previous work has shovm that
certain types of neutral compounds (e.g., aromatic, heteroaromatic,
and other highly conjugated molecules) that are not normally
amenable to analysis by ES-MS can be ionized in solution and
detected using one of two different electron transfer chemistries,
viz., chemieai redox reactions"-lZ and the electrolysis process
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NiliOEP obtained o:inine40 IS also shown in Figure 4 to illustrate

the correlation with the hydrodynamic voltammograms. The mass

spectrometric hydrcdynamic voltammograms, like the CV, dem-ly

indicate that the mono- and dication are formed at two different

electrode potentials, u'I.e difference in these electrode "appearance

potentials" being 0.5 V, which is in good agreement with the

peak potential difference measured from the CV (I.e., 0.53 V).

Given the high electrolysis efficiency of the porous electrode

cell (approaching 100%), the observation of the monocation at

potentials beyond those necessary to form the dication was not

expected. Only beyond the potential where the dication reached

its maximum level [lid the signal from the monocation begin to

decrease. We att.-ibutc this observation largely to the following

disproportionation reaction'

Supporting evidence for the occurrence of this reaction was the
peak tailing of the NjIIOEP monocation and dication signals

observed after the ceil was turned off. We believe this peak tailing

is indicative of adsorption of the dication onto the porous graphite
working electrode. In this situation, toe adsorbed dicatlon would

be available for reaction with the neutral Ni"OEP continuously
flowing through the electrode.

To illustrate toe utility of EC/ES-MS for the study of electrode

reactions involving the generation of relatively short-lived species.

we chose to study ji-carotene. From previous studies, it is known

that ji-earotene undergoes a two-electron transfer reaction, fonning
the dication,'0,4H8 which then rapidly undergoes one or more

irreversible chemical follow-up reactions, and the products of the

follow-up reactions can be reduced (E,E,C,E, mechanism). 111e
specific follow-up reactions and their rates depend on the solvent

system. In methylene chloride, the CV suggested that the follow

up reaction was relatively slow (an estimated dication half-life of
several seconds), given that an appreciable reduction wave could

2.8 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.0 -0.2

Potential (V) vs SeE

Figure 4. EC/ES-ivlS hydrodynamic 'Joltammograms for the mono

cation (m/z59D, 0) and the dication $) of Ni"OEP, obtained
using the porous electrode flow ceil the decoupied, three-electrode
opera:ionaJ mode. The cyclic voltammogram of Ni,IOEP obtajned in

a separate off-line experiment (dotted curve) is also shown See text
for experimen:ai details.

: Tomkins, R P. T. .Vonaqueous Electrolyte Handbook; Academic
York, 1973; Vol. II.

lviauz(:Tall, D.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1969.91. 4174-4181.

the ceE current on, a large fraction of the perylene is electro

chemically ionized (E", 1.0 V vs SCE"), and the radical cation

signal increases by about an order of magnitude.
For reference, Figure 3b is the ES mass spectrum obtained

,,;ith the ceil on. The only other ior obselved besides the perylene

radical cation is due to an unkno\VI1 at m/z 234, which is present

at the same intensity even with the cell off. Of note in this
spectrum is the absence of ions associated with the supporting

electrolyte (40 mM lithium triflate) and the excellent signal-to

background levels obtained '1"ith just 0.06 mM perylene. In

contrast, B'Jnd et al.,~t. using a similar tubular electrode cell on
line with ES-MS for ionization of neutrals (i.e., diethyldithiocar

bamate complexes, 0.2 mllil), made use of tetrahntylammonium

hexafluorophosphate (0.2 mM) as the supporting electrolyte. The

base peak in their spectrum was due to the tetrabutylammonium

cation (m/z 242), and they reported significant analyte ion signal

suppression. Thus, the data in Figure 3 demonstrate the advan

tage for EC/ES-MS in choosing an electrolyte for the electro

chemistry that aiso benefits the ES-MS portion of toe experiment.

Although not demonstrated here, this or another EC/ES-MS

con5guration might be used in conjunction with an on-line

separation ior seiective analyte ionization/detection. One might

differentiate among those individual compounds in the separated

mixture that are ionic (detection unaffected by cell) and those
compounds that are neutral but ionizable by electrochemical

oxidation/reduction. Appropriate control of cell currents or

working electrode potentials shoulC allow for selective ionization/

detection among the neutral compounds on the basis of their

respective redox potentials.

EC/ES-MS for the Study of Electrode Reactions. The electro

chemical ionization data presented above arc, in effect, studies of

elecTode reactions via EC/ES-MS However, the experimental

resuits presented below illustrate in more detail the variety of

information about electrode reactions that can be provided by this

technique. Nickel (ID octaethylporphyrin (NillOEP) is used as the

model compound to demonstrate the utility of EC/ES-MS for the

detection of electrochemically generated species via stepwise
electron transfer re8ctions. Nil'OEP is known to undergo two

reversible one-electron oxidation reactions (E,E, mechanism) in

a vmiety of nonaqueous solvents. 4I)·44 The peak potential of the

first oxidation reaction (Ep,,) is 0.84 V, while that of the second
oxidation reaction (Epal,) is about 1.3T V (both vs SCE).4I' Because

the products of interest are stable, and therefore do not require
rapiG detection, this work was carried out with the porous

electrode cell in the decoupled, three-electrode operational mode.

The plots in Figure 4 show the mass spectral intensities of

the monocation (M'+, mlz 590) and the dication (M2+, mlz 295)
of Ni"OEP (each normalized with respect to the largest signal
intensity of the respective species) as a function of the working

electrode potential. The respective intensities of these iam, with
the cell on were extracted from the total ion current profile

obtained during continuous infusicn (40 !'Llmin) of a 20 JIM
I\i'IOEP solution (acetonitrile/methylene chloride, 1.0 mM lithium

trifIate), with the working electrode potential stepped to the

appropriate value from open circuit for 10 s and then back to open
circuit. Plots such as these are often referred Lo as mass
spectrometric hydrodynamic voltammograms-" The CV of
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m/z 268 relative to the products of the follow-up reections
535 and 551) is low at low flow rate (longer reaction dmes) but
increases as flow rate increases (shorter reaction times) .

Anodic Stripping Voltammetry for Enhanced Trace Element
Determination. Methods for the analysis and quantification of
elemental species by ES-MS are only in the development stage,
and the factors affecting the precision and accuracy of E5-MS
elemental determinations remain to be flllly elucidated.',H'
Nevertheless, ES-MS has shown considerable promise in this area,
particularly for elemental speciation and for the determination of
elements that have traditionally been difficult to determine bv
other elemental MS techniques (e.g., halides by inductivel;,
coupled plasma MS (ICPMS». Possibly the most severe 1imit~
tions for elemental ES-MS of real-world samples will be the need
to analyze aqueous-based samples and samples with high sait
content (e.g., sea water or urine). Either situation can lead \0

severe signal suppressionYO,25 One route to circumvent these
problems is to employ an on~line preconcentration/cle9J1Up routne

along with matrix exchange. In this way, the species of interest
can be removed from the troLblesome matrix and liberated into
a more amenable ES-MS solvent systen. An appropriate elec
trochemicai method for this purpose is ASVJ' coupled to E5-MS
using the thin-layer flow cell in the three-electrode, decoupied
operational mode. 1n the ASV portion of the experiment, the
element of interest is first selectively deposited (reduced/oxidized
through control of the electrode potential) onto work'n a

electrode from the flowing sample solution, while any interfer;n;
matrix constituents or other elements flow to waste, a clean
carrier solution is introduced (if necessary), and the deposited
element is selectively oxidized/reduced, i.e., stripped, from
electrode (again through comrol of the electrode pOlendai)
the solvent system for detection by the downstream mass
spectrometer.

Demonstrated here is the ASV/E5-MS analysis of elemental
silver (Ag+). This particular example represents an ideal situation
for the ES-MS detection portion of the experiment with our ES
instlllmentation. Our "home-made" ES interface performs best
with singly charged metals. For example, our ES-MS detection
levels for doubly charged metais that might also be aIlalvzed bv
ASV, such as Pb'" and Hg2+, are about an order of magnitude o'r
more higher than the detection levels for Ag- In addition, the
stripping step in the ASV analysis of Ag- (as weil as the
preconcentration step) can be performed in a solvent svstem
composed of mainly organic solvent. Typically, signa1lev~ls for
species sprayed from organic solvents (regardless of the ES
instrumentation) are an order of magnitude greater 01311 the same
species sprayed from water.2Cl Most other elements one might

analyze by ASV would have to be preconcentrated from and
stripped into an aqueous solvent system,

We found that the mixed solvent SySTem of acetooitlile/water
(95/5 vIv), containing 0.1% nittic acid provided the best ES signal
stability and lowest detection levels for Ag+ in continuous infusion
and flow injection modes of analysis (~10 ppb, 3Ci/sensitivity),
while also enabling the requisite electrochemistry to be carried
out. The nitric acid serves in this case both as the supporting
electrolyte for the ASV experiment and as a reagent to keeo
in solution. Figure 6a shows the overlaid time-resolved res~onse

(49) Agnes, G. R; Horlick, G. Appt. Spectrosc. 1994,48.649-654.
(50) Agnes, G. R.; Horlick. G. Appl. Spectrosc. 1994,48. 655-66l.
(51) Stewart, 1. L; Horlick, G. Ana!. Chern. 1994, 66, 3983-3993.
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Figure 5. Electrochemical oxidation behavior of (i-carotene studied
on-line EC-ES/MS. (al The ES mass spectrum obtained in an
.. experiment, in which a solution of fi-carotene (107 ,uM,

acetonitrile/methylene chloride (9/1 v/v', 1.0 mM li:hium trlflate) was
continuously infused (80I'Umin) through the thin-layer cell operated
in the floated constant current (9 ;,A) mode. (b) Plot showing the
relative abundances of the three major peaks observed in the Eel
ES-MS mass spectra, viZ., m/z 268 (AI, 535 (.), and 551 (0), as a
functbn of flow rate.

be observed during the reverse scan at relatively slow scan rates
(e,g., 100 mV/s).40 The CV obtained In acetonitrile/methylene
chloride (9/1 v/v, 40 mM lithium triflate, CV not shown) is very
similar, except that higher scan rates must be employed to observe
a similar reduction wave during the scan reversal, indicating that
the lifetime of the dication in this solvent system is significantly
shorter than that in methylene chloride. On the basis of a CV
simulation using the EcE,.C;E, mechanism for the electrochemical
behavior of j3-carotene, the half-life of the dicatiJn in this solvent
system was estimated to be only 0.2 s.

Due to the fact that the dication of j3-csrotene is short-lived,
the thin-layer cell in the floated CCE mode ,of operation was
employed in this EC/ES-MS study. This setup, because of a small
dead-volume (-2 pL), minimized the transit time for the electro
chemically generated species from the cell to the gas phase.
Figure 5a is the mass spectrum obtained by continuously infusing
107 I'M j3-carotene at 80 ,uL/min with the cell current on (9pA).
The small peak at m/z 268 cOlTesponds to the dication, M2+ The
base peak in the spectrum corresponds in mass to (M 1) + and
has been previously identified as (M2+ - W")-+ in our work" and
the work of others.'H8 The other peak of relatively high
abundance in the spectrum, viz., m/z 551, is probably also due to
a follow-up reaction of the dication. These identifications are
substantiated by the plots in Figure 5b, which show that the
relative abundances of these ions (i.e., m/z 268, 535, and 551)
are quite dependent on the flow rate, which correlates with
reaction time. For flow rates of 10, 20, 40, 80, and 120,uL/rnin,
the respective reaction times (i.e., travel time of ana1yte from
electrochemical cell to tip of spray capillary) are 12, 6.0, 3.0, 1.5,
and 1.0 s. Therefore, as might be expected, the abundance of
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would be expected to provide the best levels of precision and
accuracy in quantitative detenninations by ASV/ES-MS

Figure 6b is the time-resolved response for Ag+ (mlz 107 +
109) obtained during three sequential ASV/ES-MS experiments
in which Ag+ waS preconcenfrated from a 1.0 ppb Ag+ solution
for 3 min (baseline of plot before peaks) and then stripped into

the same solvent system (peaks in plot). This concentration of

Ag+ is below our ES-MS detection limit of 10 ppb Ag+ Note that
the Ag+ stripping peak intensities are quite reproducible and about
10 times greater than the signal levels for Ag+ without precon

centration (baseline of the plot after each stripping peak). This
example serves to illustrate that with only a 3 min preconcentration
(consuming -1201,1 of sample), the concentration detection levels

for Ag+ may be effectively lowered from 10 ppb without precon
centration to 1 ppb or les3 with preconcentration. Although not

carried out here, the preconcentration coupled with matrix
exchange might have been used to eliminate detrimental effects
on the ES process due to the sample matrix (e.g., high salt
content) .52
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CONCLUSIONS
The results in this paper demonstrate that the problems

encountered in coupling EC on-line with ES-MS can be success,

fully overcome, and anyone of a variety of electrochemical flow
cells, with various operational modes and coupling methods, can

be used in EC/ES-MS for both fundamental and analytical studies.
On the basis of this work, the EC/ES-MS hybrid methodology

would appear to have the potential to develop into a very versatile
and analytically useful EC/YlS coupling for the analysis of
nonvolatile solution species.
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Figure 6. (a) Overlaid, lime-resolved ion current responses for Ag+
(m/z 107 + 109) obtained trom three separate ASV/ES-MS experi
ments in wlilch Ag'· was preconcentrated from a 100 ppb silver
soiullon (acetonitrile/water/nitric acid (95/5/0.1 v/v/v)) for 1.5 min
(dasled curve), 3 min (dotted curve), and 6 min (soltd curve) and
then stripped into the same solution (b) Time-resolved ion current
response for Ag+ (m/z 107 + 109) obtained from three sequentiai
ASV/ES~MS experiments in which Ag+ was preconcentrated from a
-:.0 ppb silve, solution (acetonitrile/water/nitric acid (95/5/0.1 and v/vl
v)) fcr 3 min and then stripped into the same sclutlon. The ASV portion
of these experirrents was carried out using the thln,layer flow celi
operated in the decouple:!, three,electrode constant potential mode.
Preconcentration was performed at -2.0 V and stripping at 1.0 V.

for Ag" (mlz 107 + 109) obtained in three separate ASV/ES-MS
experiments in which Ag+ was preconcentrated from a 100 ppb
silver solution for 1.5 min (60 ,uL of sample consumed), 3 min

(120 I"L of 3ample consumed), and 6 min (180 I"L of sample
consumed) and then stripped from the electrode back into the

same solvent system. These plots show that as the preconcen
tralion time increased, both the height and area of the stripping
peaks increased. This is expected because as the preconcentra
ton time increaserl, the amount of silver deposited on the
electrode also increased. A plot of the peak heights as a function
of preconcentration time yielded a linear plot (slope = 1.29) and
the preliminary indication of the quantitative nature of the method.
Use of an internal standard as described by Agnes and Horlick49

(52) Zhou, F.; Berkel. G. J; Morton, S.].; Duckwort1., D. c.; w. AC9503724

of jVlateriais, in press. e Abstract published iI: Advance ACS Abstracts, September 1. 1995.
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High-Resolution Selected Ion Monitoring in a
Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer

Greg Wells* and Chuck Huston

Varian Chromatography Systems, Walnut Creek, Califomia 94598

A new method of selected ion monitoring was described
that was capable of unit mass isolation throughout the
operational mass range ofan ion trap mass spectrometer.
The trap was first selectively filled with ions via the
application of a broad-band waveform to the end caps
during ioruzation. A second isolation step completed the
unit mass isolation, leaving only the desired ions in the
trap. Following the accumulation and isolation steps, the
intensi1y of the isolated ions was determined by resonantly
scanning them from the trap for detection. As many as
10 different masses could be monitored by sequentially
applying these steps. The ionization time for each mass
was individually adjusted to optimize the filling of the trap
with the selected ions; this increased the dynamic range
for the set of ions. The individual spectra for each mass
could then be added together to form a mass spectrum
containing all specified ions.

Selected ion monitoring is a common mass spectrometry
technique that is used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN)
of ions (relative to their full scan values). The SIN improvement
results from increased transmission efficiency and a reduction in
noise due to the increased dwell time associated with the
measurement of the selected ion. Ion trap mass spectrometers
generally work on a different principle than transmission instru
ments'- Ions are formed in the electron ionization mode by
pulsing the ionizing electron beam into the trap for a short period
of time to ionize the sample. All of the ions that will contribute

to the resulting mass spectrum are formed during this time
intepa!. The tTapped ions are then sequentially scanned from
the trap for detection in increasing :nass order. Since the ions

must be scanned from the trap for detection, the signal-to-noise
ratio for a particular ion can only be improved by increasing the
number of ions of a particular mass-ta-charge ra'do that are stored.

The storage of large numbers of ions in the trap will result in
Coulombic interactions that degrade the sensitivity and resolution
of the de,ice. The need to utilize the limited ion storage capacity
of the trap has resulted in the development of several techniques
to eliminate unwanted ions from the trap and selectively ac
cumulate only specified target ions. Radio frequency Crt) isolation
techniques have been used to selectively trap and accumulate
ions.' -: These techniques establish trap conditions that destabilize

Address reprint requests to Varian Chromatography Systems, 2700 Mitchell
\Valnul Creek, CA 94598.

\Iarch. R Hughes, R J Quadm.tJolc Storage ]v[ass Spectrometry; Wiley:
York, 1991.

(2) FulCorcL.r. E.: March. R. E.In!.}. Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys. 1978,26, 155,
(3) Eades, D. E.: Yates. N. A., Yost R. A Proceedings oIllle 39th ASMS Conference

IVfass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, May 19-24, 1991: P 1491
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unwanted ions. A significant limita'don to this approach is the

requirement of moving the operating point of the selected ion
close enough to at least one instability boundary so that ions

adjacent to the selected ion are removed from the trap by

instability ejection.
Ions trapped in a quadrupolar trapping field have amplitude

oscillations whose characteristic (or secular) frequencies are
functions of the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion and "he frequency
and voltage of the rf trapping field] The radial or axial motioe of

the ions can be increased, via resonance excitation, by subjecting

the ions to a field whose frequency matches the characteristic
frequency of the ion motion. The selecti,ity of resonance ejection

was utilized in early studies of ion trapping processes to eliminate

inteIiering ions.' In these studies, a supplemental voltage was
added to the end-eap electrodes of the trap to create a dipole field

whose frequency matched the secular frequency of the ion to be

ejected. The ions in resonance with this field increased their

amplitudes in the axial direction until they were ejectcd. Swept

frequency techniquesli,? for ion ejection have met "ith limited

success due to the low duty cycle for ejection. More recently,
broad-band resonance excitation techniques have been described

that use inverse Fourier transform (S1N1FT) waveforms.'-"

constructed waveformsy-15 or filtered noiselli-l7

The techniques utilizing broadMband resonance excitation are

all similar in that the waveforms have numerous frequency

components to eject unwanted ions and notches in the frequency

spectrum corresponding to the secular frequencies of the target

ions. The wavefonns are applied during the ionizaticn period to

continuously eject the unwanted ions. Efficient isoiation of the

target ions requires velY narrow notches with frequency compo-

(4) Weber· Grabau, M. U.S. Patent 4.818,869, 1989.
(5) Fulfwd,]. E.: Boa, D. N.; Hughes, R. J.; March, R BonneT, R. F.: \Vong,

G.].]. Vac. Sci. Technol. 198017.829-835.
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(9) Goodman, S.: Hanna, A U.S. Patent 4,945,234, 1990.

(10) Guan, S.; Marsha!:, A. G. Anal. Chem. 1993. 6.5, 1288-12S)cL
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The motion of an ion in a quadrupole field can be determined

from the solution to the Mathieu equation.' The stable solutions
to the equation are characterized by the parameters qz and at that
define the operating point of the ion within the stability region,

These parameters are defined as

where V is the amplitude (0 to peak) of the rf potential applied to
the ring electrode, U is the de potential, m is the mass-te-charge
ratio (mlz) , 70 is the radius of the ring electrode, Zo is the inscribed
radius of the end-cap electrodes, and Q is the Ii drive frequency.

The secular frequency of an ion, w" can be determined jj'om the

value of fJz:

waveform served to eliminate the unwanted ions from th,e trap

and accumulated ions in a small mass range about the target ion.
A second isolation step ejected all remaining unwanted iOTIS and

left only the desired ions in the trap. Following the storage and
isolation steps, the intensity of the isolated ions was determined

by resonantly scanning the ions from the trap ior detection. As

many as 10 different masses could be monitored by scquentially
applying these steps. The ionization time for each mass was

individually adjusted to optimize the filling of the trap with the
target ions, thus increasing the dynamic range for the set of ions.
The individual scans for each mass could then be added together
to form a mass spectrum containing all specified ions.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All experiments were performed using a Varian Saturn 3 ion

trap (Varian Chromatography Systems, Walnut Creek, CAl and
prototype Selected Ion Storage (SIS) software. The Saturn system
contained a built-in arbitrary waveform generator (Wave~Board)
that applied a waveform to the end-cap electrodes to create a

dipolar field. Memory on the Wave~Boardallowed for the storage
and application of 10 different scan groups and their associated

waveforms. Each scan group contained the instrument scan
parameters that were required to optimally fi1] the trap and isolate

the selected ions. Additional scan groups and waveforms could
be downloaded to the instrumcnt at specified times during a
chromatographic run (up to a maximum of 200 acquisition

segments) or in real time instrument control. For data taken at
slower or faster scan rates than are found in the standard ion trap,
data were acquired using a Tektronix digitizing signal analyzer,
DSA 601 with a 7A22 differentia! amplifier [Tektronix Inc.,
Beaverton, 0 R) .

(3)

(1)

(2)

W, = 03/2)Q

q, = 8eV!m(r()2 + 2zo12)!Q'

a, = -16eU/m(ro
2 +

nents on each side of the target ion secular frequency to eject
the corresponding ions "ith masses above and below it. The
Canlombic influence of space charge on the ion secular frequency,
however, can shift the jj'equency as though a dc field were
present.:2 Since there is a ::finite time required to eject unwanted

ions from ':he trap 'oy resonance excltation, there is some average

space charge, throughout the ionization period, in excess of that
due only to the target ions. The space charge can shift the secular
frequency ot the target ions from the theoretical value used to
determine :he center frequency of the notch. Thus, when narrow
notches are used for isolation and a large amount of space charge
is present. the secular frequencies of many of the ions may be
shiited outside of fre notch. causing these ions to be ejected. More
recently has been recognized that, in nonideal ion traps

possessing an octopole distortion, the secular frequency of the
ion depends on the amplitude. IS Thus, ions formed far from the
center of the trap (e.g., during electron ionization or ion injection

processes) win have secular frequencies that are different from
values that they would have at the center of the trap. The

use of a buffer gas in ion traps for collisional dampening of the
ion osdlations is advantageous for both electron ionization'·6.l9

and ion injection processes."J-'" It would be expected that ions
formed or injected far off center followed by collisional dampening

to t~le center would experience a time-dependent shift in their
secular frequencies. Again, the initial frequencies would be
,Efferent from those located at the center of the notch, causing
ejection of some of the target ions.

The most severe lirriitation to using broad-band waveforms to
accompiish bou'] selective IOn accumulation and ion isolation is
the inability to achieve unit mass isolation at higher masses. In
these metilods, the rf storage voltage is held constant during the

application of the waveforms. Since the electron energy distribu
tion depends on the amplitude of the rf storage voltage, a relatively

iow value is required to obtain EI spectra that are similar to those
obtained from o'her types of mass spectrometers. The operating
point of an ion (the "qz" value) decreases as the mass increases.
This results ill a decrease in mass dispersion vviti1 increasing mass.
':'herefore, a waveform with a fixed notch width will trap an

increasing mass range as the ion mass increases. For example.
iJns with m!z = 10C and 101 have secular frequencies separated
by 2000 Hz at a rf storage voltage of 450 V,,; ions with mlz = 500
and 501 have frequencies separated by only 100 Hz. A broad
band WaVefOffi1 that has a 2 kHz wide notch centered at
fcequencies corresponding to mlz = 100 and 500 will isolate mlz
= 100 from adjacent integer masses, but a range of ions
(approximately 20 Da) will he trapped at mlz = 500.

This work overcame the limitations that occurred when
simultaneous isolation of several ions of greatly differing mass

to-charge ratios \-vas attempted. The method employed in this
work uti'ized a three-step process in which the trap was first
selectively filled with the target ion by the application of a broad

band waveform to the end caps of the trap during ionization. The

Mass S.tJectrom. Ion Processes 1991, 106, 63-78.
P. E.; D. R. U.S. Patent 4,540.884. 1985.

G. L.; S. A Anal. Clem. 1990, 62,

Lauds,]. Amy, J Ridley, T. Y.; Cooks, R. G. Int, J Mass Spectrom.
Processes 1989. 88, 97.

(22) McLuckey. S. A.: Glish, G. A; Asalo, K G. AnaL Chlm. Acta 1989,225,
25.
PC·dC;Cf. H. Yost. R A; Weber-Grabau, M. Proceedings ojthe 37th ASMS
Con/er/'tlcc I)n Mass S,'Jcctrometry and Allied Topics, May 21-26, 1989: P 468.

The value of fJz is a function of the operating point in (a" qJ space
and can be computed from a wen-known continuing fraction.: In
thls work no dc field was applied; thus a, = O.

Figure 1 shows the general scan function used for this
work.'4-20 A broad-band multifrequency waveform W'F1 was

(24) Bolton,B.; Wells, M. Proteedings afthe 41st ASMS Confcrt1iCe

Mo.ss SM·,t"'m,,try ,znd .411'd Topics, \1ay 30-}unc 1, 1993; p 13:\.
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noise ratio was approximately the same for t'1e latter two methods.
However, the two-step method used in Figure 2C has the
additional advantage of unit mass isolation. This method of
selective ion accumulation and isolation has previously been
studied as a means of parent ion isolation for GC/MS/MS and
was found to have excellent sensitivity and linearity in a var',ety
of complex matrices.27-30

Individual spectra could not be merged in the profile mode
since these data were not stored to the hard disk. Figure 3A
shows the sequential acquisition of the three target ions prior to
merging the spectra. Figure 3B shows the results of merging
the individual spectra to form merged spectra files containing mlz
= 406, 415, and 43l.

An important application of selected ion monitoring is the
detection of co-eluting compounds; particularly isotopically labeled
compounds. Figure 4l\, shows the unmerged chromatogram and

spectra of 500 pg of phencyclidine (PCP) and 50 pg of deuterated
phencyclidine (D-5 PCP). Tne ion monitored for the unlabeled
PCP was mlz = 200 (loss of C;IH7); the D-5 PCP was monitored
using mlz = 205. In this example the peak width at haif-ma.ximum
was approximately 2 s. Eight data points were obtained during

1.25 ...;,..5

m/z

Figure 2. (A) Background spectrum of Jolysiloxane colum bleed
in the ion profile mode. (B) SIS isolation of mlz = 415; frequency
notch width 3 kHz. Ie) Sequential isolation of mlz ~ 406 (group
inset mlz = 415 (group 1); inset mlz ~ 431 (group 2).

100% =136

•

______---'n Eject> mWF2
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(25) Bolton. E.; Wells. G.: \Vang, Conference on
lvlass alld Allied Topics, May 3, 1994; P 710.

(26) \Vells. Quadrupole Ion Trap Improved Tedl11ique For Ion ISOlation. U.S.

Patent No. 5,198.665. 1993.

applied during the ionization period and for a short "cool time"

after the end of ionization. This wavefoffil was constructed of
discrete frequency components to resonantly eject ions of mass
to-charge ratio above and below the target ion. This step filled
the trap with predominantly the target ions. The remaining ions
with masses below the target ion were next removed by resonantly
scanning them out of the trap by applying a single-frequency dipole
field (485 kHz) to the end caps of the trap and moving the
operating point of the ion to q, = 0.901 by increasing the rf
trapping voltage V. The remaining ions with masses above the
target ion were removed by lowering the operating point of the

ion to q, = 0.84 coincident with the application of a broad-band
waveform containing frequencies between 20 ar,d 400 kHz with a
500 Hz spacing. Upon reaching q, = 0.84 the rf field was held
constant for 2 ml while the waveform remains on. The isolated
target ions were then scanned from the trap fo- detection. This

process could be repeated for a maximum of 10 different ions to
produce a contiguous series of "group spectra". Each analytical
scan was preceded by a prescan which also selectively filled the
trap with the target ion and isolated the target ion as in the
analytical scan. Thus, the ionization time in the analytical scan
was "ased on the intensity of the mass isolated ion obtained in
the prescan. After the individual group spectra were stored to
the MS workstation disk, each unique set of group spectra could
be added to form a single merged spectrum that contained up to
10 ion mass-intensity pairs.

Figure 2A shows a background spec!IUm of polysiloxane
column bleed from a DB5 column O&W Scienific, Folsom CA),
sho'.'ing target ions mlz = 106, 41.5, and 431 taken in the ion
profile mode. Figure 2B shows the selected ion storage of mlz
= 415 using a broad-band notched wavefOlm applied to the trap
during the ionization periodIC A notch width of 3.0 kHz and a
cutoff mass of 48 Da was used. The observed mass range stored
was approximately 10 Da. Narrower notches would improve the
isolation slightly but at the expense of the loss of a significant
number of the target ions. No measurable ions were stored if a
notch width of less than 1 kHz was used. Figure 2C shows the
sequential isolation of mlz = 406, 415, and 431 (insets). The
increased ionization time and the attendant increase in signal-to-
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Figure 3. (A) Sequential group spectra in the aqujsltion centroid
mode. (8) Merged spectra tram groups 0, 1, and 2,

the half-width (16 across the entire peak), which is adequate for
quantitation. Each data point is the result of averaging five

microscans of 50 ms duration. Averaging several microscans
increases the signal-to-noise ratio and increases the stability of
the mass intensity. Reducing the 'lumber of microscans would
allow more data points to be obtained across a chromatographic
peak. The maximum ionization time and peak centroiding
represents the majority of the scan cycle time, Experiments that
are currently in progress have decreased the cycle time to 16 ms
while maintaining the same signal-ta-noise ratio. This would allow
a11 acquisiticn rate greater than 60 Hz for a single mass or over

10 Hz for six different masses. This data frequency is adequate
for most applications of capillary chromatography,

Figure 43 shows the 6romatogram and spectra from the
merged group spectra. The small difference in retention times
between PC? ar,d D-5 PCP could easily be seen as a change in
relative ion :-atios. The difference in retention times was even

more apparent ir Figure 5. which shows the reconstructed single

ion mass chromatograms for mlz = 200 and 205, The minimum
detectable amount of PCP was 5 pg (10:1 SIN) injected on-eolumn,
and the linear range extended to 1.0 ng (no data greater than 1.0
ng were obtained).

Sequential isolation and detection of each ion had the inherent
advantage of allowing the analytical ionization time to be adjusted

independently for each ion, thus increasing the useful dynamic
range for the set of selected sample ions. The independent
adjustment of the ionization time resulted in the complete filling
0' the trap w"th ions of a single mass-to-charge ratio, The signal
h:crcascd linearly \OIith ionization time, and the noise decreased
(at most) by the square ront of the number of scans that are co

j

i
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Figure 4. (Ai Mass chromatoqram of coelutirg PCP and )-5 PCP
before merging spectra. (8) Mass chromatogram of coeluling PCP
and 0-5 PCP after merging spectra.
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Figure 5. ReconstrL;cted sing',e-ion mass chrcmatDgram for mlz =

200 and 2C5.

added, Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio will improve faster by

maximizing the number of Ions of a given mass-ta-charge ratio
than by averaging several mass scans.

The utility of this method of selected ion monitoring can be
better appreciated when the affects of space charge due to
background ions from the sample matrix and column are
considered. Excess space charge, particularly from masses
greater than the target mass, creates a de field that resdts in a
finite value of a, (eq 2], even if there is no applied de vo':tage to
the trap electrodes. The secular frequency (w, in eq 3) depends
on the operating point (a" q,), The effect of the space charge is
to shift the secular frequency to smaller values (toward higher
mass). If the space charge di8tortion is severe, mass peak shapes
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the measurement of ions of hex;lchlorobenzpne (HeB) at the
nominal integer mass of mlz = 282, HCB has a mass of 28L8134
Da and the polysiloxane ion has a mass of mlz = 282.0510 Da.
Figure 7A shows the high mass resolution scan of these ions at
a scan rate of 550 Da/s (10 times slower than the nOlmal scan
rate) following isolation of a mass range of 1 Da. Isolation of the
HCB ion and high mass resolution scanning (Figure 7B) would
reduce space charge effects as in the previous example.;;'
Although these ions are resolved, the slow scan rate results in
the peak width (at the base) being increased from the normal
180 to 750 !'s/Da. If the same number of ions are isolated and
scanned out for detection, the peak sensitivity would be reduced
by over a factor of 4 due to the slower scan rate. Since it is
possible to achieve high mass resolution during the isolation step,
it should not be necessary to also scan the ions out of tho trap
under high-resolution conditions, In Figure 7C the HCB ion is
first isolated under high-resolution conditions as Figure 7B,
followed by mass scanning at a rate of 11 000 Da/s (90 ,us/De).

A factor of 8 increase in sensitivity was expected to be obtained
in this manner. The observed increase was only a facwr of 7. It
is believed that £he peak response at these scan rates was iimited
by £he bandwidth of the electrometer, since the predicted factor

of 4 increase was Dbserved when the scan rate was reduced to
180 !'s/Da,

Figure 7. (A) HCB and poiysiloxane at m/z ~ 282 ;solated a
range of 1 Da and mass scanned at 550 Dais. (B) HCB ;solated and
scanned at 550 Dais. (C) HCB Isolated and scanned at '11 000 Da/s.

(31) Schwartz, J. C: Syka, J. E. P.; Jardine, L]. Am..'30c. 1991,
2. 198-204.

(32) Williams, J. D.; Cox, K. A.; Cooks, G. R.; Kaiser, R. .I. C
Commun. ivlass Spectrom. 1991. 5, 327-329.

(33) F. A.; Wells, G. ].; March, R. E. Rcpid Commun. Spec!mm.
1993. 7. 43-45.

(34) Schwartz,.r. A; Jardine, L Rapid Commun. Mass Spectmm 1992.6,
317.

2iezoe1'35

will be distorted. Figure 6A shows the spec'crum of D,5 PCP (mlz
= 205) in the presence of polysiloxane column bleed (mlz = 207).
Increasing the ionization time (Figure 6B) to increase the
sensitivity results in a loss of mass resolution due to space charge
effects. When the ion was mass isolated to remove the excess

space charge from £he mlz = 207 ion. the resolution and sensitivity
was restored (Figure 6C). Ions with masses below the target ion
do not affect the target ion since they are first removed by

resonant scanning. The broad'band wavefonn (WF2 in Figure
1) was applied at an operating point (q, = 0.901) greater than than
the final value (q, = 0.84). At this point, the highest frequency
component of the wavefom1 was in resonance with ions several
daltons above £he target ion mass. The rf field was lowered to
slowly reduce £he operating point to the final value, resulting in
the ejection of high,mass ions in decending mass order. As the

unwanted space charge was ejected from £he trap, the secular
frequency of the target ion shifted back to higher frequencies
(toward lower mass) and £he resolution and mass position was
restored. A notched broad-band wavefonn utilizing a 2 kHz notch
width would still not separate mlz = 205 from mlz = 207
sufficiently to prevent distortion of £he PCP ion, particularly when

the mass from the polysiloxane is in great excess.
An extension of this technique can be used to obtain high

resolution selected ion monitoring. It is kno\vn that increased
mass resolution is possible by reducing the rf scan rate during
mass analysis3 :--33 It is also possible to increase the resolution
during the mass isolation step::!< by reducing the rates at which

the rf field is changed. Polysiloxane column bleed interferes with

295

m/z

Figure 6. Spectra of D-5 PCP with polysiloxane column bleed
backgroundl (A) ionization time 1000 .uS.1 (B) ionization time 5000
,us; (C) ionization time 5000 ,us with m/z = 205 isolated.
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A significant unknown in this method is the ultimate accuracy
of the mass isolation step at very high resolution. The effects of
space charge on resolutio:.1 and mass accuracy become more
pronounced as the number of ions in the trap is increased. Traldp5
reported mass shifts that are related to ion structure. These
effects are not completely understood and are the subject of
current research.

CONCLUSIONS
A new method of selected ion monitoring was demonstrated

that combined the sensitivity enhancement of selective iOIl
accumulation and the specificity of unit mass isolation. Future
improvements to this technique would involve the use of higher
resolution the isolation step and faster scanning during the

(35) P Cururuto. 0.; Bortolini-O. Rcpid Commun. MassSpectrom. 1992,
6,4tO.

detection step to reduce the cycle time, Increasing the ionization
efficiency would reduce the ionization time required and further
reduce the total cycle time for a given mass. The current
maximum ionization time that is used is 25 ms. An increase in
ionization efficiency by a factor of 5 would allow the maximum
ionization time to be reduced to 5 ms while maintaining the sarne
number of ions produced, and thus maintaining a constant signal
to-noise ratio.
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1995.°
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Capillary Electrochromatography-Electrospray
Mass Spectrometry: A Microanalysis Technique

Karl Schmeer, Beate Behnke, and Ernst Bayer"

institut fUr Organische Chemie, Universitat TUbingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 18, 72076 TUbingen, Germany

An e1ectrospray mass spectrometer was coupled to an
capillary electrochromatographic system. Peptides were
analyzed in a capillary column packed with 1.5-l'm
reversed phase stationary phase at :flow rates of 1-2 I'U
min. Supplementary pressure was applied to stabilize the
electrochromatographic performance. Ihe interface em
ployed allowed fast and simple installation of the electro
chromatographic system to the mass spectrometer, re
quiring neither sheath flow nor long transfer capillaries.
This CEC-MS coupling allows the routine detection of
pieomole quantities.

Capillary electrochromatographyHi can be considered as a
variant of reversed phase liquid chromatography performed in

packed capillar! columns, An electric field is applied across the
length of the columns to transport the eluent by electroosmosis,
The velocity of the electroosmotic flow is independent of the

particle size of the stationary phase over a 'Ride range, thus
allowing the use of columns packed with L5-l£m particles up to a
lengrh of 0,5 m, With such columns, efficiencies of more than
200 000 plates/column can be artained,l-:O comparable to those
obtainable in capillary zone electrophoresis eCZE) and thus
exceeding by far the efficiency of 30000 plates generally obtained
in HPLC The use of such small particles in pressure-driven HPLC
requires uncomfortably high pressure,

Separation of hydrophobic analytes is easily performed in
capillary electrochromatography (CEC) with up to 90% modifier,
typically acetonitrile. An inslrumentation for g,rradient elution in
CEC has been described recently~ which allows very flexible
tuning of the selectivity analogous to its effect in HPLC In
addition, the selectivity in analysis of charged analytes can be
increased by electromigration of the sample molecules comparable
to CZL

To minimize Joule heat, CEC columns with inner diameters
of 50-100 I£m are generally applied, The flew rate of up to 2

IlL/min and loadability of sample quantities in the nanogram range
are considerably higher than in CZE, where flow rates in the
nanoliter per minute and sample amounts in the picogram range

are common, In HPLC, the inner diameter of the columns can
be varied over a wide range and correspondingly also the flow
ratc and ioadability. Capillary eiectrochromatography offers the
possibility of sample preconcentration from diluted solutions

(1) Knox, J Granl, J. H. 32,317 328.
(2) Yamamoto, H,; BaumaIln,].; 1992,593,313-319.

G)) Smith. N. 'vV,; Evans, M. 3. Chromatographia 38,649-657
(4) Behnke. B.; Bayer, E. I A 1994, 680,93-98,
(5) Tsuda. T. LC-GC 1992, 5,
(6) Behnke, E.; Bayer. E.]. n press
(7) Vcrheij, E. R.; Tjaden, W. /1... M.: van cler Greef, 1. ].

Chromatogr. 1991, 554,
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analogous to HPLC. This is especially convenient in the gradient
elution mode,

Amajor drawback of pure CEC was the difficult; of obtaining
stable flow conditions. As recently demonstrated. this problem
is readily overcome by using supplementary pressure.:H

Electrochromatography provides several advantages for cou

pling to the mass spectrometer. With capillary columns of 100
I£m i,d., flow rates of 1-2 I£L/min are obtained, a vaiue almost
ideal for electrospray-MS, 111erefore no interfeef like a liquid
sheath flow analogue to CZE ls required, Sintered silica gel mts

allow the direct coupling of the packed capillary columns without
additional transfer capillaries, The spray is thus formed directly
at the outlet side of the column,

On-line coupling of micellar electrokinetic capillary chroma
tography (MECC) is usually restricted to MS detection due to
incompatible amounts of compounds necessary for micelle forma
tion, typically anionic surfactants. A coupling method for hydro
phobic analytes in electrodriven techniques has 'jeen missing,
CEC is closing this gap,

A technique related to CEC is pseudoeleclJ'ochromatography7.R

Here the eluent is transported by pressure analogous to conven
tional HPLC, and therefore, the same restrictions to column
length, particle size of the stationary phase, and efficiency apply.
An electrical field is used for tuning the selectivity in separations
of charged analytes.

The first coupling of a pseudoelectrochromatographic system
to a FAB-MS was carried out by van der Greef et al in 1991.' The
columns used had an inner diameter of 220 ,um, These large inner
diameters were necessary to provide a l10w rate of 5-15 ,uL/min
suitable for the CF-FAB interface. Coupling of a pseudoelectro

chromatographic system with columns of the same internal
diameter to an electrospray-lvlS with a sheath l10Vi interface was
also demonstrated by the same group in 1993s

A coupling of pure electrochromatography to FAB-lvlS Vias
reported in 1994 by Gordon and LordS They presented a

separation of steroids in a capillary column of 50-pm i,d, packed
to a length of 35 em with 3~um particles,

In all approaches published so far,7-9 transfer capillaries were

required to connect the separation columns "ith the mass
spectrometer resulting in loss of efficiency,

In this paper we present and discuss the fst coupling of
electrochromatography with supplementary pressure to an eiec
trospray-lvlS, As will be demonstrated, the eluent is mainly

transported by the electroosmotic flow and pressure is only
employed to stabilize the EOF at high electrical field strength.

; Tinke, A P.; Niessen, W. M. A.; l1aden, u.
1993, 647,375-385.

G. A. Ra,bid Commun. Mass SpectYUif!. 1994.8.
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Figure 1.. Schematic representation of the setup for capillary
electrochromatography-mass spectrometry.
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Figure 2. Influence of supplementary pressure and electric field
strength on the flow velocity: column, fused silica, 1DO-pm i.d .. 40
em length, packed for 23 cm, dp = 1.5 ,urn; buffer, 2.5 mM
80% acetonitrile, pH pressure, 80-270 bar with

3-mm hole therein into the interface. Between the power supply
for the needle voltage (of the MS) and the steel needle, a 60-MQ
load resistor was inserted,

Chemicals. The peptides were sj'I1thesized on an ABI 431A
peptide synthesizer using Fmoc chemistry. The Fmoc amino

acids were purchased from Nova Biochem CUiufelfingen, Swit
zerland) and Rapp Polymere (Tubingen. Germany). All other
chemicals were products ofFluka (Buchs, Switzerland) and Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany), All chemicals for buffer preparation were
of research grade.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In electrochromatography with supplementary prcssure. the
flow velocity is a function of the electric field strength and the
applied pressure as sho."m in FIgure 2. Surprisingly, the contribu
tions of pressure-driven and electrodriven flow are not additive.
With increasing electroosmotic flow, the influence of the pressure
decreases. At an electric field strength of 100 kV/m, the overall

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Preparation ofthe Packed Capillaty Colwnn8. Fused-silica

capillaries of 100-,um i.d. and 360-I'm o.d. were obtained from
Polymicro Technology (Phoenix, AZ). The frits consisted of
sintered fused-silica gel (Gromsil, d" = 5 I'm; Gram, Herrenberg,
FRG) as described in ref 4. The capillary columns for coupling
to the mass spectrometer were made by first sintering a frit on
the outlet side, slurry packing with reversed phase silica gel
(Gromsil ODS-2, dp = 1.5 I'm; Grom), and then preparing of the
inlet fri,. The capillary columns for the UV detection mode were
produced as described in ref 4.

Apparatus. Tne electrochromatogrdphic system consists of
a modular capillary electrophoresis system (Gram) combined with

standard HPLC system (Sykam. Gilching, FRG). A Chromato
pac C-R6A (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) was used for data processing.
Solvent splitting is accomplished by a stainless steel T-piece and
a resistance capillary of So-,um Ld. and 50-em length. A split ratio
of -,1:2000 :s obtained at zero elemic field strength. The eluent
is filtered by a guard column before entering the injection device,
The T-piece is grounded to protect the HPLC system from possible
damage caused by the high voltage. Injection of ~0.1 I'L was
accomplished by filling the electrolyte reservoir on the inlet side
'with ,uL of sample and pressurizing for 10 s at 200 bar. The
reservoir was then flushed with eluent.

Electrochromatography. For the on-line peptide separation,
a chromatographic column of 20-cm overall length and 10o-,um
i.d. was packed to a length of 19 em with 15-l'm reversed phase
particles. The length of the frits was 0.3 cm each. The

supplementary pressure was 180 bar at 0.5 mL/min flow rate of
the pump. Separation of peptides in conventional HPLC is usually
carried out with aceonitrile water mixtures containing 1 mL/L
tIifluoroacelic acid CfFA). To avoid bubble formation resulting
Ji'om excessive Joule heating, the TFA concentration was reduced
to 0.Q7 mL/L The eluent was acetonitrile-water + TFA (80:
20). The concentrations oithe peptides were 20 I'g/mL each in
acetonitrile-water (40:60). Dissolution of analytes in a solvent
of lower elution strengtll than the eluent results in focusing of

sample at the beginning of the stationary phase. Electrochro
mato.graphy was performed at 20,2 kV and 0.8 pA The applied
potential gradient is given by the difference of +25 kV of the power
supp'yand ,4.8 kV of the steel needle,

Mass Spectrometry. All mass spectra were recorded on a
Sciex API II[ triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer, having an
electrospray ion source (Scicx, Toronto, Canada) and a m/z range

of 24DO dalton. Calibration was eanied out with a Nal solution.
Spectra were recorded in positive mode (dwell time 0.5-1 illS,

step size 8.5-1 anlll; data acquired to disk). For data acquisition.
data processing and the control of the mass spectrometer a
Macbtosh lIx was employed. The orifice voltage was held at 70
V and the needle voltage at 4.8 kV.

EC-MS Interface. The electrochromatographic system was
connected to the MS so that the outlet of the separation column
was positioned ""thin the inner steel needle of the ion source,
thus avoiding long connection capillaries (Figure 1).

The anode was connected to the electrolyte reservoir on the
inlet side. To insula'ce the mass spectrometer against the high
voltage. a I-em-thick rubber mat was attached to thc front side of
the mass spectrometer and the column was passed through a

The combination of packed capillary columns and interface
described provides an optimum of efficiency and sensitivity.
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Figure 3. Extracted mass electrochromatogram of m/z714 and 729
for the on~line peptide separation. Conditions as described in the
experimental section.

Aow velocity is thus almost independent of the applied pressure.
For this reason, the ion current detected by the MS collapsed
immediately when the anode voltage was switched off.

'The high selectivity and separation power 0: the electrochro
marography is demonstrated with a mixture of enkephalin methyl
ester and enkephalin amide (Figure 3). The selectivity of the
separation is enhanced by electromigration of the sample mol
ecules. At low pH, the amide carries an additional positive partial
charge, migrates faster tc the cathode, and is therefore eluted
first 11,e electric field strength of 100 kV1m is significantly higher
than the 20-60 kV1m typically used in capillary electrophoresis.
Thus, the separation was strongly influenced by an electrophoretic
separation mechanism.

Here, the first coupling of an electrospray-MS with an elec
trochromatographic system in which the flow is mainly carried

by the electroosmotic How is presented. Additional sheath flow,
which is usually required in CE-MS coupling, is unnecessary
on account of the relatively high flow rate of 1-2 /'Llmin. In
addition, the frit at the end of tl1C column enhances the process
of spraying, thus also improving the signal intensities in the MS.
111erefore, the focused peak reaches the mass spectrometer
undiluted. The absence of transfer capillaries eliminates additional
postcolumn dispersion. For these reasons, the mass spectrometer
detects very narrow peal,s of only 4-8-8 peak widtll.

The mass spectra of the corresponding peaks (Figure 4) show
a high abundance of Na+ and K' adducts, reducing significantly

(10) Wahl, J. H.: Goodlett, D. R; H. R.; Smith, R. D. Anal. Chem. 1992,
64,3194-3196.

(1) Henion,]. D.; Mordehai. A C:';,]. Anal. Chern. 1994, 66, 2103~2109.
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Figure 4. Mass spectra taken from the chromatographic peaks in
Figure 3.

the intensity of the protonated species. In order detect the
small amounts of peptide injected (3 pmol) it was found necessary
to decrease the resolution of the MS, thus increasing its sensitivity.
The alkali metal ions possibly originate from the nnderivatized
silica spheres in the frits. Deactivation by silanization should
prevent this phenomenon. Furtl1er improvement of the sensitivity
is expected by gold coating and narro"ing of the outlet side of
the capillary column.5

With such measures attamole-level detection limits have
recently been obtained in CZE-MS coupling1i1·11

In summary, the coupling of electrochromatography "ith
electrospray mass spectrometry can be regarded as a very
promising method. 11,e small amount of sample and the enor
mous separation power of the eEC combined with the infonnation
provided by the MS represent an excellent combination, especially
for microanalysis.
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Determination of Nanogram per Liter
Concentrations of Volatile Organic Compounds in
Water by Capillary Gas Chromatography and
Selected Ion Monitoring Mass Spectrometry and
Its Use To Define Groundwater Flow Directions in
Edwards Aquifer, Texas

u.s. Geolcgical Survey, 8011 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas 78754
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Studies Europe and the United States have found an
associatioIl between detections of volatile organic compounds
(\JOCs) in groundwater from unconfined aquifers and urban land

A method has been developed to measure nanogram per
liter amounts of selected volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) including dichlorodifluoromethane, trichloro
fluoromethane, cis-l,2-dichloroethene, trichloroethene,
tetracbloroethene, and the isomers of dichlorobenzene in
water. The method uses purge-and-trap techniques on a
100 mL sample, gas chromatography with a megabore
capillary column, and electron impact, selected ion moni
toring mass spectrometry. Minimum detection levels for
these compounds ranged from 1 to 4 ng/L in water.
Recoveries from organic-free distilled water and natural
groundwater ranged from 70.5% for dichlorodifluoro
methane to 107.8% for 1,4-dichIorobenzene. Precision
was generally best for cis-l ,2-dicbloroethene, tetrachloro
ethene, and the dichlorobenzene isomers and worst for
dicbJorodifJuoromethane and tricblorofluoromethane.
Blank data indicated persistent, trace-level introduction
of dicblorodifluoromethane, 1A-dichlorobenzene, and
tetrachloroethene to samples during storage and shipment
at concentrations less than the method reporting limits.
The largest concentrations of the selected VOCs in 27
water samples from the Edwards aquifer near San Anto
nio,1X, were from confined-zone wells near an abandoned
landfill. The results defined a zone of water with no
detectable VOCs in nearly all of the aquifer west of San
Antonio and from part of the confined zone beneath San
Antonio.

Present address'
I).i '-16278.

'L

Geological Su;vey, 5957 Lakeside Blvd., fndians-polis,

C~eol:)gicej Survey. 102 E. Main St, 4th Floor. Urbana.

uses_'-' Potentially important sources of VOCs to groundwater
include septic tanks and cesspools, seepage from leaking under

ground storage tanks, leakage of leachate from landfills, contami
nants in urban runoff, and other point sources. Application of
sensitive analytical techniques to detect VOCs in groundwater can
define their migration and identify sources and processes affecting
their concentrations.

Previous investigations of the effects of wastewater on ground~

water quality have emphasized detenninations of nitrogen and
phosphorus species, detergents, fecal colifonn bacteria, and VOCs.
The nutrient, detergent, and bacterial constituents may be useful

only as indicators of pollution after contamination is widespread.
In addition, VOCs may be sporadically disposed, not detected by
random sampling, or present in concentrations less than the limits
of detection of commonly used analytical methods. For example,

VOCs used as septic tank cleaners include l,I-dichloroethane,
dichloroethene, 1,1,I-trichJoroethane, trichloroethene, and tetra
chloroethene-'·5 Other organic compounds such as the 1,2 and
1,4 isomers of dichlorobenzene and 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-benzo
quinone, have been useful in tracing sewage-contaminated ground

water'" These compounds originate from household cleaners,
detergents, and disinfectants. They were detected during several
of these investigationsl,l·6 at concentrations less than the standard

reporting limits of 0.2 ,ug/L by Method 524.2 of ti,e U.S.

(1) Rivett, M. O.~ :....emer, D. N.; Lloyd, l W.; Clark, L.j. Hydro£. Vimsterdam)
1990, 113.307-323.

(2) ?usilh T. V.; Hochreiler,]. J.; Lord. D. G. Ground 111ater 1985, 23.
360.

(3) Eckhardt, D. A; Flipse. W.].; Oaksford. E. T. Geological Survey, 'vValer-
Resources Investigations Report t;6-·;142; U.S. Government Printing- Off.ce·

DC, 198(5; 35 pp.

(4) Geological Survey, Water-Resources Investigation,; Report
87-4116: U.S. Government Printing O[Ji.ce: Washing:on. DC, 1987; 100 prJ.

(5) Canter, L. W.; Knox, R. C. effects on ground-water quality:
Lewis Publishers: Chelsea, 1985; pp.

(6) Barbee L. B.. Ii; Thurman, E. M.; Schroede~. M. P.; Leblanc. D. R. EilVilOl1

Sci. Tcchnol. 19808,22,205-211.
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Figure 1 ~ Location of study area, the Edwards aquifer, and wells sampled for this study.

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).7 A reliable method
to detect VOCs at smaller, nanogram per liter detection limits
could give a useful early warning of water quality degradation to
scientists and managers who work with environmental data.

This paper describes a method for detennini:lg concentrations
of VOCs in water ranging from about 2 to 250 ng/L This method
extracts VOCs from a 100 mL water sample using purge-and-trap
techniques. 11,e compounds are separated anel identified by gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GClMS) in the selected ion
monitoring (SIM) mode. The instrumental time of 55 min/sample
allows the automated analysis of several samples per day. This
procedure, identified as the SIM method, was applied to analyses
for nine target VOCs. The target compounds included oi5-1,2
dichloroethene (o-DCE), dichlorodifluoromethane (DCDFM), 1,2
dichlorobenzene (1,2-DCB), 1,3-dichlorobenzene (1,3-DCB), 1,4
dichlorobenzene (l,4-DCB), 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-benzoquinone (DBQ),
tetrachloroethene (PCE), trichloroethene (TCE), and trichloro
fluoromethane (TCFM).

Several methods have been reported to determine VOCs in
natural water. These include purge-and-trap extraction of 25 mL
samples with conventional GC/MS analysis (Yl),8 adsorption
thermal desorption (ATD) onto a sorbent trap with GC/MS
analysis (ATD),' pentane extraction followed by GC analysis with
electron capture detection (ECD),lO and extraction by closed-loop
stripping with GC/MS analysis (CLS).l1 The %\1 method should
have lower reporting limits than PT because of the greater
sensitivity of SIM and the larger mass of potentially extractable
VOCs in a 100 mL sample. The SIM method uses a more
commonly available extraction apparatus than the ATD method.

(7) Guidelines establishing test proccchlres for the analysis of pollutants under
lhe Clean "lN2ter Act. Code of Federal Regulatiens. Part 136. Oct 26, 1984:

Govcmment Prinling Office: ""Jlashington, DC, 1984; Fed. Regist. 1984,
40, 198-199.

(1.-]) 'Ncrshaw, R. L.. Fishman, J.. Grabbe, R. R., L)we, L. E" Ed;;. U.S.
Geological Survey, Techniques of 'vVate:--Resources Investigations, Book 5:

Government Printing Office: \Vashingtoll. DC, 1987: Chapter A3, 80
pp.

(9) Pankow. J. F.: Isabelle. L. M.: He-Nelson,]. P.; Cherry,]. A Ground Water
1985,23,775-782.

(10) Eklund. G.: ]ose-fison, B.: RODS, High Resolu!. Chromatogr.. Chromatogr.
CommuJi. 1978. 7, 34-40.

(11) 3arber. 1. B., II. of and inorganic in a
sewage contaminated aquifer. Massachussets. Thesis.
::niversity of Colorado. Boulder, CO. 1985.

Recoveries of target compounds by purge-and-trap extraction are
generally superior to those reported for CLS.'· Reporting limits
of the SIM method should be comparable to those of the ECD
method because of the enhanced sensitivity of the MS detector
when run in the SIM mode." The SIM method, unlike ECD,
limits the chance for mistaken identification of coeluting com
pounds as target VOCs by identifying the target VOCs from their
retention times and from the masses of selected ion fragmems.
These characteristics indicate the potential of the SEl'l method to

detect nanogram per liter concentrations ofVOCs in water. 11,ese
very small concentrations may be sufficiently small to wam of
groundwater contzmination in its early stages.

The SIM method was applied to determine potential VOC
tracers of groundwater flow and potential contzmination in water
from 27 domestic and public supply wells in the Edwards aquifer

in Bexar, Medina, and Uvalde Counties near San Antonio, TX
(Figure 1). The Edwards aquifer is a vel}' permeable, dissolution
modified, and faulted limestone and is the sole source of water
for about 1.5 million people in the city of San Antonio and most
of the adjacent counties to the west and northeasL

Outcrop and hydraulicaily unconfined pm1:s of the aquifer
under urbanized areas have been previously demonstrated to

contain VOCs in concentrations that are generaily less than 2,ug/
L4 No VOCs were observed in water from deeper. hydraulicaily
confined parts of the aquifer below central San Antonio.: Hy
draulically confined zones of the aquifer provide the best produc
tivity for water supply. Vertical displacements of 50% or more
along faults through the aquifer have been hypothesized as
barriers to groundwater flow. These barriers would redirect
groundwater flow containing VOCs toward the northeast. away
from the confined zone under San Antonio. The aim of this
application was to determine whether SlM method analyses wore
useful in defining regionally imporhll1t sources of recharge and
fault barriers to contaminant flow.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Note: Use of firm or trade names in this article is for

identification purposes only and does not constitute endorsement

(12) Millington, D. S.; Norwood. D. L. fn Organic Carc£nogens ii: Driuhng
Detection. Treatment and Risk Assessment: Ram. N. M.. Calabrese. E .L
Christman, R. F., Eds.; John l,Viley aul Sons: Yo:-i{. 1986: pp

152.
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the next sample injection. The total time requlred for each
analysis was 55 min. The carner gas was helium at a flow rate of
15 mLimin. The instrument was tuned to pass bromofluoroben

zene criteria' in the full-scan mode.
The SIM mode was chosen for this analysis to get the greatest

analytical sensitivity from the GC/MS equipment. Three ions
were chosen for each compound. These ions were scanned for

333 ms each, for a total scan tiDe of 1 s. The ion chosen for
quantitation was usually the base peak. When a target compound
interfered with the base peak scac" a secondary ion was used for
quantitation. The quantitation ion, the secondary ions, and the
retention time for each of the target VOCs are listed in Table 1.

The source and analyzer temperarures were both 200 cC. and the

GC/MS transfer line temperature was ]70 "C.
Reagents, All stock standards described in this method were

made using commercially available, high-purity, purge-and-trap
grade methanol. Five microliter aliquots of a 1 ;;g/mL solution
containing the surrogate and internal standards (SURRlS) were
added to every standard and sample to check the perfonnance of
the operating system. The internal standards were 1,2-dichloro
ethane-d, and 1,2·dichlorobenzene-d1. The surrogate standards
were fluorobenzene, toluene-d" and 1,4-bromofluorebenzene. A
quality control check standard containing 5 ;;g/mL each of the
VOCs was prepared from standards obtained from the USEPA.

Organic-free distilled water for field and equipment blanks was
prepared by boiling distilled water for 1 h and chilling the water
with ice. The water was analyzed and determined to be free of
contaminants. The water was bottled in cleaned and bumed 1 L
glass bottles with Teflon-lined septum plastic lids. All instrument
blanks were prepared using 100 mL of organic-free distilled water
spiked with SURRlS.

Laboratory Procedures, To ensure the integrity of the
analytical procedure, several steps were tak'en to lessen back
ground interferences Each vessel was purged with hellum for
25 min before the analysis. After all the purge vessels had been
cleaned, the trap was baked for 30 min at 225 'C. An instrument
blank was analyzed before sampie analysis to determine if
instrument and laboratory background concentraticns of the, target
VOCs were acceptable. Separate 250 mL syringes were used for
loading samples and standards, The syringes were cleaned before
and after each use witl] sequential linses of methanol, organlc
free water, and sample.

To prepare the sample at the laboratory for analysls, 100 :nL
was introduced into a clean 250 mL syringe equipped "oth a Luer
Lock fitting. The plunger was inserted, and residual air was
vented through the syJinge valve. Five microliters of the SURRIS
standard was injected through the syr'illge valve. The sample was

transferred into a clean 100 mL purge vessel and analyzed using
the protocol described in the Apparatus section. The groundwater
samples were analyzed in duplicate or triplicate within 12 days of
collection.

A five-point calibration curve was generated before analysis
for each of the chlorinated VOCs using a concentration range from
10 to 250 ng/L. The calibration curve for DBQ ranged from 200
to 2000 ng/L. Working standards were prepared by splkiag 100
mL portions of organic-free distilled water in a 250 mL syJinge
with the appropriate amounts of SURRIS and stock solutions. The
standard was transferred to a clean 100 mL purge vess,el and
analyzed according to the protocol in the Apparatus section. A
response factor (RF) was determined for each target compound
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Figure 2. Variation of compound abundance with purge time from
50 ng/L spiked samples.

by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Apparatus. Tne equipment used for the SIM procedure

included the follOwing items: (1) a purge-and·trap unit, Tekmar
Models LSC 2000 and AI.S 2032: (2) purge vessels with a 100 mL
capacity ·.vith fritted glass at the sparge inlet; (3) a 0.2667 em i.d.
trap 'hat was packed to a total length of 25 em with one-third
each ofTenax, silica gel, and charcoal, followed by a 1 em length
of 0'1-1 column packing; (4) a gas chromatograph/mass spec
trometer (Hewlett Packard 5996) equipped with a jet separator;
and (5) a DB-624 megabore capillary column, 30 m x 0.53 mm
i.d .. v,oth a 3 am film thickness.

To deternine the best purge time, four 50 ng/L standards
containing eight target compounds were purged with helium
at a flow rate of 40 mL/min for 11, 14, 17, and 20 min. The amount
of each compound purged from the standards was determined
by the abundance of the quantitation ion for each compound. The
greatest amounts of c·DCE, 1,2-DCB, l,3-DCB, l,4-DCB, PCE, and
TeE were purged frem the standards using a 17 min purge time
(figure 2). The greatest amounts of DCDFM and TCFM were
removed from the sample using a purge time of 11 min (Figure
2). A purge time of ·5 min was selected for the SIM method as
a::::ompromise.

The VOCs were collected on the trap at rOom temperature
and desorbed onto the GC column at 180 'C for 4 min. The
transfer line extending from the purge-and-trap unit to the
megabore column was composed of silica (0.32 mm Ld,), exter
nally coated with aluminum. The transfer line was inserted
directly into the column, eliminating the injection pert. The
transfer line and valve temperatures were set at 100 'c.

The gas chromatograph was operated using the follo'.ving
program: isother:nal operation at 10 "C for 5 min, heated using
a linear temperature increase to 190 'C (6 "C/min), and then
isothe:mal operaton at 190°C for 2 min. The trap was baked at
22.5 '( for 8 min after desorption to prepare the trap for the next
analysis. The oven was then allowed to cool for 10 min before
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Table 1. Retention Times of the Target, internal Standard, and Surrogate Standard Compounds and! Theili'
Characteristic Quantitation and Secondary Ions

compound name
absolute retention

time (min)
m/z"

quantitation ion secondary ions

cis-l.2-dichloroethene

1,4-dichlorobenzene
dichlorodifluoromethane

trichloroethene
trichlorotluoromethane

9.72
23.90
2311
22.89
230

34.49
16.35
12.76
4.19

Target Compounds
96

146*
146*
146*
85*

177
166*
132
101*

60. 61'
148
111.148
111.148
50.87
135. 220
164, 166
130", 132
66, 103

1,4-bromofluorobenzene
Duorobenzene
toluene-ds

Internal Standard Compounds
23.85 152
11.34 65*

Surrogate Standard Compounds
23.85 95*
12.01 96*
15.97 98*

150*
67, 102

174,176
50,70
70,100

na
nJ

na

(l An asterisk indicates the ion ;s the base peak for that compound. b na, not applicable.

at each concentration using the following calculation:

RF = A (e) C(i)
A (i) C(e)

where A(c) is the GC peak area of the quantitation ion for the
compound or surrogate standard, A (i) is the GC peak area of the
quantitation ion for the internal standard, C(i) is the concentration
of the internal standard (in ng/L), and C(e) is the concentration
of the compound or surrogate standard (in ng/L).

The quantitation ion and internal standard assignment for each
VOC are listed in Table L If the relative standard deviation (RSD)
of the response factors was <20%, the average response factor
was used for quantitation. If the RSD was> 20%, a first or second
degree curve was used for quantItation.

A daily standard, prepared at a concentration of 50 ng/L, was
analyzed to determine if the instrument was operating within
specifications. A response that was within 30% of the average
response factor in the calibration curve was achieved by this
method. A response within 40% of the concentration of a daily
quality control standard was also achieved by the method. These
responses meet the guidelines set by the USEPA for Method
524.2.7

Method detection levels (MD1.5) were detennined using
standard procedures? :Yrethod precision was determined by
analyzing seven spiked replicates at two concentrations, 10 and
200 ng/L, in organic-free distilled water and a natural groundwater
from the project area. The natural groundwater was collected
from well TD-68-33-202. It had, at the time of collection, a pH of
7.1, a temperature of 22.5 °C, a specific conductance of 456 /lS/
em, and a dissolved oxygen ccncentration of 4.4 mg/L

To identify a VOC in a sample, the retention time of the VOC
had to agree within 0.1 min of the daily standard, and the ion
abundances in the mass spectrum had to agree with their
abundances in the daily standard. If a VOC was detected at or
near the MDL, a duplicate, and in some cases a triplicate, was
analyzed. All samples were also analyzed by USEPA Method
524.2-' In this manner, the identity of each VOC was confirmed
by a full-scan spectrum if the amount detected was> 10-20 ng/
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L Once an identification was made, the amount present was
quantified using the following formula:

C = C(i)A(e)
RF(e)A(i)

where C is the concentration of the VOC in the sample in ng/L,
C(i) is the concentration of the internal standard in ng/L, A(1) is
the area of the quantitation ion of internal standard, RF(c) is the
average response factor for the VOC detected, and A(c) is the
area of the quantItatIon ion of the VOc.

If any VOCs were detected in the daily blank, the amount
detected was considered when reviewing data at the :YrDL For
example, if TCE was detected at 2 ng/L in the daily blank, and it
was detected in the sample at 4 ng/L, the concentration of TeE
would be reported as <4 ng/L

Field Procedures. Groundwater samples were coliected from
large-capacity public supply wells and from domestic wells.
Samples were collected after the water temperature, specific
conductance, and pH were observed to stabilize and after at least
three casing volumes had been purged. Samples were collected
from faucets located at the wellhead using cleaned and burned.
washerless brass hose bibs and copper tubing. The sample bottles
were slowly filled from the bottom and allowed to overflow before
being sealed. Five bottles were filled consecutively from each
site and are called "replicate samples". All samples were chilled
to 4 'C immediately after collection and stored at that temperature
until analysis. Chemical preservatives were not added to the
samples collected for this study.

The potential intrusion of the target organic compounds into
the sample during storage and shipment was tested using a set
of three, triplicate trip-blanks. Organic-free water was sequentially
prepared at the laboratory and shipped to the USGS office in San
Antonio. From the office, it was transported to well 6 and poured
into nine 250 mL sample vials. The sample vials consisted of
precleaned 250 mL amber glass bottles that were sealed with a
Teflon-lined septum lid cap. One set of three trip-blanks was
immediately chilled and shipped for next-day delivery in iced,
sealed coolers to the USGS National Water Quality Laboratory in



Table 2. Method Statistics for the Target Compounds

minimum
detectable conc:i"

natural
groundwater rnatri'Z

%recvrd RSD%recwd RSD

104.4 8.2 103.8 8.3
200 100.6 3.7 103.8 2.2

l,2-dichlorobenzene
JO 1005 7.3 98.4 7.5
200 106.2 7.5 107.3 3.2

l,3-Jichlorobenzene
10 94.3 6.0 95.3 5.9
200 100.4 5.3 102.9 2.3

lA-dichlorobenzene
10 90.8 6.3 98.4 7.3
200 J06. 5.5 107.8 2.2

clichlofodifluoromethane
10 81.6 24.2 96.8 11.0
200 70.5 18.9 91.4 7.6

2,~di-!.e;-t-bulyl-p-benzoquinone

50C 93.5 16.9 61.8 14.4 180
2000 88.2 8.8 8Y.:! 11.3

letrach]oroethene
10 106.6 7.2 98.5 3.1
2DC 90.8 6.4 93.1 4.4

uichlofDerhene
U 99.5 20.1 99.8 3.9
200 112.1 16.8 101.7 2.4

trichjoroiluoromet.hane
10 82.9 16.9 97.1
20C 84.4 10.1 91.6 6.6

(! Concenuations are i:J. nanograms per liter.

organic-free
distilled water matrix

Arvada, CO. for analysis. The other two sets of three samples
were held for 1 and 2 days, respectively, before shipment in a
refrigerator at the San Antonio office to detennine sample storage
interrerences. All hip-blanks were analyzed immediately upon
amval at the laboratory. Data from these analyses were compared
with those )rom an analysis of organic·free water that had been
stored in the San Antonio office refrigerator for 34 days. The "34
day" water was stored without headspace in alL predeaned glass
bottle with f standard Teflon-lined cap.

RESULTS AIliD DISCUSSION
Laboratory Study. The MDLs detennined for the SlM

method ranged from 1 ng/L for 1,2·DCB and 1,4-DCB to 4 ng/L
for TeE aIld DCDFIvl (Table 2). These values represent the MDL
",ith a 99% conf.dencc interval. The typical reporting limit for
standard PT analyses of these VOCs by USEPA Method 524.2 is
200 ng/L' The lower MDLs for S1M analyses are from 50-200
times lower than the MDLs from standard PT analyses. The
primary reason for the lower detection limits is the use of S1M as
compared to the scanning mass spectrometry that Is used in
standard PT analyses. TIle occasional presence of smaller
concentrations of these target compound in the laboratory
environment prevents the achievement of an additional decrease
in lVIDLs that is possible using the SIM method as compared to
the full-scan modeE

Recoveries of the seven spil,ed replicates in two manices
ranged from 82 to 112% fo" all the chlorinated VOCs except
DCDFM CTable 2). The recoveries of DCDFM at 200 and 10 ng/L
concentrations in organic-free distiIIed water were 71 and 82%,
respectively. The recoveries of DCDFM from the natural matrix
at the same concentrations were 97 and 91%, respectively. Larger

recoveries of TCFM also were obtained from the natural matrix
than from the organic-free distilled water (Table 2). The lower
recoveries of DCDFM a.'ld TCFM may reflect their enhanced
solubility ill a matrix with fewer dissolved solids. These recoveries
are all within recommended tolerances for EPA Method 524.2 for
these same compounds?

The MDL for DBQ was 180 ng/L (Table 2). DBQ is more
polar and less volatile than the chlorinated VOCs, enhancing its
retention in the aqueous phase and increasing the difficulty of its
desorption from the trap. Consequently, DBQ was not purged
or desorbed as efficiently as chlorinated VOCs, resulting in a
higher MDL. The calibration curve had a RSD ranging from about
20 to 40"10. A second-degree equation was used for quantitation.

The recoveries of the seven spike replicates ranged from 62
to 94% for DBQ. The recover! of DBQ at a concentration of 500
ng/L from the naturai groundwater matrix was 62%. The recovery
of DBQ at 2000 ng/L from the natural matrix was 87%. The
recoveries were 94 and 88%, respectively, for the same concentra
tions from the organic-free distiHed water matrix.

This method is suitable for samples containing <1 /lg/L of
the selected chlorinated VOCs but has not been evaluated for
greater concentrations. EPA Method 524.2 is more suited to
detect concentrations of VOCs that are> l/lg/L. All samples in
this groundwater study were first analyzed by EPA Method 524.2
to detennine if concentrations of VOCs greater than l/lg/L were
present' Concentrations of VOCs greater than 10 /ll(/L could
easily saturate the mass spectrometer using the S1M method.

The amount of water vapor that is transferred during the
desorb eyele also can inteIfere with the SIM analysis. This was
shown by a shift of the baseline between 10 to 14 miIl and a
significant increase in the amount of water seen in the ion source
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Table 3. Summary Statistics for Concentrations of the Target Compounds in Laboratory-Prepared Blank and
Field-Prepared Trip-Blank Samples

compound name

tJichlorofluoromethane
trichloroethene

laboratory-prepared blank sample field-prepared trip-blank sample

concn (ng/L)' conen (ngjL)°

no. of samJ;:les min med max no. of samples min med max

37 <2 <2 <2 14 <2 <2 <2
<I <I 4 14 <1 <1
<1 <1 4 14 <] <] <]
<1 <1 4 14 <] 12

27 <2 2 23 14 <4 <4 106
14 <180 <180 <280

37 <1 1 14 <1 2
37 <1 <1 14 <3 <3

<2 2 14 <4 <4 <4

(; Min, minimum; med, median; max, maximum

Figure 3. Changes in concentrations of selected target compounds
in trip~blank samples with respect to duration of refrigerator storage.

(13) Montgomery, J. H.; Welkom, L. M. Groundwater chemicals desk reference:
Lewis Publishers: Chelsea, MI. 1989: 640 pp.

(14) Thompson, G. M.; Hayes, J. M. Water Resour. Res. 1978, 15, 546-554.
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are permeable to trace concentrations of the target compounds
in the shipping and office environments. 1,4-DCB is commonly
used as a fumigant and as a disinfection agent in washrooms. ':;
DCDFM is common in the environment because of its use and
release from refrigeration devices13.l4 PCE is a commonly used

solvent and degreaser. 13 Contamination attributable to storage
at the laboratory before analysis was not noted, possibly because
of the more stringent monitoring and restrictions on use of these
compounds at the laboratory. These data show that rapid
shipment of all samples and stringent monitoring of blank samples
must be an integral part of the SIM method if septum vials are
used.

Samples were held in the San Antonio office for 2 days or less
before shipment to the laboratory. 11,e hip-blank data indicate
that potential contamination of these samples by entry of target
compounds into the vials is less than the method reporting limits
(Figure 3, Table 4).

Specific conductance values in groundwater samples ranged

from 450 p.5/cm at wellg to 607 pS/cm at well 10. The pH values
in water from these wells ranged from 6.7 at wells 7 and 25 to
at wells 18 and 19. The water samples all contained calcium and

while monitoring for mass 18. This baseline shift or ''water bump"
is caused by the gradual elution of water vapor from the GC
column during heating. Trichloroethene and fluorobenzene (SS1)
were the only compounds that eluted near the water bump. The
daily response factors were sensitive to the position of the water
bump. Using a shorter desorption time may reduce the size of
the water bump and associated interferences but may also
decrease the recovery of the less volatile target compounds.

The concentrations of all target compounds except DCDFM,
PCE, and TCE in the laboratory blanks generally remained below
their respective MDLs. The median concentrations of DCDFM,
PCE. and TCE in the laboratory blanks were equal to their MDLs
(Tables 2 and 4). The MDLs of DCDFM, PCE, and TCE were
limited by chemical interferences rather than instrumental sen
sitivity. All target compounds except c-DCE were detected in at
least one sample in concentrations greater than the MDL.
Laboratory blanks were analyzed daily and before and after
analysis of groundwater samples or standards to determine
background levels of target compounds. Over the course of the
project, a total of 37 laboratory blanks were analyzed (Table 3).
As a precaution, the minimum reportable concentration for target
compounds in water samples, called the "method reporting limit",
was set to twice the interfering concentration when it exceeded
the MDL. These data indicatc the need for analysis of blanks

immediately before, during, and immediately after analyses of
samules to identify background interferences.

Field Study. lA-DCB and PCE were detected in more than
50% of the 14 trip-blanks analyzed by this study (Table 3).
DCDFM, lA-DCB, and TCFM were present at the highest
concentrations of any target compounds in the trip-blanks. When
a target compound was detected in a trip-blank, its reporting limit
for that set of samples was adjusted to twice the interfering
concentration.

An analysis of the trip-blank data revealed persistent, trace
level introduction of DCDFM, 1,4-DCB, and PCE to the samples
during storage and shipment (Figure 3). Shipping-related con
tamination is indicated by the detection of 1,4-DCB and PCE in
the samples not held at the San Antonio office before shipment
to the laboratory (0 days stored, Figure 3). Storage-related
contamination is indicated by the increase in DCDFM and PCE
concentrations with the time held In the San Antonio office

relT,gerator. These three compounds were not detected in the
organic-free distilled water before it was shipped to the San
Antonio office. These data all indicate that the sample containers
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TabBe 4. Analyses of Selected Organic Compounds in Water from the Edwards Aquifer

date well no. of
concn (ng/L)"

we]
PCE TCE TCFMno. sampleda replicate analyses "DCE 1,2-DCB 1,3-DCB lA-DCB DCDFM

Unconfined~Zone Well:s, Residential aid Range Land Use, Bexar County
AY-68-21-804 900604 3 <2 <1 <1 7 <4 <4

A1'-68-28-102 90060,) 3 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4- <4
AY·68-29-21Cl 900606 3 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 5
A1'-68-35-102 900522 2 <2 <1 <1 6 <4 <4 <4

Jnconfined-Zone Wells, Range and Agricultural Land Use, Medina and Uvalde Counties
TD-68-29-901 900529 3 <2 <1 <1 <4" <4 <2 <5,*

TD-68-33-202 900613 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <.2 <4 <3

YF-69-38-702 900611 2 <2 <1 <1 <4" <4 <2 <4 <3

Confined-Zone Wells near Abandoned Landfill, Bexar County
R .fA Y·68-28~904 9C0516 3 17 2 2 6 310 600 27 28
9 AY-68-28-909 9C0625 3 <2 <1 <1 <4* <8 290 11 25

10 AY-68-28-919 9C0516 3 <2 <1 <1 <4 42 290 <4 130
11 AY-68-29-703 900814 3 3 <1 <1 <4' 47 190 8 17

Confined-Zone Wells, Bexar County
12 AY-G8-35-913 900625 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2* <4
13 AY-S8-36-102 900625 <2 <4* <4* <4' <8 350 6 18
14 AY-38-38-502 900625 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2'" <4
15 AY-68-31-101 900814 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 43 <4

16 AY-68-37-404 900814 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2 <4 <3

Confined~Zone \\Tells, Medina and Uvalde Countie~

17 TD-68-28-701 900619 2 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2 <4 <3
18 TD 68-33-701 90060'_ 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <4 <3
19 TD-68-34-104 900521 3 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <4 <3
20 TlJ-69-40-403 90:J604 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <4 <3
21 Tn-~)8-41-303 90:J619 2 <2 <1 <1 <4 <-4 <2 <4 <)
22 TD-S8-42-506 90060~ 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <4 <3
23 TD-59-46-601 900529 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <4 <3
2~ TD-69-47-301 900530 3 <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2 <4- <.3
25 YP-69-~3-GOE 900611 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 5 <4 <3
26 YI'-69-45-405 900011 2 <2 <1 <1 <4" <4 <2 <4 <3
27 YF-69-53-202 900611 2 <2 <1 <1 <4* <4 <2 <~ <3

Method Reporting limits for Target Compounds
c <2 <1 <1 <4 <4 <2 <4- <3

1/ Date in :;ear, day fannat (YYMMDD)_ b An asterisk indicates compound detection may be due to lab or shipping contaminant.
r Measurement nOl

bicarbonate ion as the major dissolved cation and anion and had

a chemistry that is typical of water from the parls of the Edwards
aquifer used for public supply4

Several target compounds, including PCE, 1,4-DCB, TCE, and

TCFM, were detennined in SIM analyses of ground"",ter from

unconfined-zone wells in north and nort1east Bexar Count)'

(figure 4). :,one of the target compounds were detected in these

water san1pIes using EPA Method 524.2. PCE was detected in

all four ;Hells sampled from this area in concentrations ranging
from 2 to 7 ng/L (Table 4)_ Land use over the unconfined-zone

in north and northeast Bexar County has historically had little

residential development,15 with some recent residential and

commercial development during the 1980s_ No target compounds
were detected in three water samples from unconfined-zone wells

in Medina and Uvalde Counties. These latter areas have histori

cally been used as undeveloped range land and for agricultural

land uses. Ii The contrast in target compound concentrations
between the Bexar County unconfined-zone wells and the Medina

and Uvalde unconfined-zone wells was not sufficiently large,
however, to allow the use of PCE, 1,4-DCB, TCE, or TCFM as

tracers to distinguish different recharge sources.

(15) Texas Department Water Resources. Land use/land cover maps of
Texas: Reprt LF-(-j~. lexas Dept. oj' Water Resources: Austin. TX, 1978:

maps.

Water samples collected in Bexar County from confined-zone

wells 8 and 10 near 1m abandoned landfill and from we] 2 had

the largest concentrations and number of target compounds

detected by this study (Table 4). All target compounds except

DBQ were detected in a sample from well 8 that was closest to

the abandoned landfill. Concentrations of 14 of the 19 compounds

detected in water from the 4 wells near the abandoned landfill

were less than the 0.2 !'g/L reporting limit of EPA Method 5242:

the SIM method is better able to define occurrences 0' VOCs

that may reflect regional contamination.

Application of the SIM method was useful in distingClishing

relatively VOC-free groundwater recharge from west of San

Antonio and contaminant-affected recharge from northern Bexar

County and San /lntonio_ Only one detection was made of any

target compound in water from three unconfined-zone wells and

11 confined-zone wells from Medina and Uvalde counties (Table

4)_ Water from three confined-zone wells, 12, 14, and 16, also

had no detectable concentrations of target compounds. indicating

their source as the relatively organic-free groundwater from west

ofSan Antonio. In contrast, water from updip and upgradient wells

13 and 15 and wells near the abandoned landfill contain detectable

concentrations ofVOCs. The distribution ofVOCs in these water

samples agrees w"it.1 flow directions postulated for groundwater
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Figure 4. Location of sampled wells and s'ymbols indicating where selected organic compounds were detected in groundwater samples.

by Maclay and Land.Hi The area west of San Antonio contributcd
an estimated 67% of the average 635.5 acre-feet/year of recharge
to the Edwards aquifer between 1933 and 1988.17

The SIM method analyses allowed two &ffering sources of the
target compounds in groundwater to be distinguished. The
presence of human-influenced concentrations ofTCFM had been
previously described for water samples collected during 1978 from
well 13. '4 The water samples from this well and from wells 9 and

15 did not contain c-DCE and DCDFM. These latter samples
differ from those obtained from wells 8, 10, and 11 near the
abandoned landfill which contain c-DCE and DCDFM. All these
wells were identified as part of a zone of TCFM-affected water
that was previously defined as extending from well 13 to
nOl1heastem parts of the aquifer."

The detection of c-DCE in SIM analyses of water from wells 8
aIld 11 indicates that anaerobic microbial degradation of PCE and
TCE may havc occurred in the aquifer or in the methanogenic
environment of the abandoned landfill. This degradation has been
observed to occur in other anaerobic environments by microbially
mediated dehalogenation reactionsB In contrast, aerobic condi
tions prevailed in all sampled groundwaters with dissolved oxygen
concentrations ranging from 2.6 mg/L at well 17 to 8.4 mg/L at
well 14. Previous analyses of groundwater from the abandoned
landfill also detected undifferentiated cis or trans isomers of 1,2
dichloroethene:' Gases vented from the abandoned landfill
contain sufficient methane to be burned at the site and are
evidence of anaerobic conditions in the landfill.

DBQ was not detected in any of the groundwater samples
using this technique. DBQ had previously been detected using
lhe C15 method at concentrations ranging from <10 to 30 ng/L
in water from two wells in the Edwards aquifer near Austin,
Texas." Solvent extraction with the SIM method may recover
DBQ from water more efficiently than purge-and-trap methods

The degree of sorptive retardation of organic compounds in
groundwater is an important factor in evaluating a potential tracer

(16) Maclay, R W.; Lund, L. F. U.S.
A: U.S. Government Printing Office: DC, 1988; 48 pp.

(:7) ~alIey, G. M. Edwards Underground Water District Bulletin 48; Edwards
:inderground Water District: San Antonio, TX, 1989; p 15.

(18) Smith. L. R.: Dragun, 1 Environ. Int. 1984,291-298.
(19) Buszka, P. M.; Zaugg, S. D.; Werner, M. G. BulL E1wiron. Contam. Taxieo!.

1990,45, 507-515.
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of groundwater flow. Sorptive retardation of organic compounds

increases directly with their octanol-water partition coefficient
and the organic carbon content of aquifer-solid surfaces.2I) The
log oclanol-water partition coefficients of the target compounds
detected in groundwater by tbis study range from 2.09 for c-DCE
to 3.44 for 1,4-DCBl' According to this scheme, c-DCE would

be least affected, and 1,4-DCB would be most affected by sorptive
retardation. The amount of organic carbon on pore surfaces in
freshwater parts of the Edwards aquifer has nol been reported in

the literature.
The long-term persistence of the target organic compounds

in the aquifer and their use in trace concentrations as ambient
tracers are also functions of their resistance to biotransformation.
For example, peE and TeE persist in wator during batch

microcosm and field-infiltration studies conducted under aerobic
conditions.2<}·1J Isomers of dichlorobenzene are degradable under
aerobic conditions in laboratory conditions and in fieid infiltration
experiments." No data on the biotransformations of DCDFM and
TCFM were found. These compounds have structures similar to
that of carbon tetrachloride. Carbon tetrachloride is resistant to
biotransformation under aerobic conditions. I'! The prevalence of
aerobic conditions in the aquifer would therefore favor the
resistance of DCDFM, PCE, TCE, and TCFM to biotransfOlma
tion.

CONCLUSIONS
A convenient and reproducible method has been described to

detect and quantify volatile organic compounds in water samples
with a minimum detectable level ranging from 1 to 4 ng/L. The
sensitivity of the method was enhanced by increasing the volume
of water extracted to 100 mL, by optimizing the purge time for
the target compounds, and by monitoring ambient laboratory
conditions to ensure the lack of interferences during the analytical
procedure. The requirement that a positive response be observed
for three characteristic ions lessens the possibility of false results
in comparison with analyticai methods that use an electron capture
detector.

(20) Schwarzenbach, R. P.; Giger, W.: Hoehn, E.; Schneider, l K. Environ. Sci
Technol. 1983, 17, 472-479.

(21) Parsons, F.; Woed, P. R; DeMarco, ].]. Am. Water W'.Jrks Assoc. 1984,
Feb, 56-59.

(22) Barber, L. B., II. Ground Water 1988, 6, 696-702.



Application of the SIM method to the analysis of groundwater
samples provides more information regarding flow directions in
the aquifer than did standard techniques. For example, the
selective application of SIM analyses in groundwater quality
surveys near the fringes of a contaminant plume would enhance
determinations of contaminant migration. This was principally
because the method reporting limits for S1M detenninations were
50-200 times lower than those for standard PT methods. Because
the SIM method is not specific to chlorinated compounds, it is
adaptable to a wide range of vacs. The SIM method, therefore.
offers better sensitivity and selectivity for trace-level vac deter
minations than previously used methods.

Analyses of laboratory and trip-blank samples detennined that
entry of interfering concentrations of the target compounds into
the sample vials was possible. Applications of the SIM method
to environmental studies should be preceded by a trip-blank study

to identify environmental influences during sample shipment.
collection, and storage. The development of sample containers
with better integrity than the septum vials used for this work
would lessen the need for the stringent blank control.
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phoresis (CZE), which separates analytes based on charge-to-mass
ratio, to resolve uncharged analytes has led to the development
of micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC).W Separation
of uncharged or neutral analytes by MEKC occurs primarily due
to a "hydrophobic partitioning effect" as a result of mlcelle-forrning
surfactants [e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) I added to the
separation buffer. Under these conditions, differential partitioning
of the analytes into the micelles as governcd by their hydropho
bicity allows for their separation. MEKC is particularly useful for
the analysis of drugs, both uncharged and weakly charged, and
this is reflected in the literature with the MEKC-based analysis
of a variety of drugsll -!6

Sulfonylurea drugs have been utilized over the past four
decades in the treatment of hyperglycemia. While this manifesta
tion is typically associated with maturity-onset diabetes mellitus,"
it is also observed in nondiabetic patients, primarily due to drug
abuse. "Factitious" or "drug·induced" hypoglycemia has been
reported as a result of the surreptitious use of sulfonylurea drugs.
Problems associated with their surreptitious abuse arise from a
diagnostic perspective. In the differential diagnosis of hypogly
cemia, failure to detect surreptitious abuse of sulfonylurea drugs
can result in an erroneous diagnosis of insulinoma (pancreatic
tumor).18 There have been instances where exploratory surgery
and even partial removal of the pancreas (suhtotal pancreatec
tomy) had been done before sulfonylurea drug abuse could be
discovered l ' The psychological basis of "factitious hypoglycemia"
is still not understood, but its predominance for afflicting women
in the allied health field (85% of all cases) can clearly be linked to
accessibility to the drug. The strikingly large numher of cases

High-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE or CE) is
a relatively new analytical technique that avoids many of the
problems known to plague slab gel electrophoresis! and has been
shown to be useful for analytes as diverse as ions,' small organic
molecules,3 sugars,4 peptides,S.6 oligonucleotides,? and proteins8 ,9

The inability of the most universal mode, capillary zone electro-

i)) Landers,]. P. BioEssays 1991, 13, 253~258.
(2) Jones, W. R; Jandik, P.; Pfeifer, R Am. Lab. 1991, 23, 40-46.
(3) Carney. S. 1.; Osborne, D.l Anal. Biochem. 1991,195,132-140.

Micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKe) is evalu
ated as a potential analytical method for the separation
and detection of a series of sulfonylurea drugs used in
the treatment of hyperglycemia. These drugs are often
surreptitiously abused, producing extremely low blood
glucose levels and symptoms indistinguishable from those
associated with an insulin-secreting tumor. Separation
buffer containing 50 mM sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
was found to be adequate for the MEKe separation of the
third generation drugs (glipizide and g1yburide) but not
the second generation drugs (acetohexamide, chlorpro
pamide, tolazamide, and tolbutamide). At a pH of 8.5 in
the presence of 20 mM borate/20 roM phosphate and
1 SO rnM SDS, all seven components were adequately
resolved with an analysis time of 17 min. Altering the
concentration of the buffering components to either 5 mM
borate/5 mM phosphate or 40 mM borate alone reduced
the analysis time to less than 10 min with no obseIVable
loss in resolution. A series of other micelle-forming
surfactants were evaluated, and only sodium cholate
provided an improvement over the SDS·based system.
Optimal separation was obtained with 75 mM sodium
cholate and led to complete analysis with baseline resolu
tion of all seven components in less than 8 min. These
conditions were shown to be adequate for the detection
of the hypoglycemic drugs spiked into normal urine and
in patients taking these drugs. The precision associated
with nine consecutive injections of six samples (n = 54)
was found to be acceptable with percent coefficient of
variance for absolute migration times (M'I'a"") for all peaks
averaging 0.89 with peak area and peak height being 8.49
and 8.26, respectively. The between-sample precision
was found to average 0.92% for Mfab, and 8.56% and
8.45%, respectively, for the relative peak area and peak
height. With a detection limit for the drugs in urine
(following extraction) in the 50 nglmLnmge, the potential
exists for an MEKe-based assay for the detection of
sulfonylurea drugs in urine.
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of drug-induced hypoglycemia, comhined with the difficulty in
distinguishing this problem from an insulinoma, has prompted
the need for the development of a rapid, sensitive assay for these

drugs in urine or serum.
Relatively few studies have been published describing effective

analyiical methodologies for detecting sulfonylurea drugs in

biological Guid3. Shenfield et a1. 211 described a semiquantitative
HPLC method for clinically active concentrations of five sulion
ylurea drugs. In their study, a methodology was described for
effectively detecting plasma chlorpropamide in the four case
histories lhat were presented. However, the plasma concentration
of 10 f<g/mL was dramatically higher than the urinary levels
expected vieth glipizide or glyburide, which would ~·20-100 times
lower (100-500 ng/mL). Recently, an HPLC method was

reported that providec limited means for the detection of low
concentrations of glyburide and its metabolites." Attempts to
utilize other analytical techniques have also been unproductive.
GC/MS has proven problematic as a result of the nonvolatility

and difficulty in derivitizing the sulfonylurea drugs, while LC/
MS is not widely used. It is for these reasons that capillary

electrophoretic analysis of these compounds has been pursued.
With the resolutior and rapid analysis time afforded by MEKC,
:capillary electrophoresis was explored as an alternative technology
for providing an assay for second- and third-generation sulfonyl
'Jrea drugs. In this study, we desclibe fbe capillary electrophoretic

separation of six suifonylurea drugs using MEKC. Under fbe
appropriate conditions and wifb the addition of sodium cholate
as a micelle,fonning surfactant in the separation buffer, resolution
of six suliorylurea drugs and an internal standard is achieved as
a result of both electrophoretic mobility and chromatography (due
to partitioning of fbe analyte into micelles). Included in these
are four of d,e most commonly prescribed drugs: chlorpropamide,
glyburide, glipizide, and tolbutamide.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Boric acid, borax (sodium tetraborate), sodium
cholate, SDS, glyburide (Gb) , sodium hydroxide, tolbutamide (Ib)
end tolazamide (Ta) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

Chlorproparnidc (Cp) was obtained from Pfizer, Inc. (New York,
1\'1). Acetohexamide (Ah) was obtained from ICN Phannaceu
ticals, Inc. (Costa Mesa, CAl. Sodium phosphate, HPLC-grade
acetonitrile, ami HPLC-grade methanol were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ). Glipizide was obtained from
Research Biochemicals, Inc. (Natick, MA), N-acetyl-4-(2,3-dichlo
rophenylureido)benzenesuifollamide internal standard was ob
tained from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, Wl). Burdick and
Jackson high-plllity solvents (Muskegon, Ml) were used for
chromatography and sample extraction. The Bond Elut sample

extraction cartridges (200 jJ.g; 3 mL syringe cartridge volume)
were from Varian (Harbor City, CA). Fused,silica capillaries were

purchased from Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, AZ).
Buffer and Sample Preparation. Separation buffers were

prepared from 500 IT M stock solutions. Borate buffer stock was

prepared by mixing 500 mM boric acid ""ith the appropriate
amount of 125 mM sodiurr. tetraborate until a pH of 8.5 was
obtained. The phosphate buffer was prepared by solubilizing the

(20) Shenfield. M.; Boc;tagy.]. S.; Webb. C. 17nr. Drug Monit. 1990,2,393
397.

(21) WahJin-Boll, E.; Melander, Al Chromatogr. 1991. 564, 223-

appropriate amount of disodium phosphate to make a 500 mM

solution. All buffers were made ",ith Milli-Q (Millipore, Bedford,

MA) water, and filtered through an 0.2 I'm filter (Gelman) before

use. Sulfonylurea drug standards and the internal standard were
prepared at a concentration of 1 mg/mL in methanol (HPLC

grade); they were kept at 4 "C when ir use and at -20 'c when

not in use.
Solid Phase E,,'traction Procedure. Internal standard (100

f<L of a 10 f<g/mL s'LOck solution) was added to 10 mL of urine in

a 15 mL beaker. f\fter the pH of the urine was adjusted to 2.0
with concentrated HCI, the urine was transferred to a 60 mL
separatory funnel containing 15 mL of chromatographic-grade
methylene chloride. The mixture was shaken vigorously by hand

for 2 min. After allowing 5 min for the phases to separate, the
lower organic phase was transferred to a 15 mL conical tube and

dried under a stream of nitrogen gas at 45 'c. The dried urine

extract was reconstituted with 400 I'L of 50:50 methanol/water
and transferred to a 200 jJ.g C,8 Bond Elut cartridge that had been

prewashed with 1 mL of acetonitrile. The cartridge was washed
with 1.25 mL of 10% (v/v) acetonitrile/water followed by 1.0 mL

of 40% (vIv) acetonitrile/water. After the wash fractions were

discarded, the analy!es were eluted from the cartridgc with 1 mL

of acetonitrile. The eluate was dried under nitrogen in a 300 IlL
limited-volume vial, where it was stored at -20 'C until required

for CE analysis. For analysis of cne of the drugs in patient urine,
a random urine was obtained from a patient taking 100 mg of
chlorpropamide daily. For the extraction process, 10 mL, 1 mL,

and 100 1'1. of a random urine was used and the extract was

redissolved in 301'1 of 100% methanol.
High-Perlormance Liquid. Chromatography Conditions.

Ten milliliters from a random urine colJection was spiked with 1
f<g each of glipizide, glyburide, and the internal standard to
simulate a 100 ng/mLconcentration. A two-step urine purification
procedure was used as described in the Solid Phase Extraction

Procedure section. An injected volume of 50 1'1. was analyzed

using a Shimadzu SIL-9A autoinjector onto a Beckman Ultrasphere

C1S 5 I'm particle size column (250 x 4.6 mm). Chromatography
was obtained with an isocratic elution with a Shimadzu LC-600
pump using 38% (v/v) acetoniuile in 0.1 M ammonium acetate.
pH 7.2, at room temperature with a flow rate of 1.0 mLjmin.

Detection was with a Shimadzu SPD,M6A photodiode ''''Tay UV
detector.

Capillary Electrophoresis Instrumentation. MEKC was

carried out on a Beckman P/ ACE System 2100 or System 5510
(Beckman Instruments, FulJerton, CAl and interfaced with an IBM
55SX or 486 Value Point computer utilizing System Gold software
(V. 8.1) fo" control and data collection. Detection was camed

out either at a single wavelength of 200 nm or with scarming diode

array detection at 200 -350 nm. Peak migration times, integrated

areas and height were obtained through the System Gold software.

The P/ ACE instrument was equipped with a sample cooling tray
that maintained samples at ~4 'C, enabling overnight mns without

significant evaporaticn of the sample.
Capillary Electrophoresis Separation Conditions. New

capillaries were conditioned by a 20 column volume rinse each

wlfb 0.1 M NaOH, water, and the separation buffer (in order).
For a typical analysis, the following method was used: a three
column volume rinse with running buffer, 1-3 s pressure injection
(0.5 psi) of sample, s pressure injection of separation buffer,
separation at 25 kV (constant voltage), a three column volume
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Figure 1. High-performance liquid chromatography of
glyburide, and the Internal standard. (A) Chromatography tile
standard compounds in methanol (10 Ilg/mL). (6) Chromatography
of normal urine spiked with the three standard compounds at 100
ng/mL. Conditions as described in the Experimental section.

wash with 0.1 M "TaOH followed by a momentary dip into distilled
water, and a three column volume rinse with running buffer. With
buffers containing micelle-forming detergents (e.g., SDS or SC),
an additional rinse step was included in the method. The capillary
was rinsed with 10 column volumes of a solution that was 10 times
the buffer concentration of the separation buffer. For example, a
method involving use of a 5 mM borate/5 mM phosphate/150
mM SDS buffer would employ a rinse step with 50 mM borate/
50 mM phosphate/150 mM SDS solution at the same pH.
Polyimide-coatecl, fused-silica capillaries (polymicro Technologies)
were 50 ,urn i.d., and either 27 or 47 em in length (20 and 40 cm,
respectively, to the detector). Po]mity was such that the inlet was
the anode and the outlet was the cathode. The capillary temper
ature was maintained at 25"C. Detection was measured by
absorbance at 200 nm.

Evaluation of Reproducibility. Evaluation of the migration
time reproducibility with drug standards using the SDS-Containlng
buffer was carried out with 10 consecutive injections of the
standards in methanol at a concentration of 143 Ilg/mL For
evaluation of the separation conditions involving sodium cholate
as a surfactant, a pooled urine that had been spiked with each of
the d'"llgs at a concentration of 500 ng/mL was divided into 11
equal aliquots and extracted as described above. Each individual
sample was redissolved in 300 of methanol and transferred to
a 500 .uL Eppendorf tube and dried under nitrogen. The residue
was resuspended in 30 III of 5 mM borate/5 mM phosphate/25
mM cholate and vortexed/sonicated until solubilized. Each
sample was injected for 4 s. 0.5 psi, for nine consecutive injections
with each of sL-z samples. Reproducibility was determined for
migration time, integrated peak area, and peal, height in com
parison with the internal standard, which was added to the original
urine sample so that the final concentration was 500 ng/mL.

00 9.0

Time (minut<;s)

flESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sulfonylurea drugs have been used extensively for the control

of hyperglycemIa associated with maturity-onset diabetes." Over
the course of the last 40 years there have been several "genera
tions" of sulfonylurea drugs. These include carbutamide (first
generation), acetohexamide/chlorpropamide/tolazamide/tolbula
mide (second generation) and most recently, glipizide and
glyburide (third generation). The third-generation hypoglycemic
drugs are much more potent and, subsequently, are effective at
lower concentrations. Concentrations in the plasma and urine
rarely exceed 300-500 ng/mL with a 5 mg oral dose of the drug.23

it is for this reason that most analytical techniques have been
found to be ineffective in detecting these drugs in biological
samples.

Defining MEKC Conditions. In our initial studies, conditions
were sought for the separation of glipizide and glyburide since
these are the most commonly prescribed sulfonylurea dmgs.24

Reverse phase HPLC conditions can be defined for the effective
separation of glipizide and glyburide from the internal standard
(which will be referred to as IS in this study) ] (Figure lA). The
migration order of glipizide, IS, and glyburide reflects the
hydrophobic character of these compounds. When spiked into
nonnal urine at a concentration of 100 ng/mL and extracted on a
solid phase cartridge as described in the Experimental Section,

(22) Batey, R. G. 1977.14,116-119
(23) Adams, W.].; G. S.: Barnbardt, P. A; CourL'1ey, M.; Brewer,]. E.

Chem. 1982,54, 1287-129L
(24) Me!ander, A.: Bitzen, P.-O.; Faber. 0.; Croop, Dr;tgs 1989, 37, 58-72.
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recovery of the compounds was found to be ~80-90%. However,
while analysis of this sample is completed in a reasonable time

frame, only glyburide is clearly resolved (Figure lB). It would
be difficul~ if not impossible, to identify glipizide and the IS among
the other urinary components which coelute in the same region.

Using the conditions reported by Nishi et al." as a starting
point, separation of standard glipizide, glybUlide, and IS was
carried out in a 50 I'm x 20 cm (effective length) capillary using
a buffer composed of 20 mM borate and 20 mM phosphate, pH
8.9, with SDS added at a concentration of 50 mM. SDS is a well
established anionic surfactant which forms typical spherical
micelles with a hydrophobic interior and a hydrophilic exterior
at a critical micelle concentration (cmc) of ~8 mM. As shown in
Figure 2A, baseline separation of all three compounds is ac
complished in less than 130 s. To test the effectiveness of the
extraction procedure and the initial CE separation conditions, the
IS was spiked into buffer and normal human urine at a concentra
tion of 250 ng/mL, extracted, redissolved in 20 I'L of methanol,
and analyzed. When hydrodynamically injected into the capillary,
the IS is dearly seen and can be identified by its migration time
of 88 s (Figure 2B and C for extracted buffer and urine,
respectively). Analysis of the spiked urine shows that IS can be
identified despite the number of other urinary components that
are present. However, it was clear that, with such a narrow

(25) Nishi, H.; Fukuyama, T.; Matsuo, M.: Terab'2. S. f. Chromo,tog? 1990,498,
313-323.
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Figure 2. Hlgh-pacormance capillary electrophoretic separation at
third-generation sulfonylurea drugs. (A) Separation of glipizide (100
ug/mL methanol), glybunde (500 pg/mL in methanol), and the
internal staedard (250 llQ/mL in methanol). (B) Separation of extract
resulting from 1 mL of buffer spiked with the internal standard (250
.ug/mL). Extract was -edissolved In 20 mL of methanol. (C) Separation
of e:<tract resulting from 1 mL of normal urine spiked with the internal
standard (250 Extract was redissolved in 20 mL of methanol.
(A-C) separationn a 50 «rn x 20 cm bare fused-silica
::apillary, Separation of glipizide (100 ,ug/mL in methano!),

(5JO .ug/mL in methanol), and the Internal standard (250
In methanol) :n 50 pm x 40 cm bare fused-silica capillary. All

sepa(ations were carried au: In 20 mM barate/20mM phosphate/50
mM 80S, D~ 8.5. 2,amples were in 100% methanol and hydrody~

namically . for 3 s. Aconstant voltage of 30 kV was applied to
the svstem uA) with the capillary temperature maintained at 20
CC. The bar represents 0.010 absorbance unit. All fjgures to follow
invo've the use :)f a 50 ,um x 40 cm (effective length) bare fused
silica capillary. Key: Gp, gllplzide; Gb, glyburlde; is, Internal standard.

'Nindow, resolution would be poor al1d identification of be drug(s)
difficult. As a result, separation was examined in a capillary wib
Mice the erective leng'll (40 ern). At be cost of a significantly
longer analysis time (9 min), gJipizide, glybulide, and the IS are
well-resoived in a window that should allow for sulfonylurea drug
identification in dle presence of a number of other urinary
comoonents (Figure 2D).

In order bat the CE-cased assay for hypoglycemic drug
detection be universal, be second-generation drugs (tolbutamide,
tolazamide, chlorpropamide, and acetohexamide), which are still
prescribed co sorne extent, were prepared as a mixture and
analyzed under sirnilar conditions. When separated at 30 kV in
the buffer described above (20 rnM borate/20 mM phosphate/

mM SDS, pH 8.9; 40 em capillary), only two peaks were
resolved, one containing acetohexamide and tolazarnide and the

mher tol'outdnide and chlorpropamide (FIgure 3A). Decreasing
the voltage to 25 kV had a small but significant effect, allowing
for the part]al resolution of tolbutamide and chlorpropamide but
not acetohexarnide and tolazamide (Figure 3B). Changing the
hydrophobic character of be separation buffer with be addition
of 20% acetonitrile fmiher resolved tolbutamide from chlorpropa
mide but, again, did little for the resolution of tolazamide and
acetohcxamde (Figure 3C). FUlther increases in acetonitrile
concentration did not aid in the resolution 01 tolazamide and

acetohexamide. Other organic additives were tested, and as with
acetonitlile, none effected be resolution of tolazamide and
acetohexamide. Subsequently, the addition of organic solvents
was not pursued :further. Adequate resolution was finally obtained
by increasing the SDS concenb-ation to 200 mM (Figure 3D).
However, the prolonged migration times for glipizide, glyburide,

Figure 3. Capillary electrophoretic separation of second-generation
suifonylurea drugs. (A) Separation was carried in 20 mM borate/2D
mM phosphate/50 mM SOS, pH 8.5; 30 kV; 20 oCr detection at 20D
nm. (B) As with (A) except with an applied voltage of 25 k\l (C) As
with (B) with the addition of 20% acetonitrile to the buffer. (0) As
with (A) with the SOS concentration Increased tc 2DD MM. Other
parameters as described for Figure 2. Key: Tb, tolbutamide Cpo
chlorpropamide; Ah, acetohexamide; Ta, tolazamide.

and the internal standard under these conditions were cunsidered
unacceptable (data not shown).

Effect of BuiferType, pH, and [SDS]. Since several shldies

have shown the dramatic effect that micelle concentration has on
the resolution in MEKe,26.27 and be data given in Figure 3D

indicated that higher SDS concentrations may be key to the
separation of all of the sulfonylurea drugs (including the IS), the

SDS concentration was varied in order to identify conditions for
optimal separation. While equations have been derived to

predetermine the rnicelle concentration for the optimal resolution
of solutes, a prerequisite is that 'Che partition coefficients of the
solutes and other system values are known." Difficull'j ir.
obtaining hydrophubicity infornlation about the analytes forced
be empirical determination of an optimal SDS concentration. Since
the aim of this study was to develop an assay that would provide

a sIngle screen for both second- and third-generation sulfonylurea
drugs, conditions were sought for the separation of all six drugs

and be internal standard. The standard mixture containing the
second- and third-generation drugs as well as the IS was separated
in a series of 20 mM borato/20 mM phosphate buffers (pH 8.5)
containing various SDS concentrations. As expected from the
results illustrated in Figure 3A-C, lower concentrations of SDS

(3 and 10 mM) were ineffective for complete resolution of eifher
the seoond- or third-generation drugs (FIgure 4). At SDS oon·
centrations less than 100 mM, acceptable resolution of glipizide,
glyburide, and the internal standard was obtained but tolbutamide,
tolazamide, chlorpropa-nide and acetohexamide were not resolved
(Figure 4A-D). Adeqnate resolution of all seven cornponents was

obtained in a buffer containing an SDS concentration of 150 mM
or greater (Figure 4E and F). Under these conditions, the
migration tirnes for glipizide, gly'ouride, and IS were significantly
longer than observed arlower SDS concentrations and considered
undesirable from an assay development perspective.

(26) Sepaniak, M. G.; Cole, R. 0, AnaL CherI',:. 1987,59,472.
(27) Khaledi, M. G.; Smith, S. C; StTElstcrs.J K.An:zl. Chem. 1991,63,1820

1830.
(28) Foley, J. P. Anal. Chern. 1990, 62, B02~ DOS.
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Figure 5~ Decreased analysis time associated with the use of
sodium cholate as the surfactant. Separation of standards was carried
out in 5 mM borate/5 mM phosphate, pH 8.5, containing sodium
cholate at concentrations equal to 20 (A), 75 (8). and 150 mM IC).
Analysis of an extracted urine containing all hypoglycemic drugs and
the IS at a concentration of 100 ng/mL except for Gb which was at
200 ng/mL (D). Separation was carried out in 5 mM boratel5 mM
phosphate/ 75 mM sodium cholate (25 kV, 61 yA) following a 2 s
hydrodynamic injection of the reconstituted extract (tota,l volume 20
(lL), All other conditions as defined in Figure 2,

Tim.., (m~nutes)

Figure 4. Effect of buffer SDS concentration on separation at pH
8.5. Separation was carried out with 80S concentration equal to 3
(A), 10 (8), 50 (C), 100 (D), 150 (E), and 200 mM (F). The system
current associated with each of these separations was 40, 42, 51,
62, 87, and 120 ,/lA, respectiveiy. All other conditions as defined in
Figure 2. The bar represents 0,005 absorbance unit.

Having determined the optimal SDS concentration (::: 150 mM),
the effect of other parameters on the separation was evaluated,
Through the resting of a selies of 20 mM borate/20 mM
phosphate/200 mM SDS buffers having pH's 6.98, 7.52, 8.18, 8.51,
9.06, and 10.13, it became clear that optimd separation was
obtained in the pH range of 8.5 (data not shown). The influence
of buffer component concentration was also evaluated with a series
of buffers containing 150 mM SDS at a pH of 3.5 but varying in
the borate/phosphate composition. Since SDS was the main
contributor to the buffer ionic strength, it was not surprising that
the CUlTent did not change significantly (2/2, 64.2 (lA:, 5/5, 71.5
(lA:, 10/10, 83.9,uA:, 40/0,69.4 (lA) with the only exception being
omM borat8/40 mM phosphate (0/40,158 (lA), which stressed
the capacity of the system for thermostating the capillary at 20

With respect to buffer concentration, optimal resolution was
observed with a borate/phosphate combination of either 5 mM/5
mM or 40 mM/O mM (data not shown) and the former was used
for fJrther studies providing a single screen assay for six
sulfonylurea drugs in less than 10 min.

As a final attempt at further decreasing the analysis time,

several other anionic detergents were evaluated. On the basis of
previous studies, which have shown that selectivity changes may
accompany the use of different surfactants,"1 sodium cholate (SC),
sodium glycodeoxycholate (SDGC), and sodium taurocholate
(STC) were evaluated for their effectiveness in resolving the

(29) Terabc, S.: Otsuka, K; Ando, T linaL Chem. 1985.57,834-841.
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sulfonylurea drugs (data not shown). While that latter ''wo
detergents showed little promise for affording resolution of the
drugs, SC provided separation that was comparable or better than
the SDS system with respect to analysis time. Although an anionic
detergent like SDS, sodium cholate is a bile salt with a planar
steroid-like structure presenting a polar and nonpolar face. It does
not form spherical SDS-like micelles but instead, at a emc of -14
mM, forms aggregates (typically dimers to octaIners) that are held
together primarily by hydrogen bonding. Figure S shows the
separation of a standard mixture of sulfonylurea drugs in separa
tion buffer consisting of 5 mM borate/5 mM phosphate, pH 8.5,
and SC at concentrations of 20, 75, and 150 mM (Figure SA- C,
respectively). Excellent resolution of all compounds is obtained
with the SC buffer in less time than with SDS (which was ~10
min) and with half the detergent concentration mM). All
peaks were baseline-resolved with the slowest migrating peak
detectable in less than 8 min. Figure 5D shows that these
conditions are amenable to detection of these dIllgS in human
urine. Following extraction, normal ur,ne spiked \\ith glipizide,
IS, acetohexamide, chlorpropamide, tolazamide, and tolbutamide
at 100 ng/mL and glyburide at 200 ng/mL was analyzed by :\1EKC
using the sodium cholate system. Each of the drugs were clearly
resolved in the presence of a number of unidentified neaks in the
urine extract with the glyburide peak ha\ing a' peak area
approximately twice that of the other drugs. Peak identification
was possible based on the MTs for the individual components
and these correlated well with those observed for standards

alone. Absolute peak identification was accomplished through co
injection of individual drug standards with the extract and through
an increase in peak height/area. Under these conditions, the
lower limit of detection for drugs in urine (following extraction)
was found to be -50 ng/mL.

As a means of simp1ifying peak identification, separation of the
sulfonylurea drug standards was monitored with scanning diode



A Cp A - Standards

Fjgll.ue 6. Analysis of sulforylurea drugs using scanning diode array
detection. (A) Three-dimensional spectra! profile for sUlfonylurea drugs

migrating (4-7 min). (8) Expanded scale for migration time 4-5 min.
Separation was carried out in 5 mM borate/5 mM phosphate/75 nM
sodium cholate (25 kV, 61 ,uP) following a 2 s hydrodynamic 'Ir,ject'lon
of the standard mixture containing each of the sulfonylurea drugs and
the internal standard at a concentration of 125119/rnL. All conditions
as defined in Figure 2 except that detection was scanning diode array
from 190 to 350 nm.

array detectIon from 190-350 nm. Figure SA shows that several
of the suLfonylurea drugs have characteristic spectra in this region,

which allows for identiJication without totai reliance on MT,,, or
the requirement for spiking experiments. Toiazamide, tolbuta
oida, and glyburide all have similar, unremarkable spectral
characteristics with an absorbance peak at 230 nm. However,
several of the other components have unique spectral character
istics. Glipizide has a substantial absorbance at 225 and 280 nm,
acetohexamide at 252 nm, while the internal standard used in this
study has a uniquely strong absorbance at 212 and 272 nm (Figure

68). Clearly. diode array detection has the potential for providing
additional confirmatory information for some of the sulfonylurea
drugs that rLay be observed in patient urine.

Analysis of Hypoglycemic Drugs in Patient Urine. As a
final test of this CE-based me:hod for hypoglycemic drugs in urine,
a random urine sample was obtained from a patient who was
irgesting 100 mg of chlorpropamide daily. Extraction was carried

out with 10 mL, 1 mL, ar,d 100 I'L of the patient urine as given in
the Experimental Section. Analysis of the extract (dissolved in
methanol) frem the 10 mL sample produced a peak that exceeded
the range of the detector. Analysis of the extract for the 1 mL
urine sample easily allowed for identification of chlorpropamide

by comparing the MT,b, with that of the drug standards (Figure
7). The My", for the peak in the patient urine was 7.28 min and
cen-elated well with chlorpropamide in the standard mixture (7.29
min). Similar analysis of :he 100 I'L urine sample showed that
chlorpropamde could also be easily detected despite the small
sampie volume used. This confirmed the utility of the MEKC
based system for :he identiJication of hypoglycemic drugs in urine.

j412Ie

Tb
EOF -h' Cp

;:~1~~:1~_fLJ)
B - Patient Urine

T
0.030 AU

1

Reproducibility. Although the goal of this project was to

develop a method to detect, and not necessariiy quantify, hypogiy
cemic drugs in urine, it was still important to determine the
precision associated with the assay. The absolute peak migration

time (MT'b,; not corrected) reproducibility associated with separa
tion using the 150 mM SDS system was determined with a series
of consecutive analyses (n = 10) of the same sample containing

all seven drug standards b methanol. Initial evaluation showed
that, with a simple 0.1 M NaOH rinse and reequilibration with

separation buffer between runs, MT,]" reproducibility was unim

pressive [percent coefficient of variance (% CY) of 2-7%J.
However, incorporation of a rinse step using a 50 mM borate/50
mM phosphate/ISO mM SDS solution (i.e., lOx separation buffer),
draluatically improver! the MT,b, reproducibility. The percent CV

(n = 10) for each of the peaks of chlorpropamide, acetohexamide,
tolbutamide, tolazamide, glipizide, IS, and glyburide was found
to be 0.27, 0.29, 0.28, 0.30, 0.84, 0.69, and 1.6, respectively. The
somewhat higher percent CV tor glyburide was curious and
coincided with :he observation that this peak always tended to

be broader than glipizide. The detection sensitivity for the direct
injection of these compounds was ~1-3I'gjmL (3 s hydrody

narric injection at 0.5 psi = 4 nL). The fact that the samples were
in 100% methanol drastically limited the volume that could be
injected without loss of resolution. With urine containing sulfo

nylurea drugs, the limit of detection (following extraction) was
~50 ng/mL.

Time (minutes)

Figure 7. Detection of chlorpropamide in an extracted patient urine
using MEKC. (A) Analysis of hypoglycemic dru9 standards in
methanol at a concentration of 1431'glmL each. (8) Analysis of an
extracted patient urine (total vo,ume 30 III; 3 s injection by pressure).
Separation was C3iried out in 5 mf\t1 borateJ5 mM phosphate175 mM
sodium cholate (25 kV, 61 .uA) All other conditions as defined in
Figure 2.

200

A,(nm)

M,;>;",tion Time (min)
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Table 1. Reproducibility 1% CVj for the Absolute
Migration Time, and the Peak. Area/Peak Height
Relative te the Internal Standard Multiple Injections

= 91 with a Single Urine Extract

%CV

peak MT"" PAre] PHrd

'.59 2.37
;;,44 3.72

acetohexamide 0.12 1.86 2.61
tolbutamide O.B 2.42 2.58

O.B 2.13 2.04
O.h 1.81 2.21

standard O.lli

The precision associated with the 75 mM sodium cholate
system was evalnated more comprehensively by determining the

percent CV values for MT'b~ as well as peak area and height. A
spiked pooled urine (000 ng/mL for each drug and the IS) was
divided into multiple aliquots, each of which was taken through
the extraction procedure described in the Experimental Section.
In contrast to the reproducibility study desclibed above, the dried
extracts from six samples were solubilized in 5 mM borate/5 mM
phosphate/25 mM cholate as the sample matrix, since reproduc
ibility was poorer with samples dissolved in methanol as a result
of its volatility. From these experiments, reproducibility associated
with (1) nine consecntive injections of the sample, (2) a single
injection of six individual samples (becween-sample precision), and
(3) multiple injection (n = 9) of six individual samples (total n =
54) was determined. The reproducibility associated with nine
consecutive injections of a single sample is given in Table 1. The
MT"b' reproducibility for each dl1.lg peak in the urine extract was
significantly improved over that observed with the standard drugs
solubilized in methanol (average %CV of 0.1.3 in aqueous vs 0.61%
in methanol). The reproducibilities for the peak area PA,.el
(ave-age 2.21%) and peal{ height PH,,] (average 2.59%) relative to
the internal standard were equally as good and likely reflect the
more suitable nature of an aqueous sample matrix over a volatile
organic manix. The between-sample precision calculated from
the 'esults of a single injection of each of the six samples was
round to be acceptable with the MT'b~ reproducibility ranging from
0.89 to 1.28% (average 1.02%) while the PA,.cl and PH,,] ranged
from 5.06 to 19.28 (average 8.70%) and 5.29 to 13.95 (average

8.32%). respectively. Multiple injection of each of six samples
allowed for an estimate of the collective reproducibility (n=54)

for MT,b', PAce']' and PHce-l, which is given in Table 2. These values
did not differ dramatically from those calculated between-sample
averaging 0.86% for Mt,b" 8.49% for PA,.,:, and 8.26% for PH",.
These values are acceptable in light of the fact that this also
ret1ects sample-to-sample differences inherent in the extraction
procedure. For reasons that are not clear, the PA,.ei and PH,,]
values for glyburide were somehat higher than the values
associated with the other drugs. This likely reflects the dis
similarities in extraction efficiency between glybnride and the
internal standard which, apparently, is minimal with the other
drugs. This may also correlate with the fact that glyburide always
appeared as a broader peak and, hence, may be interacting to
some extent with the capiilmy wall. In general, the reproducibility
was found to be acceptable and, with some fhe tuning, may be

amenable to extrapolation into a more quantitative assay.
Mechanistic Aspects of Hypoglycemic Drug Separations.

From a mechanistic perspective, several observations character·
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Table 2. Reproducibility 1% CVI fer the Absolute
Migration Time, and the Peak Area/Peak Height
Relative to the Internal Standard Multiple injecti,,,,s
(11 ~ 54) with Six Identical but Distinct Samples

%CV

peak M"Lb, PA,,,, PI-b:

glipizide 0.78 6.87 7.(11
LOlazamide 0.78 6.72 9.15
acetohexamide 0.82 5.23
tolbutamide 0.85 5.52 0.49
chlorpropamide 0.87 8.49 7.60
glyburide 1.03 18.1: 1l;,.36
internal standard 1.12

istic to the MEKC separation of the sulfonylurea drugs are curious.
In general, resolution of analyles in MEKC is dependent on both
the nature of the surfactant head group (charged or uncharged)
and the hydrophobic moiety.]]: By this virtue, MEKC is applicable

not only to the separation of uncharged analytes through micelle/
aqueous partitioning but also to the separation of charged analytes
through surface adsorption and/or comicellization. As a result,
polar analytes tend to be more susceptible to changes in the
surfactant head group than to alterations in the hydrophobic
environment within the micelle. The sulfonyl urea dl1.lgs in this
study are generally considered to be weak acids with pK values
in the 5.0-6.0 range" and, therefore, are expected to behave as
nonpolat', weakly charged analytcs. At a pH of 8.5 in the absence

of surfactant, all of the sulfonylurea dmgs migrate slower than
an endoosmotic flow (EOF) marker but are not resolved; this
observation correlates with expected behavior of weak, negatively
charged analytes.

The relatively small size of the charged head group of SDS
and an aggregation number of 60 allows for the fornlation of a
micelle with a surface containing a substantial negative charge
density and a relatively hydrophobic interior.'" Hence, it is
unlikely that the observed separation in the presence of 150 mM
SDS is due to significant interaction of the negatively chat'ged
drugs \\1th the micelle and is most likely due to micellization due
to their hydrophobic nature. It is interesting that tl-re second- and
third-generation drugs are grouped in the MEKC separation using
an SDS system. Glipizide, glyburide, and the internal standard

are clearly retained to a greater extent by the SDS micelles than
acetohexamide, chlorpropamide, tolbutll1ude, and tolazamide. The
fact that they spend less time micellized (i.e., their partition
coefficient is lower) explains why a higher concentration of SDS
is required for their separation. Using the retention on reverse
phase HPLC as a general indicator of hydrophobicity of these
compounds, the migration order in the SDS-based MEKC system
correlates well with the exception of tolazamide, which appears
to have a higher affinity for the micelles than would be predicted.

The presence of a seven-membered ring in this structure may
impart more hydrophobic character to this drug than the others
of the same generation and this subtlety may be exacerbated in
MEKC

Despite the fact that both SDS and SC are anionic surfactants
their structures differ significantly, and hence. it is not surprising

(30) Kbaledi, M. G. In Handbook of Capillary EleCfropJioresis: Landers, ].,
eRe Press: Boca Raton, FL, 1993; pp 43-94.

(31) Wahlin-Bol1, E.; .\1elander, AI Chromatogr. 1979, 164. 541-5/';'6.
(32) Neugebauer,]. M. Methods En.zymol. 1990,182.239-282.



that such dramatic changes in selectivity were ohserved. The

planar steroid-like structure of SC and its low aggregation number
(2-3) make it difficult for micellization of analytes to occur.3D

Hence, most of the SC-induced changes in selectivity are likely

due to ~ydrophobic) interaction of the analyte with the micelle

sunace. Comparing the peak order with that observed by HPLC,
the presence of SC in the separation buffer has a marked effect

on the mig,ation behavior of chlorpropamide, glipizide, and the

internal sta~dard. Two of these structures (chlorpropamide and

the internal standard) have their migration dramatically retarded.

This may be due the presence of chloride functional groups (one

on chlorpropamide; two on glipizide) which may increase the

hydrophobic nature of the compound and, hence, increase the

amount of time spent in the micelles. Clearly, the presence of

chlcride groups alone cannot account for mobility in the SC
containing 'ouffers since glipizide, which has a single chloride,

appears to have less affinity for the SC micelles than it does for

micellar SDS. The significance of this observation is unclear at
"he present time but emphasizes the changes in selectivity that

can accompany the use of different micelle-forming sunactants.

CONCU.lSIONS
This study has demonstrated the potential utility ofMEKC for

the detection of sulfonylurea drugs in human urine. TIle develop

ment of an lvlEKC-based method for urinary hypoglycemic drug

detection highlights the ability of CE to provide a rapid assay with

(33) Strau:;DaLLch, \1. A.; Madden, 3, ].; Wettstein, P. ].; Landers, ]. P.
Electmplwyesis 1995, 16, 541-548.

a detection sensitivity in the 50 ng/mL range. These data present

the possibility of using MEKC for the detection of drugs in the

urine of patients who may be suffering from drug-induced

hypoglycemia and to rule out insulinoma. Studies are currently

underway to test the effectiveness of this assay on a variety of

clinical samples as well as to determine the identity of potential

interfering substances. Studies attempting to decrease the effort

required in concentrating the sample using "off-line" solid phase

extraction procedures are also in progress. With this approach,

it may be possibie to concentrate and partially purify comparatively
large volumes of urine (1-5 I'L) "on-line" using sol'd phase

extraction-capillary electrophoresis (SPE-CE), which involves the

use of a solid phase extraction device connected at the capillary
inlet. 33 This -Nill improve the feasibility of the assay for use in

the cUnical laboratory.
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Ultra-High-Speed DNA Sequencing Using Capillary
Electrophoresis Chips
Adam T. Woolley and Richard A. Mathies*

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

DNA sequencing has been perlonned on microfabricated
capillary electrophoresis chips. DNA separations were
achieved in 50 x 8 pm cross-section channels microfab
ncated in a 2 in. x 3 in. glass sandwich structure using
a denaturing 9% T, 0% C polyacrylamide sieving medium.
DNA sequencing fragment ladders were produced and
f1uorescently labeled using the recently developed energy
transfer dye·labeled primers. Sequencing extension frag
ments were separated to ~433 bases in only 10 min using
a one-color detection system and an effective separation
distance of only 3.5 cm. Using a four-color labeling and
detection fonnat, DNA sequencing with 97% accuracy and
single-base resolution to ~150 bases was achieved in only
540 s. A resolution ofgreater than 0.5 was obtained out
to 200 bases for both the one- and four-color separations.
The prospects for enhancing the resolution and sensitivity
of these chip separations are discussed. This work
establishes the feasibility of high-speed, high-throughput
DNA sequencing nsing capillary array electrophoresis
chips.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a powerful technique for DNA
analysis. which has been applied to restrietior. fragment sizing,
PCR product analysis, forensic identification, a:ld DNA sequenc
ing.] CE separations are much faster than those in slab gels,
because higher electric fields can be applied; however, conven
tional CE has the disadvantage that it only allows the analysis of
one sample or lane at a time. Our group has addressed this issue
by developing capillary array electrophoresis (CAE)' in which
separations are perfonned in a bundle of parallel silica capillaries,
and we have demonstrated the use of CAE for DNA sequencing,3,4
restriction fragment sizing,S and shDrt tandem repeat analysis.6

In CAE, the lane width is reduced from the ~1 mm typical for

slab gels to ~100 I'm. Further miniaturization of electrophoretic
separations to increase the number of lanes, as well as the speed
and throughput of the separations will be necessary to meet the
needs of the Human Genome Project.7.8 Therefore, we have
recently focused on the use of microfabrication techniques to
produce miniaturized capillary arrays.

Dedicated 10 our friend and col1ec,gue Dr. Huiping Zhu (1959-1995).
(1) :vlonnig, c. A; Kennedy, R. T. A/:aL Chern. 1994, 66, 280R-314R
(2) Mathies, R. A; X. C. Nature 1992,359,167-169.
(3) Huang, X. c.; M. A; Malhies. R A. AnaL Chem. 1992,64,967-

972.
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The use of microfabrication to produce electrophoretic separa
tion capillaries was first introduced in 1992 by Manz and Harrison'"
Subsequently, capillary zone electrophoresis separations of fluo
rescent dyes lO and of f1uorescently labeled amino acids]'·" were
perfonned in individual microfabricated capillaries on glass chips.

Our own efforts have been directed toward producing microfab
ricated capillary arrays on chips and using them for high·resolution
separations of DNA restriction fragments and peR products.':1
Separations of small, fluorescently labeled phosphorothioate
oligonucleotides have also recently been perfonned on a micro
fabricated chip.14 These results suggest that if the sensitivity and
resolution were enhanced it might even be possible to perform
DNA sequencing on chips, To enhance tl,e sensitivity of these
separations, we have exploited the recently developed energy
transfer dye-labeled sequencing primers]5.], and employed confocal
fluorescence detection. 13.l6 In addition, techniques for filling

microfabricated channels with denaturing polyacrjlamide matri
ces, loading DNA sequencing samples on a chip, injecting the
samples, and perfonning sequencing separations have been
developed. These studies show that we can achieve single-base
resolution of DNA sequencing samples to ~200 bases on chips

in only 10 min separations. The prospects for increasing the read
lengths on CE chips to ~500 bases are also discussed. Tne
demonstration of high-speed DNA sequencing on CE chips is the
first step toward miniaturizing the entire DNA sequencing
procedure on microfabricated devices.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Sequencing Sample Preparation. DNA sequenci.l1g samples
were generated using standard dideoxy sequencing chemistry and
energy transfer dye-labeled primers;]:>·"; the other reagents used
to prepare the sequencing samples were obtained from kncrsh3.m

Life Science (Cleveland, OR). The DKA sequencing fragments

used in the one-color separations were made using 2.4 pmal of
the fluorescently labeled F10F primer (see ref 15 for nomencla
ture), 10,ug of single-stranded M13mp18 DNA template, and they

(9) Manz, A; Harrison, D.].;
Ludi. H.; \Vldmer, H. M. I

(10) Jacobson, S. c.; Hergenroeder, R; Koutny, L. B.: \Vamulc;. R.].; R:'1mscy.
J. M. Anal. Chem, 1994, 66, 1107-1113.

(11) Hamson, D. ].; Flurl, K; Seiler, K; Fan, Z,; Effenhauser. C. S.: Manz.
Science 1993, 261, 895-897.

(12) Effenhauser, C. S.; Mauz, A; v'i'idmer, H. M. Anal 1993, 65.
2642.

(13) Woolley, A T.; Mathies, R A Proc. Natt. Acad. Sci. USA. 1994-,91,
11352.

(14) Effenhauser, C. S.; Paulus, A; Manz, A; WidmeL H. Chern. 1994.
66. 2949-2953.

(15) ]u,].; Ruan, c.; Fuller, C. W.; Glazer, AN.: VIathies, R.
SeL, U.SA. 1995,92, 4347-Lo351.

(16) Ju,]'; Kheterpal, L: Scherer, ]. R.: Ruan, c.: Fulier, C. Glazer, :'-J.:
Mathies, R A Anal. Biochem.. in press.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the electrophoresis chip indicating
the Injection orocedure. The injection channel connects reservoirs 1
and 3, and the separation channel connects reservoirs 2 and 4. In

the inject mode, 8. field is applied between reservoirs 1 and 3, causing
the DNA to migrate through the gel-filled irtersection toward reservoir
1. in the run mode, a field is applied between reservoirs 2 and 4,
causng the DNA fragments in the intersection region to migrate
towa'd reser,oir 4 through the gel in the separation channel. The
actual deviCES had 15 electrophoresis systems integrated or each
chip.

were terminated using ddATP. The FlOY primers are labeled with
6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) at the 5' end, with a second FAM
attached to the tenth nueleo'ide from the 5' end of the primer on
a modified T residue. The samples used in the four-color DNA
sequencing experiments were generated using dlTP sequencing
chemistry with 4.8 pmol of tluorescently labeled primer and 4.8
Ilg of single-stranded M13mp18 DNA template for each of the
four reaction mixtures. The primers used for the four-color
reactions were FlOF. F10J, F10T, and FlOR. These primers are
labeled at the 5' end as described above and have either FAA!
2',7'-dimethoxy-4',5'-dichloro-6-carboxyfluorescein (JOE), N,N]v'N
tetramethyl-6-carboxyrhodamine (TAMRA) , or 6-carboxy-X-rho
damine (ROX) attached to the tenth nucleotide from the 5' end
of the primer on a modified T residue. For the four-color
experiments, the mixtures were pooled, and then for both the
one- and fOlJr-coior experiments, the DNA fragments were
precipitated, washed with ethanol, and resuspended in 2 I'L of
95% fonnamide/2.5 mM EDTA. The samples were denatured at
90°C for 2 min and iomediately placed on ice prior to injection."

Electrophoresis Procedures. Electrophoresis chips were
fabricatcd and the channel surfaces were derivatized using
[y-(methacryioxy)propyl]trimethoxysilane as described previ
OUSiyl" An aqueous solution of acrylamide (9% T. 0% C) in 45
m\![ Tris/45 mM borate/1 mM EDTA/8.3 M urea (pH 8.3) was
filtered with a 0.2 Ilm pore diameter filter (MiIlipore, Bedford,
MAl and then degassed under vacuum for 1 h. Polymerization
was initiated by adding 2.5 f-lL of 10% ammonium persulfate and
1.5 ilL of N,NN',N'-tetramcthylethylenediamine (TEMED) to a
1-mL aliquot of acrylamide solution, which was then drawn into
ail the channelS by placing the solution in reservoir 4 and applying
vacuum to the other reservoirs (see Figure 1 for labeling). The
acrylamide was allowed to polymerize overnight at 4 "C, and the
channels were preeleclTophoresed at 100 VI em for 15 min prior
to use.

To perform an injection, reservoir 3 was rinsed vvith 95%

formaoide and then 1.0 I'L of sequencing sample was pipeted

433

'";::4
x
u

'"
~ 8
c
o
'0
~6

160 200 24C

Time (seconds)

Figure 2. One-color DNA sequencing fragment separation on a CE
chip. (top) ~Iectropherogram of M13mp18 A sequencing fragments
generated with the prirner Fl OF. (bottom) Expanded view of the peaks
corresponding to the 1irst 100 bases, demonstrating single-base
resolution. The sample was injected by electrophoresing it through
the cross channel at 170 Vlcm for 60 s and separated at 250 V/cm
in a 9% T, 0% C polyacrylamide-filled channel. Excitation was at 488
nm and fluorescence f:-om 515 to 545 nm was detected. The effective
separation length of the 50 pm wide and 8 ,urn deep channel was 3.5
em.

into the reservoir. The other three reservoirs were filled with 45
mM Tris/45 mM borate/l mM EDTA (pH 8.3); to establish
electrical contacts on the chip. wires were inserted into the cutoff
pipet tips which formed the four reservoirs. In the one-color
sequencing separation. the sample was "plug" injected 1:1 by
applying 170 VI em between reservoirs 1 and 3 for 60 s and run
by applying 250 VICIll between reservoirs 2 and 4. In the four
color sequencing separation, the sample was injected for 30 s in
the same manner and run at 200 VIcm.

Instrumentation. The detection system used for the one
color sequencing separations has been described previously; 1:1 the
instrumentation used for the four-color sequencing separations
has also been described. H; Briefly, the 488-nm line from an argon
ion laser was focused within the channel using a 20x NA 0.5
objective. Flnorescence was collected by the objective and passed
through a series of dichroic filters to divide the fluorescent signal
into four spectrai regions (510-540, 545-570. 570-590, and 590
660 nm). The fluorescent signal in the firstthree spectral regions
was filtered by a banel-pass filter; the fourth region was filtered
with a long-pass filter, a 100-llm confocal pinhole spatially filtered
fhe t1uorescence in ali four spectral channels before photomulti
plier detection. The analog output from the photomultipliers was
filtered with a low-pass filter having a 0.2-s time constant and
sampled at 10 Hz with a 16-bit ADC board (NB-MIO-16XL-18,
National Instruments, Austin, TX) controlled by a program written
in LabVlEW running on a MacIntosh IIci. Additionaily, a 660
nm short-pass filter was placed before the longest wavelengtb
detector to reduce background fluorescence from the glass. The
raw data were Fourier transformed, the high-frequency (>0.5 Hz)
noise was removed, and then an inverse Fourier transform was
performed. After background subtraction, the smoothed data
were transformed using a multicomponent matrix transformation."
The transformation matrix was formed using the fluorescence

(: 7) Smith, L. M.; Kaiser. R J.: Sanders, J Z.; Hood, L. E. Methods Enzymol.
1987. 155, 260-:101.
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Figure 3. Analyzed four-color DNA sequencing data from M13mp18 DNA iabeied using the F10F, Fl0J, F10T. and F10R energy transfer
primers and separated on a CE chip. The raw fluorescence data were transformed as described in the Experimental Section to present a piot
of relative concentration of each of the labeied DNA fragments as a function of tine. The bases are identified by the color of the peaks: blue
(F10F) Ci green (F10J) T; black (F10T) G; red IF10R) A. The three bases that were not called, T at 397 s, T at 441 s, and C at 484 s and a
C incorrectly called at 422 s are indicated by a black asterisk. Weak signal from the C- and T-terminated peaks was most likely the cause of
these errors. The sample was injected by electrophoresing it through the cross channel at 170 V/cm for 30 s and separated at 200 V/cm in a
9% T, 0% C polyacrylamide-filled channel. Excitation was at 488 nm and detection was at 510-540 nm for C, 545-570 nm for T, 570-590 nm
for G, and 590-660 nm for A. The effective separation length of the 50 .urn wide and 8,lIm deep channel was 3.5 em .

signals in each spectral channel from knovm single DNA fragment

peaks terminated at C, T, G, and A nucleotides. Transforming
the data from the four spectral channels yields information about

the relative concentrations of the four sets of dye-labeled DNA

fragments. 1' The plot of these concentration data as a function
of time was corrected for the mobility differences of the dye

labeled fragments by adding 2.2 s :0 the migration times of the
fragments labeled with FlOT and FIOR, yielding the analyzed four

color sequencing profile,

Safety Considerations. Microfabricated CE chips could be

mass produced inexpensively, so a prefilled, disposable chip would

minimize the user's exposure to hazardous chemicals such as
acrylamide, a neurotoxin and carcinogen. Furthermore, the small

volumes of solutions required to fill microfabricated channels
decrease the quantities of all reagents used (hazardous or not).

The short length of these microfabricated channels allows separa
tions at 200 V/cm with a lower applied voltage (1 kV), reducing

the hazard of electrical shock.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 presents a separation of FIOF-labeled, ddATP

tenninated DNA sequencing fragments on a CE chip. The

fragments were separated in a channel 50 I'm wide and 8 J'm deep
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with a distance from injection to detection of only 3.5 cm. The
peaks are visible starting at ~100 s, and all the peaks have been

detected by 800 s. Thc pcck corresponding to 433 bases after

the primer is detected at 602 s. The lower portion of Figure 2

presents an expanded view of the peaks corresponding to the first
100 bases, separated in ~4 min. Single-base resolution was

obtained throughout this region; for example, bases 23 and 24.

bases 75 and 76, and bases 82 and 83 are all resolved.

Figure 3 presents a four-color sequencing nm using a CE chip.
These data have been analyzed by applying a mafrix transforma

tion to the fluorescence data to correct for cross talk. Single

base resolution was obtained throughout the region shown; there
were four errors in the base calls, or 97% accuracy out to 147

bases, "ith a separation time of just 9 min. The signals for the

C- and T-terminated fragments became too weak :0 distinguish

from the background noise beyond this region, so the sequence

could be read only as far as shown. However, the signal strength
for the A- and G-terminated fragments was strong enough to

distinguish peaks to -400 bases at a separation timc of 15 min.

Figure 4 presents an analysis of the resolution in the four

color sequencing separation. The figure shows a plot of resolution
as a function of base number, with a least-squares exponential fit

to the data. A resolution of at least 0.5 between adjacent peaks is
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!Fugure 4. Plot of resolution as a function of base number for the
four-color secuencing run. The solid Lne is a least~squares fit of an
exponential'iunction to the data: (y = 1.0762e-0 0038503x, R = 0.94)

Resolution was normalized to single-base spacing when the bases
analyzed were not adjacent. Peak parameters for the resolution
caiculations were determined Jy fitting a Gaussian function to peaks
in the raw data. The resolution of two peaks WES ce.lculated by taking
the difference of the migration times and diViding by 4 times the mean
oi the variances at the peaks. The resolution of nonadjacent bases
was normalized by dviding the calculated resolution by the base
spacing between the fragments.

necessary to obtain peak infonnation from the data; 1:-l from the

least-squares fit, the resolution in this run was above 0.5 out to

200 bases. Similar results were obtained for the one-color run

with a resolution greater than 0.5 out to 215 bases. The maximum

number of theoretical plates br a band was 1.1 x 10't , correspond
ing to 3.1 x :07 plates/m.

We have demonstrated that high·speed DNA sequencing can

be performed using microfabricated CE chips. DNA sequencing

with 97% accuracy has been demonstrated, and single·base

resolt.:tion to > 200 bases has been demonstrated in only 7 min

(1700 bases/h per lane), using an effective separation distance of

oniy 3.5 em. DNA sequencing fragments as long as 433 bases
can be detected in ~10 min separations (2400 bases/h per lane).

By comparison, DNA sequencing using slab gel electrophoresis

yields 500 bases of sequence in ~8-10-h (50-60 bases/h per

lane), and sequencing with capiilary electrophoresis yields 500
bases of sequence in ~1-2 h (250-500 bases/h per lane). This

comparison makes it dear that the use of microfabricated

capillaries may lead to a significant improvement in DNA sequenc

ing technology.
The ahility to read the sequence past ~200 bases was limited

in these experiments by the signal in the first two spectral

channels. The raw signal in these channels was a factor of ~2

iess than in the other channels because the sensitivity of these

tw8 photomultipliers was less than that of the others by a factor
of 2-3. 11,e dyes that primarily fluoresce in the wavelength range

collected in the first two spectral channels, flOI' and 1"10], were

used to label tile C· and Tteminated fragments, hence the lower

sensitivity for these fragments. The length of the read for these
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fragments would have been approximately the same as for the A

and G·terminated fragments (~400 bases) if a 2-fold higher

concentration of the C- and T-tenninated fragments had been used

in this run or if fhe detection sensitivity were improved.

In order to achieve adequate signal, 12 times more primer and

DNA template were used for sequencing on the CE chip thau lor

conventional capillaries. lii The reduced sensitivity with chips is

due to the smaller injection and detection volumes; for example,

the cross-sectional area of a 50 x 8 urn channel is 20 times smaller
than that of a 10o-,um-i.d. capillary. The defection sensitivity could

he improved and the amount oi reagents could be reduced

through several mollifications to the experiments. For exam~le,

< 10% of the channel width was illuminated by the laser in the

current setup. By l'sing a cylindrically focused beam and a

confocal slit matching the channel width, the signal could be

increased by a factor of 10. Also, making the channels 20 ,um
deep instead of 8 ,urn would raise the signal by a factor of 2.5
more. These two improvements alone would produce a 5-fold

increase in the signal-to~noiseratio. Finally, impruved matching
of the volume of sample placed on the chip (l.uL) to the volume

of sample actually injected (~100 pLJ would significantly reduce

the quantities of reagents used. The reagent volumes could be

reduced through integration of the sequencing reactions onto the

chip. These improvements should allow DNA sequencing· to be

performed on CE chips with sensitivity and quantities of reagents
comparable to other techniques.

Although the reso·'lltion was adequate to call only ~200 hases

in these runs, there are several possible ways to extend the

resolution to 400-500 bases. Increasing the separation distance,

decreasing the length of the injected plug, l~J or using a sieving

medium that is better optimized ior longer Dl\A fragments20 can

an increase the range of acceptable resolution. Using the peak
variances and published values for diffusion coefficients of single

stranded DNA in denaturing polyacrylamide gels, "I we calculated

the length of fhe injected plug to be 101 ± 6,um from the 50-lIm

'Nide injection channeL By lising a 20-30-,um-wide injection

channel or controlling the potentials at all reservoirs during

injection,'O the plugle:1gth could be decreased to <50 11m. With

a 50,um plug length and a 7-cm effective separation distance, ihe
resolution for adjacent !i'agments would he at least 0.5 out to ~320

bases, which is near the limit of resolution for 9% T, 0% C

polyacrylamide in longer capillaries.' However, the limit of

resolution in capillaries can be extended to ~500 bases by using

cross-linked polyacrylamide at lower coneentrationslh The in
creased length would douhle the time required for separation;

nevertheless. these separations would still he significantly faster

than the current methodologies. These considerations sllggest

that it should be possible to obtain single-base resolution tc -500
bases on CE chips by optimizing the channel length, injection,

and sieving medium.

CONCLUSIONS
The demonstration of high-speed DNA sequencing on micro

fabricated capillary electrophoresis chips paves the way to a variety

of imporclmt applications. Once the resolution and run length are
improved, and a more facile method ofloading samples is devised,

if is reasonable to think that we could make a 2-in. x 3·in. CAE

(20) Figeys. D.; Dovichi, 1\. JI CJ1yomatogr. 1993,645. Jl1-:n7
(IS) Best, N.; Ar~iaga, E.; Chen. D. Y.; Dovichi. ]\:. J. Anal. Chern. 1994,66.

4063-4067

(t9) Luckey. 1. \Jor~'i:;, T. E.: Sn,ith, L
3075.

Phys, ChON. 1993.97, :1067-
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chip that would perform parallel DNA sequencing of 32 or more
different samples in -15 min. Tne detection region for 32 closest

packed channels would be -3 mm wide, which could be detected

in a scanning format with a duty cycle per channel of -2%.

Alternatively, by using a multiple array detector, nearly a 100%
duty cycle could be achieved. Assuming a read length of 400

bases in 20 min for 32 parallel channels yields a raw DNA

sequencing rate of ~·40 000 bases/h for a single chip. Further
more, recent work has demonstrated 'chat simple chemical

reactions can be combined with free zone electrophoresis separa
tions on chips.au Coupling more complex reactions involving
DNA sample preparation with our high-speed, high-resolution

separation technology could drastically simplify DNA analysis.

This integration on a large scale could lead to lew-cost, disposable
microfabJicated devices which combine Dt\A sample preparation,

amplification, injection, separation, and detection with analysis

times of just a few minutes. The development of these microfab
Jicated integrated DNA analysis systems will be an important step

in the Human Genome Project.

(21) Jacobson. S. c.: Koutny. L. B.: Herg-cnrcccler, R.: :vIOOrl\ A. W.. .Ir.; Ramsey,
J. M. Anal. Chon. 1994. 66.

(22) Jacobson, S. c.: Hergcnroedcr. I\.: Moore. A. .lr.: Ramsey, J M. Anal.
Chem. 1994, 66. 4127-41:-)2.
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Pyrolysis with a Solvent Trapping Technique.
Qualitative Identification of Acrylic Acid and
Methacrylic Acid in Emulsion Polymers
Frank Cheng·Yu Wang,* Bruce Gerhart, and Charles G. Smith

Analytical Sciences Laboratory, Michigan Division, The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan 48667

A technique that combines pyrolysis of a polymer with
trapping of the pyrolysis products in a solvent followed
by analysis of the solvent bygas chromatography or liquid
chromatography has been developed. Two vinyl acids
(acrylic acid and methacrylic acid) as low-level additives
polymerized into polymer chains were qualiiatively identi
fied in latex particles using this technique and compared
to results obtained for direct pyrolysis-gas chromatogra
phy of the polymer. Although the percent conversion to
the acid monomers through pyrolysis of the acids con
tained in the emulsion polymers was low, detecmble
signals and well-resolved peaks were obtained when
solvent trapping of the pyrolysis products was applied. The
advantages and disadvantages of the trapping technique
are discussed, and proposals are made for future devel
opments.

Pyrolysis-gas chromatography (F'y-GC), and pyrolysis-gas chro

matographyImass spectrometry (Py-GClMS) are two techniques

used to qualitatively and quantitatively identify major components

in polymers.-:l Both techniques utilize thermal energy to break

down polymers to monomers and small oligomers in the gas

phase. Those gases are directly passed into a gas chromatograph

to achieve the separation. Presently there exists a lot of polymer

modifiers that have a decidedly different polarity than the major
monomers and Loat are polymerized into the polymer backbone

at relatively low levels. Those low-level modifiers frequently
appear with poor peak shape under the chromatographic environ

ments established for analysis of the major monomers. Some

times, chang'ng the chromatographic environment (for example,
change to a different polarity capillary column) to accommodate

the low-level modifiers ,,1ll result in poor separation of all major

components. Low-level organic acids in emulsion polymers are

good examp]f.s of this sib.1ation.

Organic acids (especially,1nyl carboxylic acids) are added with

other monomers into emulsion polymer (latex) systems to

increase copclymer strength, provide stability, enhance adhesion,

expand swellability in water, and define the surface chemistry.
AClylic acid 2.nd methacrylic add are two vinyl acins commonly

used in these emulsion polymerizations. Because these acids are
normally added at low concentration (2-10% by weight), the

qualitative and quantitative identification of these acids is a
challenging task for the analyst.

(:) Irwin, W. Pyrolysis: A ComlJrehcnsive Guide,' M::lfceI Dekker:
New York,

(2) Liebman. S. A.; E. ]. Pyrolysis and Fe in Polymer AJzalysis; Marcel
Dekker: !',ew :985.

(3) Wampler, T. P. j. Anal. Appl. Pyrolysis 1989, 16,291.

0003-2700/95/0367-368159.0010 :© 1995 American Chemical Society

In an emulsion polymer system, the unreacted acid monomers

arc dissolved in the serum or liquid phase. TIle aqueous serum

phase can be extracted and filtered to permit identification and

quantitative determination of residual acid by a suitable liquid

chromatography (LC) technique. The analysis of acids in the solid

polymer particles, however, is typically determined by acid/base

titration. Even with end-point titration curve analysis, which may

provide information on the cumulative strengths of the polymer

ized acids, there is no effective direct technique for the qualitative

and quantitativc identification of these vinyl acids in the solid

polymer phase.

Other techniques are being used to analyze the latex particles,

such as infrared spectroscopy (IR) and nuclear magnetic reso

nance spectroscopy (NMR). Both techniques are able to identify

the existence of the acid functional groups at the concentration

levels examined here, but they are inadequate for use in further

qualitative identification because 0' a lack of significantly different

functional groups between the vinyl acids and/or interferences

from other monomerS in the htex polymer and lack of sensitivity

at lower acid cDnCenTrations.

Py-GC and Py-GC/MS are two of the generally used techniques

to qualitatively and quantitatively identify major monomers in the

solid phase of emulsion polymers.' Major components in com

mercial emulsion polymers are nonpolar monomers such as

styrene, butadiene, acrylate, and methacrylate esters.4 Because

of the polar nature of vinyl acids, however. they are normally not

well separated on nonpolar chromatographic columns which are

usually used to separate major nonpolar products derived from

the pyrolysis of the solid phase of the emulsion polymer. Even

where there is a chromatographic column capable of performing

an acceptable separation with suitable peak shape, the direct Py

GC analysis still suffers from two major disadvantages. First, the

detector response for acids is normally low because of low

pyrolysis conversion to the basic monomer, and second, interfer

ences occur from other components. As a result, the acid

components in the pyrogram exist as small peaks buried under

or assimilated with other primary and secondary pyrolysis product

peaks.

The major pyrolysis reaction mechanism for acids in the

polymer chain results in formation of carbon dioxide, water, and

related aliphatic counterparts (the decarboxylation reaction). The

analysis of acids in the polymer chain has been achieved by the

derivatization method, whereby methyiation is performed on the

(4) Sudol, K D.; Daniel, E. S.; El-A.asse:·, IvI. S. In Polymer lAtex; Sudol, E. D.,
Daniel. E. S., EJ-Aasse;". M. S. Eds_: ACS Symposium Series 492; American
Chemical Society: Washington, DC 1992; P 1.
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acid groups on the particle sudace.:iJi Simultaneous pyrolysis
methylation (SPM) or other derivatization reactions are reported

for polyesters, phenolic resins, and other materials that yield polar,
poorly separated pyrolysis products.7-9 11,e methylated mono
mers or other derivatives survive the pyrolysis reaction to give
the ester products, which are very stable for GC and GC/MS
analysis. However, the path to direct production of the acid
monomer (depolymerization reaction) still exists, and with com
petition from the decarboxylation reaction, this path has been
generally overlooked by the analyst. This depolymerization
reaction path may be utilized for the qualitative identification of
acids in the solid polymer phase. The effectiveness of this
technique depends on the efficiency of conversion to the acid
monomer, the resolution of the monomers from potentially
interfering pyrolysis products, and the availability of detectors
sensitive enough to detect the low yields of these acid monomers.

Pyrolysis, instead of being viewed as part of a Py-GC technique,
can be utilized as a sample preparatio', technique for the
investigation of the basic monomer units. The pyrolysis reaction
is merely a mechanism of applying thermal energy to cleave the
polymer chains into fragments, monomers. and other secondary
reaction prodncts. Considering the number end variety (polar
and nonpolar) of pyrolysis fragments, monomers, and secondary
reaction products that could potentially be produced, one chro
matographic column (either GC or LC) certainly cannot effectively
separate all of them. However, if a preliminary separation is
performed prior to the formal chromatographic separation, the
components that would potentially overlap/interfere during the
separation could be greatly reduced, resulting in a more effective
separation.

A stepwise pyrolysis-LC study of polystyrene!" utilizing lhe
trapping technique followed by LC as a supplemental method to
study the pyrolysis products of polystyrene that were not suitable
for the gas chromatography conditions has been reported. The
capability of investigating higher bciling fragments, which were
not suitable for GC, is another advantage of the pyrolysis, solvent
trapping technique.

In this study, pyrolysis products were trapped into an aqueous
solution followed by GC and LC separations in order to identify
acrylic acid or methacrylic acid contained in the solid phase of
two latex products. The advantages and disadvantages of this
method were studied in comparison to direct Py-Gc. This
pyrolysis-solvent trapping method with stdct operating controls
may provide a technique for quantitative determination of the
individual acids in the polymer chain. In addition, improving the
trap design may lead to complete computer control and an
automated process [or this analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation, (1) Latex Solid, Two latexes, A and

E, were made in our laboratories. Latex A had 44.8% solid
polymer, which contained by weight 50% styrene, 47% butadiene,
and 3% acrylic acid, while latex B had 56.3% polymer solids, which

(5) Cutie, S. S.: BuzanowskL vr c.; Berdasco.]. A.]. Ch1Omatogr. 1990,513,
93.

(6) Buzanowski, W. c.: Cutie, S. S.; BoweL, R.; Papenfuss, R]. ChYomatogr A.
1994, 677. 355.

(7) van der Peyl, G. L. Q.; Linnartz, T. C. T.: van Rossum. C. A.]. J;Zeelenberg,
Anal. APpt. Pyrolysis 1991. 19,279.

(8) M.]. Anal. APP!. 1991.20, 15.
(9) Cllallinor,]. M.]. Anal. Appl. 1991, 16, 323.

(10) Lai, S.; Locke, D. c.]. Chromatogr. 1983,255, 51I
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Figure 1. Setup of pyrolysis-liquid-trapped system: (1) pyroprobe,
(2) pyroprobe interface, (3) helium carrier gas inlet, (4) ietex sample,
(5) output needle, and (6) liquid collection vial.

contained by weight 68% styrene, 25% 2-ethylhexyl acrylate, and
7% methacrylic acid. Each latex (2 g) was mixed with 10 mL of
methanol (containing 1% KEr), shaken for 5 min, and centrifuged
with collection of the solid portion. This "washing" process was
repeated two more times and then the solid phase was dried at
80°C in a vacuum oven for 1 h. TI,e dried solid was stored in a

humidity-controlled environment (humidity 50%) for 48 h before
use. The solid samples were heated at 220°C for 10 min prior to
pyrolysis to ensure there were no detectable residual acids left
from the aqueous phase.

(2) Standard Solution of Acids_ Acrylic acid (99%) and
methacrylic acid (99%), purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.,
were used without further purification. A standard solution
containing acrylic acid and methacrylic acid was prepared by
diluting the concentrated acid with the appropriate amount of 0.01
N H2S04 solution to obtain the desired concentration.

Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography. Samples of dried latex
were weighed into quartz tubes and equilibrated for 10 min in a
220°C interface connected to the injection port of a HP5890 gas
chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID).
Samples were pyrolyzed (CDS 120 Pyroprobe Pt coil) at a set
temperature of 700°C wilh a maximum heating ramp for a 20-s
interval. The pyrolysis products were split 1:10 in the 220°C
injection port, separated on a fused-silica capillary column (J&W
DB-FFAP, 15 m x 0.32 mm i.d., 0.25-l'm film) using a linear
temperature program (40°C for 4 min and then 20 'C/min ramp
to 220°C with a 17-min hold), the head pressure was ap
proximately 10 psi, and a FID detector was used.

Pyrolysis-Aqueous Solution Trapping. The pyrolysis-liquid
trapping system setup is shown in Figure 1. Samples of dried
latex were weighed into quartz tubes and equilibrated for 10 min
in a 220°C interface with the output needle (Yale hypodem1ic
needle, 24G1 regular bevel) of the interface immersed into a vial
containing 200 I'L of solution (in this study, the solutions used
were 0.01 N sulfuric acid, methanol, or methylene chlOlide). The
helium carrier gas flow was 30 mLi min. Samples were pyrolyzed
(CDS 120 Pyroprobe Pt coil) at a set temperature of 700°C with
a maximum heating ramp for a 20s interval. The pyrolysis
products carried out by the helium passed through the needle
and then were bubbled through the aqueous solution for ap
proximately 1 min. The vial was sealed with a septum and
aluminum closure ring for further use in the LC or GC separations.

Gas Chromatography. The pyrolysis products trapped in the
aqueous solution were separated using the previously described
instrument, but the Pyroprobe interface was replaced by the HF
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Figure 2. Pyrogram from direct PY-GC of latex A(containing acrylic
acid). The inset shows the retenlion time between 12.0 and 13.5 min.
The acrylic acid retention is 12.45 min, and the methacryJic acid is
13.02 min.

7673 autDsampler. Vials containing the aqueous solution of
pyrolysis products were analyzed using a 2-J.lL injection volume.
All the other experimental conditions (injector temperatures,
column, flow, oven temperature programming, and detector)
remained the same.

Liquid Chromatography. An HPl090 liquid chromatograph
was used for the LC analysis of the aqueous solution containing
the trapped pyrolysis products. The injection voiume was set at

20 J.lL. The separation was performed on an Aminex 100 mm x
7.8 mm (HPX-87H) Fast Acid column (Bio-Rad), using a 0.01 N
H,SO.j mobile phase with 0.7 mL/min flow rate, and ultraviolet
(lTV) detecticn monitored at 210 nrL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Trapping pyrolysis products into a solvent has five major

advantages over conventional direct Py-Gc. They are as follows:
(1) the capability of studying higher boiling pyrolysis products
which were not suitable for the GC conditions; (2) the pyrolysis
products getting preselected!separated through the selection of
the trapping solvent as long' as the analyte under consideration is
tr2pped (dissolved) with a high efficiency; (3) the flexibility of
further separations and identification techniques, such as GC, Le,
SFC, etc.; (4) the flexibilivj to adjust sample intensities by dilution
to reduce the trapping solution concentration or by multiple
py:-olysis to increase the concentration in the trapping solution:
and (5) pyroiysis and separation discerned as two events, provid
ing an easily manageable experimental time and design. The first
advantage has been discussed in the literature,lO and will not be
the focus in this study.

Figures 2 and 3 show the pyrograms for the direct Py-GC of
latex solid A and B. The portion of the pyrograms containing
the acrylic acid and methacrylic acid peaks have been amplified
and placed into an inset franle Based on chromatography ofthe
standard 2.cid mixture injected into the chromatograph, the
retention time of acrylic acid was 12.40 + 0.05 min and the
retention time of methacrylic acid was 13.02 ± 0.05 min. Because
the FE'\.? is a column suitable for separation of relatively polar
components, some peaks exhibited poor peak shape. Since all
components produced in the pyrolysis flow through toe chroma
tography column, the separation of acrylic acid and methaClylic
acid was not base-line resolved. The qualitative identification of

Figure 3. Pyrogram from direcf Py-GC of latex B (containing
methacrylic acid). The inset shows the retentior time between 12.0
and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid rEtenfion is 12.45 min, and fhe
methacryllc acid is 13.02 min.

Ret,"nliQn Time (minuh,,,)

Figure 4. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-O.Q1 N H2S04 solution-
trapped GC of latex A (conta'in acid). The inset shows the
retention time between 12.0 and min. The acrylic acid retention
is 1?.40 min and the methacrylic add is 13.02 mjn.

acrylic acid or methacrylic acid was not possible. Owing to
interferences from other components in the PYTogram, the peak
area of acrylic acid and methacrylic acid could not be measured
without further separation or specific detection such as GC!MS.

Figures 4-9 show the gas chromatograms of pyrolysis
products trapped in 0.01 N H2SO, solution, methanol, and meth
ylene chloride for acrylic acid comaining latex A and methacrylic
acid containing latex B, respectively. In the latex A case (Figures
4-6), comparing these three gas chromatograms with the direct
Py-GC PYTograms, the 0.01 N H,SO" solution-trapped products
revealed a significant reduction ill complexity of peaks and the
acrylic acid and mcthacrylic acid peaks are better resolved from
other pyrolysis products. This is a direct result of the low
solubility of the nonpolar pyrolysis products in the polar solution.
In contrast, the methanol and methylene chloride-trapped products
exhibit gas chromatograms of about the same complexity as direct
Py-GC pyrograms. This indicates that the selection of 0.01 N H2

S04 solution as the trapping solvent can properly separate the
acrylic acid or methacrylic add from an abundance of other
components. Trapping, especially in the 0.01 N HzS04 solution,
improved the efficiency of separation/identification of the acrylic
acid and methacrylic acid. The selection of the solvent for the
trapping can depend on the components desired, the type of
polymer, and the purpose of the analysis. In another way, the
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Figure 5. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-methanol solufion-trapped GC
of lafex A (contain acrylic acid). The inset shows the retention time
between 12.0 and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid retention is 1240 min.

Retention Time (minutes)

Figure 6. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-methylene chloride solution
trapped GC of latex A (contain acrylic acid). The inset shows the
retention time between 12.0 and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid retention
is 1240 min.

Retention Time (minutes)

Figure 7. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-O.01 N H2S04 solution
trapped GC of latex B (contain methacrylic acid). The inset shows
the retention time between 12.0 and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid
retention is 1240 min. and the methacryllc aCle IS 13.02 min.

trapping procedure can be thought of as a sample preparation/

screening process. In the latex B case (Figures 7-9) , all three

chromatograms are similar. This means the solvent selection is

not as critical as in the iatex A case.

Trapping the pyrolysis products into solution provided a

significant advantage by allowing a choice for subsequent separa-
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Figure 8. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-methanol solution-trapped GC
of latex B (contain methacrylic acid). ThE inset shoVis the retention
time between 12.0 and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid retention is 1240
min, and the methacrylic acid is 13.02 min.

Reterltion Time (minutes)

Figure 9. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-methylene chloride solLlion
trapped GC of latex B (contain methacrylic aCid). The inset shows
the retention time between 12.0 and 13.5 min. The acrylic acid
retention is 12.40 min, and the methacrylic acid is 13.02 min.

Retention Time (minuteS)

Figure 10. Chromatogram of pyrolysis-O.01 N H2S04 solution
trapped LC of latex A (contain acrylic acid). The acrylic acid retention
is 5.34 min, and the methacrylic acid is 7.28 min.

tion techniques. Instead of the separation being petiormed by

GC, the separation also can be accomplished by LC Figures 10
13 show the liquid chromatograms of the pyrolysis products

trapped in 0.01 N H2S04 and methanol for latex A and latex B,

respectively. The acrylic acid and methacrylic acid retention times

with these experimental conditions matched those of the standards
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a cleaner chromatogram for easier identification and eliminated

many possible interferences resulting in well-resolved peaks for

area measurement and the foundation for further quantitative

analysis.

The fourth advantage of the Trapping process is that sample

concentration can be adjusted to meet the separation/identification

requirement Thc solution concentration can be increased through
pyrolysis of multiple samples or decreased by diluting with solvent.

This is nonnally not an option with a direct Py-GC interface. fn

order to obtaln the best separation/identification results, the

capability of complete sanlple concentration control's a big

advantage.

In conventional direct Py-GC, once the chromatographic

experiment starts, bo th pyrolysis interface unit and chromatograph

are locked into the experiment Tnis is true even "ith the scvera:
models of automatic pyrolysis units commercially available, which

in general laborat011' practice can be an inefficient means of

utilizing instruments. In the solvent trapping technique, the

pyrolysis process is separated from the separation/chromatogra

phy process. This translates to l1exibmty in choosing the separa

tion technique and highly efficient instrumer:t usage and time.

The detection limits or the minimum amoun' of aWjlic and

methacrylic acid that could be detected in the GC and LC method

based on the O.OJ. N H2S04 solution case were calculated. These
calculations were based on the analyte concentration giving a

signal (peak beight) greater or equal to the blank signal plus 10
Rt.andard deviations of tihe blank!: For acrylic acid, the GC

detection limit was 2.29 pg and the LC detection limit was 7.73

pg of acrylic acid. For methacrylic acid, the GC detection limit

was 2.58 pg and the LC limit 7.14 pg.

From the acrylic acid and methacrylic acid peaks in all the

figures, no matter which acid in the latex was identified by the

GC or LC separation, ,every chromatogram contained both acrylic

acid and methacrylic acid peaks. This strongIy suggested there

was a methylation/demethylation reaction taldng place during

pyrolysis or the acids used in polymerization contained both

monomeric species. The methyl group may be cOJlJibuted from
the lTagmentation of other major components in the solid latex

system such as sLyrene, butadiene, and methyl methacrylate.]l

The demethylation process can be viewed as arother path of

fragmentation of acid monomer which occurs during pyrolysis.

The degree of methylation will highly depend on the pycolysis

environment especially if methyl groups are abundantly available

during the pyrolysis reaction, such as pyrolyzing a latex with

methyl methaCIylate as a major component.

Because of the proposed methiation/demethylatioll process
observed in this study, it is apparent that when one examines a

latex suspected to contain both acrylic and methacrylic arids a

suitable polymer standard needs to be usee for peak ratio

comparison. Tbis standard should have the same fundamental
polymer composition as the sample in question, thereby duplicat

ing the potential methylation/demethylation reaction. WIth such

a standard identified and analyzee by the same chromatographic

conditions, the comparison of acrylic/methacrylic acid peak ratios

shouId lead to a viable conclusion as to the existence of one or
both acids in the emulsion polymer. For example, if the acrylic/

methacrylic acid peak ratio matches that of a standard having

(11) Miller,]. C; Miller,]. StatistiCS/OJ" AJJalyticai Chemistry, 2nd ]o1m
Wiley & Sons: \lew Yc,-k, 1988: p , ;)

(12) Sousa Pesso<l de Amorlum, );1. T.: c.: J I Anal. APP!.
Pyrolysis 1981,3, 19.

Rf!t,m':ion Time (minutes)

Reteltinrl Timt> (minutes)

ChomatogratT of pyro!ysis~methanolsolution~trapped
(contain acryJic acid). The E.crylic acid reten:ion is 5.34
ITle;hacryJic acid is 7'.28 min.

ChromatJgram of pyroJysis~methanolsolution~trapped
C of 1atex 8 (contain acid). The acrylic acid retentior

s 5.34 min. and the acid is 7.28 min.

Chromatogram of pyroJysis~O.01 N H2SO,:: solution~

trapped LC c" latex B (contain methi3cryJic acid). The acrylic acid
retention is 5.34 min, and the methacyJic acid is 7.28 min.

LC of latex
and

5.34 ane min, respectively. In the 0.01 N H,SO, solution

case, the con'version percentage for acrylic aciel was calculated
as 0.004% ancl for methaCl1'lic acid was calculated at 0.005%.
CO:llparee the GC separation, the LC procedure supplied

two additional separation advantages. The ion exclusion column
Lsed for the LC separation excluded any nonpolar components,

the VIi rierf.ctor (210 nm) discriminated against any non-UV
absorbing components. Consequently, the LC method provided
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either one of the acids, then that one acid most likely exists alone

in the polymer. Any significant deviation from this ratio would
likely indicate that hoth acids are present

CONCLUSION
The pyrolysis method should always he considered as a sample

preparation technique especially for qualitative and quantitative
analyses of vinyl acids in a solid polymer. The pyrolysis-liquid
trapping method not only serves as a mechanism to collect
pyrolysis products in the solvent matrix for the added flexihility
of further analysis but also performs the first selection process
(dissolve or not dissolve) for the pyrolysis products. The trapping

3686 Analytical Chemistry. Vol. 67. No. 20. October 15, 1995

system can be well designed and computer automated based on
the application. In this study, the method of pyrolysis with
trapping in 0.01 N H2S04 solution for the purpose of analyzing
acrylic acid and methacrylic acid in the latex solid phase has
shown some distinct advantages over conventional pyrolysis
techniques.
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Theoretical Model of Electroosmotic Flow for
Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

Marina M. Tavarest and Victoria L. McGuffin*

Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1322

mathematical model of electroosmotic flow in capillary
zone electrophoresis has been developed by taking into
consideration of the ion-selective properties of silica
surfaces. The electroosmotic velocity was experimentally
determined, under both constant voltage and constant
currenl conditions, by using the resistance-monitoring
method. A detailed study of electroosmotic flow charac
teristics in solutions of singly charged, strong electroJytcs
(NaCI, tiCl, KCI, NaBr, NaI, NaN03, and ~aCI01),as well
as the phosphate buffer system, revealed a linear correla
tion between the Spotential and the logarithm ofthe cation
activity. These results suggest that the capillary surface
behaves as an ion-selective electrode. Consequently, the
Spotential can be calculated as a function of the composi
tion and pH of the solution with the corresponding
modified Nernst equation for ion-selective electrodes. If
the viscosity and dielectric constant of the solution are
!mown, the electroosmotic velocity can then be accurately
predicted by means of the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
equation. The proposed model has been successfully
applied to phosphate buffer solutions in the range of pH
from 4 to 10, containing sodium cWoride from 5 to 15
mM, resulting in ~3% error in the estimation of the
electroosmotic velocity.

Over the past decade, capillary zone electrophoresis (ClE)
has emerged as a VeJy resource1'ul alternative 1'or the separation
of charged biomolecules. Relevant aspects o1'the technique, such
as high efficiency, high resolving power, high speed, full automa

tion, and a variety 01' injection and detection schemes, have been
extensively investigated l In addban to these technological
developments, much research in capillary zone electrophoresis
has been directed toward demonstrating the versatility 01' the
technique for routine applications."] However, despite the past
considerable effcrl toward the desCliption o[ the electrokinetic
phenomena.'; there is still a scarcity 01' fundamental studies to
pro'ide greater mderstanding 01' the physicochemical nature 01'
the separatio:l process ae the capillary surrace and in solution,

adcress: InSLitut:> de Quimica, Universidade de Sao Paulo, Sao
BrazJ.

Grossman, P. D:. Colburn, ]. C. CapUlary Electrophoresis-Theory and
PT'.Jctice; /\cadcmk P~ess Inc.: San Diego, CA 1992.

(2) Kuhr. vV. C. A. AHal. Chon. 1992.64. 389R-407R.
(:l) McLaughIi:i. G. \1.; A.; Lindahl,]. L.; Palmieri, R H.; Andersor:.,

K \V,; MOClS, S. C.: IV.omson,]. A; Brow:ert, T.l]' Liq. Chromatogr. ]992,
15. 961-~,02L
I-liemenz, P. C. PrhtcifJles of Coiloid and Surface Chemistry, 2nd ed.; Marcel
Dekker: )Jew Ym·k. 1986
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In capilialy zone electrophoresis, a hackground electrolyte with
adequate huffering properties [onns a continuum along U1e
migration path. Under the influence 01' a tangentially applied
electric field, two mechanisms of migration occur.H " The field
exerts an electric force on charged molecules, which migrate with
a constant velocity that is characteristic 01' the molecular charge,
size, and shape. Concomitant to the electrophoretic migration, a
flow of solution as a bulk is induced hy the electric field. This
migration, regarded as electroosmosis, is dependent on the
characteristics of the capillary surface as well as the composition
01' the conducting medium.

The existence 01' electroosmotic flow in fused-silica capillaries
has contributed significantly to the full automation 01' capillary
electrophoresis, allowing 1'01' on-line sample injection and detection
as well as simultaneous analysis 01' cations and anions in 1'avorahle
cases,1-3 The electroosmotic flow has a substantial influence on
the time the analytes reside in the capillary. However, because
01' the flat velocity profile, electroosmotic flow theo:'etically
introduces no broadening. The same veiocity component is added
to all solute molecules, regardless 01' their radial position.
Consequently, analysis time and efficiency benefil from a rapid
electroosmatic flow, although resolution may he compromised.

The understanding and control of electroosmotic flow have
critical implications in the design 01' electrophoretic separations.
In recent years, several strategies have been developed to exert
a proper control of the electroosmotic flow. Perhaps the most
effective mcans is to alter the chemical and physical properties
01' the huffer solution. In this context, changes in the pH,
concentration, and ionic strengtl-; 01' the hllffer6.7 and in the type
and concentration 01' inert electrolyte or organic additive,8-11 as
well as changes in solvent viscosity, dielectic constant,12 and
temperature,13 have all been successfully demonstrated. Another
simple approach to alter or ultimately inhihit the electroosmotic
flow involves changing the chemical composition of the capillary
material and, hence, the surrace charge density. Fused-silica,
glass, and Teflon capillaries have been employed 1'or this pure
pose. l4 In fused-silica capillaries, the nature of the capillary wall
can be further modified by physical coating and chemical derivae

(6) VindevogeL L S2nrln3, P. f- Chromotogr. 1991, 54::'. 483-488.

(7) VanOnnan. B. B.: G. C; McIntire, G. _".; O!efiro\'\,ic~. T.
~wing. A G.]. Microcolumn 1990,2,176-180.

(8) Atamna, I, Z.; MClral, C. L Muschik G. M.: Issaq, H.]. J. Liq. ChYomatogr.
1990,13,2517-2527.

(9) Atamna, 1. Z.; Metra!' C.J.; Muschlk G. Issaq. H. J.J. Liq. Lnromatogr.

1990, 13, 3201-3210
nO) Green,]. S.; W.]. 1989,478,63-70.
(11) Fujiwara, S.; S. Anal. Chern. 1987. 487-490.
(12) Schwer, c.: Kenndler, E.Anal. Chnn.199L 63,1801-1807.
(13) Kurosu, Y; Hibi, K.: SaS<lki, T: Saito. M.]. High Resolllt. Chromatogr, 1991.

14,200-203.
(14) Lukacs, K D.~ ]orgen::'-on.]. W.]. CiITort/atogr. 1985,8.407-411
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W (glass) + Na+(soln) - H+ (soln) + Na- (glass) (1)

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of an ion-selective glass membrane
(top) and the electrical double-layer structure at silica surfaces
(bottom). These diagrams are not on the same distance scale but
are drawn to emphasize the regions of behavioral analogy according
to the proposed model.

Exposure of the glass to water causes the formation of a
hydrated gel layer. At the outer edge of this layer in contact "ith
the solution, the singly charged sites are predominantly occupied
by hydrogen ions. Within the gel layer, there is a continuous
decrease in the number of hydrogen ions and an increase in the
number of other cations. In the interior of the glass, such sites
are occupied exclusively by cations.

The exchange of cations in the hydrated gel layer with cations

in the solution is responsible for the pH response and alkaline
error that are characteristic of glass membranes. If sodium is
considered to be the only active cation in the membrane, the ion
exchange reaction can be written as

BULK sow nON

TEST
SOLUTION

PLANE OF SHEAR

HYDRAT:::D LAYER

DRY GLASS

SURFACE IHP OHP

HYDRATED LAYER

INTERNAL
REFERENCE
SOLuTION

tization methods.1S- 17 Other strategies, such as the application
of an external electric field across the capillary wall, can also be
used to influence the electroosmotic flow. 1f ,]9

At the present time, mathematical modeling of electroosmotic
flow has been achieved by solution of the fundamental laws
describing mass transport and chemical equilibria.20,2l Other
approaches rely On the estimation of parameters related to the
electrical double layer." In most instances, the resulting equations
are not trivial, and their solution can be approached only by
computationally intensive numerical methods. Therefore, a
simpler and more practical means of describing the migration
process is highly desirable.

In this work, the nature of electroosmotic migration in fused
silica capillaries is examined from theoretical and experimental
perspectives. A physically meaningful model is proposed, where
the response of the capillary surface to changes in buffer
composition and pH is treated in analogy to an ion-selective
electrode. The prediction of electroosmotic flow is evaluated
under both constant voltage and constant current conditions. The
validity of the model is confirmed using phospha'e buffer solutions
in the pH range from 4 to 10, "ith a controlled total concentration
of sodium ion.

THEORY
Ion-Selective Membranes. The ion-selective properties of

glass membranes have been exploited for the construction of a
variety of chemical sensors.:n -25 Among the many representative

examples, the pH-sensing glass electrode is one of the most
common. A typical pH electrode consists of a thin glass
membrane sealed at the end of a tube containing an appropriate
standard solution and an internal reference electrode. During the
measurements, the complete assembly is immersed in a test
solution, and the potential is registered with respect to an external
reference electrode. A schematic diagram of the glass membrane
in contact with the internal reference solution and the test solution
is shown in the top part of Figure l.

Many of the properties that confer sensitivity and selectivity
to such membranes are associated with the chemical structure
of the glass." Silicate glasses are composed of an irregular three
dimensional network of silicon and oxygen atoms with nominal
composition (SiO,),. The holes or defects in this structure are
occupied by cations, held more or less strongly by electrostatic
attraction to the neighboring oxygen atoms. Doubly and triply
charged cations are strongly held and do not contribute to the
electrical conduction properties of the giass. However, singly
charged cations, which are quite mobile -within the lattice, are
primarily responsible for charge transport in the interior of the
glass membrane.

where aH and aN, represent the activities of hydrogen and sodium
ions, respectively, in solution (soIn) and in the interior of the glass
membrane (glass). The equilibrium constant for this reaction is
quite small, favoring the incorporation of hydrogen rather than

(15) G. Trp.nti~ Anal. Chem. 1991, 10, 163-169.
(16) Hjl'rten, Chromatogr. 1985,347,191-198.
(17) McCormick, R Anal. Chem. 1988, 60 2322-2328.
(18) Lee, C. S.: McManigill, D.: Wu, C. T.; Patel, B. kzal. Chem. 1991,63, 1519-

1523.
(19) Hayes. M. A.; A. G. Anal. Chern. 1992. 64,512-516.
(20) Dose, E. V.; G. A. Anal. Chon. 1991,63,1063-1072
(21) Bier, M.; Palusinski, O. A.; Mosher, R. A.; Saville, D. A. Science 1983,219,

1281-1287.
(22) Salomon, K.; D. S.; Helme:",]. C.]. 1991,559,69-80.
(23) Bard, A. ].; L. R. Electrochemical and

APPlications; John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1980.
(24) Koryta, J. Ion-Selective Electrodes, 2nd ed.; Cambridge University Press:

London, 1975.
(25) Freiser, H. Ion-Selective Electrodes in Analytical Chemistry; Plenum Press:

New York, 1978.

with the associated equilibrium constant

K = _aH"---(s_o_In_)a_N,,,,",,(g=-I_a_ss_)

aH (glass) aN/saIn)
(2)
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sodium ions into the silicate lattice in close contact \'lith the

solution.2s

When a pH difference exists between the test and the internal
reference ,ululions, a boundary potential develops across the glass
membrane. This boundar! potential (Eb) is given by the Nemst
equation, modified to include the contribution ofthe sodium ions

to the pH response:23

(6)

(5)lJf = qIo exp(-/cx)

Hydrated ions approach the surface by a distance correspondent

to their hydration radius. These ions are loosely bound, and their

interaction \'lith the surface is independent of their chemical
properties (nonspecific adsorption). The piane defined by the

center of the hydrated ions is known as the outer Hehnholtz plane
(OHP) , or Stem layer, and delimits the compact region of the

double layer. Due to the finlte temperature and associated random

thermal motion, some of the ions di.ffuse further into solution. As
the distance from the surface increases. the concentration
decreases and ultimately approaches the bulk value. This region
is referred to as the diffuse part of the double layer.

When all electric field is imposed tangentially to the snrface,
the electrical forces act upon the spatial distribution of charge
withm the diffuse layer, causing the unilateral movement of ions

toward the oppositely charRed electrode.C> During their mi.gra
ticn, these ions transport the surrounding solvent molecules,
inducmg the overall movement of solution kno'i'm as electro08

motic flow. Due to differeuces in the magnitude of eleclJical and
frictional forces within :he double layer, a velocity gradient
originates. The flo'w velocity is zero at the surface, increases

inside the double-layer region, and reaches a maximum value at

a certain, very small distance from the charged surface. The
remainder of the solution migrates with this maximum velocity.
The location at which the mobile portion of the diffuse layer can
slip or flow past the charged surface is characterized as the plane
of shear. The potential developed at the plane of shear is known
as the electrokinetic or ~ potential. Its magnitude has important

implications on the development and characterization of clee
troosmotic flow (vide infra).

The potential distribution in the double layer can be derived
hy solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for limiting cases. If
the surface potential ('Po) is sufficiently low «50 mY), the
potential profile with distance (x) can be approximated by the
Debye-Huckel theory:4,"

One of the most important quantities to emerge from the Debye
Huckel theory is the parameter x, which correlates properties of
the solution with the double-layer dimensions:

where z, is the charge and M, the molarity of ion i, E is the
dielectric constant of the medium, e is the elemental charge, Nfl.
is Avogadro's number, k is Boltzmann's constant, fu~d T is the
absolute temperature. The quantity K- 1• known as the Debye

length, is often used to charactedze the thiclmess of the double
layer.

Analogy between Ion-Selective Membranes and Double
Layer Structure at Silica Surfaces, The proposed model for
electroosmotic flow is based on behavioral analogies between an
ion-selective membrane and toe double-layer structure at the
fused-silica capillary surface, as illustrated in Figure 1. In analogy
to the intemal reference solution of a pH-sensing glass electrode,
the compact region of the double layer is modeled as a reference
layer for Lbe bulk solution. The establIshment of the compact
layer is dictated primarily by the extent of ionization of the silica

(4)
I'Na (glass)pO'=K _
fiB (glass)

where z is the ionic charge, T is the ahsolute temperature, R is
the gas constam, and F is the Faraday constant. The constant

term (E') includes contributions to the boundary potential from
hydrogen and sodium cons in the intemal reference solution, as
well as from the reference electrode, junction, aDd asymmetry
potentiais. Equation 3 shows that the membrane is responsive

both hydrogen and sodium ions in the test solution, where the
degree of selectivity is dictated by the magnitude of kP". The

quantity is defined as the potentiometric constant of the
determinand W with respect to the interferent Na- and may

assume values that range from zero (no interference) to greater
tban unity. c:epending upon the composition of the membrane. 24,25

TIle potemi)melJic constant is comprised of the ratio of ionic
mobilities (li) in the membrane as well the exchange equilibrium
constant deRned by eq 2:

Equatior- 3 leads to interesting predictions concerning the glass
membrane response. If the product of k'OO' and aN, is sufficiently
small compared to Of[, the membrane is primarily responsive to
hydrJgen ions, constituting a pH-selective glass electrode. Con
versely, when the product of kpot and aNa surpasses au, the

membrane responds primarily to sodium ions, constituting a
sodit:m-selective ,g-lass electrode.

EiectricaJ Double-Layer Structure. Silica surfaces are
c:laracterized by the presence of several types of silanol groups
(SiOH), which are weakly acidic in character." In contact with
an aqueous medium, some of the silanol groups are ionized and
cause the surface to be negatively charged.2S As a result, a

nonhomogeneous spatia: distribution of charge originates within
the solution in immediate proximity to the surface, designated as
the eleetical double layer. Much theoretical work has been
eancemed with describing the interface between the surface and
the solution, incluuing evaluation of the potential and concentration
profiles as fuuction of distance."'''> Some of the presently
accepted feamres of the electrical double·layer structure are

illustrated in the bottom part of Figure L
The region adjacent to the surface is occupied by layers of

strongly oriented water molecules and some ions, presumahly
dehydrated. Lghtly held to the surface by electrostatic and other
cohesive :orc02s (specific adsorption). The center of these ions
defines a plBne known as :he inner Helmholtz plane (IHP).
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surface, which is affected by the pH but not by the ionic character
and content of the bulk solution. Therefore, the potential within
the compact layer responds only to changes in pH of the bulk
solution. At the plane of shear, which is a physical boundary

between the immobile and mobile parts of the solution, an
exchange equilibrium between hydrogen and sodium ions occurs.
Therefore, the potential at the plane of shear the ~ potential, is
responsive to both hydrogen and sodium ions in the bulk solution,
in a mechanism analogous to that which accounts for the alkaline
error in glass membranes. The proposed model thus comprises
two fundamental ways to ma..nipulate electroosmotic flow in
capiLary zone electrophoresis: the judicious choice of pH (a
coarse adjustment) and the selection of an appropriate sodium
concentration (a fine adjustment).

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Capillary Zone Electrophoresis System, A regulated high

voltage dc power supply (Model EH50RO.19XM5; Glassman High
Voltage Inc., Whitehouse Station, ND is operated in either
constant current (0-190 flA) or constant voltage (0-50 kV) mode.
The operator is protected from accidental exposure to high voltagc

by enclosing the CZE system in a Plexiglas bJX equipped with
safely interlocks. The power supply is connected via platinum
rod electrodes to two small reservoirs containing the solution
under investigation. Fused-silica capillary tubing (polymicro
Technologies, Phoenix, AZJ, with dimensions 75 flm Ld., 375 flm
a.d., and 110 cm total length, is immersed at each end in the
solution reservoirs. In order to minimize thermal effects, the
capillary is maintained at 25.0 °C during operation by means of a
thernlOstatically controlled water bath (Model RTE 9B; Neslab
Instruments, Portsmouth, NH).

The standard procedure to condition the capillary surface prior
to flow measurement consisted of washing with 1 M sodium
hydroxide for 10 min, followed by washing \Vith the solution under
investigation, preferably overnight but at least ior a 2 h period, at

20 psi. In the studies on the effect of cation type, an acid wash
\Vith 10-' M hydrochloric acid was performed prior to the alkaline
wash with a solution of the appropriate cation hydroxide. In the
studies on phosphate buffers, the standard conditioning procedure
was performed only when the pH of the buffer was changed. When
not in use, the capillary was rinsed with deionized water and dried
under helium.

Flow Measurement. The electroosmotic flow was measured
by a modification of the procedure introduced by Huang et aI. 29

Initially, the capillary and the outlet reservoi~ are filled with a
solution that is 2% higher in concentration than the nominal or
desired value. The inlet reservoir is then replenished with a
solution of the same composition but 2% lower than the nominal
concentration. Under the applied electric field, the dilute solution
continuously migrates into the capillary and displaces an equiva

lent volume of the more concentrated solntion, thereby causing
the resistance to change. If the power supply is operated in the
constant voltage mode, the changes in resistance can be followed
by recording the changes in current. Conversely, if the instrument
is operated in the constant current mode, the changes in resistance
can be followed by recording the changes in voltage. A 0-10 V
de signal, in direct proportion to either the output current (0
1901'A) or the output voltage (0-50 kV), is available at the remote
tel111inal of the power supply. This signal is subsequently divided

(29) I-luang, X.: Gordon, M.].; Zare, R. N. Anal. Chem. 1988, 60, 1837-1838.
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to 0-1 V and displayed on a recorder (Model 3392A Hewlelt
Packard Co., Avondale, PAl. Note that when current is
monitored, the signal decreases with time until the entire capillmy
is filled ';vith the dilute solution, after which the signal becomes

constant. Under the same conditions, when the voltage is
monitored, the signal initially increases and then becomes

constant. The inflection point represents the time (t) required to
complete the filling of the capillary by electroosmosis. 111US, with
knowledge of the capillary length (L), the electroosmotic velocity

can be calculated (v""" = Lit). Provided that the velocity is
linearly related to concentration over the small interval (±2%) used
for the measurement, no deteffi1inate error is introduced by the
resistance-monitoring method.

Reagents. All electrolyte solutions were prepared from
anaiytical grade reagents and deionized water, preadjusted to pH
9 with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide solution. The buffer systems (pH
4-10) were prepared from sodium mono-, di-, and tliphosphates
and sodium chloride salts. The buffer solutions were formulated
in order to contain a specific total sodium ion concentraticn (5
15 mM).

Physical Measurements. The absolute viscosity of sodium

chloride solutions was detel111ined by measuremems of kinematic
viscosily and densily.:lO A constant value of 0.8755 0.0017 cF at
25°C was obtained for all solutions in the concentration range

from 1 to 10 mM. The dielectric constant of sodium chloride
solutions was evaluated by the heterodyne beat method:;o using a
beat-frequency oscillator (Model DM01; Wiss. Tech. Werkstatten,
Weilheim Ohb., Germany). Due to inherent limitations of this
method when applied to solutions of high conductance, the
measurements could not be performed at concentrations greater
than 0.1 mM. A constant value of 78.5 ± 1 at 25°C was obtained
for all solutions in the concentration range from 0.001 to 0.1 mM.

Data Processing. All data processL'lg and numelical calcula
tions were perfol111ed on a 80-386 microprocessor-based com

puter in a spreadsheet fOl111at (Microsoft ExceL version 4.0;

Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The characterization of electroosmotic flow depends on how

distinctly the effect of a given variable can be isolatee! from others.
For this reason, the proper selection of the conducting medium
and the control of its composition are extremely important.
Conducting media with buffering properties are commonly used
in capillary zone electrophoresis because of the dual effect of pH
on the extent of ionization of the solutes and the silanol groups.
However, the complexily of buffer systems and the diversity with
which a buffer solution can be formulated make difficult to
isolate the effect of a single variable such as pH from other

changes that may occur concomitantly when pH is varied, such
as ionic strength, buffer concentration and capacity, cation and
anion type, etc. Therefore, in order to characterize the electroos
motic flow, a simpler electrolyte system seems to be a more
appropriate choice. In this work, the preliminary studies were

performed using solutions of singly charged, strong electrolytes.
In later studies, the electroosmotic flow was characterized in the
phosphate buffer system, and a comprehensive model was
developed to predict the flow magnitude under a variely of
operational conditions.

(30) Weissberger, A Physical Methods ojOrganic Chemistry, ce.; Interscience
Publishers Inc: New York, 1959.
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Figure 2. Dependerce of electroosmotic velocity on the ap~lied

for aqueous sodium chloride solutions of concentration (.6.)

1, 2, (0) 3, and (v) 4 mM.

Smoluchowski equation. In orner to accommodate the large
concentration range studied, the results are plotted in a semi
logarithmic manner in Figure 3. As intrinsic properties of the
solution, the dielectric constant and viscosity are expect,ed to be
dependent on the solution composition.:" Howeyer, within the
concentration range studied, both the dielectric constant and the
viscosity are shown be fairly constant and approach the values
for pure water. The ~ potential was calculated from eq 7, where
the slope of the graph of electroosmotic velocity versus applied
voltage was used, together with the measured values of viscosity
and dielectric constant. As aI: interface potential, the I; potential
is expected to be influenced by both the solution composidon and
the surface characteristics. Indeed, the i; potential shows a
marked dependence on the concentration of the solution in Figure
3. These results identify the ~ potential as the most important
parameter to understand the development of eleclroosmctic flow
and the mechanlsm by which the surface responds to changes in
the electrolyte composition. Funhermore, the dependence of the
i; potentia! on the logarithm of the sodium concentration charac
terizes an ion-selective type of response.

With the intent exploring in more detail the ion-selective
behavior of the capillary surface, the i; potendal was detennined
in other sir-gly charged electrolyte systems. Figure 4a presents
the influence of the cation rfPe on the magnitude of the i; potential
for aqueous solutions of lithium, sodium, and potassium chloride.

Wit'lin the concentration range studied, the i; potential varied
linearly with the logarithm of the cation concer-tration, which
verifies that the capillary surface responds to each cation in a
Nernstian manner. However, at any given concemration, no
statistically significant varia'jon in !lIe magnitude of the I; potential
was observed. This behavior implies that the surface does not
distinguish between cation types, regardless of their chemical
diversity. Two possible explanations are proposed to justifY this
behavior: either the sire-binding characteristics of lithium, sodium.
and potassium are similar or the cations are totally precluded from
specific adsorption witil.in the compact layer. The latter conclusion
seems to be more reasonable in ·view of the previous work of Li
and Bruyn,34 where radiometric measurements at quartz suIfaces

revealed the presence of sodium ions only in the diffuse "egion

(7)
v

1986,23,

D. L. Allul. Chern. 1990,62,1585-158'1.
l.:"cos'c'·s..] K; KhalecIi, M. G.]. Chromatcgr. 1991,559,57-

The experimental validation of the proposed model relies on
the precision and accuracy with which the electroosmotic flow
can be determined. It is well accepted7.l2.:Jl .32 that the electroos
motic flow is strongly dependent on the manner in which the
capillar! surface has been conditioned. In the absence of a
systematic procedure, the electroosmotic flow could be measured

the same day v,ith ±lO% RSD, and the day-to-day reproduc
ibilitv was =20% RSD. VVhen the capillary surface was conditioned
oroD'erly, as described previously, the single-day reproducibility
, -better than RSD, and the day-to-day reproducibility was

thaI: ±3% RSD oyer a period of 6 months.
The reliability of the model for the electroosmotic flow also

depends the method selected to eyaluatc the flow magnitude.
this vlork, several of the most common methods were

compared, including the neutral-marker method,"] the weighing
procedure,:: and the resis'ance-monitoring method." VVhen a
large pH range was inspected, the monitoring of resistance

changes G.1.e cor.ducting medium was found to be the most
:-eliable :nethod. The modifcations introduced in tins work extend
the use the resistance-monitoring method to both constant
voltage and constant current conditions. This enables the direct
comparison of reselts obtained under both conditions for the
development and evaluation of the proposed model of electroos
matie flow.

Pr'eliminarv Studies of Electl'Oosmotic Flow under Con
stant Voltage Conditions, In the constant voltage operation of
dle ]lower supply, the e'ectroosmotic flow is evaluated by means

!lee Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation,"" which relates d~e

linear velocity and the electric field strength (E) according
to

where V is applied voltage and L is the total capillary length.
The propor! onaIit)7 term, which represents the eleetroosmotic
mobility is comprised of several constants such as the
dieiectTic constant (c) and the viscosity (lJ) of the medium, the
permittivity of the vacuum (En). and the I; potentia! (1;). The
Eelrr,holtz-Smoluchowsld equation is valid when the radius of
the capillary (1') is large compared to the double-layer ::hickness

eq 6), or when the product (Kr) is much larger than 100. In
the theore]jcal derivation cf eq 7, no assumptions are made
regarding the struct'Ufe of the double layer except for the existence

a piane shear. It is implied, however, that the dielectric
constant and viscosity of the bulk solution are applicable within

double layer. It is interesting to note that when the velocity
and electric jeld vectors are in the same direction, a negative

value for; potential is required_
According to the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation, a linear

relationship between the electroosmotic velocity and fleld strength
is expected. However. when the velocity is displayed as a function
of the applied voltage (Figure 2), the slope shows a dependence
on the ccnccntration of sod:um chloride in aqueous solutions.
Therefore. :8 important to examine in more detail the effect of
concentration on each constant in the slope of the Helmholtz-
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ACS Symposium Series 416; American Ln,eml,ca"'OClecy, \Vashington, DC,
1990.

(37) Schultze,]. W.; Koppitz, F. D. Electrochim. Acta 1976,21,327-336
(38) Hab:b, M. A; Bockris, ]. O. In Comprehensive Treatise ,nCZec;!rochen,{sbYl

Bockrls, J- 0., Conway, B. E.. Yeager, E.. Eds.: Plenum
1980: VoL 1, Chapter 4.

the literature to date regarding the effect of anion type on the

development of the electroosmotic flow. Atamna et a19 observed
strong differences in the electroosmotic flow using common
sodium buffer solutions. VanOrman et a1.' found that buffers 'Nith
several different aniou types can produce the same electroosmotic
velocity, provided that the ionic strength is carefully controlled.
Green and ] orgenson JO concluded that differences anion type
are unimportant if the concentration of an inert electrolyte is at
least 3-fold higher than the concentration of the operating buffer.
Despite these prior observations, our data suggest that even
solutions of inert electrolytes with well-controlled ionic strength
exhibit a distinct influence of the anion type on the electroosmotic
flow.

In conclusion, the results presented herein clearly sustain the
possibility of predicting electroosmotic flow by modeling tbe ~

potential as a function of the logarithm of the cation concentration.
It has been shown that the capillary surface responds to the

og

Figure 4. (a) Effect of cation type on the magnitude 01 the I; potential
under constant voltage conditions at 20 kV. Aqueous solutions at
pH 9 of (L'.) LiGI, (0) KGi, and (0) NaGI. ,:b) Effect 0' anion type on
the mag1itude of the ~ potential under constant voitage conditions at
20 iN. Aqueous solutions at pH 9 of (0) NaGi, (L'.) NaBr, Nal,
(0) NaNO" and (7) NaGIO,.

b
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(35) McConnell, B. L.: Williams, K c.: Daniel, J. L.: Starton,]. H.; Irby, B. N.;
Dugger. D. 1.: Maatman, R W,j. Plzys, Chem. 1964,68,2941-2946.

log CONC~NTRATIOr\1 (mM)

Figure 3. Evaluation of dielectric constant, viscosity, and ~ potential
of aqueous sodium chloride solutions at pH 9. The ~ potential was
evaluated under constant voltage conditions at (,,) 10, (0) 20, and
(0) 30 kV.

of the double layer. It is noteworthy that several recent studies
in capillary zone electrophoresis have reached conclusions dif
ferent from those reported here. Salomon et a1.22 reported that

electroosmotic velocity increased with the hydrated radius of the
cation, whereas Atamna et aP observed the opposite behavior.
Based on our experience, the method of conditioning the capillary
surface is particularly important when the cation type is altered.
An acid wash is necessary to remove the catiollS in the immobile
region of the diffuse layer, so that they can be replaced completely
with the appropriate cation during the alkaline wash. In the
absence of this treatment, a mixed composition of cations is
obtained at the capillary surface, which compromises the reliability
and long-term reproducibility of the electroosmotic flow.

Figure 4b presents the influence of the anion type on the
magnitude of the ~ potential for aqueous solutions of sodium
chloride, bromide, iodide, nitrate, and perchlora:e. The ~ potential
varied markedly with the anion type, particularly in the low
concentration range. These results suggest that the anion is
involved, in some manner, in the development of the double-layer
structure. The exact origin of this effect is not known, however,
as there is no apparent correlation of the ~ potential with the
hydrated radius,35.36 the mobility,13 or the adsorption properties37.38

of the anion. There appears to be a great dea' of controversy in
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(8)

solution concentration in a Nemstian manner, regardless of the
electrolyie type employed. There is no apparent selectivity of the
surface toward the cation; however, the ~ potential magnitude
is afected by the anion identity. Therefore, under constant voltage
conditions, the prediction of electroosmotic flow is restricted by
the ionic character of the electrolyte system.

Preliminary Studies of Electroosmotic Flow under Con
stant Current Conditions. In order to describe electroosmotic
110w under constant current conditions, Ohm's law must be
incorporated into the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation (eq 7):

EEO~ Rl
vosm --ryL

where R is the resistance of the medium, I is the applied current,

and all other v<L";ables are previously defined. The resistance is

given by

0.30...1

(!J.A)

Figure 5. Effect of arion type on 'he electroosmotio velooty under
consta1t current conditions. Aqueous solutions at pH 9 with 3 mM
conoentratlon of (0) NaCI, (f",) NaBr. and (0) NaNOs.

(9)

By combinbg eqs 8-10, the following expression results:

ments in phosphate buffer solutions at pH 9 (where the highly
charged PO,"- and HP04'- species predominate over H,PO,- and

H3P04), with increasing amounts of sodium chloride. Wnen the
concentration of sodium chloride exceeds the concentration of
the buffer salts, the electroosmOlic velocity approaches that of a

sodium chloride saludan.
The studies under constant current conditions have shown that

the ion-selective behavior of the capillary surface applies to strong
electrolytes as well as to buffer systems. In buffers, however,
the differences in charge and mobility of the individual species
must he masked by addition of an excess of a singly charged.
strong electrolyte. Therefore, under carefully controlled experi
mental conditions, the proposed model of electroosmotic flow can
be explored in more detail to represent the behavior of complex
buffer systems.

Validation of the Ion-Selective Model. The effects of pH
and composition of phosphate buffer solutions were examiEed
separately under constant current conditions. These solutions
were prepared i:l such a way that the ratio of sodium from sodium
chloride and the sodium buffer salt was maintained constant and
equal to unity. For a constant concentration of sodium, sho''-'TI
for a representative case in Figure 7a, the electroosmotic velocity

increased nonlineady from pH 4 to 10. The pH affects the

CLRRENT (;tA)

Figure 6. Effeot of the raiio of Na(NaCI) to Na(buffar salts) on
electroosmotic velocity under constant current conditions for phos
phate buffer solutions at pH 9 with 10 rnM tota: sodium concentra
tion: ("') 0:10, (0) 5:5. (0) 5.5:3.5. and (f",) 10:0.

(10)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the capillary and k is t'le
conducti,ity of :he solution. The conductivity is related to t1e
electrophoretic mobility (p.) of the individual ionic species as

follows:

Equation 11 oredicts a linear relationship between electroosmotic
velocity and the applied current The influences of the capillary
dimensions, solutior. properties, and surface characteristics are
clearly evident in the derivation of eq II.

According to eq 11, the electrophoretic mobility is one of the
intrinsic characteristics of the electrolyte that is expected to affect
the electroosmotic velocity. To examine the extent of this effect,
the electroosmotie velocities of sodium nitrate and sodium
bromide solutions were measured in reference to sodium chloride
solutions. .\itrate and bromide are the anions whose solutions

vestnted the greatest difference in electroosmotie behavior in
the previous study under constant voltage conditions. The
electroosmotic velocity unde::- constant current conditions, sno\VIl

in Figure 5, varied linearly with the applied current and seems to
be independent of the type of anion. Therefore, it is valid to
conclude that the differences in anion mobility23 were not suf
ficiently large to affect the electroosmotic velocity under the
experimental conditions employed in this work

A'?: Showll. in eq 11, another means to affect the eleetroosmotic
flow is by alte:ing the charge of the electrolyte. This is particularly
impOliant wten studying the electroosmotic behavior of more
complex electrolytes such as buffer systems, where several species
with different charge alod -nobility are likely to be present.
However, by addition of a substantial anlount of a singly charged,
str0R\; electrolyte, The electroosmotic velocity of the buffer solution
caD be controlled. Figure 6 shows the results of flow measure--
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probability integral or error function (erf), which is sigmoidal in
shape::l9
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Figure 8. Comparison of experimental data with the ion-selec:iv8
model fa' I; potential as a function of pH from 4 to 10 and total sodium
concentration from 5 to 15 mM (bottom to top data sets). The
individual 1;0 term and iogarithmic activity term from eq 'i 2 are shown
separately in the top and bottom curves, respectively, with their
summation in the center curves. Experimental conditions as given
in Figure 7.

a
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1
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Figure 7. (a) Effect of pH on electroosmotic velocity under constant
current conditions tor phosphate bufter solutions with 10 mM total
sodium concentration and 1:1 ratio of Na(NaCI) io Na(bufter salts):
(A) pH 4, (_) 5, (e) 6, (7) 7, (0) 8, (C) 9, and (,,) 10. (b) Eftect of
total sodium concentration on electroosmotic velocity under constant
current conditions for phosphate bufter solutions at pH 7 with 1:1 ratio
of Na(NaCI) to Na(bufter salts) (0) 5, (,,) 7.5, (_) 10, (D) 12.5, and
(v) 15 mM.

The potential til is mathematically described by a Gaussian

electroosmotic flow by influencing the extent of ionization of the

silica surface and, thus, altering the surface potential. When the
pH is much lower than the pK, of the silica surface, extensive

protonation of the silanol groups occurs, which reduces the charge

density in the double layer. Consequently, the ~ potential is
lowered and the electroosmotic flow decreases. A change in the

elec:rolyte concentration produced the opposite effect, as il

lustrated for a representative case in Figure 7b. For a constant
value of pH, which defines a constant surface potential, the

electroosmotic velocity decreased proportionately with the total

sodium concentration from 5 to 15 mM. As the concentration of
the bulk solution increases, compression of the double layer
occurs, and the electroosmotic flow decreases.

The combined effects of pH and composition of the buffer
solution on the magnitude of the t potential are illustrated in
Figure 8, These experimental data were fit to an equation
analogous to that describing the ion-selective behavior of glass

membranes (eq 3):

~ = ~o + slope log(aH + (12)

(13)

The parameters Aoand Boare related to the mean and standard

deviation of the distribution, The parameter CI) confers the height

to the sigmoidal curve, and the parameter Do provides the

displacement in the ~ potential axis, The unknown parameters

of eqs 12 and 13 were searched numerically, and the best fit was
determined by means of the least-squares method.':O The mag

nitudes of these parameters as well as the sum of the squared
residuals (SSE) are presented in Table 1. The statistical evaluation

of the ion-selective model is summarized in Table 2. Within the
experimental range of buffer pH and composition, the model

predicts with good accuracy the ~ potential and, hence, the

electroosmotic velocity,
To understand the physical basis of this model, it is instructive

to interpret separately the contribution of each term in eq 12, The

logarithmic term, which represents the ion-selective behavior of

the surface, is shown in the bottom part of Figure 8. At very low

(39) Spanier, J,; Oldbam, K An A.tlas of Funeti01!S: Hemisphere Publishing
Corp.: DC, 1987.

(40) Devore, J L ProbabililJ' and 5tal1:,I1'" jOt· Engineerlng ,21,d
ea,; Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.: Monterey, CA, 1987.
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52,302-31l.
(45) Rutgers, A J.: De Smd, M. Trans. Faraday Soc. 1945.41, 758- 77l.
(46) Hunter, R l; H. J. Coiloid Interface Sci. 1971, 37, 564-580
:47) Churaev, N. v.; r Sobolev, V. D.; Derjaguin, B. ·V.]. CoNoid

Interface Sci. 1981,84,451-460.
(48) Tadros, T. F.; Lyidema,]. j. Electroollat. L'hem_ 1968, 17, 267-275.

(49) Hair, M. L.; Hertl. '01.]. Phys. Chern. 1970. 74.91-94
(50) Strazhesko, D. SLre.lko, V. B.: Belyakov, V. \.; Rubanik. S. C. I
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(51) Ong, S.; Zhao, x.: Eisenthal, K B. (fum. Lett. 1992. 191.
(52) Nawrocki,], Chromatographia 1991, 31.
(53) Nawrocki, J. Czromatflgraphia 1991. 19:~-205.

The ion-selective model in eq 12, when applied to the
phosphate buffer system. gIves a slope of 44.4 mV per 10-fold
change in concentration. It is noteworthy that a slope 01' 43.7 mV
was observed In the studies with pure electrolyte systems (Figure
3). The influence of electrolyte concentration on the I: potential
of silica surfaces has been the subject of many studiesC-~' and

there is substantial evidence to support the departure of the slope
from the value of 59 mV expected for ideal Nernstlan behavior.
Several models have been proposed to account for this phenom
enon, where the rate of change of the I: potential with the
logarithm of concentration (dVd00g C)) is correlated with
important parameters of the double layer. An explanation
proposed by Hunter and Wrigh(4b is that conductance at the silica
surface alters the surface charge density. such that the classical
equations23 describing the potential profile in the double layer are
no longer strictly applicable. 111is concept is further supported
by the theoretical model of Lyklema,'",48 who postulated the
cxistence of an amorphous gel layer at the silica surface in which
the potential is affected by the degree of penetration of certain
cations.

The ion-selective behavior of the surface alone, as represented
by the second term of eq 12, is not sufficient to explain the
sigmoidal contour of the experimental data. It is the first tenn,
~o, that imparts this feature to the ~ potential curve, as demon
strated in the top part of Figure 8. Among the IIlany possible
mathematicallunctions with sigmoidal shape,39 the error function
was chosen because of its physical meanIng. Another way to
interpret the ~ potential CUrve as a function of pH is to recognize
that it represents a titration curve of the addic sites at the silica
surface. 111e acidic sites are assumed to be silanol groups in
slightly differing environments. whose abundance is normally
distributed_ The inflection point of the titration curve gives an
overall pK, that is representative of the average acidity of the
surface. The experimentally detennined pK" of 5.9 is in good
agreement with previously reported values for silica IT.aterials
detennined by electrophoretic,J2-'" spectroscopic,'" and potentio
metric methods. A more detailed inspection of Figure 8,
however, reveals that the expedmcntal data appear to di"erge
somewhat from the model in the viclnily of pH 8-10. This
behavior, which is statistically significant and reproducible, may
be indicative ofa second distinct type of addic sIte. The e,istence
of multiple types of addie sites at silica surfaces has been
postulated by several research groups.27.51-53 Ine present model
may be readily extended to consider multiple siles in eq 13, with
better correspondence to the experimental data.

The modeling of the response of the capillary surface as an
ion-selective membrane leads to interesting observations. For
instance, inspection of FIgure 8 reveals that all curves tend toward
the same point as the I: potential approaches zero. At this point.

parameter value parameter value

Au - 0.86 slope 44.4
Bn 5.11 kpot 0.22
Ct 33.2 SSE 247
Dc 59.7

Ph,mg, s.; S·,eel. B. J. Anal. Cheffl. 1972. 44. 2230~2232.
\Vi;S02. Haikalc:., E.; Kivaio. P. Anal. Cht'm. Acta 1975, 74,395-410.

pH. be I: pOlental responds exclusively to the logarithm of the
hydrogen ion acti"ily As the pH increases, the contribution of
sodium 10 the overall potential increases dramatically and pre
dominates shortly after pH 4. This behavior is attributed in part
to the relative magnitude of the hydrogen and sodium ion activily,
but primarily to the magnitude of the potentiometric constant.
According to the proposed model kpOl carries infonnation on the
exchange equilibrium between sodium and hydrogen ions at the

plane of shear. The value 0.22 is appreciahly higher than the
potentiometric constant of a pH-sensing glass electrode (kPOL =
10-''-10- 13)''26 and, indeed, more closely approximates that of a
sodium-selective glass electrode (kP'" = 2.5 x 1O-L O.55).26.41.'2

This result suggests that buth hydrogen and sodium ions

contl1:xlte significantly to the transport of charge across the plane
of shear.

Tabie 2. Comparison of the Experimentally Determined
~ Potent~a~ with Values Calculated from the Ion-Selec-
tive Moder

, potential (mV)

ai' (M) a,,,(M) exptl caleca %errorb

x 4.63 x 10-3 -35.7 ± 1.2 -38.5 -7.8
x 6.84 x 10-3 -306 ± 1.1 -316 -3.3

1.52 x 10-4 9.00 x 10-3 -27.3 ± 0.75 -26.6 2.6
1.51 x 1.11 x 10-2 -25.7 ± 0.68 -22.7 12

x 1O-.j 1.32 X 10-'2 -23.3 ± 0.42 -195 16
2.19 x x 10- 3 -463 ± 1.3 -47.9 -3.5

x x 10-:6 -36.8 ± 1.5 -407 -11
900 x 10- 3 -32.8 ± 0.94 -35.2 -7.3

x 10-.') 1.11 X 10-' -31.1 ± 0.77 -311 0.0
1.50 x 1.32 x 10-2 -28.5 ± 0.85 -27.8 2.5
1.55 x 10-6 4.63 x 10-3 -78.7 ± 2.3 -74.8 5.0
1.50 x 10-6 6.84 X 10-:1 -70.5 ± 1.8 -67.3 4.5
V;S x 9.00 X 10-3 -64.2 ± 2.1 -62.0 3.4

x 10-6 1.11 X 10-2 -56.3 ± 2.3 -57.9 -2.8
x 10-'; 1.32 x 10-2 -53.6 ± 2.9 -54.6 -1.9

1.B3 x 10-7 4.63 X 10-3 -100.3 ± 1.6 -99.6 7.0
x 10-7 6.84 x 10-; -89.7 ± 1.5 -92.1 -2.7

1.39 x 9.00 x 10-3 -85.0 ± 1.5 -86.8 -2.1
1.27 x 10-7 1.11 x 10-:1 -81.6 ± 1.5 -82.7 -1.3
1.35 x 1.0-7 X 10-2 -77.3±1.8 -2.7

x 10-8 x 10-: -107.5 ± 1.6 1.6
x 10-8 684 x 10--:; -99.9 ± 1.4 -98.3 1.6
x 10--5 9.30 X 1O-. , -93.7 ± 13 -93.0 0.75
x 1.11 x 10-2 -87.6 ± 1.2 -88.9 -1.5
x 10-8 132 x 10-2 -81.0 ± 1.2 -856 -5.7

3.72 x 4.63 x 10'''( -1008 ± 2.8 -106.2 -5.4
x :0-9 6.84 x 10-1 -967 ± 1.5 -98.7 -2.1
x 9.00 x 10-; -91.6 ± 1.6 -93.4 -2.0
x 1.11 x 10-2 -87.8 ± 2.0 -89.3 -1.7
x 10-9 1.32 x 10-2 -83.7 ± 2.4 -86.0 -2.7

10 x 10-)(1 4.63 x 10-:; -110.4 ± 2.1 -106.2 3.8
x lO-H 6.84 X 10-3 -102.3 ± :2.1 -98.7 3.5
x 10-1' 9.00 X 10-3 -96.8 ± 1.9 -93.4 3.5
x 10-:0 1.11 x 10- 2 -93.4 ±2.0 -89.3 4.4

1.32 x 10-2 -89.4 ± 1.7 -86.0 3.8

given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Mon..Selective Model
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the double layer has collapsed to an infinitesimally thin layer of
ions, and the electroosmotic flow ceases. The pH corresponding
to the point where the ~ potential reaches zero is known as the
point of zero charge (PZC). For colloidal silica, the PZC is
believed to occur approximately at pH 2.5,'3.47 which is in good
agreement with that predicted from this model. It is necessary
to emphasize that caution must be exercised in the physical
interpretation and application of the model beyond this point. The
model predicts positive values for the ~ potential and, hence, a
reversal of electroosmotic flow at pH values less than the PZC.
For this to occur in practice, a layer of cations would have to
adsorb specifically at the silica surface, thereby reversing its
charge.

CONCLUSIONS
The prediction of electroosmotic flow in capillary zone elec

trophoresis under both constant voltage and constant current
conditions has been successfully achieved through the develop
ment of a simple but physically meaningful model. The proposed
model is based on the evaluation of the ~ potential as a function
of the buffer composition in a manner analogo'"s to that which
describes the ion-selective behavior of glass membranes. The ~

potential, together with the dielectric constant and viscosity of

3696 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 20, October 15, 1995

the buffer solution, can then be used to calculate the e]ectroos
motic velocity from the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation. 11,e

model has been fully supported by experimental data in the pH
range from 4 to 10, which is most useful in capiilary zone
electrophoresis, resulting in -3% error in the estimation of the
electroosmotic velocity.
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Capillary Electrophoresis Study of the Hydrolysis
of a p-Lactamase Inhibitor
George Okalo,t Paul Cutler,t David J. Knowles,* and Patrick Camilleri*,t

SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, The Fry/he, Welwyn, Herts AL69AR, u.K., and SmithKline Beecham
Pharmaceuticals, Brockham Park, Betchworth, Surrey RH3 7AJ, UK.

(5R)-6(Z)-[ (1-Methyl-1 ,2,3-triazol-4-yl)methyJene]pen
em-3-carbo"..ylic acid monohydrate (BRL 42715) is a
potent fi-Iactamase inhibitor. We report a study on the
hydrolysis of the four-membered Jactam ring of this
compound mediated either by Tris buffer or by Tem-2
p-Iactamase. both studies free-zone capillary electro
phoresis proved to be ideal in the identification of the
products of reaction, the interpretation of the mechanism
ofhydrolysis, and the determination of kinetic parameters
and stoichiometry.

P-Lactam antibiotics are commonly used in the treatment of
bacte1ial intections. However, the elaboration of hydrolytic

enzymes (,8-1actam3.ses) by many bacterial pathcgens renders

many such 8.ntibiotics ineffective in the clinical environment. TIle

discovery o£.B-lactamasE inhibitors, such as clavulanic acid,1-.11ed
to the successful development of a variety of antibiotic/inhibitor

combinations for therapeutic use"-' The majority of known
p-iactamase inhibitors, i:JC!uding all those used clinically, contain

characlcistic four-membered p-Iactam ring and act as suicide
inhibitors; c:eavage of the !J-Iactam amide bond give~ rise to a
stably inhibited enzymf' species, acylated on the active site serine.

Such inhibitors frequently exhibit branched kinetic pathways with

appreciable turnover (acylation/deacylation) before the stably
inhibited enzyme species is trappedG- S

More recently, a novel class of p-lactamase inhibitors, the

6-(substituted methylene) penems, have been reported" One
sich inhibitor, BRL 42715 [(5R)-(Z)-6-(lme.hyl-1,2,3-tJiazol-4-yl)

methylene]peneo-3-earboxylic acid], is highly potent with an initial

stoichiometry of inhibition ofTem-2 ;3-lactamase of 1:1. Regenera

lion of active enzyme has been found to be slow and incomplete,
suggesting l~artitioning of the inhibited enzyme to give a very
stable inactivated species. 10

One of the simplest methods commonly usee to follow a

reaction i:1 solution is to monitor directly changes in the ultraviolet

absorbance of either a reactant or a product with time." ,u This

methodology is especially useful when the reaction followed is

first order or pseudo first order, and lhere Is no interference due

to absorbance by other species. In cases where it is not possible

to choose an appropriate wavelength to follow a reaction due either

to more than one absorbing species in a reaction mixture or to

consecutive reactions, the change in concentration-time profile

of reactants and products is commonly detennined using high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)"U4 wit" UV detec

tion. This separation technique is reliable and is ideal wher

relatively hydrophobic and neutral molecules are involved.

The more recently introduced analytical technique of capi:bry
electrophoresis (CE) 1',16 is complementary to HPLC. CE can be

most effective in providing high resolution of both neutrdl and

ionic species when used in the micellar electrokinetic capillary

electrophoresis (MECC) or free-zone electrophoresis modes,

respectively. This technique can also be fast, allowing more

frequent sampling during the time course of a reaction. lt is also

allows tbe decay or formation of both simple and much more
complex molecules to be monitored simultaneously.

We now report the use of free-zone CE to study the mechanism

of hydrolysis of the p-laclam ring of BRL-42715 catalyzed either

by tJis(hydroxymetllyl)arninomcthane (Tris) or by Tem-2 P-lac

tamase. Unlike conventional direct UV spectral analysis, our

investigations have allowed the simultaneous analysis of BRr,

42715, enzyme, intennediates, and products with high resolution
and low sample consumption.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Buffer constituents used in capillmy and gel

electrophoresis were of Analar grade and were purchased from

BDH (Lutterworth, L.K) and from Sigma (poole, UK) BRL

42715 and the dihydmthiazepine derivative BRL 44516 were
supplied by the Medicinal Chemistry Depa11ment at SmithKline

(10) Farmer, T. H.; Page,.J. W.]. Payne, D. J: Knowles. D.]. C. Biochem. I, in
press.

(11) Jencks. W. P. Catalysis in. Chemistry and Enzymology: McGraw Hill: New York .
1969: Chapter 1L
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Beecham. Tem-2 j3-1actamase (75% protein by weight) from
Escherichia coli was obtained from Porton as a white lyophilized

powder containing potassium phosphate.
Equipment. The CE system consisted of a Beckman P/ ACE

Model 5000 equipped with an autosampler. diode array detector,
and temperature-eontrolled sampler carousel equilibrated at 20
cC. The conditions used in the study of the reaction of BRl42715

with Tris were as follows: capillary, 27 em )( 50 urn i.d. untreated
fused-silica capillary (effective iength, 20 em); buffer, 20 mM

sodium phosphate, pH 7.30; separation voltage, 10 kV; detection,
UV absorbance at a wavelength of 200 nm; temperature, 37 "C;
sample introduction, 1 s hydrodynamic pressure (0.5 psi) injection

of the reaction solution. The hydrolysis of BRl 42715 by Tem-2
was studied under the following CE conditions: capillary, 24 em

x 50 !lffi Ld. (effective length, 17 em) untreated fused-silica

capiliary; buffer, 20 mM sodium dihydrogen phosphate, pH 7.3;
detection, UV absorbance, 200 nm; applied -JOltage, gradient
voltage separation of 1 kV min -] over 15 min; temperature, 22

'C; san1ple, the Tem-2/BRl 42715 1:1 complex was injected

hydradynamically as before.
Isoeleetric Focusing (IEf). Samples were focused on

precast agarose gels (FMC Bioproducts) against an ampholyte

pH gradient covering the pI range 3.0-10.0 at 1.5 kV, 20 rnA, 25
W for 30 min at 9"C. Protein bands were 'nsualized by staining
by either Coomassie Blue or silver stain. The gels were loaded

with 10 I"g of protein per track (unless otherwise stated). A
reference sample of proteins of defined pIs (Ph"rmacia LKB) was
run on each gel, and the banding patterns were compared by eye.

Hydrolysis of BRL 42715 Mediated by Tris. BRl 42715
(1.28 mg, 4.21 i<lnol) was dissolved in an aliquot of 80, 300, 450,

or 600 mM Tris (pH 9.54, equilibrated at 20 'C) to give a final

concentration of 4.96 mM. The solution was then immediately
transfered to a plastic vial and analyzed by CE ct 20 min intervals

for a total time of 300 min.
The reaction product was isolated as follows: solid Tris (9.6

mg, 79.3 !<fiol) was dissolved in a glass vial containing distilled
water (1 mL). The solution was adjusted to pH 9.54 using dilute
HCI before transfer to another vial containing BRl42715 (10 mg,

32.9 ,umol). An aliquot (200I"L) of t'1e solution was immediately
placed in a CE vial and the reaction monitored by CE until the
inhibitor had been consumed. After 2 h, the resulting solution

was acidified by the addition of 1.0 M HCI (200I"L) and then
evaporated to dryness (Genevac centrifugal evaporator). The

residue was extracted ffiice with methanol (2 x 500 mL) and dried
in a stream of N, gas. The structure of the resulting solid was
cl1en determined by proton and "c NMR and mass spectrometric
analysis: H (400 MHz; D,O) <5 7.82 (lH, C~CH), 7.58 (lH,
NCI-I~C), 6.38 (lH, SCH~C). 584 (lH, SCH), 4-4.1 (2H,

OCH,C), ~4.00 (3H, CH1), 3.4 (3 x 2H, CH20); C (100 MHz; D20)

c\ 171.25 (C~O), 17105 (C~O), 153.06 (RC~), 144.98 (NHC~),

141.55 (~C(NH)carboxylic), 126.78 ':NC~), 112.46 (SC~), 109.67
(R~C-carboxylic), 68.16 (C 0 (Tris moiety). 65.78 (CH,OH), 58.63

(C(NH2)), 44.42 (OCO), 3938 C\fCH). FAB (nitrobenzylalcohol
matrix), m/z 386 (M + H)~.

Tem-2 .8-Lactamase-Mediated Hydrolysis ofBRL 42715,
BRl42715 (0.86 mg, 2.83 mmol) was dissolved in a volume (27.2
mL) of 5 mM Tris buffer adjusted to pH 7 using dilute HCI to
give a final concentration of 104 ,uM. An aliquot (104 ,uL,

representing 10.8 nmal of inhibitor) of solution was then trans
ferred to a CE vial and allowed to equilibrated to 30 "C \vithin the
Beckman P/ ACE sample tray. A separate Tlis solution containing
1 molar equiv (0.40 mg, 10.8 nmol dissolved in 104 mL of Tris
buffer) of Tem-2 fJ-lactamase, preincubated at 30 'C, was also
prepared. Both the enzyme and the .inhibitor solutions were then
mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer before incubation at 30°C
and CE analysis. The reaction was sampleti every 60 min for 24
h and then finally after 48 h.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed mechanism of action of BRl 42715 with Tern

fJ-Iactamase is the rapid formation of an acyl enzyme species. At
low inhibitor/enzyme ratios, free enzyme is slowly regenerated. iO

Spectroscopic data suggest that the reaction proceeds via the
formation of the seven-membered dihydrothiazepine, BRL 44156,17
as was shown uneqnivocally for the interaction of BRL 42713 with
K1 p-lactamase. 18 The interaction of a 20-fold molar excess of
BRl42715 to Tern fJ-lactamase led to irreversible inhibition.'s The
amino acid residue participating 19 in the acylation of the maln
p-lactamases is serine-70. The possible involvement of the
stronger alkoxide rlUcleophile rather than the hydroxy group of
this amino acid may be related to the fact that a common feature
present around the serine-70 active site is a lysine residne (Lys
73 or Lys 83 in class A and class C enzymes, respectively). 111e
facile protonation of the amino group of lysine can stabilize a
zwilterionic form where the negative charge lies on the allwxide
form of serine-70. As a simple model for the interaction of BRl
42715 with p-lactamase, we studied the reaction of this compound
with TIis. The nature of the product of reaction provides

information on whether one of the hydroxyl groups (in the neutral
or anionic form) or the amino group is involved in nucleophilic
attack. The alternative products are the dihydrothiazcpine deriva
tives 2 and 4, respectively. We have nsed free-zone capillary
electrophoresis to distingnish between these two possible products
and the free acid BRl44516, using the expected charge density
differences of these species at alkaline pH.

....N-N: "

"~t:
HN-<

HO 0

R = OCH,C(CH,OHj,NH, (2)
BRL 44156, R = OH (3)
R = NHCH,CHICH,OHh (4)

Fignre 1 shows typical electropherograms of samples from a
reaction of BRl42715 (4.96 mM) dissolved in Tris buffer (600

0.: Clarlier, P.;Frere,
R. Biochem.]. 1988.

(14) Vl8rtin, :\1. T.: PJ1geles, T. S.: Sug"asawara, R: Puna:l, N.1.: Napper, A. D.:

)arsley, Vl.J.; Sanchez. RL; Booth, P.: Titmas. R. C.lAm Chern. Soc. 1994,
116. 6508~6512.

(1;-)) Jorgenson, J. IN.: Lukacs. K D. Anal, Chem. 199L 63, 802-807.
(16) Camilleri. P., Ed. Capilla:r:/ Electrophoresis: Theory and Practice: eRe

Boca Raton, FL, 1993.
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Figure 3. Linear plot of the dependence of the first-order rate
ccnstant, k, fm the hydrolysis of BRL 42715 with Trls concenirahon.
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Figure Eleolrophero;Jrams shoWing the hydrolys',s of BRL 42715
(1) to form the Tris adduct (2) as the major product and BRL 44156
(3) after (a) 1. (bl 22, and (0) 60 min. The Identity of BRL 44156 was
confirmed from migration time and diode array characteristics of an
authentic sample.

mM) at pH 9.54. aJter incubating at 20 ,(, Under these conditions
Tris (01(, 8.1) is largely neutral, comigrating with mesityl oxide
(data not shown). BRL 42715 migrates after the electroosmotic
front due to its negative charge density. At longer times of
reaction, BRL 44156 is seen as a minor product. This molecule
eanies h'lQ negative charges so that it migrates well after BRL

42715. The formation of BRL 44156 is due to attack by hydroxide
anions. The major product of this reaction was found ro be the
Tris adduct 2 and not 4. The structure of 2 was confirmed by
condccting the reaction on a larger scale (see Experimental
Secticn) and NMR and MS analysis.

The migration time of 2 is also consistent with a molecule that
is zwitterionic in rharacter. As expected, the rate of reaction of
BI\L Q715 with excess Tris follows first-order kinetics (Figure

Figure 4. Isoelectic focusing gel showing the appearan.ce of a
second more acidic band due to thE presence of the ,B-Iactamase
BRL 42715 adduct.

2). Rate constams, determined from the plots in Figure 2. were
plotted against the Tris concentration to give the linear relationship
Cr, 0.998) shown in Figure 3. The line passes through the origin:
the bimolecular reacticn of BRL 42715 with Tris is muer. faster
than with specific base at the much ~1.igher concentrations 0: buffer
used in these experimr::nts_ The 10lmation of 2 indicates that onc
of the oxygen atoms of Tris is a stronger nncleophile toward the
carbonyl group on the j3-lactam ring of BRL 42715 than the more
basic amine nitrogen. This in turn almost certainly signifies that
the nucleophile is not the bydroxyl moiety but the oxygen anion
in the ZiNitterionic fom1 of Tris, that is (!)NH3C(CHzOHhCHzO-
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clearly show that, besides the lysine residues mentioned earlier,
Arg 244 is close in space to Ser 70, the amino acid involved in
the acylation by BRJA2715.

Because of the encouraging results obtained using capillary
electrophoresis to follow the reaction of BRL 42715 ,,"th Tris, we
used this technique to study the hydrolysis of the complex of this
drug with Tem-2 fJ-lactamase. 111e formation of this complex can
be seen from isoelectric focusing as shown in Figure 4. 11,e IEF
pattern for TEM-2 fJ-lactamase indicates a major band with an
apparent plof approximately 5.8. On addition of BRL 42715 at a
ratio of either 1:1 or 1:20, an extra, more acidic band is generated.
This results from interaction of the drug with the enzyme leading
to the generation of a more acidic species (Scheme 1). Although
the IEF results are good evidence for the formation of an enzyme
inhibitor complex, analysis by this technique is slow and not
quantitative. Moreover, this technique does not allow monitoring

of BRL 44516 (3), the seven-membered ring product of hydrolysis.
Free-zone CE was found to offer very clear advantages over

rEF and has allowed the simultaneous monitoring with time of
the disappearance of the BRL 42715-inhibitor complex and the
appearance both of free enzyme and of BEL 44516 (3). As the
three analytes are negatively charged at the pH of this study, they
all migrate after the electroosmotic front The order of migration
can also be interpreted from expected charge densities. Thus,
assuming that the volumes of enzyme and enzyme-inhibitor
complex are of similar magnitude, the charge densiti of the latter
is larger than that afthe enzyme alone. The considerably longer

migration time of BRL 44516 is due to its much smaller volume
and the two negative charges carried by this molecule. Electro
pherograms obtained at three time intervals are shown in Figure
5. For an equimolar molar ratio ofTem-2 and BRL 42715, no free
enzyme or drug was observed at the start of the reaction. This

observation is in line with 1:1 stoichiometry. The kinetic profile
for the interaction of BRL 42715 with Tem-2 is given in Figure 6.
From the time-response curves it was found that the half-lives

0.0 +--__,-_--.__,-__,-__,-_----,--'-

F;gure 6. Area-time profiles showing the decay of ihe enzyme
drug complex and the formation of free enzyme and SRL 44156.
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(-). Such differences have been reported20 previously for hy

droxylamine where the overall reacti\~ty of this molecule has been
fouud to be more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of

an amine of comparable basicity. The mecharism of hydrolysis
of BRJA2715 catalyzed by Tris is in agreement with recent studies
on the inactivation of fi-Iactamase21 by BRJA2715. Both these
studies and the X-ray structure" of a closely related ,B-lactamase

Scheme 1

Figure 5. Capillary electrophoresis analysis of he decomposition
of the (!-Iactamase-BRL 42715 complex to give free enzyme and
BRL 44156 after (a) 30, (b) 240, and (0) 660 min of reaction. Insets
show the relative proportior:s of the free enzyme and the enzyme
drug complex on an expanded time scale. The labels 1, 2, and 3
refer '0 free enzyme, enzyme-BRL 42715 complex, and BRL 44156,
respectively.

(20) j-encks, W. P.; Caniuolo.
(21) 3ulychev, A.; Massova, L:

1995,117,4797-4801.

Chem. Soc. 1960, 82, 178~ 184.
S. A: Mobashery, S. j. Am. Chem. Soc. (22) Jelsch, c.; Moumey, L.; Masson, l M: Sama'11a,J. P. Proteins: Struct

Gene'. 1993, 16,364-371.
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for the disappearance of the TEM-2 ,B-lactamase inhibitor complex

and the appearance of free TEM-2 ,B-lactamase and the hydrolysis
product BRi 44516 are both of the order of about 170 min, again
confirming a 1:1 stoichiometry.

CONCLUSION

We have successfully used free-zone CE to determine some
of the kinetic parameters for the reaction of BRL-42715 (3

j3-lactamase inhibitor) with either Tris or Tem-2 ,B-Iactamase. The
acquisition of data using this analytical technique was found to
be fast, compared to other more common electrophoretic tech
niques such as IEF. Moreover, the methodology developed
a!lowed the facile and simultaneous determination of changes in

the concentration of both simple and more complex analyles with
time.
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Cl:779-Cl:

Analytical magnetapheresis is a technique for analyzing
magnetic particles in suspension. The magnetically sus
ceptible particles form a deposition pattern from the
suspending medium under carefully controlled flow and
magnetic field conditions. This technique was used to
determine the effective magnetic volumetric susceptibility,
6.X, of human lymphocytes labeled with an iron-rich
protein, ferritin. Dynabeads ~450, monodisperse poly
meric beads doped with magnetite, ofa diameter 4.5 pm,
close to that of human lymphocytes, were used as a
reference. The experiment showed au almost complete
deposition of ferritin-labeled lymphocytes at an average
flow velocity of 0.28 mm/s, a representative magnetic field
of 1.67 T, and a magnetic field gradient of 2.57 T/mm.
The calculated 6.X was (2.92 ± 0.24) x 1O-6ISI] (ferritin
labeled lymphocytes), and the corresponding number of
ferritin molecules per lymphocyte was (1.75 ± 0.44) x
107 • In comparison, an almost complete deposition of
the Dynabeads was observed at a much higher average
flow velocity, 15 mmls, a much lower field, 0.164 T, and
a much lower field gradient, 0.025 T/mm. These results
corresponded to a much higher 6.[ = 0.245IS1] (Dyna
beads M450). These results offer important guidelines
in evaluating the use offerritin as a soluble magnetic cell
label.

Magnetic separation has played an important role in the

malllfactnring and mining industries since the nineteenth cen
turyl Only recently has it been introduced to the life sciences,
where it has been grov.ing in popularity in the past decade, in
particular as a technique for cell separation.

'
-6 Compared to other

more conventional methods of cell separation, magnetic separation
is relatively simple and fast The static magnetic field does not
interfere with the movement of ions and charged solutes in

.'i.cldress correspondence to this author. Telephone: (216) 445-9330. FAX:
(216) 444-9198. E-mail zboro"'@'.me.r;'c;cf."rg.

Department of Biomedical
Departments of Clinical
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s Department of Chemical Engineering, The Ohio State University.
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303.
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aqueous solutions (at low flow rates) as does the electric field.
Furthermore, the large differences between magnetic permeabili
ties of the magnetic and nonmagnetic materials can be exploited
in developing highly selective separation methods. This high
selectivity can be achieved with other separation methods only
through extensive and costly instrumentation development.

Industrial magnetic separators are typically cbailenged by
ferromagnetic particles. Almost all biological material, however,
such as proteins, DNA, and cells. are either diamagnetic or slightly
paramagnetic and therefore require a magnetic support for
separation.? Notable exceptions are erythrocytes and magneto
tactic bacteria because of their high iron content.7- 9 Diamagnetic
substances are characterized by a negative magnetic susceptibililY,
X, whereas paramagnetic substances have a positive magnetic
susceptibility. The magnetic support is provided either by
particulate suspension of large polymeric particles doped with
magnetite or by solutions or colloidal suspension of paramagnetic
compounds.

The application of large magnetic particles as a magnetic
support evolved from particle-based immunoassays and tests1Wll

Polymeric particles or beads are rendered magneticclly susceptible
by doping the polymer with magnetite. The ma",011etic susceptibility
of such particles, typically of the order of XI' = 10-' is!], is several
orders of magnitnde higher than the net magnelic susceptibility
of deoxygenated erythrocytes in aqueous medium, 5.17 x 10-",7

(The Sl unit system and the volumetric magnetic susceptibility,
X, are used throughout this study unless othel'Nise indicated. If
X' is in em cgs units, then X[S!] = 4nx'[em cgs].) The magnetic

suscephbility of the aqueous medium (water) is = -9.05 X

10-6 (diamagnetic) 7.13 The diameter of the magnetic beads is of

the order of 1 I'm, and the beads have functionalized surfaces
allowing for conjugation with antibodies. The combination of a
large surface area and the magnetic susceptibility of the dispersed
solid phase dramatically decreases the assay time and simplifies
the separation steps14 These large magnetic par6cles are rapidly
displaced from a solution, even by relatively weak magnetic fields
and low gradients, typically 0.1 T and 10 Tim, respectively.

(7) Graham, M. D.]. Phys., Colloq. 1984, 45 (Suppl. au
784.

(8) Okazaki, M.; Maeda, N.; Shiga, T. Experier.tia 1986, 42. B42-84.3.
(9) Meldrum, F. c.; Mann, S.; Heywood, B. R; Frankel, R. E.: Bazylinski, D. A.

Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. B 1993, 251, 231-236.
(10) Bangs, L. B.]. lrdern. Fed. Clin. Chem. 1991. 2, 188-1~J::J.

(11) Vaccaro, D. E. Amer, Biotechr.ol. Lab. 1990,8, 30-35.
(12) Gee, A. P.; Mansour, V.; Weiler, M.]. Immunogen. 1989, 16, 10:3-115.
(13) eRG Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 67th \\Teast, R. c., Ed.: eRe

Press: Boca Raton. FL, 1986: p E-123.
(14) (u'7enl P"olo<:oisin lmm,u""iogy; Colig;an,j.E:., Eiui'30e.,k,,"L M, 'VIargu:ie3.

D. R., Shevach, E. M., Wiley and Sons: :\cw York
1992; pp 7.4.1-74.6.
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labeled cells were pumped through the channel at valious

volumetric flow rates, Q. For each value of Q, the cells were

counted before and after the magnetc deposition. The number

of cells recovered past the magnet after the deposition, relatiVE
to the number of cells before the deposition, was defined as the

fractional cell (or particle) recovery, E. As a result, the rate of

change of E with the variation of Q was characteJistic of the

average net magnetic susceptibility of the cell, "'X. IvIonodisperse

magnetic microspheres, Dynabeads IvI450, of well-characterized

dimension and the magnetic susceptibility, were used as a
controL12

The objectives of this study were to show that the rngnetic

field used in magnetapheresis may be mapped to a very high

degree of accuracy, that such magnetic field is amenable to a
highly accurate theoretical description allowing computations of

the magnetIc force field in the vicinity of the ]nterpolar gap, and

that the interposition of a wen-defined laminar flow on the
magnetic field leads to a highly controned magnetic deposition

system. We also show that the magneticilly deposited cen fraction

is amenable to routine cytological examination.

(24) Harrison, P. M,; And;'ews, S. c.;
M.; Smith, J. M. A.: l r In lY01I

Ponka, P,. Schulman. M.. WOOdW011h, R.
Raton, FL. 1990; pp 102

1. THEORY
1.1. Description of the Model. Due to high viscous forces

acting on the micrometer-size cells (or particles) in the aqueous

Recovered
cell fraction

Figure 1. Principal components of analytical magnetBpheresIs
Before magnetic separation, 1he entire fluid palh is filled with carrier
medium. The ceil sample is held il a syringe. At a controlled mte,
usIng a syringe Dump, cells are pumped Into a thin paralleJpiped
channel placed over the magnet. The deJosition of the
matenal forms at fhe ,nterpolar gap of the magnet. The magn"ticaily
trapped cells adhere to tho bottom wall of the channel. after which
the cells are a:r+xed. stained, ane mcunted on slides. allowing fo'
microscopic analysis and storage. The cells escap'ng the magnetic
entrapment are collected in a tube past the magnet and counted,

&',dbiUc!, A. CYWIJ1et7) 1990,

:vIakhesky, P. S.: Jan, T.-F.: Hall, G. S.]. Cell. lVlicrobiol.
(-)3-68

M.; Y; Malchcsky. P. S.; Hall, G. S. Apt!. Environ.

1993.59,1187-1193.
NI.; Tada. Y: \1a.chesky. ? S.: Hall, G. S. Colloids S~uf. A:

Eng. Aspects 1993. 77, 2(,'9-218.

RC'ading, C. Tl~omas. "iN.: Davaraj, B. Tndlc, S. E.;
K A. Exp. ]-Jnno!O!. 1990, 18,219-222.

C. Wear 1972,21.27--<2.
e. Sciencc 1981, 213, 653-654.

jj".'" .h'''" '··mm·r H" ]. 1980. 1:1. 2Rl-?94
V. C; Demaria. A; Johns. IVI. rVear 1983, 90, 159-

The successful applicaton of magnetic particles to immunoas

says led to the evaluation of their ability to tag cells. At present,
there are at least two types of particle-based immunomagnetic

cell separation systems commerC:ally available that are used in

laboratory and cllnlca' applications, Dynal IvIFC (Dynal, Great

Neck, 'TV), and MaxSep magnetic cell separator (Baxtcr Co.,

Deerfidd, IL). Both systems are typically used in combination

with monodisperse polystyrene beads, 4.5 lim in diameter, doped

with magnetite at 23% (wIv) (Dynabeads IvI450, Dynal AS., Oslo,
Norway). VVith their increasing use for cell tagging, it becomes

apparent that the size of the magnetic beads, comparable to that

of the cell, is an important limitation in the magnetic separation

efficiency.' A number of studies have been reported recently in

which smaller, colloidal magnetic cell labels were investigated to
detennine the efficiency of cell tagging.:J.J:i.lii A magnetic separa
tion system basee on a colloidal 50 nm cjameter magnetic

microbead became commercially available recently (MiniIvIACS,

YIiLenyi Biotee Inc., Sunnyvale, CA).
The rapid integration of magnetic separation techniques and

new magnetic labels in bictechnology requires parallel develop

ment of analy1ica] methods to measure and optimize the magnetic

separation process. The limitation of the currently used magnetic

separators lS that they do not allow direct observation of the

magnetic fraction. InfOlmation about the performance of such

separators is always inferred indirectly from the difference in the

cell population composition before and after the magnetic separa

tion We developed a system in which the magneticallY separated
cells are directly accessible to cytological and cytochemical

examination on the microscopic slid'e. Such a system offers higher

sensitivity in detecting the magn,etic celi separation than the

current systems. Conceptually, this system evolved from ferrog

rapry an anaiytical method based on the magnetic deposition of
particles in a rre2-flO\"lng, open stream. 17 -:!1J We propose the tenn
"analytica" magnetapheresis" (from Greek apheresis, to take off

or isolate) to describe the process of magnetic separation for
analytical puriJoses.Zl-2:

The magnetic deposition system comprised intersecting fluid
now path the magnetic interjJolar gap of a pem,-anent magnet

(see Figure 1). Tne magnetic field of the interpolar gap was

characterized by the saturation field deep inside the interpolar

gap. Bn, ancl the ]nterpolar gap width, 2a. Tne fluid flow was

contaIned inside a parallelp'ped channel of known "idth, W, and

height, homogeneous populalion of cells (human lympho
c::ies) was magnetic~llylabeled using a high iron content protein)

cationized ferritin. Ferritin is a naturally occurring, soluble iron

storage protein in mammals.2' The cell type and the ionic

character of the magnetic label binding ensured uniform magne
tin11Jn of all cells in the sample. The suspensions of magnetically
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medium. the magnetic cens moved in a quasi-static motion (no
inertial effects). Therefore, the viscous drag, FD, equals the
magnetic force, F", and the cell motion was described by the
Equation

(1)

The magnetic force, Fm, acting 011 a cell labeled with Nf«, identical
ferritin molecules is a sum of the magnetic forces acting on each
fenitin molecule,

where Vh is fenitin volume, I',Xf,., = Xf" - X,,, is the net fenitin
magnetic cell susceptibilily in the aqueous solution, and,uo is the
magnetic permeabilily of vacuum. The cell size is small with
respect to spatial variations of B, and therefore the same field
and gradient are acting on each fenitin molecule on the cell.
Substitution of eq 3b into eq 2 yields

The magnetic force acting on the fenitin molecule, Fr,." is the
force of an external, nonunifoI1!l magnetic field, B, acting on a
magnetic dipole,,u. The magnetic dipole moment of fenitin, Pk"
is induced by the external magnetic field of strength H, and pr,·,
= H (paramagnetic ferritin). In a diamagnetic medium, such as

water, B = ,unR The magnetic moment, magnetostatic potential
energy, U, and magnetic force, F"" acting on the fenitin molecule
are expressed by the following formulae:"

where R and Ric" are cell and fenitin radii, respectively. Tne
ferritin molecule comprises a protein shell of a molecular weight

of 450 000 and an outer radius of 6 nm. It contains an iron core
of a varying number of iron atoms, depending on species and
metabolic state of the organism."4 The commercial horse spleen
fenitin preparation used in this experiment contains varying

numbers of iron atoms in one fenitin molecule, from 1000 to up
to 4000, with an average of 2000. This corresponds to 20% (w/w)
iron content, fenitin specific gravily of 2.37 g/em:" and molecdar
weight of 560 000. The reported specific magnetic susceptibility

of horse spleen fenitin at room temperature is 7.5 x lO-G[em cgsJ
(no information about iron load was provided) .'" The reported
molar magnetic susceptibi1ily of the fenitin iron core is 5900 x

lO-G[em cgs] at 2000 iron atoms/fenitin molecule, corresponding
to a lower value of the fenitin specific susceptibility of 2.95
xlO-Glem cgsJ.:l' The corresponding value of the volumetric
magnetic susceptibility in 51 units, used in the subsequent
calculations, is Xree = 4:n:(2.37) (295 x 10-6) = 87.9 x 1O-e; Thus,
the net volumetric susceptibility of ferritin molecule in aqueous
solution is .6.Xk:r = Xkr - Xaq = 87.9 X lO·-G - (-9.05 X 10-6) =
96.9 X 10-6 In calculating N",,, we used the reported average
lymphocyte radius of 5 ,urn," which was somewhat higher than
the value measured in our laboratory, 4.2 == OA .um (data not
shown). The error of Nr", relative to the presence of cells ober
than lymphocytes (mostly monocytes) in the lymphocyte prepara

tion, which also bind fenitin, was accounted for by assuming the
same dispersion of cell radii around the mean as observed in our
laboratory, 0.4,um (data not shown).

The source of the magnetio field is the interpolar gap of a half
width equal to a, and the saturation field deep inside the gap equal
to Bo. Such a gap can be approximated by an infinite slot in a

complex z-plane. The magnetic field can be described using a
scalar potential P" The field lines and the equipotential lines
for the infinite slot were obtained using the oomplex potential
function P of a single line current in a complex w-plane:

(2)

(3c)

(3a)

(3b)

u=-

F,,=LFr,,·
fe,

'; Vre,6Xr''''nB2
Frer = -vu= 2 ,uo v

p = q, + j8 = - L(q,? - <D') ln w cD' (6)
:;r -

where <1', and <D' are constants. The constant fieid lines, <1'
const, and the constant potential lines, e = const, in the w-plane
were transfOlmed back to the complex z-plane using the confornlal
mapping function for an infinite slot"

The magnetic force acting on the cell also can be expressed by
an effective cell magnetic susceptibilily, I',X. The term "effective"
here means relative to the medium (water) and averaged over
the cell volume. The cell motion in the external magnetic field
stems from its effective magnetic susceptibi:ily, I',X, and the
resulting magnetic force F",:

(4)

z = a + 2j ~[J1 - w2 + In w - In (1 +
:;r

(7)

The maps of the magnetic field around the interpolar gap in the

M.A., Eds.;

1965. 261,

Be".ltler, E., Erslev, A. L
New York. 1990: Chapte, 100.

E.l'lectro,nagnetiic Fields. Theory and Applications. Vol. ]-},tjapping
Sons, Inc.: New York, 1960; p

(26) Blaise, A: Chappert, ].; Girardet. j.-L. C. R. Acad. Sci.
2310-2313.

(27)

(25) Becker, R. Electromagnetic Fields and Interac/ion.s: Dover Publications,
Inc.: New York, 1982: Chapter eIII.

where V is cell volume. Native lymphocytes have a magnetic
susceptibilily equal to that of water, and therefore their effective
susceptibilily, /:"X = O. Since the effective magnetic cell suscep
tibility is the result of binding of the fenitin molecules, it follows
that the right-hand sides of eqs 3c and 4 are equal, from which
one obtains
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6 y, rom y, mm

-8
Dynabead deposition wall -1 wall

-6

-4
-0.5 Fm

-2

2
B ~ const.

4 0.5 B = const.

x, mm flow x, mm flow

a. b.
Fig"re 2. Magnetic field &round the Interpolar gap. The field lines, B, and the equipotential lines orthogonEI to the field lines were generated
using a solution for an infinite 5:ot, eqs 6 and 7. The arrow shows direction of the magnetic force, Frn , on a small paramagnetic particle
in the far field. The position of the flow channel is indicated by a pair of thiCk lines. The direction of the medium fiow is indicated jy an
arrow. (a) Far field, used in the Dynabead deposit'IOl experiments. The ileld lines are concentr"iC semicircles, and eq:Jipotentallines are radiai
Jines from the or:gin. The polar coordinates [r,d>] were used in the far~fieid approximation, eq 8. (b) f'.,sar field, used in the cell deposition experiments.

z-plane are sho"11 in Figure 2 parts a (far from the interpolar gap)

and b (near the interpolar gap).

The sUlfaces of the pole pieces near the gap may be treated

as the equipotential surfaces." At distances greater than a, the

near-field map sho"11 in Figure 2b was approximated by the far

field map ShO"l1 in Figure 2a. FJr the lar field, the following
'-("']ationship ho:ds:2k

where Vma.-.; is the maximum flow velocity, h = Y'l. Yl is the height

of the rectangular channel, w is the width of the channel, and Q
is the volumetric flow rate of the carner medium.

1.2. Trajectories of the Magnetically Labeled Cells in the
Magnetic Field and the Fractional Cell RecovelY, E. The

fractional cell recuvery, E, was defined as the ratio of cell

concentration in the eluate, em!:, to that in the feed, Gill:2aBQ 1 r
B=--

7[ rr
(8)

R
wh

(lOb)

(11)

',vhere r = [XJ1] is the position vector of the magnitude r = (x' +

The cell motion in the viscous medium was approximated by

that of a ligid sphere of radius R. The cell motion was within the

Stokes region, since the product of the cell velocity relative to

that of medium, !'lv, and cell diameter, 2R, was less than about

0.01 em'/s.1'! The viscous drag force was represented by the

Stokes f.Jrmula:

(9)

The value of E was computed numerically by simuiating particle

trajectories in the magnetic and flow fields. l1,e trajecfories were
simulated for different initial positions of the particle (cell;

upstream, far away from the interpolar gap. The initial position

of the cell with respeot to the deposition wall was defined by the
parameter A. 0 < ;, < 1, so that Yo ~ Yl + ;,h is the initiai

y-coordinare of the cell, where y is the position of the deposition

wall, and h is the channel height (see Figure 2). The iritial

position of the cell the most distant from the deposition wall,

trapped by the magnetic field, was denoted For a parabolic

flow velocity distribuUon, eq 10. one obt2ins

The carrier medium velocity disnibution in a parallelpiped channel

ven] large aspect ratio (width to height, w/h "" 12)) was

parabolic, thus,

(lOa)

Transport Phenomena:]ohn Wiley

(12)

where Y2 = Y1 +
Equation 1, with the substitutions of eqs 4, 8, 9, and 10, was

solved in the xi-plane, using dimensionless variables X, y', r, and
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Fr, defined as follows:

The relationship between the primed and nonprimed time and
spatial derivatives has the following fonn:

(16)

experimentally, Fitting the theoretical curve, , = f(~), to the
experimental data was done by correcting the trial vaiue of /',x to
a value for which the theoretical curve best approximates the
experimental data (see below), The trial value of for the

Dynabead M450 was set equal to tbe value provided by the
manufacturer, !".X = 0,245, and no furtJrer fining was done,

Examples of cell trajectories for different values of are shown
in Figure 3.

1.3. Fitting the Calibration Curve f = ,(~) to the Experi
mental Data. Two different calibration curves, e = ,(1;), one for
Dynabead M450 and one for the cell, were calculated, The relative
positions of the flow channel and the inte11'olar gap used in the
calculations are shown in Figures 2, parts a and b, correspond
ingly, The value of All, describing the most distant cell captured
in the magnetic field, was evaluated with an accuracy of ±O,OL
The numerical calculations and trajectory plotting were perfonned
using MapleV release 2 software package (MathSoft Inc, Cam
bridge, MA), on an IBM-compatible Pc. The computer program
is available from the authors on request The sample results are

illustrated in Figure 3.
Comparison between the calculated and the experimentally

measured values of , was made possible by expressing i; as a
function of Q, Substituting the expression for Vm", eq lOb, into
the definition of 1;, eq 14b, yields

(14a)

(14b)

8

JI

_~L

JI /4

(

x'= =_1~=~
vmax dt Vma:.;

y=dy' =_I_<i1'=~
cit' Vm2X dt V ma~,:

i
aB' 2 =.!!...-
ax' Bo'

aB' 2 _

ay'-

x' xla, Y = yla, I: = (vmx/ a)t,

B' = BIB" = (2In) (1/r') (13)

where r' = (x'2 + y'2) 1/2 The dime:1siona:, parameters of the

system were conveniently grouped in the dimensionless number

~, defined as follows:

The equations describing the cell motion, and the initial conditions
take the following form: For Dynabead M450, the computed relationship E = ,(I;) was

linear for the entire range of E, °< , < 1. The proportionality
constant. I;Q, eq 16, was calculated using the numerical value of

!".XD '" XD = 0,245, and was ~q = 211 mL/min, Numerical values
of other constants 1]sed in the calculations are shown in Table 1.
The experimental values of , vs Q for Dynabeads were planed
directly onto the Dynabead calibration curve E = E(~) using the

relationship I; ~Q (IIQJ,
For the cell, the computed relationship, = E(\) was almost

linear in the range °< E '" 0,6, Therefore, it was approximated
by the following equation:

(15)

O<A<1
\

x'(0) = ~

y(O) a =Yl + liz.,
a a

\

aB"
x' = -~iJX' - 4

,,_ raB' 2
y --"ay'

where m is the slope and b is the intersect detem1ined by
regression analysis for a set of points [~"e;(I;;)], i = I, >", 10,

selected from the curve e = E(~), °< E " 0,6, These values were
m = -5.41 ± 0,25, b = 0,695 ± 0,027, and = 0,987, ThO

proportionality constant, ~q, calculated using the trial value of !".x
= 10-', was eqnal to 2,25 x 10-:1 mUmin, Other constants are

shown in Table 1.

The experimental value olthe cell magnetic susceptibility, 6.X,
was detennined as follows, By substituting the expression for 1;,
eq 16, into the expression for E, eq 17, one obtains

experiment

(18)

(17)

theory

,1 'bm Q
E

-, E

E = m~ + b = ml;o~ + b

The solution of eqs 15 also dete:mined celllrajectories and their
end points in tenns of parameters A and ~, There were two
trajectory end points significant for tire present analysis: either
on the deposition wall, corresponding to the cell capture, or in
infinity, resulting in cell recovery, By running a series of
simulations for the increasing values of }" at constant C, an escape

value of AI) was detennined for which the trajectory end point
jumped from the deposition wall to infinity, The value of AI) was
used subsequently to calculate E, eq 12, The procedure was then
repeated for a number of values of parameter ~, resulting in a

range of values of E, from that approaching °to that approaching
L The whole process led to the detennination of a theoretical
dependence of f on 1;, which was conveniently presented as a plot

,(~), In the remainder of the text, such plots are referred to
as "calibration plots", In experiments with the ferritin-labeled
lymphocytes, the calibration pIa t was obtained using a trial value
of !".x = 10-6 The numerical values of other parameters used in
the calculations are shown in Table L Considering that I; is
inversely proportional to VmAA, eq 14b, and therefore to Q, eq lOb,
the relationship between , and I; could als) be detennined
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TaMe 1. MateriaB and Geometric Parameters of the Analytical Magnetapheresis

parameter notation numerical valJe SI -Jnits

uo

interpolar gap width
saturation oagnetic field
magnCllc pcm1Cability of vacuum

A Magnetic Separation System
a 0.7
Eo 2.433 0037

4H 10-7

05
6

mm
Tesla = N A-J m-'

kg m- 1 s-J
mm
mm

magncLic susceptibility
der5icy
radius
volumetric !low rate of he medium

flow velocity
conditions

l112gnetic susceptibility (trial value)
density
radius
volume'Jic flm,v rate of the medium

flow velocity
conditions

B. Dvnabead Calibration Plot Pare,meters
• LXD '" XD 0.245

Q 1.5 x 10J

RD 2.25
Q ~~~

v," llJ'3/60 Q/w h 15-- 110
Xo = -lOa YJ = 6.1
Y1 < Yo < Y2 Y2 = 6.6

C. Cell Ca:ibration Plot Parameters
"X 10-';
Q J03
R 5
Q 0.05-0.24
v," ~ j!f!/60 Q/w h 0.28-U3
XQ = -4a Y1 = C.15
Y1 < Yo < Y2 Y'2 = 0.65

1
kg/m'
urn = 10-6 m

mm

1
kg/m"
urn = 10-6 m
'mL/min
mm/s
mm

-2

(·0=0.21

.. =0.89

csczpc

trajectory

:; = 0,0043

X"" xJa

-2

x' = x/a

0.5

AC"" 0.52

1::=0.47

y' = ylz

x' "" x/a

y' = y/a

a. b. c.
f'ugure 3. Examples of cell trajectories as a furction of the dimensionless number~, defined in eq 14b. The trapped cell trajectory end points
are on the deposItion wall. The escape trajectory end points are in infinity, Parameter 1"0 describes the initial position at entry of the most distant
cell from tI1e deposition wall chat becomes trapped. The flow of the carrier medium is from top to bottom. The panels a. b. and c are in the order
of decreasing fractional cell recovery, E, corresponding to increasing S;'. These panels are examples of a series of plots Jsed to establish the
Dynabead and cell calibration curves E = E(S), as described in the text.

The symbols with subscript E relate to the experimental quantities.

fhe symbols without subscripts relate to the theoretical quantities.

The slope. m' = mE ~QE, and the intersect, hi, were determined
experimentally by the regression analysis 011 the data points

!1/Qlf,Ecl·
The 'heoretical regression line lits the experimental points if

the following ccnditions hold true:

from which one arrives at the folluwing relationship between the
experimental (corrected), LXl':' and the trial, L\.X. values of the
magnetic susceptibility:

where m' is determined from experiment (see eq 18), and m, L\.X,
and ~G are know'I1 from theory. Equations 19 allow one to plot
the experimental data [~E,EE] against the theoretical curve E ~

E(~).

(20)

(21)
m'

~XE=m

(19)m£=m ~E=t+(b-bEJ/m

From eqs 16, 18. and 19,
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1.4. Error Analysis. .'\]] experimental measurements were
done at least in duplicate. Dynabead and ferritin-labeled lympho
cyte counts were repeated eight times for each value of the
volumehic flow rate Q. The results are presented as averages ±
standard deviation. The correlation between variables were
analyzed using regression analysis at the confidence level p =
0.05. The regression plots show average values of the dependent
variable and standard deviations. For fewer than eight measure
ments per independent variable, all the data points are shown.
The error of the compound variahle was calculated using the
compound error of a function.30 The standard deviation of the
regression slope and the regression constant were used in
caiculating the error ofthe compound variable, where applicable.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Magnetic Field Measurements. A magnetic field was

generated with a permanent magnet assembly consisting of two
pairs of neodymium-iron-boron magnets characterized by a
maximum energy product of 2.23 x 105 T·A/rr. The magnets
were connected by soft iron pole pieces conducting the magnetic
flux lines to the interpolar gap (see Figure 1). The length of the
interpolar gap along the Oz-coordinate. 25 mm, was much larger
than its width along the Ox-coordinate, 2a = 1.4 mm (compare
Figure 2), and therefore the magnetostatic field B was two
dimensional. in the Oxy-plane, near the center of the interpolar
gap. The depth (along the Oy-coordinate) to "idth ratio of the
interpolar gap. 6 mm:1.4 mm. was sufficient to assume that the
interpolar gap field was equivalent to a field of an infinite slot.
The magnetic field map shown in Figure 2 was obtained using
the solutions for an infinite slot, eqs 6 and 7.

11,C magnetic field measurements were performed using a
Gaussmeter and a Hall-effect probe (Model 9200 Gaussmeter and
h-ansverse probe STG920404. F. W. Bell, Orlando, FL). The probe
measured magnetic flux perpendicular to a sensing area of a
diameter 0.89 mm. located 0.37 mm from the end of the
rectangular probe stem. Polar coordinates [r,1>[ (see Figure 2a)
were used to define the location of the center of the sensing area.
The dimensions of the stem were length 100 mm, width 3.8 mm,
and thickness 1.0 mm. One set of field measurements was
performed along selected isomagnetic lines. B = const, far from
the interpolar gap. In the far-field region, the isomagnetic lines
form concentric semicircles centered on the origin, similar to the
fieid lines B (see Figure 2b). The measurements were performed
at three different distances from the center of the interpolar gap,
r = 5. la, and 20 mm, and for varying 1> at constant r, from 1> =
IS' to 1.65', in IS' increments_ The probe was mounted on a
cutout which assured the perpendicular orientation of the probe
sensing area to the magnetic field lines at any given set of the
polar coordinates [r,1>]. A separate set of measurements was
performed for varying r at constant ¢, from r = a to 20 mm, in
increments from 0.02 mm in the fast changing field region to 0.4
mm in the slow changing region. The probe was mounted on a
micrometer stage (Klinger Scientific, Richmond Hill, NY).

The saturation field deep inside the gap, 15o, was calculated by
analyzing the dependence of Baver 1/r. The slope of the
regression line B over l/r. in the linear range of B vs l/r,
detclmined the value of Bofor the known value of a, see eq 8.
The B ~ 1/r approximation of the magnetic field was accurate

(30) :Margenau, E.; Murphy, G. \1. The .Mathematics of Physics and Chemistry;
D. Nostrand Co.: Princeton, NJ, 1962: Chapcer 13.
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for experiments with Dynabeads for which the deposition channel
was placed in the far field of the slot, from Yl = 6.1 mm to y, =

6.6 mm. The B ~ l/r approximation could be used down to
distances of r = (0.34)2a = 0.68 x 0.7mm = 0.48 mm. at which
the slot flux changes character to the tooth tip flux." This
approximation was also used in calculating the reference cell
calibration curve, E E(~). The error in using expressions 8
instead of the exact solution of eq 6 and 7 was approximately
(data not shown) for the most distant cell from the interpolar gap,
for which Yo = 0.65 mm. The large errors in predicting f at high
flow rates due to the contribution of cens close to the slot was

avoided by limiting the analysis to E S 06.
The characteristic values of the magnetic field. B, and gradient.

I'lBI. see eqs 8, were determined at the field line corresponding
to the most distant cell trajectory from the interpoiar gap. ln
Dynabead experiments, this corresponded to the distallce r = 6.6
mm; for experiments with the ferritin-labeled lymphocytes. this
corresponded to the distance r = 0.65 mm.

2.2. Flow Channel. The flow channel consisted of top and
bottom plates and a silicone rubber spacer. The spacer was
sandwiched between the top and bottom plates. The top plate
had two drilled holes to connect the tnbing used as an inlet and
an outlet for the channel. The bottom plate was made of a thin
glass, 150 I'm thick (Fisher Finest Premium Cover Glass ]\;0.1,

Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PAl, and was used to collect the
magnetic deposition. The cutout of the silicone rubber sheet
(Silastic 0.02 in., Dow Coming Corp., Midland. MI) length
mm and 'Nidth 6 mm was used as a flow channel chamber. Tl1e
spacer thickness defined the flow channel height, h = 0.5 mm.

The flow channel was positioned at two different distances from
the magnet surface. In the experiments "ith ferritiu-labeled
lymphocytes, the distance from the inner surface of be deposition
plate to the magnet was Yl = 0.1.5 mm. In experiments with the
M450 beads, this distance was Yl = 6.1 mm.

Tne volumetric flow rates used in the lymphocyte experiments
were Q = 0.05, 0.07, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.24 mLimin These flow
rates corresponded to the linear velocity range of 0.23-1.3 mm/
s. The volumetric flow rates used for the expeIiments \\~th M450
beads were Q = 2.7, 3.9, 5.9, 8.8, 13. and 20 mLimin, correspond
ing to the linear flow velocity range of 15-110 mm/s.

The flow channel was positioned such that the flow direction
was parallel to gravity to avoid interference from gravitational
sedimentation. After each expelimcnt. the bottom platc was
disassembled and stained "ith Modified Wright stain (Sigma
Chemical Co.. St. Louis, MO) before being mounted on micro
scope slides.

2.3. Lymphocytes and M450 Reference Beads. Freshly
drawn blood was obtained from consenting. healthy volunteer
donors according to Institutional guidelines. Peripherallympho
cytes were isolated from whole blood using densIty gradient
centrifugation (Ficoll-Hypaque, Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ) im
mediately after blood donation. The residual erythrocytes were
lysed by exposure for 1 min to an osmotic shock buffer (RBC
Lysing Buffer, Sigma Chemical Co.). The lymphocytes were
washed several times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,
GlBCO, Grand Island, NY) and kept on ice until needed for use.
The composition of the cell sample was evaluated for selected
samples using an automated cell counter (Technicon Co.. Tar0J
town, NY) , and it showed 95% lymphocytes (including both Tand
B subpopulations); the remaining fraction was mostly monocytes
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Figure 4. (a) Magnetic fie,d. B, around the interpolar gap as a
functon of positloo in poiar coor,jinates [r,rp] defined in Figore 2a.
The fieid was measured aiong the fieid tines, B (see Figure 2a).
Variations of the fieid with ¢ at constant r illustrate deviations of the
experimental data trom the potential field modei itar field). (b)
Magnetic fieid as a function at r, at ¢ = 0, n = 256. (c) Magnetic fIeld
as a function of 1/rat rp = O. The triple line represents linear regression
of B 00 1!r, slope = 1.083 ± 0.012. constant = 0081 ± 0.042, ~ ~
0.984, and n = 201. The singie lines represent the 95% confidenoe
interval from the ,regression line. Open triangles represent average
values of 8 show:l in panel a.

3,IFlESULTS
3.1. Magnetic Field. The magnetic field as a func'don of ¢,

B = B(qj) " at three different polar distances r from the interpolar

gap center, is shown in Figure 4a. As expected from the theory,

there was very little variation in B as a function of ¢ in the far

field region. The following averages were obtained at different

distances 7 from the center of the gap: (B(¢).) = 0.316 ± 0.014 T
at r = 5 mm, (B(¢).> = 0,:75 ± 0.010 T al r = 10 mm, and (B(¢).>

= 0.0894 ± 0.0070 T at r = 20 mm. The magnetic field variation

with distance r at ¢ = 0 is sho',vn in Figure 4b. The far-field

approximation, B ~ 11r, starts to break down at distances of -1
mm, where the field bends toward a plateau inside the interpolar

gap. The far-field region is shown in Figure 4e using a plot of B
on 1/,., 1; = 0, for" = 1-20 mm. Again, the departure from
nonlinearity is noticeable at r ~ I mm. The slope of the regression

line of B on 1/r at rp = 0 was used to determine the saturation

magnetic field, Bo. The extrapolated value of the saturation

magnetic field Bo 2.433 ± 0,027 T, n = 201. The magnetic field
B and gradient lyBI, representative of experiments with Dyna

beads (at r = 6.6 mm), were B = 0.1642 ± 0.0056 T and lyBI =

0.C24 88 = 0.000 85 T/mm. The field and gradient representative

of experiments with the femtin-Iabeled lymphocytes (r = 0.65

mm) were B = 1.667 ± 0.057 T and lyBI = 2.565 ± 0.OR8 TImm.
3,2, Dynabead M450 Fractional RecovelY' The experi

mental fractional recovery values, EE, were plotted as a function
of IE, calculated from eq 18, based on the constants listed in Table

1. The experimental points [l;r,EEl were plotted directly onto the

calibration curve E = ,(1;) predicted from theory, as described in
section 1.3 (see Figure 5a). The theoretically predicted calibration
curve was inside the 95% confidercce intervals of the mean EE for

with a small number of neutrophils. The magnetic labeling

technique, described below, was not specific to the cell surface

markers: therefore, on average, the amount of the label bound

per celi surface area was approximately the same for all markers.

Larger celis, such as monocytes, would acquire more label and

t'lerefore contribute more to the deposition than their fractional

concentration in solution, This effect of the cell size on the cell

susceptibility analysis was considered small, however, due to only

a small number of monocytes in the sample and the uniform size

of the normal peripheral lymphocytes."
Tne lymphocytes were incubated with cationized horse spleen

femtin (Sigma Chemical Co.) in 25 mM HEPES and 150 mM Nael

solution (pH = 7.5) at room temperature for 15 min. The

cationized ferritin is supplied as a N,N-dimethyl-l,3-propanedi

amine derivative of the native horse spleen ferritin, and it exhibits

a net positive charge a: pH 7.5. Under these conditions, the
cationized femtin readily formed ionic bonds with the anionic sites

on the cell membrane. 33 The concentration offerritin was 0.001%

(vIv). Following incubation. lymphocytes were washed with 150

mM NaCI to remove ferritin hm solution. The lymphocyte
counts were performed using a hemacytometer (Reichen, Buffalo,

NY) before and mer the magne'dc deposition expeliments, The

sample ',olume was 0.5 or 1.0 mL. The initial iymphocyte

concentration was 2 x 106 cells/mL; the initial M450 bead

concentration was 1 x 106 beads/mL. The fractional cell recovery,

E, in the ii-action collected past the magnet was calculated as the

ratio of cell coums in the recovered cell sample to cell counts in

the initial cell sample, in accordance with eq II. 11e values of E

were plotted as a functio;} ofllQ and fitted to the reference cell

calibratio:1 curve E = E(I;) as discussed in section 1.3 above.
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Figure 5. Calibration curve of fractional recovery, of, as a function
of parameter E((:). Solid lines represent theoretical prediction,
open circles represent experimental observations, and solid triangles
are averages for each value of (;. (a) Dynabead 1'1/1450: the theoretical
values fall within the 95% confidence interval of the average
experimental observations. (b) Ferritin-labeled lymphocytes: the
experimental data were fitted to the theoretical calibration curve using
eqs 18, see text.

all three values of ~E and is shown in Figure Sa. n,.: = 24. The
agreement between the predicted and measured values of the
reference particle recovery, to 'Aithin the experimental error,

supports the validity of the results obtained for the ferritin-labeled
iymphocytes.

3.3. Ferritin-Labeled Lymphocytes Fractional RecoveI}'.
The experimental points [~E,E:d were fitted onto the calibration
curve E = E(~) predicted from theory, as described in section 1.3
(see Figure 5b). The parameters of the regression line EE on IIQc.

eq 18, were the following: m' = -(3.55 ± 0.24) x 10-2, bE = 0.773
± 0.043, and nE = 40. The corresponding net magnetic suscep
tibility of the ferritin-labeled lymphocytes was obtained from eq
21: 6.X = (2.92 ± 0.24) x 10"" The corresponding average
number of ferritin molecules per ferritin-labeled lymphocyte was

obtained from eq 5: Nice = (1:75 ± 0.44) x 107•

Figure 6a shows the maa·oscopic appearance Df the magnetic

deposition of M450 beads, obtained at be flow velocity of 15 mml
s. It is worth noting that this deposition was obtained when the
flow channel was kept at 6.1 mm away from the magnet, as
depicted in Figure 2a. The loss of beads in parts of the deposition

4. DISCUSSION
Analytical magnetapheresis of ferritin-labeled lymphocy1es

allowed close scrutiny of the magnetic separation process. The
apparatus and magnetic separation were amenable to a detailed
experimental and theoretical analysis. Such an analysis is rarely

possible with existing magnetic separators, and relatively few
attempts of such an analysis have been reported the liter
ature.7,SJl-35 The measurement was done against a control

provided by the reference magnetic particles, Dynabeads M450.'
Analytical magnetapheresis allowed us to perfolTh measurements
under conditions matching possible applications of ferritin as a
magnetic cell label. Low flow velocity, 0.28 mm/s, and high field
intensity, 1.67 T, and high gradient, 2.57 TImm, were required
to remove ferritin-labeled lymphocytes from solution. In contrast,
the M450 beads were removed almost completely at a much
higher flow velocity, 15 mm/s, lower magnetic field intensity, 0.16
T, and lower gradient, 0.025 TImm.

The low magnetic susceptibility of the fenian-labeled cells
requires that a high magnetic gradient be used to displace the

cells from solution. The motion of low-susceptibility particles in
the vicinity of a high-gradient magnetic ficld has been studied in
the past using high-penneabiliry intrusion (typically. a wire) in
the magnetic field 32- 3" Use of a single ",ire allowed direct

(31) Hardwick, R. A.: Prisco, M. R.; Shah, D. O. Arti/. Organs 1990, 14, :34.2
347.

(32) Takayasu M.: Duske, N.; Ash, S. R.; Friedlaender, F. .r. IEEE Tmns. Magi!.
1982. 18, 1520-1522.

(33) Odette, L. L McCloskey, M. A.: Young, S. H. BiofJl1ys..r 1984.-.45,
1222.

(34) Takayasu, M.; Kelland. D. R. IEEE Trans. Magn. 1986,22, 1125-1127
(35) Liberti, P, A; Feeley, B. P, In Cell Separation Science Technology;

Compala D. S., Todd, P., Eds.; ACS Symposium Series i'Uneric2.11

Chemical Society Washington, DC. 1991: pp 269-289.

band was an artifact of channel handling caused by the lack of
bead adhesion to the channel surface.

The magnetic deposition zone for ferritin-labeled lymphocytes,

after staining and mounting on the substrate slide, is ShO"'l1 in

Figure 6c. A series of depositions is shown in order of decreasing
flow velocity, from 0,83 through 0.28 mmls. As flow velocity
decreased, the density of the deposition increased. These changes
corresponded to the changes in the recovered cen fraction counts,

E, which decreased with the decreasing flow velocity (and
increasing ~); see Figure 5b. One may also distinguish increased
deposition at the edges of individual deposition bands, corre
sponding to the edges of the interpolar gap, (compare Figure 2b).
This increase suggests that at distance a very close to the edges
of the interpolar gap, the tooth tip flux dominates over the slot
field flux, and the approximation B ~ 1/ris no longervalid,"The
near-field map shown in Figure 210 illustrates well the increased
concentration of field lines and equipotential lines around the edge
tip corresponding to the increased magnetic field, gradient, and

force at the tip. However, the overall magnetic deposition
appearance in Figure 6c shows the predominance of the slot
effects, over tooth tip effects which supports be validity of the
theoretical approach in describing the magnetic deposition
process.

The microscopic appearance of cells and M450 beads in the
magnetic deposition is shown in Figure 7. A concatenation of
the M450 beads in the direction of the magrletic flux lines is clearly
visible; it was caused by attraction between the high magnetic
moments of the individual beads.
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Fngure rJiacroscSlpic appearance of the magnetic deposition zone. The sample flow was from top to bottom. (a) M450 beads, wjfhout
staining or mounting. (b) Diagram of the magnetic deposition zone, shown on the same scale as parts a and c of thIs fIgure. (c) Ferritin-labeled
Iymptwcj'tes, after being stained and mounted on a microscopic slide, in the order of decreasing flow velocity, Vav = 0.83, 0.56, 0.39, and 0.28
mm/s. respective!y. Cell deposition increased as flow velocity decreased.

Figure Microscopic appearance of the magnetic deposition shown in Figure 6. The scale bar represents 500 ,urn. (a) M450 Dynabeads (b)
Ferritin-labeled lymphocytes, vav = 0.83 mm/s. (c) Ferritin-labeled lymphocytes, vav = 0.28 mrTJs. Note the comparable s'lze of lymph:JCytes and
M450 beEds and the concatenation of M450 beads in the direction of the magnetic flux lines.

obserVaLiun, en a microscopic scale, of particle deposition on the
wire surface. TI,e single high-penneability wlre exposed to a

hcmogeneous magnetic feld offered a relatively simple model of

the distri"\mtiol1 the magnetic field and forces. 36 The laminar

flow of 2:anier medium perpendicular 10 the straight, infinite

wire provided a relatively simple model of the magnetic force in

tiwse studies. TIle fonnidable difficulties in extending such a

model packed-bed, high-gBdient magnetic separators and

orh er magnetic separators currently in use hampered

ex~ending such an analysis to practical devices.

In this study. we used analytical magnetapheresis to compare

magnetic properties cf a well-characterized magnetic polymeric

bead and high iron content proteln, ferritin. The use of ferritin
as a magnetic cell label hc..8 been proposed before.33.37.38 Ferritin

offers several potential advantages over particulate magnetic labels

1973. 44.4209-4213.
Westcott, V. C. Anal. Biochem. 1987,164,

P. S; Sa,,;on, $. R.; Green, R; Hail, G. S.: Nose,

and other currendy evaluated colloidal magnetic labels. The

structure of the protein shell of ferritin molecules provides

monodisperse molecular size distribution and good solubillty

under physiological conditions. '" The sUliace cf the protein shell

may be modified tn fann direct or indirect binding with antibodies

against selected cell or tissue surface receptors Ferritin

conjugated antibodies have beer. routinely used as immunological

markers in transmission electron microscopy studies of cellular

substructures. lJ9

The studies of the magnetic properties of memmalian ferritins

by Mossbauer spectroscopy and NMR speclroscopy showed thaI

the ferrihydrite crystal has a slngle-domein antifclTomagnetic

character, accounting for the paramagnetic bcha'"0r of mammalian

ferritin ln the magnetic field at room temperalure.40 The chemical

composition and Cf1jstalline structure of the iron compound inside

the ferritin prolein shell are fairly labile and may be modifed :0

(39) de Pettis, S.; Raff, M. C. Eur.! Immu1"i.ol. 1972,2, 523-"::;35.
(40) Bizzi, A..; B:"ooks, R. A.; Brunetti, A.; Hill, J R.; Miletich, R. $.:

Franc2.villa, T. L.; Di Chiro, G. Radiology 59--65.
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boldface vector quantity

Subscript, Superscript, and Special Characters

x,y Cartesian coordinates

complex number on the z-plane, eqs 6 and 7
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aqueous

average

viscous drag, or relating to the Dynabead

experimental

ferritin

summation index

pertaining to quantities far away from the magnetic

field

magnetic

saturation or initial value

relating to the proximal (deposition) wall of the

deposition channel relative to the magnet surface

relating to the distal wall of the deposition channel
relative to the magnet surface

dimensionless coordinate

average over spatial coordinates

av

aq

in, out

2

o
1

()

m

D

E
fer

Greek Characters

fractional cell recovery, eq 11

e potential function in the complex potential P, eq 5

A relative distance from the deposition plate at entry,
upstream and far away from the interpolar gap, eq

15 and Fignre 3

,10 value of Afor the most distant trajectoly ending at the
deposition wall

6.X effective magnetic susceptibility, averaged over particle
volume, equal to a difference between the magnetic
susceptibility of the particle and that of the medium

(aqueous solution)

fJ magnetic moment

1'0 magnetic permeability of vacuum. 4,.,. x 1O~~ ; T/ m·A

Q specific density

1J viscosity of water

I; dimensionless number grouping the material and
geometric constants of the magnetic deposition

system

I;Q proportionality constant between 1; and 1(Q

¢ angnlar coordinate

c!> field function in the complex potential P, eq 6

GLOSSARY

a interpolar gap half-width, eqs 7 and 8

b intercept of the regression, on 1;, eq 17

B magnetic field intensity. eq 8

particle (cell) concentration

F force

h channel height

H magnetic field strength

m slope of the regression line E on 1;, eq 17

n sample size

radial coordinate, or correlation coefficient

N number of ferritin molecules per lymphocyte, eq 5

P complex potential, eq 6

Q volumetric flow rate

R hydraulic radius of the particle, eq 5

t10w velocity

V particle (cell) volume

w channel width, or complex number on the w-plane, eqs
6 and 7
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form a single superparamagnetic magnetite Clystal.41

Analytical magnetapheresis allowed us to calculate the mag
netic susceptibility of the ferritin-labeled lymphocytes and to

estimate the number of ferritin molecules per lymphocyte neces

sary for the magnetic cell deposition. Previous studies evaluated
the feasibility of ferritin as a label for magnetic cell separation
without providing information on the cell ferritin load needed to
achieve separation.313738 Under the present experimental condi~

tions, the net magnetic susceptibility of the ferritin-labeled

lymphocytes in aqueous solution was 2.92 x 10-6, and the ferritin

load was 1.75 x 107 molecules/cell. The net magnetic susceptibil
ity of the ferritin-labeled lymphocy1es was comparable to that of
the deoxygenated erythrocytes, 5.17 x 10-67 It is interesting to

note that for a reported lower ferritin load of 2.8 x 10' ferritin
molecules/cell, the paramagnetic susceptibility offerritin was not

sufficient to offset the diamagnetic susceptibility of the cell

(assumed to be equal to that of the water, X", = -9.05 X 10-6),

with a resulting predicted net magnetic susceptibility of the ferritin
loaded cell equal to -8.2 x 10'-6 (diamagnetic) 37 The measured

number of ferritin molecules per cell used in this study for
magnetic separation provides the information needed for further
applications of ferritin as a magnetic label and, in particular, in

considering ferritin as an immunomagnetic label.

(41) Meldrum, F. c.: Heywood, B. R.: Mann, S. Science 1992,257, 522-523. o Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts, Seplember 1,
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Direct Determination of Inorganic Ions at Sub-ppb
Levels by Ion Chromatography Using Water as a
Mobile Phase

Wenzl'li Hu,*,t Akira Miyazaki,t Hiroaki Tao,t Akihide Itoh,* Tomonawi Umemura,* and
Hiraki Haraguchi*

National Institute for Resources and Environment, 16-30nogawa, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan, and Department ofApplied
Chemistry, School of Engineering, Nagoya University Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

Electrostatic ion chromatography (EIC) was used for
determination of trace level inorganic ions. EIC is a new
method of separating ions based on simultaneous elec
trostatic attraction and repulsion interactions between
analyte ions and fixed positive/negative charges of a
stationary phase, having the special advantage of using
only water as the mobile phase. Initial results showing
two elutions of the same anaIyte gave new insights into
the mechanism of EIC. It suggests that the zwitterionic
stationary phase, like a single charged stationary phase,
has a Stem layer and a diffuse layer. The first elution is
from the diffuse layer, and the second is from the Stem
layer. As simpler analysis is facilitated by a single elution,
a new species of inorganic salt with a longer elution time
was added to the original sample solution in order to
release analyte ions from the Stem layer to the diffuse
layer. The newly introduced salt is called a sacrifice
species. Without preconcentration, inorganic ions at sub
ppb levels were successfully detected by this method.

The desirability of an ion chromatography (lC) technique using
only water as the mobile phase is summarized by SmalJ:l 'There
are a number of ion chrorr.atographic techniques that, though not
widely used, deselVe mention becanse of their simplicity and their
potential ior further development. All use water or other polar
solvent as the sale component of t."e mobile phase. This not only
eliminates the need fer electrolytes and precise eluent make-up,
bm it avoids Dany of the detection problems that ionic eluents
can impose. Detection can be expected to be very sensitive since
the background is essentially deionized water."

In 2-D earlier paper dealing 'With the results of ion separation
achieved using water as the mobile phase, published in 1977,'
the stationary ~hase used was a crown ether bonded one. Later.
Small et reported that inorganic iens could also be separated
using water as the mobile phase when a very weak ion exchange
resin stationary phase was used. The separations achieved using
both of these methods, however, were poor compared with the
n~su Its of the separation of the same ions using the conventional

Institute [or Resources and Environment.
Nagoya University Furo-cha.

(1) Smdl, Ion Plenum: New York, 1989: p 132.
(2) Blasius. E.: Jaiizen. G.; Lorscheider, R.; Maurer,

P.-G.; V. 3.; Nguyen Tien, T.; Scholten, G.: StockellJer. J. z. Anal.
Che;n. 284, 337.

(3) Small, Soderquist, \1. E.: Pischke, l W. U.s. Patent 4.732,686, 1988.

0003-2700/95/0367-3713£9.00/J © 1995 American Chemical Society

ICs (using an ion exchange stationary phase with a mobile phase
containing the replacing ions).

A new approach for separating ions, also using water as the
mobile phase but employing a zwitterionic stationary pbase, has
been developed by Hu et al.' When a small amount of aqueous
solution containing an analyte (cations and anions) is passed

through a zwitterionic station3.1y phase. neitber the analyte cations
nor the analyte anions can get close to the opposite charge fixed
on the stationary phase, because another charge on the same
molecule, fixed on the stationary phase, repels the analyte ions
simultaneously. The analyte cations and anions are forced into a
new state of simultaneous electrostatic attraction and repulsion

interaction in the column. This was tenned an "ion-pairing-like

form". 111is method of separation was termed electrostatic ion

chromatographY (EIC) 4 The previous studies"';' demonstrated
that the separation of inorganic ions (with the exception of cations
having the same charge) using EIC is comparable to separations
of the same ions obtained using conventionallCs. In previous
studies,1.5 samples having high concentrations (mmollL) of analyte
ions were used in order to understand the mechanism. In those
studies, samples vvith low concentrations of ions were not
investigated.

In this study, attention was turned to the determination of trace
level inorganic ions using Ere. Initial results showing separate
elution times for the same analyte gave new insights into the
mechanism of ErC and led to the development of a new techniqne
for simpler determination of trace level inorganic ions.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Apparatus. 111e HPLC system used in this srudy was the
same system used previously.' It was a Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan)
LC-6A system equipped with a Shimadzu LC-?A pump, a SIL-6A
autoinjector, a SCL-6A system controller, and a CDD-6A conduc
tivity detector connected with a SPD-M6A photodiode array UV
vis detector. An rCP-AES (Model 075 Plasma Atomcomp MK1I;
Thermo Jarrell-Ash, Franklin. MA) was also oonnected to this
HPLC system for the detection of the cations. Two ODS-packed
columns (L-Column, 4.6 x 250 mD; Chemical Inspection and
Testing Institute, Tokyo, Japan), the first coated with CHAPS
micelles and the second coated with Zwittergent-3-14 micelles,
were prepared and used as the separation columns. The proce-

(4) Hu, W,: Takeuchi. T.: Haragw:hi. H. Anal. Chem, 1998. 22()4
(5) Hu, W.: Tao, H.: Haraguchi, Chem. 1994. 66,
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Figure 1. Chromatogram of an aqueous solution containing 1.0 pM
each of NaCI and CaCI2_ Column, ODS-packed column (250 x 4_6
mm) coated with Zwittergent-3-14 micelles; mobile phase, pure water:
now rate, 1.0 mUmin; sample injection, 100,uL; detection, conductivity.

1') Nac-CI- and (2, 2') Ca"-2CI-_

dure for the preparation of the columns was described in previous
papers.4,(i

Reagents. The zwitterionic detergents of CHAPS {3-[ (3
cholamidopropyl)dimethylanunonio ]-l-propanesulfonate} and Zwit

tergent-3-14 were obtained from Dojin (Kumamoto, Japan),

Inorganic salts used as the analytes were purchased from Wako
(Osaka, Japan), All of these reagents were used as received, Pure

water used as the mobile phase and to dissolve the reagents was

prepared in the laboratory using a Milli·Q purification system
(Millipore, Bedford, MA), All of the samples and the pure water

used as the mobile phase were stored in clear polypropylene
bottles (wall thickness, 0,7 mm),

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An aqueous solution conTaining 1.0 flmol/L each of NaCl and

CaCl, was prepared and separated using EIC. The chromatogram
shows main peaks (1 and 2) and secondary peaks (1' and 2') for
both Nac-Cl- and Ca2+-2U' (Figure 1), These secondary peaks

have nDt been observed in previous studies, Furthermore, when
concentrations of NaCI and CaC], in the sample solution were

lower than 0,4 ,umol/L, the main peaks (1 and 2) were never

observed, while the secondary peaks (1' and 2') were always

observer! This phenomenon provides new insights into the
mechanism of EIC.

To investigate this phenomenon further, this EIC system was

connected with photodiode array UV-vis and ICP-AES detectors,
Standard solutions containing barium nitrate with a concentration

range of LO ,umoliL-lO,O mmol/L were prepared and analyzed
using rhe Zwittergent-3-14 micelle-coated column and the CHAPS
micelle-coated column, BaJium nitrate was chosen because

barium is a very sensitive element for the ICP-AES and nitrate
ions are easily identified using the UV-vis detector. A main peak
(peak A) and a secondary peak (peak A') were observed when a
Zwittergent-3-14 micelle-coated column and a CHAPS micelle

coated column were used, The retention time ofpeakAis shorter
than that of peak N, The resuits obtained using these three

detectors indicate that both main and secondary peaks correspond

to the same ionic association of Ba2+-2NO:l- T1e peak areas of

(6) Bu, W.; Tao, H.: Tominaga, M.; Miyazaki, A.: H;:raguchi, H. Anal. Chim,
Acta 1994,299,249,
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A and N are directly proportional to the concentration of Ba(NOJ2
in the original sample solution. But the peak areas of A' become

constant when the concentration of Ba(NO;lz is larger than 120

Ilmol/L When the concentration of Ba(N03lz is relatively high

(>0,3 mmol/L), the ratio of N/A (peak areas) is velY smali
«0,6%), On the contrary, when the concentration of Ba(NO-:J2

is relatively low (low flmoliL levei), the ratio ofA'/Ais velY large,

When the concentration of the analyte is low, the secondaIY peak

becomes criticaL

Standard solutions containing other species of inorganic salts

were also prepared and examined, and similar results were

obtained,

To explain the occurrence of a main and a secondalY elution,

the Stem model of an electrical double layer was employed, This

double layer of ions around a single charged stationary phase has
been described by many authors"-:9 Results of the present study

show that an electrical double layer also exists in the EIC column,
but it differs from the classical electrical double layer a single

charged stationary phase in the following ways:

(1) The electrostatic fields are larger (the positive ileld and
the negative field), because both of the analyte ions (cations and

anions) can be retained with the single zwitterionic stationary

phase, In conventional ICs, when positive charges are fixed on
the stationary phase, the original counterions of the analyte anions

are eluted immediately from the column, i,e" only the aIlalyte

anions can he retained with the stationary phase, ,'\Then negative

charges are fixed on the stationary phase, only the analyte cations

can be retained,

(2) There are simultaneous electrostatic attraction and repul

sion interactions between both of the analyte ions and the charged
particles fixed on the stationary phase, because electrostatic

interactions between analyte ions and the zwitterionic stationar!
phase are very soft, The transfer of the analyte ions between the

double layer and the bulk solution can be achieved with only the

swashing power of the pure water mobile phase,

(3) Two elution times occur for each analyte in Ere. i\naiyte
ions eluted from the diffuse layer are observed to have a shorter

retention time than analyte ions eluted from the Stern iayer. In

conventional ICs, there is no difference in elution time between

diffuse and Stem layers, because a large number of replacing ions

are contained in the mobile phase, But in EIC, using only water

as the mobile phase, very few ions exist ([H'] = [0H-] = 10-'

mol/L); hence, the differences between the two layers can easily
be observed,

(4) When both the analyte and the stationary phase are

hydrophobic, the Stem layer in ElC is strongly accentuated, Tnis

is because hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions occur

simultaneously, resulting in much stronger retention of the
analyte,

(7) Cantwell, F. F.; PUOl., S. Anal. Chern. 1979, 51, 623.
(8) Afrashtehfar. S.: Cantwell, F. F. Anal. Chem. 1982,
(9) Liu, H.; Canlwel1, F. F. Anal. Cltem. 1991,63,993.

(10) Liu, H.: Cantwell, F. F. Anal. Clwn. 1991, 63, 2032.
(11) Stahlberg, ].]. Chromatogr. 1986, 356, 231
(12) St:ahlberg, ].; Furangen, A Chromatographia 1987, 24.78.
(13) ].: L Anal Chern, ] 988, 50, 1958,
(14) Bartha, Szokoli. F. j. Chromiltogr. 1991. 13.
(15) Stahlberg,].; Jonsson, B.: HOfva:h, C. Anal. Chem. 1991. 1867.
(16) Stahlberg, J.: Jonsson, B.; Horva:h, C. Anal. Chem. 1992. 3118.
(] 7) Stahlberg, ). Anal. Chern, 1994, 66, 440,
(18) Weber, S, G.; Orr,]. D. f. 1991,332.
(19) Weber, S. G. Talanta 1989,36,
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fig"r" 2. (A) Chromatogram of an aqueous solution containing 1.0 .I'M each of CaC;" CaBr" and Ca(NO,), with the addition of a "sacrifice"
of Cal, (1000 pM): (1) Ca'+-2CI- (2) Ca'+-2Br-, (3) Ca'+-2NO,-, (4,4') Ca'+-21-, (a) unknown peak, (b) peak presumably due to CO,.
Separation conditions are the same as 'In Figure 1, (8) Ch~omatogram of an aqueous so:ution conta'ln'lng 1.0 pM each of CaCI2, CaBr2, Ca
(NO,)" and Cai,: :1) Ca'+-2Ci-, (2) Ca'+-2Br-, (3, 3') Ca'+-2NO,', (4') Ca'+-21", (8) unknown peak, (b) peak presumably due fa CO,.
Separation conditions are the same as in Figure 1.

Rclcntion Timc (min)

fig"r" 3, Chromatogram of an aqueous solutior containing 0.1 ,uM each of CaCI" CaBr, and Ca(N03)2 with the addition of a sacrifice
species cf Cal, (100 .I'M), oJiained using a UV-VIS detector: (2) Ca'+-2Br-, (3) Ca'+-2N03-. Ca'+-2CI- Gould not be detected. Separation
conditions are the SF3me as in Figure 1.

The occurrence of two elutions is important in understanding

the mechanism, but it is a drawback in the determination of trace
level ions because the volumes of both elutions must be calculated.

To obtain a single peak, analyte ions were released from the
Ste:-n layer to the diffuse layer. This was achieved by introducing
a new spec'es of salt with a longer retention time into Ihe original
sample solution to replace malyte ions ill the Stem layer. Because
this new salt is only used tc release analyte ions, it will be referred

to as a "sacrifice" species. Seven aqueous solutions containing
1.0 umol/L each of CaC\" CaBr2, and Ca(NO,,), and X pmol/L of
CaI2 [X ~ l.0 (1), 10 (2), 100 (3),500 (4),800 (5), 1000 (6), and

2000 (7) ] were prepared and separated under the same conditions.
The areas of the peaks con'esponding to Ca2+-2Cl-, Ca2+-2Br-,
ann Ca'+-2NO",' eluted from the diffuse layer were plotted as a

function of the concentration of Cal2 in the original sample

solutions. For Ca1+-2Br- and Ca2+-2N03 , with increasing
concentrations of Calz in the original sample solutioll l the peak
areas increased and became constent. For Ca2+-2Cl-, the peak
areas increased only slightly. Typical chromatograms for these
separations with the addition of a "sacrifice" species are shown
in Figure 2. The areas of the peaks corresponding to Ca2+-2Cl-,
Ca2+-2Br , and Ca" -2NO.1-, calculated from chromatogram A,
were 0.8%, 8.9%, and 57% larger than the peak areas calculated
from chromatogram B.

Standard solutions containing CaCh. CaBr" and Ca(NO,,),
(concentration ranges frcm 0.01 ,umol/L to 10.0 I'mol/L) with the
addition of the sacrifice Car, (always 0.1 mmol/L) were prepared
and separated to derive calibration graphs (peak areas versus
concentrations). The !inearities (r) were found to be 0.991,0.999,
and 0.999 for the ion combinations of Ca1+-2C1-, Ca2+-
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2Br-, and Ca'--2NO,,-, respectively, eluted from the diffuse layer.
For Ca'-2Cl-, the linearity was unsatisiactory due to the
appearance of a peak (a) which is of unknown provenance. The
good liuearities of the calibration lines indicate that the presence
of the analytes [CaCh, CaBr" and Ca(NO,,),] in the Stem layer
was insignificant when the proportion of the sacrifice species in
the sample solution was relatively high. In other words, the
analytes were released from the Stem layer when a large number
of sacrifice salts were present.

Using water as the mobile phase also improves detection of
trace lelvels of UV-absorbing ions when a UV-vis detector is used.
Figure 3 shows a chromatogram of an aqueous solution containing
0.1 flmo1/L each of CaCl" CaBr,. aud Ca(N03h with CaI, (0.1
mmo1/L) as the sacrifice. The CV-absorbing ion combinations
of Ca'--2Br- and Ca"-2N03- were successfully detected.
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Chromatography of Proteins Using
Polybutadiene-Coated Zirconia
Ufang SUl'lt and Peter W. Carr*,t

Physical and Anaiytical Research Division, Eastman Chemical Company, Kingsport, Tennessee 37662 and Department of
Chemistry and Institute for Advanced Studies in Bioprocess Technology, University of Minnesota, 207 Pleasant Street SE,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Polyhl1tadiene-coated zirconia (pBD-Zr02), when used as
a stationary phase in conjunction with a mobile phase
containing phosphates, constitutes a reversed-phase/
cation-exchange mixed-mode chromatographic system.
The separation of proteins on this phase can he achieved
only through the use of mobile phases containing the
correct combination of phosphoric acid, displacing salt,
and organic cosolvent. We found that excessive ConIom
hic interactions between proteins and the stationary phase
impair system perfonnance for the separation of
proteins_ The effects of mobile phase conditions on the
separation of proteins using phosphate-adsorbed PBD
lr02 are studied in this work. Factors such as the
presence of a multivalent cation, mobile phase pH,
phosphate concentration, and salt concentration can he
manipulated to reduce the net negative charge On the
surface and thereby improve the perfonnance of the
system toward the separation of proteins.

Silica-based bonded phases have been widely used for reversed
phase protein separations.1-4 However, the narrow range of pH
stability of silica-bEsed packing materials limits their use to pHs
ber01een 2 and 7. For large-scale protein separations, silica-based
columns may become fouled and deactivated upon irreversible
adsorption of proteins and cell debris. Due to their instability,
silica-based columns cannot be regenerated by washing with hot
acids cr bases. i.e In addition, silica-based phases cannot be
stelilized or depyrogenated by washing with hot acids or bases.7

Although polymeric stationary phases are generally used where
hig:, pH mobile phase conditions are necessary, they shrink and
swell in organic solvents. The cost of a separation can be greatly
reduced if the lifetime of the chromatographic column can be
prolonged. Therefore, the need for a pH and mechanically stable
packing motivated this stJdy of polybutadiene-coated zirconia
(pBD~ZrO::Y!-l() for protein separalions.

Chemical Co.
of IVlinncsota.

I-Icarn. M. T. W. :n HPLC of Proteins, Peptides and
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PBD-ZrO, is acid and base stable.8- j) It is also mechanicaEy
strong and stable in orgaqic solvents. The main difficult! in using
zirconia-based packing materials for the separation of proteins is
the energetic inhomogeneity of their surfaces8 - 111 The Lewis acid
sites on zirconia's surface strongly interact with solutes that have
Lewis base moieties. such as carboxyl groups, thereby causing
peak broadening, tailing, and low recoveryIl-14 Previous work
has shown that the separation of proteins on PBD-ZrO, using
typical reversed-phase type mobile phases (acetonible, trifluoro
acetic acid, etc.) was not at all successful due to the extremely
strong and irreversible adsorption of all proteins examined8lC 111i8
irreversibility leads to ahnost zero recovery of the injected proteins
under all elution conditions previously examined. Although
zirconia's Lewis acid sites can be effectively blocked by adsorbing
phosphate ionsY·13.l6 proteins still could not be eluted from FBD
coated, phosphate-modified zirconia phases under typical reversed
phase type mobile phase conditions. 17 Recently we found l' that
the irreversible adsorption of proteins on phosphate-adsorbed
PBD-ZrO, is primarily due to a mixed-mode reversed-phase/
cation-exchange retention mechanism. Negatively charged phos
phate ions in the mobile phase adsorb onto zirconia, thereby
causing the surface of the PBD-ZrO, to become so highly charged
that it acts, even at low pH. as a cation exchanger. IS Thus, proteins
are retained on phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO, due to both
hydrophobic and Coulombic interactions. To use FBD-ZrO, fcr
protein and peptide separations, both phosphoric and and a
displacing salt must be added to a conventional reversed-phase
type mobile phase (acetonible/water) to block zirconia's Lewis
acid sites and to suppress Coulombic interactionsIg

Mixed-mode stationary phases have been used in protein
separations to improve selectivityI9.20 We have shown that the
reversed-phase/cation-exchange mixed-mode phosphate-adsorbed
PBD-ZrO, phase exhibits a unique selectivity in the separation of
peptides.18 However, the problem of using a mixed-mode station
ary phase is low recovery or totally irreversible adsorption of
proteins. 19.21 We found that the perfonnance of this mixed-mode

(10) N<lwrocki,.T-; Cae..,., P. W.; Rigney, M. P.: McCormick, A- V.]. Cilromalcp,
1993,657,229-282

(11) Blackwell,]. A.: Ca:T, P. W.f Chromatcgr. 1991, 14,2875-2889.
(12) Blackwell,]. A; Carr, P. W. Ana!. Chem. 1992.64. RS:i-8n
(13) Blackwell,]. A.; Carr. P. w.]. 1991. 549. 59-75.
(14) llIackwell.]. A. 35.133-138.
(15) Sun, L.; McCorrnicl-:;, A. P. W.]. Chromatogr. 1994,658, '165-

473.
(16) Schafer, W, A.: Cart, P. CJl7omatogr. 1991,587. 149-100.
(17) Schafer, W. A. University Minnesota, Minne<.polis, private com-

munication, 1990.
(18) Sun, L.: Carr, P. W. Anal. Chem. 1995,67,2517·-2523.
(19) Nau, D. R. In HPLC ofProteins Peprides and Poiynucieotides: Hearn, T-

W., Ed.; VCH Publishers, Inc.: Kew York .1\ry". 1YBl; pp 331-395.

(20) Zhu, B. Y.; Mant, C. T.; R. S. J 1992. 594. 75-86
(21) Berko~itz, S. A; Bak~r, J. Chromatogr. 29, 175-219.
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Table '1" Characteristics of the Proteins Studied

no. of
prolein MW pr IRe' COORd H'

insulin 6030 5.7 0.79 1 51
c 11 700 1.00 2" 18 104
b 13 590 9.3 1.10 13 27 124

14 :310 lUI 1.62 18 26 129
52912 7.1 9.33 57 577

phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO, phase for peptide separations is
limited by the extra peak broadening due to secondary equilib
rium." In this work, we find that this is also a problem for
separating proteins that carry a high positive cbarge.

We have shown18 that the surface charge of the phosphate

adsorbed PBD-ZrO, phase is altered by a number of factors, The

objective of this work was to understand the effect of mobile phase
variables on the separation of proteins using a phosphate-adsorbed

PBD-ZrO, stationary phase. This will allow us to understand the
limita:ions and enable us to optimize the separation conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. All solvents used in t"lis work were HPLC grade

and were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ). HPLC
water was prepared by passing house deionized water through a
Barnstead Nanopure deionizing system with an organic-free
cartridge and a O.2/lm filter. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), trichlo
roacetic acid, sodium methyl sulfate, sodium perchlorate, and
calcium chloride were obtllined from Aldrich (j'v1ilwaukee, WI).
Phosphoric acid was from Fisher Scientific. Perchloric acid was
from Mallinckrodt Inc. (paris, KY). Proteins, listed in Table 1,
were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). The sodium perchloratel
acetonitJile system is a potential hazard and should be handled
with care. Water should be mixed with perchlorate-contllining
organic wastes.

Chromatographic Columns. HPLC-quality zirconia particles
were prepared by the "polymer-induced colloid aggregation"
method.".23 The main advantage of this method is that the
resulting particles have a nalTOW particle size distribution. The
zirconia particles used in this work (Batch Coac-14) have an
average diameter of 6 I'm, a surface area of 22 m2I g, and an
average pore diameter (4 times the ratio of pore volume over
surface area) of 170 A based on nitrogen so:ptometry. The
polybutadiene coating was prepared according to a modified
procedure based on Rigney's work.9 A PBD loading of 0.6 mg of
PBD1m2 of total surface area was used. The detlliled preparation
procedure was described ill a previous paper. IS The final carbon
loading of the PBD-ZrO, is 0.45 mg/m2based on carbon combus
tion analysis.

Two gram portions of FED-ZrO, particles were used to pack
each of the 5 cm x 0.46 cm i.d. columns that are typically used in
this work. Column dimensions other than 5 em x 0.46 em will
be specified in context. Stainless steel blank columns, end fittings,
and 211m stainless steel screens used in this work were obtllined

(22) Sun, L.; Annen, M. L Lorenzaro, F.: Carr, P. W.; McCornick, A V.]. Colloid
Imeiface Sci. 1994, 163, 464-·473.

(2:3) Annen, M. J.; Kizhappali, R; Lorenzano-Pon'as, F.; CalT P. W.; McCormick,
A v.. submitted to]. Colloid Intciface Sci.
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Figure 1. Schematic of interactions between a pro:ein molecule
and phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO,.

from Alltech (Deerfield, IL). Columns were packed by a magneti
cally stirred upward slurry technique in which particles are slurried
in a solvent and forced into a column at 350 bar by pure isopropyl
alcohol. The slurry solvent used for PBD-ZrO, was 90:10 isopropyl

alcohol/hexane.
Chromatographic Experiments. All chromatographic stud

ies were conducted on a Perkin-Elmer 3B series chromatograph
at room temperature. Detection was at 280 nm. Protein samples
were typically prepared as 0.5% (w/v) in 0.1% aqueous TFA. The
injection volume was typically 10 ,uL.

Acid and Base Washing, The effect of acid and base washing
of phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO, was studied in this work
During acid washing, 0.1 M nitric acid at 80 "C was pumped
through the column at a flow rate of 0.2 mLimin for 8 h. After
the column was flushed with water until the eluent became neutral.
10 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide was pumped through the
column. The column was then washed with water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mobile Phase Composition. Phosphate-adsorbed PED-ZrO,

is a reversed-phaselcation-exchange mixed·mode stationary phase."
The hydrophobic moieties on a protein molecule interact with the
cross-linked polybutadiene coating, and the protein's positively
charged moieties interact with the negatively charged phosphate
ions adsorhed on zirconia's surface (Figure 1). In contrast to
conventional silica-based RPLC, a reversed-phase mobile phase
containing both phosphoric acid and a displacIng salt must be
used to elute proteins from a phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO,
phase.

The most important findings of the present work are that a
wide variety of proteins can be eluted from the stationary phase
when both phosphoric acid and sodium perchlorate are present
in the mobile phase, and in the absence of either phosphOlic acid
or sodium perchlorate, none of the proteins tested can be eluted.
Most importantly, for those proteins which do elute under the
conditions described in this work, the peak shape is usually quite
acceptable (vide infra).

The typical elution gradient used in this work is a 20 min A- B
linear gradient from 20% mobile phase B to 90% mobile phase B.
Mobile phase A is an aqueous solution of 0.1 M phosphoric acid,
1 M sodium perchlorate, and 0.1% TFA; mobile phase B is a
solution of 1 M sodium perchlorate and 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile.
The pH of mobile phase A is 1.5. Variations of this protocoi were
used to study the effect of each mobile phase component. We
used insulin and lysozyme as test solutes in m<U1Y of the studies
described in this work. These two proteins were chosen due to
the fact that they have quite different isoelecmc points and
molecular weights (Table 1).
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Figure 3. Effect of salt concenfratior on protein elution: 1, insulin:
2, lysozyme. Mobile phase A is an aqueous solution of 0.1 M
phosphoric acid. 0.1 % TFA, and sodium perchlorate; mobile phase
B is a solution of O. i % TFA and sodium perchlorate In acetonltnle.
Lilear A-B gradient from 20% B to 90% B; 20 min at1 mUmin; 254
nm detection; 25 "C. (a) 1 M sodtum perchlorate in mobile phase A
and B. (b) 0.5 M sodium perchlorate in mobile phase A and B.

limited. Therefore. keeping other mobile phase conditions
constant, 1 M is close to the highest possible concentration of
sodium perchlorate that can be used. 'While mobile phases with
a high salt concentration diminish Coulombic interactions, they
ccncomitantly strengthen hydrophobic interactions between pro
teins and stationary phases due to the well-known "sal'ing out"
effect used in hydrophobic interaction chromatography." There
fore, the lowest possible salt concentration should be used.

Mobile Phase pH. The pH of the mobile phase eRn mect
the retention of proteins by altering the net charge on both the
protein and the stationary phase. The typical pH used in reversed
phase protein chromatography with silica-based bonded phases
is pH 2. At this pH, the silica surface is essentially uncharged
and proteins are fully protonated, which prevents secondary ionic
interactions. For the phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO, system, the
mobile phase pH can meet (1) the adsorption of phosphate on
zirconia (thereby mecting the number of accessible Lewis acid
sites on the solid surface and the degree of surface negative
charge) and (2) the protein surface charge.

Chromatograms of a mixture of insulin and lYSOZyme obtained
at pH D.6, 1.5, 4.2, and 7.1 are shown in Figure 4. Clearly, pH 1.5
gave the best peak shape for both insulin and lysozyme (Figure
4b). At pH 0.6, the retention times of both proteins decreased,
but both peaks became broader and less symmetric (Figure 4a)
compared to the results at pH 1.5. We have sho"m" that the
amount of surface negative charge on phosphate-adsorbed FBD
2r02 decreases upon decreasing the mobile phase pH. This is
probably due to protonation of the adsorbed phosphate ions ane:
a decrease in the amount of phosphate adsorbed. Therefore. the
decrease in retention of proteins as the pH decreases is likely
due to a decrease in [he strength Df Coulombic interactions. It is

~ ~ ® ~ ~ m 00 00 100

ACN % (vlv)

Figure Retention of insulin versus mobile phase composition.
Mobile phase A is an aqueous solution of 0.1 M phosphoric acid, 1
M sodium oerchiorate, and 0.1% TFA; mobile phase B is a solution
of M sodium perchlo~ate ana 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile. ISDer,atie
elution at different A-B cornpositiol; 1 mL/min; 254 nm detection;
30 DC.

Retention Mapping for Insulin. To oblain a retention map
for insulin on phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO" the retention of
insulin Was measured isocratically at different acetonitrile composi
tions in the mobile phase. As shown in Figure 2, the retention of
insulin decreased dramatically as the volume fraction of the
acetonitrile phase was increased from 30% to 40%. This rapid drop
in k! as the amonnt of organic modifier is increased is quite typical
of reversed-phase protein chromatography." As the volume
fraction of the acetonitrile phase was further increased from 40%
'CO 80%, the II' of insulin remained quite small (k' < 1). Finally, an
increase in the volume fraction of acetonitrile phase from 80% to
90% caused a dramatic increase in insulin's retention. This
increase in retention indicates the presence of a secondary
retention mechanism, which we postulate to be due to Coulombic
interactions. Because salts are incompletely dissociated in non
aqueous media, that is, they are ion-paired, the decrease in the
volume fraction of water phase decreases the ionic strength of
the mobile phase. This results in an increase in Coulombic
interactions between insulin and the stationary phase, causing the
~igni.ficam increase in !"etention.

Conceno-arion of Displacing Salt. With a mobile phase
con:aining- O.5M sodium perchlorate, insulin could be eluted from
the phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO" whereas lysozyme was ir
reversibly adsorbed (Figure 3a). By increasing the concentrabon
of sodium perchlorate to 1 M, both insulin 'md lysozyme were
eluted with acceptable peak shapes (Figure 3b). The need for a
higher ionic strength for the elution of lysozyme is consistent with
the fact that has more basic amino acids (more positive
charges) a higher isoelectric point than does insulin crable

We show below that the higher positive charge on
cvtochrome c does not permit elution from phosphate-adsorbed
PBD-ZrO, using a mobile phase containing 1M sodium perchlo
rate at pH 1.5. Additional 'ncreases in the ionic strength of the
mobile phases can suppress Coulombic interactions even more;
however, the solubility of sodium perchlorate in acetoninile is

15 20
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Figure 5. Effect of phosphate concentration on the retention cf

insulin . • , capacity factor; ., plate number. lsocratic elution, mobile
phase is water/acetonitrile 65.2:34.8 with 0.1% TFA. [NaH2P04]
[NaCIO,] ~ 1 M; pH 2; 1 mUmin; 254 nm detection; 25°C,

figure 4. Effect of mobile phase pH on the eluton of insulin and
iysozyme: 1, insulin; 2, lysozyme. Mobiie phase A is an aqueous
solution of 0.1 M phosphoric acid and 1 M sodium perchlorate; mobile
phase B is a solution of 1 M sodium perchlorate in acetonitrile. Linear
A-B gradient from 20% B to 90% B; 20 min at 1 mUmin; 254 nm
detection; 25 cC. (a) pH 0.6 (0.5 M sodium perchioraie in mobile phase
A was repiaced by 0.5 M perchloric acid). (b) pH 1.5. (e) pH 4.2 (the
pH of mobile phase A was adjusted by 50% (w/w) sodium hydroxide).
(d) pH 7.1 (the pH of mobile phase A was adjusted by 50% (w/w)
sodium hydroxide).

very important to note that cytochrome c, which could not be
eluted at pH 1.5, does elute at pH 0.6, This is consistent with our
expectations because cytochrome c has more positive charges
than does lysozyme (Table 1),

Hingston et aL and Stumm et aL predicted that maximal
adsorption of a Le"is base on a metal oxide occurs when the
solution pH is equal to the pK, of the conjugate acid of the Lewis
base,1II,26,27 The fact that maximal adsorption of fluoride and borate
on zirconia occurred at a pH close to the corresponding pK,28
confirmed this prediction, The pKr of phosphoric acid is 2,1. This
implies that zirconia adsorbs more phosphate ions at pH 1.5 than
at pH 0.6. Therefore, the peak broadening and asymmetry of
insulin and lysozyme at pH 0.6 relative to that at pH 1.5 is more
likely due to an increased possibility of the adsorption of proteins
on zirconia's Le"is acid sites. A gradual deterioration in the peak
shapes of both insulin and lysozyme was observed over a period
of about 1 h at a 1 mL/min flow after the mobile phase pH was

1. Croat. Chem. Acta 1980, 53, 291.
1.: Posner, A. M.; Quirk.]. P. Nature 1967,

(26) Stumm, W.: Kummen, R.:
(27) F. 1.: Atkinson,

10

time (min)
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changed from 1.5 to 0,6, This slow change is attributed [0 the
slow desorption of phosphate from zirconia at the lower pH.'9

In contrast to the effect of a decrease in pH, an increase in pH
causes an increase in surface negative charge on phosphate
adsorbed FBD-ZrO, due to further deprotonation of the surface
phosphate groups,18 Therefore, compared to the performance at
pH 1.5 (Figure 4b), peak broadening and asymmeuy at pH 4.2
(Figure 4c) are likely due to stronger Coulombic interactions.
Because lysozyme has more basic amino acids than does insulin
(Table 1), its peak shape is more severely distorted than that of
insulin, A further increase of pH to 7,1 (Figure 4d) causes
irreversible adsorption of lysozyme on phosphate-adsorbed rBD
ZrO" Insulin. which has an isoelectric point of 4.5, is not retained
at pH 7.1. This is probably due to the fact that insulin bears
sarne sign (negative) charge as does the stationary phase at pH
7.1, and therefore it is repelled from the stationary phase. Many
other proteins such as hemoglobin and ribonuclease b that can
be eluted at pH 1.5 irreversibly adsorb on the phosphate-adsorbed
FBD-ZrO, at pH 7.1. 111ese results can be attributed to the
increase in the surface charge,

Phosphate Concentration. As described earlier, the purpose
of adding phosphate in the mobile phase is to bleck zirconia's
Lewis acid sites so as to prevent the irreversible adsorption of
proteins on FBD-Zr0218 Therefore, the extent of blockage
Lewis acid sites by phosphate ions greatly affects the elution of
proteins, Figure 5 shows the effect of the concentration of
phosphate on insulin's retention time and column efficiency,
Isocratic elution conditions with constant ionic strength and
organic modifier concentration were used in this study. As the
phosphate concentration was increased from 0.09 to 0,17 M, the
retention of insulin decreased and the plate number increased.
The plate number remains relatively constant, provided that the
concentration of phosphate exceeds 0,1 M. In the absence of
phosphate in the mobile phase, elution of insulin was not observed
within 10 min,

We believe that the above results are due to all increase in
the number of accessible Lewis acid sites on the surface as the
concentration of phosphate is decreased, Therefore, protein
molecules experience stronger Lewis acid-base interactions with

(28) Blackwell, 1. A.; Carr, P. W.]. Chromatogr. 1991,549,43-57.
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capacity factor of benzylamine decreased from 4,7 to 3,6, This
indicates that adsorption of calcium (lD decreases the surface
negative charge on phosphate-adsorbed PBD-Zr02. The most
significant improvement in perfonnance after introducing calcium
(ID is the successful elution of cytochrome c at pH 1.5. The
decrease in surface charge decreased the Coulombic interactions
between the cytochrome c and the phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO"
This again indicates that the failure to elute cytochrome c at pH
1.5 is due to excessive Coulombic interactions, The effect of
calcium (ID on the retention of insulin and lysozyme, both of which
elute in the absence of calcium (lD, is minor.

Selectivity ofAdd and Base Treated Phosphate-Adsorbed
PBD-ZrOz, We found that the column performance toward
protein separations was greatly improved after the column was
washed with acid and base, Cytochrome c, which could not be
eluted prior to t'le acid and base washing, eluted in a sharp peak
with a pH 1.5 calcium-free mobile phase (Figure 6). The results
indicate that the Lewis acid site concentmtion on PBD-ZrO,
changed upon extensive acid and base washing.

Insulin and lysozyme were less retained and eluted with much
narrower peaks. A chromatogram of a mixture of insulin,
ribonuclease b, iysozyme, cytochrome c, and hemoglobin on an
phosphate, adsorbed PBD-ZrO, column is shown in Figure 6.
Although the mixed-mode retention mechanism does cause band
broadening, it has the advantage of affording a unique separation
selectivity. Because the retention of proteins bearing different
net charges respond to the change in mobile phase ionic strength
differently, separations can be optimized by varying either the
organic solvent or the salt concentration in the mobile phase. For
example, instead of keeping the salt concentration constant at I
M during the gradient (Figure 6a), we can use a linear gradient
of salt concentration from 0.76 to 0,97 M to allow the separation
of lysozyme and cytochrome c (Figure 6b), By programming a
steeper salt gradient from 0,60 to 0.95 M, we achieved the
separation of insulin and ribonuclease b (Figure 6c).

CONCLUSION
The surface chemistry of zirconia requires a strong Lewis base

to be added to the mobile phase to block interactions of surface
Lewis acid sites with carboxylate groups in a protein. The
resulting negatively charged solid surface induces strong attractive
Coulombic interactior.s with the positively charged amino groups
in proteins_ As a consequence, proteins cannot be eluted from
hydrophobically coated zirconia particles until elution conditions
are adjusted to control all possible interactions. Except for the
Lewis acid -base interactions, tbe situation is not fundamentally
different from that encountered in the elution of proteins from
reversed-phase silica; that is, we must make provisions for
weakening both the primary and the secondary types of interac·
tion, As a consequence, retention, peal< width, and recovery of
proteins on polybutadiene-coated zirconia depend on solution pH,
ionic strength, concentration of phosphate, and, of course, organic
modifier.
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Figure 6, Separation of a protein mixture on phosphate-adsorbed
PSD-ZrOa by botil sait and PCN gradient. The column was acid and
base washed: 1, insulin; 2, ribonuclease b; 3, lysozyme; 4, cy10~

cilrome c; 5, hemoglobin, Mobile phase A is an aqueous solution of
0,1 M phosphoric acid, sodium perchlorate, and 0,1% TFA, Mobile
phase B IS a solution at 1 M sodium perchlorate and 0,1% TFA in
acetonitriie. Linear A-B gradient from 20% B to 90% B; 20 min at 1
",Umin; 254 nm detection; 25 0c, (8) No salt gradient; 1 M sodium
perchlorate ,n rrobile phase A, (b) Salt gradient of J,76 to 0,97 M
sodium Jerchlorate 'n 20 min; 0.7 fv1 sodium perchlorate in mobile
phase A, (0) Sal: gradient of 0,6 to 0,95 M sodium perchlorate in 20
min; 05 iv1 sodium perchlorate in mobile phase A.

:he stationary phase as Ihe concentration of phosphate decreases,
:esulting in an increase in retention and peak broadening,

Adsorption of Multivalent Cations. Multivalent cations have
been used to modify the surface properties of silica, Adsorption
of 100 mM thorium (IV):lO on silica can change the net surface
charge from negative (due to the presence of ionized silanol
groups) to positive, We belie,'ed that by adsorbing multivalent
cations 'On the phosphate-adsorbed PBD-ZrO" we could greatly
reduce or even reverse the surface negative charge. Because
proteins a net positive charge at the optimal chromato-

1.5), a positively charged stationary phase should
be advantageous because attractive Coulombic interactions toward
proteins would then be avoided.

We studied t1e effect of adding calcium(lD to the mobile phase
to demonstrate the effectiveness of adsorbing multivalent cations
to eliminate surface negative charge on phosphate-adsorbed PED
ZrO" After the phosphate-adsorbed PBD-Zr02 was equilibrated
"ith a mobile phase containing 10 mM calcium chloride, the

3 4
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Multivariate Curve Resolution Applied to
Continuous-Flow Spectrophotometric Titrations.
Reaction between Amino Acids and
1,2-Naphthoquinone-4-sulfonic Acid

.J. Saurina, S. Hernandez-Cassou,* and R. Tauler

Departament de QUimica Anantica, Universitat de Barcelona, Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona, Spain

A continuous-flow acid-base titration system has been
developed for the study and analytical application of
chemical reactions between amino adds and 1,2-naph
thoquinone-4-sulfonate. For each titration, a set ofspec
tra are obtained at pH values from 6.5 to 12.5. Multi
variate curve resolution is applied to provide an optimal
estimation of concentration and spectra proffies of the
species formed during the chemical reaction. Resolution
of these chemical species is greatly impwved when several
runs of different spectrophotometric titrations ofthe same
chemical reaction system (multiple correlated data ma
trices) are analyzed simultaneously, allowing the quantita
tive determination of the concentration ofamino acid that
has reacted in each case.

It has been pointed out that most traditional wet chemistry
methods of analysis can be easily implemented using modem flow
technologies. The tenn flow chemographyi has been proposed

for chemical techniques which exploit controlled flow and flow

injection methodologies and translate the information obtained
thereby into a graph or image. All these techniques, including
chromatography, flow injection analysis, and flow injection syn
thesis, require control of the reaction conditions by the flow.

Similarly to these methods, spectrophotometric titrations can be
implemented using controlled flow methodologies. With any of

these flow-based methods, a vector of ordered data (first-order

tensor) or a matrix of ordered data (second-order tensor) is
produced. The treatment of these types of data by computerized

means, like multivariate calibration2-5 and multivariate curve
resolution methods,ii,7 permits the resolution alld quantification

of the components present in unknown mixtures.
The goal of multivariate curve resolution methods is the

recovery of the true underlying concentration and spectra profiles

of the individual species in the unresolved mixture. However, in
general, the pure mathematical solutions obtained by multivariate
curve resolution and other factor analysis-based methods are not

(1) K:~nvalski, D. R; Ruzicka,]'; Christian, G, D. Tre;uis Anal. Chem. 1990,9,
8-n.

(:2) Sekulik S.; Seaholtz, M. B.: Wang, Z.; K:)walskL B. R: Lee, S. E.: Holt, B.
R, Alia!. Chern. 1993,65, 835A-845A.

(3) vVhiimfln. D. A; Seaholtz, M. E.: Chr-istian. G. D.: Ruzicka, 1-: Kowalski, B
R Anal. Chem. 1991. 63, 775-78l.

(4) Lukkari, 1.; Lindberg, W. And Chim. Acta 1988,211, 1-10.
(5) Lindberg, \V.: Kowalski, B. R Ana/. Chim. Acta 1988,206, 125-135,
(6) E:ickson. B. c.: Ruzicka, J.: Kowalski, B. R. Anal. Ch::m. Acta 1989,218,

303-311
(7) Law10n. 'vV. H.: Sylveslre, E. Technometrics 1971. 13,617-632.
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the true solutions but a linear combination of them,7,S and a certain

level of alnbiguity persists (factor analysis ambil5'lity). Conditions
to remove these ambiguities have been studied.! Detection of

selectivity and zero concentration regions are important aspects

to consider. Depending on the cases, additional constraints like
non-negativity, unimodality, and closure considerably reduce the

ambiguity of possible mathematical solutions.
The study of a single data matrix of an unresolved mixture by

multivariate curve resolution is problematic, even applying the
mentioned constraints. However, the simultaneous treatment of

several sets of correlated data matrices having one Or two orders
in common by multivariate curve resolution9~12 is a powerful way

to improve the results with respect to those obtained by individual
analysis of a single data matrix. This requires that the different

data matrices simultaneously analyzed have at least one of the
orders in common (Le., the spectral order is easily maintained if
the pure spectrum of common species is unique in the different
titrations). Optimum resolution is achieved when the data present
a trilinear structure,13 which means that every species is defined

by the same spectral and concentration vectors in the different

experiments. Experimentally, this requires precise synchroniza
tion of the two orders of measurement for all data sets to be
simultaneously analyzed.

In the present work, a recently developed multivariate curve

resolution method is used for the analysis of reaction-based data

obtained from a continuous-flow spectrophotometric titration. This

iterative method is a general tool for the resolution and quanti

tation of the species present in different kinds of bilinear data
systems, like multiequilibria and macromolecular spectrophoto
metric titrations, 10,11 process analysis,'2 coeluted chromatographic

peaks,14 and chemical sensors." The reaction under study is the

derivatization of amino acids with 1,2-naphthoquinone-4-sulfonate
(NQS) 16 shown in the following scheme:

pH >8----
The reaction takes place at 70°C in a three-channel continuous
flow system. The pH for the development of the reaction can be

varied in a controlled manner. A previous continuous-flow titration

(8) Malinowski. E. R. Factor Analysis Chemistry, 2nd cd.; John Wiley:
York, 1991.
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Fig"re Gontinuous-flow manifold. Pi, variable speed pump; P2,
constant sp3ed pump; Me, mixing coil of 2 m x 0.5 mm i.d.; Re,
reaction co,r of 10m x 0.5 mm Ld.; T, thermostatic bath' D
spectrophotometric detector; A, amino acid channel; NQS, NQS
channel; SP", stock solution A; SB, stock solution B; W waste. Flow
rates of buffer, NQS, and amino acid solutions are 0.75 mUmin. F'ow
rates of stock so,ut,ons SA and S6 are 'Jariable.

,ysrem" was designed to study the acid-base equilibria of the

NQS reagent, demonstrating that :Jaw systems allow titration of

uns'able analytes such as NQS. Although data produced were
also spectra at different pH values, the data structJres differ
considerably in both cases. For a particular acid-base equilib

rium, the relative cuncentTations of species depend only on the

pH variatioL This means that the simultaneous treatment of these
dati', apart fraIl' signal averaging, will not improve the resolution

with respect to a single data matrix. However, in reaction-based
systems, such as amino acids and NQS, different experiments can

provide new and complementary information, reducing in this way
the ambiguities of the mathematical solutions. Yloreover, the

present study is also focused on developing new constraints to

be applied to the al:ernating least-squares optimization, profiting
from the characteristics of the data structure in which the

uilinearity is maintained only for some species.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents, All chemicals were of analytical-reagent grade.
'\minD acids were supplied by Merck Sodium 1,2-naphtho
quillone-4-sulfonate (NQS, Aldrich) was used to prepare a stock
solution 1.1 x 10-3 M reagmt in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid (Merck).

Solution SA was 0.05 M NaH,PO, + 0.05 M HoBO, + 0.05 M

'iaHCOJ 0.05 M NaOH. Solution SB was 0.05 M NaH2PO, +
0.05 M E,BO, + 0.05 M NaHC03 + 0.35 M NaOH (all from
Ylerck).

Apparatus. A Perkin-Elmer UV/vis/near-IR Lambda 19
spectrophotometer with a Hellma aow cell (10 mm path length
and 18 pL volume) was used. Spectra were collected and

translated (Q ]CA.iVIP ASCI! files by means of Perkin·Elmer

software. p:i was measured with an Orion ROSS combined glass
electrode connected to a Radiometer PHM84 pH meter.

Continuous-Flow System. The continuous-flow system de
veloped in the present study is shown in Figure 1. All solutions
were pumped thrO'l.:.gh standard Tygon tubing by mean8 of two

(9) Tauler, R.: Sm:1de, A: Kowalski, B. R]. Chemom, 1995, 31~58.

TaukI', IZCjl:ierdo-Ridorsa, A; Casassas, E. Chemom. Lab. Syst.
1993. 293-300
Casass2.s. E.; Tauler, R.; 1994,27,1729-1737.

i-(' Kowalski, B. R; S,Anal. Ch'!m. 1993,65,2040-2047.

(13) Sanchez, Kowalski. B. RJ Chemom. 198R 2, ?55-280
Lacorte, Ba,ce16, D.; Tavler, R]. Chromatogr., in press.

SrniJde. A. K.; Henshaw,]. M.; Burgess, L W.; Kowalski, B. R
J 994. 66. 3337-3344.

Hernandez-Cassou. S.]. 1994, 676, 311-319.
IU) ",,,m''' ..i ,He;-mindez-Cassou, S.; Tauler, R. Chim. Acta, in press.

low-pressure peristaltic pumps (Scharlau HP4). Connections,

T-pieces, and reaction coils were made of PTFE. Buffer and
reagent solutions merged in a mixing coil (MC) of 2 m x 0.5 mm

Ld. The reaction between amino acids and NQS reagent took
place in a reaction coil (RC) of 10 m x 0.5 mm Ld. immersed in

a themlUstatic bath (SBS TFB-3) at 70 °C.

The final buffer solution was generated on-line from two
different stock solutions, SA and SB Its composition was varied

during the process by modifying the ratio of the flow rates of the
two solutions. Therefore, the pH ln the RC was varied in a

controlled manner. Flow rates of amino acid, reagent, and buffer
solutions were kept at 0.75 mLimin for all of them, while those

of solutions SA and SB were varied during the process (from 0.65

to 0.1 mL/min for SA, and from 0.1 to 0.65 mL/min for SB).
At every titration point, the corresponding spectrum for each

amino acid concentration was registered when the system
achieved the steady state. The pH of each point was experimen

tally measured in the waste solution (W). The composition of
solutions SA and SB was suitable to work in a buffered medium
during the entire titration (from pH 6.5 to 12.5), increasing,

therefore, the robustness of the method. The pH synchronization
between different runs of titrations of the same chemical svstem

was experimentally achieved by pumping sequentially throu~h the

system, at every pH, each solution with different amino acid
concentration. 'W'hen the corresponding spectra had been reg

istered, the pH was modified and the whole procedure repeated
for a new pH.

Chemical Reaction Systems under Study, Four amino

acids were taken as models to study the reaction wiIh NQS,

proline (Pro) as a secondary amino acid, lysine (Lys) as a basic
amino acid, aspartic acid (Asp) as an acidic amino acid, and
phenylalanine (phe) as a model for other amino acids. Every
amino acid was assayed at three concentration levels, 5 x 10-,\

1 x 10-" and 2.5 x 10-4 M (except for Asp, where the
concentrations were 1 x 10-', 2.5 X 10-', and 5 x 10' 4 M. In

this case, the concentrations were higher because the sensiti,ity
of the reaction for Asp is lower).

Validation, To validate the results obtained by multivariate
curve resolution, the pure responses of the species present in the

system were obtained by an independent method. Pure species
spectra ofthe NQS were directly registered from a NQS solution

at 70°C at pH 6.S (acidic NQS species, I) and 12.5 (NQS

decomposition produc~ II). Pure spectra of amino acid derivatives
were determined in the absence of the NQS reagent to avoid its
interfering effect. 111is was done by chromatographic separation
of the different amino acid derivatives after their corresponding

precolumn derivatization. It was carried out in a vial (batch
procedure) by mixing equal volumes of reagent, buffer, and amino

acid solution containing Phe, Lys, Pro, anrl Asp The reagent

solution was 0.03 M NQS + 0.1 M HCl and buffer solution was
0.05 M HeBO, + 0.24 M NaOH, providing a final pH of 10.0 in
the reaction medium, and the concentration of everv amino acid
in me mixture solution was 0.002 M. The reaction w;s developed

for 5 min in a water bath set at 65°C. Under these conditions.
the formation of derivatives was quantitative. Next, 50 IlL of

solution containing the amino acid derivatives was injected iEto a
Cl8 column. Separation was achieved using an acetic acid/acetate

mobile phase (pH 4.75). Every amino acid derivative was
recovered by collecting the corresponding fraction of the eluate
from the chromatographic system. For the characterization of
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the acidic (species III) and basic (species IV) amino acid
derivative species, the pH of each fraction collected was adjusted

to 4.8 or 13.0, respectively, setting the final volume to 5 mL in

each caSe. These solutions were used to record the corresponding
spectrum.

DATA TREATMENT
Data generated by the continuous-flow method consisted of

independent sets of spectra at different pH values. Although

spectra were initially registered from 290 tc 590 nm in steps of 1
nm. data reduction was perronned in steps of 6 nm; thus, 51
working wavelengths were finally used. The data were treated

using MATlAB for Windows (version 4.0)

_Although more detalled descriptions are given in other
papers,'Hl.1H5 the steps of the multivariate curve resolution

procedure are summarized as follows: (1) arrangement of spectral

data in matrices; (2) detennination of the number of species

present in the system from the analysis of the singular values;
(3) obtention of an initial estimation of pH profiles or pure spectra

of these species either from evolving factor anaiysis" or by pure
variable detection methods;" (4) detection of selective (rank one)
windows using fixed-size moving window evolving factor analysis

or local rank analysis;20·21 and (5) alternating least-squares
optimization of the pH or concentration profiles and of the pure

spectra based on the compliance of Beer's law. Depending on

the nature and structure of the data, different constraints are
applied during the optimization.HUH5

Points 1 and 5 deserve more attention, o"ing to the pecularities

of the continuous-flow reaction system used in the present study.

Data Structure. Spectral data belonging to different titrations
of the same amino acid were analyzed simultaneously by arranging

the individual data matlices in a new augmented data matrix, one

on top of the other, keeping common wavelengths in the same
columns, assuming therefore that the speclTa in different experi

ments were registered at the same wavelengbs (spectral syn

chronization). TI1is augmented data matrix has a trilinear
struclureKwhen every species is described by the same unique

diad of vectors in the different experiments: a pure spectrum and

a pH or concentration profile. Thus, trillnearity requires both pH
and wavelength synchronization. Departures from strictly trillnear
data stmctures are quite common in analytical chemistry, for

instance, when different data matrices share only one of the two
orders of measurement, or when one of these orders is not

reproducible enough. In the present work, although there are

synchronization and reproducibility in both orders of measure,

concentration profiles have strictly equal shapes for only some
species (amino acid derivative species III and IV) , while for
reagent species (species I and H), the shapes ire their concentra

tion profiles are sllghtly different in the different experiments.
Constraints Developed for Reaction-Based Systems. (A)

Closure Constraint. Two closures must be simultaneously
fulfilled at every point of the reaction process: (a) The sum of
the concentrations of unn:acted and derivative amino add species

must be equal to its total analytical concen·tration, which is kept

constant during the experiment. However, only the amino acid
derivative species are spectrophotometrically active, while the

(18) Gampp, H,: Maeder, M.; Meyer. ZurberbGhler,1.. D. Talanta 1985,
32, 1133-1139

(19) Windig, W.: Stephenson, D. A. Anal. Chem. 1992, 6",', 2735-2742
(20) Keller, H. E.: .Massart, D. L. Anai. Chim. Acta 1991, 246,379-390.
(21) Gcladi. P.: \\Told, S. ClIemom. Intel!. Lab. Syst. 1987,2,273-281.
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unreacted amino acid species do not absorb in the wavelength
range under study. In practice, during the ALS optimization. if
the sum of the concentrations of amino acid delivative absorbing

species exceeds the total amino acid concentration, the pH or
concentration profiles of the amino acid derivatives are suitably
rescaled. (b) The sum of concentrations of all detected species

containing the NQS reagent (including NQS species I and II and
anlino acid derivative species III and IV) must be equal to
analytical concentration of the NQS reagent.

(B) Equal Shape of pH Profiles Constraint. Equal shape
contraints for concentration profiles have been pre\iously devel
oped9 ,13.1) In the present study, a new constraint has been

implemented considering of some partlculaJities of the reaction

between amino acids and NQS. In this reaction, only the amino
acid deJivative species keeps the same shape of pH profiles

the different experiments, whereas the unreacted NQS species

have pH profiles that depend on the amino acid concentration.
This occurs because a certain amount of the reagen: is consumed
to produce the amino acid derivatives, which thus changes the

pH profiles of the NQS reagent species. Therefore, the eq'Jal
shape constraint is selectively applied to only those species whose
pH profiles remain unchanged in the different experiments (amillo

acid derivative species).
Estimation of the Residual Degree of '/\'mbiguily. The

estimation of the residual degree of rotational ambiguity in the
recovered solutions obtained by multivariate curve resolution has

been calculated from the cosine of the angle between the two
vectors representing the known spectrum vector (see Valldation,

above) and the estimated one by multivariate curve resolution.

Cosine values equal to 1.0 indicate that the shapes of both vector
profiles are equal, and the rotational ambiguity of tbat species is

totally solved. Conversely, cosine values lower than 1 indicate

that a certain degree of rotational ambiguity remains. Quantitative
infonnation is obtalned by comparing the area of the pH profiles

recovered, as is explained in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(A) Study ofthe NQS at 70 'C. Spectra of pure NQS reagent

were obtained by pumping water instead of amino acid solution

through channel A (see Figure 1). The spectra were ordered in
a matrix, and they described the behavior of this reagent at 70

'C in the pH range from 6.5 to 12.5. Eigenanalysis of this data

matrix reveals that two main factors are responsible for data
variation, which is interpreted as the fonnation of two species

during the titration. This analysis differs considerably from results

obtained in previous studies perronned at 20 'C, where three

species were foundY This difference shows clearly that the
process in both cases is different. At 70 'C, NQS quickly

decomposes at pH values higher than 9, gi,ing an orange-bro'~l1

product. Conversely, at 20 'C. the decomposition of NQS is

avoided, and the process observed was the acid-base equillbJia
of NQS. The initial purest spectra used in the alternating least

squares optimization were (a) spectrum at pH 6.5 for the NQS
acidic species and (b) spectrum at pH 12.5 the NQS
decomposition species.

(B) Study of the Reaction between Phe and NQS. Figure
2 shows the spectral data set when a solution of 2.5 x 10-4 M
Phe was pumped through channel A (see Figure 1) and a 1.1 x

10-3 M NQS solution was used as reagent (NQS channei).

Eigenanalysis ofthe corresponding spectral data matrix indicates

that four absorbing chemical species are present. According to



Table 1. Effect of Constraints on the Recovery of Pure
Species Spectra by Multivariate Curve Resolution in
the Simultaneous Analysis of Four Continuous-Flow
Acid-Base Spectrophotometric Titrations of the
Phe-NQS Reaction System""

cosine values: %elTord

optionh II III IV III IV total"

0.996 0,951 0,732 3.8 3.7 3.8
0.997 0.949 0.981 12.2 12.4 12,3
0.993 0.976 0.978 4.5 3.9 4.9
0.998 0,943 0.982 5.1 3.0 4.2
0.996 0.987 0.973 5.0 4.3 4.7

W~ve:onR'/l(nm)

Figure 2. Experimental spectra obtained in a continuous~flow acid
base spectrephotometric titration of the Phs-NOS reaction system
when a 2.5 x 10-4 fv1 Phs solution is pumped through channel A.

Conditions: NOS eoneertration, 1.1 x 1C-3 M; pH range, 6.5-12.5.

tion procedure were 1for species I, 0.971 for species n, 0.986 for
species III, and 0.941 for species IV. From these results, species

I is correctly recovered, while especially species IV still shuws a

certain degree of rotational ambiguity.

To improve the previous resolution of the system, a simulta

neous analysis of several expel1ments is needed. Four different

solutions pumped through channel A of Figure 1 (Phe solutions
at 5 x 10-;', 1 x 10"', and 2.5 x 10-4 :vI and water) were used to

generate four acid-base spectrophotometric titrations, Eigenan

alysis of the column wise augmented data matrix (wavelength

common) gives four major contributions, similarly to the eigenan

alysis of the individual data matrices containing the amino acid
and the NQS reagent No rank augmentation is observed when

more data matrices are included in the analysis, showing that a

maximum of four independem absorbing species are detected in
the system within the pH range under study (6,5-12.5). Eigenan

alysis of the rowwise augmented data matrix indicates a contribu

tion of a fifth singular, which is interpreted as if the shapes of the

pH profiles of the two NQS reagent species in the different

experiments are not exactly equal in all the titrations but slightly

modified by the reaction with the amino acid. The excess of NQS
reagent concentration with respect to the amino acid was not
enough to neglect its consumption by the reaction with Phe.

The effect of different constraints on the recovery of pure

spectra and pH profiles of the species present has been evaluated
(Table 1). In practice, because of random and systematic errors
such as baseline drift and variations in the flow rates, it is difficult

Figure 3. Results of the study 01 the reaction between Phe and
NOS by simultaneous multiva(late curve resolLtion analysis of four
continuous·flow acid-base spectrophotometric iitrations T2. T3,
and T4). Titration conditions: NOS concentration, 1.1 x M; pH
range, 6.5-12.5; Phe concentrations, 0 in T1 (water instead Phe
solution is pumped), 5 x 10-5 M in T2, 1 x 10-' M in T3, and 2.5 x

10-' M in T4. Constraints applied: ii) closure with respect to reagent
and amino acid, (ii) equal shape for the pH profiles of the amino acid
derivative species III and IV. (a) Recovered pure spectra of species
I, II, III, and IV. (b) Recovered pH profiles of species I, II, III, and IV
for the different experiments.

Wavelength (nm)oH

the results of the previous study of the NQS decomposition, two
of these species caL be assigned to the NQS reagent, while the

other two are assigned to the ambo acid derivative species or

reaction products. The spectra used as initial estimation of these

two reaction products were those measured at pH 9.0 and 12.3,

corrected (subtracted) for the NQS absorption spectra at these
pIT values.

In the resolution of this single data matrix by multivariate curve

reso:ution, two closure constraints were simultaneously applied

to the total analytical concentration of NQS and amino acid. The
cosine values between the known pure spectra (obtained from
independem experiments) and those recovered from the optirniza-
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Table 2. Effect of Constraints on the Recovery of Pure
Species by Multivariate Curve Resolution in the
Simultaneous Analysis of Four Continuous-Flow
Acid-Base Spectrophotometric TitratDons of Several
Amino Ac-id-NQS Reaction Systems3

cosine value %error

amino acid II III IV II! IV total

Pro 0.997 0.973 0.940 2.2 1.1 1.8
0.997 0.976 0961 0.6 9.9 7.2
0.999 O.96LJ 0775 41.3 32.8

(1 Constraints applied: closure ,,"',S1Toin! with respect to both reagent
analyte and equal shape Lhe pH profiles of the

acid derivative species. information.

to obtain the complete recovelies of these profiles. Thus, in this
study, cosine values higher than 0.95 are considered to be related

wilh good recoveries of spectra. In Table 1, a summary of results

is given. In all cases, the spectral profiles of the reagent species

I and II are correctly recovered, showng clearly that the inclusion

of the response matrix of the pure NQS reagent provides the
selective information needed for the resolution of these two NQS
species. Using equal shapes of the pH profiles constraint and

the closure constraint (approaches c, d, and e), the best results
are obtained. Option e (closure constraint with respect to both

reagent and Phe and equal shape constraint to only pH profiles

of Phe delivative species) is the most poweliul for the resolution
of this reaction system. Figure 3 shows pure spectra and pH

profiles obtained with this option. The shapes of the pH profiles

recovered for species I are slightly different in the four experi
ments. This agrees with the fact that NQS is consumed by the
reaction with the amino acid.

(C) Study ofthe Reactions between Pro, Lys, and Asp with
NQS, The reaction betwcen NQS and three other amino acids

(Pro, Lys, and Asp) was also studied by multivariate curve

resolution in the same way as for Phe. For every amino acid,
four spectrophotometric titrations were analyzed simultaneously
using the proposed method. Table 2 shows a summary of the

results obtained, demonstrating the general use of the method.

Under the expelimental conditions of the spectrophotometlic
titrations. the formation of the amino acid derivatives is nearly

quantitative for Phe, Pro, and Lys, while for Asp it is low. Species
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IV (Table 2) is the most difficult to resolve, since its pH profile is
always embedded below the pH profile of species II. Moreover,

the two pure spectra of species IV and II are very similar, with a
high degree of overlap. In particular, species IV of the NQS

Asp system is the poorest recovered because, in this case, a very
low amount of derivative species is generated in lhe reaction

( < 15%). A longer reaction time and higher temperature may be
required for completion of the reaction in the case of Asp.

CONCLUSIONS
The continuous-flow titration method proposed in the present

work is able to provide highly stl1lctured second-order data, thus
allowing improved resolution of unknown chemical reaction-based

systems. The multivariate curve resolution procedl:re allows the
recovery of important analytical information about these reaction

based systems, such as the pure spectra profiles of the reagent
and product species, the pH profiles of all species present in the

system, the percentage of analyte that has been reacted, and the

optimum pH for the maximum development of the reaction.

Results of the reactions between NQS and amino acids indicate

that constraints like closure and equal shape of profiles selectively
applied to only some of the products of the reaction (amino acid
delivatives) lead to improved recovery of pure spectra and pH

profiles. The method proposed can easily be extended to the
characterization and analytical application of other types of

chemical reactions.
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Conductivity of porous silicon layers (p-type) has been
investigated for organic vapor sensing. A many orders of
magnitude increase in conductivity in response to a vapor
pressure change from 0 to 100% has been measured for
some compounds. The conductivity (at a constant pres
sure) varies exponentially with the compound's dipole
moment. The temporal response of the porous silicon
layers is the seconds range, and the recovery is much
slower (minutes). However, due to the tremendous
conductivity changes and the low background noise, a
complete recovery is not needed for sensing purposes.
The mechanism of conductivity enhancement has been
studied using several methods. It is attributed to an
increase the density of charge carriers. An additional
mechanism based on increased dillusivity may take place
in microporous silicon. The observed characteristics
suggest the application of porous silicon to future chemi
cal sensors. The sensors have the potential to be inte
grated monolithically with other silicon devices using
current technologies.

Porous silicon (PS) is becoming an increasingly important

electronic material in current fabrication technology. It has been

suggested as a potential optical material for new silicon light

emitting devices. H The fabrication of this material is carried out

by a very simple electrochemical etching of silicon. which creates

a network 0' nanometer-sized Si structures. Extensive studies

have already been carried out on the electro- and photolumines

cence properties of this material. Several models have been
proposed explain the origin of light emission, including
quantum confinement effec:s, 1.2, 10.1 1 radiative recombination via

(1) Canham. Let:. 1990,57,1046-1048.
'2) Lehmann. Phys. Lett. 1991,58,856-858.
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surface sUltes," and silicon-hased compounds like SiHx." silox
ene,14 and amorphous silicon.15 Only a few researches have been

interested in chemical effects on the emitted ligbt1H8

This study is focused on the chemical sensing properties of
PS. Silicon-based chemical sensors would be of extreme practical

importance: a number of new devices are possible. TIle sensing
activity of PS is based on its large internal surface area of ~·500

m' cm-3, which implies possibie adsorbate effects. Characteriza
tion of these sUlfaces and measurements of their specific area
have been carried out by means of several techniques. 19- 21 The
quenching of PS photoluminescence by chemicals has been
already suggested for application in chemical sensors. l6·!? Nev
ertheless, sensorS based on photoluminescence changes are
unlikely to be realized, due to their high cost: such devices

include complex and expensive (time-resolved) spectroscopic
setJp. We suggest a different chemical approach, based on the
conductivity of PS rather than on the photoluminescence quench
ing. This study is based on our discovery of the tremendous
changes in the electrical conductivity of PS exposure to various
chemicals in the gas phase. Chemical sensors based on the

electrical conductivity of other semiconductors are well known
(e.g., ref 22), and their contribution has been recognized.':; The

advantages of PS sensors are the simplicity of fabrication. low cost,
and a possibility for integration with other silicon-based devices.

Actually, a similar application has already been proposed by
Anderson et al.24 They investigated capacitance variations of PS
layers under exposure to vapors. The reported capacitance
variations were v,ithin 1 order of magnitude only (factor of 4.4),
and the temporal responses were in the 5-10 min range. Here

(11) Suemoto, T.: Tanaka. K..; Nakajima, A.: ltakura, T. PhY5. Rev. Letl. 1993,
70,3659-3662.
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o 110
o 104
1.6 70
Q36 29
0.8 77
1.01 210
1.25 587
1.66 43
1.7 128
1.69 59
1.68 17
2.88 233
2.7 105
3.82 1

dipole rnoment/D vapor pressure/Torrcompound

benzene
cyclohexane
nuorobenzene
toluene
trichloroethylene
chlorofonn
diethyl ether
2-propanol
methanol
ethanol
n-propanol
acetone
methyl ethyl ketone
N,N-dimethylfonnamide

Table 1

to higher pressures has a remarkable effect and introduces
rectifying characteristics.

Analysis of these characteristics, for various gas concentrations
and for various thicknesses of PS layers,18 suggests that the
current in forward bias is a correct measure of the PS resistance.
The change from symmellicalto rectifying behavior 'Nith increas
ing methanol pressure is due to the electrical stucture of the
device, which may be described as a serial combination of a
resistor (pS layer) with a diode (Schottky barrier at the interface
between 5i and P5). At low methanol concentration, the PS
resistance is so high that it limits the current, resulting in
symmetrical current-voltage curves. At higher concentrations,
the resistance is much reduced and the current the reverse
bias is limited by the interface, giving rise to rectifying behavior.
However, in forward bias, the limiting element is the PS resistance.
and thus, the sensing characteristics of the PS were measured
with a forward voltage hias.

Vapor Effects, We measure the effect of 14 comoounds as

listed in Table 1. The relative current changes (at 5\r) cau~ed
by exposure to these compounds (compared to dean nitrogen)
are given in Figure 2, for 10 mbar and for half of the vapor
pressure at room temperature. Following Lauerhaas et aI., 16 who
showed a correlation of the luminescence quenching 'hith the
dipole moment of the adsorbate, we plot the current increase on
a logarithmic scale as a function of the dipole moment of the
molecules. VVhiIe the effect OIl the luminescence was linear 16

the conductivity increase is exponential. A many orders 'of

~ 20

-100 -50 0 50 100
Voltage IV

Figure 1. Current-voltage pr:::>file of a typicai porous sii!con sample.
The inset shows current in vacuum (magnified by a factor of --7JO).
Note the remarkable effect of methano on the current and the
rectifying characteristics

o""."000 "000,o0000 occ,cco" 00 o§8~c000<0000'0000

we compare these figures with the conductivity responses.
Capacitance variations were atllibuted to condensation of liquid
in the pores. In the following, we show that the mechanism of
conductance increase is different and is not based on condensation
at aiL Furthermore, the dynamic range of conductivity is much
larger than that of the capacitance. An attempt to develop a

humidity sensor based on the hydrophobic and hvdroohilic
properties of PS has also been carried out;25 however: no ~ther
effects have been tested.

(25) Yamana, A.I Eleclrochem. Soc 1995, 137.2925.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The microporous silicon (micro-PS) layers were prepared by

anodization of a (100) p-type, B-doped Si wafer with resistivity of
5 Q cm in a 1:1 volume solution of HF (49% in water)-ethanol.
The etch CUlTent density was 30 rnA cm-2. The anodization time
was chosen to form layers of 10-20 I'm thickness. For conductiv
ity measurements, aluminum contacts (area of ~4 mm', thickness
of a few micrometers) were evaporated on top of the porous silicon
layer and were connected to metal wires.

CUlTent was measured using a Keithley 236 source-measure
unit in a two-tem1inal sandwich configuration. TIle source unit

provided a stabilized voltage that was applied between the

evaporated contact and an ohmic contact on the back of the Si
wafer. The measured currents were in the range of nano- to

microamperes. The instrument was equipped with an lEEE-488
interface, and all data were transferred to a microcomputer for
analysis.

For some of the studies, meso-porous silicon (meso-PS) layers
were used. These layers were prepared from a?+ (100) substrate
with a resistiviiy of 10 mQ cm. The etching conditions were the
same as those used for the micro-PS samples. Following anod
ization. the meso-PS iayers were separated from the underlying
silicon substrate by an electropolishing step (same acid concentra
tion, but 0.3 A cm-2 anodization current). In-plane conductivity
of the free-standing meso-PS layers was measured in the two
terminal configuration, between two evaporated aluminum con
!acts (a few micrometers thick).

Exposure to chemical gases was carried out in a small vacuum

chamber. Samples were kept in ambient conditions and were
introduced into the vacuum chamber just .for the chemical
exposure measurements. The sample was Hrst flushed with clean
nitrogen and evacuated using a rotary pump. Proper gas mixtures,
containing the desired partial pressure of the organic gases and
clean and dry nitrogen, were prepared in a large container and
introduced into the sample chamber by a valv,o. The valve was
closed when the desired gas pressure in the chamber was
reached. Nitrogen was then added (in a few seconds) in order
to perform the measurements at a fixed toral p:'essure of ~1 bar
and in order to keep a well-defined gas composition and to prevent
penetration of other gases from the outside.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Current-Voltage Profile. The current-voltage profile of our

PS samples is approximately symmellical with respect to zero
voltage, as shown in Figure 1, for both vacuum or nitrogen
atmosphere. Nitrogen has no influence on conductivity and
photoluminescence properties, so it can be used for dilution. For
low methanoi partial pressures, the current-voltage curve remains
symmetricai, and only the CUlTent amplitude incceases. Exposure
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IFngure 2. Current chan;J8s (relative to nitrogen) indc.ced by several
compounds, at 10 mbar and at half the vapor pressure, The applied
voltage was 5 V. The point on the right, at 3.820, we.s measured at
4 TO"f only (its vapor pressure at room temperature), which accounts
for thR devi.stion. Note the many orders of magnitude effects of both

the dipole TDment and pressure.

magnitude effect was observed for acetone and for methyl ethyl
l;ctone, whIch have large dipole moments, while benzene, with

zero dipole moment, has a very low influence on the conductivity
of PS. This exponential dependence of the conductivity change

(at the same gas pressure) on the dipole moment is of consider
able importance for sensor development.

However, the spread of the data in Figure 2 shows that t.1e
dipoie moment is not the only physical factor that affects the
conductivity. Water vapor, for example, has only a negligible
effect, although tioe dipole moment is vcry large. This is attributed
to the hydrophobic nature of the hydrogen-passivated surface of

PS cystallites. Alter we removed t!-is surface coverage by means
a 400 annealing step (in air), a large increase in the

conductivity was observed following exposure to water. In a
similar mannen, Lauerhaas and Sailor" reported enhancement of
the photol.uminescence quenching by water vapor following a
chemical trealment, which makes the hydrophobic surface more

hydrophiiic. The insensitivity of the hydrated surface to water
vapor is an additional advantage for sensor applications. Further
more, the possibility to control the device selectivity by surface
treaL-nenl allows for optimizing the sensitivity to specific chemical
compounds.

Pressure Dependence, In addition to the above-mentioned
exponential dependence on the dipole moment, there is another

exponentiai dependence: the current as a function of the gas
pressure for each of the separate compounds. This is shown in
Figu-e 3 for methanol (on the left aYJs) and for other compounds

viilh lower dipole moments (right axis). Again we see that the
change in :he conductivity is not directly related to the dipole
moment, since even for benzene, which has zero dipole mo

ment, an increase in the conductivity as a function of concentra
tion is observed. This snggests that there exists a mecha
nism of conductivity enhancement which is not related to the
dipole moment. Two different routes have also been proposed
for luminescence quenching due to polar and nonpolar adsor
hrltes. 17

Temporal Response. An additional important feature is the
time response and recovery of the PS conductivity following gas
exposure. In order to study these characteristics, we exposed a
PS sample IO methanol in the following way. The sample chamber
was evacuated and exposed to clean nitrogen. The chamber was

Figure 3. Exponential dependence 01 current changes (relative to
vacuum) on the gas pressure (relative to vapor pressure) for several
solvents. The cUlYes of benzene and toluene do not cross when
presented against absolute pressure.

-F======c-----------r 150

Time I s

Figure 4. Tempora! respDnse and recovery of the porous silcon
conductiVity on exposure to methanol. Due to the intense response,
there is no practical need to wait for ful: recovery. The inSEt shows
a schematic drawing Df the PS sensor and its eiectric connections

then evacuated again and exposed to a mixture of nitrogen with

10 mbar of methanol at the same total pressure (.~1 bar). After
a defined time of -2 min, the chamber was evacuated again for

a few minutes and then filled with a new mixture of nitrogen and
methanol, at a higher concentration. This concentration was kept
for exactly the same period inside the chamber before the

chamber was evacuated again. The procedure described above
was repeated for several cycles. The results are show11 in Figure
4. An increase in the current immediately after the exposure is

observed, followed by a recovery after evacuation. The response

and the recovery times, as a function of the methanol concentra

tion, can be obtained from this figure. A complete recovery of

the signal is not fast,18 probably due to the fractal nature of the

micro-PS surface. The long full-recovery time gives rise to a slight
elevation of the baseline during measurements. However, the
results of Figure 4 demonstrate that the main part of the recovery

occurs on a quite short time scale. Usually, 10% recovery is

obtained in 30 s, and 90% recovery takes -100 s. The derivative
of the signal, for instance, would indicate the change in the

methanol concentration, Therefore, for practical purpose, both
the response and the recovery can be considered fast.

The measured temporal characteristics can be rationalized by
a simple modeL The adsorption rate is generally given by'"

(26) Morrisor., S. R. The Chemical Physics ofSurfaces; Plenum Press: \'cw York
1977.
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where r, is the density of adsorption sites, is:he pressure, and
[ is the adsorbate density (per area or volume unit). The first
term describes the desorption process, and the second one
describes the adsorption.

At relatively low adsorption, k. and k2 are pressure independent,
and we can derive the steady state (dr/dt = 0) adsorbate
concentration,

• sample in m~th::moj

2
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of meso-PS conductiVity (a15
V) in vacuum and in methanol vapor. The activation energy IS lowered
in the presence of the methanol vapor, while the conductivity prefactor
is not changed.

(3)

(1)

(2)

r = r,(k,lk)P

which can be simplified in the low-pressure range:

Provided that the conductivity instantaneously responds to the
concentrations, eqs 5 and 6 give

The exponential characteristics of Figure 3 can be expressed in
the following form:

Our pumping procedure starts at surface concenrration rcO), given
by the steady state condition [(0) = [,(kz/kj)p (I = 0), and we
pump down to low pressures. Thus, the second term in eq 1
vanishes, and the solution of this equation (at.o '" 0) is

(27) Cullis, A. G.; Canham, L. T. Nature 1991,253.335-338.
(28) Goudeau, P.; Naudon, A; Bomchil, G.; Herina, H.. I Appr. Phys. 1989,66.

625.
(29) Schwarz, R; Wang, F.; Ben-Charin, M.; Grebner. S.; Niko1ou, Koch. F

Thin Solid Films 1995. 255, 23-26.

increase was observed only above methanol pressure of 80 mbar,
suggesting that below this pressure no condensation occurs.
Nevertheless, conductivity enhancement was observed at much
lower methanol pressures. Moreover, the recovery of the refrac
tive index following evacuation was faster than the current
relaxation.

A full understanding of the mechanism of the conducti',ity
enhancement requires a knowledge of both the eiectrical transport
properties of the PS and the charge transfer reaction that occurs
during the adsorption at the silicon surface. Unfortunately, the
conductivity in micro-PS is influenced by a variety of parameters.
The material is a fractal network of nanometer-sized crystallites.
Quantum confinement causes spatial fluctuations of the effective
band gap. As a result, internal energy barriers exist between the
crystallites, which electrons have to overcome. Electrons move
through the system on the most favorable route. Even without
the presence of adsorbate molecules, the conductivity mechanism
is not trivial, and their addition further complicates the situation.

In order to shed some light on the question of the conductivity
enhancement, we simplified the problem by examining meso-PS
layers. The silicon structures in these san1ples are iarger (10
20 nm),217 and therefore quantum size effects are negligible. They
also lack the fractal topology possessed by the micro-PS." This
allowed us to treat meso-PS as a usual semiconducter. '9 The main
difference between a meso-PS layer and a piece of bulk crystalline
silicon is the large surface area of the first. On the other hand,
this is the common feature it shares with micro-PS. Thus, one
might expect to learn about the conductivity enhancement
problem by looking at meso-PS, since the charge transfer
processes in both matelials are probably similar, because they
depend mostly on the local environment of the adsorption sites.

Figure 5 is an Arrhenius plot of the conductivity as a function
of temperature. When the sample is kept in vacuum, the activation
energy is 0.49 eV, and the conductivity prefactor is ~10' Q em-I
When methanol is introduced into the chamber, the activation
energy decreases (to 0.4 eV), but the conductivity prefactor is

(7)

(6)

(5)

(4)

P(O) -hoi=--e .
Po

r;=

l:n

where PI) is adsorbate dependent. By eqs 3 and 4, we get

Equation has been fitted to our data, ami good results have
been obtained for the conducthity as a function of time, after a
fast pumping down of the vapors. Deviations have been observed
at longer times, probably due to contribution of the second term
in eq 1, which was neglected here. At longer times (>1000 min),
the readsorption cannot be neglected.

Mechanism of Conductivity Enhancement. We discuss
now the origin of the enhancement of PS c03ductivity by the
adsorbed molecules. We first examine one suggestion made by
Anderson et a1.24 They have argued that the change in the
electrical properties of PS following adsorption (capacitance in
their study) is due to liquid condensation inside the microcapil
laries of the PS. This would lead to an increased capacitance as
well as an extra current flowing through the liquid, resulting in
an "artificial" conductivity enhancement. In order to check this
mechanism, we have measured the refractive index of our PS
layers, using IT-IR spectrDscoPY. The existence of liquid inside
the pores should increase the effective refractive index. Such an
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
FS has many of the charactelistics required for chemical

sensor development. First, its electrical response varies by many

orders of magnitude for different gases at the same panial
pressure. In addition. for each of the gases, an exponential CUlTent

enhancement has been observed as a function of partial pressure.

This means that the chemical nature of the adsorbates has a

considerable influence on conductivity, which is favorable for
sensor applications. Preparation of PS samples is very simpie,

much simpler than :,or other semiconductor- and metai oxide

based sensors. Since this layer is constructed on a standard
silicon wafer, the finaJ sensors can be integrated with other silicon

based devices.

The proposed FS device is easily handled, since it is not

affected by exposure 'w oxygen illld other illnbient gases. Actually,
very similar results were obtained when pure nitrogen ','las

selectively suppresses the red pan of the photoluminescence billld,

because injection into the larger particles that are responsible for

this light is easier. The other mechanism we have suggested for

the micro-PS conductivity effect, the lowering of barriers between

particles, would also give rise to luminescence quenching, since

excited carriers have easier access to nonradiati'le centers.

However, in this case, one would expect that a s;milar decrease
in the photoluminescence intensity would take place all over the

spectrum, as observed in the experiments. Further investigation

is needed to clarify these points.

Comparison to Other Measurements. Anderson et
have examined PS devices for vapor sensing, mainly as a humidity

sensor. They have found a 440% increase in the capacitance of

FS layers in response to a humidity change from 0 to 100%. In

addition, they have found only weak sensitivity to methanol and

acetone. This is not in disagreement with our results, since their

samples were prepared in such a way that the internal surfaces

were oxidized and therefore hydrophilic." Another batch of their

samples, prepared in a special way which restored the original

hydrophobic nature, showed nc response to water vapor, but a

large effect was induced by methanol. As we have discussed

before, the humidity response can be easily changed by simple

pretreatment or aging of the samples. We chose samples that

do not respond to water vapor, since we were interested in sensing

the organic materials. Water vapor is expected to influence the

conductivity of hydrophobic PS only at a high humidity level and

prolonged exposure. Mares a1.:l1 reported on conductivity

changes as a function of humidity for relative humidities larger

than 25%. Even in that case, the wetting of the inner surfaces

occurred only after exposure for several days. We believe that
the prolonged exposure also results in partial oxidation, which

allows wetting to occur. This effect is negligible in our samples,

due to the relatively short exposure times we used.

The vapor condensation-based mechanism, proposed by Ander

son et a1.24 and by Mares et al.,:n was eliminated in our case by

measuring the refractive index of the FS layer, cerried out using
Ff-IR spectroscopy. It should be mentioned that ever in the

capacitance study, the internal condensation is not the only

possible explanation, since capacitance may be changed by
adsorption of molecules with a high dipole moment, even under

submonolayer coverage.

not affected. Assuming semiconductor behavior, the conductivity

can be approximated by30

(J=

where N,. is the effective density of states at the band edge, e is

the electron charge,,u is the free electron mobility, and E, and Er
are 6e hand edge and Femci energies, respectively. We assume
that only the majority carriers contribute to the conductivity and

that N,. and are only weakly dependent on the temperature. In

a doped semiconductor, Ermight be a function of the temperature.

However, our case, the activation energy is constant over the

whole range of the measurement, 2nd therefore the Fermi level

is pinned at a fixed peint with respect to the band edge. In

vacuum, the activation energy is approximately half the band gap

of crystalline silicon (~1.1 eV), suggesting that the Fermi level is

near mid-gap position. Therefore, we can conclude that the

material behaves like a compensated semiconductor. Wilen
methanol is intr::Jduced, the Fem1i level shifts to a new position

and is fixed closer to the band edge. The meaning of this result

is that methanol injects extra carriers into the FS. The sign of

these carriers was dete:TIlined by thermopower measurements.

smail temperature gardient was applied to the san1ple, and the

sign of the induced voltage indicated that the majolity carriers

are electrons for this material prepared from highly p-doped

substrate. Thus, adsorbed methanol (as we]] as other vapors

discussed here) behaves like an electron donor.

There two possible mechanisms to account for the

methanol effect. It might be that during adsorption, the methanol

is oxidized, thus giving an extra electron to the silicon skeleton.
Since oxidation of methanol (and of ketones, which also show a

large conductivity effect) is questionable, another mechanism has

be considered. It is possible that the existence of methanol
v,ith its high polarizabilily at the ,icinity of the FS internal surfaces

give rise to local Belds, shifting the energy position of other surface

states. ':bus, the energy distribution of density of states inside

the gap charges, shifting the Fermi level position with respect to
the conduction band edge.

The mechanism suggested above is hased on a strong change
i~ the density of charge carriers, while their mobility (diffusivity)

is kept constant. This seems to be the case for meso-PS; however,

br micro-FS, another mechanism might contribute as well. As
we have stated before, conduction in micro-PS is limited by

barriers between particles. A preferential adsorption of polillizable
Dolecules on such sites might reduce the barriers, increasing the

effective di£51sivily of the ca-riers and thus the conductivity. It Is

probable that both mechanisms contribute to the conductivity
enhancemect in micro-PS.

Finally, is interesting to discuss the cha'lges observed in

photDluminescence properties of micro-PS and their relalioIl Lo

the conductivity enhancement. A shift to the Fermi level, caused

addition of carriers, will increase the nonradiative recombira

t.on rate and thereiore quench the conductivity. It has been
already shown that PS luminescence can be quenched by the

application of voltage, due ':0 an injection of extra carriers into

the crystallites.5•s This process increases the probability lor Auger

recombination. However, it has been observed that this process

(20) Seeger, K Semiconductor Physics, 5th ed.; Springer: New York, 1988.
(31) Mares, .r. J; !<ristoii(:,].; Hujicius. E

275.
Solid Films 1995. 255. 272-
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replaced with air. (Nitrogen was used just La ensure a stable and
well-defined environment) TI,e PS device is rather stable,
although variations could be observed after a few months
(probably due to a slow process of internal oxidation).

The mechanism of conductivity enhancement is not completely
clear. In the case of meso-PS. where no quantum effects are
expected. it is probably based on camers activation, while in the
case of micro-PS, an additional mechanism of increased diffusivity
may take place. However. it is clear from the construction of the
device that the conductivity takes place vertically (across the
surface). Experiments with photoconductivity of these samples
support this concept. Probably, the organic gases penetrate into
the PS layer under the aluminum contacts and contribute to the
observed conductivity enhancement. Nevertheless, more experi
mental evidence is needed for a final conclusion on the mechanism
and the active sites.

Further investigation of the perfom1ance of n-type porous
silicon. which is known tc possess a different microstructure, is
of interest. The effects of preparation procedure on the final

3732 Analytical Chemistry. Vol. 67. No. 20. October 15. 1995

sensitivity and response have still to be studied. This procedure
consists of many variables, such as etching current and time or
composition of the etching solution, that probabiy should influence
the final characteristics. Further understanding of the physical
effects involved in the current enhancement may contribute to
sensor development, regarding its selectivity. temporal response,
and concentration sensitivity.
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Solvent Effects on the Redox-Dependent Binding
Properties of a Viologen-Based Receptor for
Neutral Organic Molecules

Ronald Ft Lilienthal and Diane K. Smith*

Department of Chemistry, San Diego State University, San Diego, California 92182-1030

Cyclic voltammetry ofa viologen-based cyclophane recep
tor, VH, in water, 10% acetonitrile/water, and acetonitrile
is described. Minimal electrolyte was necessary in order
to prevent precipitation of the reduced VII in aqueous
solutions. Shifts in the half-wave potential of the first
viologen reduction are observed in the presence ofvarious
substituted benzenes. The direction and magnitude of the
shifts are ex-plained in terms of two competing factors: (i)
the change in the electron donor-acceptor character of
the host that occurs upon reduction and (ti) the change
in the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of the host upon
reduction. The first faetor promotes binding ofacceptor
substituted guests to the reduced host and donor
substituted guests to the oxidized host. The second factor
promotes binding of all the guests to the reduced host in
aqueous solution. Large potential shifts are observed
when both factors work in the same direction.

A redox-dependent receptor is a receptor that undergoes a
reversible redox process that changes the binding properties of
the receptor. Such receptors have several potential applications
in analytical chemistly. For example, they could function as the
primary components in electrochemical sensors, providing both
sLbstrate recognition and a means fcr electrochemical detection.
Redox-dependent receptors could also be utilized in membrane
separation systems that employ a potential gradient to effect
selective :.ransport across the membrane.

In previous reports, we have described some of the redox
dependent binding properties of the viologen-based receptor, VH,
in acetonitrile. l .' VH, originally prepared and studied by Stoddatt

VH

and co-workers;?' binds benzene~size aromatics in the cavity
between the 4A'-bipyridiniums,3-6 commonly knovm as viologens.
Like other viologens, the viologens in VH undergo two reversible
reductions, first to a stable radical cation and then to a neutral

(1) FO:1seca, E.}.; Colina.]. T.; Smith, D. Kj. Eiectyoanal. Chern. 1992,340,
34:.

(2) Sn:ith, E. Ulienth2L R R.; Fonseca. R J. Anal. Chern. 1994, 66, 3013.
(3) Odell, B.; Eeddinb,'1:on. M. S:awin, A. M. Z.; Spencer, N.: Stoddart, J. F_:

"\Villiams, D. J. Angew. Olem.! into Ed. EngI. 1988,27,1547.

0003-27 00/95/0367-3733$9.00/0 @ 1995 American Chemical Society

quinoid structure. eqs I and 2.1,2,·, Although not much change in

R-NJ-C~-R ...:::.- R-O-C~-R (1)

the size or shape of the binding cavity is expected upon reduction,
we reasoned that the changes in charge and electronic S!Clcture
which do occur would alter the binding properties of va, and,
indeed, this hIlled out to be the case.

Although numerous redox-dependent receptors for ionic spe
cies have been described,' VH is one of only a few redox,
dependent receptors for neutral compounds which have been
reported to date,7.s Of these, it is the only example where binding
strength changes in a sh'aightforward and predictable manner
upon reduction!oxidation. In our previous work, we showed that
the oxidation state which is preferred by a particular substrate or
guest molecule in acetonitrile can be predicted on the basis of
the ability of the guest to interact with the positive charges on
VH and on electron donor-acceptor considerations. Specifically,
benzene derivatives with ethoxy ether side chains that interact
with the positively charged sites bind more strongly to ~he

oxidized VH" form, which has a greater positive charge. This
was determined from the negative shift in the half-wave potential
of the first viologen reduction in the presence of these guests.
Smaller but still significant shifts are observed with guests which
do not specifically interact with the positive charges, In these
cases, the preferences are controlled by electron donor-acceptor
considerations. Donor-substituted guests, which bind more
strongly to the relatively electron poor VH"-, cause negative shifts
in the observed half-wave potential of the VH'+!Z- couple. In
contrast, acceptor-substituted guests, which bind more strongly
to the reduced VH2+ form, cause positive shifts in the half-wave
potential.

(4) Anelli, P. L.; Ashton, P, R; Ballanlini, R; Delgado, M.; Gar.cIolfi, M. 1'.;
Goodnow, T. T.; Kaikr, A. E.; Philp, D.; Piet;-a~zkiewicz, M.; Prodi, L.~

Reddington. M. V.; SJawin, AM. Z.; N.; Stoddart,]. F.; Vicent, C:
Williams, D. J.]. A.m. Chem. Soc. 114, 193.

(5) (a) Goodr.ow,1'. T.; Reddington, M. V.; Stoddart,]. F.; Kairel", A. L]. Am
Chem. Soc. 1991, 113, 4335. (b) D,; Slawin, AM, Z.; N.;
Sloddart,]. F.; Willian1s, D.].]. Chem Cliem. Commun. 1584.
(e) Cordova. E.: Bissell, R. k: Spencer. N: Ashton. P. R.: Stoddart,]. F.:
Kaifer, A E. f. Org. Chern. 1993,58,6550.

(6) Bernardo, A. R.; SlQddart, ]. F.; Kaiter. A. E. f. Am. Chem, Soc. 1992, 114,
10624.

(7) Beer, P. Adv. Chern. 1992.39,79
(8) Sewa;-cl, E. M.: R. B.: Snl1':orcr, W.; Tam, S.-W.; Dicdcridl, F. j.

Am. Chem. Soc. 1990. 112, 1783
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(3)

In :his paper, we explore the influence of solvent on the redox

dependent binding properties of VR. Soivent typically has a strong

influence on binding in organic host-guest systems9JO Indeed,

solvation forces are often the primary driving force for binding in
these systems. This is particularly true in aqueous solution, where
the unfavorable solvation of an apolar guest and apolar binding

site strongly promote binding. Since viologens become more
hydrophobic upon reduction, t'1e soivation properties of the

binding site in VB will change considerably in aqueous solution,
and this could lead to large changes in binding strengths.

Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to investigate the

electrochemistry of VB in aqueous electrolyie for the very reason

that it would be interesting to do so. The increased hydrophobic
ity of the radical cation promotes precipitation of the radical onto

the electrode surface, leading to distorted voltammograms which

can not be simply interpreted in terms of binding equilibria. The

tendency to precipitate is much greater for VB than for simpler

viologens, making it nearly impossible to observe undistorted

voitammograms in aqueous electrolyte solution.

Bemardo et a1. avoided this difficulty by exchanging the
viologen host into a Nafion film coated on an electrode surface6

This allowed them to examine the undistorted voltarnmetry of VB
in the presence of different guests in aqueous solution. However,
the interior of a Nation fiitn is a considerably different environment
than water, so their results do not necessariiy reflect the influence
of solvation forces which we ,,,,ish to explore. In addition, although

Lhe Nation approach will be useful for practical applications such

as sensors Or membrane separation systems, it increases the

complexity of the expedmental system, making it more difficult
to extract fundamental information regarding the redox-dependent
binding.

We took another approach to solving the precipitation problem

which avoids the added complexity of a surface-modified electrode
system. By using microelectrocles, we have stJdied the voltarn

metry of Vb in water, with mlnimal elec:Iolyte. Under these
conditions, no distortion is observed, and the electrochemistry
can be examined in the presence of different guests. In many

cases, we observe a positive shift in the redox potential in the

presence of the guests, impiying stronger binding to the reduced
fOl1n of the host. 111e positive shill is consistent with solvation
controlled binding, since the reduced VB' state is more hydro

phobic and is therefore less favorably solvated by water than the
v1{4-;- state. 111e observation that eve..'"1 guests which give negative

potential shifts in acetonitrile give positive shifts in water under
scor,es the significance of solvation forces in this system.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Compound Preparation. VB was prepared and purified as

described in the literature.' lH NMRand 1'C NMR of the purified
product agreed with the reported chemical shifts. The initial PF,

salt was converted to the chloride salt by dissolving in acetonitrile

and adding excess tetraethylammonium chlodde. Methylviologen
(MV) was prepared by reacting excess methyl iodide with 4,4'

bipyridine in acetonitrile. The resulting iodide salt was converted
to the PF, ~~ salt by adding excess NH,PF6 to ar, aqueous solution

of the iodide. The PF"- salt was converted Lo the chloride as

(9) Diederich, F. Cyclophanes; Roya: Society of Chemistry: London, 1991;
Chapter 7.

llO) (a) Smilhrud, D. B.: Diederich, Chem. Soc, 1990, 112.339. (b)
Smithrud, D. E.: Wyman,~. B.; Diederich, FJ Am. Chem. Soc. 1991, 113,
:5120.
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desclibed above. 1,4-Bisl2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]benzene (lb)
was prepared and pudfied according to the literature procedure.'

HOICH2CH20ln--O-IOCH2CH21nOH

1a n= 1, 1b n=2

All other guest compounds were purchased from commercial
sources and further purified as follows. 1,4-Diaminobenzene, 1,2
diaminobenzene, and I,2-dihydroxybenzene were sublimed in
vacuo. L4-Dihydroxybenzene was recrystallized from acetonitrile

under N,.

Electrochemical Studies, The microelecu'ode experiments
were performed using a Pine Instrument Co. RDE4 bipotentiostat
with a Kipp and Zonen X- Y chart recorder. Both the electro

chemical cell and the potentiostat were placed in a copper mesh

faraday cage to reduce signal noise. For the nonmicroelectrode
experiments, a PAR Model 173 potentiostat connected to a PAR
Model 175 universal potential programmer was used. All elec

trochemical measurements were made under AT or in a one
compartment cell with a Pt or Au disk working electrode (2 mm

or 25 I'm diameter) and a Pt wire counter electrode. A SeE

reference electrode was used for the aqueous experiments, and
a Ag/AgNO" reference electrode was used for the acetonitrile
work.

Water from a Millipore MiIIi-Q water purification system was
llsed for aqueous electrochemical expedments. HPLC-grade
acetonitrile was used for the nonaqueous experiments. For the

100% acetonitrile experiments, the acetonitrile was passed through

a small column of aotivated alumina directly into the electrochemi
cal cell. Tetrabutylammonium hexaflucrophosphate, previously

recrystallized 3 times from 95% ethanol and dried in vacuo for 24

hat 70 'C, was used as the electrolyte in the nonmicroelectrode
experiments.

Binding Constant Measurements. Binding constants for all
guests with VB'-!- wefe estimated from NMR data using the
following procedure. A DzO or 10% CD3CN/DzO solution which

contained a known concentration of VB (-0.5 mM) and a known
concentration of guest (0.3-1.0 mM) was prepared, and its 'H
NMR spectrum was recorded (Chern Magnetics 200 MHz IT

NMR spectrometer). Enough guest was then added to the NMR

tube to increase the concentration to - 10 mM, and another NMR

was recorded. Finally, the guest concentration was increased to
-20 mM, and a final NMR was recorded. ViJith most guests, little

change in chemical shift «3%) was observed between the 10 and

20 mM gnest solutions, indicating saturation binding. To calculate

the binding constant, we measured the change in chemical shift

in hertz (il.Hz) of the VB'" xylyl protons in the ,m solution

containing a low concentration of guest relative to a VB" solution
with no added guest. The methylene VB40 protons were used as

an intemal standard for this calculation since they did not shift
significantly with added guest. These data were then plugged
into the 1:1 NMR binding isothcrm, eq 3," where [G] is taken to

ilHzmaxKlG]
ilHz= 1 + KlG]

be the total guest concentration in the original solution, i'.Hz is
the change in chemical shift in hertz in the originai solution, and

(11) Connors, K. A. Binding Constants: John Wiley: New York, :987; Chapter 5.
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Both voltammograms show the expected sigmoidal-shaped waves

characteristic of microelectrodes at slow scan rates. The two
reduction waves at -0.66 and -1.10 V areior the first and second
reductions ofVH. At high electrolyte concentrations, the limiting
current after the second viologen reduction is approximately twice
that after the first viologen reduction. consistent with both
reduction processes involving equal number of electrons (in this
case, two). However, at lower electrolyte concentrations, the

limiting cUlTent after the second reduction is more than twice
that of the first reduction, and both currents are greater than that
observed In the presence of electrolyte.

The observed changes in the voltammetry with different
electrolyte concentrarions can largely be explained by migrdtion

effects. Qualitativel:', reduction of the cationic host mokes the
region near the electrode surface relatively negatively charger!
compared to the bulk This creates a potential field which pulls
in more VB4+ from the bulk, leading to enhanced mass transp0l1
and enhanced cun-ents compared to the excess electrolyte
situation, where diffusion is the only form of mass transport. The
effect is even greater at the potential of the second reduction,
because there is a gr2ater charge differential between the surface

region and the bulle
Amatore has derived a series of equations for predicting the

expected current enhancements for charged species when no
electrolyte is present13 These equations predict the observed
current fairly well in several real systerns. 1:l. 14 For the first
reduction of VB, the equations predict that the limiting current
without electrolyte \\ill be 1.35 times greater than the limiting
current in the presence of a large excess of electrolyte. This is
reasonably elose to the observed value of 1.26 (from Figure 1).
However, for the second reduction, Amatore's equations predict
an enhancement of 5.0 in the absence of electrolyte. whereas the
observed enhancement is only 2.2. QuaUtatively similar results
were observed by Norton and 'White for MV under the same
experimental conditions. 15 They showed that the smaller than
expected current for the second reduction could be explained by
consideration of the comproportionation reaction between MV'"
and MV". The large favorable equilibrium constant (K = 8.5 x

106) means that at potentials where MVo is produced at the
electrode, there is mainly MV'" in the diffusion layer. so the electric
field is not as great as expected and the migration current Is less.
We assume that a similar explanation holds for VH, since the
equilibrium constant for the comproportionation would also be
large (K = 2.7 x 107 from the difference in the EJlls).

Cyclic Voltammetry of VH in Water with No Electrolyte.
Unlike in acetonitrile, we are not able to observe the effect of
electrolyte in water, nor are we able to observe a difference in
Umiting current between the first and second reductions. This is
because either adding excess electrolyte or scanning into the
second reduction leads to highly distorted voltammetric waves,
as shown in Figure 2. The large st'ipping peaks observed on the
return scan are definitive evidence for precipitation of the reduced
species under these conditions However. the key point for the
present study is that, without electrolyte, we are able to at least
Scan through the first reduction with no evidence of precipitation
onto the electrode surface. Under these conditions. the steady
state wave is broader than that observed for the first reduction in

(13) l\matore, c.; Fosset, S.; Bartelt, Deakin, M. R; Wighhan, R. M. .f.
Electroanal. Chert!. 1988, 256. 2;:;:)

(14) Lee, C.; Anson, F. C. I Electroanal. C7wm. 1992.323. 381.
(15) Norton,]. D.; White, H. S.]. Eleclroanul. Chern. 1992,320, :\41.

·0.4~O.6~O.8~ 1~ 1.2

Wip!. D, O. In Electroanalyticaf Chemistry, Vol. 15; Bard,
Dekker: Ne'N York, 1989; pp 308-316.

~ 1.6

-1 f

was then pluggp.r! back in to eq 3 to get a better estimate of K,
and the new K was used to recalculate [GJ. The process was
repeated until the values of K and [GJ converged. We estimate
that the resulting K values have an error on the order of 35% as
a result of larze uncertainties in toe host and guest concentrations,
due 6e smali amounts of material used. Three replicare
measurements were made with la in DzO, and the resulting
experimental value, 11 000 ± 3400 (90% confidence Umits), agrees
with :he errcr analysis.

RESUl.TS
Cyclic Voltammetry of VH in Acetonitrile with No Elec

trolyte. Microelectrodes were required for this work because
the larger CU1Tents at "normal"-size electrodes (millimeter diam
eter). coupled with high solution resistance without electrolyte,
lead to large IR drops and the accompanying distortion in the
voltammetry. TI,e low currents at micrometer-size electrodes
minimize the IR drop, making it possible to do voltammetry in
quite resisti\'2 media. 12 However, use of microelectrodes docs
not eiiminate another compUcation of removing the electrolyte,
i.e., with no electrolyte and a charged species like VB, migration
effects cannot be oorveniently ignored as they typically are.

The effect of migration is illustrated in Figure I, which shows
vcltammograms of v1--I at a 25 ,um diameter Pt disk electrode in
acetonitrile \Vith no electrolyte present and with excess electrolyte.

LHz,,,", is change in chemical shift in hertz in the 20 mM
guest solution. (Vvith benzonitrile and nitrobenzene, it did not
appear bat saturation bindmg had been reached at 20 mM, so
iJstead the 2verage LHz",,,,, observed for all the other guests was
Lsod for the LHz",~ of these two guests.) Since the [GJ term in
eq 3 represents t~e free guest concen1Tation and not the ::otal guest

concentration, this calculation gives only an initial estimate of K~

An iterative procedure was used to get a better estimate of K.
First. the initial K was used to calculate the free guest concentra
tion at a given value of Gl;;t and H,,,, using eq 4. This value of [GJ

-

-12

v vs Fc/fc+

f~glUll"e Voltammograms of 0.5 mM VH in acetonitrile with (a) no
electrolyte and (b) i 00 mM NBu.j.PF6. Other conditions: 25/lm Pt
disk electrocie, 50 mV/s scar rate.

8. .4

§
C

~ -8
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·4

entry guest

1 la -2 ()

2 Ib +2 -3
3 1,4-dihydroxybenzene -2 -21
4 1,2-dihydroxybenzene 0 -23 -34
5 phenol l" -36- "

6 l,4-diaminobenzene -1 -22
7 1,2-diaminobenzene 0 -13 -36
8 aniline -4 -6 -1,)

9 benzene +4 0 -13
10 +2 ,e60 ':' 11
11 b +55

Table 11. Observed Shifts in Half-Wave Potential (in
mY) for the First Viologen Reduction in: the Presence
of Different Guests under Different Soivent Conditions

·0.3·0.5·0.7·0.9-1.1

·6

-=====:1

4,-------,--r---------,---,----,

V liS Ag wire
Figure 2. Voltammograms of 0.5 mM VH in water with (a) no
eiectrolyte and (b) 100 mM KCI. Other conditions: 25,um Pt disk
electrode, 50 mV/s scan rate.

:3. 0
E
ro
o
c
~ -2

a With 0.05 M NBuI\PFii . Ii Potential obscured by guest clcctro~

chemistry.

v vs SeE
Figure 3. Voltammograms of as mM VH and mM Ru(NH3),CI,
in wEter with no electrolyte. Dashed line, no guest. Solid line, +10
mM 1b. Other conditions: 25 am Pt jisk electrcde, 50 mV/s scan
rate.

acetonitrile in the presence of excess electrolyte, suggesting that
some IR drop is occurring. However, for most of the work, we
also added 1 mM Ru (NH:v oCh as an internal potential reference.
With the additional ions present, the IR drop is minimal since
the log plot slope in this case (Figure 3) is identical to that
observed in acetonitrile with excess electrolyte.

Potential Shifts in the Presence of Guest Molecules, Upon
addition of suitable guest molecules to an aqueous solution ofVH,
significant shifts in the 'IiHH !2+ redox potential are typically
observed. This is illustrated in Figure 3 with Ib as the guest
molecule. The solid line is the voltammogranl observed for 0.5
rru\i1VHh and 1 mM RuCNH,),3' in water. 'The reduction at -0.13
V is for the Ru,+nc couple, and that at -0.51 V is for the VH'+12+
couple Upon addition of 10 mM Ib (solid line in Figure 3), the
EI/2 of Ru'+/2+ remains the same, but the El / 2 of VH4+/2+ shifts
positive by 34 mV. The fact that the Ru potential does not shift
upon addition of the guest, along with the fact that no shift is
observed for 1 mM MV under the same experimental conditions
(Table 1), suggests that this shift is due to binding of Ib in VH
and not to experimental artifacts such as changes in liquid junction
potentials or solution resistance.

Interestingly, the potential shift observed upon addition of 1b
to the aqueous solution of VHH is in the direction opposite that
observed in 0.05 M NBu"PF,/MeCN. In the latter solvent system,
a negative shift of -49 mV is observed upon addition of 10 mM

1b. Analysis of the dependence of the potential shift on
concentration indicates that the binding constant of 1b v,ith vlf+
in 0.05 M NBu,PFs/MeCN is 4000 M'l, while the binding constant
of Ib with VH2+ is essentially 0 M-l, within experimental error,'
The strong binding of 1b to VHH in acetonitrile is largely due to
the favorable electrostatic interaction between the ethoxy ether
side chains and the positive cbarges on the vio10gens. Reduction
to VH2+ decreases the charge, and this evidently weakens the
interaction to a level where binding does not occur. Tne opposite
behavior observed for VH in water indicates that in this solvent,
not only does 1b bind to VH2+ but the binding is stronger than
that to VHH

As shown in Table 1, a number of other benzene derivatives
show similar behavior similar to that of 1b. Consider first the
oxygen,substituted guests, entries 1-5. Tnese guests all cause
the Ell' of VH4+/2+ to shift negative in acetonitrile, but, like
la and 1,4,dihydroxybenzene (hydroquinone) both cause a
positive shift in water. In contrast, 1,2,dihydroxybenzene (cat,
echol) and phenol both cause negative shifts in water. With all
the guests, the shift moves in a negative direction in 10%
acetonitrile/water. With la,b, this results in essentially no shift
in 10% acetonitrile/water, but with 1,4-dihydroxybenzene, the shift
becomes negative, and with 1,2,dihydroxybenzene and phenol,
the shift becomes even more negative. Interestingly, both of these

guests give a larger negative shift in 10% acetonitriie/water than
they do in pure acetonitrile with 10 times more guest. Under the
same conditions (no electrolyte, 10 mM guest), the potential shift
observed with 1,2,dihydroxybenzene in 10% acetonitrile/water is
-47 mV, compared to -17 mV in pure acetonitrile.

We also examined three amino,substituted benzenes, entries
6-8. Like the oxygen guests, these all give negative shifts in
acetonitrile, as expected on the basis of donor-acceptor consid,
erations. Smaller shifts are observed with these guests in water
than with the oxygen,substituted guests. However, the trends
observed with the amino guests are exactly the same as those
observed with the hydroxy guests: a positive shift with the 1,4
substituted guest, a negative shift with the 1,2,substituted guest.
and a smaller negative shift with the monosubstituted guest
Again, the shifts become more negative in 10% acetonitrile.

As might be expected, the largest positive shifts are observed
with the two guests that also give positive shifts in acetonitrile.

-0.2-0.4-0.6

·4

-0.8

·3

·2
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Table 2. Estimated Binding Constants for Both
Oxidized and Reduced VH with Various Guests in
Water and 10% Ac:etonitrilelWater

3300
4900

480
140
220
350

80
l400

3DO
2700
7500

3300
6200
3900
5500
3600
2 000
1240
3800

480
120
100

260 000
350 000
190000

3600
3500
8700

:150
4900

700
32000

199000

]] 000
25 000
40 000
22 ODD

700
4000

950
7800

700
,300
220

aniline
benzene
cyanobenzene
nitrobenzene

8
9

10
11

entry guest

1a
1b

Idl

Ibl

lei

(al

9.5 9 3.5 3 7.5 7 6.5 5.5

ppm
Figure 4.. -r NMR spectra of VH In D20 in the presence of (a) 0,

0.3. I,c) anj (dl 20 mM 1.?·d·rhydroxybenzene.

benzonitrile, and nitrobenzene. The shift with nitrobenzene is
most impressive: 90 mV with only 10 mM added guest! Like
the other guests, 'sith both of these guests, the shift is less positive
in 10% acetonitrile and even less positive in pure acetonitrile.

W'lh alllile guests, blank experiments were run in water with
MV. significant shift in the E1/2 of MY was observed with
any 0' these guests, indicating that the shifts observed with VH
are, indeed, due to binding in the cavity and not to other
expermental artifacts, such as changes in liquid junction potentials
or solution

Studies. Although we suspected strong binding in
aqueous 301uhon, we were initially surpdsed to find t.hataddition
of more guest to aqueous solutions of 0.5 mM VB and 10 mI'v1

caused no further changes in E'/2, indicating saturation
binding at these concentrations. I7 This conclusion was confirmed
by NMR studies, willch suggest that most of the guests give

bir:ding under the conditions of the electrochemical
experiments.

Figure 4 illustrates typical resuits with 'H NMR spectra of a
mM D,O solution of VB in the presence of 0, 0.3, ]0, and 20

unjuffered, the addition O~ some of the guests will
changes in so:ution pH. For example. arldition of 10 mM 1,2

dia,n;no;,cmene causes a pH change ffJm 7.2 te 7.5, and addition of 10
1+d:,·., ,,'cobenzcaa '",weae a pH to 8.6. (Both values

eJect·ode.) However, are not directly
reduction, not have a direct

viologen electrochemistry. Toc lack of a potential shift with

that is also no indirect effect.
concentrations, the E I /2 does shift with increasing guest

concentral:on. Ir, our earlier work (ref 2'1, we were able to use this type of
o determine K"x and K,d. We are not ab:e to do this in this

ca,,' ",·,ac,ceg"'·" UK' magnitude of the binding constants measured witJ~

in the regime where, at < 1 of guest, we see two
'me bound and one for host. (see I-e£ 18.)

Un.m·"nae:,'. WI:: carmOl obse:'"Vc this. ;)ecause the waves are too close
Sillple spreadsheet calculations indicate that we would need at

120 "," dlllm'nn, I,E,,·, In order to observe a dear inflection i:1 the
difJ,2rence we observe is only 90 mV

mM 1,2·dihydrowbenzene. Upon addition of guesl, MRnite
downfield shifts are observed in the xylyl protons (Hel ofVH and
upfield shifts in the inner bipyridinium protons (HB). Much
smaller changes are observed in the outer bipyridinium protons
(HAl, and there 10 essentially no change at all in the methylene
protons (Ho). Ali these changes are completely consistent with
binding of the guest in the central eavity of the host. The xylyl
protons ofVH fall in th e deshielding region of the aromatic system
of the guest and therefore move downfield, whereas the bipyli·
dinium HB protons fall in the shielding region of the guest and,
as a result, move upfield. Smaller changes would be expected
for the bipytidini.um HA prutons, since they lie intermediate
between the shielding and deshielding regions of the guest, and
no change would be expected for the methylene protons, since
they are pointing away from the binding cavity and should have
little interaction with lne guest.

Upon increasing the guest concentration from 0.3 to 10 m:\;[,
increased shifts are observed in the host protons, but no further
changes are observed upon doubling the concentration to 20 m:A..
Similar results are observed for la,b and all the ether ilydroxy

and amlno·substituted guests in both D,O and 10% CD3CN/D,O
This is good evidence that, for these guests, saturation binding
occurs at 0.5 mM VH and 10 mM guest, the conditions of the
voltammetric measurements.

The fact that we oboerve saturation binding and therefore know
the maximum change In chemical shift allows us to use data such
as those shown in Fignre 4 to make a rougil estimate of binding

constants. The details of the calculations are described in the
Expetimental Section, and the results are tabulated in Table 2
under Xc,. Bernardo er al. report a value (from a UVlvis titration)
of 3850 M-l for VH wjth 1,2·dihydroxybenzene in pH 7 (0.3 M)
pilospilate buffer.' 1l1is is coltsiderabiy smaller than tile value of
22000 M-l we estimate from tile NMR ire D,O. It is doubtful
that the buffer system would have that large an effect, so it is
possible that we are overestimating toe binding constants, perhaps
by assuming too Iowa value for the maximum change in cilemieal
shift. Nonetheless, we believe it likely tilat the relative order of
binding strengths is cOrTeet, and additional understanding can be

gathered by examining the trends in the estimated Kox's.
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In many respects, these trends agree with our expectations,
although there are some interesting surprises. To begin, it
appears that the OR- and NH2-substituted guests bind more
strongly to VH" than benzene, benzonitrile, and nitrobenzene,
as expected on the basis of donor-acceptor considerations.
However, since N is generally considered a stronger n-donating
substituent than 0, we would have guessed that the NH, guests
would bind more strongly than the OH guests. In fact, the
opposite is true in most cases. This may rdlect the importance
of an electrostatic interaction between the heteroatom on the guest
and the H's on the bipyridinium ring. These H's, which have
partial positive charge, would interact more strongly with 0 than
with N, since the former has more negative charge character due
to the greater electronegativity of O.

Another unexpected result is the sensitivity to substitution
patterns. Under most circumstances, both 1,2-dihydroxybenzene
and l,2-diaminobenzene bind substantially more weakly than their
respective 1,4--isomers. This may be attributed to the increased
water solubility of the more polar 1,2-isomers. Another intriguing
possibility is that it is an entropic effect. The L2-isomers may be
locked more tightly in the binding cavity tha11 the l,4-isomers,
making binding more entropically unfavorable with the ortho
Isomers.

DISCUSSION
By combining the K,)s estimated from the NMR data with

the Min's in Table 1, and assuming the latter to be the maximum
shifts, the binding constants to the reduced host, Keed , can also
be estimated by using eq 5. '8 These data, tabulated in Table 2,

cannot be taken quantitatively due to the Ulcertainty in the
estimated binding constants. However, the relative order of
binding strength is likely correct, giving an overall qualitative view
of the redox-dependent binding.

In general, there are three factors which can promote binding
in a host-guest system9 One is favorable interactions between
the host and guest. This is detemjned by the stereoelectronic
complementarity of host and guest The other two factors are
related to solvation. One is the release of solvent molecules from
the surface of the binding cavity into bulk solution upon binding
of a guest in the cavity, and the other is the release of solvent
molecules from the surface of the guest into bulk solution upon
binding. The last two factors should be favorable from both
enthalpic and entropic standpoints for apolar guests and an apolar
binding site in water. l1I

'The second solvation factor. release of solvent molecules from
the guest, depends only on the guest, and it therefore will not
var] with oxidation state of the host and cannot directly affect
redox-dependent binding. However, it can affect the magnitude
of the binding constants and, through them, the magnitude of
the observed potential shift at a given guest concentration. This
factor undoubtedly contributes substantially to the strong binding
which is observed in water, since the guests are relatively apolar
and are not solvated particularly well by wate On average, the
estimated K,)s decrease by 54% on going from water to 10%

(18) Miller, S. R; Gustowski. D. A.: Chen, Z.-H.; Gokel, G. W.; Echegoyen, L.;
Kaifer, A. E. Anal. Chem. 1988. 60, 2021.
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acetonitrile/water, and this is likely due co the better solvation of
the guests by the acetonitrile.

The other important solvation factor promoting host-guest
binding is the release of solvent molecules from the binding cavity
into bulk solution. This should always be a favorable process for
an apolar binding site in water. How favorable it is will depend
on the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of the binding site, and
this can vary with oxidation state of the host and, therefore, can
directly affect the redox-dependent binding. Since the viologen
host becomes more hydrophobic on reduction, this factor will
always promote binding to the reduced host and will tend to cause
a positive shift in redox potential with any hydrophobic guest.

The estimated binding constants of the donor-substituted
guests decrease by an average of 67% on going from oxidized to
reduced VH in 10% acetonitrile/water, whereas in pure water they
increase by an average of 490%. We attribute d,e generally
stronger binding of the reduced host in water to the poor solvation
of the biradical cavity by water. Again, the acetonhlile molecules
solvate the reduced cavity more effectively, and so the binding is
weaker in the presence of acetonitrile. An alternate way to look
at this is that the acetonitrile also acts as a guest and, due in part
to its large concentration, competes favorably with the benzene
derivative for the reduced cavity.

The other factor promoting binding, favorable interactions
between the host and guest, is determined by the stereoelectronic
complementarity of host and guest. Tnis will vary depending on
the oxidation state of the host. As discussed earlier, this factor
explains the observed potential shifts in acetonitrile quite nicely.
Specifically, the shifts with all the guests agree with predictions
based on electron donor-acceptor considerations. The larger
shifts observed with la,b are due to the additional strong
electrostatic interaction between the ethoxy ether side chains and
the positive charge on the host.

For the acceptor-substituted guests, benzonitrile and nitroben
zene, the two factors discussed above both promote binding to
the reduced host, so its not surprising that these guests give the
largest magnitude potential shifts in water. With the donor
substituted guests, the two factors pull in opposite directions.
resulting in smaller shifts. The direction of the shift indicates
which factor wins out. In the case of la,b, 1,4-dihydroxyhenzene
and 1,4-diaminobenzene, the solvation factor is apparently stron
ger, because positive shifts are observed. With aniline and
benzene, the two forces balance each other out in water, because
almost no shift is observed. However, with 1,2-dihydroxybenzene.
1,2-diaminobenzene, and phenol, host-guest interaotions are more
important than the hydrophilic/hydrophobic state of the binding
site, because negative potential shifts are observed.

Why are there these differences between the donor-substituted
guests? Although we have framed the argument that host-guest
interaction considerations should favor binding [he oxidized
host for donor guests, there are also interactions with the reduced
biradical host, and it would seem that differences in these
interactions must explain the differences between the donor
guests. The general trend that the l,4-isomers bind more strongly
than the l,2-isomers is even more pronounced in the reduced
state, resulting in negative potential shifts for the ortho guests.
One possible explaination for this is that the delocalized radical
interacts more favorably with the less polarized, more polarizable
n-system of the completely symmetric para isomers. It is perhaps
significant that the different potential shifts of the 1,4-oxygen-



substituted guests, la,b and 1,4-dihydroxybenzene, appear to be
due almost entirely to differences in K". The ,,-systems of all
three guests should have similar electronic structures, and this
results in K;cd'S that are identical within experimental error.

CONCLUSIONS
The data presented in this paper clearly demonstrate the

significant role soivent plays in redox-dependent binding. Changes
in both magnitude and direction of potential shift are observed
"ith VB and the same guesls in 'Nater, 10% acetonitrile/water,
and acetonitrile. These changes are consistent "With increased
overall binding in water and v.ith relatively stronger binding to
the reduced host in water. The latter observation is most easily
explained by the change in hydrophohic/hydrophilic character
of the host. The increased hydrophobicity of the reduced host
proElOles binding of the guest. Hcwever, although this factor is
dearly very important in determining which oxidation state is
preferred. our resdts also show that it does not overwhelm
electron donor-acceptor considerations. The largest potential
shifts are observed when both solvation forces and donor
acceptor forces pull in the same direction. When they pull in
oppcslte directions, sometimes the solvation factor wins, and
20metimcs the donor-acceptor factor ·wins.

Dt:signing redox-dependent receptors for neutral molecules is
i:lherently a more challenging task thaII designing receptors for
ionic cornpounds. Since reduction or oxidation typically involves
a change in charge, receptors for ionic compounds can rely on
the perturbation of a strong electrostatic interaction to alter the

binding properties. Receptors for ncutral guests must rely OIl the
perturbation of weaker interactions to alter the binding properties.
Nevertheiess, our work with the viologen host dearly shows that
redox-dependent binding with neutral guests is possible. Fur
thermore, we have now demonstrated three general ways in which
binding control can be achieved: (i) by using changes in electron
donor-acceptor character, (ii) by perturbation of strong ion
dipole interactions, and (iii) by altering the solvation properties
of the binding site. By designing redox-dependent host-guest
systems where multiple factors work in the same ciirection,
significant binding differences and large potential shifts should
be possible mth neutral guests.
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Electrocatalytic Oxidation and Amperometric
Detection of Aliphatic and Furanic Aldehydes at a
Mixed-Valent Ruthenium Oxide-Ruthenium
Cyanide Film on Glassy Carbon Electrodes
Tommaso R. I. Cataldi,* Cristiana Campa, and Diego Centonze

Dipartimento di Chimica, Universita degli Studi della Basilicata, Via N. Sauro, 85, 85100 Potenza, Italy

The e1ectrocatalytic oxidation and amperometric detection
of simple and furanic aldehydes at a mixed-valent ruthe
nium oxide-ruthenium cyanide (mvRuO-RuCN) modi
fied glassy carbon (GC) electrode is described. The
oxoruthenium centers cross-linked 'With ruthenium cya
nide are believed to be the electroactive surface species
in acidic media. The capability of mvRuO-RuCN films
to catalyze the slow electrode reaction of aldehydic com
pounds is illustrated in cyclic voltammetry and flowing
streams amperometric detection. A sensitive quantitation
of aliphatic and furanic aldehydes without the need of
derivatization steps was achieved by coupling ion exclu
sion chromatography (lEe) with electrochemical detec
tion, using the mvRuO-RuCN film electrode. The pres
ence of low RuCh and KtRu(CN)6 levels in the mobile
phase considerably improves the response stability. Of
practical importance is that this modified electrode can
be used without detrimental effects at a column temper
aune of 60 nc. At room temperature, the detection limits
of aliphatic aldehydes such as acetaldehyde, propional
dehyde, and butyraldehyde in lEC -with amperometric
detection (Eapp! = +1.08 V vs Ag!AgCI) were 1.0, 0.8, and
0.8 nrnol injected (SIN = 3), respectively.

Even though virtually ail organic compouQds are predicted
thennodynamically to be oxidized at potentials available at bare
solid electrodes, kinetically inhibited elecrrochemical processes
are very often encountered. Low molecular weight aliphatic
aldehydes, inherently difficult to detect due to the lack of a strong
chromophore or fluorophore group, are also s:arcely electrooxl
dizable at unmodIfied glassy carbon (GC) electrodes. Moreover,
at a gold electrode, the oxidation stronglv depends on pH with
an electrochemical process that is particularly effective only in
alkaline solutions, H and though the platinum electrode in acidic
solutions has been used, It requIres pulsed amperometric detection
In order to address surface fouling problems.' Therefore, the most
commonly used method for aldehydes derem:ination Is through
derivatization with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine and subsequent
liquid chromatographic separation vvith ultraviolet photometric
detection.';- .

(1) Sibille, S.: Moiraux,].; MaroL .I.-c.: Deycard. S.j. Elfctroanal. Chem. 1978,
88. lO:).

(2) J E.: Lzrew. L. A.: Johnson, D. C. Electroanal)'sis 1990. 2, 21.

Ci) O!ivi. P.: Bulh6es, L. O. S.: Beden, B.: Hahn, Leger, ].-M.: Lamy, c.].
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(4) Rocklin, R. D. In FormatdeJzydrJ: Analytical Cheruslry and ToxicDlogy; Turo~ki,

Ed.: Advances in Chen'1istry Series 210; J\merican Chemical Society:
\\.'2shingion, DC. 1985: Chapter 2. p
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A simple and sensitive analytical method, avoiding the need

for troublesome derivatization reactions, is still a major research
goal for aliphatic aldehydes quantitation "ith constant-potential
electrochemical (EC) detection. An interesting strategy for theIr

amperometric monitoring in flowing solutions is to employ

modified electrodes with a catalytically active surface. One of the
most promising and valuable methods of electrode modification
uses electropolymerization to produce an adherent, conducting,

and electroactive filmS Kulesza" showed that coatings of mixed
valent ruthenium oxide cross-linked with ruthenium cyanide

(mvRuO-RuCN) exhibit considerable electrocatalytic activity in

the oxidation of methanol. This inorganic film is believed to
contain mixtures of oxo- and cyano-bridged ruthenium centers in

mixed oxidation statesW - 1:1 Kulesza et al. 14 later described a

composite film of cobalt tetra(p-tolyl)porphyrin and mvRuO
RuCN, which shows good electrocatalytic activity toward propi

onaldehyde. As we have demonstrated pre,iously, the mvRuO

RuCN sensing electrode can be used as an electrocatalY"lic
amperometric sensor in liquid chromatography and flow injection
analysis of primary aliphatic alcohols in acidic media. is The

modified electrode surface exhibited excellent stability under
vigorous hydrodynamic conditions, pro,ided that low levels of the

electroplating solution were present in the mobile phase.'6 This

operation mode provides great potential for amperometric moni
toring of flowing streams, even jf relatively high analyte concentra

tions are injected."

In this work, the action of the mvRuO-RuCN is further
pursued for the detection of simple aliphatlc aldehydes and furanic

compounds such as 2-furaldehyde (2-F). 5-(hydroxymethyl)-2

furaldehyde (5-HMF), and 5-methyl-2-furaldehyde (5-MF). These

(5) Grosjean, D.: Fung, K. Anai. Chern. 1982.54. 122L
(6) Takami. K: Kuwata, K: Sugi:nae. A.: Nakamoto, :VI. ehem. 1985.

57.
(7) L Fritz, J. S.]. Chromatogr_ 1985,329, 8l.
(8) R. W. In lv/orecular Design of Electrode Swfaces: \1urray, R. W.,

Ed.: Techniques of Chemistry Series XXII; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.:
Chichester, UK 1992.

(9) Kulesza, P. J.]. Electroanal. Chem. 1987,220,295.
(10) Cox,]. A.: Kulesza, P.]. AnaL Chem. 1984, 56, 1021.
(1) Cox,]. A.; Gray. T. ElectroaJlalysis 1990.2,107.
(12) Cox,]. A.; Jaworski, H.. K.: Kulesza, P. J. Eleciroanalysis 1991, 3, 369
(13) Kulesza, P. J.; Bandoch. M. j. Electroonal. ClU'm. 1992.323. 13L
(14) KJl2SZa, P. L Mlodnicka, T; I·laber, ]. ]. Electroanal. 1988, 257,

167
(15) Cataldi, T. R. 1.; Centonze, D.: Guerrieri, A. Anal. Chem. 1995,67.
OG) CataJdL T. R L Centonze. D.: Desimoni, E.: Forastiero, V. Anal. Chirn. Acta

1995,310, 257.
(17) Cataldi, T. R. L Centonze, D.: Desimoni, E. Food Chern.. press.
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Figure 1. CVs recorded continuously at a glassy carbon electrode
(12.5 mm2) between -C.2 and 1.1 Vvs SCE ',n 25 mM H,SO, solur,on
containing 1 mM RuCl, and 1 mM K,Ru(CNJs, Scan rate, 50 mV
5- 1 ,

The chromatographic system consisted of a Hewlett Packard

1050 pump equipped with an on-line degasser system and a
Rheodyne (Berkeley, CAl Model 7125 injector. A Timberline
Instruments Inc, Model H-500 (Boulder, CO) was used as column
heater. Chromatographic separations were effected 'mth an
Aminex HPX-87-H (BiG-Rad Labs, Richmond, CAl cation-exchange
resin column, 300 mm x 7,8 mm i,d, (9-lIm particle size), using

diluted solutions of H2S04as rhe eluent spiked with low concen
trations of RuCl, and K,Ru(CNh

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deposit of mvRuO-RuC"! on GC electrodes is attributed

to the growth of a compact and conducting film with extended

Ru-O-Ru and Ru-CN-Ru bridging in the structure. Indeed, it
seems that the growth of ruthenium-containing inorganic films is
propitiated by the ability of Ru to form oxo and cyano bridges in
acidic media." This modified electrode prepared in dilute sulfuric
acid solutions exhibits three well-defined redox transitions (see
Figure 1) with anodic peak potentials at +0.05, +0.78, and +1.00
V vs SCE, which prcbably correspond to Ru(Il/lII) -oxo, cyan
oruthenate(Il/lII), and Ru (III/IV) -oxo centers, respectively'"
Similar electrochemical behavior was observed in buffered solu
tions at pH 2,9.1l b particular, the more positive oxidation peal,
was assigned to ruthenium species in the 1l1theniulll oxide portion
of the inorganic film, and the involvement of these species in

several oxygen-transfer oxidations of organic compounds was
suggested,12-14

Electrocatalytic Oxidation ofAliphatic and Furanic Alde
hydes. To assess the potential electrocatalytic activity of this

electroactive inorganic film toward the oxidation of aldehydic
compounds, the voltammetric behavior was initially investigated.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and Samples. Acetaldehyde (99%), propionalde

hyde (97%), isobutyraldehyde (99+%), butyraldehyde (99%), val
eraldehyde (97%), 5-methylfurfural (99%), 2-furaldehyde (99%),
5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (99%), ruthenium(I1I) chloride hydrate,
and potassium hexacyanoruthenate<JI) hydrate (Aldrich Chemical
Co,) were used as received, Other chemicals employed were of

analytical grade and were used without further purification.
Solutions were prepared in deionized and doubly distilled water.

Elecrrode Modification. Several conducting substrates such
as Pt, Au, and glassy carbon (GC) can be coated with mvRuO
RuCN inorganic films in mineral acid solutions without the need
for alkali metal ions15 GC electrodes were always employed
tl1roughout this work. Before each modification, the electrode

surface was wet polished with 0,05 urn a-alumina powder, rinsed
v,ith a stream of deionized water, and sonicated for a few minutes,
Electrochemical deposition can be easily accomplished in a
solution coLtaining 0,5-2 mM RuCl3 and l\4RU(CN)5 in dilute
H,SO", (e,g.. 10-25 mM), either by holding a polished GC
electrode a1 a constant potential of 1.05 V or by cycling the
potential between -0,2 and 1.1 V VB SCE. Figure 1 shows a set
of cyclic voltarnmograms (CVs) obtained when the GC electrode
was cycled continuously at 50 mV S-l The CVs are characteristic

cf accumulating eleCiroactive species on the electrode surface with
increasing surface coverage with time, 11,e modification proce
dure was effected in freshly prepared and not deaereated solutions,
Film deposition by controlled potential consistently yields results
similar to those obtained from films prepared by potential cycling,

AppaJ.'atus. Cyclic voltarnmetry was performed with an Arnel
Instruments (Milan. Italy) Model System 5000, equipped with a

LinseisX-Yrecorder, Model LY 18100, Electrochemical experi
ments were made at room temperature using a conventional
single-compartment glass ceiL The GC disk electrode (3-mm
diameter) used in cyclic voltammetry was purchased from .lime!,
Model 493, Arnperometric detection was performed with an
EG&G Princeton Applied Research (PAR) Model 400 electro
chemical detector and a flow-through thin-layer electrochemical
cell ",ith a single GC working electrode (MP 1305) modified with
mvRuO-RuCN films, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a
stainless steel alLxiliary electrode. The detector time constant was
set at 1 s, The output signal was recorded on anX-( Arne! Model
868 recorder, All measurements were performed by applying the

desired operating potential and allowing the transient current to
decay before the amperometric monitoIing,

latter substances are relevant compounds in food control and
processing. 'B-2' For most practical applications, furanic aldehydes

can be conveniently detected by liquid chromatography at 280
nm. The electrochemical oxidation of these solutes, as well as

aliphatic aldehydes, at carbon electrodes is very poor, Therefore,
the scope )f their inclusion in this work was to verify the

electrochemical capability of mvRuO-RuCN-modified electrodes
to promote the oxidation of a wider range of scarcely electroactive

aldehydic compounds,
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Figure 3. (A) CVs at a bare GC electrode between +0.4 and +1.10
V (a) in the blank supporting electrolyte. 25 mM H3PO,. and (b) upon
the addition of 2 mM 2-furaldehyde. (8) Electrocatalytic oxidation at
a GC/mvRuO-RuCN film electrode In the absence (a) and the
presence of (b) 1 and (c) 2 mM 2-luraldehyde. Scan rate, 5 mV s-c.
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POTENTIAL (VI vs SCE
Figure 2. (A) CVs at a bare GC electrode between +OA and +1.20
V (a) In the blank supporting electrolyte, 25 mM H2S04 • and (b) upon
addition of 0.93 Mpropionaldehyde. (8) Electroca:alytic oxidation at
a GC/mvRuO-RuCN film electrode (0.4-1.15 \f) in the absence (a)
and the presence of (b) 5 and (c' 10 mM propi01aldehyde. Scan
rate, 2 mV S-l
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b
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Figure 2B shows typical cyclic iloltammogcams (CVs) obtained

with a GC/mvRuO-RuCI\-modified electrode and recorded at 2
mV in a 25 mM H2S04 solution containing 5 and 10 mM

propionaldehyde (curves band c, respectively). Curve a was

recorded in the blank supporting electrolyle. Acetaldehyde and

butyraldehyde exhibited silllilar qualitative voltanTITIetric behavior.

Under identical conditions, aldehydes are not effectively oxidized
at bare GC electrodes and require much higher concentrations

to moduce an observable voltammetric response. Curve b in
Fi~Te 2A was obtained at a GC electrode in the presence of 0.93

M propionaldehyde. Formaldehyde and longer chain aliphatic
aldehydes were not examined because reagent grade solutions
of the former contain an elevated percentage of methanol as a

preservative, while the latter are sparingly soluble in aqueous

solutions. Upon propionaldehyde additions, the catalytic oxidation
is evidenced by a strong enhancement of the anodic current that
increases on increasing propionaldehyde concentration (voltam

mograms b and c). This behavior implies a catalytic mechanism

that involves the cycling of the cat.alyst between oxidation states.

The anodic peak potential in the presence of propionaldehyde

occurs at about +1.05 V, a value that is more positive (about 80

100 m\!) than the third anodic peak of the mvRuO-RuCN film
electrode. At higher scan rates, the CVs exhibited drawn out

oxidation waves instead of peak-shaped profiles, likely due to
kinetic limitations of the electrocatalytic process.

!l has been shown that the mvRuO-RuCN film electrode
exhibits better activity and above all good stability in a moderately

acid environment.1:l For most. of the experiments, a 10 or 25 mM
H2S04 solution was used as supporting electro:yle/mobile phase

(see next section). However, the effect of some mineral acid

solutions in the pH range 1.5-2.5 was also evaluated, Apparently,
the electrochemical behavior of the mvRuO-RuCN film electrode

and the catalytic oxidation of aidehydic compounds is similar in
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dilute solutions of H2S04, H"P04, HCl, and HOlD, Indeed,
overvoltage for the oxidation process is also much lower for
furanic aldehydes. Figure 3 displays CVs recorded at 5 mV S-l

in 25 mM H3PO.1 for 2-furaldehyde at the mvRuO-RuCN-modified

electrode (B) and at an unmodified GC electrode (A). As

mentioned earlier, also in this case, no oxidation peak was

observed at the bare GC electrode (curves a and b in Figure 3A

are indistinguishable). On the contrary, curves b and c of Figure
3B, which refer to cyclic voltammograms obtained upon the

addition of 1.0 and 2.0 mM 2-furaldehyde, respectively, exhibit a
large increase in the anodic current with peak potential at +1.0
V. The catalytic oxidation currents observed were proportional

to the concentration of 2-furaldehyde. It follows that also in this
case the inorganic film participates catalytically within the oxida

tion mechanism. Apparently, the electrocatalylic oxidation occurs

through the high-valent oxoruthenium species formed in the
potential region of the third oxidation wave of the modified

electrode. As outlined earlier in the oxidation of aliphadc
alcohols,15 the specific catalytic activity of the mvRuO-RuCN

modified electrode is presumably related to the formation of

oxoruthenium (Ill) or higher oxidation states of ruthenium. Very

recently, Ru (VI) has also been suggested as the active oxidant in

the catalytic process at the modified electrode surface."
Electrochemical Detection in Flow-Through Analysis of

Aldehydic Compounds. On the basis of the voltammetric

results, an electrocatalytic sensor seems velY attractive for greatly
enhancing the amperometric detection of underivatized aliphatic

aldehydes. However, before we illustrate the applications of the

mvRuO-RuCN film electrode in chromatographic separations
with EC detection, some features of the flow injection response

will be given. Hydrodynamic voltammetry under flowing stream
operations, which possesses a much higher current sensiti,ity

(24) Gorski, G.: Cox, J. A Anal. Oern. 1994. 66. 2771.
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Figu,e 4. Hydrodynamic voltamnograms of 2.0 mM acetaldehyde.
2.4 mlJI pmpionaldehyde, 2.0 mM butyraldehyde, and 0.3 mM 5-HMF
in :on exc!us:ion chromatography at a GCfmvRuO-RuCN-rnodified
electrode. Column, Aminex HPX-87-H, 300 mm x 7.8 mm i.d.;
isocratic eiuticn at room temperature with 10 mM H2S04 containing
5 RuCl, and 5 liM K4 Fu(CN)6; flow rate, 0.8 mL mn- 1; 1000, 20

thin-layer e'18ctrochemicaJ cell. The mvRUO-RuCN him was grown
at constant ap;Jlied potential for 15 min in a solution containing 1 mM
RuCl, and 1 rnM K,Ru(CN)6 in 25 mM sulfuric acid.
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Figure 5. ion exclusion chrorratograpnic separation with EC
detection of aliphatic aldehydes at a mvRuO-RuCN CME. Detection
ootental, ~1.08 \f vs Ag/AgCI; loop, 50 ,uL. Sample solution
'nJectej: (1) -j 3 nnol of acetaldehyde, (2) 21 nmol of proplonalde
hyde, (3) 15 ornol of isobutyralcehyde, (4) 14 nmol of butyraldehyde.
::5) 10 nmo. of valeraldehyde, and (6) 0.75 nmol of 2-F. Temperature,
arrbient; column back pressure, 814 psi. Other conditions as in
;=igure 4.

than CV, waslsed to characterize the electrochemical oxidation
of simole aldehydes. The GC/mvRuO-RuCN film electrode in

thin-layer electrochemical cell maintained its catalytic stability
underconstan :-potential operation. The repeatabllity of response,
expressed as :he relative standard deviation (RSD) of l'Ie peak
height for a set of 20 consecutive injections using a test solution
containing 20 nmol (2 mM x 10 ilL) of acetaldehyde, was about
±0.8% at an applied potential of 71.08 V, indicating good short
tem1 stability. The examination of the peak profile in flow injection
yielded a throughput of ~40 injections/h at a flow rate of 1.0 mL

Very n'~cently, it was successfully demonstrated that the
presence of low concentrations of the electroplating mixture in

2-F
5-HMF

5MF

TI M E, min

Figure 6. Chromato9'"aphic separaton and amperometric detection
of furanic aldehydes at a mvRuO-RuCN CME. Sample nixture
injected: 26 nmol of 5-HMF, 24 nmol of 2-F, and 26 nmol of 5-MF.
Detection potentia" +1.05 V, column temperature, 60 °C back
pressure, 520 psi; loop, 20 ,uL. Other experimen:al conditions were
the same as those described in Figure 5.

the carrier streams provides a constant response to ethaLo]
injections over an 8-h working time when the mvRuO- RuCN film
on the GC electrode is continuously used as amperometric
sensor.16 Consequently, also in this case, a canier electrolyte of
25 mM H2S04 containing RuC!, and K.,Ru (CN)6 at equimolar low
levels (Le., 5I'M) was delivered through the electrochemical cell.

Figure 4 shows the hydrodynamic voltammograms (HDVs)
obtained for acetaldehyde, proplonaldehyde, butyTaldehyde, and
5-HMF by liquid chromatographic amperometric detection with
the mvRuO-RuCN-modified electrode. The experiments were
perfonned with an Aminex HPX-87-H ion exclusion column in the
W fonn using 10 mM H2S04 spiked with RuCl, and K.,Ru(CN)"
at equimolar concentrations (5 uM) as the mobile phase_ After
each change in applied potential, 5-15 min of stabilization time
was allowed prior to injection of the sample Each point in the
hydrodynamic voltammetric curves represents an average of two
or three separate injections. The mvRuO-RuCN-modified elec
trode exhibited a peak-shaped HDV, with a maximum response
at 1.07-1.08 V vs Ag/AgCl for all aliphatic and furanic aldehydes
examined. The data were collected over a period of about 9 h
with the flow rate set at 0.8 mL/min. These findings demonstrate
that the mvRuO-RuC\-modified electrode is suitable for am
perometric detection of aldehydic compounds. Moreover, the
stability of response was greatly improved with the use of an
appropriate mobile phase/suppor'jng electrolyte. While the ion
exclusion column imposes the use of dilute solutions of sulfuric
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Table 1. Quantitative Parameters of Aldehydic Compounds in IECa with Amperometric Detection at a Gel
mvRuO-lRuCN Film Electrode Evaluated at Different Temperatures

i (PA) = a + be (mM)b

compound capacity factor (k') b ± tgsSb a ± tgSSa r LOD' (nn101)

T= 22 ± 2 °C
1.55 0.20 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.05 09983 1.0
2.18 0.25 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.05 0.9979
2.98 0.35 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.07 0.9973
3.39 0.32 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.07 0.9961 C.8
5.80 0.24 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.03 0.9982 1.1
9.20 6.91 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.01 0.9999 G.OS

T~60± 1 °C
1.71 0.20 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.02 0.9998 L6
2.37 0.20 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 0.9994 :.5
3.17 0.32 ± 0.01 001 ± 0.03 0.9994
3.48 0.33 ± 002 -0.00 ± 0.04 0.9989
5.53 0.23 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 001 0.9996 2.0
6.03 8.2 ± 0.1 -0.01 ± 001 0.9999 0.04

Column, Amlnex HPX-87-H, 300 mm x 7.8 mm i.d.; eluent, 10 mM H2S04, 5 I'M RuC!" and 5 I'M !i4Ru(CN)6; flow rate, 0.8 mL min- 1
; !oop.

SO ."L; [hin-layer electrochemical cell with a GC/mvRuO- RuCN CME; applied potential, +1.08 V as Ag/AgCl; the same deposit was used at
tcrrlp~r~tlUl:eand at 60°C. The mvRuO- RuCN film was grown electrochemically for 15 min at +1.05 V vs SeE in 25 roM H2SO,; solmlon

and 1 mM ~Ru(CN)6. b Regression lines calculated by linear least~squares analysis using six or seven data points '1",ce,J em
t is taken at the 95% confidence level. C Correlation coefficient. d Limit of detection determined for SIN = 3 from the

acid as the mobile phase, the electrode stability of the ruthenium
based electrode was considerably enhanced in the presence of

micromolar concentrations of the electroplating salts. It is
noteworthy that low Ru (lII) and Ru(CNk- levels in the mobile

phase did not influence the retention of compounds and, above

all, column selectivity and lifetime. lndeed, no detrimental effects
on the column's perfonnance were observed even after intensive
use lasting about 3 months. For example, no differences were

observed in the retention times, capacity factors, and selectivity

of 2liphatic aldehydes during the operations with this mobile
phase. The presence of RuC!, do not affect the column's

perionnance probably because, as mentioned earlier, the mod

erately acid media tend to fann and stabilize ruthenium oxo
species.23

A valuable technique for the separation of undissociated

compounds such as weak adds, alcohols, aldehydes, ect. is
through ion-exclusion chroIIlatography (lEC) using a cation

exchange resin in the H" fonn with an addic eluent."·26 The

application of the ruthenium-based electrode as an amperometric
sensor in IEC with EC detection of aliphatic aldehydes is

illustrated in Figure 5. The chromatogram was obtained for a

sample mixture containing acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, isobu

tyraldehyde, butyraldehyde, valeraldehyde, and 2-furaldehyde.
Taking into account the HDVs, an operating potential of +1.08 V
was applied. The capacity factors (k') and limits of detection

(LOD) are summarized in Table 1. Linear plots of peak current

vs concentration were obtained for concentraticns up to 5-10 mM.
The LODs of aliphatic aldehydes, evaluated at room temperature

as the concentration that yields a signal 3 times the background
noise from the lowest injected concentration, range from 0.8 to

1.1 nmol. The linear dynamic ranges, expressed as the ratio of

the upper limits and the LODs, span 2-3 orders of magnitude.
TIle correlation coefficients (1') of linear least-squares fitting of

the calibration curves were in the range of 0.9973-0.9999. As

(25; Pecina, R.: Bonn, G.: Bur:scher, E.: Bobleter, 0.]. Chromatogr. 1984,287,
245.

(26:; Fritz, J. S.]. Cllromalogr, 1991,546,111.

may be seen from the chromatogra'1l, the peaks are fairly
symmetric in shape ",ith an asymmetq value of 1.20, 1.15, and

1.22 estimated for isobutyraldehyde, valerialdehyde, and 2-fural

dehyde, respectively. When 10 mM H:,PO, was used as mobile

phase, a pronounced tailed response was observed for all

compounds.
Effect of Column Temperature. The effect temperature

on the column separation and amperometric detection was

evaluated by periorming detenninations of aliphatic and furanic

aldehydes at 60 'C. The retention times of ruranic compounds
are greatly influenced by column temperature; thus, the next step

was to verify whether the mvRuO-RuCN-modified electrode may

be influenced by higher temperatures compared to room tem
perature. A chromatographic separation, carried out at the column

temperature of 60 'C for a sample mixture containing 5-HMF, 2-F.

and 5-MF, is shown in Figure 6. Increasing column temper,,-cJre
is accompanied by a noticeable decrease in retention times

furanic aldehydes, while aliphatic aldehydes are much less

influenced by temperature changes (see Table 1). The capacity
factors evaluated for 5-HMF, 2-F, and 5-MF were respectively 5.2.

9.2, and 14.4 at room temperature and 3.9, 6.0, and 9.7 at 60 'c.
Accordingly, the increase in temperature also has an impact on

peak resolution by increasing the number of theoretical plates.
For example, the number of plates (±SD) evaluated at the two

temperatures were 4900 ± 300 and 7800 ± 500, at 22 and 60 'C,

respectively. These data compared very well "Tith those reported

by Pecina et al. 25

A systematic investigation of the ruthenium oxide-based

modified electrode at 60 'C column temperature was made.
Temperature does not have a significant effect 011 sensor response,
as shown by the data in Table 1. The slopes of the calibration

graphs were almost unchanged for aliphatic aldehydes, but the

background noise increased by a factor of 3, i.e_, 5 nA compared

to 1.8 nA at 22 'C. Therefore, the SIN ratio decreased, leading

to slightly higher LaDs for the aldehydes tested. It is worthwhile
mentioning that the same deposit was used for both runs, at 22

and 60 'C, on two consecutive days. Finally, the stability of the
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mvRuO- RuCN was also evaluated at 60 'C. A series of four
repeated chromatographic injections of a furanic aldehyde mixture
(1.2 mM) ,"elded RSDs of 1.7%, 1.5%, and 2.1% for 2-F, 5-HlvlF,
and 5-MF. respectively. These data were collected during a 4 h
time, with the last injection producing peak heights almost
identical to those exhibited by the first injection.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study demonstrates that a chemically modified

electrode ksed on the mvRuO-RuCN inorganic film is capable
of electrDcatalytically oxidizing aliphatic and furanic aldehydes in
acidic media. This modified electrode surface can be used as an
amperometric sensor in flow-through analysis of aldehydic com
pounds with excellent sensitivity. It should be emphasized that
not only does this modified electrode provide a simple and
sensitive sensor for aliphatic aldehydes, but also column temper-

ature can be employed to some extent for controlling the
selectivity in ion exclusion chromatographic separations. The
reliability and stability of mvRuO-RuCN films offer a valid
alternative to UV or fluorescence detection of aliphatic aldehydes,
where derivatization steps are needed.
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Dual-Analyle Fiber-Optic Sensor for the
Simultaneous and Continuous Measurement of
Glucose and Oxygen

Lin li and David R. Walt"

Max Tishler Laboratory for Organic Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155

A fiber-optic sensor for the continuous and simultaneous
detennination of glucose and oxygen is described. The
sensor is comprised of dual-analyte sensing sites in
defined positions on the distal end of an imaging fiber
(350 fim o.d.). Each sensing site is an individual polymer
cone covalently attached to the activated fiber surfaoe
using localized photopoiymerization.The oxygen sensor
consists of a double-layer polymer cone. The inner
polymer cone is a hydrophobic gas-permeable copolymer
containing an oxygen-sensitive ruthenium dye, and the
outer layer is a poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (HEMA)
polymer. The glucose sensor is an oJ;cygen sensor with a
poly-HEMA outer layer containing immobilized glucose
oxidase. The fluorescence images of both sensing sites
are captured with a CCD camera, and the measured
fluorescence intensities are related to analyte concentra
tions. Oxygen quenching data for both sensing sites fit a
two-site Stem-Vohner quenching model. The sensor has
been used to simultaneously monitor independent changes

glucose and oxygen concentrations. Glucose calibra
tion curves were obtained under varying oxygen tensions,
and the detection limit is 0.6 mM glucose. The effect of
fluctuations in oxygen partial pressure on tile glucose
response can be used to calibrate tile sensor. The sensor
response time varies from 9 to 28 s, depending on tile
different tilicknesses of tile enzyme layer. The sensor
maintains the same sensitivity for 2 days. Multiple
glucose sensing sites with different enzymatic activities
can be immobilized on the distal end oftile fiber, affording
control of tile linear range.

be caused by changes in oxygen tension during synaptic events.6

In addition, the sensor's in vivo perfonnance can be affected by

the avaiiability of local oxygen, which varies due to the uneven
distribution of oxygen within the tissue and the degree of tissue

damage caused by sensor implantation."

Oxygen-independent glucose biosensors have been developed

in order to overcome these problems. Glucose enzyme electrodes
have been described which use mediators or redox polymers

instead of oxygen to transfer electrons between the reduced
enzyme and an electrode surface."-l2 Such sensors are much less

sensitive to oxygen, but the oxygen dependence has not been

eliminated completely. An alternative approach is to employ

glucose sensors in which a constant oxygen supply is provided
internally. A glucose microsensor has been fabricated by locating

the sensing surface in an oxygenated microenvironment; there
fore, the glucose measurement is independent of the oxygen
concentration in the sampleY' Other newly designed glucose

sensors are based on an unlimited oxygen supply from the
atmosphere.".!4 Many of these sensors are not optimal for either

in vivo or in vitro glucose monitoring due to incompatible sensor
sizes or complicated configurations. For some applications, the

concentration of oxygen must be known in order to understand
biological events involving glucose. 15.16

We have developed a novel technique for fabricating compact
multianalyte fiber-optic chemical sensors.:7-1" Multiple analyte

sensing sites are placed in precise positions using localized
photopolymerization of appropriate dye indicators or enzymes on

the distal end of an optical imaging fiber. The changes in the
optical properties at each site are transmitted through an imaging
fiber through distinct optical pathways and simultaneously moni-

(3) Bindra. S.; Zhang. Y. N.: Wilson, G. S.; Stcrnber.s-, R.; Thevenot D. R;
J\1oat1i. D.: Reach, G. AnaL Chem. 1991,63,1692-1696.

(4) A.: Pctriarchc, G. J.: 1vlarmzza, G.: Mascini. M. Anal. Chim. Acta
1991. 242, 91-98.
Rishpon. Shabtai. Y: Rosen. Zibenberg. Y; Tor, R.; Freeman, A
Biotechnol. Bioeng. 1990,35, 10:;-107.

Glucose biosensors have been utilized widely in clinical
analysis, biomedical research, and biotechnology.1-5 In most

cases, the sensing scheme is based on the enzymatic oxidation
of giucose by glucose OJddase. Glucose can be monitored by
analyzing either the reaction products or the o>"'Ygen consumption.

The response of these sensors depends on the local oxygen

concentration, which limits their application. For example, in
neurochemical appliGltions. fluct11aDOnS in sensor response can

:AichaeL A c.: Justice. j., ir.
(2) Dermal, 13. A. A.; 11, S.-Y.: Schmid.

Chern. 1987,59,405-410.
D. Biosens. Bioeiuctron. 1992,7.133-

(6) Zimmerman,]. G.; \Vightman. R M. Anal. Chem. 1991
(7) Zhang, Y: Wilson, G. S. Anal. Chim. Acta 1993,281, 5L::-520.
(8) Brunstein, E.: Abel. P.: Gens, A; Eich, K..: Woedtke,

Acta 1989,48,911-917.
(9) Cass, A E. G.: Davis, G.; Francis, G. D.: HilL H. A. 0.: A51:0: , W.l: I-Eggins,

1. L Plotkin, E. V,; Scott, L. D. L.; Turner, A. P. F. Anal, 1984,56,
667-67l.

(0) Yokoyama. K; Tamiya, E.: Karube, L Anal. Lett. 1989,22,2949-2959.
(11) Gregg, B. A: HeLer, A. Anal. Chcm. 1990,62,258-263
(12) Pishko, M. V.: Michael, A c.: Heller, A. Anal. Chern. 1991,63,2268

2272
(13) Crop.enberg, c.; Groen, B. V.; Beer, D. D.: Heuvel. H. "if D. AnaL Chim.

Acta 1991.242.275-278.
(14) Kusano, H. Clin. Phys. Physiof. Meas. 1989.1(/1-9.
(15) Casciari,J.J.; Sotircnos, S. V.; Sutherland, R. M.]. Cell. 1992.151,

386-394.
(16) Zinker, D.: Namdaran, K.; Wil~on, R; Dracy, D.; Lacy, D.: \Vassaerman, D.

Diabetes 1993. 42, A44.
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tared with a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera. 'This strategy

is used here to develop a dual-analyte fiber-optic sensor for glucose

md oxygen. The oxygen sensing site consists of an oxygen

sensitive ndlenium complex In a hydrophobic gas-permeable

copolymer on the distal end of an imaging fiber. The glucose

sensing site is compos.ed of a second oxygen sensing polymer

cone coated with poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (BEMA,)

containing immobilized glucose oxidase. The concentrations of

glucose and oxygen are proportional to the changes in tle

fluorescence intensities of the ruthenium complex at each sensing

site. The response characteristics of this dual-analyte sensor for

glucose and oxygen are presented.

EXPERIMENTAl. SECTION

Materials. Tris (2,2'-bipyridyl (bpy))ruthenium (ID chloride.

tlis(phenanthroline (phen))ruthenium(ID chloride, benzoin ethyl

ether (BEE). and a-D-glucose were all purchased from Aldrich

Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). Glucose oxidase (,6-n-Glucose,

oxygen I-oxidoreductase; EC 1.1.3.4) (162 unlts/mg type VII,

Aspergillus'l':ger) and fumed silica (0.014,um o.d.) were obtained

from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). (Acryloxy)propylm

ethylsiloxane (15-20%) and dimethylsiloxane (80-85%) copolymer

(Ds802) were obtained from Gelest, Inc. (Tullytown, PAl. Ethylene

glycol dimethacf'jlate (EGDMA) and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate

(HEMA) were obtained from Polysciences Jne. (Warrington, PAl.

Ru (4,7-diphenyl(ph)-I,10-phenl3(CIJ, was synthesized and purified

as described pre\Tlously.zo )\11 the other reagents were used as

received. O,..ygen and nitrogen were purchased from Northeast

Airgas. Inc. ;Salem. NI-D. Solutions of varying oxyg-en tension

were prepared by bubbling 0.1 MpH 7.4 phosphate buffers with

apprcpriate gas for at least 15 min. All reagent solutions were

prepared with distilled, deiorcized water purified with a Barnstead

Nanopure system. Glucose solutions were prepared in 0.1 M pH

7.4 phosphate buffer and stored in the refrigerator for 24 h before

use to allow equilibration between a-D-glucose and ;'i-D-glucose.

The immobilization of Ru(bpy),r or Ru(phen),z+ on fumed

silica (0.014."m o.d.) was done as follows. Initially, 30 mg of Ru

(l!) dye was added to 60 mg/mL fumed silica/methylene chloride

solution. The solution was stirred overnighlto adsorb the Ru(ID

complex on silica. The silica particles containing Ru(ID dye were
washed with 150 mL of methanol and dried in an oven at 135 'c.
The Ru an /silica particles were stored in the dark at room

temperature.

The single-core step-index hard clad silica (RCS) fibers (750

um o.d.. 550 .um i.d.) were purchased from Ensign-Bickford Optics

Co. (Avon, en. Silica imaging fibers with an outer core dIameter

of 350 Jim, containing 6000 sensing elements, were purchased
from Sumitomo Electric U.SA, Inc. (Torrance, CAl. All fibers

were polished before use on lapping films purchased from General

Fi'Jer Optics, Inc. (Fairfield, '1J).
Fabrication of Oxygen Sensor. An oxygen sensor was

prqJared by immobilizing an oxygen-sensitive Ru(I!) complex in

a gas-permeable siJoxane polymer on the distal end of a single

core silica fihrr using photopolymerization. These sensors were

us~d to examine the ootimal experimental conditions. The
photopolymelization approacies and procedures have been de

scribed previously." The oxygen-sensitive copolymer solution was

R. J ; Crosby, G. A]. Am. Chern. Suc. 1971,93,3184-3188.
Barnard. S. Ph_D. Thesis, T:.tfts ',:niversity, Medford. MA, 1992.

prepared by dissolving 30 mg of BEE in 0.25 mL of methylene

chloride solution containing vaJyng amounts of Ru (lD complex

and 0,5 mL of ps802 siloxane copolymer.

Fabrication of Glucose and Oxygen Sensing Arrays. The

imaging fiber was silanized in a 10% (v/v) 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl

methacrylate/acetone solution to activate thc fiber surface before

use. The instrumentation of the photodeposition system has been

detailed previously.' Briefly, the oxygen sensing- cone was

formed at a precise location on the distal end of the fiber by site

selectively photopolymerizing the oxygen-sensitive poly(dimeth·

ylsiloxane) copolymer. The copolymer solution was prepared as

described above with 1 mg/mL Ru (I'h2phen)J'+/methylene chlo

ride stock solution. Excitation light (wavelength, 350 ± 80 nm)

from a xenon-mercury arc lamp was focused through a 400 pm

diameter pinhole and a 15x reflective objective onto the proximal

end of the fiber. The light was transmitted to the other end of

the fiber in a 2'1 ,urn diameter circular area of the fiber. An
electronic shutter was used to control the light illumination time

on the fiber surface. The distal end of the fiber was dipped into

the oxygen-sensitive polymer solution and removed, leaving a drop

on the surface. The electronic shutter was then opened for 3 s
to initiate photopolymerization on the fiber surface. The oxygen

sensing polymer cone was formed only at the illuminated area.

The distal end of the fiber was rinsed with et.hanol to remove

excess monomer solution. fu-"ter polymerization was complete,
the fiber was repositioned for a subsequent polymerization. Four

siloxane polymer cones were photodeposited on the diSTal End

The glucose sensing cone was prepared by depositing HEMA

polymer containing glucose oxidase on the surface of the oxygen

sensItive siloxane polymer cone. The immobilization of glucose

oxidase in HEMA polymer was unsuccessful when the enzyme

was dissolved in an aqueous HEMA polymerization solution.
Therefore, the following procedure was used, which was found

to be effective for enzyme immobilization in poly-HEMA."

Glucose oxidase (2 mg) was suspended in 0.5 mL of a 10% dextran
solution and lyophilized. The dry par'jcles of lyophilized enzyme

were stored in a desiccator at 5 0c. The lyophilized giucose

oxidase was suspended in 0.5 mL of a HElI1A polymerizatiol'

solution containing 4% EGDM."c cross-linker and 30 mg of BEE

photoinitiator. Since photopolymerization ;s inhibited by oxygen.

the solution was deoxygenated by bubbling with nitrogen for 15

min before use. A 100 ,uL aliquot of this monomer solution

containing glucose oxi.dase was first illuminated for 60 s with 366

nm light to form a viscous oligomer. 11,e distal end of the fiber

was then immersed in this oligo;ner solution. A pinhole with a

diameter of 800,um (giving a focused spot with a diameter of 54

pm) was used to allow enough light to illuminate the entire oxygen

polymer sensing cone. The fiber was illuminated for 15 s. and
glucose oxidase-containing HEMA was polymerized on the surface

of the oxygen cone. 1J1e distal end of the fiber was rinsed with

etihanol until the excess monomer solution was washed off the

fiber. Generally, 30 s illumination is required to deposit a HEMA

polymer on the imaging fiber without the prepolymerizatim step.

The purpose of prepolymerizing the HEMA monomer solutiDn
before photodeposition is to minimize the light exposure time of

the oxygen sensing cone, since the Ru (II) dye is photolabile.
The second glucose sensing polymer cone was deposited using

the same procedure as the first one hut with a 14 s illumination

time on the fiber surface. The remaining two oxygen sensing

(22) Healey, B. G.; W8't. D. R, Tufts 'University, unpublished rcsll:ts.
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the cross-sectional view of the
glucose and oxygen sensing sites.

(24) Bacon, J. R; De~as,]. N. Anal. Chern. 1987.59,2780-2785.
(25) Xu, W.; McDonough, R. c.; Langsdorf, B.: Demus,]. N.: DeGraff, B. A Ana/.

Chem. 1994,66. 4133-4141.

analyte sensor. Several key parameters have been investigated
to optimize the response properties of oxygen sensors based on
fluorescence quenching of Ru (In complexes under our expeli

mental conditions. These parameters include the polymer sup

port, the coordinating ligands (L) of the Ru ll (L), complex, the
photopolymerization time, and the amount of dye in the polymer

matrix.

The magnitude of the oxygen sensor response in pH 7.4

phosphate buffer was dependent on the photopolymerization time.
By increasing the photopolymerization time from 5 to 10 s, a 50%
decrease in the sensor fluorescence intensities was observed (data

not shown). Ru (II) complexes in siloxane polymers decompose

upon inadiation with visible or UV light. Therefcre. increasing
the light exposure time of the Rn (II) complex during sensor

fabrication caused more decomposition and diminished the

fluorescence intensity. A photopolymerization time of 3 s was
used for oxygen sensor fabrication.

The dye loading in the siloxane polymer also influenced the

magnitude of the sensor response and its sensitivity. The

fluorescence signal of the oxygen sensorincreased with increasing
concentrations of Ru (II) complex in the siloxane monomer

solution. However, more dye did not produce better sensitivity.

The optimal dye loading for the highest sensitivity was as
follows: Ru(bpy)/,"-silica/siloxane of20 mg/mL, Ru(phen):t'

silica/siloxane of 32 mg/mL, and Ru (Ph,phen)32+/ siloxane of 0.33

mg/mL in the siloxane copolymer solutions. Further increases

in the dye concentration resulted in larger background signals

and lower sensitivity. Immobilization of the Ru(lI) complex on

silica resulted in a heterogeneous medium for oxygen quenching,

and a linear Stem-Volmer plot was obtained. Ru(ph2phen):r

was not adsorbed on silica due to the limited amount of this

commercially unavailable dye.
The influences of polymer supports and coordinating ligands

on the quenching of Ru (II) complexes by oxygen have been

studied in detail by Demas et a1. 14.25 Under the present experi
mental conditions, the best oxygen-sensitive dye the sensor

was found to be Ru (ph2phenh'+ in the ps802 siloxane polymer.

Ru (ph2phen)/+ has the longest excited-state lifetime and the
largest solution Stern-Volmer quenching constant. The oxygen

sensor based on this complex is extremely sensitive to oxygen."

Figure 2 shows that this dye is 4 times more sensitive than either
Ru(bpy)P or Ru(phen)p. The sensitivity observed here is lower

than that reported by Demas. The loss of sensitivity is caused

mainly by the polymer used and photolysis of the Ru (II) complex

during sensor fabrication. As a result, Ru (ph,phen) ·i+ was used

exclusively to prepare all the sensors described below.

Glucose and Oxygen Sensing Array. Figure 3 shows the

fluorescence image of a four-spot sensor captured a pH 7.4 air
saturated phosphate buffer. Spots 1 and 2 are glucose sensitive;

spots 3 and 4 are oxygen sensitive only. Glucose sensing cone

was prepared with a longer photopolymerization time than that
for cone 2, resulting in a larger polymer cone and thus more

glucose oxidase immobilized in the polymer matrix. At the

oxygen sensing sites, the Ru (II) complex fluorescence intensity

is related to both the oxygen concentration in the sample solution

Glucose Sensing Site

Chim. Acta 1993,274,47-52.

Oxygen Sensing Site

(23) Walt, D. R: Gabor. G.: C;oyet, C

cones were coated with a HEMA polymer without glucose oxidase
using the same procedure as that used for the TIrst glucose sensing
cone. The extTa layer of HEMA hydrogel provides better
resiliency than ps802 siloxane polymer. All the sensors were
soaked in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer for 2 h before use. Figure 1
shows schematically the cross section of oxygen and glucose
sensing sites on the distal end of an imaging fiber.

Sensor Response IVleasurements. The oxygen sen<;;or
response on the single-core HCS silica fiber was monitored on a
double-monochromator fluorescence system.'" The excitation
wavelength was 480 nm, and the emission wavelengths were 590,
600, and 610 for Ru(bpy)}+, Ru(phen):J'" and Ru(ph2phen)p,
respectively. The sensor response at different oxygen concentra
tions was monitored until steady-st2.te signals were obtained.

The imaging sensor response was measured with use of a
modified fluorescence microscope. The instrumentation has been
described elsewhere. 19 The distal end of the fiber was immersed
in an appropriate test solution, and the images of the distal end
of the optical fibers were captured by a CCD camera. The
excitation and emission filters were 470 ± 35 and ,,600 nm,
respectively. The fluorescence intensities at :he sensing cones
were obtained as a function of time by analyzing the captured
images using appropriate imaging processing software (IPlab,
Signal Analytics, Vienna, VA). The fluorescence intensities of
sensing cones reported at different analyte concentrations were
steady-state signals. For the stability experiment, the sensor was
stored in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer in the dark at 4 'C overnight

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The placement of both glucose and oxygen sensors on the

same optical fiber provides this biosensor anay with the ability
to measure both enzyme substrates simultaneously. Therefore,
variations in oxygen do not compromise sensor performance.
Sensor preparation involves a photopolymerization technique.
First, oxygen-sensitive sensors are deposited in a hydrophobic
siloxane polymer. Next, an enzyme-containing hydrogel layer is
photodeposited on top of some of the oxygen sensors. The
resulting sensors are -50 I'm in diameter. The ability to precisely
control the position and architecture of each sensing layer provides
an entry into a \Vide range of sensor and biosensor arrays.

Oxygen Sensor. The oxygen sensitivity of each polymer

sensing cone directly influences the peIiomance of the dual-
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Figure 2" Stern-Volmer plots of oxygen sensors with Ru(bPY)l 
silicalsiloxane 0; 20 mg/mL (v), Ru(phenhC"-sillca/siloxane of 32
llg/mL (III), end Ru(Ph2phen)/~/siloxane 010.33 mg/mL (e).

Figure 3" Fluorescence image of a four~spot fiber-optic sensor in
pH 74 phosphate buffer. Spots 1 and 2 are glucose sensi1ive, and
spots 3 ana .1. are oxygen sensitive only.

and the difI,"sion oi oxygen within the ~olymer. At the glucose

sensing sites, glucose oxidation is catalyzed by giGcose oxidase
withic the I-IEl'Lti polymer layer as glucose diffuses into the

polyncr Inatrix, Catalysis causes depletion of oxygen in the

I-:IElvLA p)lymer, leading to depletion in the inner siloxane cone,
resubng in a fluorescence intensity increase_ The changes in

fLorescence intensity are related to both glucose and owgen
concentrations in the sample selution and the diffusion of both

glucose and owgen in the polymers, Since oxygen fluctuatior.s
in the sallll;]e solu:ion can be monitored by analyzing the

£korescence :ntensiLY at the cxygcn sensing site, the oxygen effect
on the glucose sensor can be detennined on the basis of the

4,,--------

300 400 5CO 600 700 80C

Oxygen Pc:rtiai Pressure (mm rig)

Figure 4. Oxygen quenching of Ru(Ph2phenh2~-ill oxygen sensing
cone 4 (_) and glucose sensing cones (0) and 2 (e). The simulated
curves (-;, for oxygen cone 4 and glucose cone 1 and for glucose
cone 2 were generated using the two-site Stern-Volmer quenching
model. For oxygen cone 4 and glucose cone 1, f01 = 0.47, 102 = 0.53,
K"" = 0.0133, and K'~2 = 0.0014. For glucose cone 2, i01 = 0.51, i02

= 0.49, K", = 0.0131, and K"2 = 0.0016.

measured owgen concentrations in the sample solution, The

concentrations of oxygen and glucose, therefore, can be monitored
simultaneously.

Figure 4 shows [he oxygen quenching data for one oxyger.

(spot 4) and two glucose (spots 1 and 2) sensing cones. 'The

nonlinear curves suggest multiple quenching sites within the

polymer matrix having different sensitivities to oxygen ~\lench

ing,25 Spots 1 and 4 were prepared under exactly the same

conditions, and the OJ<:ygen sensitivities of both the glucose and

owgen sensing sites are '"flua]]y identical. Spot 2 was prepared
using a shorter photopolymer:zation time. It is more sensitive to

oxygen since the oxygen-sensitive dye within the polyme:- malrix

was exposed to less light during polymerization.

A two-site Stem-Volmer quenching modei was used to fit the

owgen quenching data (eq I):'"

where I is the fluorescence intensity at an oxygen concentration

of [0,], 10 is the value in the absence of quencher oxygen, Jb; is

the fraction of quenching site j contributing :0 the unquenc:Jed

intensity I, and the Ksvj values arc the Stern-Volmer quenching
constants at quenching site i 24 Figure 4 presents the best-fitting

curves, with 101 = 0.47 ± 0.03, K~ = 0.013 ± 0,015 mmHg~l, 10,
= 0,53 ± 0,03, and K;V2 = 0,0014 ± 0.0009 mmHg~: for glucose

cone 1 and oxygen cone 4, andh; = 0.51 ± 0.39, K"l = 0.013 ±
0,016 mmHg~l, fcl2 = 0.49 ± 0,04. and K..,,2 = 0,0016 ± 0,0013
mmHg~ 1 for glucose cone 2,

In order to examine the effect of oxygen on the glucose sensor

response, glucosp- responses were measured under different

owgen tensions with the dual-analyte sensor. The fluorescence

intensities (1) at glucose or oxygen sensing sites for different

concentrations of glucose and oxygen were measured, and Ie/1
values were calculated, With each value of Ie/1, the corresponding
quencher oxygen concentration was calculated by solving the
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Figure 5. Dual·analyte sensor responses to oxygen (open symbols)
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Figure 6. Glucose calibration curves at oxygen pressures of 76
(A), 159.6 (.), and 380 (.) mmHg for glucose cone 1 and '[59.6
mmHg (D) for glucose cone 2.

following quadratic equation derived from eq 1:

+ {(I/lJ-IKwl + (I/n-IK ev2

/(llKw ' - fa,Kev1H0 2] - CI/lJ- - fal - fa2 = 0 (2)

Since the concentration of oxygen in the polymer matrix was
unknown, the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas used to

saturate the calibrated buffer was applied in the above equations.
Figure 5 presents glucose response curves of a glucose-sensitive
polymer matrix (spot 1) and an oxygen-sensitive polymer matrix
(spot 4) under varying oxygen tensions.

At a fixed oxygen concentration, the response of the oxygen
sensor is virtually constant with increasing glucose concentration,
while the response at the glucose sensor decreases due to
consumption of oxygen during glucose oxidation. The difference
(Mo) between the oxygen concentrations in the medium and in
the glucose-sensitive polymer matrix corresponds to the glucose
concentration. From Figure 5, the oxygen concentration within

the glucose sensing cone drops to almost zero at a glucose
concentration of 10 mM, and further increases in glucose
concentration do not affect the glucose sensor response at an
oxygen tension of 76 mmHg. This result indicates that oxygen
depletion inside the glucose sensing cone is complete at glucose

concentrations 2:10 mM. Similarly, oxygen depletion is complete
at glucose concentrations 2:20 mM at an oxygen tension of 159
mmHg. Thus, the dynamic range of the sensor can be extended
by increasing the oxygen partial pressure.

Calibration curves of glucose were made by plotting Mo,
versus glucose concentration (see Figure 6). For glucose sensing
cone 1, a linear calibration curve is obtained with an oxygen
partial pressure of 380 mmHg over the entire glucose concentra
tion range of 0-20 mM. However, calibration curves at lower
oxygen tensions are somewhat downward curved at high glucose
concentrations, due to depletion of oxygen ",ithin the glucose
sensing cone, as discussed above. The slopes of the calibration
curves over the linear ranges for three different oxygen tensions
are almost the same, indicating that sensitivity to glucose is

independent of the oxygen concentration outside the sensing
layer. As can be seen in Figure 6, the linear ranges the glucose
calibration curves increase with increasing oxygen partial pres·
sures. The detection limit (DL) is estimated to be 0.6 mM (S/"!
= 3) for glucose sensing cone l.

The glucose response can be altered by changing the amount
of glucose oxidase immobilized in the HEMI\ matrix. Figure 6
shows a glucose calibration curve at an oxygen partial pressure
of 159.6 mmHg for glucose sensing cone 2. Compared to glucose
cone 1, glucose cone 2 is less sensitive (DL, 1.5 mM) because

less enzyme was immobilized. Although the sensitivity of this
sensor is lower, it possesses a wider dynamic range due to less
oxygen depletion at a given glucose concentration. Glucose cone
2 afforded a linear glucose response curve over the glucose
concentration range of 0-20 mM. This result indicates that the
dynamic range of glucose response can be Increased by using a
lower enzyme loading. With an imaging fiber, multiple glucose

sensing sites with different enzymatic activities can be placed on
a single fiber surface. The sensitivity and dynamic range at a
particular glucose sensing site varies according to its enzymatic
activity. Therefore, any desired dynamic range of glucose
response can be obtained by photodepositing the appropriate
amount of glucose oxidase.

The dual-analyte sensor has been used to predict glucose
concentrations under different oxygen pressures. The fluores·
cence images of glucose and oxygen sensing polymer cones were
collected with sample solutions containing different concentrations
of glucose and oxygen. The steady-state fluorescence intensities
were measured and converted to corresponding Fo, on the basis
of the r",-o-slte quenching modeL Glucose concentrations were
predicted using the calibration curves of Mo, versus glucose
concentration. Figure 7 shows the plot of the predicted glucose
concentration versus the actual glucose concentration. The
excellent correlation proves the utility of the sensor calibration
scheme.

The sensor was also tested for its response to interfering
substances usually found in biological samples, such as ascorbic
acid (M), uric acid, and acetaminophen. 111ese three compounds
are known to be major interferents in electrochemical measure·
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Figure 10. Stability of the dual-analvte sensor. (AI Stern-Volmer
plots for oxygen sensing pOlymer matrix on Ihe 'irst (0) and second
(e) days. (B) Glucose calibration curves for glucose sensing polymer
matrix on the first (0) and second (fil) days

oxidized spontaneously in aqueous solution by either oxygen or
hydrogen peroxide (data not shown) 28-30

Sensor response times and stability were also examined.
Figure 9 shows the dynamic response curves of glucose monItored
by injecting 0.5 mL of 1.0 M glucose solUTIon into 5 mL of pH 7.4

ments of glucose because they are oxidized at the same potential
as hydrogen peroxide. Our experimental results indicate that both

saturated uric acid and acetaminophen soluTIons do not interrare
with glucose and oxygen responses (data not shown). In biologi
cal samples. extracellularM concentrations vary between 100 and
500 The sensor's response to 50 mM glucose was
measured aL AA concentrations v.rlthin this range. No significant
inteIierence .Jll either oxygen or glucose sensors was observed
with Jill concentrations up to 2 mM (see Figure 8). Therefore,
the sensor is applicable to biological measurements. M samples
with much larger concentrations were found to influence re
sponses of both oxygen and glucose sensors because M can be

200 400 600 800

(2:3) Grunewald. R A; O'Keil, R. D,; Fm"n::-:, \1.; Albery. W.].f Neurochem.ln.t.
.1983. 5, 773~778.

(27') GrunewaicL R. A. Brain Res_ Rpv, 1993, 18, 123·-133.

(28) Hugjes. D. E.Anal. Chern. 1985, 57, SS5-5.58
(29) Mushran. S. P.; M. lnd Res. 1977,36,
(30) Lowry,], P.; D. 1992,64,456--459.
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phosphate buffer. The sensor response time increases ¥lith the
thickness of the enzymatic polymer layer. The glucose sensor
with a thicker glucose oxidase-containing poly-HEMA layer has

a response time (time required to reach 95% of the steady state
signal) of 28.3 ± 1.7 s (three measurements). and the sensor with
a thinner layer has a response time 8.8 ± 1.3 s (four

measurements). The sensor recove:y time is ~1 min (data not
shown). Figure lOA shows the response to oxygen, and Figure

lOB shows the glucose calibration curves for a sensor on two
consecutive days. The fluorescence intensity at each sensing site
decreases when the sensor is exposed to excitation light because

the Ru(Il) complex photodecomposes. However, the results in
Figure 10 indicate that the sensitivivj of this dual-analyte sensor

to both oxygen and glucose is maintained over 2 days.

CONCLUSIONS
The dual-analyte sensor reported here is capable of simulta

neously and continuously monitoring glucose and oxygen. Glu

cose concentrations can be monitored precisely under unknown
oxygen concentrations by calibrating the Huctuations resulting

{Tom oxygen. Since the images are captured by a CCD camera~

3752 Analytical Chemistry, Vol 67, No. 20, October 15, 1995

both quantitative information and spatial distribution of substrates
are obtained simultaneously. In addition, a senSOr with a wide

dynamic range can be obtained by photodepositing mnltiple
sensing sites with varying enzymatic acti,ities. This compact dua~

analyte sensor (350 ,um o.d.) has a fast response time «30 s)
and is relatively stable. The sensor may be suitable for both in

vivo and in vitro measurements of simultaneous changes in both
glucose and oxygen in biological samples. The sensing system

can be generalized for other biologically important compounds
catalyzed by oxidase-type enzymes_
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Identification of Plastics among Nonplastics in
Mixed Waste by Remote Sensing Near-Infrared
Imaging Spectroscopy. 1. Image Improvement
and Analysis by Singular Value Decomposition
W. H. A. M. van den Broek, D. Wienke, W. J. Melssen, C. W. A. de Crom, and I.. Buydens*

Catholic University of Nijmegen, Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, Toernooive/d 1.
NL-6525 EO Nijmegen, The Netherlands

A near-IR camera has been installed in an experimental

setup for real-time plastic identification. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) has been used for qualitative analy

sis and substantial improvement of the measured multi
variate images. The obtained score plots provided spatial
correlations between different pixel structures caused by
sample material on the one hand and image artifacts on

the other. In this way, the score plots have been used as
tool to optimize the experimental setup and image

quality. The improved images were offered to a new
classification algorithm called multivariate image rank
analysis, based on SVD, as described in part 2 of this

series of articles, which follows in this issue (Wienke, D.;
lOt aL Anal. Chem. 1995,67,3760).

There are several ways for postconsumer plastics to reach their
final destiny. In the past, landfiIling was a common way to dump
plastics waSle. Now, product recycling, material recycling, thermal
recy::ling, and chemical recycling an~ among the methods to reuse
plastics. Hnwever, for each of these methods, it would be better
to sort the plastics before further processing.1-3 Presently, the
Cniversity cf Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and the Institute for
Chemical and Biochemical Sensor Research, Miinster, Germany,
are investigating the possibility for sorting plastics on the basis
of their chemical'physical properties.' One part of the project
involves the discrimination of plastics from nonplastics by means
of infrared imaging spectroscopy. More about near-IR imaging
can be found in refs 12-14. The principle of discrimination lies
in the differences of absorption spectra in particular wavelength

regions for plastics and nonplastics. Therefore, a set or stack of
images are mea~ured at specific wavelength regions ("multivariate
image"). These regions need to be chosen in a way to give

maximum discrimination. An additional aspect of the technique
is that all measurements need to be recorded in real-time remote
sensing to be independent of size, position, shape, and movement
of the waste sample on a conveyor belt. Another advantage of
the use of a camera lies in the ability to obtain geometric
information about the samples. This is conserved in the local pixel
correlation in the image In this way, sample composition can be
used as an additional sorting criterion in recycling. The developed

(I) Menges, Gummi, Fasern, Kunstst. 1993,46 (2), 62-68.
(2) Brandrup.]. Gummi, Fasern, Kunstst, 1993, 46 (9), 732-738.
l::;) \oVagemann, K. NaeM, Chern. Tech. Leb. 1994,42 (1), 28-34.

Huth-FehY'2. T.: Feldhoff. R.: Kantimm, T.: QUiLk. L: Winter, P.: C<lmmann,
K; van Broek, W.; Wienk=, D.: Me!ssen, W.: Buydens, L.]. Mol. Struc!'
1995.848,143-146

0003-2700/95:0367-3753S9.0010 © 1995 American Chemica! Society

experimental setup should be able to detect single macroscopic

plastic samples on a conveyor belt. Further, it should be able to

discriminate these from nonplastic waste samples. To extract the
imponant information from the images, multivariate statistical
methods will be used. The aim of this paper is to check whether
it is possible \0 remove or separate artifacts, such as background,
noise, shadow, specular reflections, and spikes, from the important
material information in the image. This can be achieved in two

ways: by optimizing the hardware and by applying multivariate
statistics. An experimental design and singnlar value decomposi
tion (SVD) will be applied to optimize the sample-to--background

signal ratio and to remove or minimize artifacts such as shadow
and specular reflection. The significantly improved images will
be classified with a new technique, multivariate image rank

analysis (MIRA.). 1111s classiiier must be seen as a mathematical
method that is able to extract sufficient information from the stack
of images that it can detenrune whether the sample is a plastic

material or not.' Because software solutions are very (computa
tion) time consuming, optimization of the hardware was given
higher priority. A high-quality image will facilitate the future
material identification.

THEORY
Image Correction. Infrared images, obtained wi,h an optical

infrared camera, can be described mathematically by two~

dinlensional light intensity functions, F(x,y), where " and y
represent respectively the x and)' coordinates in a two-dimensional
plane, and F represents the chromatic notion of intensity called
brightness or, equivalently, the gray level of the image at a
particular point (x,y) 6 The intensity is caused by infrared light
reflected from the inlage plane, and it is related to the physical

chemical property of absorption measured from the considered
samples and background mateda!. The more a matedal in the
image plane can absorb, the higher its brightness within F(x,y).
Since the images need to be processed and analyzed by a
computer, they need to be discretized. A discretized image can
be considered as a matrix, expressed as I, with n image rows
and m image columns. The content of the elements i (referred
to as pixels) of the matrix I,.m represents the gray leve!. For
example, the detector of the camera used in the described
experiments has a matrix size of 64 x 64 pixels and a 10 bits

(5) Wienke, D.; Broek "'an den, W.: Melssen, Vii.: Buydens. L Anal. Chem.
1995,67,3760-3766

(6) Gonzalez. R. c.: Woods. R. E. Digital Image Processing; Addiso:1-Wesley:
Reading, MA, 1992
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When there is no absorption of the sample, I"w is about equal to
and thus "ill be equal to ~1. If one desires to measure

the sample absorption, the following correction needs to be made:

(6)

(5)

(4)q,P +

ZTZ = VS1/ 2yT

zif = USl/2UT

In imaging, one is mostly interested in the correlation

(structure) between the objects or pixels. In the present work,
these pixels give information about the material composition of

the measured samples. Besides this, iniormation about experi

mental artifacts can be obtained, too, such as shadow effects.
specular reflection, and background inhomogeneity. i\.ll these

effects form structures in the stack of images. In order to ,isualize

these effects, score plots can be used. A score plot is a graph of
two score vectors from the US matrix. It demonstrates tbe

correlation between pixels representing the same material or
artifact effects. Here, a score plot is graphical1y represented by
only the vectors in U, since the scaling with S \ViE not have an
effect on the graph. Clusters can be formed only when the
iniormation is preserved in the data, which means that the choice

of variables is very important for an appropriate cluster discrimina
tion. The inherent power of a score plot is that clusters can be

extracted independently and transformed back to the oIiginal

image space, cal1ed reconstructed fractional images (Figure I).

This is done by first selecting the desired cluster with a border

line. Only the pixels within the border are used to fill the new

score matrix. All other pixel values are set to zero. The new
score matrix has to be multiplied ,vith SVT to get a fractional

reconstructed image matrix, which is built up only by the pixels

belonging to the selected cluster. In this way, underlying pixel
correlations in the stack of images can be found which were not
detected or were difficult to detect in the original data. Score

plots can now be used for qualitative investigation of a lm-ge
amount of image information.

Criterion for Image Optimization, In order to check

whether an image has been improved by practical adaptation of

the experimental setup or by software processing, the images need

to be evaluated. Since the main goal of the project is to

discriminate plastics from nonplastics, an evaluation criterion must

be defined which is able to assess the quality of discrimination.
We have chosen to use the gray level ratio of the objects in the

images. The ratio is calculated in such a way that the numerator

ing to the number of vmiables (wavelengths). However. to
reproduce the original data matrix, at least q eigenvectors are

needed, with q <; p, This number q is called the rank of the matrix

Z"m,p. Because it is not possible to avoid experimental artifacts
completely, the remaining p - q eigenvectors will merely account
for experimental error, such as nonlinearities of the optical system

and inhomogeneous illumination,ll and win be left O'Jt according

to eq 4, where Umn.1~ Vp,I)' and Sq,q have reduced dimensions q

and E"m,p is the residual matrix, accounting for the experimental
error. Often the right singular vectors are caned "loadings"
whereas the left singular vectors multiplied with singular

values (US) are called "scores". These scores are equivalent to

the ones calculated in principle component analysis (PCA):9

(3)

(2)

(1)

P,t

I n.m = I - .,;=--~=

below), U"m.p and yi p.p are orthogonal matrices contammg

respectively left and right singular vectors, and SP.P is a diagonal
matrix with the corresponding singular values. ""his method does

not require a priori knowledge of a statistical distribution of Z.
The Z matrix can be decomposed into eigenvalues and eigenvec
tors. Tne maximum number of eigenvectors thc..t can be obtained

mathematically is p (provided that p <; mincp,nm), correspond-

(1024) gTay level representation. Every single detector element
can measure the reflection at a certain area in the image plane.
The whole matrix of 64 x 64 pixels can measure the reflection

enclosed by the image plane. Measuring the images atp different
wavelengths results in a three-dimensional stack of images,

expressed by a boldface, underlined, capitalized letter, ~.64.P'

Wavelengths can be chosen by interference filters or, more
advanced, by an acoustic optical tunable filter (AOTF).' In order

to compare the images measured at p different variables (wave

lengths). these need to be corrected for background and dark

current contributions. The raw image, I"w, is the sum of the
reflected light from the sample or background and the dark

current, Id~k. The latter is a contribution of the background signal
level of the detector array, caused by always present heat radiation.
For example, a dark current level of around 25% of the total

dynamic detector range is nom1al for infrared cameras with

semiconductor diode arrays. The absorption spectrum of materi
als used as image background causes different wavelength

dependent background reflections. Therefore, reference images

per filter, I,d, need to be measured. This is d03e by recording
the same scene as in the raw image but without sample. The

corrected net images which are used for !Brther investigation,

can be calculated using

Image Analysis by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the data measured from
a single sample are collected as a three-dimensional stack of

images ~""",p at pwavelengths. To facilitate the interpretation of
this stack, a decomposition of is proposed. According to

Geladi et a1., 8 it is usually necessary for practical reasons to unfold

this three-dimensional stack of images into a two-dimensional
matrix before decomposition. illl images measured at pvariables
are first unfolded into p vectors having n x m elements, called

objects. These vectors are arranged in a 2D matrix Z"m.p, One

method for doing such a decomposition is by a SVD, as given by
eq 3, where Z"".P is the unfolded stack of images (as explained

(7) McClure, W. F. Anal. Chern. 1994,66, 43A-53A.
(8) Geladi, P.; Isal<sson, H.; Lindqvisl, 1..; Wold, S.; E~hensen, K Clzemom.lntell.

Lab. Syst. 1989.5, 2IJ9-220
(0) Faber, N. Contributions to Multivariate Da-ca Analysis Chf'nlomet:1cs.

Ph.D. Thesis, University of Nijmcgen, The Netherlands,
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Figure image information extraction using score plcts. A score
:::-Iot is a g;aph comprising only two vectors from the U matrix.
Depending on the problem, a certain combination of vectors may give

c:lustering 01 the pixels. An arbitrary cluster can be extracted from
·he plot and orojected back to the original image space by a reversed
SVD (R8VD). The only pixels shown in the so~called fractional
"econstrJcted image belong to the extracted cluster in the score plot.
Note that, for these selected pixels, all their p scores vectors from U
Clre used in :he R.SVD step.

(11) Geladi, P.; Grahn, H.; Li:ldgren, F. Ie Chqmical Multivariate Image
Analysis: Some Case Studies, APPiied Multh'ariate Analysis SAR and
Environmental Studies; Devillers, .T., Karcher, W., Eel.; KJuwer ScientIfic
Pubjshers: Dordrecht. 1991: Pf. 4·'1-7-478

(12) Robert, P.; Bertrand, D.; Devaux, IvI. F.NIR News 1991, 2 ~2), 9-10
(13) McClure, W. 1'. NIR News 1991, 2 (2). I)

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experimental macrO setup for discrimination between

plastics and nonplastics is shown schematioally in Figure 2. A

near-IR camera. provided with a 64 x 64 pixel focal plme array

detector is able to detect spectroscopic infonnation over the
wavelength range from 1 to 5.5 pm. Each pixel is a semiconductor
device which is able to register incoming photons. Contrary to
conventional detector materials,1J-n the detector used in this
experiment was made of InSb (Cincinnati ElectrOllics Inc., Mason,
OH). In front of ti1e detector array, inside the camera, a cold

shield filter has been positioned to prevent the detector from

sensing background light emitted by the optical components. This
cold shield filter has to be cooled with N,. The wavelength range
of the cold shield filter has been extended to 1.1-4.6 pm.

Two objective lenses are needed for operation in tbe whole
wavelength range. The first is the original objective lens made
from CaF" and it has a st2ndard 50 mm EFL 1/2.3 multiple
element lens (Cincinnati Eiectronics Inc.), which is transparent
from 1.8 to 4.6 pm. The second objective lens is made of boron
crown glass (BK-7). with a standard 50 mm EFL 1/1.8 multiple
element lens (pentacon). This objective lens is transparent from

0.3 to 2.7 I'm.

The output of the camera is a 12 bit digital data pol1 which is

able to send 51.44 frames (complete images) per second. Each

pixel exhibits a sensitivity range of 10 bits, resulting in 1024 gray
levels. No framegrabber is used since the digital output of the
camera is sent indirectly, via an external interface SC-Ol (electronic
buffer) and a high-speed 16 bit S16D I/O interface (Engineering
Design Team, Inc., Beavel1on, OR), to the memory of the
computer. The computer is a SUN SPARC 10 workstation
con1alning 32 MB RPM. By avoiding a time delaying device suoh
as a framegrabber, the high frame speed of the camera can almost
be conserved. This is an important step in real-time measure
ments. A heat source is usecJ lO illuminate the sample with
infrared light. The total distance between sample and detector
is about 2 m (remote sensing mode), and therefore a powerful
light source is required (600-1800 W) to get sufficient photons

on the detector for a safe identification of the samples. Because
of this, the turning filter wheel has to be positioned between the
camera and sample. If placed between sample and light source,
the filters would become damaged due to the emitted heal of the
light source. However, OUf implementation involves the problem

of refocusing the BK-7 objective lens for each filter because the
refraction index of this lens material is wavelength dependent.
The filter wheel is prepared for eight filters maximum. At present,
six filters can be used which are transparent in the following
wavelength regions: 1548-1578, 1545-1655,1655-1745, 1700
2150, 2207-2321, and 2115-2550 nm, respectively. Several

materials have been investigated for background material in the
experimental setup. Sanded aluminum gave be highest contrast
for macroscopical plastic samples.

upon calculating the ratios. Artifacts "ill cause extra connibutions
to the norm and lower the ratio. The evaluation criterion can be
interpreted as finding the highest ratio for the best image qualitv.

(7)

x· .... , cluster

selection

scores 1

,•...
'. 'x

A = lfiltered image at filter 111
filtered image at filter 211

B
p

SVD

Z ----+

n'm

score plot

\VheiJ there arc artifacts present in the unage, these will decrease
the ratio rIlle to independency of wavelength. Different filters will
not affect the artifac: contribution. This results in an increasing
nom. for bo:h images, which will lower the ratio. This can be
illustrated when two filter combinations are compared. Suppose
filters 1 and 2 have the following norm contributions: 0.400/0.200

~ 2.00 ao and 10.4/10.2 = 1.02 au, respectively. The absolute
differenc,es are 0.2, but a significant difference will be ob1alned

of the ratio is higher than the denominator. This can be achieved
by choosing the appropriate filters. 111 Because L'1e whole optimiza

tion process will be performed with the same filters, the only
di fErrenees in ratios can be caused by changes in the experimental
setup, such as light source position and light source illumination
pow"r, by mirror rel1ection, or by shadow artifacts.

Pu-l easy way to calculate the gray level ratio of the objects in
both images is to calcula'.e the norms of both images after
eJiminat-:ng the background contribution. The background has
to be eliminated because it can give a large contribution to the
norm when a small sample is present in the image. The

backgfO'Jnd noise is eliminated by making all pixel values zero
below a cel1ain threshold value. The threshold value has been
chosen as 3 times the average standard deviation of the back
ground, Ideally, when no artifacts are present, the only gray levels
that remain Oliginate from the sample. The norm of the filtered

i'11age is now only calculatei from the gray levels of the sample.

111e evaluation criterion (A) can be calculated by
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Fugure 2. Experimental macro setup for the identifi'cation of plastics in mixed waste. Two light sources illuminate the ima.ge plane on a conv~y?r

belt. The reflected radiation is passed through Interterence filters and detected by the IR camera. The plastic samples Will show a characteristic
I"eflection spectrum for the irradiated light from the light sources. The output of the camera is recorded and processec by a computer. Only the
plastic samples have been made visible on the screen due to different absorption properties of the materials.

SOFTWARE AND COMPUTATIONS
The images can be recorded and processed using the Khoros

1.0 software environment (The Khoros Group, University of New

Mexico, Albuquerque, NM), with its accompanying graphical user
interface CANTATA Khoros can be used as a visual program
ming tool for software development in scientific image visualiza
tion. This package entails a library of over 260 routines to facilitate
research in image processing, pattern recognition, remote sensing,

and machine vision.
Also, a way exists for direct data access using the S16D

interface combined with a librmy of C procedures. The library
enables real-time image acquisition by self-written software. The
necessary acquisition software and external interface SC-01 were
developed and installed by Starling Consultancy (Rengelo, The
Netherlands).

The scare plot program software was in-house developed using

C for a SUN SPARC 10 workstation. Additional XITE software
procedures (fOIT Lonnestad and Otto Milvang, Image Processing
Laboratory, Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, Nor
way) were included for graphical display of the images. Matlab
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) was used for further calcula
tions and image representations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
First, it was found that the dark current image, Idock , of the

camera is about 25% of the total signal, which is too large to ignore.

Seccnd, the reference image, I,d, needs to be measured because
for three reasons: First, the optical width of the filters are
different, so different amounts of light per filter (flux) are falling
on the detector. In order to compare samples in different images,
there has to be correction for this effect Second, the light source
has a wavelength-dependent emission spectrum in the optical near

IR region. Third, the transmission spectrum of the camera lens
is wavelength dependent, too. Therefore, both correction images,

I"",k and I,d, need to be used in eqs I and 2.

The assumption we make in the corrected images is that both
the background and the sample material have similar surface

scattering properties. Although this will not be the case in all
measurements, we found that it did not influence our evaluation
criterion, since this entailed the calculation of gray level ratios of
the object.

The appropriate choice for the background material can help
to maximize the background-to-sample contrast in the image.
Geladi et a1.'4b have chosen black velvet because of the low

specular reflection. We found that this was not the only variable
of influence in our measurements. Also, the gray level contrast
needs to be taken into account. Therefore, we have chosen
aluminum as background material because it has low absorption
coefficients for near-IR radiation. For both filters, the sanded
aluminum gave the highest brightness (contrast) after image
correction (fable I). To avoid specular reflection, the aluminum

was sanded to give a smooth diffuse reflected near-IR background.
After this successful treatment, the only specular rellection found
was caused by the samples. Furthermore, we have tried to reduce
this disturbing effect by optimizing the light source position, as
will be demonstrated in the following section.

Another problem that arises in reflection mode measurements
is due to shadows caused by the sample in the image plane. Due
to a large variety in height, size, and shape of these samples and

due to illumination, different shadow patterns may occur. For
flat samples, shadow effects are negligible, but for higher samples
this effect cannot be ignored. In theory, there are two kinds of
shadows (Figure 3). The first is called cast shadow (umbra),
caused in an area which cannot be illuminated by the light source.
The second is called self-shadow (penumbra), caused in an area
which can only be partly illuminated.17 The aim of the following

(14) (a) Geladi, P.; Bengtsson, E.; Esbensen, K Grahn, H. Trends Anal. Chem.
1992,11 (1),41-52. (1J) Geladi. P.; Grahn, II.: Esbenser" K.: Bcngtsson,
E. T"ndsAnal. Chern. 1992.11 (3). 121-130
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variable
number tenn

aD intercept 4.2100
at (H) -06544
a2 (V) -06056
a:, intensity (1) -0.8869
a1 HH 00050
a5 VV -0.0300
a(i II -0.0l00

"7 VH 0.1375
a, VI 0.2~25

a9 HI 0.1800
atO VHI -0.0513

Table 3. Mean Grall Level Values and Their
Corresponding Variances, Calculated from the Five
Fractional Reconstructed ~magesa

Table 2. Results of the Experimental Design for
Optimization of the light Source Positiona

0.79
0.61
0.59
0.49
0.44
0.56

-0.39

filter 2,
1655-1745 nm
mean inter:sity

0.77
0.60
0.57
0.49
0.47
0.57

-0.25

filter I,
1545-1655 nm
mean intensitybackgrould material

sanded alurr.inum
wood
black cloth
green velvet
green velve! on aluminum
smooth iron
black carbon

cast shadow (umbra)

line lifhl source

Table 1. Results for Optimal Selection of Background
Material, Given by Numbers That Represent the Mean
Pixel Grall leveR Values for the Corrected Reflection
Intensities of the Measured Tile Samplea

positive value corresponds to a good diffu:se reflecting
ba'2k"rotlnd n-.atcrial. The negative values found for black carbon are

reflection of the backgrJund compared to the sample.

image 1 image 2

cluster mean (au) variance mean (au) variance

0
(~"

background -0()424 00011 -0.0214 0002145 I umbra 0.6069 00014 05282 00039I
~-

per:umbra 0.2582 00223 02359 00176\----------
~, specular refin -0.17l8 00078 -06380 0.0300

sample 0.5216 00025 01090 00121
background

Figure 3, Schematic representation of two kinds of shadow, cast
shadows and seif-shadow, respectively. The cast shadow IS caused
in an area which cannot be reached by radiation from the light source.
The self-shadow is caused in ar area which can b8 only partly
reached by light from the light source.

experiment is to investigate whether it is possible to separate
shadow patterns mathematically from the sample absorption
pattern within the image. If this would be possible with a

multivariate technique, it will not be necessary to spend much
effort on homogeneous image illumination or mathematical

shadow removal, e.g., using an erosion filter, as mentioned by
Geladi et al. :41, Multivariate image rank analysis (MIRA),' as, e.g.,

a ciassifier tolerates these shadow artifacts. To demonstrate that
both shadow types are additive effects that can be separated from
the sample pattern in the image, scoce plots from singular value
decomposition eqs 3 and '1, were used. Even without preprocess
ing (mean centering and variable scaling) Df the original data
(Figure 4), five different clusters were formed in the score plot
in Figure 5: tNO significant distant shadow clusters, two significant
dlstinguishable clusters for background and sample, and one
distant cluster for specular reflection. Specular reflection is caused
by direct projection of the illuminated light onto the camera

detector by the smoothne~s of the sample surface for certain

angles of incidence. The umbra and penumbra clusters can be

Deming. ::;. Y.; M,xga.n. S. L Experimclltai Design: A Chemomctric Approach;

Elsevier: Ansterc!am, 1987.
(16) Geladi, P.; Swerts,J.; Lindgren, F. Chemmn. Intel!. Lab. Syst. 1994,24,145

167
Jiang, c.: v"\,'ard, M. O. CVGIP (Computer, Visi01l,
Processing)· !mage Understandir.g: Acadenic: San Di"go. CA, 19<94;1'p :m
225

clearly distinguished from the remaining clusters, although
penumbra shows some overlap with the background pixels. This

score plot shows that shadow effects can be separated from other

pixel struclnres by uslng decorrelated eigenvectors (eqs 3 and

4). Figure 6 shows the reconstructed fractional images, calculated
from the score matrix D, in one single combination image. The

five clusters were given arbitrary gray levels in order to visualize
them. With thls in mind, it can be understood why multivariate
classifiers are able to extract a desired sample pattern out of a
shadowed lmage. Table 3 shows the mean gray level values and

their variances for tlle .five fractional reconstructed images.
For the optimization of the light source position, a statistical

central composite design 15 was carried out on a representative

sample, providing a second-order model including all interaction
terms for three factors. These factors were the horizontal (H)
and vertical (V) positions and the intensity (1) of the light source:

g(v,H,1) = ao+ ajH + a2V + ai + aJ:P + a)i2 -, +
a7HV ~ asHI + a9VI + a 1rlfV7 (8)

As response, g, the absorption ratio of the sample at two distinct
wavelengths (1545-1655 and 1655-1745 nm, respectively), was
chosen. The higher the ratio, Lhe better the image auality. A
high value for the horizontal and vertical position means that the
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Figure 4. Two typical images measured from a high round plastic cap showing clearly the original disturbances, such as specular reflection
on ~he left edge and shadow effects on the right side of the sample. The filters used were transparent in the wavelength regions (left) 15~'5

1655 and (right) 1655-1745 nrr:. Only one light source was used, which was positioned on the left side of the sample.

-Q.Q6'---'-----'-----'-----~---~---!

Reconstructed fr_aC_1i_O,_a~1iM_'a-cg_e ~_

close to the objective, which gives a small angle of incidence. TIle
opposite is true for an optimal position in the macro setup, where

a large angle gives significantly better results, Although a large
angle generates more shadow contributions, these can easily be

separated by multivariate techniques frDm sample patterns, as has

already been successfully proven using SVD.

Figure 6. Five reconstructed fractional images superimposed on a
single image. The gray level values were chosen arbitrarily to visualize
the different clusters. These clearly represent the fT,entioned effects
in the original images (see also Figure 5). A fev", intel-mediate pixels
(not belonging to any cluster; were filtered ouL

CONCLUSIONS
Two ways to remove or reduce experimental artifacts

multivariate stack of remote sensing near-infrared images have
been presented. Inhomogeneity of the background illumInation,
lamp source intensity, and J1uctuating optical transmission char
acteristics can be reduced by correcting the raw images via
reference and dark current lmages. Shadow artifacts and specular

reJ1ection can be separated from the important sample structures
in the images using singular value decomposition, 111is is a
powerful tool for analyzing and improving multivariate images and

optimizing the experimental setup with respee" undesired

0.15

o :J
o

-0.05

scar;;; plot

N

~ PENUMBRA
if; -a,03 - SHADOW

:0 BACKGROUND

CLUSTER
o SPECULAR
~ REFLECTION

light source is farthest aW8Y the sam)le or image plane. The

tenns in the model were abie to desc:ibe 94% of the factor
residuals, and it turned out that there was no lack of fit. The
calcuiated model is given in Table 2. 11,.e n:odel optimum was
found at maximum values for V and H and a minimum value for
I. This means that it Is more favorable to position the light source
farther away fTom the image plane (a larger angle between the
triangle of light source, sample, and camera) for both the
horIzontal and ve11ical positions, Although the first introduces a
larger shadow effect, it will compensated by a much better
brightness of [he image in pixels, 'lne optimal position of
the light source found for the macro setup in :he present work is
different to that for the micro setup (e,g" microscopy). In the
latter, an illumination ring of glass fiber is commonly used for

homogeneous Image plane illumination." 111is ring is attached

D.05 0.1
scare (singLiar value' 8.58:

Figure 5. Score piot from score vectors and 2, calculated from
the stack of images shown Figure 4. Five clusters can be
extracted: two for shadow effects, one for specular reflection, and
tvvc respectively for backgrounci and sample correlations.
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artifacts. In the optimization of the e"petimental setup. we showed
that the position of the light source differs fundamentally from
that of a micro setup. After this optimization. the background
material showed no further specular reflection and provided the
desired high contrast for the measured samples within the stack
of images.
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Identification of Plastics among Nonplastics in
Mixed Waste by Remote Sensing Near-Infrared
Imaging Spectroscopy. 2. Multivariate Image
Rank Analysis for Rapid Classification

D. Wienke," IN. van den Broek, and L. Buydens

Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry, Catholic University of Nijmegen, ToernooiveJd 1, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

:Macroscopic samples of household waste were experi
mentally characterized by a sequence of images, taken in
four distinct wavelength regions by NIR!S. The obtained
three-dimensional stack of images serves as individual
fingerprint for each sample. A rapid data compression,
followed by an abstract factor rotation of this stack into a
spectroscopically meaningful intennediate four-element
vector by a method called multivariate image rank analysis
(MIRA), finally provided a single number. This number
serves as decision limit for detection of plastics among
nonplastic waste. The MIRA results are independent of
sample size and sample position within the camera image.
They are sensitive to only the type of sample material.
MIRA was also found to be robust against image errors
sucb as shadow or slight sample replacements between
measurements.

Environmental and economic reasons make recycling of mixed
industrial and household waste more attractive. The usually low
value of waste can significantly be increased by sorting. Purer
fractions of giass, metal, paper, and plastic v'aste can easier be
reused, because they may be more easily reprocessed to higher
valued products, Recently, spectroscopic and sensor methods in
comhination with rapid pattern recognitior" techniques were
proposed for fine sortation of distinct types of postconsumer
plastics.! -'I Our laboratory has also developed an automated
identification device for distinct types of plastics, based on a rapid
remote neal--IR diode array spectrometer combined with artificial
neural networks as a real-time c1assifier.'-fi

However, presorting of waste is a necessary step to get a
stream of plastics for further fine sorting. Technologically,
presorting is a more difficult step, Therefore, our laboratory is
also developing an optical sensor device for presorting of mixed
waste, and this will be described in the present work. This sensor

N,; Knull. E. Presented at the 23rd Annual Waste
I'vlanagement Conference or Energetic MateJi"Is and Polymers, Inst. Chern.
Ted1 Karlsruhe, Germany. 1992; 59/1-59/12

(2; Ril7,mann, If. P.: SchudeL Kunststolfe 1994, 84. 582-584.
M. K: Stanton, S. 1. Process Centrol Quality 1993, 4. 245-252.

(iC Wienke. D.: van den Brock, \N.; Melssen, '0./.; Buydcns, 1.; Feldhoff, R;
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device should be able to ide:1tify the plastics within the strw11
mixed waste, This research is part of European project SIRIUS
(Sensors and Artificial Intelligence for Recognition and Identifica
tion of Used Plastics), in cooperation "ith the Institute
Chemical and Biochemical Sensor Research (lCB) in Munster.
Germany,

Based on a feasihility study on infrared spectra of several
materials in household waste, the idea has been developecl bv
the authors to use near-infrared imaging spectroscopy C'JIRlS)
for discrimination between plastics and nonplastics in waste, This
idea is based on distinct spectroscopic fingerprints of plastics and
nonplastics in the optical near-IR region (Figure 1a,b). Near-IR
spectra of plastics (Figure la) show two significant peaks: one
in the central near-IR region (first overtone around 1600 nm) and
one at the upper end of the wavelength scale (combination bands,
around 2300 nm), Nonplastics from household garhage such as
glass, ceramics, and metals provide decreasing spectral patterns
with increasing near-IR wavelength. Only natural polymers such
as paper and wood give a spectral peak structure that is more
similar to that of particular plastics than to metal, glass, and
ceramics (Figure 1b) ,

One could ask, why not use a rapid scan near-lR spectrometer
for this classification task? What would be the added vaiuo of
NIRlS compared to a classical near-IR spectrometer? The answer
lies less in the allalytical-spectroscopic field and more in Lhe
process-analytical field. NIRlS provides more than the type of
sample material, An near-IR image additionally gives an estimate
of sample shape and sample size, In recycling technology, san1ple
shape and sample size are additional important descriptors for
identification and sorting. One may be interested, for example,
in forming separate fractions of bottles and cans from the same
material. NIRlS has a second technologicai advantage compared
with classical "single spot" near-IR spectroscopy, Varying size

and position from sample to sample at the moving conveyor belt
cause focus problems for a remote spectrometer with a single
focused measuring spoL ill contrast to that, a spectroscopic
camera with a wide angle of view can solve the focus problem
hetter than a single spectrometer beam, It provides a particular
redundance in analytical information, giving somewhat more
freedom to on-line process analysis, The redundancy in NIRlS
data can be removed again afterward with chemometrical tools,
as will be demonstrated h"l the present study. However, the
alternative idea, to use a rapid scan near-IR spectrometer for
presorting of waste instead of a spectroscopic imaging camera, is
under consideration within the SIRlUS project, too. The results
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(1)=1-

[n the present macroscopic application, the (near-) IR cameras
need to be fast enough for use on a nmning conveyor bell with a

typical transportation speed for waste of 2 m/s. Another require
ment is that the data processing has to be done in real-time, This
can be reached by optical data processing or by fast computers
and efficient chemometrical algorithms,

The present work will describe such an expeJimental preso:ter
developed in our laboratory, Furthermore, the MIRA algorithm
will be introduced as one chemometrical possibility to extract the
correct material type (plastics versus nonplastics) from a three
dimensional stack of near-IR images,

An example helps to explain this expression. Assume a canlera
with a focal plane array of 64 x 64 pixels, each having 10-bits
pixel resolution (see also Experimental Section). Each pixel can
thus provide digital measurements (integers) between 0 and 1023
(respectively 1 and 1024), If one closes the shutter of:he camera
lens, one gets the dark image of the detector. For a near-IR
camera with a semiconductor array (lnSb, InGaAs, HgCdTe, etc.),
it usually has a noise level bet,yccn 100 and 400 gray values,
Assume, for example, a noise level of 256 gray values: the
maximum range of 1024 possible intensity values shrinks to the
real range of 1024 - 256 = 768. Tnis is, in fact, only a dynamical
detector range of 9,5-bit instead of the announced 10-bit. Ad
ditionally, one has to divide by a reference image, that plays
the role of the 100% reference intensity in optical spectroscopy,
sent through an empty spectrometer (without sample), Finally,
a zero background level is obtained for the netlo image I",,, in eq
1 by substracting the whole righ t expression from l.

If the same sample 'mll be imaged at p distinct wavelength at
identical position and with identical background, one will get a
so-called stack of images, A capitalized, underlined, boldface
letter, !£JI,m,jI, is used for such a three-dimensional data array_ Two

directions of this data stack originate from image geometry" x
m and the third direction from the p distinct wavelengths,

Such multiwavelength images have been taken for many years
by civil and military space satellites from the earth's surface and
evaluated by rather classical image processir.g techniques and

THEORY
Assumptions_ NIRIS measlirements of chemical samples by

a camera in the optical near-IR range can be compared with an
absorption measurement (or a reflectance measurement) in optical
spectroscopy. Namely, to get the single desired netto image of a
sample, I",m, forming a data matrix of intensity values, measured
with n x m pixels, one needs in total three measurements: first,
the brutto image, , showing the sample placed i~ a

sample background (single piece of waste material at the conveyor
belt) I second, the pure image of the neutral background,
that simultaneously will serve as an independent reference image
(usually the empty conveyor belt). (As in spectroscopy, a
reference image corrects lor the spectrum of the camera optics,
for the spectrum of the illumination source and for characteristical

sensitivity function of the detector array,) I third, the dark current
level image of the camera itself, , to correct for a noise offset
of the detector array, As in absorption ,heory for optical
spectroscopy, the netlo image is obtained, then, by combining all
three measured images:

2COO 2500
waveiengtll !nm

wavelength /nm

1500

metal

as

~ C.S·
TI

"2

b

Gcladi. P.: Gr<lhn, R; Lindgren, F. In Applied Multivariate Analysis SAR
ami Environmenwl Studies; Devillers, J., Karcl1er. W.. Eds.; KIuwer Scientifc
Publishers: Amsterdam, 1991; pp 447-471:;'
Lewis, 0.: Levin. L 1995.49 (5) 672,-678.
Trcado, Levin. 1. W.: Levi;;, N. App!. Spcctrosc. 1994-. 48 (5), 607-
615.

a 15c---------------------,

Figure 1. Near~infrared reflectance spectra that are typical for
important types 0'1 postconsumer plastics (a) and poslGOntiurner
nonplastics (b). Spectra were taken by a NIRSysterrs 6500 spec
trometer using a DRIFT unit for transflectance measurements.

wi11 reported later. The present work will focus on the use of a
remo:e operating wide optical range high-speed digital (near-)lR
camera as a multivariate optical sensor.

Such fast digital (near-) IR imaging devices, based on advanced
semiconductor materials (lnSb, InGaAs, HgCdTe), became avail
able in the last few years for civil research as rather typical
products from military and space technology. They substitute the
near-lR videCJns used, fer example, by Robert et aI.', McClure,,·g
and Gcladi et al. 12 in their pioneering studies of NIRlS. Recently,
Lewis, Levin, and Treado'3.!4 reported first results with their InSb
focal plane diode array for spectroscopic near-IR microscopy.

(7) l:.(ob0rt. P.: Bertrand. D.; Devaux, M. F, NIR Naws 1991, 2 (2), 9-10.
(3) Mcel",e, F, NIR News 1991, 2 (2), 8,
(9) Mc:Clu7"e, F. Anal. Chem. 1994, 66. 43A-53A.

(10) Geiadi. P.: Isaksson, H.; Lindqu:st L; Wold, S.; Esbensen. K Cllemom. Inte:L
Lab. Syst. 1989. 5, 209-220.
Geladi, P.: Esbe:lsen, K SAR and Environmental Studies: Devillers, .1.,
Karcher, 'lv· .. Eds.; I<lllwer Scientific Publishers: Amsterdam, 1991; pp 415-
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A similar expression can be given for pixels from a shadow,

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

As already mentioned, this linear separability of several
undesired image artifacts, such as distinct types of shadow.
background, or specular reflection, has already been experimen
tally demonstrated.:7 It forms an important basis for the ap
plicability of the entire MIRA approach.

According to eqs 2-5, these individual matrices in eq 6 can
be further decomposed into their standardized spectrai yrofiles

and the scaling factor a, giving the follo'Ning expression:

On the other hand, a classical singular value decompositior

still provides a matrix of dimension p x p, which is now
the total sum of all the vector products. Another matrix
of dimensions x p can be found for all pLxels of the image
background, with

+
(6)

and for pixcls that changed from sample pixels background

pixels because of the conveyor belt movement, , measure-
ment noise, , and other artifacts and image
effects. Thus, unfolded stack of images, multiplied by its left
transpose, can thus be reWlitten as a sum:

sample pLXe1S

L
i=l

(ZTZ) p,p = ssample,Tasamples"ample + sog,Tabgsbg ...;

sshadow,TashadO\\'sshadow + ... + sDoise,TaI'.oiscs !1oise (7)

written by the square of a new vector s of standard length 1 and
a scaling constant a with

This constant a is thus the squared length of Zi. Because Zi is
the spectrum of the sample pixel, then s, is a standardized
spectrum of length I of the pixel. A pairwise multiplication over
all pixels belonging to the sample within the entire image.

by multivariate methods such as principal component analysis
(PCA). The same idea of multiwavelength imaging (or "imaging

spectroscopy") and PCA, extended by other muitivariate methods
such as PLS regression, was proposed for numerous chemical
applicalions by Gelacli et aI., ]i)-12 Esbensen and Gelaeli, 15 and Grahn

ajIli Under the mathematicai assumption that such a stack of
images is a linear combination of individuai images from several
chemical or physical "hidden components", these authors dem

onstrated that PCA is an excellent tool to find the hiclden
component images by decomposing this three-dimensional stack.
The elegance of this is that the principal components (scores)
can be presented as images again after a suil:<'ble backtransfor
mation. which helps in gaining a visual understanding of the
nature of the hidden components. 111e present MIRA approach
basically uses a comparable idea under very different experimental
assumptions. First, in contrast eO the former, only one chemical
sample is expected in the image. (Technically, this can be
guaranteed in each modem mechanical waste sortation plant.)
Second, according to eq the pixels belonging to the pure
background (nonobject pixels) have values close to zero. Third,
artifacts such as shadow, specular reflectance, and interferences

cannot be completely avoided. In the preced'ng work,'; it has
beer proven that most of these effects can be linearely separated
from the sampie part by singular valne decomposition. Fourth,
the single waste sample will move slightiy in dme during the p
measurements, caused by the conveyor belt movement.

Multivariate Image Rank Analysis (MIRA). A three
dimensional stack of images from a single waste sample forms a
three-dimensional data array ]f,.m.p \vith i = i-n image pixels in
one image direction and j = l-rn image pixels In the other image
direction, and with k = 1-p wavelength slides in the third
direction. ]f•.",; is unfoided to a two-dimensional data array
(matrix), Zm•.p, with p columns and n x m rows. In practice,
unfolding COSlS no extra computation time, because a digital

camera is read out pixel by pixel, which means that the images
always already unfolded reach the computer memory. Each of
the p image slices thus forms a single column vector inside Zmn,p,

and all former rows of the original image form behind each other
a long, one-dimensional data string. In this way, the geometrical
infomlation about the object shape and its position is lost because
the unfolding operation destroyed the pixel neighborhood inter
relationships. However, at this moment, we were interested only
in the material type. The required spectroscopic information is
still present in Zm,'. The pcolumns of Z"m.!' fom a small spectrum
for each image pixel (row). One possible means of material
analysis would be a row-by-row scan of 2"".p, combined with a
check of each of the n x rtl spectra. Simple statistics for all n x
rn rows would provide the number of background spectra, the
number of sample spectra, and the spectra. However, such simple
counting works only for simulated images where noise, shadow,

and mirror effects are absent. In the MIRA approach, we assume
that contains the desired information but in a hidden way
among these several I1Ddesirfd influences.

Multiplying pLxel i by itself can be considered as multiplication

of the transpose of its spectral patterns with this pattern Zi to
a matrix of dimension p x p. This matrix can be

(1:3) Esbensen. K: Geladi, P. Chemom. Intel!. Lab. ::')st. 1989, 7, 67~86.
(16) Grahn. H.; Szcvenyi. ?,-<'. M.: Roggenbuck, M. Chgmom. Intel!. Lab. Syst.

1959.7.87-93.
van den Broek. Vl.: \Vienkc. D.: Melssen, W de Crom, K.; Buydens, L.
Anal. Chern. 1995, 67, 37.53-3759.
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(SVD) of CZl''Z)p,p would be written as
~Olden IR mirror

o
,

optical bench

KHOROS
imaging

software

Unix SUN SPARe 10
Workstati:m

Figure 2. Experimentally realized laboratory setup for presorting
of mixed postconsumer waste. Near-infrared ima~es from the sane
sample, placed and illuminafed on a conveyor belt, can be taken in
p wavelength regions, The wavelength regions are selected by a
fDtating wheel with interference fiiters, placed in front of the camera.

The obtained image stack is on-line processed by a dedicatej Unix
VJorkstation, running in stand-alone mode.

(9)Z=TL

witb matrix = singular vectors (ll'LJ;,pClJ'LJp,p, matrix E =

singular vectors (ll'Z) ,',P (ll?) ;,1 and ), the diagonal matrix of
singular values,

Equation 8 is a decomposition of the image stack into abstract
sources of variation, A chemically meaningful rotation of this
abstract solution is required, However, eqs 7 and 8 show a high

similaJity and offer a way to estimate the desired standardized
spectral profiles s by a SVD under well-defined experimental
assumptions (see below). Geladi et al10 discussed tbis way as a
rapid numeJical possibility to estimate the desired scores images

(Tom a PCA decomposition of Z:

= u5Durcel).sourcelesourcel,T + usource2Jt.source2esource2,T +

via their PCA loadings Land PCA eigenvalues D obtained by

providing the new axis that corresponds to the order f of rank
compcncnts, As mentioned above, the dominating rank of the
sample in the image will force this rotation in a spectroscopically

desired direction, The ideal case would be for the column vector
ill to approximate s""ple as close as possible, Clearly, the more

dominant the :'ank-one component, the better this approximation
win be.

The last step of the MIRA model is the extraction of a decision
limit from the predicted spectra u profile of the sample, For this

we make use of the normality property of Ul Oength = Ii) and of
an additional spectroscopic trick The p filters are placed in sucb
a way in the spectrum that for each filter that is placed at a
characteJistic absorption peak (Figure 1a), a second one is placed
in a valley (absorption minimum) close to the peak. In dIe case
of plastics identification, we used two peaks in the near-IR

However, we were less interested in the scores image t but more
in a quantitative prediction of the waste sample's individual spectral
profile e"'"'P:' (identical with uT,,,mpk) from the image stack to

extract the correct material type.

The point of the MIRA approach to maximize the contribution
of the manu in expression 6 while minimizing the

contribution of remaining terms by expeJiment. In other
werds, the MIRA approach tries to force (zr?) I,P into a matrix of
rank r = 1. Expression 1, for example, helps tD force the

background term C~~ toward a zero matrix. The sbadow term
in eq 6becomes small with an intelligent sample illumination. The
term can be minimized if the measurement speed is some

higher than the movement of the conveyor belt witb
the sample, If the object of interest has a significant abs011ltion
witbin the to:al image, It will always dominate the first-rank

component. One can consider the SVD step also as a rotation of
the matrix into a new coordinate system Upi

whereby the is equal to

(12)Bsample =

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A digital infrared diode a;-ray camera IRC-64 (Cincinatti

Electronics Inc"~ Mason, OR) has been mounted at an optical
bench on the iaboratory wall (Figure 2). The camera has a 64 x
64 pixels focal plane diode array of nitrogen-cooled InSb that is

sensitive in the wavelength region from 1.1 to 5,0 I'm, A cold
shield inside the camera blocks undesired infrared background
radiation above 4,6 I'm hut allows radiation to pass between 1.0
and 4,6 I'm. An IR optics (Ca1"2, transparent at 2.3-4,5 I'm) and
a near-IR optics (BK7 glass, transIJaren( at 0,3-2,75 I'm) allow us

to obtain mid- and near-IR measurements, Via an electronic buffer,
concerning a trigger input/output, the camera has been connected
to a high-speed 16-bit digital interface S16D (5-Bus card made by
EDT Inc., Beaverton, OR), The stream of digital image data is
written by the S16D 1/0 card directly into the 32 MB RAM: of a
SUN Spare 10 (Unix workstation) in real-time, This enables us,
via the digital I/O port (10 and 12 bits, respectively), the technical

spectrum where plastics show a high absorbance compared to
nonplastics, According to Figure la, the high-intensity filters can
be placed, for example. around 1700 and 2400 nm (see ExpeJi
mental Section), Based on this trick and on the normality properly
of Ul, the calculated decision value for an arbitrary sample,

summarizes all elements in the predicted U vector corresponding
to peak wavelengths, divided by the sum over all elements in U

corresponding to non-peak waveiength, The value for B will thus
for spectra like that in Figure 1a be much larger than 1 (plastics).

For spectra like that in Figure Ib, the predicted value for B "ill

be significantly smaller than 1 (metal, stone, ceramics) or close
to 1 for wood and paper (a little bit larger or smallen than 1), In

this way, the former oJiginal three-way data array, If,,,m,1 from
the camera measurement of one waste sample is compressed to
a single number B as a scalar uecisionlimit for future control of
an automated waste sorter.

(11)

(10)
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SOFTWARE AND COMPUTATIONS

Four images per sample were saved by KHOROS to hard disk
and then read into MATUIB (Unix). n,e MIRi\. algorithm, as
described in the Theory section, has been completely developed
and implemented in MATLAB by the author. In mean time.
MIRA has been also implemented and tested in C language. 111i8
now allows use of MIR!\. outside KHOROS by direct access in
real-time and in on-line mode to the IRC-64 caoera to lllil the
complete presorter setup automatically.

possibility of high-speed measurements with up to 52 images!s.
Simultaneously, the less well resolved b-bit analog infrared image

can be visualized on a second screen in real-time by using the
alternative RGB or the VGA output port of the IRe. Reading the
digital data directly from the camera avoids any further analog
digital conversion (or vice versa). An additional advantage is thai
no framegrabber is needed. In this way, the digital images are
not disDJrbed by any noise caused by data conversion processes.
Simultaneously, tbe maximum camera speed of 52 digital images/s
of size 64 x 64 pixels is used. Ine real-time measurement is done
under the large KHOROS imaging software package (University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM). The IRe-64 can be directly

on-line called under KHOROS by a computer mouse-supported
operation. A symbolic camera icon appears within the grap:1ical
CANTATA user interface of KHOROS on the workstation screen.
In this way, the camera becomes operational. The data stream
from the camera can be linked on-line via the workstation's 32
MB RAM to all software devices available in IiliOROS. such as
mathematical filters, image transformations, image analysis algo
rithms, and multivariate data analysis. Communication software
between the S16D card and KHOROS and the electronic instal
lation has been realized by Starling Consultancy (Hengelo, The
Netherlands). Complete infrared movies can be measured by tbe
IRC-64 and then presented by KHOROS by real-time ,isualizatioIC
of the movie out of the workstation's RfuYL IRC-64 images can
be saved to disk in several formats by KH0 ROS. In this way the
images can be read into other imaging software, such as 1\t'\.T
LAB, and into self-wTItten programs under the Dnlx operating

system. A rotable filter wheel at the optical bench with up to fJ =

8 filters helps to measure the same sample in distinct desired
wavelength regions. For the present experiments, we used four
near-IR interference filters from Spectrogon (Sweden) witb [he
follOwing parameters (compare with spectra in Figure I): nan-ow
band pass filter 1 (1600 .l1l0 nm), narrow band pass filter 2 (1700
± 90 nm), broad band filter 3 (1700-2150 nm), and broad band
filter 4 (2115-2550 nm).

Further equipment, such as a pin-hole setup, mirrors, and
(near-)IR-illumination sources, were mounted. The pixelwise
recalibration of tbe camera is done by a so-called uniformitv
module using a cool and a hot emission sources. A sanded plate,
made from aluminum, provides a neutral, scattering, metallic

background for (near-)IR radiation and for measuremem of the
reference image,
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Figure 3. Stacks of p = 4 experimental near-infrared images (size
64 x 64 pixels/lmage) for several pieces of nonplastics and plastics,
taken by the experimental setup in F'gure 2 (filter 1, 1600 ±11 0 nm;
filter 2, 1700 ±90 nm; filter 3, t 700-2150 nm; filter 4, 2115-2550
nm. (a) Piece of paper (moved and rotated), (b) piece of ceramics
(moved and rotated). and (c) circular piece of polystyrene (moved,
two strong shadows).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different but typical waste materials were analyzed by the

described experimental setup. Macroscopic pieces of several
centimeters in size made from paper, wood, glass, metal, ceramics,
and stone served as typical nonplastics. Pieces of white polysty
rene, yellow poiyethylene, and dark blue polypropene were
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u prom,

true material type

white polystyrene no 0.15 0.55 0.30 0.76
white polystyrene yes 0.37 0.49 0.38 0.70
dark blue polypropene no 0.26 0.50 0.52 0.65
dark blue polypropene yes 0.35 0.48 0.51 0.G2
stone yes 0.50 0.49 0.52 0.47
ceramics no 0.52 051 050 0.46
paper no 0.88 C.41 0.12 O.lS
paper yes 0.30 0.06 062 0.73
yellow polyethylene no 0.15 042 054 0.71
yellow polyethylene yes 0.16 0.39 0.56 0.71
aluminum no 0.53 0.58 0.44 0.44
aluminum yes 0.54 0.48 051 0.47
copper no 0.52 0.46 U.51 051
copper yes 0.53 0.49 0.49 O.4S
brov,rn glass no 0.53 0.50 0.52 0.44
brov,rn glass yes 0.55 0.49 0.51 0.46
white glass no 0.40 0.52 0.57 0.50
white glass yes 0.98 -002 0.19 -0.02
wood no 0.34 0.27 053 0.73
wood yes 0.98 0.13 -(US -0.06

a Compare the til profiles with corresponding near-IR spectra in
Figure 1.

Table 2. Predicted Spectral Elements of U1 Profiles for
the samples, Given in Table 1, Extracted by the MIRA
Approach from the Image Stacks'

sample
moved during
measuremen~? til

singular value is generated, providing a wrong u-profile. One can

see this, for example, for paper in Table 1; the second eigenvalue

is raised if a sample is moved between two filter measurements.

A third negative example is the piece of wood (B = 1.53).
However, the first eigenvalue dominates in all cases the other

three for all measured sample image stacks (Table 1). This one

condition is necessary to get a suitable estimate u of the searched
spectral profile s of each sample in order to obtain in this way a

correct prediction of the material class via the B criterion.
Another interesting result has been found. Shadows, '1lirror

reflections, and other types of irregular illumination obviol:sly do
not playas negative a role as expected. In other words, these

effects seem to be nearly independent of wavelength, so they forrIl.

together with the background a linear independent hidden

component with minor influence. The constancy of their absorp

tion intensity decouples these effects in the components space

from the variation of the sample absorption with wavelength. For
recycling practice, that means that the conveyor belt does not

need to be illuminated by an extreme homogeneous light source,
but only by a simple near-IR lamp.

The estimates u for the desired standardized spectral profiles
s (Table 2) show a good correlation with the true near-IR spectra,

as given in Figure 1a for plastics and in Figure 1b for nanpIastics.

The u profiles for plastics correctly reflect the theoretically
expected spectral patternlow-high-low-high determined from

the placement of the four filters. Tne decreasing intensity trend

with increasing wavelength of the u profiles for stone and ceramics

agrees almost perfectly with the spectra of ceramics (or glass)

(Figure Ib). For paper and metal, the general trend is also

correct, but differences in some details are stronger than for the
other materials. Most of the problems are caused by the optical

system (transmission spectrum of the camera lens, emission
spectrum of the near-IR illumination source). At this moment. a

boron crown glass lens (EK7) is used that shows between 21DO
and 2700 nm a significant decrease in transmission Tnis loss of

characterized as easy and as a difficult plastic samples (dark

colored samples give near-IR spectra with a bad SIN ratio).
Looking to selected near·IR images (Figure 3), one can already

see the difference in absorption ratios between the different
wavelength regions for different materials. The piece of paper

(Fgure 3a) shows an absorption pattern that lies between those

of ceramics (Figure 3b, nearly no differences) and the piece of
plastic (Figure 3c. remarkable absorption contrasts). Realistic

situations at c:. moving conveyor belt in a waste sortation plant
(sample shadc>w, sample replacement, mirror reflection) were

sinulated by i:Tegular sample illumination and sample movement

during measurement (rotation. translation).
The summarized results for all experimental images and

additional samples (Tables 1 and 2) show that the MIRA approach

werks for almost all samples, as theoretically predicted. For all

plastics, the predicted B value is, as desired, significant larger

than 1 and often close to or larger than 2. The reverse trend
(smaller than or around 1) was found for alI nonplastics. However,

some cases, the B value for some nonplastics deviates a little

fTom the expectations. An example is the piece of polished
aluminum (B = 1.10). One reason could be that the background

was a sanded aluminum plate giving only minimal contrast. A
second example is the piece of paper. After a strong rotation by

90' and a moderate movement, the former correct B value for

paper of 0.25 "aised over the decision border to a value of 1.13.
This is still lower as for all plastics but gives the general

impression that small changes in pcsition are tolerated by the
MIRA approach. But if the overlap between sample pixels is lost
'N"ithin the same image stack by too much sample movement, then

the correlation between them is lost and a second significant

TebBe 1. Experimental Image Stacks of Size 64 x 64 x

4 I". Distinct Plastics and Nonplastic Samples (Partly
Give" in Figure 3). Decomposed by the MIRA Approach
via Eqs 1-8<~

true
corresponding eigenvalue

material t-ypc ;'1 A2 "3 "4
no 3.73 374.6 109.3 9.7 2.43

yes 141 670.1 70.1 23.3 16.1

no 1.96 615.9 23.8 4.5 3.0

yes 1.59 659.3 34.5 12.1 4.6

stc,ne yes 0.88 688.2 200.9 10.9 1.5
cerami:s 090 3395 7.3 39 1.5
paper no 0.25 256.7 29.9 14.1 2.3

yes 1.13 331.3 138.2 19.04 6.6
no 2.22 696.1 22.89 9.7 3.91

yes 1.96 598.7 138.2 41.0 13.6

no 1.10 640.8 207.6 166.8 71.0
aluninum yes 0.82 597.8 212.7 96.6 63.1

0.87 316.9 33.3 9.5 5.3
yes 0.90 302.6 28.7 14.0 3.0
no 0.82 570.1 55.7 15.6 12.4
yes 0.80 535.5 60.0 19.8 8.7

1.07 53.8 26.9 5.9 2.9
yes U.OU 517.8 38.7 17.9 13.7

weoel llD lSi 156.7 19.3 9.2 19
wcoci yes 0.02 401.2 130.9 20.7 2.0

images is large, a plastic
standardized spectral
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transmission has been partly compensated for by using small band
pass bIters tor filters 1 and 2 and a more than 4 times wider broad
band filter for the filters 3 and 4. However, according to eq 1,
the real dynamic range for the pixel resolution is mainly

detennined by a maximum SIN ratio. At this time, an alternative
(near-) IR lens material (MgF,) is in experimental testing. This

material has at 2500 nm > 90% transmission compared to BK7
(30%) [t is expected that with the new optics, the influence of

the peak between 2300 and 2500 nm in eq 12 will increase, giving

finally better discriminating B values.

CONCLUSIONS
Remote spectroscopic near-infrared imaging spectroscopy, if

combined with robust chemometric methods. can serve as a tool
for identification of plastics among nonplasdcs in mixed household

waste. The presented mathematical method MIRA helps to

extract the spectral fingerprint of a sample from its three
dimensional stack of near-IR images. MIRA provides a rotation

of the abstract principal component space into a spectroscopically

interpretable solution. MIRA provides identical classifications for
differently sized, disdnctly shaped, and disdnctly located samples
made from the same material (plastics detection among nonplas

tics). Further, MIRA suppresses the negative influences of

ilTegular illumination and shadows in the images. MIRA tolerates

3766 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67. No. 20, October 15, 1995

a slight sample movement (from conveyor belt) during one
measurement All these properties make the new approach
attractive for a real-world implementation in a future real-time,

on-line sorting device for mixed postconsumer waste based on
remote near-IR imaging spectroscopy.
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Variable Index of Refraction Ultrathin Films
Formed from Self-Assembled Zirconium
Phosphonate Multilayers: Characterization by
Surface Plasmon Resonance Measurements and
Polarization/Modulation FT·IR Spectroscopy

Dennis G. Hanken and Robert M. Com*

Department of Chemist!)l, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1101 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

rntrafuin (submicrometer) organic films of specified index
of refraction are constructed by the sequential deposition
ofself-assembled zirconium phosphonate (ZP) molecular
monolayers that contain two different bisphosphonate
iOIlS, 1,1O-decanediylbis(phosphonate) (DBP) and 4,4'
azobis[(P-phenylene)methylenelbis(phosphonate) (AlO).
By varying the ratio of DBP to AlO monolayers in the ZP
multilayer film, the index of refraction can be controlled.

combination of surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
measurements and polarization/modulation Fourier trans
form infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM!
Ff-IRRAS) is used to examine the structure of the ZP
multilayers on vapor-deposited gold substrates, and el
lipsometric measurements are utilized to determine the
index of refraction of the ZP multilayers on transparent
substrates. ZP films consisting of 100% DBP and 100%
A.ZO molecules are found to have indices of refraction of
1.51 and 1.64. respectively, at an optical wavelength of
632.8 nm. In both the 100% DBP and the 100% AlO
multilayers, an average monolayer thickness of 16 ± 0.5
A is detennined from the SPR measurements. The
spectroscopic and ellipsometric data indicate that the
index of refraction ofmixed ZP multilayer films (i.e., films
with both DBP andi\ZO self-assembled monolayers) can
be varied systematically between 1.51 and 1.64, but that
the average thickness of the self-assembled monolayers
is greater in the mixed fihns than in either of the 100%
DBP or 100% AlO multilayers.

The fonnacion of ultrathin (submicrometer) organic films by
the sequential deposition of molecular monolayers is currently
being pursued as a means of fabricating thin-film optical devices
such as optical waveguIdes, photoactive switches, electrooptlcal
components, and nonlinear optical films. I2 The versatility of thIs
deposItion methodology stems from (i) the fine control of film
tbickness that can be achieved by forming the thin film one
monolayer at a time and (ii) the ease 'With which different chemical
functicnalities can be incorporated into the thin film in order to
controi its linear and nonlinear optical properties. Currently, the

(1) Ulmar:,}\. Ai1lntroduction to Ultra/hi,t Organic Films; Academic: ~cw York

1991.
(2:1 Swalen. J. D.: Allara, D. L; Andrade. ]. D.; Chandross, E. A: Garoff. S.

lsracIachvili, J.: McC;"rthy, T. .I.; Murray, R: Pease, R. F.: Rabolt. J. F.;

"Vynne, K Yu, H. Langmuir 1987, 3. 932.

0003-2700/95/0367-3767$9.00/0 © 1995 American Chemical Society

most common method of forming ultrathin organic films one
monolayer at a time is the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique

of repeatedly transferring monolayer structures from a water
surface to a substrate.'.4 In 1988, Mallouk and co-workers

demonstrated a new strategy for fonning organic thin films on

metal and oxide substrates by the spontaneous adsorption and
self-assembly of zirconium phosphonate (ZP) multilayers.',,6 These

films contained alternate layers of organic (n-alkyl) and inorganic
(zirconium phosphonate) structures and appeared to be both
thermally robust and highiy reproducible. A variety of metal

phosphonate multilayer structures are currently being examined
for usc as ultrathin organic films in both optical and chemical
appIicatioilsJ-35

(3) Blodgett, K. B.]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1935,57,1007.
(4) Blodget1, K. B.: Langmuir, 1. Phys. Rev. 1937,61,964.
(5) Lee, H.; Hong, H.-G.; rvlallouk T. E.; Kepley, 1.1]. Am, Chern. Soc. 1988

110,618.
(6) Lee, H.; MaHouk, T. E.: Kepley, 1.].; I-Iollg, H.-G.: Aklller, S.]. Phys, Chern.

19S5, 92, 2597.
(7) PUlvinski. T. M.; Schilltng, M. 1.; KaLZ, H. E.; Chidsey, C. E. D,; Mujsce, A.

M.; Emerson, A. B. 1990. 6, 1567.
(8) Katz, H. E.; Schel1e:-, T. M.; Schilling, M. 1..; Wilson. Vv'.

Chidsey, C. E. D. Scieilce 1991,254, 1485.
(9) Katz, H. E.; Schil1ing, M. L: Chinsey, c. ED,; Futvinski, T. M.: HUlton, I~

S. Chem. Mater. 1991. 3. 699.
(10) Ungashe, S. B.; Wilson. W. L.; Katz, E, E.: Scheller, R: Pulvinsld, T

Am, Chem. Soc. 1992, 114, 8717.
ll1;' 'elll11,ng,JVLL.; ,l\ZlZ,H. E.; Stein, S. M.; Shane, S, F.~ Wilson. W. L.; Buratto,

S.; Ungashe, S. B.: Taylor, G. N.; Putvinski, T. M.; Chidsl'.'Y, C. E. D.
Langmuir 1993, 9,21.56.

(12) Katz, H. E.; \1. L Chem. Maler. 1993.5, 1162
(13) Bent, S. F_; Schilling, L.; Wilson, W, L: Katz, H. E.; Harris, A Olein.

Mater, 1994, 6, 122.
(14) Katz, H. E.; Wilson, W. L; Scheller, G.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1994,116. (j6:H:i,
(5) Katz, H. E.; Brent S. j-'.; Wilson, W. L Schilling, M. L Ungashe. S. E, I

Chern, Soc. 1994. 116, 663l.
(16) Katz, H. E. Chern. Mater, 1994, 6, 2227.
(17) P.1.hter. S.: Lee, H.; H.-G.; Mallouk. T. K Vifhite, J. M.]. Vac. Sri

Techll{)l., A 1989. 7,
(18) Cao, G.; Mallou1<, T. E. Inorg. Chan. ]991,30,1434.
(19) Hong, H.-G.; Mallock, T E. 1991, 7, 2362.
(20) H.·G.; Sackell, D. D.; T E. Chern. Maier. 1991. 3. 521.
(21) Cao, Ie: NU:1n, C. M.; Mal:ouk, T. E. Chem. Mater. 1991,

3,149.
(22) H. c. Aoki, K; Hong, H.-G,; Sackett. D. D.: Arendt, M. F.; Yau, S.-t.;

M.; Mallouk, T. E.]. Am. Gem. Soc. 1993, 115, 118.55.
(23) Xu, X.-H.: Yang, H. C; Mallouk, T. E.: Bard, A.].]. Am. Chem. Soc. 1994,

116,8386.
BurwelL D. ]\f.. E. Gem. Mater. 1991, 3, 730
Vermeu]er., L. A; M. E. Nature 1992, 358, 656.
Vermeulen. L. A.; S:1o\,(";", J r.. : Sapochak. L So: Thomps,:m, M. E.]. Am
Chem. Soc. 1993. 115, 11767
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EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Materials. Diethyl4-aminobenzylphosphonate (99%), pyridine

(99%), 2,4,6-collidine (99%), phosphorus oxychloride (99%), bro
motrimethylsilane (97%), zirconyl chloride octahydrate (98%).
anhydrous octane (99+%), anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF)
(99.9%), and lithium aluminum hydride (1 M in THF) were
obtained from Aldrich. Other reactants and solvents included
CuCI (Mallinckrodt), (lO-carbomethoxydecyl)dimethylchlorosilane
(United Chemical Technologies), methylene chloride and UV
grade acetonitrile (Burdick and Jackson), ethyl acetate (Fisher).
and absolute ethanol (Quantum). All chemicals were used as
received. Mercaptoundecanol (MUD) and 1,1G-decanediylbis
(phosphonic acid) (DEP) were synthesized as described previ
ously35 All aqueous solutions were prepared from 18 MQ'cm
Millipore-filtered water.

Synthesis of Azobis[(p-phenylene)methyleneJbis(phos
phonic acid) (AZO). AZO was prepared from an autoxidation
reaction of diethyl 4-aminobenzylphosphonate (2 82 mmol in
20 mL of pyridine) and oxygen (bubhled through the solution at
10 psi) in the presence of CuCI (0.25 g, 2.5 mmo]) as a catalyst. 4S

The reaction was determined to be complete in 3 by TLC in 1:1
hexane/ethyl acetate. The pyridine solution was added to a
separatory funnel containing 100 mL each of a 10% HCl aqueous
solution and ethyl acetate; the ethyl acetate extract was subse
quently dried with Na,S04, and the solvent was removed by rotary
evaporation to give a red crystalline solid_ Hydrolysis of the bis-

(36) Jordan, c. E.; Frey, B. L.; Kornguth, S.; Com. R.
3642.

(37) HaL:ssling, L Ringsdorf, H.: Schmitt, F. .1.: Knoll. W. 1991, 1.
1837.

(38) Cooke, S.].; Robert.,:;. G. G Solid Film.<; 1992,210/211. 685.
(39) Liedberg, B.: Lu:ldstrom, L; Stenberg, E. Sens. Actuators B 1993. 63.
(40) Porter, M. 0, Anal. Chern. 1988,60,1143,
(41) Troughton, E. E.; Porter, M. D.; Nuzzo, R G.: .t'\llara, D. L.; Bain, :::, D.:

G. M. 1988,4,365.
19S9.5, 1418.

(43) Dubois, L. H.; Nuzzo, R. Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem 1992, 43,
(44) Duevel, R. V.; Com, R. M. Anal. Chem. 1992,64,337.
(45) Xu, C. ].: Sun, 1.; Kepiey, L. ].: Crooks, R. M.: Ricco, A. ]. Ana!

1992,64,3191.
(46) Terent'ev, A P.; Mogiiianskii, I. D.]. Gen. Chem. U5.5.R. 1958.28,2002.

DBP. By varying the AZO/DBP ratio in the ZP multilayer.
can control the overall index of refraction of the thin film.

ZP multilayers formed on vapor-deposited gold substrates are
characterized with a comhination of polarization/modulation

Fourier transform infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy
(PM/FT-IRRAS) for molecular structure information and surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements for the optical determi
nation of film thiclmess. We recently employed this combination
of techniques to characterize the adsorption of biopolymers onto
self-assembled monolayers at gold surfaces. lii and both methods
have been applied by a number of other research groups in the
study of self-assembled monolayers3S.3HS In addition to the
experiments on gold suhstrates, the indices of ref-action for ZP
multilayer films formed on transparent silica substrates were
determined from ellipsometry. The combined spectroscopic
characterization experiments reveal that the mixed ZP multilayer
deposition strategy for the formation of variable index of refraction
organic fihns is deceptively simple: while the index of refraction
of the thin fihn varies in a systematic fashion, unexpected changes

are observed in the molecular structure and thickness of the
mixed ZP multilayers.

etc.

DSP

AZO

R=

Fijgure 1. Schematic diagram:or the construction of mixed zirco~

nium phasphonate multilayer films. The ZP films are created on vapor
deposited gold substrates that have been first primed with a self
assembled monolayer of phosphorylated 11-nercaptoundecanoJ
(MUD) and one self-assembled monolayer of 1,1 O-decanediylbis
(phcsphonate) (DBP). Mixed multilayers are formed by the sequential
self-assembly of either 1,1 O-decanediylbls(phosphonate) (DBP) or
4,4'-azobls[(p-phenylene)methylenelbis(phosphcnate) (AZO) mol
ecules onto the surface. For example, the 1:1 "ZO/DBP multilayer
film will have alternating self-assembled monolayers of AZO and DBP.

Perhaps the two most fundamental characteristics of an
ultrathin organic film are its thickness (t!) and its index of
refraction (n). For example, both d and need to be specified
when creating a thin-fihn optical waveguide for a given wavelength
of light. In this paper, we demonstrate that the self-assemhly of
ZP multilayers can be used to construct ultrathin organic fihns
with both a specific thickness and an index of refraction that can
be set in a given range (LSI :5 n :5 1.64 at ;, = 632.8 nm). To
accomplish this, we create ZP multilayers which contain two
different bisphosphonate ions, 1,10-decanediylbis(phosphonate)
(DBP) and 4,4'-azobis[ (p-phenylene)methylenelbis(phosphonate)
(AlO). As depicted in Figure 1, monolayers of either DBP or
AlO are deposited sequentiaDy onto a substrate primed with a
monolayer of a phosphate-terminated species and one self

assembled monolayer ofDBP. For example, a 1:1 AZO/DBP film
will consist of alternating self-assembled monolayers of AlO and

(27) Venneu1en, L Thompson, M Chern. Meter. 1994,6,77.
(28) Thompson, M. E. ['hem. Mater. 1994, 6, 1168.
(29) Snover, j. L.; Thomp~~ol1, M. E.]. Am. Chern. Soc. 1991., 116,765.

(:30) Byrd. E.: Pike,.l. K: Talham, D. R. Oem. Meter. 1993,5,709.
(31) Byrd, H.: \Vllipps, S.: Pike, J. K.; \la, ].: :\agler. S. E.; Talham. D. R]. Am.

Chem. Soc 1994, 116, 295
(32) Zeppenfeld, A. C.: Fiddler, S. L.: Ham. W. K.; Klopfenstein, B.}.; Page, C.

II CJum. Soc. 1994,116,9158.
(33) O'BricrL J T.: Zeppenfeld, A Ridmond, L. Page, C. ]. Langmuir

1994, 10, 4657.
(34) Kumar. C. Y: Chaudhan, A.; Rosenthal, G. L.]. Chem. Soc. 1994,

116, 403.
(35) Frey, B. Hanken, D. G.: CorTL R. M. Langmuir 1993. 9, 1815.
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(diester) was penormed by reaction with bromotrimethylsilane

(7.5 g, 49 mmo!) in methylene chloride (30 mL) under N, at room
temperature for 12 h." The solvent and excess bromotrimethyl

silane were removed under vacuum to yield an orange paste that

was ccnverted to a fine orange/brown precipitate upon the
addition of 50 mL of a 10% HCl aqueous solution. This precipitate

was extracted with ethyl acetate as in the case of the pyridine
solution to yield a brown/orange powder (1.32 g, 87% yield): 1H
NMR (DMSO-ds), 6 3.1 (d, 4 H, CH,-P), fj 7.45 (d, 4 H, ArH), 6
7.80 (d,4 H, ArH); Raman :H20) 1616,1477,1433, and 1160 cm-1;
IR CKBr) 1502,1499,984, and 581 em 1; IN-vis lema' (aqueous,
pH ~ 10) 348 nm.

Substrate Preparation and Primer Layer FOITrultion. Gold

substrates for the SPR and PM/FT-IRRAS measurements were
prepared by the vapor deposition of thin (47 nm) gold films onto
glass microscope slide covers as reported previously.36,48,49 Prior

to ZP multilayer deposition, a monolayer of MUD was first self.
assembled on the gold suriace by immersion in a 1 mM ethanolic

soiution for 48-72 h. The resulting alcohol-terminated surface

was then phosphorylated using previously described methods,35

followe:! by zirconation in 5 mM ZrOC!, aqueous solution and the
self·assembly of one DBP monolayer (by immersion in a 1.2 mM
aqueous solution for 16 h). The sunace was rinsed thoroughly
with l\!l.illipore-filtered water between all deposition steps. This
resultant ilpnm·:::r layer" was prepared on all of the gold substrates
prior to the formation of a ZP multilayer film. Silica substrates

for :he ellipsometry measurements were prepared from fused silica
disks CLaser Optics, Inc., 1 in diameter x 0.25 in., i./20). The
siiica surface was prepared according to the following proce
dure: (i) immersion in 150 mL of 30/70 (v/v) 30% H20,/

concentrated H2S04 (Flnka, puriss) for 1 h with sonication
[Caution: This solution is a highly oxidizing mixture that should
only be prepared immediately before use and not stored'],50 (ii)

extensive rinsing with water and absolute EtOH. (iii) heating at

110 'C for 4 h. (iv) silanization with a 10 mM (lo-carbomethoxy
decyl)dimethykhlorosilane solution in octane heated to reflux for
24 h under nitrogen,'1 (v) rinsing in absolute EtOH for 1 h with
sonication, (vi) heating at 110 'C for 1 h, and (vii) reaction with
LiAlH, in THF for 2 min under nitrogen to reduce the terminal

methyl ester on the silanized surface to an alcohol.52 As in the
case of the gold substrates, prior to ZP multilayer formation, this
alcohol-terminated surface was first phosphorylated, zirconated,

and then coated with a single DBP monolayer.
ZP Multilayer Formation Methodology. ZP :J1ultilayers

were assembled on the primed gold an:! silica substrates by

alternate exposure of the surface to an aqueons 5 mM ZrOCh

solution (1-2 and an aqueous 1.2 mM bisphosphonate (either
DB? or KZ.O) solution (9-18 h). The surface was rinsed

extensively with water after each deposition step. The extended
exposure time to :he DBP or KZ.O solution was required for
complete self-assembly of the monolayer onto ti,e surface at room
temperature; shorter self-assembly times have been observed for
elevated temperatures."·26

(47) McKenn<., C. :::.; Higa. lvi. T.; Cheung, N. H.; McKenna, M. C. Tetrahedron
Lett. 1977, 2. 155

(48) Barner, B. j.: Com. R. M. 1990,6,1023.
(49) Coss, C. A; D. H. M. Anal. Chern. 1991, 63, 85.
(50) H () L R.; Blo"kbum, iL; We,ht,,,, C:.;A1Jar'-'J.; Bright,

T. Langmuir 1986, 2, 239.
(,'51) M. ].: fatunmbL H. O. Anal. Chem 1993,66,822.
(52) Tillman, N.; Ulman, A; Penner, T. L. Langmuir 1989, 5, 10:.

e (deg)

Figure 2. SPR reflecllvl'y corves obtained during the formation of
a 100% OBP mul'::i1ayer tilm. The DBP rnulHlayer is self-assembled
onto a thin (47 nm) gold film that is ;n optical conlact with a BK7
prism. The reflectivity of p'polarized light at 632.8 nm from the BK7/
Au/DBP sample is mcnito:-ed as a function of ;ncident angle, f) (see
inset). A sharp minimum in the reflectivity is observed at the SPR
angle corresponding to the coupling of the Incident laser light with
surface plasmons at the Au/DBP Interface. SPR reflectivity curves
after the self-assembly of 0, 5, 10, 15. and 20 DSP monolayers are
plotted. The shifts obser'Jed in the SPR angle car be quantitatively
related to the thickness and Irdex of refraction of the ZP multifayer.

PM/FI'-IRRAS Measurements on ('TOld Substrates. All

PM/FT-IRRAS differential reflectance spectra (%M/R) were
obtained without a background or reference spectrum on a
Mattson R:),1 spectrometer utilizing a methodology and optical
layout that have been described previously.53.'" The differential

reflectance spectra were converted to absorbance units in order
to compare them with normal FT-IRRAS spectra,35 Spectra in the

CH stretching region (3100-2700 em-I) were obtained wi'h an
InSb detector. an:! spectra in the mid-infrared region (1800-850
cm-1) were obtained using a narrow band HgCdTe detector. All
spectra were acquired at 2 cm-1 resolution from 1024 intener·
ometer scans.

SPR Measurements on Gold Substrates. SPR reflectivity
measurements were obtained with an SPR apparatus that has been
described previously.36 The thin gal:! film samples were brought
into optical contact with a BK7 hemispherical prism using a drop
of methyl salicylate (as an index matching fluid) between the
prism and the back side of the gold-coated microscope slide cover.
As shown schematically in the inset of Figure 2, the rct1cctivity

of IrPolatized light from a HeNe laser (632.8 nm, 1 mW. Newport

Corp.) from the BK7/Au/ZP film sample was monitored as a
function of incident angle, e. Figure 2 plots a series of reflectivity
curves obtained during the formation of a 20 monolayer DBP film.
The reflectivity curves all exhibit a cusp at 41.30 correspor,ding
to the critical angle of the BK7 helI'Jspherical prism. Beyond the
critical angle, a sharp dip in the reflectivity was observed that is

associated with the fonnation of surface plasmons at the gold/
ZP film surface. The position of the reflectivity minimum is
denoted as the SPR angle and is shifted with the deposition of
successive ZP multilayers onto the surface. The reflectivity ourve

(53) Green, M.].; Barner, B. .1.: Com. R. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 1991, 62. 1426.
(54) Barner. B. 1.: Green, \1. L Saez, E. L Corn. R. M. Anal. Chem. 1991. 63.

55.
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-DBP
1:1 flZO/DBP

labeled "0 Layers" corresponds to a gale! surface that has been
modified with the primer layer mentioned above (phosphorylated
MUD and 1 DBP monolayer). Shifts in the SPR angle (M) after
the deposition of subsequent DBP monolayers were defined
relative to the SPR angle for this surface. These shifts in the SPR
angle were n'odeled with a six-phase [BIG (n = 1.52), Au (n =

0.154 3552), MUD (n = 1.45), DBP (n = 1.51), ZP film, air]
complex Fresnel caiclllation using a Pascal program described
previously.:!ii

liV- Vis Absorption and Ellipsometry Measurements on
Silica Substrates, The deposition of AZO molecules onto
transparent substrates was monitored by UV-vis spectra obtained
from a Hewlett-Packard Model 8452A diode array spectropho
tometer. Micromolar aqueous AZO solutions exhibited an absorp
tion maximum at 348 nm, and ZP multilayer films exhibited an
absorption maxiumum at 340 nm. The amount of absorbance at
340 nm increased linearly with the number of AZO monolayers
for both the 100% AZO and the 1:1 AZO/DBP films. The slight
blue shift in the absorption maximum upon deposition suggests
that the AZO molecules are interacting slightly in the ZP
multilayers. However, no l..fV photochemist:y, i.e., trans to cis
isomerization,sc-57 was observed in any of the AZO multilayers,

even though a large photoactivity was observed for AZO molecules
an aqueous soiution. El1ipsometry measurements for the

various ZP films on fused silica were obtained with a Rudolph
Research Model AutoEL II ellipsometer employing 633 nm light
at an incident angle of 70'. 1110 ellipsometric parameters j\, (the
phase difference upon reflection) and 'J! (the arctangent of the
amplitude ratio for the sand p components of light upon reflection)

were measured as a function of ZP film thickness. These j\, and
'J! values were then compared with the results of a three-phase
[SiO, (n 1.46), ZP film, air] Fresnel calcl1lation to detennine
an index of refraction for the ZP film.

RESUI..TS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization ofa 100% DBP Multilayer Film, The CH
stretching and mid-IR regions of the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrum for
a ZP multilayer formed from the sequential self-assembly of 20

DBP monolayers onto a primer layer on a gold substrate are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The positions and relative

intensities ofthe infrared bands in this spectrum did not change
,vith the number of DBP multilayers, indicating that each self
assembled DBP monolayer had an equivalent molecular structure.
The frequencies and assignments of the vaJious infrared bands
are listed in Table 1, and agree with the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrum
obtained pre\iously.3,; Three items in the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrum
are of particular value in the determination of the molecular
structure of the DBP multilayer film:

(i) The antisymmetric and symmetric methylene CH stretching
bands occur at 2927 and 2854 em-), respectively. The positions
of these bands indicate thatche self-assembled monolayers are
not tightly packed in an all-lrans configuraticn; instead, the DBP
monolayers are thought to be disordered to accommodate the

zirconium phosphonate lattice spacing the inorganic portions
of the ZP filmH.u,:;c,

(5:)) Rau, I-I. In Plwtochromism: Du r, f-L Lauren:" E, B., Eds.; Elsevier: New
York. 1990. pp 16.'5-192.

(56) lchimura, K.; Suzuki, Y; Seki, T. Langmuir 1988, 4,1214.
(57) Morigaki, K.: EnamolO, Hashimoto, K; Fujishima, A]. Phys.

OWin. 1992. 96, 1875.
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Wavenumbers (cm'~)

Figure 3, CH stretchiog regioo of the PM/PT-IRR~S spectra of a
20 mooolayer 100% DBP film (solid line) and a 20 monolayer 1:1
AZO/DBP film (dashed line) on a vapor-deposited thin gold film. The
gold surtace was primed with a self-assembled monolayer of pll0S
phorylated MUD and one self-assembled DBP monolayer before the
formation of the ZP films. The antisymmetric and syrr.metric methylene
stretching bands occur at 2927 and 2854 cm-1, in both
of the ZP films. The integraled area for the 1:1 film is 70%
of the 100% DBP film, which is higher 1hen expected.

Wavenumbers (cm-')

Figure 4. Mid-Infrared region of the PM/FT-IRRAS spectra of a 20
monolayer 100% DBP film (solid line) and a 20 monolayer 100°;0 AZO
film (dashed line) 00 a vapor-deposited thin gold film Tile gold surtaee
was primed with a self-assembied mono'ayer of phosphorylated MUD
and one self-assembled DBP monolayer before the formation of the
ZP films. Tile frequencies ard band aSSignments for the two spectra
are listed in Table 1.

(ii) A single, sharp, well-defined phosphonate baJld is observed
at 1080 cm-] The position of this band is representative of the
structure of the inorganic portion of the ZP multilayer and
becomes sharp and well-defined on densely packed primer
monolayers35

(iii) A broad and weak absorption band (corresponding to an
intensity of ~1 x 10-4 AU/monolayer) is observed at 1654 em-'

This broad band is attributed to the bending vibration of water
and indicates that some water molecules have been incorporated

into the ZP multilayer (most likely in the inorganic portions of
the film). The incorporation of water molecules into ZP multi
layers has been observed previously12 Heating the film to 105
°C for 72 h under vacuum did not alter the intensity of this band.



and assig:Iments follow the numbering conven-
tion para-substituted benzenes66 and azobenzenes.67
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Figure 6~ Ellipsometrj measurements for 100% DBP multilayers
formed on a fused silica substrate. Values of fj. and tp after the self
assembly of 10, 15, .20, and 25 DBP monolayers onto the silica
surface are plotted as soiid circies. The three curves in the figure are
the results of Fresnel calculations for a three-phase system (SIO"
film, air) as the film thickness is varied and its index of refraction is
set to 1.50, i .51. or 1.52. The film thickness for the three curves
increases from right to left. From the experimental data, an injex of
refraction of 1.51 ± 0.01 is cbtained for the 100% DBP mUltilayer.
The results of elnpsometry measurements on other ZP mLJltilayer.c:;
are listed in Tabie 2.

lithe index of refraction of the film (Il) is known. lei One possibIlity

is to use the bulk index of refraction of n = 1.54; this approach

was employed by Ma]]ouk et aJ. to obtain a monolayer thickness

of 16.4 A from ellipsometric data.2! In prineiule, ellipsometrie

measurements of the DBP multilayer on tbe gold substrate could
be used to determine n and d simultaneously; In practice, however,

the small shifts in L'. and 1J1 obsenJed from monolayers on metal

surfaces make this detem1ination difficult. Ii.! An alternate ap

proach employed in this paper is to detenrjne n for the various

films by ellipsometric measurements on ZP multilayers that have
been deposited onto a transparent silica substrate. The primer

layer used for the transparent substrates is not as well-defined as

the alkanethiol monolayer employed on the gold substrates and
results in larger sample-w-sample variations in film thickness for

a given number of monolayers. However. for films of 10-30
monolayers, the changes in !l and 1J1 are large enough [0

determine the index of refraction to ±O.OL For example, the

ellipsometric (/o,1J1) values for 10,15,20, and 25 DBP multilayers

deposited onto a silica substrate are plotted in Figure 6. Also

plotted in the figure (the solid and dashed lines) are the theoretical

(L'.,1J1) values expected as a ronction of film thickness with n fixed

at eiL1er L50, 1.51, or 1.52. The experimental data clearly sbow

that n for the DBP multilayer film is detennined to be equal ·:0

1.51 ± 0.01. Similar ellipsometric measurements were used ~o

determine n for the other ZP multilayers described in this paper

and are listed along with the value for the 100% DBP film in Table

2.
Now that it has been determined that the index of refraction

for the DBP multilayers is equal to 1.51, the SPR angle sbifts in
Figure 5 can be analyzed to ascertain the thickness of the self

assembled DBP monolayers. Using a six-phase Fresnel calcula

tion, the theoretical curves for L'.8 as a fJnction of the number of
ZP monolayers are plotted in Figure 5 for lIlDIlolayer lhicknesses
of 15,18, and 17 A. A comparison of the experimentat data pofnts

2015

methylene stretch
methylene stretch
water bendbg
CH, scissoring def.
o.-CH2 scissoring def.
phosphonate stretch

assignmentband

DBPFilm
2927 ±
2854
1654
1467
1409
1080

[,equency

'"<1

DBP on Au
n=1.51

d=17 A
d=16 A

03 d=15A

'"2-

In order to detemline the thickness of the DBP multilayer film,

a series of SPR measurements were performed during the film

deposition process. Figure 5 plots the shift (/oe) in the SPR angle

observed after tJle addition of each self-assembled monolayer

during the formation of a DBP multilayer film. As mentioned in

the previo'1s section, the SPR angle is determined from the

minimum in SPR reflectivity curve obtained with a HeNe laser

= 6328 In addition, the x-axis in the figure is defined as

tbe number of monolayers that have been deposited onto a primer
layer that consists of one DBP monolayer self-assembled onto a

phosphOlylated MCD monolayer. This primer layer was used for

all the ZP multllayers on gold substrates In this paper.
The shift the SPR angle observed during the formation of

the DBP multi'ayer can be used to determine the film thickness

AZOFitm
:l060 aromatic CH stretch
2930 methylene stretch
2856 methylene stretch
1653 water bending
1604 ring stretch
i508 ring stretch
1415 a-CH2 scissoring def.,

ring stretch
i 102. 1065 phosphonate stretch

Table 1.. Vibrational Band Frequencies and
Assignments for the DBP and AZO Multilayers·2-.5

Number of DBP Layers

Fig!.!,e 5. Shifts in the SPR angle (L'.6) measured during the
formation of a 20 mon:Jlayer 100% DBP f1m. The shifts 1J..8 were
determ.ned from SPR reflectivity curves such as those shown in
Figure 2. with the SPR angie of the "0 Layer' surface defined as L'.8
= O. The three lines in ~he figure are the results of complex Fresnel
caiculations using an in,jex of refraction of 1.51 (as determined from
eliipsometriG eXJeriments) for the ZP mu,tilayer and a DBP monolayer
thickness d 16, or 17 A. From the experimental data, a DSP
monolayer thicfcness of 16 ± 0.5 A is determined.
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and the theoretical toe curves demonstrate that a DBP monolayer

thickness of 16 ± 0.5 Acan be obtained from the SPR measure
ments. This thickness agrees favorably with values reported
previously." The accuracy of better than ±1 Ais typical for the

SPR technique'JIj and is remarkable for an opical measurement
at A 632.8 nm. On the basis of a space-filling model, the

inorganic portion of the DBP monolayerErom the center of the
first carbon above to the first carbon below the :ayer is determined

to be about 6.5 A. In an all-trans configuration that is oriented
perpendicular to the surface, the additional nine methylene groups
contribute about 11.4 A, for a tota: thick.ness of ~17-18 A.32.58

An experimentally determined average monolayer thickness of
16 Ais plausible given the possibility of tilting and the presence
of alkyl chain disorder in the DBP monolayer as observed in the

PM/IT-IRRAS spectrum.
Characterization of a 100% AZO Multilayer Film. For

comparison with the 100% DBP monolayer. a second zP multilayer

was created by the sequential self-assembly of AlO monolayers
onto a plimer layer on a gold substrate. The CH stretching region

of the PM/IT-1RRAS spectrum for the 100% AlO multilayer (not

shown) was dominated by the antisymmetric and symmetric
methvlene stretches of the primer layer 2925 and 2852 em-I,

resD~ctively. Moreover, the integrated area of these methylene

ba;ds did not change significantly after the deposition of the first

three AlO monolayers and was only slightly larger after the
deposition of 20 AZO monolayers. The constant intensities of the
primer layer bands suggest that (i) no changes in band intensity
due to locai field effects were observed in the ultrathin ZP films,
as expected given the relatively long waveler.gth of the infrared

light, and (ii) the methylene stretches of the two methylene groups

in the AlO molecule were very weak « 3 X 10-5 AU/monolayer).
lifter the deposition of 20 AlO IIlonolayers, a weak, broad aryl

CH stretching band was abserved at 3060 em-I

The mid-IR region of the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrum for the 100%
AlO multilayer is plotted as the dashed line in Figure 4. As in
the case of the DBP multiiayer, the positions and relative

intensities of the various infrar-ed bands in th's spectrum did not

change with film thickness, indicating that each self-assembled
AlO monolayer possessed an equivalent molecular structure. The

frequencies and assignments of the various infrared bands are
listed in Table 1. New bands from the azobenzyl functionality
appear at 1604 and 1508 cm-1 The water bending band at 1652
em -, is more intense than thar in the PM/IT-IRRAS spectrum of

the DBP multilayer film, and the phosphonate band at~llOO cm-I

is smaller and split into two bands. These last two comparisons

suggest that the AlO multilayer film is more disordered than the
DBP multilayer film."

Table 2B MonoBayer Thicknesses and Indices of
Refractnon for the ZP Muli:W'iayer Films

10F

l

"I

.. DBP c'~,.• AZO
• 1:1 AlO/DBP "l"
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Number of Layers

Figure 7. Shifts In the SPR angle (!le) measured during
formation of 20 monolayer ZP films of 100% DBP (triangles), 100°/"
AlO (squares), and 1:1 AlO/DBP (circles). The shifts !ll! were
determined from SPR reflectivity curves, with !lfJ ~ 0 defined as the
SPR angle for the primed gold surface (see text tor details). The solid
and dashed lines are the results of complEx Fresnel calculations using
the indices of refraction and average monolayer thicknesses for DBP
AZO, and 1:1 AZOIDBP tllms IIsfed In Table 2. An unexpectedly
average monolayer thickness of 19 A is obse!\.led the 1:1
DBP film.

In order to determine the film thickness, SPR measurements

were performed during the deposition of the IlZO multilayer film.

and the shift (M) in the SPR angle observed after the addition of

each self-assembled monolayer is plotted as the squares in Figure
7. For comparison, the SPR data for the DBP film from Figure ;)
are plotted in the figure as the triangies. A larger !le per

monolayer is observed for the AlO multilayer film; this larger
shift is attributed to a higher index of refraction of the A.7.0
multilayer. As listed in Table 2, ellipsometric measurements of

AlO multilayer films on a transparent substrate yield an index of

refraction of n = 1.64 ± 0.01. This value is within the range
observed for azobenzene-derivatized polymers (1.623-1.758)"9 and

is significantly higher than the value of 1.51 observed for the DBP
film. Using an index of refraction of 1.64, the six-phase Fresnel

calculations can be used to analyze the SPR shifts and determine

an average AlO monolayer thickness of 16 ± 0.5 which is the

same value obtained for the DBP monolayer. The simiiarity of
these two numbers suggests that mixed monolayers of these two

molecules may yield stable ZP multilayer films. On the basis of
a space-filling model with an inorganic section thickness of 6.5
A, tl,e AlO monolayer in which the azobenzone is oriented

perpendicular to the surface (9-10 A) should have a total
thickness of ~17-18 A.32.i8 The smaller experimentally deter

mined value of 16 Aagain suggests tilting and disorder in the ZP
film.

Characterization of a 1:1 AlO/DBP Multilayer
Having determined that a DBP multilayer film has an index of
refraction n 1.51 and that an AlO multilayer film has an index

of refraction n = 1.64, one would expect that a ZP multilayer film

formed from alternating self-assembled monolayers of lilO and
DBP would possess an index of refraction of n = (1.64 +1.51) /2

= 1.575. Indeed, the ellipsometric measurements of a 1:1 AlO/

dzo (A)

320 ± 5
320
3S0

bOzo (deg)

6.36 ± 0.15'
8.33
9.65

lusca S1llca SUDSlra",s. b Deter
uncertainty

d (A/layer)"

16 ± 0.5
16
19

n'

1.51 ± (J.()1
1.64
l.57

111m

DBP
A20
1:1

(58) Dines, :\1, B.: DiGiacomo, P. [nor!!. Chem. 1981, 20, 92.
(59) Kohler, W.; Robello, D R_: Wiiland, C. S: Wi11iClm", D. .L lvJacromolccufes

1991,24, 4589.
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DB? multilayer film on a transparent substrate yield a value of n

= 1.57 (see Table).
However. SPR measurements on the 1:1 AlO/DBP multilaver

suggest that even though n = 1.57 as expected, the structure ~nd
thidmess of tlee ZPfilm have changed. As with the previous two
ZP films, SPR measurements were perfOlTI1ed duting the deposi

tion of the 1:1 AlO/DBP multilayer film in order to detennine
the average n-.onolayer thickness. The shift f\,.8 observed after
the addition of each self-assembled monolayer is plotted as circles
in Figure 7 along",ith the data from the DBP andAlO multilayers.
Given that J1 = 1.57 for this film, one would expect that the f\,.6

curve for this film would fall in between the curves for the AlO
and DBP multilayers. Ur.expectedly, the data for the 1:1 AlO/
DBP multiiayer systematically show a larger /,;8 shift than either
of the other two films. Using n = 1.57, this f\,.8 curve corresponds
to an average nonolayer thickness of 19 'A., which is a 19% increase
in the average thickness as compared to the 16 A obtained for
both the AlO and DBP monolayers. To demonstrate how unusual
this number is, if the monolayer thickness is fixed at 16 A, the
1i8 curve for the 1:1 AlO/DBP multilayer can only be fit using

an index of refraction of 1.70, which is clearly an unreasonable
nunber given n = 1.64 for the 100% .1\.20 multilayer.

What structural changes have occurred that result in a new
average thickness of 19 A/monolayer for the 1:1 AlO/DBP
multilayers? The UV-vis experiments on the 1:1 AlO/DBP
multilayers used to characterize the ZP film fonnation on the

transparent substrates showed no unusual behavior: the absorp-
spectra were the same as those obtained from the 100% AlO

monolayers except that the overall absorbance was half as intense
as expected. The PM/FTIRRAS spectrum ofthe 1:1 AlO/DBP
film. bowever was not quite what was expected. The CH
stretcbing reg'on for the 1:1 AZO/DBP multilayer is plotted as
the dashed line in Figure 3 along with the spectrum for the 100%
DBP multiJayc The frequencies of the methylene bands are the
same in the cwo samples, indicating that there are no large
stmctural changes in the DBP monolayers of the mixed film.
However, the integrated intensity of the methylene bands for the
1:1 is 70% of that observed for the pure DJ3P multilayer. 111is
vahje is "'20% higher than expected. tiO

n,e mid-IR region of the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrurr. for the 1:1
AZO/I'BP multilayer is plotted in Figure 8 (the solid line) and
confirms the discrepancy observed in the methylene stretching

bands. Also plotted in the figure is a spectrum labeled" (AlO +
DJ3P)/2" (the cashed line). 11:1s artificial spectrum is synthesized
from the spectra of the 100% AlO and 100% DBP multilayers and
revesents what should have been observed if tOe picture ir Figure
1 were correct. Instead, the phosphonate band at 1080 em -1 and

DBP methylene scissoring band at 1466 em-' are more intense
doe spectrum of the true 1:1 AlO/DBP multilayer by ~18%.

111e aryl bands of the azobenzene functionality are about the same
intensity in the t'iVO spectra, and the water band in the true

spectrum is srnaller than expected.

Note that only inter.sity changes are observed in the PM/FT
lRR'iS spectrum of the 1:1 AlO/DBP multilayer. No changes in
vibrational band frequencies are observed, indicating that there

vaiue [or [he eH stretchinli region is basf'.o on an artificial
spectrcuTI ticrl'ced by taking the a'/erage of the 100% ,'iZO and the 100% DBP

ltcgrated intensity of the for the
spectmnl is for the pure DBP multilaver.

than the inte:1sity of the measured AZO/DBP

Wavenumbers (em"')

Figure 8. Mld-i1frarec: region of the PM/FT-IRRAS spectrum of a
20 monolayer 1:1 AZO/DBP ZP film (solid !Ine). The gold surface was
primed with a self-assembled monolayer of phospr,orylated MUD and
one self~assembled 08[:;) monolayer before the formation of t:"le ZP
film. This spectrum contains contributions from both the AZa and
DBP oortions of the mJltilayer, although the OBP bands are 18% more
intense than expected. For comparisof, a synthetic spectrum denoted
as "(AZO + DBP)/2" (dashed line) that was generated from the
spectra of the 100% DB.Q and 100% AZO multilayers is also p:otted

are no large changes in the molecular structure of the 1:1 /'-20/
DBP multilayer. Tne changes in band intensity can be attributed
to one of two effects: either there has been a change in the
orientation of the molecules in the A20 and DBP monolayers, or
there has been a change in the number densitt of molecules

the ZP multilayers. Most of the change in intensity arises from
changes in the vibradonal bands associated with the DBP
molecules; very little change is observed in the imensity of the
vibrational bands of the AZO molecules in the ZP film. The SPE.
data clccrly show thae the average monolayer thickness has
increased by 19% In the 1:1 AZO/DBP multilayer film. If this

increase were to arise from a more perpendicuiar otientation of
the DBP multilayers, one would expect to see a decrease in the
intensity of the methylene stretching bands. Such decreases are

often observed in the well-onerted samples of n-alkanethiol
monolayers self-assembled onto gold surfaces:"·43 The fact that
we instead observe an increase in me stretching band intensities

(hut no change in the band frequencies) implies Ih"t 19% more
DBP has been incorporated into the 1:1 AlO/DBP film than the
amount suggested in the simple picture in Figure 1. It is this
additional DBP that must lead to the increased average film
thickness of 19 A/nonolayer. In lac, a reexamination of the SPR
data in Figure 7 also shows this to be true. The amount of shift
in the SPR angle uniformly increases for the 1:1 AlO/DBP film

with each additionai monolayer deposition. If the same amount
of AlO and DBP were deposited ",ith each monolayer, we Viould
expect to see a larger shift for the AZO monolayers (due to its
higher index of refraction) tlan for the DBP mOllolayers.

How does the additional 19% of DBP get incorporated into the
1:1 AlO/DBP multilayer film? It is important to remember that
all of the optical measurements employed in this paper to analyze

the ZP films are average measurements over the entire surface.
Thus an average monolayer thickness of 16 A/nonolayer could
mean that a signi6can~ portion of a given DBP or P.20 seE·
asserT.bled monolayer has a thickness of 19 A, vvhile the res;
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the film is significantly thinner; increasing the average film
thickness jnst means that the a.mount of thicker monolayer regions
has increased. Another possibility is that changes in the packing
structure of the inorganic zirconium phosphonate lattice for the
mixed mOIlolayers are responsible for changes in the packing
density of the organic sections of the monolayer. This may also
provide a possible explanation for the observed decrease in the
intensity of the water band at 1653 em-I, since it is likely that the
water resides in the inorganic regions of the film. Similar
arguments of changes in the structure of the zirconium phospho
nate iattice have been suggested by Byrd et al. and Zeppenfeld et
a1. in their studies of metal phosphonate multilayers.30·32 In
addition, a third possibility is that excess DBP intercalates into
the preceding AZO regions of the 1:1 AZO/DBP multilayer film.
This results from the inability to form pure well-ordered AZO
monolayers due to the azo dye substituent area being greater than
that of the phosphonate headgroup area of 24 N. The incorpora
tion of excess DBP molecules into the AZO regions may then
cause both sets of molecules to stand straighter, i.e., more
perpendicular, resulting in the observed larger 1:1 AZO/DBP
multilayer film thickness. An analogous bulk system in which
large tetramethyl biphenylphosphonate [;'TOUPS are surrounded
by smaller phosphite groups has been reported by Alberti et a!. 61

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated that mixed zirconium

phosphonate multilayer films can be used to create ultrathin

(61) Alberti. G.: Costantino, U.: Marmottini. F.; V:vani. R: Zappelli, P. Angew
Chon., Int. Ed. Engl. 1993.32. 1357.

(62) Bellamy, LJ. The Infra-red Specrm o/Complex Molecules: Wiley: New York,
1975.

(53) Socrates. G. Infrared Characten:stic Gmu.iJ Frequew:ies; Wiley: Chichester,
1980.

(64) D.: a1. The J-Iandbook oj Infrared and Raman Characteristic
Frequencies of Organic Aia/ceules; Academic: BOSDI1, 19S1L

(65) Thomas. L. C. Interpretation of the Infrared Spectra of OrganophospllOnts
Compounds: Heyden: London.

(66) Sverdlov, 1. Nt; Kovner, M. Krainov, P. Vibrati01wl Spectra of
Po/yatomic Molecules; Jok Wiky & Sons: New Y:>rk, 1974; pp 341.

(67) Klima, M. 1.; Kowy, A. V.: GriboY, LA]. Sin/ct. Chem. 1972, 13,987.
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organic films with a specified thickness and index of refraction.
In particular, the two molecules DBP and AZO can be used to
create mixed ZP multilayer films of index of refraction at 632.8
nm between 1.51 and 1.64. In principle, one could construct
graded index of refraction ZP films by systematically changing
the AZO/DBP ratio during the multilayer film formation. A
second potential application of these DBP and AlO monolayers
would be to mix them with SHC~active ZP multilayers in order to
tune the index of refraction and phase matching characteristics
of the resultant ZP multilayer. We are tun-ently pursuing the
synthesis and self-assembly of SHG-active ZP multilayers that
employ an additional phosphorylation step during deposition, as
first demonstrated by Katz et aJ.7

The studies reported in this paper demonstrate that SPR and
PM/FT-IRRAS measurements are a pair of well-matched, highly
sensitive methods for determining the molecular structure and
the thickness of the ZP multilayers. In particular it was shown
that the 1:1 mixed AZO/DBP monolayer did lIot exhibit the
thickness expected from the 100% DBP and 100% AlO multilayers;
additional DBP molecules are apparently incorporated into the
mixed ZP multilayer film. In preliminary experiments on 2:1 and
1:2 AlO/DBP multilayer films, we have seen similar effects in
the average film thickness. It is clear from these initial results
that the optical and spectroscopic characterization measurements
employed in this work are essential tools for the rational design
of ultrathin optical films via the self-assembly of organic mono
layers.
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Dynamics of Acrylodan-Labeled Bovine and Human
Serum Albumin Sequestered within Aerosol-OT
Reverse Micelles

Jeffrey S. lundgren, Mark P. Heitz, and Frank V. Bright*

Department of Cnemistry, Natural Sciences and Mathematics Complex, State Universil.y of New /crk at Buffalo,
BUffalo, New York 14260-3000

We investigate the effects of hydration on acrylodan
labeled bovine and human serum albumin (BSA-Ac and
HSA,-Ac) in aerosol-OT (AOT) reverse micelles solubilized
in n-heptane, Time-resolved fluorescence intensiJy decay
experiments reveal a dipolar relaxation process surround
ing the acrylodan cybotaetic region. This process is best
described by a two-term rate law wherein the average
relaxation increases with increased hydration. However,
the actual rate constants describing the relaxation process
either remain unchanged or actually decrease with in
creased hydration. The results illustrate that the frac
tional contribution associated with the individual relax
ation pathways causes the observed changes in relaxation
dynamics, The recovered rotational reorientation dynam
ics of the acrylodan residue are also affected by the extent
of protein hydration. As hydration is increased, the
semiangle through which the acrylodan residue precesses
increases by 10' for both protein systems. Interestingly,
the recovered semiangles for the native proteins equal
those recovered at lower hydration when the proteins are
sequestered within the AOT reverse micelle. These
results demonstrate the importance of hydration on
protein behavior in environment~ where water is limited
(e.g" biosensor interfaces and sol-gel-derived biocom
posites).

the most elementary level, proteins are identified by their
amino acid sequence or primary structure.1-3 This structure can
be altered only by breaking aEd/or forming new covalent bonds
within the peptide chain. To a first approximation, protein
comomation, function, and stability depend strongly on primary
structure, but 2econdary, tertiary, and quaternary structures also
affect protein behavior/function,1-3 Plasma proteins, enzymes,
and antibodies are systems in which ultimate function/perfor
mance are governed by subtle structural changes within the
protein microdomains.";

A portion of the research in our group has focused on the
development of analytical biosensors,s-7 During the course of this
work, we have become acutely aware of the need to understand

(1) L. Biochemistry; W. H. Freeman and Co.: New York. 1988.
(2) H. E.; Heremans, J. F. Molecular of Human Proteins;

Elsevier ?ublishing Co,: New York, 1966: VoL 1, 1, pp 7-40.
(3) DeVoe. H. ID Stmcture and Stability of Biological Ivlacromolecules: Thqory

0/ the Con/ormation 0/Biological J'lacromoiecules in Solution; Timasheff, N.
S., Fasman, D., Eds.: New York, 1969; 2-63.

(4) Creig-hton, 1'. E. Protein Function' A I'm,timl At,pma,h; O,dc,d Univ,ecsity
Pres..:;: New York, 1989
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and thus control the behavior of a biorecognition element (e,g"
enzymes and antibodies) at or within a sensor interface, For
example, it has become evident that the act of immobilizing/
entrapping the biorecognition element to form the biosensor can
alter its function, beha'ior, perfonnance, and!or stability and
uitimately affect a biosensor's analytical figures of merit We have
also shown that a complex interdependence exists between the
biorecognition element and the behavior of the reporter group
(i.e., t1uorophore) used to "sense" target analyte-biorecognition
element binding.

Many studies have shown that "hydration" plays a key role in
protein structure and pertonnance,' ,17 Thus, the degree of protein
hydration and/or local solvent composition can affect a protein's
structure and dynamics and, in turn, its perfonnance, For
example, Goryunov and co-workersI:i have illustrated how human
serum albumin (HSA) is affected by solvation. These authors
followed the spin-spin relaxation times of water protons and found
that they were a function of the percent age of D,O in the system,
demonstrating that the stability of HSA is influenced by the degree
of hydration, Bolton and Schererl ' have shown that the structure
of bovine serum albumIn (BSA) , cast as a thin film, is affected by
the relative humidity (RH), In this work, Raman spectroscopy
was used to follow changes in the a-helicity of BSA as a function

of RH, Together these results demonstrate that protein hydration
can control protein conformation and behavior. Thus, It seems
clear that any attempt toward exploiting proteins as che711ical

(5) (a) G.; Gardella,]. A., Jr. Anal. Chit?!.
Acta A; Catena, G. c.; Huang, J.; Lilwiler.
K. S.; Zhang, J; Zagrobdny,].: Brigh , F. '.,T. Ana!. Chim. Acta 1991,246.
55-63. (c) Bright, F. V.; Betts, T. A; K A. Anal. Chem. 1990,62,
1065-9.

(6) (a) Lundgren, 1. S.: Bekos, E. .!.: Wanv, R.: Bright, F. VAnG! Chem. 1994,
66, 2433-48. (b) \Vang, R.; Narang, Prasad, P. N.; Br:ght F. V. Anal
Oem. 1993,65,2671-5. (c) ~arang, t:.; Wang. R; Prasad, p. N.; Bright,
F. V. ekem. 1994,98, 17-22. (d) Jordan, ]. D,; Dur:bar. R. A:

F. Olein. 1995, 67, 24-.)6-43.
(7) Wang, R.; Sun, S.; Bcko3. E.].; BrighL, F. V.Anai. Chon. 1995,67,149-

59.
(8) Steinmann, B.; ]ackle. Luisi, P Biopolymers 1986, 25, 1133-56.
(9) Gekko. K.; Morikawa, Biochem. 1981,90,39-50.

(10) Otting, G.: Liepinish, E. Wuthrich, K., Science 1991,254.974-80.
(11) Berndt, K D.; Beunil~k,. : SchrOder, W,; Wtilthrich, K. Biochemistry 1993,

32,4564-70.
(12) Khuurgin, Y.: Maksarcva, E. FEBS Lett. 1993,315. :49-52.
(13) fQ.ivariHnell, A l.: Sukl1itI1ova, G.: Goryunov, A S. Folia [Biol.! 1984,30.

84-92.
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47
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(16) J:{uckenstein, E.; Karpe. P. Biotechnol. Lett. 1990,12,241-6.
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recognition elements should carried out Yvith attention to the
effect of hydration on the protein-reporter group couple.

Aerosol-OT (AOT) reverse micelles allow one to simulta

neously solubilize proteins within a defined domain and control

the extent of protein hydration."9.21> AOT reverse micelles consist
of a polar core surrounded by ionic head groups that are, in tum,

attached to aliphatic tails, suspended in an organic liquid phase."·"
'Thus, by adding protein and the desired amount of water to this
system, both of which are sequestered wichin the reverse micelle,

one can effectively control the degree protein hydration.
In this paper, we repori en the effects 0' hydration on BSA

and HSA. These proteins were selected beccuse they have been
used previously as and they both have a single,

free cysteine residue position 34"'''' This particular site
provides a convenient target site-selective labeling25 with the

fluorescent probe 6-acryloyl-2- (dimethylaminc) naphthalene (acry
lodan, Ac). Thus, these systems serve as simple bioreeognition
element~reporter group couples. Funher, because all flu ores

ce:1Ce results from a single, well-defined site within the protein,

we can follow how protein hydration influences the dynamics
surrounding the cysleine-34 residue.

Previous work from our group on BSA-Ac has demonstrated

that there are nanosecond and subnanosecond dipolar relaxation
processes within the cybotactic region sUITounding the acrylodan

reporter group.- Complementary time-resolved decays of aniso

trepy revealed that the rotational motion of the acrylodan reporter

group in the native protein is limi:ed to a semiangle of 23 ± 1°.
In the current work, our gods are to determine the effects of

hydration on (1) the average local environment surrounding the

acrylodan reporter group, (2) the dyn<lmics of the cybotactic
region surrounding the acrylodan residue, and (3) the rotational

dynamics associated "ith the acrylodan probe. Steady-state and
time-resolved fluorescence are used to address these issues, and
AOT reverse micelles fonner' in n-heptane serve to control the

extent of protein hydratIon.

THEORY
The theory of frequency-domain fluorescence for recovering

intensity and anisotropy decavs and determining the time evolu
tion of the fluorescence emission spectrum (e.g., dipolar relaxation
of the cybotactic region) has been described elsewhere. '.2H9 The

interested reader is referred to the aforementioned references for
a more thorough description of the acquisition techniques, data
analysis schemes, and basic interpretation.

Time-Dependent Spectral Relaxation. Photoexcitation of

a fluorophore generally leads to an instantaneous change in the

Physiology of Plasma Proteins:
1U79.

Iuliano. D. J ; Saavedra. S. S.: Truskey, G. A: Reichert. w.
1992. 148,415-:24.

; Plenum Press:
Litwiler, K S.

(28) [-<,kowitz, 1. R Principles 0/ FluorCSccJlce Spec:roscopy; Plenum Press' New
York. 1983: Chapter 6, pp

(29) LilkO\vicz, J. R.: OW;I. Phys. JAL 1985, 122. 380-4.
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fluorophore's dipole moment. zria This disrupts equilibrium
between the fluorophore and its surounding environment In
order to reestablish equilibrium, the solvent moiecules and/or
local groups within the cybotactic region "relax" or "reorganize"

to minimize the unfavorable interactions produced follo"ing the
sudden change in the fluorophore dipoie moment. If this

relaxation process occurs on a time scale similar to the fluorophore
excited-state lifetime~ it results in a quantifiable, time~dependent
shifting of the emission spectrumUH2 In tum, this provides

information on the dynamics of the local environment surroullcling
the fluorescent reporter group.7.27 -32

Decay of fluorescence Anisotropy. Time-cesolved fluOl'es
cence anisotropy measurements on biomolecule-reporter group

systems provides information on the globai motion of the protein
and local motion of the fluorescent reporter group. Our previous

work' on BSA-Ac showed that the decay of anisotropy, ret). was
described by a double exponential decay of the fonn

where is the limiting anisotropy, <PI is the rotational correlation

time associated with the local motion of the probe, and is the
rotational correlation time of the global motion of the protein. The

terms 131 and 131 are the fractional contributions to the total
anisotropy decay from the local and global motions, respectively

\If3i = 1)
Ifthe probe precesses about its axis, and the pmtein is t-ee to

rotationally reorient, one can associate a semiangie (8) \vith the

range of motion that the probe experiences ave" the course of
the excited-state lifetime:'·2""

Thus, if the cybotactic reglm surrounding the reponer group were
totally restrictive to the local motion of the fluorescent reporter

group, e would approach 0'. In contrast, an increase in the

semiangle indicates that the probe has more locai mobility.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTiON
Reagents. The following chemicals were used: 6-acryloyl-2

(dimethylamino)naphthalene (acrylodan, Moiecuiar Probes); es
sentially fatty acid-free BSA. HSA. and 12 000 MW cutoff celiulose

dialysis tubing (Sigma Chemical Co.); sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfosuccinate aDd 1,4-bis(4-methyl-5-phenyl-2-oxazolyl)benzene
(Me,POPOP) (Aldrich Chemical Co.); n-heptane (lVlallinckrodt

Specialty Chemicals Co.); Na,HPO,.7H,O, NaNO" and NaCIC,B,O

(Fisher Chemica!); and NaH,PO"H,O a T. Baker Inc.).
Preparation of BSA- and HSA-Ac. BSA- and HSA-Ac

prepared according to published protocois.'·le

Encapsulation of BSA- and HSA-Ac in AOT. A stock
solution of 0.2 M AOTwas prepared by adding the dry AOT solid
to a 250 mL volumetric flask. Two hundred milliliters of n-heptane

was then added, the solution was sonicated until ali of the AOT

had dissolved and diluted to volume with n-heptane. Protein was
loaded into the reverse micelles by first placing an aliquot of the

(30) Maroncelli, M.; Fleming, G. R.]. Chern. Phys. 1987,86.6221-9.
(31) MaronccllL M.; Castner, E. VV.; Bagchi, 8.: Fleming. G. R Faraday Discuss.

Chem. Soc. 1988,85,199-210.
(32) MaroncclJi, M.: MacInnis. 1.: Flemming, R 1989.3,
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Figure 1. Steady-state emission spectra of HSA-Ac (pane! A), and
the emission center of gravity for BSA-Ac (0) and HSA-Ac (e) in AOT
reverse micelles solubilized in n-heptane as a functicn 01 R (panel
B).

stock AOT solution into a quartz cuvette. In a second step, we
added a knovm volume of distilled, deionized water to the micelle

solution. In the final step, we added a known volume of the
protein stock solution. The total water added to the system,
defined as the water loading (R = [waterl![AOTj), is the sum of
the water added in step 2 and the water from the protein stock
solution. The final concentration of the acrylodan·labeled serum
albumin was always 0.5 I'M. PJI samples were equilibrated at 20
'c ior ,( least 12 h prior to fluorescence measurements. Under
these particular conditions, there is little probability of two or more
proteins being seq'Jestered within a single micelle.

Fluorescence Measurements. All steady-state measure
ments were performed with a SLM 48000 MliF spectrofluorom
eter using a Xe arc lamp as the excitation source. .PJl measure
ments were made at 20°C, and ~pp.ctra were background

subtracted.
Time-resolved intensity and anisotropy decay data were ac

quired in the frequency domain using a SLM 48000 MHF
mu:tifrequency phase-modulation fluorometer. An argon ion
laser (Coherent, Model Innova 400-10) operating at 351.1 nm was
used as the excitation source. A 340 ± 20 nm bandpass filter
was placed in the excitation path to elominate extraneous plasma
discharge. Magic angle polarization was used for all excited·state
intensity decay experiments3 ? Me,POPOP in ethanol served as
l'1e reference lifetime standard; its lifetime was assigned a value
of 1.45 nsyK For all experiments, the Pockels cell was operated
at 2 repetition rate of 5 MHz. Typically data were collected for
60-90 s over a frequency range of 5-125 MHz (25 frequencies).
All multifrequency phase and modulation data were analyzed
according to the global analysis method described elsewhere7 .:w-36

(37) Lakowicz,]. R; Hogen, D. Bbchemistr) 1981.20, 1366-T\.

gravity (ECOG) as a function of R The ECOG:;; is simply the
weighted average emission. Interestingly, when these serum
albumins are sequestered within the AOT 'llicelle, there are no
statistical differences in the steady·state ECOGs between BSA·
and liSA·Ac over the R values investigated (Figure lE). However,
the ECOGs of BSA- and HSA-Ac in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH
7.0) are 20 240 ± 100 and 20 920 ± 100 em-I, respectively. Thus,
these steady·state experiments reveal that BSA- and liSA-Ac are
more similar when sequestered within the AOT micelle than they
are in their native fomls. This suggests that the native protem
structure is not achieved within even the hydrated reverse micelle
systems.

Time~Resolved Fluorescence. Previous work from our
group' on native, chemically denatured, and silica·adsorbed BSA·
Ac has shown that the acrylodan ground state is homogeneous
and the excited state is influenced by dipolar relaxation processes.
When BSA- and HSA·Ac are sequestered within AOT micelles.
this sanle pattern persists at all R values. 11ms, dipolar relaxation
v,ithin the envrronn1ent surrounding the acrylodan reporter group

continues when these proteins are placed in a restricted. dehy·
drated environment.

In order to determine the relaxation rate law anel recover the
kinetics of this relaxa'cion process, we carried out a series oi
emission wavelength-dependent multifrequency phase and modu·
lation (MPM) experiments on BSA- and HSA-Ac in the AOT
micelles as a function of R. Figure 2A presents a typical series of
wavelength-dependent MPM traces for HSA-Ac sequestered within
AOTat R= 11.1. The fact that the traces are not superimpossible

\1.; Gratton, E. Proc. SPIE-Int. Soc. Opt. Eng. 1988,909,

F.

Weber, G.]. Chern Phys. 1970,52,1654-67.
Bright, F. Y;' Ph)'s. Chern. 1993,97,4231-8. (b) Wang, R;

Chem. 1993,97,10872-8. (c) Wang, R: Bright, F. V.
APP!. Specfrov: J~';;;.4/."JtJ'-b. (d) Wang, R.: Bright, F. V.Appl. Spectrosc.
1993,47,

(:-;5) Beecham.
70-81.

UG) '~;~:~';~:;,;",:s~(;;;r~2't:",~;,;.~E;_;:Amdoot, M_: Knutson, J- R: Brand, LIn Topics
ii: I..akowie<:.]. R, Ed.: Plenum Press: New York,
1991: Vol. S, Chapter 3. pp

(33) Spencer, R

(34) (a) Wang,

I'IIESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady·State Fluorescence. The site-selective labeling of the

serum albumin at the cysteine·34 (loop 1, domain Ddefines the
cybotactic region of the acrylodan report group.' Thus, by using
the rev'~rse micelle system and controlling R, we are able to follow
the way protein hydration affects the cybotactic region surround
ing cysteir.e·34. Figuce lA presents the steady·state emission
spectra of HSA·Ac in AOT at six different water loadings and
compares them to the native protein in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0). Clearly, as R increases, there are several changes in
the average local environment surrounding the acrylodan residue.
First, be emission spectra shift from 440 nm at R = 2.78 to 465
nm at R = 22.2. Second, the emission spectra broaden and the
total fluorescence decreases with increasing R. The same trend
is observed ior BSA-Ao (data not shown). Third, as the protein
is hydrated (R is increased), the average environment surrounding
the Ac group apparentiy becomes more similar to the environment
seen for the native protein. However, even above R = 22.2, the
emission spectra are unchanged and do not reach those seen for

native BSA- or HSA·Ac.
In order to better compare ':he effects of hydration on t'1e BSA

and HSA·Ac emission, Figure 18 presents the emission center of
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Figure 3. Recovered time~resolved emission center of gravity (oanel
A), and 0(1) for HSA-Ac in AOT reverse micelles solubilized
n-heptane (panel B) as a function 01 R.
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Figure 2. Wavelength-dependent multifrequency phase and modu
iation traces (panel A), and the recovered time-resolved emission
spectra for HSA-Ac (R = 11.1) in AOT reverse micelles solubilized
in n-heptane (panel B).
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Figure 4. Effects of R on the recovered dipolar reiaxation rates
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exponential decay law at all R values. This indicates that at least
two independent processes are responsible for the spectral
relaxation of the acrylodan fluorescence in BSA- and HSA-Ac.
Similar conclusions were reached for native, chemically denatured,

demonstrates that the acrylodan excited-state decay kinetics are
heterogeneous. Detailed analysis of the data following our earlier
protocol' yield the time-dependent emission spectra of the acry
lodan reporter group (Figure 2B). Dipolar relaxation is dearly
evident as a red shift (i.e., relaxation) in the emission spectra with
time.

Figure 3A presents the actual time-resolved ECOG for HSA.
Ac in AOT as a iunction of R. Several aspects of these data merit
special mention. First, following optical excitation, there is a red
shifting of the spectrum at all R values. Second, at our first time
point (-20 ps), the ECOG traces do not all begin at the sanle
ECOG. This suggests that there is at least one faster «20 ps),
unresolved relaxation term that contributes to the acrylodan
relaxation process. Third, the greatest shift occurs during the
first 4 ns following excitation.

To better illustrate the effects of hydration on the dipolar
relaxation process, we present, in Figure 3B, the dipolar relaxation
function, D(t),' for the same data shown in Figure 3.1\. D(t) is a
convenient nOffilalization function that allows one to compare
directly relaxation process that occur over different spectral
windows. Qualitative inspection of Figure 3B shows that the
average relaxation becomes more rapid as R is increased, For
example, the average decay constant at R = 2.78 is -6 ns, whereas
it is near 2 ns at R = 13.9. Thus, hydration either increases the
relaxation rate(s) or provides another pathway for dipolar relax
atlon.

In order to quantitatively clctcnninc the effects of hydration
on the relaxation kinetics, we modeled the DCt) data with a series
of simple kinetic schemes.' The results of the analysis are
illuslntecl in Figure 4 and can be summarized as follows. First,
the dipolar relaxation process is best described by a double-
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Figure 5. Rotational recrientaticn data for HSA-Ac in AOT reverse
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fractional contributions of the individual rotational correlation
times are a strong, systematic function of R. Specifically, we see
that (1) at low R values, most (-80%) of the decay of anisotropy
results from the globai ::notion of tbe protein and (2) at the higher
R values, the contribLtions from the local and global motion
become comparable.

The recovered fractonal contribution data provide a means 10

compute the semiangle through which the acrylodan residue
precesses.7.26a The effects afR on this semiangle are summarized
in Figure 6B and show several interesting treLds. First, at the

lowest hydration levels. the acrylodan semiangle in BSA- and HSi\.
Ac is 21 ± 1.5". TI1is value is statistically equivalent (at Lhe 99.9%
confidence level) to the recovered semiangle for the native fom.s

of these proteins in huffer. Second, as water is added 1,) the

system, rhe recovered semiangle increases, indicating tbat acry
lodan reporter group exhihits a greater range of motions at higher
R values. Third, rhe cybotactic region is affected most helow R
= 15. We attribute these ohservations to a hydration-Induced

change in the protein structure such that the cybotactic regioll

"opens" when the protein is v"ithin l;'OT and R is increased (Figure
7). Static circular dichroism (CD) work by Luisi and co-workers'

on lysozyme hydration. in AOT supports these observations.
Specifically, rhese authors found that the lysozyme CD spectra in
aqueous buffer were more similar to those of the same protein,
when sequestered in AOT, at the lowesL R values. These authors

and silica-adsorbed BSA-Ac-' Second, rhe slower of the two

relaxation rates is affected little by changes in R. Third, rhe faster
rat(:: term decreases as R increases, especially in the low R region.
Fourth, the faster of the two relaxation rates in HSA-Ac is always
greater than !:he faster rate associated with BSA-Ac. Fifth, on

increasing protein hydration, there is an increase in the contribu~

tion frem the faster relaxation rate to the overall dipolar relaxation
processes Initially, at R = 27 8, rhe contribution from the faster

rate term contributes < 5% to the overall dipolar relaxation process.
However, at highest R values studied, the contribution from
the faster relaxation rate contributes between 25 (HSA-Ac) and

(BSA-Ac). Interestingly, when compared to our previous work
on BSA-Ac,7 the tNO sets of recovered rates are approximately
the same. TI"'.i? difference is that the faster rate tcnn for native

BSA-Ac in solution c"ntrihutes ~60% to the D(t) Thus, the

relative contribution from rhis faster relaxation rate is arrested by
a factor of at Jeast 2 and up to an order of magnitude when the
proteins are sequestered within the AOT micelles. Together,
these results show that hydration does not affect the dipolar

relaxation rates alone but actually influences the distribution of
these relaxation pathways and the rates.

Rotational Reorientation Kinetics. Previous work on native
BSA-Ac demonstrated that the decay of anisotropy was hest

described by model having two independent rotational motions.'

The slewer motion was associated with rhe rotational reorientation
of the entire protein (i.e., global motion). The faster motion was

associated with lecal motion of the acrylodan reporter group
attached at cysteine-34. Figure 5 presents typical differential

polarized phase angle (panel A), polarized modulation ratio data

(panel B), and fits corresponding to one- and two-component

models for HSA-Ac in AOT at R = 11.1. The double-exponential
decay law dearly best describes the decay of anisotropy at rhis

and all R values.
Marzola and Gratton'" previously studied rhe effects of hydra

tion on the rotational dynamics of HSA sequestered in reverse

micelles. In tbat work. the authors monitored the fluorescence
from the lone HSA trfptophan and reported a decrease in the
longer rotational cOlTelation time (glohal motion) as R increased.
Tbe rotational correlation time for the global protein motion
systematically varied traIT, 68 ± 6 to 48 ± 3 ns as R increased
trom to 25.2, respectively. However, the authors saw no

ob,ervahle change in the faster rotatonal correlation time with

R. The authors attrihuted the decrease in rhe global rotational

correlation time (as R is increased) to a decrease in rhe interaction

between the micelle and the protein at higher R.
Our experimental data on BSA- or HSA-Ac show rhat rhe longer

rotational correlation time does not differ statistically over the
range of R values studied. Similarly, rhe faster rotational correla

tion time remains unaffected by R. These particular results are
somewhat at cdds v,jrh tbe Marzola-Gratton work,'" hut they

most likely reflect t:1e fact that rhe local environments surrounding
the two reporter groups (1:Iyptophan and acrylodan) are quite

different from one another.
Because rotational correlation times we recovered for BSA-

"nd HSA-Ac do not vary with R, we carried out a linked global
anaiysis of these data files (associated 'Nith a given protein),
wherein the rotational correlation times were linked across the
entire range of R values studied. The results of rhis linking
scheme are summarized in Figure 6A and illustrate that, while
the rotational correlation times arc not a function of R, the
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Effects of Ionic Strength on Albumins. have also
considered the possibility that ionic strength within the AOT migh t

influence BSA- and HSA-Ac. In the current system, all of the
charged species (e.g., the sulfonate head groups of the AOT
monomers and counterions) are sequestered wilhin the small
micelle core region along with the protein. As a result, the ionic
strength within the reverse micelle can range between 2 and 20
M over the range of water loadings investigated. In an effort to
isolate the effects of ionic strength on BSA- and HSA-Ac, we added
varying amounts of NaNO:: or NaCI04 to the aqueous protein
solutions and investigated the fluorescence. TIle concentration
of the sodium salts ranged from a to 4 M; solubility problems
limited use of higher salt concentrations. No significant changes

were observed in the steady-state or time-resolved fluorescence
emission spectra over the concentrations stndied. This suggests
that these particular serum albumins can maintain their native
structures at these salt concentrations. However. when BSA-Ac
is denatured with 8 M guanidine hydrochlmide,' the recovered
D(t) increased by ~2-fold, and the faster dipolar relaxation rate
contributes nearly 80% to the overall relaxation process. We
speculate that the greatest influence under these denatured
conditions is a direct result of the greater accessibility of the

acrylodan residue to bulk water.

lFugure 6. Effect of R on fractional contribution to the decay of
anisotropy If'" 0, .; /'" v, v) Ipanel A) a,ld the semiangle (panel
B). See text for further discussion.

low R Dr native high R
Figure 7. Simplified modei illustrating the effec: of protein hydration,
within ACT, on acrylodan precessional angle.

CONCLUSIONS
We iHustrate how hydration influences the dynamics of

biomolecules in environments with limited water. The results of
these experiments can be summarized as follows. First, there is
dipolar relaxation of the acrylodan fluorescence in BSA- and HSAr
Ac when these proteins are sequestered within a reverse micel1e.
Second, two rate terms are required to describe this relaxation
process. The faster term is on the subnanosecond time scaie,
while the slower relaxation term is in nanoseconds. Third, at the
lowest degree of hydration (R = 2.78), the faster relaxation process
contributes < 5% to the total dipolar relaxation process. However.
as water is added (up to R = 13-15), the contribution to the totai
dipolar relaxation from the faster relaxation process increases 5
and 3-fold for BSA- and HSA-Ac, respectively. Fourth, the faster
of the two rate terms actually decreases slightly over this same
region. This demonstrates that hydration affects the rates and
their contributions to the dipolar re1cxation process. Fifth. the
cybotactic region surrounding the acrylodan residue is never truly
equivalent to native proteins at any R when the protein is
sequestered within the AOT reverse micelle. Sixth. compared to
previous work,' dipolar relaxation occurs faster in the native

protein. Seventh, the decay of anisotropy is best described by
an anisotropic rotor modei at all R values. and the two rotational
correlation times are independent of protein hydration. Eighth.
the semiangle through which the reporter group is able to precess
changes significantly with hydration. At the lowest R values. the
semiangle is statistically equivalent to the vaiue recovered for the
native proteins. However, as water is added, the semiangle
increases systematically by 10'.

Together these results demonstrate the complexity of the
inteI]llay between hydration and protein function and dynamics.
They further show that it is not enough to simply keep the protein
hydrated in order to maintain their integrity. One must simulta

neously control the immediate environment surrounding the
protein/recognition element and its degree of hydration. Our
fluoropolymer surlaces5a apparently achieve this balancing act, but

optical properties are poor and protein surface coverages are low.

252015

[Wcter]/[AOT], R

attributed this phenomenon to denatnraton of AOT-sequestered
lysozyme as water is added.

Effects of AOT on Albumins. Semm afbumins are known
to bind fatty acids, and the aliphatic chains can penetrate within
the hydrophobic interior of Gloe proteind Thus, we considered
the possibility that the AOT monomer tails may partition into our
proteins. causing structural changes within the cybotactic region,
and alter the systems dynamics. in order to address this issue,
we prepared an aqueous BSA-Ac solution and titrated it with AOT.
Although we observed an 800 cm-' blue shift in the emission
spectra and an increase in the fluorescence on adding AOT, there
were no detectable differences in the recovered rotational reori
entation dynamics. The recovered semiangle remained constant
at 21 ± 1.5' at all AOT concentrations. These results are

consistent with the AOT hydrocarbon tails not influencing the
rOlational relaxation of the acrylodan reporter group within these
particular proteins.
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More recent \vorkib.d on sol-ge1-derived biocomposites may
provide a more viable means to simultaneously increase the
available concentraiion of biorecognition elemeni, control iis
hydration, and control iis immediaie environment Work in ibis
area is 2ontinuing.
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Recent advances in IT-IR emission spectroscopy of solids
are briefly reviewed, and some neglected points concern
ing the measurement of blackbody radiation are dealt
with. A corrected equati.on describing the single-beam
emission spectra is given, taking into account the possible
thermal radiation ofthe detector. Similarities between the
effect of self-absorption and that of "illegal" data manipu
lations on emittance spectra are pointed out, both giving
rise to spectral distortions like inverted or split peaks or
altered band shapes and intensities. To avoid some of
these problems, the use of a linear emission intensity
scale, emissivity, is advocated, especially for quantitative
work. A special case of self-absorption, namely, that of
multilayer samples, is discussed, in which the spectral
distributions of emitted and absorbed radiation are sig
nificantly different. Simulations of the emission-absorp
tion spectra observed in such cases are shown to belp with
spectral and structural interpretation.

With the proiiferation of modem IT-IR ir.struments in the last

two decades, an increasing number of laboratories turned to

infrared emission spectroscopy (IRES) as an alternative spectro

scopic technique for condensed materials and bulk, opaque

samples for which transmission or reflection techniques proved

to be inadequate. Following the pioneering work of Low and
Coleman,]'2 some basic consider2..tions and exploratory.' measure
ments were published by Griffiths";: and Chase" to test the

capabilities and limitations of IRES using IR intenerometry. More
recently, several other workers checkeu the influence of sampling

conditions (such as sample thickness and temperature, geometry

of sample arrangement. etc.) on the quality of IR emission spectra,
essentially confirming the earlier results. 111e prime objective of

these works, surveyed by Chaimers and Mackenzie,'i was to

develop solid sampling techniques and methods that would

Central Research Instit.rte for Chemistry, Hunga:-ian Academy of Sciences.
Department of Analytical University ()f Veszprem.
Institute of Isotopes, Hunga:"ian 0:" Sciences.
Lov\', M. .L D. Nature 1965, 208, ID89-1m)9.
Low, M . .L D.: CQ]ema:1, I. Spectrochim, 1966,22,396-376,

n) Griffiths, P. R. Appl. Spectrosc. 1972,26,73-76,
i4) Griffiths, R. Am. Lao. 1975, 7,37-45.
(5) Chase. D. B. Appt. Spectrosc. 1981- 35, 77-81.
iJ'i) Chalmers,J. :vI.; :\!lackenzie, M. W. In Advanres in lJ.pplied Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy; Mackenzi(;" W.. E(:.; Wiley: New York, 1988; pp
lOS-188.
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produce good quality spectra free from the known inherent

spectral distortions.

It has been noted repeatedly that IR emission spectra of

condensed samples often suffer from severe distortions (mainly

in the regions of strong emission bands) that could be attributed

either to sunace reflectivity or to self-absorption.J·H To eliminate

band distortions due to selective reflection. the use of thick

(opaque) samples as reference has been proposed by Rytter and

co-workers.'·lll Another recent major advancement in IRES

sampling technique is the application of transient heatinglU' of

the sample surface in order to get rid of self-absorption and to

increase spectral contrast in the case of bulky samples by means

of exciting only a thin sunace layer temporarily. Most recently,

the feasibility of measuring IR emission spectra of highly opaque

solids by modulated emission spectroscopy was demonstrated by

Guillois et al.B

Less attention has been paid to practical aspects of IT-IR

emission spectroscopy in relation to the fundamental theory of

thermal radiation (e.g.~ rneasuremenL of sample temperature iC")

and to the presentation (choice of intensity scale) and data

processing of emission spectra. The main aims of this paper are

to clarify some key issues that have created controversy or have

been glossed over in the literature and to advocate the use of a

linear intensity scale. emissivity, for quantitative work. In addition,

we would like to draw attention to potential sources of spectral

distortions or errors in quantitative applications stemming from

improper operations over emittance spectra. It 'Will also be shovin

on an example that, in special cases, one can take advantage of

self-absorption, for instance, to detect the formation of a layered

structure on the basis of interpreting the spectrum as an emis

sion-absorption spectrum.

(7) Kember, D.: Sheppard, N. /lppi. Spectrosc. 1975,29, 11-96-500.
(8) Willis, H. /I..; Sheppard, N.; Chalmers, 1. In 7th Ditemalional Conference on

Fourier Transform Spectroscopy~ Cameron, D. P., Ed. Proe. SPIE-ht. Soc
Opt. 1989,1145,431-432.

(9) Ryner, E.: C)ye, H. A. Appt. Spectrosc. 1983, 37. 182-187.
(0) Eytter. E. SPectrochim. Acta 1987, 43A. 523-529.
(11) Jones, R. '01.: \1cClelland.:. F. Anal. Chern. 1989,61,650-656.
(12) Jones, R. \V.: :vIcClelland,:. F. Anal. Chem. 1990,62.2074-2079.
(13) Guillois, 0.; Nenner, 1.; Papoular, R.; Reynaud, C. A.!Jj)l. Speetrosc. 1994,

48.297-306
(14) DeBIase. F. J.: Compton. S. Appl. Spectr'Jsc. 1991, 45, 611-618: Erratum.

1991. 45, 12{)9

(15) Keresztury, G.; Mink, J. Appl. Spectrosc. 1992,46, 1747-1749.
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Figure Comparison of Planck functons given in wavenumber representation (H(v,T), solid lines:1 with those in wave,ength representation
(H(/~, T), broken lines) fm three different temperatures.

!EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Infr,-red emission and emission-absorption spectra were

me,-sured witb a Bomem MB-102 spectrometer equipped with a

DTGS detector. The emission accessory attached to the side port

instrument consisted of a sample holder (an electricalIy

heated, polished stainless steel plate) and an off-axis paraboloid

min-or to coliect the radiation. Double beam emittance or

emiLL2..nCe-transmittance spec:ra were obtained by ratioing the

single-beam emission spectrum of the sample against that of a
blackbody reference (a metal plate painted '1,,;th matte black paint)

recorded at identical conditions.

Spectral simulations were perionned eIther on a Nicolet 1180
coneputer (programmed in Fortran) equipped with a Zeta Series

100 digital plotter or on IBM PCs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical Background, with Modifications. Blackbody

Radiation: Wavenumber vs Wavelength Representation. The fun

damentallaw gcverning the:mal emission is expressed by Planck's
distribution function, H. which describes the spectral radiance (or

spectral density of radiant power, often designated as Q) of a

blackbody at absolute temperalure T. This function is given in
textbooks (see, e.g., refs 16-18) and review papers on lRESl'·19.211

in various (often en-oneous) fonns, either as a function of

wavelength, }, or frequency, v, or as a function of wavenumber,

:Oar the sake of completeness, we present here all three

mutJaIly consistent forms that give the radiant power emitted from

C;OOC;Y. R \1.: Yung. Y. L. AtmosPheric Radiation; Theoretical Basis 1: Oxford
Press: York 1989: 29-33.

Lenobie. J Atmospheric Radiative DEEPAC Publishing: Hamp-
:993.

"18) Schrader, B., lufrarl?d Gild Reman Spectroscopy. lviethods and Appt:ca-
VCH: Y\'einheim, 1995.

~19) 3ates, ]. B. Fourier Trans/ann Infrared Spectroscopy; Ferraro, ]., Ed.:
f\.cacIemic Press: Nc\v York, 19/8; VoL 1, pp 99-142.

'20) P. V. In Advances in lnfrcred and RamGn
R. E., Eds.; Heyden: London. 1978:

a unit area, per solid angle, 'n elementary spec-al intervals CU.
dv, and dv, respectively:

H(?SJ dJ = w. (1)

R(v,I) dv = Ire dl' (2)

R(v.I) dv = - 1]-: dv (3)

where h, c, and k are universal consttmts. The inclusion of spectral
elements cU, dv, and dl' in these equations ensures the correct

conversion between the various expressions of spectral radiance.

(Note also that versions of the Planck function containing a factor

8n instead of 2 in the above equations refer to radiance in the

whole solid angle.) In practical applications of the Planck function
in IRES, however, it is not so much the constant factors but the

generai fonn of the function that must be chosen properly,

Figure 1 shows the two most o[(er: used functons correspond
ing to eqs 1 and 3 for three different temperatures, plotted in a

common linear wavenumber scale for easy comparison. It is quite

apparent that they describe curves of essentially different shapes,

with their maxima shifted consiterably to higher wavenumbers

in the case of the wavelength representation. This becomes well

understandable if we consider tbe curves described by eq 1 as
spectra scanned with a spectral slit width constant in wavelengtb

(,I) and the curves described by eq 3 as spectra scanned with a

spectral slit width constant in wavenumber (v), Due to the relation

wei = dv/v' (derived from). = 1/v), a spectral slit width constant

in wavelength (cUl means an increasing spectral interval ill the

wavenumber scale (dv) witb decreasing wavenumber,. Thus, the

integral of the two curves (the total energy detected) in the whole

spectrum will be the same for both representations, if, accordance

with the Stefan-Boltzmann law. The intensity scales of the two
series of curves in Fignre 1 are arbib-ary, but the relative intensities

within both series are correct. The correctness of the curves is
testified to by the facUhal the pairs of H(?"T,) and H(v,T,) curves
corresponding to the same temperature cross each other at the
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same frequency for all temperalures (at frequency where the
"physical slit width" is the same for both representations).

Regarding IT-II, emission spectromecry, should be pointed

out that since FT-IR spectrometers produce spectra at constant
resolution in wavenumber, it is the wavelength representation, eq
3, that should be used as theoretical reference blackbody radia
tion.l:)

lVleasurement o[ Emission: Temperature ()[ the Detector and
Instrument Response. If the radiation of a blackbody at absolute
temperature Tis detected by an ideal IT-IR spectrometer having
100% throughput, no stray light, and detector with blackbody

characteristics kept at 0 K, spectra coincident with a Planck

function, H(v,I), would be obtained.
Radiation emitted by (] non-hlackhOc1~r having f'mitt:mce E(ii)

is described by the function E(v)H(v,I) , which can be viewed as
the emittance spectrum of the sample n, adulated by the Planck

function. If the detector in not at I) 1(, only the radiation balance
between the detector and sample (pius sUlToundings) is measured.

Although this principle is stated by Chase' and quoted by DeBiase

and Compton,!' the expression they have given for the radiation
detected by the spectrometer does not refiec' this circumstance,

L(v,I) = R(v)[E,(v)H(v,T) + B(v) + I(v)Q(v)] (4)

where R(v) is the instrument response [unction, and B(v) and

I(v)e (v) rep"csent stray radiation (background radiation and
instrument seu-emission reflected off the sample surface, respec

tiveiy). To be correct, in place of E,(v)H(v,T) , eq 4 should contain

[he difference of radiation fluxes coming from the sample and
fyom the detecwr:

L,(v,T) = R(v){[E,(v)H(v,T,) - Ed(V)H(v,Td) ] +
B(n + [(v)e(»} (5)

where subsctipts s and d denote sample and detector, respectively.
The above correction, however, has DO C'Jnsequence on the
measurement of sample emittance if it is done according to the
tvvo-temperature, four-measurement approach.:;,~l It gains real

significance when single-beam emission specra are studied using

a room temperature detector. In this case, stray radiation

originating from room temperature parts of the spectrometer can
be neglected, and, if E I] Cv) is close to unity (most detectors are
good approximations to a biackbody radiator), the measured

single-beam spectrum can be described as

\\11en both the sample and the detector are blackbodies (EJv)

= E,,(v) = 1) kept at two differen: temperatures, we arrive at an
even simpler fonnula,

corresponds to use of eq 7. It appears to be an effective way
of correcting for detector temperature.

From eq 7, itlollows that if the sample is at a lower temperature

than the detector, L(v,I) "ill be negative, shol'ing that the net
radiation flux is directed from the detector toward the sample. In
this case, the interferogram appears inverted (turned upside

down), but the single-beam spectrum obtained after Fourier

transformation and phase COITeetion will be the same as in the
case of positive temperature difference, r~ - Til.

It is interesting to note that according to eq 6, for a room
temperature detector and heated sarr,plc having strong discrete

emission bands, L(v,I) can be positive at same frequencies (at the

peaks of the emission bands of the sample) and negative at others
(in transparent regions of the sample spectrurrJ, meaning that

radiation of different frequencies can travel opposite directions.
We wonder if this possible state of events born out by sheer

speculation will ever receive experimental confi'TI12tion.
Intensity Scales and Quantitative Evaluation. Tnermally

excited IT-IR emission spectra recorded in the conventional way.

I'ith the sample at elevated temperature, are usuaUy presented
in one of the follol'ing intensity scales: (i) singie-beam emission

(energy) spectrum: (ii) relative emil'.ance, i.e., emission of the

sampie relative to that of a reference or background mateJial (e.g.,
the empty heater plate, the untreated sample, etc.); (iii) emittance,

E or E%, i.e., the single-beam emission spectrum of the sample
divided by that of a laboratory biackbody measured at the same
temperature, or emittance spectra obtained by the four-measure

ment, two-temperature approach;;"1 and (iv) reflection-corrected

emittance, E*, i.e., same as iii above, but with the use of an

opticaUy opaque (very thick) reference of the same material as
the sample instead of the blackbody."·111

Of these, presentation i is not really acceptable because

band intensities are modulated by the shape of the Planck
blackbody radiation and hy the instrument response funccion,

which can mask useful spectral information. Spectral presentation

ii eliminales the wavenumber dependence of the instrument
response but may produce unpredictably high intensity values,

and the noise level may increase enormously in regions of low
(near zero) emission of the reference material. Emission spectra
obtained using a blackbody reference (as under jii) ensures tnlc

relative band intensities, hut distortions due to dispersion of

surface reflectivity or to self-absorption may still be present. In
order to eliminaTe such rlis~ortions from the spectra, the so-called
reflection-cOlTected emittance, E", was proposed by Hvistendahl

et aP' and Rytter. ~Ii This way, true relative bancl intensities arc

obtained with no distortions at all.
Note, however, that the emittance scaie, E, or rather 1 - E, is

analogous to tra.'1smittance in absorption spectroscopy in the sense

that it is not linearly proportional to thickness (tl) or concentration
(e), and its maximum value, in principie, is 1. In order to convert

the emittance spectrum, E(v), to a linear intensity scale tenned

by us emissivity. E(V), the negative logarithm of - E(v) has tc
be taken:

-loglO[' - E(v)] = dv)cd (8)

Equadon 8 can be called the Lamhert-Beer law of emission

spectroscopy. If we are concerned only with the internal proper
ties of the sample and exclude sunface effects (reflection), 1 

E(v) can be replaced by the transmittance of the sampie, 1(1,),
Spectrochim.Acta 1979.(20 Kember. D.; Chenery, D.

35/1..

Tne correction scheme we proposed in a rec:::nt note iS to achieve

a fair comparison between measured and theoretical blackbody
curves (e.g., for the measurement of sample temperature)
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EquatioJ. 8 assumes that the measured emittance spectrum,
F(v), is connecte'l to the intemal property of the sampie,

emissivity, dv), as

and we getthe customary fonn of the Lambert-Beer law used in

abscrptinn spectrometry, where Ee,,) denotes the molar (decadic)

absorption coe'ficienl. Thus, if reflection can be neglected, eq 8

defines the d'2cadic absorbance, A:o, and can be used for

quantitative detenninations.

The transformation of emittance spectra to absorbance accord

ing to eq 8 is similar to, but unfortunately not quite the same as,

conversion of transmittance spectra to absorbance, because the

argument of iog is 1 - E(v), which requires an operation (constant

array minus spectrum) not readily available in the Fr-IR software

of many commercial instruments. In the lack of the proper

operation (and perhaps because of the simiiarity of the terms

emittance and absorbance), enittance data are often treated like

absorbance data, and all kinds of data manipulations allowed for

absorbance spectra are perfonned with emittance spectra. How
ever, it is important to realize that most operations, like spectral

subtraction, baseline correction, deconvolution, curve fitting, etc.,
are "illegal" in the emittance scale because they require a linear

intensity scale. Although an expression similar to eq 8 appeared

(wiTh a plinting error) in an early paper by Griffiths,' it has been

ignorec even sane works dealing "'ith quantitative determina-

E(v) = 1 - lO-di-), (9)
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referring to a single pass of the emitted radiation through the

sample (i.e., no reflecting back plate) can describe the effect of

self-absorption and simulate the inversion or splitting of emission

bands just as well. The successful simulation shown on the

examples of Figure 2 proves that this effect ofself-absorption IS due
to the interplay ofnonlinearity ofboth emittance and transmittance
scales and their o.bposite directions.

Furthermore, it can he readily shown that illegal spectral

manipulations such as subtraction done in a nonlinear intensity
scale (e.g., emittance or all those listed under i-iv) can lead to

distottions that can be mistaken for the effect of surface reflectivity

or reabsorption.
The only way to avoid the spectral artifacts of illegal data

manipulation is to transform the emittance spectra in accordance

with eq 8 to a linear intensity scaie, emissivity, hefone spectral

manipulations. The incorporation of the corresponding operation

(i.e., a constant minus double-beam spectrum) into FT-IR emission

spectroscopy software packages is slrongly recommended to
instrument manufacturers.

Emission-Absorption Spectroscopy of Multilayer Samples.
The starting point of our discussion here is the assumption that

self-absorption is a common phenomenon occurring most of the

time when the sample is heated from the rear side so that the
cooler surface layer can absorb radiation emitted by the :nner
parts or deeper-lying layers.

Wavenumber

figure 2. Simulation of the effeot of self-absorption using eq 12
for different effective thicknesses 0-1 emitting bulk (Xb) and absorbing
surface layer (xs ). (Lorentzian ban:! shapes with vo = 680. io = 2000,
and w = 30 011- 1.)

(10)

(11)

E(v) = 1 - t(v)

E(v) = (1 -

T.: !-lomanr., K; Kallay, Kt.:chitsu, K Quantities, Units
Physical Chemisiry, n;PA:, 2nd ed.; Blackwell Scientific

Oxford, HJ93; pp 31-32.

where x = the effective thickness (ie, sample thickness times

concentration). Note that it is e(v), not E(v), that can he

approximated a sum of Lorentzian/Gaussian functions. It it

most unfortunate and may add to the confusion of these two

Quantities that the accepted IUPAC nomenclature" uses the same

symbol, E, for borh emittance (E in this paper) and molar decadic

absorption coefficient, quar,tities appealing simultaneously in both

eqs 8 and 9.

Spectral Distortions Due to SelfAbsorption or Improper

Data Manipulations, In view of the previous discussion, eq 9
can be lvr1tten in short as

where t(v) is The transmittance of the sample. Rytter lO has shown

(using a different notation) that the effect of reabsorption of bulk

emission by a cooier surface layer 'llanifested in splitting or

inversion of the centers of strong emission bands can be modeled

by the ,::xpresslon

where and are transmittances of the bulk and of ~he surrace
layer, respectively. In fact, a simpler expression,
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Figure 3. Emission spectrum of a 6 I'm Mylar sheet on a heated shiny metal plate (lower trace), and emission-absorption spectrum of the
same Mylar sheet on a heated metal plate covered with matte black paint (upper trace).

(A) (B)

d" = 0

(cooler surface)

layer 2: 8, (1))

layer 1: 8, (v)

Figure 4~ Notation of layers in a two-layer sample depending on the temperature gradient within the sample in an emission-absorption
experiment. (A) The cool absorbing surface layer is thicker than layer 2 (d, > ck). (8) The absorbing layer is thinner than layer 2 (d, < d,).

This assumption has been verified by two simple measure
ments, the results of which are shown in Figure 3. In the first
case (Figure 3, lower trace), a 6 I'm thick Mylar sheet was
attached to the sample holder (a heated, polished metal plate),
while in the second case (Figure 3, upper trace), the Mylar sheet
was attached to a laboratory blackbody (a similar metal plate
covered with matte black paint). Both spectra were measured at
the same temperature and ratioed against the same single-beam
blackbody emission spectrum. The resulting spectra show clearly
that while the lower spectral trace in Figure 3 is a usual emittance
spectrum (with signs of self-absorption near the peaks of the
strongest bands), the other one can be regarded as the absorption
(transmittance) spectrum of the Mylar sheet, or more correctly,
as an emission -absorption spectrum where the deeper-lying layer
of the sample (the hlack paint) is emitting while the upper layer
of the sample (the Mylar sheet) is absorbing radiation.

It is quite natural that when a homogeneous or single-layer
sample is studied by IR emission, the distorting effect of self-

absorption can occur only at the center of (strong) emission bands.

In multilayer samples, however, when the emitting bulk and the
absorbing surface layer are structurally or even chemically
different, the emission and absorption bands may be at very
different freqnencies, the combination of which produces a
complicated picture: this is a single-beam ahsorption spectrum
in which the source radiation may be far from continuous. The
observed spectrum of such samples will depend on the thick
nesses of the different layers (d], d2, etc.) within the composite
sample on the one hand, and on the distribution of temperalure,
i.e., on the thicknesses of emitting (d,) and absorbing portions
(d;), on the other.

Absorption-emission spectra (AES) of multilayer samples can
be simulated using a mathematical approach similar to eq 12,
taking into account that layers that are chemically (structurally)

(24) Jones, R. W.; McClelland.]. F. Anal. Chem. 1990. 62. 2247-2251
(25) KristOf,].; Mink,].; DeBattist. A; Liszi, J. Electrochim. Acta 1994,39, 1531

1536.
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On varying the thicknesses of emitting and absorbing layers, this
equation can lead to very different results. Naturally, the condi
tions of the IR emission experiment can he varied as weH, applying
different cooling and heating regimes as in TIRESll.1' or TIRTS.'··

As an exampie, the simuiation of IR emission spectra of mixed
Ir02/Ti02 electrocatalytic layers on a 11 plate is shown in Figure
5. The "theoretical" spectrum closest to the measured one (see
Figure 6 of ref 25) is that in Figure 5C, which was obtained on
the assumptions that a 5 flm TiO, layer is formed on top of a 10
I,m Ir02 layer and that the upper layer is only absorbiI'g the
radiation emitted by the lower iayer.

In principle, if the absorption spectra of the pure components
Gayers) making np the sample are krlOwn, a kind of depth pr?jiling
can be carned out by varying the heating-cooling equilibrinm in
the sample, accompanied by simulations of emission-absorption
spectra. These capabilities of IRES are not explored yet com
pletely. Although it is not expected that this method can compete
with the depth profiling potential of the photoacoustic (pA)
technique, it may be handy when FA cannot be used, e.g.,lnder
conditions of remote sensing or in on line or in situ rneasurer:1ents.

Further refinement of the procedure is emisaged by taking
into account also the population of the vibrational energy levels,
depending on the temperature of the layers.

different have different spectral dislIibutions (see Figure 4 for
notations used in the case of lwo layers):

Fogure 5. Simulation of t.18 IR emission-absorption spectrum of
an electrocatal/tic IrOz/TiC2 film having a layered structure. The
hypothetical absorption spectra of layers 1 and 2 (lower two traces)
were chosen to produce an emission-absorption spectrum (upper
trace) closely resembling the measured emission spectrum (see
FlgJre S of ref 25).
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Exact Mass Determination for Elemental Analysis
of Ions Produced by Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption

Jiangyue Wu, Steven T. Fannin, Melanie A. Franklin, Tadeusz F. Malinski, and Carlita B. Lebrilla*

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Davis, California 95616

The exact masses of bastadins, cyclic peptides from
marine sponges Ianthella basta, are determined using
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)
coupled to a Fourier transform mass spectrometer, Two
known compounds were mixed with tile unknown to serve
as internal calibrants, The mass of the calibrants brack
eted the mass of the unknown compound, With this
method, exact masses were obtained to within 5 ppm for
single determinations, and less than 3 ppm for multiple
determinations, allowing the derivation of elemental com
position, This method is viable for routinely obtaining the
exact masses of new compounds with MAID!.

One of the most important features of mass spectrometry (MS)
is the capability for providing exact masses, thereby allowing the

determination of elemental composition. The analyses can be
petiormed 'Nith high sensitivity and more importantly when the

compound contains several impurities. For this reason, mass
spectral data are often allowed in place 0 f elemental composition

as a requirement for the characterization of new compounds.

Accurate mass detennination is typically perronned with mutiple

sector instruments using a known ionic species in the spectrum
(internal calibration) as a reference poim-'

The recent development of matrix-assisted laser desorption

ionization (MALDD has provided greater versatility in MS analyses
by allowing fannation of large ionic species from thennally labile

compounds.H An impressive mass range has been demonstrated
surpassing 101; daltons. Although MAiD! produces very little

fragmentation, favoring instead strong signals of quasimolecular
ions, accurate mass detennination remains a difficult task Several

recent attempts have shown the progress in assigning exact
masses using a variety of I\1S techniques. Beavis and Chait

showed mass accuracy of 0.01% 'Nith MAiD!-time-of-flight (TOF)

(1) Tandem Mass Spectrometry; :vicLafferty, F. Ed.; John Wiley & Sons,
1983.

Karas, :V!.: 1-li!1enkamp, F. Chern. 1988. 6C, 2299-30l.
Beavis, R. C: Ch;"it. B. 1'. RalJid Commult./vlass S,oecfrom. 1989.3,432-

(4) Benvis, [~. c: B. T. Rapid Commu1I. Mass Spectmm. 1989,3, 136,",·

9.
Beavis, R c.: Chait. B. T Chem. 1990.62,1836-40
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MS.;; This has been improved to less than 50 ppm using careful
sample preparation and a reflectron/time oflight6 MAiDI-sector

mass spectrometry of esI clusters has yielded mass assignments
within 0.015% of actual values.'·H MALDl-quaclrupo Ie ion trap mass

spectrometry (ITMS) was used to obtain mass accuracy of less

than 0.05%9 Unfortunately, all of these examples are still well

above the 5 ppm (0.0005%) necessary for the identiTIcation and

the subsequent publication of new compounds.

Wilkins has shown that MAiDl-FoUlier transfonn mass

spectrometry is a viable method for obtaining high mass and high
resolution of MAiDI-produced ions.lIJ.ll WIth an external source

MAiD!-FfMS, McIver has shown deviation of less than 10 ppm

between known and detennined mass with external calibration
and by including the trapping plate pctential in the mass calibra

tion equation. 12.1> In this regard, FfMS may provide the most

immediate and accessible method for obtaining exact masses of

MAiDI-produced ions.

In this report we illustrate a two-ealibrant technique for
obtaining the exact masses of a group of compounds called
bastadins with an external source MAiDl-FfMS. We are not

aware of other examples where the exact mass of an unkno"ill

compound was detennined from MAiD! within the acceptable

limit for the characterization (by elemental composition) of new
compounds. The compounds are cyclic peptides isolated from

marine sponges. They are particularly difficult to analyze with

MS because the compounds contain several bromine atoms that
contribute to significant isotopic peaks to make the lightest
isotopmer, the most important for exact mass detennination, also

the least abundant

(6) Vom1. 0.; Mann. M. J Am Soc Mass Spec!ro!n. 1994. 5. 955-8.
(7) Arman. R S.; Kochling, H. J: HilL j. A; Biemann, K Rapid Commun. Mass

1992, 6, 298-302.
(8) R. S.: Riemann. K Rapid COlilrmm. Mass S.fJectrom. 1991,

5,395-9.
(9) Chambers. D. 1\1.; Gearinger. D. L McLuckcy. S. A.: Glish. G. LAnaI.

Chem. 1993.65.14-20.
(10) Koster. C.; Castoro, .J. A.: Wilkins, C. L.]. Am Chern. Suc. 1992,

7572-·4,.
(11) \VaIker. K. L.; Kahr. M. S.: Wilkins, C. I ; Xu, Z.: Moore, J S.f. Am. Soc.

Mass S/Jectrom. 1994,5.731-9.
(12) Ll, Yo 'VicIv"" R T, J,-,; Hume', R LAnaI ekem. 1994,66.2077-83
(3) Y.dver. R. 1'., J1".; Li, Y.: HUDkf, R. L. Fmc. Nat!. Acad. Sci. US.A 1994.

91.4801-5.
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Figure 1. Top view of FTMS instrument with MALD! source. A nitrogen laser (with 337 nm wavelength) is aimed at a sample probe in the
source region of tre instrument. The ions are formed and guided into the analyzer eel) using a single-stage c;uadrupole rad assembly. The
anaiyzer cell rests in the homo;!eneous region of a 3 T superconducting magnet.

Exact mass detennination with this particular FIMS is notable
for several reasons. To our knowledge, it is the first determination
of the exact mass of ar, unknown compound. It is perfonned with
a relatively low field (3 1) superconducting magnet which has
average homogeneity; the magnet does not contain shim coils for

adjustment. It has not also been possible to obtain exact masses
o01ALDI-produced ions.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experiments were perfonned on an e)Cernal source FIMS

instrument described earlier. jU5 The MI\LDI source was fabri

cated using an existing LSIMS source. The ionization source was

modified by remO\~ng a stainless steel mesh which functioned as
part of a side electrode (Figure 1). Removal of the mesh did not
significantly appear to affect ion intensities. A Laser Science lnc.
nitrogen laser 'Nith a maximum 230 j).Jjpulse was mounted directly
on the instrurr.ent and pointer toward the ion source. The beam

was attenuated with c single quartz disk p12ced directly in the
patl1 of the beam and a quartz window that allowed the beam
access to the source. The total attenuation by the window and
the quartz disk totaled between 10 and 20% of the maximum
output

As discussed previously by Mciver and co-workers, the timing
of the pulse sequences is important for the MALDI experi
mentsI '.l3 Tne experiment is started by a 1.0 ms pulse of N2 gas.
'Nith the reservoir at 22 Torr, the maximum pressure obtained in
the analyzer cell was in the low 10-1 Torr. Simultaneously, the
quadrupole rods were activated for ion transmission. The laser
is pulsed 50 mS after the pulsed gas. The front trapping plate is
set initially to 0V; at 0.5 ms after the laser pulse, the front trapping
plate is rapidly raised to 10 V The rear trapping plate is
maintained at 10 V at the beginning of the experiment. Both
trapping plates are maintained at 10 V for 10 s to allow ions to
tramlationally ,:001 by collisions with the N, gas. After the cooling

period, the trapping plates were dropped to a final voltage of 1.0
V, unless specified. 111e analyzer pressure during the detection
period is typically 2 x 10-8 Torr. These are conditions that have
been established by Li et aL 12,13

TIle bastadins were obtaineu from samples of the marine

sponge Ian thelia basta and were purified by HPLC as described
elsewhere16,1? Since they are derived from one basic structure,
their molecular fonnulas fall within a limited number of combina
tions. This facilitated the assignments of the molecular formulas
for given exact masses.

RESULTS
Accurate mass detenninations in FTMS require that the

frequencies of the ions be stable. If external caEbrants are to be
used, then the frequencies must remain constant for a long period
of time. Wi!." internal calibrants, the frequencies must be stabic
during the detection period (typically Jess than a few seconds).
Several factors can affect the stability of the ion's cyclotron
frequency. The most important include the homogeneity of the
magnetic and the electdc field within the analyzer celL With a 6

s. :Vf.; Card, E.; Lebrilla, C. B. Int.]. Mass Spectrom. Jon
107, 91- :02.

l.,ebrilla. C. B. Anal. Chern. 1993,66,1582-7

(16) Mack, M.; Moi:nski, T. F.; Buck, E. D.: Pessah, 1. BioI. Gem. 1994.,
269, 23236-48

(17) Franklin, M. A.; NIclin,;:;ki, T. F .. unpublished results.
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Table 1" Exac1l: Mass (mlz] Determin;a,tijon of .a !Known

Compound~ aRCycgodextrijn~Using the Sodiated Parent
and the Fragment of Gramicidin S as JlJ1Iternam
Calibrants

theor
mass

detem1inal:on

t
(dev, ppm)

2
ppm)

avof
dctcrmns

995.3067 995.3033 (-3.4) 9~)5.3122 (55: 995.3078 1.1

T magnet and low trapping potentials Oess than 1.0 V), Li et a1.
showed that use of an external reference yrovides a maximum

deviation of less than 10 ppm betwcen the observed and actual

masses." I', A~ external reference is natLI"ally advantageous. It
decreases the number of necessary manipulations and minimizes

the inadvertent introduction of impurities. However, many FTMS

instruments have magnets lower ard ir many cases less
homogeneous magnetic neIds. The superconJucting rna,Q'net in

this laboratory, for example, has a field strength of only 3 T.
Although this field strength and the availabJe homogeneity provide

adequate mass accuracy, Jess than 20 ppm is routinely attainable
with external calibration; it does not fulfill the rigorous require

ment for publications of new compounds (5 ppm or less). In these

cases, internal calibration is necessary to obtain mOre accurate
masses.

Selection of a calibrant depends plimarJy on the desired mass

range. The compounds were chosen to bracket the mass of the

sample as dosely as possible. Rigorous experiments have not

yet been performed to determine the largest possibJe mass range

between the two calibrants that would still provide acceptable
results. The two calibrants 112Cd not be stnlcturally similar to
the unknown compound, although a calibrant that exhibits good

sensitivity to MALDl is deslrable. When fragment ions from one
calibrant is abundant, the quasirnolecular parent and a strong
fi'agment lon signaJ may suffice for (alibrarion. This is illustrated

with the determination of a known compound, a cyclic hexasac
charide a~cyc1odextrin,whose exact mass is measured by using
the quasimolecular peak (ME', mlz 1141.7138 and MNa', mlz
11636957) and fragments (mlz 717.42h and 571.3608) of the

gramicidin S calibrant (Table 111e average of two determina
tions produce a vaJue (mlz 995.3078) that varies by only 1.1 ppm

from the theoretical mass (mlz 995.3067). The largest single

deviation is 5.5 ppm for the lewest mass IsotJpmer. The major
problem with using fragments SIems from the unpredIctability of

MALO! for producing fragment ions. The usc of two compounds

that bracket the expected mass is more desirable.
11,e mass spectrum of a mlxtune is sbwn (Figure 2) derived

from ~1 pmol of a bastadin, whicr. we designate as unknown 1,

and 0.1 pmol each of the two calibrant compounds maltopentaose
(a linear oligosaccharide, left alTOW) and gramicidin S (a cyclic
decapeptide, right arrow). Although mass spectrum was

obtalned in the low-resolution broad-band mode, the isotopic
envelope contains easily resolvable peaks with a conesponding
resolution of 5000 (fwhh, inset). The large number of Br atoms

produces a complicated quasimoleCllar ion region. However, with

the resolution and the high SIN, the isotopic pattern is less of a

hindrance and is useful for determining number of Br atoms.

The isotopic pattern corresponds to the pccsence oifour bromine

3790 Analyt,cal Chemlst,n;, Vot. 67. No. 20, October 16, 1995
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Figure 2. MALD1-FTMS of unknown 1 (given the name bastadin

20). The labeled peaks are the lowest mass isotopmer the calibrant
compounds maltopentaose (sodiated, left arrov../) and gramicidin S
(protonated, right arrow). Both protonated and sodiated gramicidin S
are observed, and either one could be used fm calibration. The lmvest
mass isotopmer and the pseudomoiecular ion region are
shown (inset). ionic bastadin spec:es corres\=cnd to sodium
adducts.

atoms on the bastaclin ring. Tne high SIN of the spectrum also
facilitates the assignment of the lightest isotopmer (asterisk). 111t
identification of this peak is key in providing accurate masses

because it has the Jeast interference frem isobaric Deaks of other

isotopmers. ln the fast atom bombardment (FAB) spectrum, the
matrix background often makes this peak less prominent.

The exact mass of unknown 1 has been independent:y verified

using standard methods that employ a double-sector instrument
In this procedure, fast atom bombardment was used in a vacuum

generator ZAl3-2F and the quasimolecular ion was peak matched,

by overlaying the signals, to a known reference signal. ln TvlALDI

FTMS, the quasimolecular ion cluster corresponds the sodlated
species. The eyctic peptides appear to strongly coordinate aJhall

metal ions. All the bastadins we have analyzed to date appear as

sodium-coordinated species as do the two quasimolecular ions of
the calibrants (arrow).

With the known masses of sodiated gramicidin Sand malto
pentaose, the mass of the sodiated bastadin (unknown 1) is
determined to be (mlz 958.8588). This value de,iates by only

5.2 ppm [Tom the exact mass of the lowest isotopmer for a

compound with the corresponding molecular formula C",H,,
Br;N10,Na (mlz 958.8538). Thc discrepancy lies within the

acceptable limit for the identification and publication of

compounds.
In the past, only a sing:e accurate milSS determination was

necessary for now compounds. More recently, multiple determi
nations have been encouraged. With multiple analyses, FTMS

gives numbers with even :)etter agreement. Cnknown 2 is a
compound obtained by pennethylating unknown 1 (diazomethane,

4 "C, 24 h). The pelmethylation reaction allows the determination
of the number cf hydroxyJ groups on the ring. The sodiated
parent is observed to have a mlz 1015 (Figure 3). The summary

of three determinations is tabulated (Table 2). l\n average value

of the exact mass was obtained corresponding to mlz 1014.9143.
111e closest moJecuJar formula for unknown 2 is C':sH3GDr,N,Os
Na, which has a theoretical mass of mlz 1014.9164 producing a

deviation of only 2.1 ± 1.5 pnm. 111e mass change from unknown

1 to unknovvn 2 corresponds to the addition of four methyl groups.

111e analysis was performed over a period several days,



Table 3~ Exact Mass Determination of a Bastadin
Unknown 3 '

mear dey';
mass !J)pm)

1036.7642 3.1 1036.7666 2.3
1038.7623 8.: 1.1 1038.7671 4.6
1040.7603 1040.7601 -0.2
1042.7582 2 ' -1.3 1042.7588 0.6
1044.7562 -3.( 2.4 1044.7559 -0.3
1046.7542 -7.5 -79 10467461

rn/z

i'vIass Spectrom. Jon Processess 1990,

30

20

;j 10
~:;s

0
~

:;s -10

-20

(18) Grosshans, P. B TvIarshall, A. G.
100.34-7-79

Figure 4. Plot of difference between the calculated and delerrnin8d
mass for ions in the quasimolecu!al' ion region of mass spectrum for
unknown 3 (later identified as bastadin-19). The smallest differences
~ccu~ when the trapDing, voltages are set to 1.0 V or less. Large
cifferences are cbservea with trapping plate voltages set to 1.5 V
and greater.

Figures 2 and 3.). These signals cOITespond to the potassiated
parent and could provide further confirmation of the assignment
of the quasimolecular ions. More importantly, these specks
illustrate that the exact masses of mixtures can be detennined

simultaneously. These detemlinations are aided by the propensity
of MALDI-FTMS to produce primarily quasimolecular ions. The
determination of mixtures will greatly facilitate the speed of the
analysis particularlv for compounds or groups of compounds that
are chemical homologues.

The values of the trapping plate voltage ace importanT for exact
mass detenyjnation and must be kept as low as possible. TI,e
observed natural freqEencies of the ions are known to shift as

the trapping plate voltages are increasedI2.!8 Even with the

internal standard, care must be taken to use low trapping voltages.
Figure 4 shows the differences between the exact mass and the
determined mass (in ppo) as a function of trapping plate voltage.
The largest deviations occur with 2.0 V, which is also the icrgest
voltage investigated (Table 4). The most useful trapping voltages

appear to be between 0.5 and 1.0 V as these conditions exhibit

the least scatter and maintain the lowest deviation between
determined and actual mass for tl1e lowest mass isotoprr.er. With
0.5 V trapping the largest deviation is 7.8 ppm, for the heaviest
isotopmer, while with 1.0 V of trapping potential the iargest

deviation is 5.2 ppm. The difference between the observed mass

2.1 ± 1.5
52 ± 3.7
3.5 ± 1.7
5.3 ± 2.5
1.0 ± 2.3

devD

(Ppo)

995.3067) +
average values

avof
detemms

1014.9H3
1015.9197
1013.9160
1020.9157
1022.9073

-2.4
9.4
5.5
7.5

-1.3

-0.4
,).:)

26
3.6

-3.2

-3.'1
2.6
2.6
2.6

2. Exact Mass (m/z) Determination of a Bastadin,
Obtained by Permethylation of Unknown

Lheor
rn"lSS

1D20.9103
1022.9083

Figu,e 3. 1\iIALDI-FTMS of unknown 2 (bastadln-20 tetramethyl
ether) The calibrantsused are a.-cyclodextrin (sodiated, left arrow)
ara gramicidin S (sodlated, nglt arrow). The lowest mass isotoomer
(asterisk) and the quasimolecular ion region are shown (inset): The
most aburdanl qU8simoiecuiar ions are typically sodium adducts.

JJustrating good instrumental stability. With the given molecular
fOlillula, the deciation of the determined mass from the exact mass

the entire pseudomolecular region is provided (Table 2).
-There is exce'lent reproduclbility when the internal standard is
used. The largest deviations are observed in determination 3 ror
[he heavier isotopmers having mlz 1017 and 1021. As mentioned.
the higher masses may contain isobaric species of other naturally

occumng isotopes such as ll( and "0. For this reason, it is better

chose the tightest isotopmer for exact mass determinations.
heavier isotopmcrs, however, arc useful for continuation of

the assigned molecular formtla.
Based on :'10 above results and the l\MR data,17 unknown 1

was ShOWE to be a new compound and given the name bastadin
20, where X = Hand R = H ':see structure). Unknown 2 is the
Letramethyi derivative of bastadin-20 where X = H and R = CH3•

A third compound, unknown 3, was also separated by HPLC
extracts of Janthrdla casta. The average value obtained from

iVlALDI mlz 1036.7666 corresponding to a molecular
fammla ofC:,H"BrcN,08Na (Table 3). The calculated mass for

given formuia corresponds to mlz 1036.7642 for the lightest
isowpmer and lies only 2.3 ppm from the experimentally deter
mined value..\1ost of the vabes for each isotopmer in the two
determinations vary by less than 5ppm from the calculated values

except for the heaviest isotopmer, which is 7.7 ppm away from
its calcuiated value. 11,e determined mass was key to identifying

compound. Based on this value and the NMR of unknown
is identified as lhe previously characterized bastadin·19
X~ Dr and R H.

ail the spec'era, a c:uster of peaks 16 u larger than the
sodiated quasi:nolecular peaks is observed (See, for example,
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Table 4. Differences between Theoretical Mass and
Determined Mass as a Function of Trapping Plate
Voltages for Bastadin·19"

L (mlz)

0.5 V 1.0 V 1.5V 2.0V

1036.7642 2.2 -1.2 -18.2 -136.5
1038.7623 5.0 -0.7 -9.9 -0.3
1040.7603 -0.3 -5.2 -10.6 10.1
1042.7582 0.3 -5.0 -10.5 8.2
1044.7562 -0.2 -1.: -4.3 22.0
1046.7542 -7.8 -2.0 13.7 22.6

'Reference compounds: a-cyclodextrin ('VlNe+, mlz 995.3067) +
gramicidin S (MNa+, mlz 1163.6957).

of the lightest isotopmer and the known mass is less than 3 ppm
with 0.5 and 1.0 V of trapping. With 1.5 V, nearly all masses have

deviations that are greater than 10 ppm. The deviations increase
further with 2.0 V on the trapping plates. Below 0.5 V the ion
intensities decrease significantly. but there is no observable effect
on signal strength between 0.5 and 2.0 V.

MALDI-ITMS is useful for determining the exact masses of
compounds. The method described is relatively simple requiring

3792 Analytical Chemistry. Vol. 67, No. 20, October 15, 1995

only the addition of the calibrants. All other conditions are typical
for MALD1-FIMS. The method does not require modifications
in either the hardware or the software to implement. The low

fragmentation yield allows simple assignments of the pseudomo
lecular ions. More importantly. there is a real potential for
performing mixture analyses and obtaining exact masses of several

compounds simultaneously. Furthermore. there is little tuning
required between samples as the internal calibrant helps minimize
varying instrumental conditions.
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Approaches and Limits for Accurate Mass
Characterization of Large Biomolecules

Roman A. Zubarev,* Plamen A. Demirev, Per Hakansson, and Bo U. R. Sundqvist

Ion Physics Department, Institute for Radiation Sciences, Uppsala University, Box 535, 75121 Uppsala, Sweden

The use of the average mass for mass characterization of
large biomolecules is examined in light of the latest
achievements in mass spectrometty, and factors affecting
the accuracy of both theoretical calculation and experi
mental determination are analyzed. It is concluded that,
in practice, the accuracy of average mass measurements
is limited to ±O.l Dafor molecular masses below 10 000
Da and to 10 ppm for masses above that value. Inherent
properties ofthe isoropic distributions lead to a systematic
underestimation of the average mass during the measure
ments. The procedure proposed earlier (Zubarev, R. A.

J. Mass. Spectrom. Ion Processes 1991,107,17-
27) in order to correct for this effect is now extended to
the case of multiply-charged ions and their use for mass
scale r.alibration. Afonnula is derived for the relationship
between mass accuracy and both the instrumental resolv
ing power and molecular ion peak statistics. Monoiso
topic mass measurements are recommended to be used
whenever possible. As a complement to that, other
additive quantities, such as the ratio of intensities of the
first isotopic peak to the monoisotopic peak, can be
employed.

Recent advances in mass s?ectrometry of biomolecules bring
to life the old issue about the "most comprehensive" mass
spectrometric characteristics of molecular weight (MW).' The
following well-known quantities are usually applied to characterize

wminal, monoisotopic, most abundant, and average (chemi
cal) mass' Previously. the average mass (AM), defined as the
centroid of the biomolecules isotopic distribution, was found to
be the least ambiguous for MW of large biomolecules. l Later, it
was realized that, because of the namral variations of isotopic
abUldances of the elements, AM can only be determined, even
theoretically, 1Jnth limited acclracy.2 Carbon atoms alone, con

tributing ~50% of a polypeptide's mass and 70% of the isotopic
shift (difference between the /I.M and monoisotopic mass), give
=8 ppm uncertainty in the A..I\1 of a protein.' It is not an
overestimation to assume that other elements raise the total
unceruinty up to 10 ppm. Thus, the theoretical AM of the natural
protein horse myoglobin lies within the interval 16 951.3-16951.7

Da, although a straightforward calculation from the sequence gives
a value of 16 951.49 Da.' Since the theoretical value itself is

(1) Yergey, L I-leller, D,; Hansen, G.: Cotter, R. J,; Fense1au, C. Anal. Chem.
1983, 55, 353~356.

(2) Pomerantz, S. C.; McCoskey, 1- A Dr.!!.. Mass Spectrom. 1987.22,251-
253.

(3) R. C. Anal. Chem, 1993,65,496497.
(4) Zaia, ].: .'\nnan, R. S.: Biemann.:<" Rapid Commun. iV/ass Spectrom. 1992,

6.
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defined with ±10 ppm uncertainty, any comparison of the
experimental results with theoretical calculations is only meaning
ful if the difference exceeds that value.

Another finding concerning the AM is that its experimental
determination aL'1lost inevitably leads to a systematic error that
can be as large as 1 Da.5 The origin of this systematic error can
be rationalized through the consideration of the shape of the
biomolecules' isotopic distribution. The latter is nonsymmetric
and has a "tail" stretching toward higher masses. Because of its
low abundance, this tail is generally ignored during the measure
ments in order to suppress interferences from the noise that is
always present in real mass spectra. Therefore, the mass obtained
as the centroid of the isotopic disn-ibution in such measurements
is always "lighter" than the true AM. The remarkable feature of
this systematic error, or shift between the theoretical and
measured AM, is that it is almost independent upon the MW or
elemental composition of a biomoiecule. Instead, it is determined
by what fraction of the isotopic distribution is used for the
measurements. If, for instance, one considers only the upper half
of the distribution, the shift will be 0.5 ± 0.1 Da for biomolecules
with MW > 700." So far, no attempts 'lave been made to
rationalize this particular behavior of AM. This work proposes
an explanation based on the consideration of the properties of
the binomial distribution. The explanation found confirms that
the considered shift is, in fact, an inherent feature of the
biomolecu1es' isotopic distribution and that the "measure-and
correct" approach proposed in ref 5 is valid for a \-vide range of
biomolecules. An extension of the approach for multiply-charged
ions and reference peaks used for mass scale calibration is also
given.

In experimentally obtained mass spectra, one observes isotopic
distributions "simulated" by nature. Because of the limited
number of ions accumulated in the peaks and other instrumental
factors, the obtained distributions deviate from the theoretically
calculated one and so does the measured AM. Limited mass
resolution of the instrument leads to a "fusion" of the isotopic
peaks which might also shift the centroid of the distribution. Of
analytical interest is what knowledge of instrumental resolution
and accumulated statistics is necessary in order to achieve lhe
desired mass accuracy. In the current work, an attemp: is made

to find the answer to this question using Morte Carlo simulations.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Computational Methods. Isotopic distributions of bovine

insulin were calculated on an IBM PC AT ,,<ith Borland C v. 20
compiler using an approach similar to that described by Yergey
et a1-" Different threshold values were used to limit the total

(5) Zubarev, R A. Int. Mass Spectrom. Jon Processes 1991, 107. 17-27
(5) Yergey,]. A. Jon Phys. 1983,52,337-349
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Peculiarities of the Theoretical Calculation of AJW. The

theoretical AM can be calculated in two ways: (1) by multiplying
the coefficients in the elemental composition formula by the
chemical masses of the elements and (i1) by generating the
isotopic distnbution and calculating its centroid.

where ~1V1i and Ii are the masses and corresponding intensities of

the spectrum points (bins of a lire histogram). In theory, the
two computational approaches for AM calculations are equivalent.
In practice, however, the second way may involve complications
because of the huge number of permutations involved. For the
relatively simple molecule of glucagon (l\JiW = 3483.8), for
instance, the calculation of 7.9 x 109 unique permutations is
needed. 1i A commonly employed method to avoid excessive
caiculations is to generate only permutations exceeding a thresh
old value6 The introduction of a threshold may introduce an
error: the isotopic distribution of bovine insulin, calculated with
0.:% threshold relative to the most abundant pemmtation, gives
an average mass of 5733.521 Da. 1i The resuit deviates from the
theoretical value AM = 5733.585 Da calculated from the elemental
chemical masses, by 0.064 Da or 11 ppm. That is, the error
obtained is of the order of the uncertainty from the isotopic
abundance variations! We have found that, in fact, a threshold
as low as 0.001% is needed to achieve an agreement of better than
0.001 Da between the average masses calculated by the two
approaches.

number of permutations involved, ranging from 0.001% to 1% of
the 'ntensity of the most abundant permutation. The Mome Carlo
simulations were performed on a Macintosh lId using a program
written on the THINK C v. 4.0 (Symantec). These simulations
involved the computation of isotopic distributions of CN clusters
with 100-1000 carbon atoms and totally 10L10" molecules

(clusters) in each distribution.
Instrumentation. The in-house built DlPLOMA time-of-flight

plasma desorption mass spectrometer was used in this study; it
is described in detail elsewhere.' The instrument employs a
single-stage mass reflectron and provides a typical mass resolution

of 5000 fwhm for organic ions and 10000 for CsI. The total
effective length of the flight path of ions is 2.3 m. The primary
72.3 MeV ions come from a tandem Van de Graat
accelerator at a typical rate of 2500 S-l Spectra were taken at
acceleration voltage for secondary ions of +15 kYo

Samples. The peptide thymosin was obtained from a com
mercial source and was used without further purification. The
samples were prepared in the following way. First, a nitrocellulose
(NC) iayer of 400-700 Athickness was deposited by spin coating
from an acetone solution on a 1 x 1 cm' silicon slice (chip).
Peptide molecules were dissolved in water and were dried on top
of the backing. Finally, the samples were washed with water in
order to remove salts and low·mass contarnlEants. 8
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Fngure 1. Centroid determination of the bovine insulin isotopic
distribution: (a) top-fitting method, a cutoff at a level h and averaging
only the upper part of the distribution, i.e., background subtraction;
(b) integration down to the base line of ali prominent isotopic peaks
exceeding h (no background subtraction).

Another constraint may arise from the number m of significant
isotopic peaks in the obtained distribution. Calculations for bovine
insulin show that, in order to obtain better than ±O.l Da accuracy,
one needs to measure both masses and intensities of at least m =
11 isotopic peaks, the smallest of which is just 3% of the maximum
intensity (provided that both masses and intensities are measured
exactly). It should be noted that m increases rapidly with MW:
for MW = 12000, m = 20 if ±0.1 Da accuracy is desired. The
above results suggest that proper care should be taken while using
computer programs (including commercial ones) for generating
the isotopic distributions in order to avoid miscalculations. The
best strategy would be to calculate the centroid of the obtained
distribution and compare it with the AIVl value obtained through
the chemical masses of elements.

Experimental Measurements of ~i\1. Two Approaches to
Centroid Measurements. In order to suppress interferences from
the noise in experimentally obtained spectra, One has to select
the "most prominent" peaks by setting up a suitable threshold.
In Figure 1, two possible approaches for centroid determination
are shown: (a) "top-fitting",,,·9.!o a cutoff at a certain level h and

averaging only the upper part of the distribution, i.e., background
subtraction; (b) integration down to the base line of all prominent
isotopic peaks exceeding h , I.e., no background subtraction. TIle

(1)Alvi = I,M//l):
..~O

(7) Brinkmalm. G.: Hakansson, P.: Kjellberg,].: Derrjrev. P.; Sundqvist, B. C.
R; Ens. W. Int. Mass :3pectrom. Ion Processes 1992, 114, 183-207.

(8) Jonsson, G. P.; A. B.; P. L.: Sundqvist, B. U. R.; Save,
B. G. S.: r. P.; Nielsen, P. F.: Roepstorff, K-E: Kamensky,
1.: Lindberg, M. S. L. Anal. Chem. 1986,58,1084-1087.

(9) Feng, R.: Konishi, Y.: Bell. A. W.] Am. Soc. Mass Spec;701n. 1992,2,387
401.

(10) McEwen, C. N.: Larsen, B. S. Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 1992, 6,
173-178.
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"'.Jumber of carbon atoms

Figure 2. Dependence of Jt nm2x for carbon clusters as a function
of the total number N of atons in tilE cluster (u, 'rue position of the
isotopic distribution centroid; nmax, position cf the maximum peak).
The period of "oscillations" is ecua[ to 11p, where p is he relative
abundance of the less abundant isotope.

centroid obtained in both approaches is always "lighter" than the

true average mass, because the high-mass tail is not included in

the calculations. Both cases, therefore, lead to a negative

systematic error. For a cutoff level h = 50% and top-fitting, this

systematic elTor is almost independent of the mass and amino

acid composition of polypeptides with MW > 700 ad lies "ithin

0.45 ± 0.10 Da.5 Thus, an cbvious approach for improving the

accuracy of frle average mass is to add a correction factor (i1mSl1XJ
= 0.45 Da) to the experimentally determined value. The uncer

tainty ±0.1 Da of the correction factor remains, however, as a
possiblc mass error. The "down-to-base line" integration (Figure

1ti) is. in fact. a combination of two figures: the top-fitting part

(as in Figure 1a) and an under-the-threshold part The comparison
of the twc approaches will be given later.

Origin of the Systematic Shift in Measured AM Values. The

source of systematic deviation of the measured centroid from the

theoretical A1vl is best illustrated with the example of the isotopic

distributicn of single-element two-isotope molecules, e.g., pure

carbon clusters C, (including fulleeenes). The isotopic peak

abundances of such a distribution are described by the binomial
distribution

10C 200 300 400 500

.M "(
P(n) = n1 (N _ n)! p 1-

wherc 1'(,,) the relative intensity of the nth peak (the manoiso

topic peal< is denoted as the Oth peak) and p < 1 is the relative

abundance of the less abundant isotope. The position nm~ of the

most abundant peak in the dislribution satisfies the follo\ving

relation:

Here fl = pN is the mean value of the binomial distribution, i.e.,
its cenu-oid. >laking an assumption p « 1 (for carbon, p = 0.011).

obtain

0.8 , '

i:
'" 0.6 /\ : -;;

Q \ " 9(% f
(9
=l 0.4

0.2-

lOC 200 300 400 sao
Number of carbon atoms

Figure 3. Dependence of p - {j for carbon clusters as a function
of the total number tv of atoms in the cluster at different cutoff leve!s
h (;.~, true position of the isotopic distribution centroid; ii. centroid of
Its upper part taken above the cutoff level h).

other words, the position of the most abundant peak in the

binom'al cisb-jbution is always "lighter" than the centroid, and

the difference (u - nm".) between these two values never exceeds

unity. The behavior of j1 - nm~ for carbon clusters as a function

ofehe total nu:nber N of atoms in the cluster is shown in Figure

The discrete character of the binomial distribution causes f-l

to "oscillate" with an amplitude 1 as N increases. The

period of the "osciUations" is equal to lip.
Let us now consider the difference between the average value

of the distri'Julion 2nd the centroid ii of its upper part taken

above the cutoff level h (top-fitting). The behavior of j1 - ii as a

function of N for different h is shown in Figure 3. At h = 50%, j1

- ii) approaches a value of ~0.4 and oscillates around it with a

relatively smali amplitude, <0.1 Da. Another remarkable feature

of tilat dependence is that, even at low cutoff levels, the magnitude
of ,U - ii is significant: it already reaches ~0.1 Da at h = 3%.

Figure 4 represents the comparison made for carbon clusters

between the top-fitting and down-ta-base lIne integration with the
threshold taken at h = 50%. As can clearly be seen, the latter
approach exhibits '"'-'3 times larger variation of the magnitude,

-1< < f.J or 0 < Jt nmax < 1 ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 Da. Because oi the large oscillations, the

correction !lmh cannot be implemented for down-to-base line

integration, and we win not consider this approach further.
Application for Peak Posii'ion Determination. As shown in the

above considerations, the systematic shift.u - ii is an inherent

feature of any binomial distribution with p «1. The isotopic

distribution characterizing biomolecules is in fact a complex

binomial one, where binomial distiibutions of single elements are

superimposed. Although a strict mathematical proof is difficult

to present, it is intuitively clear t"lat the propcrties of a peptide

isotopic distribution wi]] be dominated by the 70% contribution

from carbon atoms. Indeed, our calculations show that the
isotopic dislnbution of bovine insulin exhibits behavior very similar

to that of carbon. For example, a cutoff level of 3% was found to

give an error in AM of 0.1 Da. 111erefore, the "measure-and

correct" approach proposed in ref 5 might be valid for a wide range

of biomolecules. This approach is employed on a routine basis

in our work, invohing mostly TOF measurements. The cutoff
level h = 50% and the corresponding correction value

0.5 Da are found tc represent a reasonable tradeoff between two

opposite desires. The first one is to suppress interferences by
chasing a high cutoff level; the other one is the precisioIJ
consideration demanding lower h for better statistics. An
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position remains the same in temlS of the absolute value, i.e.,
- n ;:<:; 0.5 Da at h = 50%.;' The discrepancy can be significantly
higher, up to 1 Da, at higher h (see Figure 3).

Application for Multiply-Charged Ions and Mass Scale Calibra
tion. For multiply-charged ions (z> 1), the discrepancy between
the theoretical mlz value and the "top-fitted" position was found

to be z times smaller than in the case of z = 1:

(2)

R. D. Anal. Chem. 1994.(:1) Cheng, X.; Bakllliar. I~.; Vall Orden, S.;
66. 20R4~2087

Equation 2 implies that, in order tc obtain an accuracy of /'"M,
= 20 = 0.1 Da in average mass measurement of a compound iATith

AJ:i! '" 10 000 Da, one should accumulate at least N,. '" 4000 ions

in the molecular ion peak. provided :he isotopic peaks are well

resolved. Therefore, high sensitivity does not necessarily lead
to high accuracy of mass determination. Even though single

molecules can be trappee in the FTICR cell,:: and excellent

ll1is implies that the charge state of ions, z, must be knoVvl1

before the appropriate correction can be applied.

In various mass spectrometric techniques, standard com

pounds (calibrants) are used for the purpose of better mass
calibration. There, undesirable errors in the AM determination

may also alise if one does '10t take into account the L':-mh factor.
For instance, if the mass scale is calibrated using know11 Aili! of
singly-charged calibrant peaks with positions determined at h

50%, the whole mass scale will be shifted by ~0.5 Da. If the ions
to be measured are also singly-charged, direct measurement of
their centroids yields the right answer without any further

corrections. If, however, the ions !-.ave z > I charges, their

measured centroid will be shifted by (-0.5/z + 0.5) Da. After
deconvolmion (multiplication of the measured centruid values by

z), one obtains an eiTor of 0.5(z - l) Da. lin the general case,

when ions with z = n are used for the calibration with centroids
determined above threshold h, the corresponding en'or of

charged ion peak centroids will be L':-mh (q- n) .

Influence of Instrumental Parameters on Measure-
ments. Monte Carlo simulations of the isotopic distributions of
carbon dusters c.,v were performed in order to detennine hO\ol

resolution and statistics affect the mass accuracy. The distribu

tions containing N, molecules were ;'observed" with an l:1stru
mental resolution of R; i.e., every isotopic peak was replaced by

a Gaussian distribution with dispersion 0', = AJ:iJl (2.35R). The

latter expression originates from the definition of resolving power
R = AM/lwhm, where fwhm = 2.350'" is the full width at half
maximum of a single isotopic peak. Masses of the individual

isotopic peaks M, were assumed to be known exactly, while
intensities (abundances) Ii were allowed to deviate randomly from

their theoretical values by up to ±2JI, (poisson statistics was

assumed). For every simulated distribution, the centroid was
calculated at h = 0% using eq 1 and compared with the theoretical

AM. Every kind of distribution was simulated 10" times. and the

standard deviation O'AYI from the thecretical AiM was calculated.

Basee on the results of the simulations, an empirical formula was
found for

400

350

300

"= 250
8

i.~
150:s
100

50

application of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 5,

where the plasma desorption TOF speccrun: of the MR- ion of
thymosin (AiM = 3108.1 Da) is presented. The position of the

centroid measured at h = 50% is mlz 3108.5. corresponding to a

measured AM of 3107.5 Da. After adding the correction value
I11n,;os, = 0.5 Da, the resulting AM becomes 3108.0 ± 0.1 Da, in
good agreement with the theoretical value.

When the background is low comparee] to the signal, the
intermediate cutoff region, 3% < h < 25%, where the oscillations

of,u - " are minimal (Figure 3), is more convenient for choosing

the correction value L':-mh (corresponding L':-m" values for different
h are given in ref 5). This, however mig:1t not mean bener

accuracy, because the dependence L':-ml' (h) ]s much steeper for

those values of h, and an error in h leads m more significant error
in Lim)] than at h = 50%. ~

It should be noted that the method is applicable for any MW

greater than ~700. Although the isotopic distribution of a
biomolecule becomes relatively more symmetric with molecular

mass increase, I the discrepancy between the AM and the peak

3095 3iOO 3105 3110 3115 3120 3125 3130

MIZ

Figure 5. Pasma desorption TOF spectf'Jm of the MH+ ion region
of thymosin (theoretical MW = 3108.1). Average m/z measured at h
= 50% - 3i08.5, corresponding :0 mec:sured average mass of
3107.5 Oa. Adding the correction value = 0,5 Da results in
average mass 3108,0 ± 0.1 Oa, in geod agreement with the
theol'eticnl value.

o+~~-'---'~~~-'-~~~~-'-~~~~-'+

o J 00 200 300 400 500

Number of carbon atoms
Figure 4. Dependence of ,U - n for carbDn Clusters as a function
of :he total number N of atoms the cluster at cutoff level h 50%
for two centroid determination procedures: top-fitting (solid line) and
dO'Nn~to~base line (dashed line), In the latter case, variation of the ,If

- fi magnitude is much larger than in the former (from 0.1 to 0.6
08). The correction fJ.mh, therefore. cannet be implemented there.
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resolution can be achieved, accurate AM measurements still will

require a collection of thousands of ions.

Another conclusion that can be drawn is that, in terms of the

error in &\!] neasurements, :he requirements on the resolving

po'?/er of an inslrumenl are rather modest. It is easy to see from
eq 2 that, equal statistics accumulated in the molecular ion
peak, a resolving power of R ": (IO(}A.M) 1/2 provides an accuracy

comparable wi'h that obtained with much higher resolution. From
peint of view, the "sufficient" resolution is R = 1200 for MW

< iO 000 and R = 3900 for MW up to 100 000: in both cases, the

accuracy of Aryl determir.ation will not be compromised by

the resolution

Comparison of Ailll with Other Mass Spectrometric Char·

aCteristics. From a practical point of view, the use of additive
quantities for biomolecule characteJization is preferable. Nominal,
mcnoisotopic, and average mass are additive: their values for the

parts of a molecule, summed together, yield the corresponding

values for the whole molecule. On the contrary, the mass of the
abundant isotopic peak, as well as any other peak besides a

mcnoisotopic one, is not additive (see below). Another example

of a nonadditive quantity is the width of the isotopic distJibution.

Additive quantities are linear functions of the elemental composi·

tion al1 biomolecules and monomer composition for biopoly·
mers md thus anow a wider range of mathematical techniques

implemented for molecule recognition than those nonaddi
tive. ::z

lVIonoisotopic Mass. The monoisotopic mass carries informa·

on the elemental composition of the molecule but not on

isotopic abundances. This IS, in fact, an advantage, unless

deuteration or sirr:ilar procedures are used. There are no basic

limitations on the accuracy in the monoisotopic mass measure
ments of a biomolecule, except for that the abundance of the

monoisotoplc peak is very low at high MlV. General1y, it is hard

to esta'jlish the position of the monoisotopic peak at MW > 5000,
even though the isotopic pattErn might be wel1 resolved. Erratic

mODoisotopic mass assignment leads to an error of at. least 1 Da.
'D1e way out has been shown by the approach based all an a priori

relationship between the AIvi and the most probable position Mm

of the monoisotopic peakYl

= AM - (AI\1/KJ (3)

monoisotopic mass of natural peptides, but otherwise does not

extend the mass range of the vaiidity of eq 3, because the spread
of monoisotopic masses at MW = 10 000 remains to be ±0.5 Da.

Masses ofIndividuai IsotoPic Peaks. Since every isotopic peak

except the monoisotopic consists of many closely situated com·

ponents (isobars), 1 the mass of each of those peaks is. in fact, a

centroid of the isobar distJibution. This makes the mass of an

individual isotopic peal' a nonadditive quantity. The width of that

distJibution depends on the distance from the monoisotopic peak
and usually is in the range of several mil1idaltonsLi.1b The

calculation of the exact mass of an isotopic peak must involve,

therefore, a full·scale generation of the isotopic distJibution: it is

not enough just to calculate the position of the Be components.

Obviously, the natural spread in the isotopic abundances will

influence the exact position of an isotopic peak, although it is not

yet dear to what exient. For high·mass compounds, no individual
isotopic peak can always be recognized as the most intense.; and

therefore, the mass of the most abundant peak hardly can serve

as a characteristics of MlV. However, the exact masses of

individual isotopic peaks can be measured with an accuracy of a

few ppm. J7 It has been suggested therefore that the set of masses

of individual peaks can be used for the biomolecular mass

characteJization17 It is not clear yet how big an error in the

molecular characterizadon could arise from even 1 ppm error in

the mass of an individual isctopic peak. The main difficulty here

is to identify the "origin of the coordinates", ie, to find the position

of the monoisotopic peak. Again, a mistake in assignment ":OSt8"

at least 1 Da error In NfW determination. It is therefore doubtiul

that the set of individual isotopic peak masses alone can be a
sufficient characteJistie of MW, although it might be a useful

complement to other mass spectrometric characteristics, e.g., the

average mass.

Other Additive Characteristics of MW There is yet another

additive quantity that em be useful for the mass spectrometric
characteJization of molecules provided the isotopic peaks are

resolved and the intensity of the monoisotopic peak can be

measured. This is Kl/[), lhe TaLio of intensities of the first isotopk

peak, usually referred to as the peak, to the monoisotopic

one. Kl/II is a linear function of the molecular elemental composi·

tion (except for elements without 111+1 isotopes, like Cl or P) and

isotopic abundances:

where K ~ for proteins and K 2092 for polynucleotides.

I-Iece was assumed that the monomers (amino acids and
nucleotides, respectively) are equally abundant in biopolymers.

Formula 3 works satisfactoJily, i.e., gives an error less than ±0.5

Da. for prot.eins below 10 kDa and polynucleotides below 100 kDa.

Senko et. a!. improved the approach for peptides by constructing

model fullino acid averagine, C:'Y:;l)4Hu~y;:,;NLI;)"("f01.4773StJ.U417,

,vhich t.akes into account the TI2turaJ abundances of diff~rent amino

TI,e factor K, calculated through the averagire, turns out

to be 1741.5. The difference in K reflects relatively low natural

abundance of S-containing amino acids, methionine and cysteine.

The Senko's value gives a better estimation for the most probable

s. Ph.D. Thesis, Institute COT Analytical Instrumentation, USSR
Leningrad, 1990.

Boncl<:L-enko, P. V. Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 1991,

s. c.; McLafferty, F. W.]. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom.

where E, are the numbers of atoms in the elemental formula and

AOE; and A'E; are the corresponding abundances of the M and M
+ 1 isotopes for each element, respectively. For average natural

isotopic abundances, it foilows

Kl/O = O.OlllEc -'- 0.00015E" T D.0037E~

0.0004Eo + 0.0079Es

Theoreticaily, Kl/o oontains information on both the elemental
composition and abundances and thus is a valuable mass spec~

(15) Wer]en, R. C. Rapid Crnnmun. Mass Spectrom. 1994.8,976-980.
(16) Yergey, J; Colter, R. ..; Heller, D.: renselau, c. A;,!al.Ciem. 1984.56,

2262-2263.
(17) Dobberstein. P.; Schroeder. E. Rapid COn/mun. NIass Spectrom. 1993, 7,

861-864.
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trometric characteristic. In practice, however, it might be ilifficuIt
to measure this parameter with sufficient accuracy due to
resolution and statistics constraints. Besides, the 10 ppm limit
in accuracy due to natural variation in the isotopic abundances
applies also to that quantity.

CONCLUSION
Accurate average molecular weight characterization of bio

molecules faces substantial difficulties when the desired accuracy
approaches 0.1 Da for MW below 10 000 or 10 ppm above that
limit. Even theoretically calculated isotopic distributions may
deviate from the "true" shape if an insufficiently low threshold is
chosen to limit the number of permutations. In practice, measure
ments of the average mass inevitably lead to an underestimation
of its value; even with a proper correction, the residual uncertainty
is still of the order of =0.1 Da. Such a correction can only be
made if the top-fitting approach is used for centroid measurements;
the down-lo-base line method leads 10 a greater, and not correct
able, error. One should be aware of the origin of the systematic
shift between the theoretical and measured AM, which is in the
very nature of the isotopic distribution of biomolecules. Statistics
accumulated in the molecular ion peak, together with limited

3798 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 20, October 15, 1995

resolving power of the instrument, can compromise the accuracy
of high-sensitivity AM measurements. An equation is obtained
(eq 2) allowing one to estimate the statistical error arising due to

these reasons. The use of the monoisotopic mass, whenever it
is possible, is preferable. Other additive quantities, such as Kl/o,
can also be used in combination with monoisotopic or average
mass, to characterize biomolecules. As for the set of exact masses
of the individual isotopic peaks, it is doubtful that it can serve as
a sole MW characteristic.
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Failure of 29Si NMR To Detect Increased Blood
Silicon Levels in Silicone Gel Breast Implant
Recipients

Peter Macdonald,*,t Nick Plavac,t Walter Peters,t Stanley Lugowski,§ and Dennis Smith§

Department of Chemistry, Division of Plastic Surgery, and Centre for Biomaterials, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1A2

We have compared directly the results of atomic absorp
tion (AA) spectroscopy and a 29Si magic angle spinning
(MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique
reported in the literature by Garrido et aI. (Garrido, L;
et al_ Magn. Resan. Med. 1994, 31, 328-330) for
analyzing blood silicon levels in control patients versus
patients with silicone gel breast implants. AA spectros·
copy yielded blood silicon levels in tile nanogram per
milliliter range for control patients, while somewhat higher
values were found in patients with implants. The 295i
MAS NMR technique applied to the identical blood
samples was unable to detect silicon in any of tile samples.
Sensitivity calculations demonstrate tilat 295i MAS NMR
should not be expected to detect silicon at the levels
determined by AA spectroscopy under tile spectroscopic
conditions employed and that tile concentration ofsilicon·
containing compounds would need to 104 times the level
detected by AA in order to be detected by tilis NMR
method.

The fate silicone leaked from silicone gel breast implants
has become :he focus of intense scnltiny. Free silicone can
"b:eed" into the tissues immediately adjacent to implants'" and
ca'1 migrate further via the lymphatic system" The silicones, or
polysiloxanes. of which implant materials are composed are
generally rather inert chemically. Nevertheless, immunological
sensitization silicone could possibly contribute to the develop
ment of autoimmune connectve tissue disease.4 A recent report

by Garrido and colleagues suggested that biodegradation and
chemicai modification of silicone accompanies its migration among
tissues and organs and that measurable amounts of silicon, on
the order of 100 mM total silicon (corresponding to approximately
2.8 mg/mL) , were found circulating in the blood of some implant
patients.:)

The studies of Garrido et a1.' were conducted using 29Si magic
angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-

Phone: 905-828-3805. fax 90S-828-542S. E-mail: pmc.cdona@credit.erin

Depanmenl
Division oi Pia"ti, .Sun!erv
Centre for

(11 Nelson, (: 1980, 66, 969-970.

(2) Barker. D. S. Plast. Reconstr. Surg. 1978. 61.
836-841.

(3': Hausner, Sehoe '. F. J.: Pierson, K. K. Plast. Reconsty. Surg. 1978,
62. 381-38<.
Peu~rs. W. P!as! 1995,34. \03 109.

(5'1 Garrido, Pflei(:en:'I" co.; .,en,,,",. b. G.; Hulka, C. A: Koparcs, D. B. Magn.
Rewn. iVIed. 1994. 325-:32,0.
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troscopy to assess levels of silicone in blood and to identify any
chemical modifications that had occun-ed. NMR spectroscopy is
ideally suited for chemical identification. because there is a rich
variety of spectral parameters sensitive to structural and dynamic
details and because it is possible to perform the analysis from
within the midst of a complex mixture, such as a biological fluid.
However, NMR spectroscopy is not a particularly se:lsitive
technique in comparison to others." When lower absolute
amounts of an analyte are present, sensitivity considerations
inevitably restrict the utility of NMR spectroscopy

More recent alOmic absorption (M) spectroscopy measure
ments of blood silicon levels indicate that total elemental silicon
concentrations fall in the 10-20 ng/mL range for control patients.
while statistically significant higher levels (20-40 ng/mL) are
found in patients "ith silicone gel breast implants.' Nevertheless.
even the highest levels of silicon determined using M are 5 orders
of magnitude lower than those reported using '9Si MAS NMRc,

In order to address this discrepancy between the findings of
the two techniques, we have perfonned a direct comparison of
blood silicon levels determined by AA and "Si MAS NMR
analyses. Levels of blood silicon were determined in bOUl control
patients and patients having silicone gel breast implants The
details of the M and "Si MAS NMR techniques employed
matched as closely as possible those described in the conflicting
reports.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Blood Collection. Blood was cullecled irom seven volunteers
having silicone gel breast implants and six control patients without
implant exposure. No patients with diabetes or autoimmune
disease, or patients tabng any Irnovm silicate-containing medica
tions, were included in the study. Tl1e implants had been in place
for a median of 13 years (range 7-20 years). Five of the seven
patients subsequently demonstrated implant rupture at explanta
tion. All blood samples werc takcn in a fashion designed to
eliminate silicon contamination. using a meticulously clean col

lection room and "silicone-decan taminated" syringes and plas
ticware as described previously.' Heparinized blood samples were
stored at 4 'C prior to analysis by M and '9Si NMR spec
troscopies.

At\. Spectroscopy. Silicon measurements were canieu oul

with a Varian Model 875 atomic absorption spectrophotometer

(6) Abragam. A. Principles ofNuclear Magnetism: Oxford Press: Hong Kong.
1961.

(7) Peters, W.; Smith, D.; Lugowski. S.; McHugh. P.. Ami. Plast. Surg. 1995,
34. 343-347
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Table 1" Blood SiHcoli1l LeveJs in Conboi vell"SUS Implant

PatHents Determined via Atomic Absorption
Spectroscopy

number

minimum
maximum

median
standard deviation
standard

030
5'7.70
20.42
21.75
20.41
8.33

7.10
57.50
27.11
25.31
17.77
6.72

A

B

equipped willi a graphite furnace Model GTA 95 and autosampler,

using procedures and protocols described elsewhere"'
29S1 MAS NMR. 1\'Si NMR spectra were recorded under

conditions matching as closely as possible those described by

Ganido et a1:' Specifically, spectra were obtained using a Varian

9.4 T VXRS 400 NMR spectrometer equipped with a Doty MAS

probe tuned to the resonance frequency of "'Si (79.459 MHz).
Typically. a 200 ,uL volume of whole blood was transferred into a

standard Doty 7 mm (i.d.) zirconium MAS rotor, and the 19Si NMR

spectrum was acquired using acquisition parameters as follows:
slow spinning of the MAS rotor (~1000 Hz), single-pulse excitation
with a 3.5 /1S radio-fTeqcency pulse (~45° tip angle). a recycle

delay of 10s, with a sweep width of 33 000 Hz digitized into 2048
data points. Eight thousand such scans were signal-averaged (~22

h total acquisition time).

IRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AA Spectroscopy. Table 1 summarizes the results of the M

spectroscopy measurements of silicon levels in blood samples for

the control patients versus those 'hith silicone gel breast implants.

For the control group, blood silicor. levels were in the nanogram

per milliliter range, the mean value being 25.42 ng/mL. in

agreement 'With previous cletenninations using the same meth

odology.' For the implant group, blood silicon levels were
somewhat higher, the mean value being 27.11 ng/mL, again

agreeing with previous determinations in a si'Ililar, albeit larger,
patIent group ,.

29S1 MAS NMR Spectroscopy. Figure shows a series of

"'Si MAS NMR spectra obtained as described in the Experimental

Section. Spectrum A is a positive control acciuired using silicon

oil (Dow Coming 360 Medical Fluid; viscos'ty 350 cs. average

molecular weight 12 (00). A single broad resonance line is visible
(n = -21 ppm relative to tetramethylsilane, TMS) and is assigned
to ,he dimethylsiloxanes of poly(dimethylsiloxane).8 Other pos

sible silicon resonances, such as hydrolyzed and methyl

tenninatecl silicone, or silica, or high-coordinated silicon, are not

observed. Either these compounds are present in amounts too
small to be detected or their signals are broadened beyond the

de:ection limit under the processing conditions used to generate
the "'Si NMR spectra. Of particular note is our use of an

eXJonential multiplication of the free induction decay signal prior
to 'Fourier transformation, corresponding to a line broadening of
400 Hz, exactly as employed by Garrido et a1.';

Spectrum B is typical of the blood samples tested here in that

the only '''Si NMR resonance that is visible is a broad, featureless

(8) B. NJ'yIR of Newly Accessible
'ifo;-k. 1983: p 197

Laszlo, P., Ed.; Academic

Figure 1. "Si MAS NMR spectra: (A) 200 .ul of silicon oil, 4 scans.
line broadening (Ib) 400 Hz, no data points removed from the FlO.
aod vertical scale (vs) 1500; (8) 200 ,ul of whole blood from implant
patient. 8000 scans, Ib 400 Hz, no data points removed from the FlO.
aod vs 75 000; (C) 200 .ul of whole blood from implant patient [same
sample as (8)], 8000 scaos, Ib 400 Hz, fi'st 10 data points removed
from the FlO, and vs 75 000; (D) 200 III of whole blood from implant
patient [same sample as (B)], 8000 scans, Ib 400 Hz. first 10 data
points removed from the FlO, and vs 600000; selected integration
and phasing of particular regions of spectrum as described in the
text.

line centered at ~-100 ppm, corresponding to the expected

resonance frequency of silicon dioxide (otherwise known as silica).
This same broad resonance line is observed in all blood samples.

both implants and controls, and even in a blank sample containing

only water. It must arise, therefore, from background silica

present in the NMR probe itself.
A common means of removing such broad background

resonances from NMR spectra is to eliminate the first few data
points from the free induction decay (FID) prior to Fomier
transformation. When we removed the first 10 data points of the
FID. exactly according to Garrido et aLe (Garrido, L., personal

communication). we obtained spectrum C shown in Figure 1, from
which the broad resonance assigned to background silicon in the

probe is now clearly absent. More significant is the absence of

any other silicon resonances, whatsoever, under these acquisition
and signal processing conditions. The same result is obtained in

alI blood samples tested, whether from control patients or patients

having silicone gel breast implants.
We would mention, in addition, an eighth patient, who had

subcutaneous silicone injections rather than silicone gel implants.

AA. spectroscopy results indicate that blood silicon levels for this
patient were in the high end of the range displayed by the silicone

gel breast implant group. (The M results for this eighth patient
are not included in the data or the statistical analysis of Table 1.)

Even using blood from this eighth patient, we were unable to

detect any "Si NMR signal.
One difficulty arising from eliminating the initial data points

in an FID is the necessity of correcting for the substantial first
order phase shit that is an unavoidable side effect of employing

such a signal-processing routine. Spectrum D in Figure 1 shows

that it is possible to generate what appear to be broad resonance
signals in the ''''Si NMR spectrum simply by employing the spectral

baseline correction and phasing routines which are a standard
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p2..rt of the data-processing so:frn:rare offered by every modern NMR
spectrometer manufacturer. In the spectrum ShO"11, we chose
four particular regions of the specrum for integration. After
selecting the desired range of frequencies for integration, the
phase of the signal within that region is adjusted as desired, and
Lhe cUIIlyuLer "corrects" the intervening regions [or apparent
baseline anomalies. The resulting phased and baseline-corrected
sf'Pctrum apparently contains resonances within the selected
frequency ranges. These arise purely as a result of computer
manipulation. The difficulty here originates with the fact that there
is no "real" signal In the spectrum upon which to base a judgment
regarding the correct phase and baseline treatment. Note that
we could have chosen any region of the spectrum, performed the
same manipulations, and generated similar anomalies.

A simple calculation supports our experimental finding that
"'Si NMR, under the conditions described by Garrido et als and
reproduced here, is incapable of detecting levels of silicon
ccnsistent "ith those reported by AA spectroscopy. The detection
limit is a function of the signal to noise ratio (SIN) in the NMR
spectl11m. Signal increases directly v.ith the number of NMR
sensitive nuclei in the sample coil of the NMR probe and the
number of scans that are averaged together. Noise, on the other
hand, increases only as the square root of the number of scans.
Consequently, SIN increases with the square root of the number
of SCaIlS. The spectrum of silicon oil in Figure 1 has a SIN ratio
of 33, obtained "ith a 200 fiL volume and signal averaging just
rOllr scans. Csing the density of silicon oil (1.05 g/mL), the weight
fi·action of Si in poiy(dimethylsiloxane) (37.8 wt %j, and the natural
abundance 29Si (4.7%), one calculates that such a volume of
silicon oil cor.tains ----3.4 mg of 29Si. If the number of scans were

increased to 8000 from 4, then the SIN ratio would increase by a
rae lor of (800J/4) ,I' to equal -1476. The absolute lower limit of
sensitivity corresponds to a SIN ratio of 1. Cnder conditions
identical to those under which the various blood samples were
tested, this waule. equate to approximately (3.4 mg /1476) = 2.3
ug of 2951/200 fiL, con·esponding to -245fig/mL total elemental
silicon. For signal detection a SIN ratio of 2 or more is desirable,

N.: 1.: \Vebb, A.; Magin. R.: Sweedler, J Anal. Chern. 1994,
66. 3849-::857.
Black. R A.: Roemer, P. B.: Mueller, O. M.; Mogrc-Campcro.
A: Turner. L. G: Jobnsoil, G. A. Science 1993,259,793.

while for quantification a minimum SIN of is generally
considered necessary. Clearly, these '"Si '1"MR sensitivity limits
are a factor of 10' higher than the blood silicon levels determined
from AI>, spectroscopy. We would point out that a further
calculation shows that to detect such 'ow levels of silicor, using
the described 29Si NMR technique would require multiple centu
ries of signal acquisition time. Even allovring for differences in
the sensitivity of one NMR probe versus another, ann the
approximate nature of the calculation, it seems impossible that
29Si MAS NMR could detect the silicon levels reported by AA

spectroscopy.
More appropriate conditions for "51 NMR spectroscopy of

blood sampics than those dcscribed by Garrido et a1.' are ;-eadily
conceived. In particular, WiliS of liquid samples is a poor means

of eliminating 29Si-1H dipolar coupling, one of the main sources
of loss of SIN through line broadening in '''Si NMR spectra. A
better approach would be to directly decouple !H using a radio
frequency decoupling field while employing an inverse-gated
sequence to avoid deleteIious nuclear Overhauser enhancements
due to silicon's spin 1 = _lj,. Larger sample sizes and a higher

sensitivity solution-state NMR probe would also seem to be a
necessary prerequisite to better signal-to-noise ratios. Finally,
recent advances in NMR radio-frequency coil design"·'" may
eventually permit routine detection of such low levels of analyte,
but these are not yet widely available.

The question remains as to why Garrido et atS observed silicon

'lMR resonances in their blood s"mples. If the published spectra
were due to real signals rather than artifacts from data processing.
then contamination from extraneous sources during the collection
andlor sample-haIldling process seems the most likely eXplaIla
tion.
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Technical Notes

Anal. Chern. 1995, 67. 3802-3805

Attomole-Sensitivity Electrospray Source for
Large-Molecule Mass Spectrometry

Gary A. Valaskovic, Neil I.. Kellehe~, Daniel P. I.ittle, David J. Aaserl.ld, and Fred W. Mclaffel"ty*

Baker Chemistry Laboratory, Comeli University, ithaca, New York 14853-1301

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
For electrospray tip preparation. short lengths of small-bore

(5. 10. and 20 I,m i.d.; 150,um outside diameter, o.d) fused-silica
capillary tubing (Polymico Technologies. Phoenix, AI) were
mounted in a modified micropipet puller (Sutter Tnstruments

Model P-87. Novato. CAl with the standard platinum-iridium
heating element replaced with a 25 W CO, laser (Synrad, Inc..
Bothel:, WAll apparatus details are described elsewhere." The

613.
lll) WErn, S.: Mann, M. ]. !'V1ass Spec/rulli. Prou;sses 1994, 136.

167 -180.
(lS) Hillenkamp, F.; Karas, !VI.; R C; ChaiC B. T. Chern. 1991,

63, 193;\'.- 202A
(19) '{.; :'vlcIvTf. ;~. T. Rapid Cmnmun. Mass S]>ectrom 1994,8,

(20) Jespersen, S.: \V. A: Tjaden. U.l(.; Greef, J. v. L:tborn. E.;

Lindberg, I<ocraauE'. J Rapid Cormmm. Mass Spcctrortl. 1994.8,581-
584.

(21) KJiger, S.; Cook K. D: Ramsey, R. S. Anal. Chem. 1995, 67. 385-38~).
(22) Valaskovic. G. Holton, rViorrison, C. H. A/)pl. Opt. 1995,34,1215

1228.

McLaffe:-Ly.

Am. Soc. Mass Spectrol'f!. 1994,5.605-M, R.; Caprioii, R.

D.
1021.

(15)

(1i;) Kelldw

normal ESI-MS) 14 have been substantially lowered by the
discovery"- 17 that reducing EST sample flow rates from 1 I,L!
min to as low as 25 nLImin (",uEST") 17 yields a far smaller
reuuction in the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN). Matrix-assisted laser
desorption (MALDl).I' the other exciting new method for the
ionization oflarge (> 10 kDa) molecules, has low attamole sample
requirements attained by analysis of femtogram samples. 19.20 The

ESI system presented here extends this capability to ESI-FTIvlS
by reducing sample size to the picaliter level. realizing the small
sampling requirements for single-cell analysis by MS.

One tj1Je of these I,EST glass "needles" is fablicated from fused
silica capillary tubing (5-250 ,urn inside diameter, i.d.), forming
a sharp tip by etching or grinding;,,·lIi.2I these needies can utilize
much smaller (and observable) sample volumes. For the second
type, 0.5-1 mm i.d. glass capillary tubing is heat softened and
pulled down to form tips of 1-3 ,urn Ld.;17 the much smaller
droplets from these yield a stable spray at lower flow rates (25
50 nLImin), with improved desolvation and ionization efficiency.
Combining these approaches. the ,uESl needles described here
are fablicated by pulling down fused-silica capillary tubing to
minimize f,Irther both sample volume and droplet size.

(1) Yeung, E. S. Ace. Oem. Res. H)94, 27, 409- -114-.

(2) Sakmann, IL Single-Clwililcl Rtcordhg; Plvnuill Press: New
York,198:-\.

0) Foskett,.i. K., Cel! Biology:

New York, 1990;

(-1) Berman, B., Jacobsen. K, Microscopy/or Biology; John Wiley
&. Sons: York, 1990.

(5) Gilman, S. D.: A. C.
(6) Fenn,l B.: \1alln. C. M. Science

1989,246,64-71.
(7) Smith, R j. H:.: D. S. A. 1'.1:01. C/zem.

1993, 65, S74A~584A.
(8) Hofstadkr. S. A.: \\'ah1. B;w:e, J D. I Am. C!lan. Soc.

1993,115,69K3-G984
(9) McLafferty, F.

(10) Speir, J. P.: Senko,:vI. W.:
5'pectrom. 1995. 30,

(1) O'Connor. P Speir. j P.: "IN.: P.: Mclafferty, F. vV
.r Mass Spetfrom. 1995. 30. 80 93.

(12) l-Iofst,ldlcr, S. A.: Swanek. F '. D. c.: EW:;lg, A. G,; Smith, R. D.
1995,67.

(13) P. E.; Soc. Mass Spcctrom.
1994,5,857·"'869.

Exciting advances in biomedicine have been made possible
recently by ultrasensitive techniques for singie cell' and subcel
lular~ analyses that correlate imagingH and separation l.S meth
odologies with selective, sensitive chemical anaiysis. For example,
subattomole sensitivity '1as been demonstrated with capilla.ry
electrophoresis (CE) but with low chemical specificity. I Integra
tion of CE with electrospray ionization. li ,7 especially' with Fourier
transform (FI) MS.!I-ll improves specificity dramatically; recent

reports describe hemoglobin mass spectra from 10 red blood cells
(5 fmol, FTMS) " and peptide mass spectra of limited mass range
[Tom 0.3 fmol samples (consuming only ~: 0 amol)L1 Tne sample
reqairements for such EST-MS systems (50 fmol achieved for

Full mass spectra of high resolving power are obtained
from 0.2 nL sample volumes of large (> 10 ldla) nucle
otides and proteins using a new electrospray ionization
(ESI) system combined with Fourier transform mass
spectrometry. The ESI needles are fabricated by laser
heated pulling of fused-silica tubing (5-20 fim i.d.),
followed by chemical etching and surface metalization.
Total analyte loaded at the instrument of 8.6 fmol and
216 amol produces signal-to-noise ratios of 400:1 and
60:1. respectively, and resolving power of > 105 for full
mass spectra, while the total amount of material con
sumed is ~150 and 10 amol, respectively.
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Table 1. Needle Characteristics

Capillary Reservoir

A.

B Sp:-ay Solution
• Siiica Tip \

~

~-===:~~=rJ~'~'\\===;===l~'=
/. /1

Copper /- - Ii
Contact Glass m:mnt

tube Ld.
(urn)

20 60
20 30
10 30
5 30

a For 1 em iength needles.

6
2-3
2-3

2

3
3
0.8
0,2

7-20
2-H
1-7
0,)-1.5

Fig"re i, (A) Electrospray Inlet system (B) Detail of the needle
mount.

laser first bums off the polyimide coating (11 W for 5-15 s) and
soItens tre silica (16 'i'i); the puller then reduces the tubing
diameter to yield a short « 1 mm) taper, separating 'he tube into
two tips of 50-100 nm Ld, as measured by high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) , After trimming and cleav

ing the distal end of each needle for a 1-4 em rube length, tips
were immersed in 49% HF (Fisher Chemicals, Fairlawn, NJ) for
30-60 s and flushed multiple times with 0.2 lim membrane

filtered, 16 MQ H20 over a period of 20-30 min, Tip i,d,'s ranged
from 1 to 5 um, depending on the silica tubing i,d, and the HF

imme"sion time, After drying in air, a thin-film sputter deposition
system (Demon Vacuum, Medel UV-502, Cherry Hill, NJ) depos
ited a 25-150 nIIl thick gold film OIl the needle in a 60 mTorT Ar
atmosphere with a 20 rnA sputter current.

The mass spectrometer was a modified 6 T Extrel-Waters
(Madison, Wl) FTM5-2000 instrument with Odyssey data station,
inJoducing the eiectrosprayed ions with quadrupolar transport
through five stages of differential pumping into a cylindrical
trapped ion cell held at 10 0 Torr,2324 To aid ion trapping and
ceoling during acquisition, a gas pulse [Ar or Nz at (---...2-5) x

"'orrl is admitted into :he vacuum chamber. Spectra are
acquired in broad-band acquisition mode after base pressure is
restored, nsually in 20-30 s. The fused-silica ESI needles (Figure
1) are glued on the end of a glass!copper mount; electrical contact
between the Au·coated portion of the tip and the copper plate was

made with siiver paint The tip mount is attached to an X,Y,Z
stage for fine positioning with respect to the heated capillary inlet

(~100 'C); as observed wi'h a transmitted light microscope
(Olympus Optical Co,), the optimum tip-inlet distance is 0.25
1.5 mm. A positive or negative tip-inlet potential, typically 600
1300 V, was applied wth 5 kV supply (Bertran Associates,
H'cksville,

Immediately before use, samples were centrifuged at 16000g
for 5-10 min to minimize suspended particles. Analyte is
delivered to the disl<ll end of the needle with a clean glass capillary,
wirh flow monitored by be light microscope, Filling the needle

Figure 2. (A) Light photomicrograph of a needle from 5 ,dm i.d.
tUbing after pUlling and (S) after etChing, tip i.d. -2 ,um. (C) SEM
photomicrograph of a 2.3 pm i.d tip: note the extremely thin wall

is completed with solvent, and the capillary "reservoir" is added

(Figure 1), After the tip voltage is turned on, a stable ESI current

is usually obtained in 1-15 s, Following spectral acquisition, the

capillary reservoir is removed and t1e remaining solution is
sprayed until "dry", Fresh needles are used when anaiyte or

analyte concentration is changed.

Equine cytochrome c and bovine ubiquitin (Sigma Chemical)
were dissolved in 2% acetic acid (99,9%, Aldrich Chemicai). Single

stranded 50-mer DNA (Cornel: Peptide/DNA synthesis facility)
was desalted wit1 high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

and dissolved (20,I1M) in 70% acetonitrile (Aldrich Chemical) and

0.015% triethylammonium acetate (TEA) ,"

The mass spectrometer was externally calibrated pi'ior to

acquisition of analyte spectra, Moiecular weights reported here

are for the most abundant isotopic peak; incorrect peak assign
ment, which can yield a ±1 Da error, is minimized by statistically

comparing the measured aIld theoretical isotopic distributions.2fi

Safety Considerations: Hydrofluoric acid can cause serious

burns; it should be handled in a fume hood with protective clothing
and eye wear and disposed of with excess calcium chloride,

Carbon dioxide lasers can cause ignition cf flammable materials
and require protective eye wear and beam path enclosure,

(23)

2.:-;08.

Quinn, J P,; Wampler, F. M.; McLafferty, F. W.
1993,4,557-565,

P.; McLafferty, F. W. Anal. Chern. 1994.66,2801-

(25) Little, D. P.; Thannhauser, T. W.; McLillerly, F. 'IV Pmc. Natl. A~ad. Sci
US,A. 1995,92,2318-2322.

(26) Senko. M. W.; Beu, S. Co; McLe1feny. F- W_l- Am. Soc. Mass SjJectrom.
1995.6,229-233.
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0 Total Cunent (nA)

30 . Flow Rate (nL/min) 1.4
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Figure 3. Total spray curren! (0) and flow rate (e) vs applied
voltage: ESI needle 2 ,um i.d. tip. from 5 um :.d. tubing; 1.0 mm
between tip and counterelectrode.

Figure 5. Mass spectra of bovine ubiquitin (20 ,liM): nozzie
skimmer capillary voltage, (Ai 80 V, (8) 180 V; ESI needle, 2.6 ,um

Ld. tip, 5 ,urn tubing; flow rate .......0.5 nUmin; data acquisition 3 s

MW = 15,307.6 Da Theory [13(7)
MW = 15,307.8 Expt.

+Na

807.5

A. 16+

m/z
Figure 6. Mass speotra (3 s data acquisition) of equine cytochrome
c: ESI needle, 2 I'm i.d. tip, 51,m tubing. (A) and (8) 0.86 nl of 10
I'M (8.6 fmol), 0.3 nUmin. (C) 0.22 nL of 111M (0.22 fmol), 0.23 nU
min. (0) Theoretical isotopic peak abundances.

cosolvents can cause much more rapid precipitation of analyte
during the spray process, apparently from preferential evaporative
loss of cosolvent at the tip. Loss of electrical contact with the
gold coating is likely due to the poor adhesion of gold to the silica
substrate and corona discharge. The silanization technique of
Kriger et al.'] resulted in only a modest improvement (10-20%)
in tip lifetime. Better results were obtained 'With thick (2: 150 nm)
gold films, but thin «35 nm) gold films allow viewing the contents
directly with the microscope. Needles with thin films yield -15
30 min (10-20 8ample injections) of conlinuous spraying; thick

films last from 45 to 60 min.

ESl with 20 flm Tubing. The I'ESl-ITMS spectrum of the
50 mer DNA (Figure 4) AlOT lOC17G13 (MW ~ 15 307.6 theory,
15307.8 experiment), required additional TEA (0.015%) to displace
impurities from the needle tip. Despite a 3 nL/min flow rate, the
tota150 mer ion current measured behind the cell was 20-30 pA
vs 75-150 pAfrom the standard ESI source (lI'L/min). Further,

MW -::;; 12,359.3 Da Theory (13eg)
MW = 12,359.2 Da Expt.

774.75

900

MW = 12,359.1 Da Expt.

773.75

M 16+

800700

772.75

B.

c.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Needle Fabrication and Spray Characteristics. A 15%

batch-ta-batch flow reproducibility can be achieved by holding the
pulling and etching parameters constant. The pulling process is
much more easily controlled to generate submicrometer tips.
Etching these in HF (Table 1) results in a tenninal wall of 50-80
nm thickness (Figure 2) that generates the high electric fields

required for stable ESl. As found by Wilm and Mann," sample
flow starts when the electrical potential is applied at the tip. At a

fixed potential between the tip and inlet capillary, decreasing the
distance increases the flow rate, with the lower limit determined
by tbe onset of corona discbarge Flow rate and total spray
current are also determined by the applied voltage (Figure 3).
Flow rates were measured by the duration of the spray current
from a completely filled needle without the reservoir.

An ESl spray rate of 25 nL/min is the lowest previously
reported;]? a spray rate 2 orders of magnitude lower is achieved

here with a similar tip size. This appears to be due mainly to the
viscous flow within the small-bore capillary tube; note that the
flow reduction (Table 1) is more dependent on needle capillary
inside diameter than on tip orifice inside diameter. Solutions of
large molecular weight proteins spray at rates 10-50% lower than
'With solvent alone in the same silica tip.

Needle Durability. Lifetimes for continuous spraying are
generally 20-60 min. There are two modes of tip failure: clogging

by particle impurities or precipitated analyte, and loss of electrical
contact with the spray solution from degradation of the gold
coating at the tip. Particle clogging can be greatly reduced by
submicrometer filtration and centrifugation of solutions. Organic

'---"'-...............l21- l...........W_17

- ..-l
700 800 900

m/z

Figure 4. Mass spectrum of 50 mer DNA (14 nL of 20 I'M
solufion): ESI needle 2.8 I'm i.d. fip, 20 I'm i.d. tubing; flow rafe ~3

nUmin; data acquisition time 3 s.
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the spectra from the two sources show similar S/N. With their

pioneering source, Emmett and Caprioli16 also found that a far

,greater percentage of ions yields a meaningful (analyte) signal.

Reduced Thermal Stress. An unexpected advantage of!'ESI

was shown by the spectrum of single-stranded DNA To". which

exhibits little fragmentation as well as good S/N (data not shown).

In contrast, the normal ESI spectrum shows substantial fragmen

tation. The e12ctrospray is directed at a capillary (Figure 1) that

is heated to ".id in droplet desolvation; I'ES1, with its far lower
tJow rate, reqlires a capillary heating wattage 25-50% less thar.

that nonnally used, consistent with :he decreased dissociation.

,uESl of longE:( strand DNAs (2: 100 bases) are currently under

investigation.

,uES! willi 5 ,urn Tubing. A sample of 0.76 nL of 20 ,uM

bOvine ubiquLin (15 fmol) electrosprayed from a 5,um needle (2.0

,urn tip) at a OJ nL/min flow rate gave the Figure 5 spectra (MW

8564.65 theory, 8564.63 experiment). These were acquired

sequentially, each with a 3 x 10-6 Turr N2 pulse prior to a 3 s ion

acquisition ard a 20 s delay before the excite/detect event. The
80 V capillary voltage was changed to 180 V between spectra to

effect nozzle--skimmer ion dissociation, with the Y18, Y:17, and

ions furthe'- characterizing the an2Iyte.23.21.2S The ~90 s spray

time would b" sufficient for further tandem MS experiments; also,

ion trappingcequires only a few seconds, so that the ES1 high

voltage could be turned off between trapping events, stopping

sampl" flow. The extended spray time of this source should also

benefit the long data acquisition times of scanning instruments. :3,Hi

Further szmple reduction still )~eIds useful spectra (Figure 6)

of cytochrome c (0.3 nL/min, total sample of 8.6 fmol, 150 amol

consumed, current at ,he ion cell of 20-30 pA). The unexpectedly

high SIN (400:1), high resolving power (> 1()5), and mass accuracy

(12359.3 Da theory, 12 359.2 Da experiment) is maintained even

Loa, 1- A.: Quinn,]. P.; S. L; Henry, K D.: Senko, M. 'N.; McLaffert)',
F. W. Proe Nati. Aced. US.A 1992,89,286-289.

(28) D. Speir,]. P.; Senko, M. W.; O'Co:1nor, P. B.; McLafferty, F. W.
Anal 1994. 66, 2809-2815.

(29) Li. Y.; R. L.; McLver, R. T. Nature 1994. 370, 3Sl3-385.
(30) Feistnpr, FaulL K F.: Barofsh.)T. D. F.; Roepstorff. P';' Mass Spectrom.

1995,30, ;')19-530.

though the analyie delivery rate is of that with conventional

ESI. A total of 0.22 fmol delivered to the instrument (10 amol
consumed) yielded a spectrum of SIN 60:1-80:1, experimental
MW = 12359.1. A cytochrome c spectrum of 3:1 SIN should
require 10 amol loaded and 0.5 amol consumed. Thus, the
spectrum quality obtained with microvolume sampling and con
ventional E51 on the same mass spectrometer14 should be
duplicated with this ES1 source using 3 orders of magnitude less
sample.

CONCLUSIONS
This source demonstrates bot.io picoliter sample volume and

picoliterImin flow rates for high-sensitivity eiectrospray ionization,
truly "picospray" ESI. Its needles are easily produced from
commercial fused-silica tubing and can be used in standard ESl
sources. Femtomole samples of large (" 10 kDa) molecules
routinely yield full mass spectra at high S/N, RP '" 105, and MW
errors <0.3 Da, These capabilities are far better than those
acheived for MALDI, even with FTMS,19'9 and the projected
detection limit of~10 amal of material loaded is comparable to
that reported for ]\;lALDJ.2° Particularly promising would be use
of picospray ESI with capillary electrophoresis, maintaining spray
stahility at ultralow flow rates, using directly its narrow-bore (5
75,um) silica tubing.'.'·21 ,,'hen combined with CE, the analysis
of complex protein mixtures in practical "real world" samples will
be possible. MS protein oharting,"C in which bown proteins are
identified in complex biological samples using only molecular
weight and fragment ion masses from tandem MS, could be
possible at the single-ceIl level
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Poly(vinyl alcohol) as Solid Substrate Material for
Room-Temperature Phosphorimetry

Tatsuya Kitade,* Keisuke Kitamura, Junko Hayakawa, IEmiko Nakamoto, and Noriko Kishimoto

Kyoto Pharmaceutical University, 5 Nakauchi-cho, Misasagi, Yamashina-ku, Kyoto 607, Japan

Chim.

A mixture of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and a small amount
(5%) of cellulose (ell) was pressed under ~280 kg!cm2

to form a disk of 1 mm thiclmess, and the prepared disk

was used as a solid substrate for room-temperature
phosphorescence (RIP). The addition of Cll was to
reduce the fragility of the disk and enhance the perme
ability of sample solutions into the disk smface. The
sample solution spotted PVA-CLL solid substrates were
dried in a microwave oven conveniently. The efficiency
of PVA-Cll solid substrates was monitored by RIP
intensity ofp-aminobenzoic add (PABA) spotted on them,
and the results showed that the RTP signal of PABA was
largely enhanced as compared to that on the conventional
paper solid substrates. Another prominent feature ofllie
PVA-Cll solid substrate is that the RTP signal can be
observed sufficiently even \'vithout a dry gas flush during

t.he RTP measurement, while a dry gas flush is essential
for the conventional substrates. A calibration curve for
PABA was linear from 7.3 to 1200 pmol/spot. The
results for the RTP measurements of chlorpromazine
hydrochloride and tetracaine hydrochloride were also
reported. The limits of detection of PABA and the other
two drugs were 0.03, 0.16 and 1.26 ng. respectively.

Room-temperature phosphorimcrry OD solid substrates has
been investigated to develop a sensitive and selective method for
c1etem1ination of trace amounts of organic compounds. This
technique was first reported by Roth, who obtained room
temperature phosphorescence (RTP) from arematic compounds
adsorbed on filter paper and cellulose l Schulman and WaIling

reported on other substrates. such as silica, aiumina. paper. and
asbestos.

'
.': Since then, a great deal of effort has been focused

on the search for suitable subs:rate materials.- n Recently, ion

exchange resins have been used in the dow-through RTP OJ)

tosensor that is based on transient immobiiization on the resin of
metal chelates '2 H Among the materials investigated, fi'ter and

276-278.
1972, J78, :;3-54·.

1973. 77, 902-905.
en" "'.'N·. 0.). ~,h",'. Chem. 1976,48, 1784-

Acta 1977.93,

1977. 49, 2164-

Olein. 1978,50, 610-612.
Chem. 1979,5:.659-663.

,,,,,"v, V'V" ..' D Chim. Acta 1984, 160,

.. ""'V, "'C' .... D. Tdanta 1986,33,27-33.
"V. Ana!. C'him.Acta 1987, 197, 169-176.
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chromatography paper have appeared to be the most convenient
substrates for the RTP measurements. Thus, several investiga
tions on paper substrate RTF have been pertonned."" Campiglia
et a1. adopted filter paper as the substrate for the solid substrate

RTP detection of caffeine. theophylline, and theobromine in liquid
chromatography.'9 Recently. Gioia et a1. showed tbat the addition
of sodium dodecyl sulfate and heavy atom salts can enhance paper
substrate RTP of biogenic indoles.'"

However, paper substrates have some disadvan:ages; Le., they
are not always identical in their qualities and frequently have

background emissions. In addition, continuous gas flow through
the sample compartment of a spectrophotometer is necess3ry
during measurement of RTP emissions because moisture can
quench them.

This paper describes the preparation of a moisture- and oxygen
insensitive RTP solid substrate by using poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA)

mixed with a small amount of cellulose (CLL). The efficiency of
prepared solid substrates was evaluated by the RTP intensity of
p-aminobenzoic acid (pABA) spotted on them. TIle method of
drying samples was also investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTiON
Reagents. Poly(vinyl alcohol) 2000 (Kanto Chemical Inc.),

fibrifonn cellulose (CLL) (Nacalai Tesque Inc). extra pure grade
PABA (Kanto Chemical Inc.), chlorpromazine hydrochloride
(Sigma Chemical Co.), and tetracaine hydrochloride (Wako Pure
Chemical Industries Ltd.) were used as purchased without further
purification. Deionized water was distilled and used as the solvent
to prepare stock solutions of the drugs.

Procedure. The PYA granules were ground with a motor
driven mill and then sifted through a 250 mesh sieve. The
obtained fine powder having less than 63 ,um pare-icle size was
mixed with an appropriate amount of CLL. After the mLxture was
well ground in an agate mortar -with a pestle, 50 mg of the mixture
was pressed for a few minutes with a die used to make KBr disks

for IR spectrophotometry. The disk was 13 mm in diameter and
~1 mm in thickness. After reinforcing the back side 01 the disk

(12) Pereiro-Garcia, R: Lit!. Y. M.; DiaJ:-Garcia. l'IJ..1,.: :,an:HVJedel. h. Ana!. "ice.",.

1991, 63, 1759-1763.
(13) Alava-Moreno, F.: Diaz-Garcia, E.; Sanz-l'vledcl. A.

1993,281,637-644.
(14) Liu, Y. M.; Pereira-Garcia. R.: Valencia-Gonzalez. Diaz-Garcia, M. E.:

Sanz-Medel, A. Anal. Chern. 1994, 66. 836-840.
(15) McAleese, D. L.: Dunlap, R. B. Anal. Chon. 1984,56, f-:iOO-601.
(16) De Lima, C. G.: Andino, M. Winefordner. J. D. .4nol 1986. 58.

2867-2869.
(17) Campiglia, A D.; de Lima, C. G. Anal. Chem. 1987,59,2822-2327.
(18) GarciaAJvarez-Coque, M. c.; R1.mis Ramos, G.; O'Reilly, A :VL: WineJordner,

J. D. Ana!. Chim. Acta 1988,204,247-258.
(19) D.; Laserna,]..L Bel1hod, A.: Winefordner. J. D. Ana!.

Acta 244,215-222.
(20) Gioia, S. M. c.: Campiglia, D. Ana!. Chim. 1994,287,

0003-2700/95/0367-3806$9.00/0 © 1985 American Chemical Society
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Figure "I A Structure of spindle-type sample holder and substrate:
(A) threaded brass rod; (B) flat brass plastic base holder; (e) plastic
base; (D) daube-faced tape; (EI cellophane tape; IF) solid substrate.

Figure 3. Comparison of RTP emission spectra of several kilds of
substrates and distilled watec: (A) Cll, (8) PVA-Cll (95:5); (C)
Distilled Water (substrate-PlfA; sample amcunt, 20ul); (D) PVA.

figure 2. Comparison of RTP emission spectra of PABA spotted
on several kinds at substrates. ([PABA], 0.2 nmol/20 I'l): (A) PYA;
(B: PVA-Cll (95:5); (C) ClL.

with celJophane tape, it was cut into 4 x 8 mm pieces and stuck
to a plastic plate (8 x 30 mm) with double-faced tape as shown in
Figure 1. A 20 ,uL aliquot of the sample solution was spotted on

the whole surface of the substrate by using a microsyringe. Then
the substrate was placed in the preheated microwave oven and
dried for 5 min. After drying, the substrate was stuck to a spindle

type holder (see Figure 1) with a double-faced tape and cooled to
room temperature in air. The RIP signal was measured by a
spectrofluorometor (Hitachi F-3010) equipped with a phospho
rescence accessory Excitation and emission slits were set at 5

nn.

RESliLTS AND DISCUSSION
RIP Emissions of PABA on a PYA Solid Substrate. A

ty:,icai RTP emission spectrum of PABA spotted on a PVA solid
substrate is shoV\'11 in Figure 2. The wavelengths Df excitation
and emission maxima were 273 and 421 nm, respectively. The
resuits apparently show that the PYA substrate dramatically
enhances the phosphorescen:e intensity as compared to the CLL
subso·ate. Furthermore, it should be noted that the RIP spectrum
on the PYA substrate was obtained without passing dry gas
through the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer during

the measurenent.
fl"nother advantage of the PYA substrate is that it does not

have any RTP signal. The RTP emission spectrum of PYA
sJ..:bstrate itself is depicted in Figure 3 together v.ith those of eLL
and distilled water (solvent for sample preparation). The results

show that PYA does net display any RTP emission (excited at
273 nm) from 300 to 700 nm except the signal at 546 nm, which

is assigned to the secondary scattered excitation beam, while CLL

and the distilled water have weak RTP signals arising from

impurities contained in them.
These results of PYA indicate that PYA can possibly be used

as a superior RIP solid substrate materiai. However, the solid
substrate made from PYA alone has two defects for practical use.

One is that the PYA disk is very fragile so that it is difficult to cut

it into pieces having suitable area. The other is that the PYA disk

is so tightly formed that the spoteed sample solution penetrates
into it very gradually. In order to overcome these defects, aedition

of a small amount of CLL to PYA was investigated.
Effect of Mixing ell, PYA solid substrates containing CLL

in several ratios were formed under varied pressures. The
intensities at the RTP emission maximum of PABA on these
substrates were measured, The results indicated that the prfSSUfe

to form the substrates did not largely affect the RTP intensity of
PABA, but the addition of CLL apparently decreased the RTP
intensity of PABA as the amount of CLL in the mix increased.

Thus, the amount of eLL to he mixed shouid be as small as

possible. Therefore we decided Lo use a mixture of 95% PYA and
5% CLL as the solid substrate material. The addition of even 5%

Cll could practically reduce the fragiilty of the solid substrate

disk and enhance the permeability of the sampie solution :nto it.
The pressure to be applied to form the substrate disks was

set at 280 kg/em', since this pressure seemed to give better

results than the other values although there IS not remarkable
difference in the effect of tl,e disk-forming pressure on the RTP
intensity of PABA

The RIP spectrum of PABA on the PYA-CLL (95:5) substrate

thus prepared is depicted in Figure 2 and shows that the de~rease

in the RTP intensity caused by mixing CLL is very small as
compared with that on the substrate made from PYA alone. The

effect of the emission of the added CLL will not interfere the
evaluation of the efficiency of PYA solid substrate because its

intensity is negligibly weak as compared with that of PABA on

the PVA-CLL substrate and its maximum is located away from
that of PABA (421 nm), as seen in Figure 3.

Even if an analyte has its emission maximum at or near the

wavelength of this background emission maximum, the exLent of
the interference will also depend on the relative intensity of the
emission maximum of the analyte to that of the background

70065(600550
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Table 1. RTP Spectral Characteristics of PABA and
Other Drugs on PYA-ell Solid Substrate

R. A.; \Vdlons. R S.: "\,Vinefordner,.r. D. Anal. Chem. 1974,46,

a Ca~culated as the concentration corrcsporJdirlg
background noise, which was taken as
measurements. b Measured on TINCh
impregnated filter paper,1S
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1995.0
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oven and behave as a barrier to the penetration of moisture and;

or oxygen into the substrate. This prominent fealure of the PVA

CLL solid substrate is a large advantage for practical use of the

RfP technique.

The RTP intensity change with dme after dlying in

microwave oven is shown in Figure 4, and the results indicate

that the intensity of RTP on the PYA-eLL subsiTate increases

for the initial 6-7 min regardless of use of the gas flow. This

phenomenon may be induced by the fact that the sample

temperature was quite high at the time just after sample was

dried in the microwave oven and fell gradually to the ambiem

temperature.

Relationship between the RIP Intensity and the i\mount

of PABA on ilie PVA-CLLSolid Substrate. The RTP intensity

of PABA of 11 samples ranging from 7.3 to 1600 pmol/spot was

measured at the emission maximum to investigate the relationship

between the RTP intensity and its amount on the PVA-CLL solid

substrate. The calibration curve was linear up to 1200 pmol/spot

with a correlation coeffident of 0.999 for 22 data points and nearly

intercepted the origin. The relative standard deviation of the five

successive determinations was 19.1% at a level of 200 pmol/spot.

This result is not so satisfactory and improvement of the

reproducibility is under investigation.

To confirm that the PYA-CLL solid substrate ;s effective for

the RTP measurement of phosphors other than PABA, chlorpro

mazine hydrochloride and tetracaine hydrochloride were exam

ined as instances. The results summarized together with that of

PABA in Table 1 confirm that the dry gas flush is also

necessary for these drugs and show that the limits of detection

are enhanced several times as compared to the values on the filter
paper.'8

Consequently, it can be clearly shown that PYA is a superior

material for the solid substrate of RTP measurements, which

enhances RTP intensity and does not require the dry gas flush

into the sample compartment during the RTP measurement.

IDJ

3D1520

of PABA measured with
or dry air flush: (A-C) 0.2 nmol/20 Ill;

(D) 2 nmol/20 (AI He, PVA-ClL (95:5); (B) dry air, PVA-Cll
(955): (CI without gas flush. PVA-Cll (95:5): (D) without gas flush,
filter paper (Toyc. Filter Paper No.2).

emission. Taking account the noise level in Figure 3, the intensity
of the background emission of the PYA-CLL substrate itself may

be considered to be not so intense.

Though the substrate prepared from PYA alone has practical
inconveniences as described above, use of the PYA substrate may

not be impossible as a background emission-'iree substrate.

Sample Dl)'ing. After a sample solution is spotted, the solid
811 hstrate is to be sufficiently dried. Several methods have been

used for this purpose, e.g., blowing dry gases, vacuum dl)'ing,

etc. ln this study, desiccator (\\ith a silica gel for 3 days), blowing
gas (for 1 h), vacuum drying (with a rotary pump for 10 min),

hot air blower (for 10 min), and microwave oven (for 5 min)

methods were investigated by monitoring the RTP intensity of

PABA on PYA-CLL (95;5) substrate. Remarkably strong RTP

intensity was obtained when the sample was dried by using a hot

air blower and a microwave oven. In both methods, the temper

atUTe of the samples were elevated in the process of drying; thus,
heating in drying samples may be also necessary to enhance the

RTP intensity. We preferred to use the microwave oven for drying

sampies for its practical conveniences. The time of drying samples
in c.. microwave oven should be properly selected, because too

long time drying cause sample carbonization. ln this study, 5 min

drying gave the best results.

Effect of Gas flush into the Sample Compartment, It has

been considered to be essential to flush an inert gas or dry air

into the sample compartment during the measurement of RTP

on solid substrates, since moisture can :Iuench the RTP
emiss;ons.",·21 D A typical instance of the PABA RfP on filter

paper measured without the gas flush is S[,own in Figure 4.
Usually a very large amount of drj gas is reqnired to observe
RTP. However, though being measured without the gas flush,

the RTP on the PVA-CLL substrate does not show a notable

decrease in its intensity as compared to those measured with He

gas or dry air flush, as shown in Figure The reason for this

may be that the PYA matrix which holds the PABA molecules

will become a very hard struc'me by drying in the microwave

Parker. R. T.; Frcccllancler. R. S.: Schulman, :~. M.; Dunlap, R. B. Anal.
1979,51,1921-1926.

ScbuJmarL E. Chem 1976,53,522-524.
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Simple Preparation of a Cs HPLC Stationary Phase
with an Internal Polar Functional Group

John E. O'Gara,* Bonnie A. Alden, Thomas H. Walter,* John S. F'etewsen,t
Carsten L Niederll!inder,t and Uwe D. Neue*

Chromatography Chemical Division, Waters Corporation, 34 Maple Street, Milford, Massachusetls 01757-3696

A novel HPLC stationary phase is described that pos·
sesses an internal carbamate functional group. The
reversed·phase material is prepared via bonding of silica
with 3·(chlorodimethylsilyl)propyl N-octylcarbamate, which
is prepared in two steps from octylamine and allyl cWo
rofonnate. The resultant bonded silica has a reproducible
ligand surface concentration of 3.2-3.3 I'mol/rn2 • The
methodology is an alternative to the reaction of acid
chlorides '\vith aminopropyl bonded phases, where an
inhomogeneous mixture of derivatized and underivatized
amine groups results. The chromatographic properties
of the octylcarbamate bonded phase were compared to
those of an end-capped octyldimethylsilyl bonded phase
using a variety of neutral, acidic, polar, and basic com·
pounds under different mobile-phase conditions. The
octylcarbamate phase exhibited dramatically reduced
retentions for polar and basic compounds. The reduc·
tions are attributed to the embedded carbamate group'S
weakening of the interaction between unbonded silanols
and the analytes.

The separation of basic analytes by reversed·phase HPLC
continues to challenge chromatographcrsL2 Acceptable separa
tions :1ave been achieved using high~purity silica,3 silka coated

with a polymeric layer,' silica end-capped with short-chain alkyl
silanes,s and mobile-phase conditions that suppress anajyte/silanol
interactions.' Another solution is to use a reversed-phase silica
possessing a ligand with an internal polar functional group. An
internal polar group appears to weaken the interaction be'hveen
basic analytes and residual silanol groups on the silica surface.
Silica packings of this type have been prepared by the acylation
of aminopropyl bonded phases7 .8 For example, Bayer and co
workers have reported the reaction of aminopropyl silica with acid
chlorides, phenylsulfonyl chloride, or alkyl isocyanates in a solid
phase reaclioll./<l TIle bonded phases were reportedly useful for

Present address: GelTex Phannaceuticals, Inc., Waltham, MA 02154.
Present aclclress: Sandoz AG, CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland.
Nicholls. Clark. B.].; Brown.]. E. Anal. Proc. 1993, 30, 51~54.

(2) McCalley, D. V.]. Oromatogr. 1993, 536,213-220.
(:J) Hanat. L Ohhica, Tomura. T. LCGC 1988. 6, 922-928.

Ohtsu, Y.: Y.: Okumura, T.; Koyama, ].-1.; Nc.:.kamura, K.; Nakata.
0.: Kimala, K.: N.]. Chromatogr. 1989,481,147-157.

(S) F~ei.<;er, H.: Nowlan. M. P.: Gooding, D. L]. Liq. Chromatogr. 1989,
12. 827"84;::.

(61 Slada;;us. A: Berus, ]. S.: L R. LG-GC 1988, 6, 494-500.
(7) (a) Busaewski. B.: Schmid.].: K: 1991.

552. (b) Kasturi, P.; Buszewski, R K.].
ChromatoPJ· 1994.1559.261-265

A'-)cah. T. L Feibus!1. B.]. Chromatogr. 1990,506,357-369.
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the separation of basic substances, although the extent of
amidization was not unambiguously determined7b Functionalized
reversed-phase ligands are commonly prepared via aminopropyl
coupling,9-11 but the methodology suffers from the difficulty in
modifying the silica surface reproducibly over two successive
reactions, As outlined in Figure 1, a poorly defined mixture of
derivatized and underivatized amine groups may exist on the silica
surface. Furthermore, the underivatized aminopropyl ligands
possess anion-exchange characteristics al low pH which can
negatively influence their chromatographic behavior for acidic
compounds. 12

In this report, a novel silica bonded phase is described which
contains an internal polar carbamate functional group, Tne
carbamate group is incorporated into an octyldimethyichlorosil<me
compound, which is synthesized in cwo organic reaction steps.
Conventional monofunctional bonding chemistry then yields a
derivatized silica Rith a uniform surface composition, Cyc1odex
trin stationary phases prepared in a similar manner have been
shown to increase surface concentration 2-fold versus the two
step amidization protocol13 The novel octylcarbamate bonded
phase has been found to exhibit reduced retention for basic and
polar analytes compared to an end-capped octyldimethylsilyl
stationary phase.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General. NMR spectra were recorded on a Broker MSL-300

NMR spectrometer. lH and nc spectra were recorded in
chloroform-d (dried over 4 Amolecular sieves) with chlorofonn
as an internal standard at 7.24 and 77.7 ppm, respectively. '"Si
spectra were recorded as neat samples with TMS as an external
standard at 0.0 ppm :"C NMR spectra of the bonded silica were
obtained using the CP-MAS technique with a spinning speed of
4.0 kHz and a cross-polarization contact time of 0.5 ms. Chemical
shifts were referenced to an external sample of adamantane, with
the peak for the methylene carbons assigned a chemical shift of
29.5 ppm. Elemental analyses were recorded using a Control
Equipment Corp. Model 240XA analyzer. IR spectra were
recorded on a Mattson Polaris PT-IR spectrometer. Bonded silica

(9) T.Jnge:r, K. K Chromatographia 1991, 31. 507-511 and references cited
therein.

~1O) Dohtsu, K.; Ohman. K; Fukuda, R; Takenaka, S.; Takagi. M. Anal
1988.4,371-376.

(11) Su, 'N.: R Gilpin, R K I Chromatogr. Sci. 1993,31,285-
290 and cited therein.

(12) Czajkowska, T.; maoo,sKy·. L: Buszewski, B.; Gilpin. R. K.: ]<'.foniec.
A 1995. 217-224.

(13) Flljimura. Kilagmva. M.: TaklyanRg!. E.: Ando, T.!- Uq ChmmntO/J'f.

1986, 9, 607-620.
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Scheme 1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation of Reversed-Phase Silica, The preparation of

the oetylcarbamate reversed-phase silica is outlined in Scheme 1.

Allyl N-octylcarbarnate (1) was prepared from the condensation

(15) Bla:t, A. B., Ed. Organic Symhcses; Wiley: New York
n, p 278.

(16) Neue, U. D.; Niederlander, C L Petersen,]. L.S. Patenl 5,374,755,
(17) Armitage. D. A. In Comprehensive Organometailic Chemisrry; VVilkinsor.. G..

Ed.: Press: New York, 1982: Vol. 2. pp 117-120 and references
cited

(18) Kinkel,], N.: Unger, K Kj. Chromatogr. 1984, 316, :~n-200.

Allyl N-Octylcarbamate (1). Octylarnine and allyl chlaro

formate were reacted in the traditional manneL" The synthesis
of 1 has been described elsewhere: '6 bp 130 'C at 0.5 Torr; :H

NMR,) 5.90 (m, lH), 5.23 (m, 2H), 4.65 (br s, lH). 4.52 (el.J=
5.4 Hz, 2H), 3.15 (m, 2H), 1.47 (m, 2H), 1.25 (br s, lOB), 0.85 (t,
J = 6.7 Hz, 3H); I'C NMR 6 156.9, 133.6, 117.6,65.7,41.5,32.2,
30.4,29.7,27.1,23.1,14.4; IR (NaC!, film) 3337,2932,1703,1649.

1537,1252 em-I Anal. Calcd for C12H23NO,,: C, 67.57; H, 10.87.
Found: C, 67.56, H, 11.22.

3-(CWorodimethylsilyl)propyIN-Octylcarbanlate (2), 'The
hydrosilylation of olefin 1 with chlorodimethylsilane was con

ducted in the nonnal way using Speier's catalyst." The synthesis
of 2 has been described elsewhere: lIi 'H NMR,) 4.63 (br s, IH).

4.00 (t,j = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 3.11 (m, 2H), 1.68 (m, 2H), 145 (m,2H)
1.24 (br s, 10H), 0.84 (m, 5H), 0.38 (s, 6H); 13C \JMR ,) 157.0,

67.0, 41.6, 32.3, 30.6, 29.8, 29.7, 27.3, 23.4, 23.1, 15.6, 14.6, 2.1
"Si NMR ,) 31.4. Anal. Caled for C"H,,,NO,,SiCL C. 54.60: H

9.82. Found: C, 54.11, H, 9.82.
Caution: Chlorosilanes are corrosive and moisture-sensitive.

Silica Bonded Phase 3, 3-(Chlorodlmethylsilyl)propyl] N
octylearbarnate (2) was bonded to Symmetry silica. The bonding
procedure was perfomled in the conventional way on a 10 g scale.

where silane 2 (12.0-15!,mol/m' of silica surface) and an excess
of a base catalyst were added to dry silica suspended in dry
toluene.'8 After the mixture was stirred for 4 h at 75 'C, the

bonded silica was isolated ,ia vacuum filtration and purified by

repeated washings with toluene, acetone/water (1:1 v/v), anel

acetone. All bonded samples of 3 were dried in a vacuum oven
(0.1 Torr, 75 'C) for 16 h prior to characterization. :lC CP-!vU\.S
NMR,) 158, 68, 41, 31-29, 23,13,1 (see also Figure 2); IR ('.KEr

pellet) 2932, 1698, 1547 cm- I

[
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Figure 1, Previous methodology for the synthesis of functlonalized
reversed-phase ligands. In step a, an aminopropylsilane is bonded
to the siiica surface. In step '0, the amine group is partially derivaflzed
with an aeylating agent. A mixture of reacted and unreacted amine
groups results in the final product.

was packed into 3.9 mn x 150 mm stainless steel columns using
conventional high-pressure slurry techniquesI4

Dimethylehlorosilane (98% by "'lSi NMR spectroscopy, Htils
America), hexachloroplatinic acid (99.995%, ."Jdrich), allyl chlo

rofonnate (97%, Aldrich), and octylamine (99%, Aldrich) were used

as received. Symmetry silica was supplied by Waters Corp. and
had the following physical properties prior to denvatization:
average particle diameter, 5.0 I'm; specific surface area, 341

m'/ g; mean pore diameter, 9.8 nm; pore volume, 0.83 cm3/ g; and

metal content, Fe, 1.ug-/.g, Na, 8!,g/g, and Al, l!'g/g. All solvents
were HPLC grade. Octyldimethylsilyl (ei) reversed-phase silica

was prepared from the Symmetry silica described above and
n-octyldimethylehlorosilane (%C = 11.64; C, surface concentration,
3.41,umol/m'). The material was end-capped (final %C = 12,02)

'hith chlorotrimethylsilane prior to column packing and chromato
graphic evaluation.

Chromatographic Analyses. Chromatographic data were

recorded on a modular HPLC system with a Euramark Mistral
thermostated column oven maintained at 23 ± 0.5 'C, a Waters
490E programmable wavelength absorbance detector, a Waters

Model 712 VVlSP autoinjector, and a Waters 626 solvent delivery

module. Isocratic separations were performed at a flow rate of
1.0 mL/min in a methanol/20 mM KH,POjK,HPO" pH 7.00 (65:

35 vIv) mobile phase or an acetonitrile/50 mM KH,PO" pH 3.00
(20:80 vIv) mobile phase. Chromatographic data were collected

ane! analyzed using Waters ExpertEase chromatography software
(v3.2) installed on a DEC VAX. 3100 workstation.

Hydrolytic Stablilty, Bonded phases were tested for hydro

lytic stability by storage in a methanol/20 mM KH,PO,/K2HP04,

pH 7.00 (65:35 v/v) mobile phase and a methanol/20 mM KH,

PO:, pH 3.00 (65:35 v/v) mobile phase. Columns were equili

brated with 50 column volumes of the mobile phase, and the k
value of acenaphthene was determined using the average of three
injections. Columns were retested perioelicaJ:y over the course

of 25-30 days. Prior to testing, each column was flushed with

20 column volumes of water and methanol and then reequilibratcd
with 50 column volumes of the mobile phase. See Figure 4 for
results.
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TabAe 1. Coverage and Chromatographic Data Comparison of Oetylcarbamate-Derivatio:e:ed Silica 3A Da Prepared
/rom Differenl Batches of Chlo.osilane 2

octylcarbamate reversed~phase silica

i' Average of two determinations. Calculated frem %c. sec rd 19. d Void volume marker, uracil.

%C
%H
%N
surtace conenC

acemlJthene k
relative retention (tailing)

3A

1444
3.16
129
3.29

7.64

0210 (1.3)
0383 (Ll)
0426(Ll)
0.518 (Ll)
109 (Ll)

3B

Coverage Datab

1438
3.02
127
3.27

Chr'omal0l,raj)hic Data'

0.188 (1.2)
0.391 (10)
0.429 (0.9)
0.508 (10)
L02 (L)

3C

14.i7
2.98
126
3.21

?li6

0.208 (1.2)
0385 (1.0)
0.432 (1.0)
0.512 (LO)
Ll2 (1.5)

.1D

14.22
3.08
123
3.23

7.58

0.201 (14)
0.385 (10)
0.432 (10)
0.512 (Ul)
Ll2 (l.3)

of octylamice and allyl chlocoformate. The olefin was dried prior
to fhe hydrosilylation reaction to minimize hydrolysis side
products in the subsequent reaction. Chlorosilane 2 was made
by addition of 0.1 molar equiv of chlorodimethylsilane to 0.04

molar % hexachloroplatinic acid dissolved in olefin 1 at room

temperature. Aiter an induction period, fhe hydrosilylation began,

as evidenced by an exotherm. An additional 1.4 molar equiv
chlorodimethylsilane was fhen added slowly, and fhe reaction
temperature was maintained below the boiling point of chlorodi
methylsilane (36 °C). No olefin remained upon completion of
chlorodimcthylsilane addition, and excess silane was removed in
vacuo to yield 2.

The bonding reaction was conducted in the conventional way
ior monofunctional chlorosilanes and yielded a reversed-phase

silica with calculated ligand surtace concentration of 3.2-3.3
,umol/m219 Tabte I shows the carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen
contents measured for four bonded samples (3A-D) prepared
from different batches of chlorosilaEe 2. Multiple bondings using
[he same batch oi silane had identical surtace concentrations

"ithin expelimental error. Because the propyl N-octylcarbamate
chain attached to the dimefhylsilyl moiety is 14 atom units long,
a bonded-phase surtace concentration of 3.3 Ilmol/m2 was
anticipated for 3, based on :he reported surface concentration of

dimethylsilyl bonded phases on 10 nm pore diameter silica
(3.26-3.43.umoilm2)19

Bonded samples 3A-D were also nearly indistinguishable
when compared chromatographically (fable 1). A mixtelre of

neutral, acidic, and basic compounds had very similar selectivity
and tailing values when separated on columns packed with the
four reversed-phase samples. The tailing factor for the strong
base amitriptyline (pK, = 9.2) was slightly larger for 3C,D, and
the :ncrease is attributed to the slightly lower ligand surtace
concentration for these two samples. Amitriptyline tailing has
been shown to be very sensitive to silica surtace differences when
used in a pH 7 buffered mobile phase.2]

(19) 3erendsec, G. Pikaact. K. A; de Galan, L. j. Liq. ChromatogT. 1980.3.
1437-1464.

(20) The United Slaws Pharmacoprin, ??-nd revision; Mack Printing Co.: E<lston,
1990: pp 1558-1568.

(21) D.; D. ].; Walter. T. H.: Cappan:"J]a, Alden, B,
Fisk. R. LC-GC 12. 468~480.

Figure 2. "C CP-MAS NMR spectrum of 3·(dimethylsilyl)propyl
N-octylcarbamate bonded-phase silica 3A.

The C:]C CP-MAS NMR spectrum of fhe bonded phase 3A is
shown in Figure 2. The spectrum is consistent with the ligand
structure, and no unassigned resona."1ces were observed by nc
or "lSi CP-MAS NMR spectToscopy for tlle bonded silica. The IR
spectra oi the bonded samples were also consistent with the
assigned product No evidence for other ligand types was

observed.
Silyl ligands containing an internal functional group linkage

are more reproducibly bonded to silica using the methodology
desclibed above in comparison to fhe traditional two-step hetero·
geneous amidization process. By synthesizing a monofunctional
chlorosilane with the desired substituents and then bonding the
silane to silica, only one J.eterogeneous reaction is required to
obtain product. Replacement of the second heterogeneous step
by a homogeneous reaction provides better COEtro! over inter
mediate and final product purity. This methodology has been

shown to be applicable to the preparation of a valiety of differently
substituted sHanes and their concomitant bonded phases_ iii
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Table 2. Chromatographic Comparison Using pH 7.00,
pH 3.00,.0 and Engelhardtb Test Conditions:
Ocil:ylc3ll'bama1:e 38 Reversed·Phase Silica versus
End·Capped (lctyldimethylsiiyl Reversed-Phase Smca

2. Propraflo!oi

compound ocylcarbamate 3B end-capped acty] 4. DfproP!f1 Pllttll'llate

(22) Engelllardl, rI.; Jungheim, Chromaiographia 1990,29, 59-68.

C8·pr13

ca·pH7

C3Carb·pH3

CSC,'lrtl-SH7

30 3520

Tlme (d)

7.0+-__-~-_-_-_-_...--j

o

80,----------------,

8.0+--------------1

8.5+.....:!::'Oi!'===~===="---j

SUMMARY

A simple procedure has been described for the preparation of

a C<~ stationary phase that contains an internal polar functional
group. Two organic reactions and a single monofunctional

chlorosilane bonding step lead to a reproducible and homoge

neous silica surface. This methodology offers an alternative to
the aminopropyl acylation approach previously used to prepare

5. Naphtt'1III111111o

Figure 4~ Acenaphthene kvs time (days) under pr 3.00 and 7.00
test conditions. Octylcarbama1e reversed-phase silica versus end
capped octyldlmethylsilyl reversed-phase silica.

bonded phase At pH 7, both ligands were slightly less stable.
where the acenaphthene k decreased by ~2.0% and 3.2% for the

CB and octylcarbamate phases, respectively.

Time (min)

Figure 3. Chromatogram of uracil, propranoiol, butyi paraben,
dipropyl phthalate, naphthalene. acenaphthene, and amitriptyline
separated in 65:35 methanol!20 mM KH,PO,JK,HPO, at pH 7.00.
(Top) 3-(Dimethylsilyl)propyl N-octylcarbamate bonded ahase. (Bot
tom) Trimethylsilyl end-capped C, bonded phase.

1.46 (1.2)
3.26 (1.3)
8.23 (1.3)

0673 (1.4)
1.23 (1.4)
1.05
4.45 (1.1)
6.03 (1.1)
6.69 (1.0)

1228 (1.0)

1.98 (1J)
2.73 (1.2)
5.20 (1.1)
4:34 (1.1)
8.83 (1.0)

15.37 (1.5)

benzoate
tolue'lle'
Clhylbcl1zel1c

toiuamicle
chlllrphcniraminc
propranolol

Engelhardt Test /?,
().il;lO

o,m,p-[oluidincsd 1.07

Chromatographic Evaluation. The efficacy of the carbamate
bonded phase in interacting unreacteci silanols on the silica

smiace was measured by comparison to an end-capped Cs bonded

phase (Table 2 and Figure 3). The comparison was made by
separating neutral, acidic, polar. and basic compounds under pH
7 and pH 3 mobile phase conditions. as well as using Engelhardt's

the evaluation of reversed phases.'! Under all three test
conditions. polar and basic analy1es had markedly lower capacity

factors (k) on the octylcarbamate phase versus the end-capped

C, phase. The decreased capacity factors for the polar and basic
comJOlmds in all three tests are attributed to a weakening of the

interaction with unbonded silanols due te the presence of the

embedded carbamate group.

Neutral analytes were also less retained on the octylcarbamate
phase. The decrease is attributed to the lower surface concentra

tion of the octylcarbamate ligand versus the end-capped C, phase,
and hence less hydrophobic interaction between bonded-phase
and i1ydrocarbon analytes.'" The poiar acidic compounds phenol

and butyl paraben were both slightly more retained on the

octylcarbamate phase. A concise explanation for this small shift
remains unavailable, but an interaction betvl2en the phenolic
proton and the highly polarized carbonyl oxygen of the carbamate

group may be Dperative.
The octylcarbamate ligand was also compared to the end

capped C, phase for hydrolytic stability under pH 3 and pH 7

buffered mobile-phase conditions (65:35 methmollbuffer). The

change in acenaphthene k was used as a measure of surface ligand
char,ges. because the retention of this analyte is a sensitive

measure of ligand hydrolysis. As the plots in Figure 4 show, no

iarge difference in chemical stability was observed between the
octylcarbamate and the C, bonded phases. Under pH 3 buffer
conditions. the acenaphthene k decreased by ~O.9% for the end

capped C, bonded phase and by ~1.6% for the octylcarbamate

3812 Analytical Chemistc!. Vol. 67. No. 20. October 15, 1995



functionalized silica ligands, where the extent of amidization is
often incomplete and variable. Compared to an end-eapped C8

bonded phose, the bonded phase prepared from 3-(chlorodi
methylsilyl) Jropyl N-octylcarbamate gave reduced k values for
neutral, ?olar, and basic compounds. The octylcarbamate bended
phase may be useful in the separation of compounds that have
undesirable interactions with silanols, or where a packing material
"ith a selectivity different from that of a conventional C8 bonded
phase is needed. HPLC applications using this novel C8 reversed
phase silica are in progress, and results will be reported in due
course.
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Evaluation of the Precision and Accuracy of a
Uranium Isotopic Analysis Using Glow Discharge
Optogalvanic Spectroscopy

Co M. Barshick,* R. W. Shaw, J. Young, and J. M. Ramsey

Chemical and Analytical Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6375

The measurement precision and accuracy were evaluated
for an isotopic analysis of uranium using diode laser
excited optogalvanic spectroscopy. The ratio of 235U/
(235U + 238U) was measured using the 776 nm uranium
isotope line for five samples ranging from depleted to
enriched 2:J5U composition, The percent relative error
(accuracy) with respect to thermal ionization measure
ments ranged from 2.38% for a nominally 20% enriched
2:l°U sample to slightly greater than 30% error for a
depleted one. Run-to-mn, day-to-day, and sample-to
sample precision (repeatability) were measured using an
enriched sample; the nm-to-run precision ranged from
±1.9% to ±5.5% RSD, and the day-to-day precision was
±2.6% RSD. TI,e sample-to-sample precision, deter
mined using three different cathodes, was found to be
±3.5% RSD. The ratios showed no trends or biases,
varying about a mean of 0.21 and ranging from a high of
~0.23 to a low of 0.18. A search was conducted for a
stronger atomic line and a matching higher power diode
laser in an attempt to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for
the depleted case. Using a 150 mW diode laser that
produced nominally 42 mW chopped power at 831.84
nm, a depleted uranium oxide sample was found to
contain 0.26% 235U, within 3.7% of the value found using
thermal ionization mass analysis. Using this same laser,
the mn-to-run reproducibiJ.ity improved to ±7.8% from
=':13.6%. This level ofaccuracy and precision is sufficient
for screening applications, where preliminary information
about the isotopic composition of a sample provides the
incentive for additional analysis using more precise
techniques.

Several techniques have been developed for isotopic analysis,
including decay-countingU and mass spectrometry,'-5 as well as

methods that rely on the accessibility of optical transitions to
pro\icle isotopic selectivity (e.g., laser-induced fluorescence6 and

Knoll. F. Radiation Detection aud McasuremCI?t; John \Viley & Sons: New
1989. Ovem1an, R. 1'.; I-I. M. Radioisotope Techniques; McGraw-

Book Co., Inc:.: New York, :9GO.
l2) El-Assa!y, F, M, Methods ofLow-Level rm.,n';»a ,'n'; '""",,,,=a'~ Proceed

of an International Symposium on Counting
Spectrometry', Berlin, Genm:ny; Intematio:1al Aomic Energy Agency:

().-10 April, 19B1

(3) Heumann. K. G. In Inorganic Mass Spectrometry; l\dams, F., Gijbels, R.,
V2.ll Grieken, R, Eds.; John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1988.
Dubois.}. c.; Retail, G.; Cesario.JInt.]. MassSpectrom.Ioll Processes 1992,
120,163-177

(5) Tumer, F. .r. [n Applicatim:s ofPlasma Source Mass Spectrometry II; Holland,
EaLon, N.. Eds.; Royal Soc~eLy of ChemI,;try: Cambridge, 1993.
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optogalvanic spectroscopy7.8), It is this latter technique that we

have investigated, focusing on the use of a de glow discharge (GD)

for atomization, a demountable discharge celi with a novel cathode
arrangement'·lO for rapid sample exchange, and rugged, fieldable,
hlgh-power (>30 mW) diode lasers to exclte optical transitions.

Our goal is a fieldahle instrument that will provide uranium isotope
ratio information; in this report. we describe the laboratory-based
precision and accuracy results that influence the design.

The GD Is well suited for optogalvanic spectroscopy. Sample

preparation is minimal, and the GD is amenable to a variety of
sample types. Sputtered neutral species are produced in relatively

large abundance (>lOS cm-"). providing a sufficient population

for optical excitation to higher lying energy levels. Because the

GD operates at pressures between 100 and 1500 Pa, the collision

frequency is quite high (0.6 x 1Q7-9 x 107 collisions/s); this is

suitahle for optogalvanic spectroscopy because ionizing collisions
can bring about the change in discharge voltage necessary to
produce a signaL By scanning the wavelength of a narrow

bandwidth laser over a resonant transition, individual isotopes can

he excited and quantified. Diode lasers are well suited for this
purpose. These semiconductor coherent light sources operate

in the near-infrared (630 nm to 1.5 I'm) and are conveniently
tunable over a few nanometers by changing their temperature or
drive current Diode lasers are also rugged, an attractive feature

when the goal is field deployment

Several hundred uranium transitions have been identified in
the diode laser accessible range; Gagne and co-workers, l] - ., as

well as others,14-6 have perfonned a number of fundanlental

spectroscopic investigations of uranium. Data concerning isotope
shifts and rclative emission intensities of many optical transitions"

are available. In this paper we assess the relative optogalvanic

strength of several transitions and identify suitable candidates for
practical uranium isotopic analysis. We have limited our inves
tigation to transitions that are accessible to commercialiy available

(6) Cannon, B. D. Personal communication. 1995.
(7) Keller, R. A.; Engleman, R; Zalewski, E.]. Soc. Am. 1979,

738-742.
(8) R].; Lee, S. c.; Edelson. M. C. App/. Spectrose. 1992. 46. 1307~

(9) Barshick, C. M.; Shaw, R W.; Young, J. P,; Ramsey, ]. AnaL
1994, 66. 4154~4t58.

(10) Tong, W. G.; Shaw, R W. Appl. Spectrosc. 1986,40,49<-497.
(11) Demers, Y.; Gagne, ]. M.; Dreze. c.; Pianarosa, P.j. Of)!. Soc. B 1986. 3,

1678~ 1680.
(12) Piy'"'is. K. N.; Gagne.]. M.j. Opt. Soc. B 1989.6,2289-2294.
(13) David, E.; Gagne.]. M. Appl. Opt. 1990. 29. 4489~4493.
(14) Blaise.].; Radziemski, L].; JT.]. Opt. Soc. Am. 1976. 66. 644~6:i9.

(15) Engleman, R; Palmer, B. A j. Opt. Soc. Am. 1980, 70, ;;08-317.
(16) Palmer, B. A; Keller, R A; Engleman, R Informal Re;Jon L4..-8251-

MS; Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory: Los Alamos. ::\'M, 1980.
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figure i. Sample configuration in the discharge cel!.

diode lasers and that will provide adequate sensitivity. Run-to
run, day-te-day, and sample-to-sample repeatability are reported

for a transition at 776.19 nm. A transition at 831.84 nm was also
examined because cf the availability of high-power diode lasers

(> 100 m'Nj in this region. Samples induded machined uranium

metal, uranium metal powder, uranium oxide, and uranium
fluoride; both enriched and depleted 235U compositions were
examined.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. Glow discharge cathodes were fabri

cated in the shape of hDllow cylinders 4.85 mm in diameter x
2.54 mm in length, with an inner diameter of 2.38 mm. The 10%
enriched 235C sample was machined from uranium metal; all other
cathodes were fOlmed by pressing powder in a hollow cathode
die at 3.4 x 107 Pa for 5 min. Although any pure conducting
powder can be used as a binder, a 50/50 wt %mixture of silver

powder (325 Mesh, 99.99+%; Aldrich Chemical Co., Milwaukee,
I'm and tantalum powder (325 Mesh, 99.98%; Alfa Aesar Johnson

Matthey, Ward Hill. MA) was used in this investigation. Silver
was chosen because It is available in relatively high purity and is
malleable; ta'ltalum was added to the sIlver because of Its ability
to getter oxygen. This gettering action helps to reduce the analyte

oxides and hydroxides in the discharge. 17 The cathode comprised
a 50/50 wt mixture of binder and sample (~0.25 g).

Special precautions are necessary when handling uranium due
to its radioadivity. Uranium is primarily an a emitter, but it also
emits low to moderate j3-y energy; care must be taken to prevent
ingestion or inhalation and to minimize exposure. Uranium is also
pJrophoric when finely divided, and anyone contemplating research
with uranium or uranium compounds is well advised to seek the
help ofa health physicist and industrial hygienist before beginning.

Glow Discharge Source. The GD cell with demountable
cathode has been described in a previous publication.' fIgure 1
illustrates the position of the sample relative to its holder and

vacuum inseciion probe. The sample cathodes were held in a
stainless steel ring welded to a 1.59 mm diameter rod. This rod
is inserted in a sample holder that is shielded by a quartz lube to

(17) Y.: HanisoH. W. W. SpertrrJl:him Acta 1991. 46B. 175-182.

keep the discharge from arcing near the high-voltage feedthrough.

A discharge forms over the entire cathode and holder assembly
and is most intense at the center of the cylinder bore, where the
atom density is reported to be highest;18 it was in this region that
uranium atoms were measured. Sample manipulation was ac
complished by means of a probe inserted through an O-ring seal.

The discharge current was held at a constant 20 mA With a 50
kQ ballast resistor in the circuit, the applied voltage was 500 V.

The vacuum chamber housing served as the counter electrode.
The cell was maintained nominally at 1050 Pa of argon with a gas
flow rate of 3 cm3(STP) min-' To reduce further the level of

oxides and hydroxides in the discharge, a liquid nitrogen-filled
cooling ring was positioned near the cathode; this aids in lhe
removal of water vapor from the discharge. 19,20

Laser Spectroscopy. A continuous wave (CW) argon ion
laser-pumped titaninm-sapphire ring laser9 was used for explor
atory spectroscopy and to provide the data on relative optogalvanic

signal intensities for (he transitions investigated. Two single
longitudinal-mode AlGaAs diode lasers were used in this study:
a Model ML-641l0N (Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Tokyo, Japan)

with a nominal room temperature output of 30 mW at 777 nm
and a Model SDL-5422-H1 (SDL Inc., San Jose, CAl wiL1 a nominal
room temperature output of 150 mW at 834 nm. These diode
lasers were used in conjunction with commercial control electron
ics.' For the 776 nm spectral study, the diode laser was
maintained at 25.0 'C and 130 mA for an approximate power at

the sample of 8 mW (400 W/cm'). For the 832 nm study, the

diode laser was maintained at 18.8 'C and 136 mA for an
approximate power at the sample of 42 mW (2100 W/ em') .

The diode laser frequency was scanned using a sawtooth signal
generator to vary the drive current;9 a 7.5 mA current scan
(corresponding to 21.9 GHz) was used for the 776 nIllline, and a
14 mA current scan (corresponding to 15 GHz) was used for the

832 nm line. Wavelengths were determined using a wavemeter
(Model WA-20 VIS; Burleigh Instruments, Inc., Fisher, NY) with
readout of ±0.001 nm.

The CW laser light was chopped at 1000 Hz with a mechanical
chopper (Model SR540; Stanford Research Systems, Inc., Sunny
vale, CA). The ac component of the cathode voltage was

monitored with a digital oscilloscope (Model 2246A; Tektronix

Inc., Beaverton, OR) and a lock-in amplifier (Model SR510 or
SR850; Stanford Research Systems, Inc.; 1 s time constant). In
the titanium-sapphire laser experiments, the output from the lock
in amplifier was digitized using the same computer that was used
to control the laser. The lock-in amplifier used for the diode laser
experiments (Model SR850) included data collection and storage

capabilities, Data were collected in ASClI form and processed
off-line using commercially available software (KaleidaGraph:
Synergy Software, Reading, PAl.

The lasers used in this investigation were Class 4 (titaJlium
sapphire) and Class 30 (diode) de,ices. Safe operating practices

consistent with these classifications were followed.

RESULl'S AND DISCUSSION
Measurement Accuracy. Isotope ratio measurements using

a magnetic sector mass spectrometer have the advantage that all

(18) Caroh, S.; Alimonti, A.; Petrucci, F. In Improved Hollow Cathode Lamps/or
Atomic Spectroscopy; Caroli, S., Ed.; Ellis Horwood Limited PU:)!ish2rs
Halsted Press: New York, 1985.

(19) Ohorodnik S. K; DeGendt. S.: Tong, S. L; Hamson, W. W.]. Anal. Ai
1993.8, 859-865.

(20) S, K; Harrison, W. W. Anai, Chern. 1993.65.2542-2544
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TabUe 1. Isotopic Abundances of Samp~esStudied (Atom o/Q)

samplE' 233U 234U 235U "'U

powder uranium metal 0.0012 ± 0.0002 0.268 ± 0.005 0.0030 ± 0.0002 99.728 ± 0.01l5
powder uranium tetrafluoride (UF~) 0.0027 ± 0.0002 0.190 ± 0.000 99.507 ± 0.1l00
powder natural uranium metal 0.0054 ± 0.0004 0.716 ± 0.005 99.279 ± 0.005
machined solid enriched uraniU111 metal <0.001 0.064 ± 0.001 10.054 ± 0.022 0.059 ± 0.001 89.824 ± 0.022
powder enriched uranium oxide (U30,) N1ST SFM U-200 0.1246 ± 0.0003 20.013 ± 0.020 0.2116 ± 0.0006 79.651 ± 0.021

TabU" 2. Clptogal"a"ic Data RecordE-d Using the 776 nm Diode laser

sample

depleted uranium tetrafluoride (UF4)

natural uranium metal
enriched uranium
enriched uranium oxide NIST SEM U-200

0.0034
0.0090
0.10
0.20

0.00490 ± 0.00003
0.00716 ± 0.00005
O. ]01 ± 0.002
0.201 ± 0.002

235u / C35U + 23UU) - Reference Value

Figure 2. Measured 235U1(235L + 238U) ratio versus the reference
vaiLe (certified value or thermal ionization mass spectrometric
measurement) for four of the five materials !isted in Table 1.
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Figure 3# 235U/I?35U + 238U) ratio for three samples and 77
measurements.
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the peaks exhibit nominally the same Galssian shape. In

optogalvanic spectroscopy, the line shape is complicated by effects

that include odd-mass isotope hyperfine structure. If the signal
is integrated over all the area of the hyperfine structure, no loss
of accuracy should result; however, as the elemental concentration

decreases or the odd-mass isotope composition decreases, some
of the structure is lost in the baseline noise, and the accuracy
suffers. To evaluate the utility of optogalvanic spectroscopy for

uranium isotope ratio measurements, four cathodes (fabricated
from a 235U-enriched oxide powder, a 235U-emiched metal, a natural

metal powder, and a '''U-depieted fluoride powder) were prepared

using materials listed in Table I. By choosing four different
isotopic compositions and three different uranium compounds,

we addressed samples with a wide variety of characteristics.

Figure 2 shows a calibration curve developed from data (see
Table 2) recorded using the 776 nm diode laser. The measured
2:lOUI ('35U + '33U) values (peak areas) are plotted versus either

the certifled values, as in the case of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIS1) U-200 (nominally 20% enriched
in or versus thermal ionization mass spectrometric values,

as measured in the Inorganic !vIass Spectrometry Laboratories at

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Eleven isotope ratio mea
surements were made for each cathode. 11,e error bars cor
respond to 10 relative standard deviation. The data show a good

linear fit, with an R value of 0.999 86 for a line with slope 1.019
andy-intercept 0.0018. For the four samples analyzed, the percent

relative error with respect to the thermal ionization measurements

ranged from 2.38% for the nominally 20% enriched 235U sample,

where the signal-to-noise ratio was> 500:1, to >30% error for the
natural and depleted samples, where the signal-to-noise ratio was

<5:1. Although this degree of accuracy was encouraging, we
searched for a stronger atomic line, as well as higher power diode
lasers, in an effort to improve the signal-ta-noise ratio for the

depleted sample case.
Measurement Precision. Run-ta-run, day-to-day, and sample

to-sarnple precision (repeatability) were also evaluated using a 776

nm, 30 mW diode laser (400 WIcm' at the cathode) The cathode

was formed from the NIST U-200 standard. In total, the
(!35U 238lJ) data plotted in Figure 3 comprise 77 measurements

taken over seven days with three different sample cathodes. Each
measurement is the average of 11 '35U; ('35U 238C) ratios. The

signals corresponding to 1:J5L; and '38U were measured as the area
of the peaks, from baseline to baseline, using off-line processing.

The run-ta-run precision is defined as the percent relative standard

deviation at 10 for n = 11 measurements of the same cathode.
This value ranged from ±1.9% to ±5.5% over five consecutive days.

The mean was computed each day and used to determine the

day-to-day precision; this was ±2.6% RSD. Sample-to-sample
precision was based on measurements from three different
cathodes (55 from sample A and 11 each from samples B and C);

this value was ±3.5% RSD. The ratios show no trends or biases.
varying about a mean of 0.21 and ranging from a high of 0.23 to

a low of 0.18. This level of precision will suffice for many
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a This study.

Table 3. Relative Strengths of Various Uranium
Transitions Investigated

O!-----r----+-~=-_+_::=-+--+--_~

-15 -10 -5 0 10
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5. Uranium op1oga[vanlc spectrum (average of five scans)
recorded for the 83·1.84 nm line USing a diode laser with a power
density of ...... 2.1 x 103 W/cm2. The sample was the same as that used
fer Figure 4, a depleted uranium metal powder (0.27% 235U). The
discharge conditions we-e 1060 Pa 01 arson, 20 mA, and SOC V.

relative
optogalvanic

intensitya
(arbitralY

units)

0056 0.16 11.6

0.24 0.26 10.1

035 0.19 10.4

0.09 0.16 -9.2

001 1l.17 0.6

076 1l.27 9.~,

't.1'

0.072 0.1 -12.6

iOOO

.c
$ 800

~ 600m
0
·0

400~..
'"%200
0

Our experimental1y determined optogaivanic intensities for these
transitions are also shO\vn. To generate these data, three 10 GHz
scans were recorded over the 2:jSU line using the titanium

sapphire laser (~500 noW at the sample). As anticipated, there
is no strong correlation betvveen relative emission and optogal
vanic sigual intensities. Of the eight transitions examined, the
one at 832 nm (12018.3089 em·]) was the most promising. The

optogalvanic signal intensity was 2.5 times greater than c1at at
776 nm for the same laser power, and a 150 mW diode laser was
commercially available in the 834 nm region. In addition, the

magnitude of the isotope shift was approximately the same as for
the line at 776 nm. Figure 4B shows a spectrum for a depleted
235D oxide sample at 832 nm, obtained with use of the titanium
sapphire laser attenuated to 38 mW- (the anticipated power of the
832 TIm diode laser). The 23iD signal is clearly observed, and the
sigual-to-noise ratio is comparable to that for the 500 mW, 776

nm case.

Precision and Accuracy of a Measurement at 832 nll.
Figure 5 shows a depleted nranium metal spectrum recorded
using alSO mW SDL diode iaser operating veith a nominal QUlpnt
power of 42 illVV at the discharge cathode. TIle spectrum is
similar to the one shO"l,",rn in Figure 4B, an anticipated result given

77842
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fJds25H',,-f'd',,25l-b
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applications where information about :he isotopic composition of
a sample provides a basis for determining if further investigations

are desirable.

Optogalvanic Intensities. In a previous publication,' we
showed 776 nm spectra for a nominally 10% ZJSD-enriched uranium
metal sample obtained with use of both the titanium-sapphire
and diode lasers. A goal of the present study was to evaluate the
analytical useJulness of the technique for deternlining isotope
ratios Df uranium samples with depleted, natural, or enriched

abundances ""D. The data in Figure 3 indicate that such
measurements can be made with a reasonable degree of accuracy
and precision. However, we wanted to achieve better than 10%
accuracy and precision for samples that contain> 0.3% 235U relative

abundarlce. The quality of the measurements suffered from lack
of sigr.al strength at the 776 nm (12879.981 em-I) line. One

potential solution was to increase the laser power (as in the case
of the spectrum in Figure 4A., excited using the 500 mW titanium

sapphire laser). Because higher power diode lasers were not
readily availabie for the 776 nm transition, an alternative transition
was sought. Several parameters restricted the search for a
diiferent line. Transitions accessible to diode lasers (630 ~ 1000

nm) were req1:ired for which high-power (> 30 m\\T) devices were
commercially available. Transitions that had a relatively large 235D
i,;otope shift (> 10 GHz; see Table 3) and a relatively large strength
(stronger than the 776 nm line) were preferred. Table 3 shows
the transitons: 6 that were considered as optogalvanic candidates.
along v,ith the relative emission intensities16 and isotope shiftsYi

0-'----+------""'-<-"-------1
-15 -10 -5 0 10

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4. Uranium optogaivanic spectra (averages of five scans)
recorded for the 776.19 nmine using a Titanium-saophire laser
of ·~2.5 x power density and (8) the 831.84 nlliine using

8: titanium-sapphire laser of ...... 1.9 x 103 W/cm 2 power density. The
sample was depleted uranium metal powder (0.27% 235U). The
discharge conditions were 1050 Pa of argon, 20 mA, and 500 V. The

lock-in gain seting was altered by 40 x at the indicated positions.
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that the line widths of the lasers are at least an order of magnitude
narrower than the Doppler-limited spectrai line width. The signal
to-noise ratios are comparable. The measured 2:J5U/("SU + 2:J8U)

ratio was 0.0026. within 3.7% of the thermal ionization mass

analysis value.
For entiched samples. precisior. was not expected to improve

significantly for the 832 nm line. 111e increase in signal-to-noise
ratio, however, should have an impact on the measurement
precision for a depleted sampie. The run-to-run reproducibility,
as defined previously, did improve to ± 7.8% from ±13.6% RSD
(lo for 11 measurements). 111is is the direct result of the more
powerful diode laser and the stronger optogalvanic transition
(compared to the 776 nm line).

CONCU.lSIOHS
Precision and accuracy of a uranium isotope ratio measurement

have been evaluated for diode laser-excited optogalvanic spec
troscopy. Samples that were ellliched, natural, or depleted in 235U

were easily distinguishable from one another. Determined with
use of a 150 mW diode laser at 832 nm, the measured 2:l'U/ (2:15U

""'lJ) ratio for a depleted uranium metal sample was 0.0026,
within 3.7% of the thennal ionization mass analysis value. The

3818 Analytical Chernlstrj. Vol. 67. No. 20, Cctober 15, 1995

run-to-run reproducibility was ± 7.8%, a 2-fold improvement fi'om
the measurement obtained with use of a 30 mW diode laser at
776 nm. These results are sufficient for many applications where
preliminary data concerning isotopic composition of a sample

provide the basis for deciding whether further investigations are
warranted.
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(blocked) interface between the ionically conducting membrane
and the electronically conducting substrate.'

A more stable electrode potential can be obtained by contacting
the ion-selective membralle to the solid substrate via an intenneci·
ate layer having mLxed ionic and electronic conductivity.: In such
an all-solid-state ISE, the transfer from ionic to electronic con
ductivity is possible through the intennediate layer. Several
electrochemically synthesized polymers, such as poly(p,p'-biphe
nol);' poly(l-pyreneamine)," polYPYlTolc,c and poly(30ctyl
thiophene),' have been used as the internlediate layer in this type
of ISE. However, the additional step required to produce the
intennediate layer makes this type of electrode more complicated
to fabricate than the eWE.

Active research in the field of synthetic metals has resulted in
solution-processabie conducting polymers such as poly(3-alkyl
thiophenes)8 and recently poly,miline (PAN!)." Undoped poly(3
alkylthiophenes) with alkyl side chains longer than three carbon
atoms are soluble in common organic solvents. In their undoped
(unintentionally doped) state, poly(3-alkylthiophenes) have been
characterized as p-type semiconductors, expected to fonn an
ohmic contact with materials having a high work funclionw

Additionally, undoped poly(3-octylthiophene) (POT) was found
to give a nonselective cationic respor.se to several alkall and

alkaline earth metal cations. E These electrical and ior,-sensitive
properties of POT prompted us to investigate the possibility of
enhancing the signal transduction of the CWE by incorporation
of POT in the membrane, resulting in a single-piece all-solid-state
ion-selective electrode (SPE). A lithium-selective electrode with
the poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)-POT matrix membrane will be
described in this work The concept of the SPE is illustrated
further by using PANI as the conducting polymer. The emeral
dine base form of PANI can be doped (protonated) by function
alized protonic acids, resulting in an eiectricany conducting form
of PANI that is soluble in common organic solvents.~ By choosing
bis(2-ethylhexyI) hydrogen phosphate (DiGHP) as the protonic
acid, the resulting doped PANI is compatible with plasticized
PVc." In this work, PANI doped v,;th DiOHP is used La prepare
calcium-selective SPEs.

P.: Materova, E. Ii.. Ion-Sel. Electrode Rev. 1985, 7, 3-39.
Catlrall. R. F!"eiscr, f-J. Anal. Chern. 1971,43, 1905-1906.

R. vV.: j-IamillOlJ. r. c. Ion-Set. Electrode Rev. 1984,6,125-172.
Buck. R. P. Tn Jon Selective Electrodes ir: Analytical Chemistry; Freiser, H.,

York. 1978; VoL 1. p 58.

Corp.
/\kack:TLi Ur.iverslty.

On leave [rom School of Chemi::al S::iences, Dublin City Unlversity, Dublin

A concept of a single-piece all-solid-state ion
selective electrode (SPE) is introduced. A processable
conjugated (electronically conducting or semiconducting)
polymer (CP) is dissolved in a eocktail containing the
components used for a conventional ion-selective poly
(vinyl chloride) matrix membrane. The cocktail, contain
ing the CP, is cast directly on a solid substrate (glassy
carbon), resulting in a SPE. The role of the CP is to
mediate the charge transfer between the substrate and the
membrane. Two soluble CPs are studied: (i) poly(3
oC1yltbiophene) in its undoped state and (Ii) polyaniline
eloped (protonated) with bis(2-etbylhexyl) hydrogen phos
phate. Experimental results obtained for lithium-selective
SPEs and calcium-selective SPEs are discussed. All the
SPEs studied show near-Nernsdan responses, and no
redox interference is observed as long as the concentra-

of the CP is sufficiently low. The incorporation of a
CP, particularly polyaniline, in the membrane is shown

improve the stability of the standard potential of the
SPE compared to the corresponding coated-wire electrode
(membrane without CPl. Impedance measurements pro
vide information about the charge transfer processes of
:he electrodes.

In the so-caIIed convel'tional ion-selective electrode (ISE) , the
In-selective membrane is iE electrical contact with the inner

ceference electrode through the Inner reference solution. The
transfer from ionic conductivity (in the membrane and the inner
reference soletion) to electronic conductivity (in the inner refer
ence electrode and external instrumentation) is provided by the
reversible electrode reaction of the inner reference electrode,
resulting in an ISE exhibiting a stable and reproducible standard
potential.

For some applications. it is advantageous to replace the inner
recerence solution by a solid contact, giving an all-solid-state ISE
that can be fabricated in various shapes and sizes aIld needs no
refillir.gI OlJe such approach is to contact the ion-selective
membrane dicecty to a solid substrate, resulting in the coated
wire electrode (eWE).2.' A disadvantage of the CWE is the
lrreproducibility and drift of the electrode potential that can be
related to the poorly defined charge transfer process(es) at the
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[POT), slope, j=
%(w(w) mV(decade Nc

0 56.0 2.1 x 10-1 -1.24 -1.29 -1.33 -2.33
5 56.0 2.6 x 10"' -1.27 -1.29 -1.39 -2.39

10 .56.8 1.7 x to-4 -1.31 -1.46 -1.49
15 .57.8 1.8 x 10"' -1.40 -1.48 -1.61 -2.58
20 55.5 1.6 x 10-4 -1.37 -1.47 -1..57
25 56.8 1.8 x 10-1 -1.40 -1.47 -1.62 -2.45

, Results for the Li-CWE (0% POT)
slopes were calculated in the

Table 1. Response Characteristics of lo·SPiEs with
Membranes Containing Different Amounts POTa

RIESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ionic Response. Examples of the calibration curves for the

Li-CWE and some Li-SPEs are shown in Figure 1. The response
characteristics of the electrodes studied are collected in Table 1.
The Li-SPEs containing .5-2.5% POT and the Li-CWE showed 3ear

Nemstian responses, and the limit of detection and selectivity were

approximately the same for both types of electrodes.
Examples of the calibration curves for the Ca-SPEs containing

1 and 2"'{' PANI and the Ca-CWE (0% NLNI) are shown in Figure

2. The slopes of the calibration curves in the concentration range

10-1-10-4 M Ca" for the electrodes containing 0, and 2% PA.l\fl

(average of three electrodes of each type) were 28.2 ± 0.7, 28.0
± 0.2, and 27.0 ± 1.6 mV/decade, respectively. The Ca-SPEs
containing 1 and 2% PANI were found to show essentially the same
selectivity as the Ca-CWE with respect to Li+, , K+, Mg2+.
Cu2+, and C02T.

Redox Response. The Li-SPEs containlng .5-2.5% POT and

the Li-CWE did not show any redox response, indicating that ion

Impedance Measurements. Impedance mesurements were
petionned on SPEs and CWEs by using a S-.5720B frequency

response analyzer connected to a Model 2000 potentiostatl
galvanostat (NF Circuit Instruments). The reference electrode
was a calomel electrode (3 M KCl), and the auxiliary electrode

was a glassy carbon rod. The solution was 0.1 M in the primary
ion. The impedance spectra included frequencies from 100 kHz
to 16 mHz. Occasionally, frequencies down to 1 mHz were used.

The amplitude ofthe sinusoidal excitation signal was 100 or 200

mV. A relatively high amplitude was used iu order to obtain an
acceptable SIN ratio. All experiments were performed at rcorn

temperature (23 ± 2 'C).

pC

F&gure 1. Calibration curves for (.) Li-CWE and Li-SPEs containing
(0) 5 and (...) 20% POT. Background salt, 0.1 M KN03.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents. Chemically synthesized poly(3-octylthiophene)

(POT) in powder form was obtained from Neste Oy (Research

Centre, Kulloo, Finland). The fTaction of POT that was insoluble

in tetTahydrofurall (THF) was removed by filtration, and the THF
soluble fTaction was used in eiectrode preparation. Emeraldine

base was purchased from AC&T (Appiications, Chemistry &
Technologies, St. Egreve, France). Bis(2-et.1ylhexyl) hydrogen

phosphate (DiOHP) was obtained from Aldrich. Soluble PANI

was obtained as follows: 99.1 mg of emeraldine base was added

iolO.5 M DiOHP-THF solution (10 mL) In this PANl-DiOHP

mixture, the molar ratio between DiOHP and the repeat unit of
PAl'll was equal to 0..5. The insoluble fraction was removed by

filtration, and the THF-soluble fraction of the PANI - DiOHP

mixture was used in electrode preparation. Analytical grade

reagent salts were used as received from Merck or Fluka and

dissolved in distilled, deionized water.

Cod.-tail Preparation. Ine compositio~ (wIw) of the Li

cocktail was the following: lithium ionophore ETH 2137 (2.0%),

bis(l-butylpentyl) adipate (6.5.6%), and PVC (32.4%), dissolved in

THF. The composition (wIw) of the Ca cocktail was the

following: calcium ionophore ETH 1001 (3.4%), bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sebacate (62.9%), PVC (31.7%), al.d potassi'lm tetrakis(4-chlo

rophenyl)borate (2.0%), dissolved in THF. Different amounts of

soluble POT or PAl\JI were added to the cocktails, resulting in

the modified cocktails used for the Li- and Ca-selective SPEs (Li

and Ca-SPEs). Li cocktails cOIltaiIliIlg .5-2.5% POT (w/w) and Ca

cocktails containing 1 or 2% PANI (w/w) were prepared.

Electrode Fabrication" The electrode substrate was a glassy
carbon (GC) disk electrode (area, 0.07 em') that was polished

with 0.3 ,urn Al,O'1 paste and rinsed with water and CHCI, orTHF.

The Li-SPEs were fabricated by applying Li cocktail, containing

POT (5-2.5%), on the GC disk electrode and then allowing the

solvent (THF) to evaporate at room temperatlre for at least .5 h.

The volume of the Li cocktail applied, typically 100-200 ,uL, was

adj'lsted to obtain a mass of the dry membrane of about 12-13

mg for each Li-SPE. The Ca-SPEs were made analogously by

applying Ca cocktail (100-200 I'Ll, containing Pfui'oJI (lor 2%), to

obtain a mass of the dry membrane of about 7 mg for each Ca

SPE. For comparison, lithium and calcium electrodes were also

prepared from cocktails 'Nithout conducting polymer, cast on Gc.

In this paper, these electrodes are called Li- and Ca-C\~s,

although they are actually coated-disk electrodes. The dry masses

of the CWE membranes were the same as for the respective SPEs.

The thickness of the resulting membranes was in the range 0.1

0.2 mm. Prior to use, all elecb"odes were conditioned for at least

12 :1 in 10-11\1 chlOlide solutions of the primary ion.

Potentiometric Measurements. Potentiometric measure

melts were carried out by using the SPE (or CVvE) as the
indicator electrode and AgiAgCl/KCI (3 M) as the reference

electrode. 1112 potentiometric selectivity coefficients (Kif") were

determined by the separate solution method using 0.01 M chloride

solutions of the cations involved. The detection limit was obtained

iyom the point of intersection of the eXb"apo:ated linear region

end the low-concentration-Ievel region of the calibration curve.

The redox sensitivity was investigated by measuring the potential

of the SPE in a solution of a constant ionic background (0.1 M),
1 mM in the Fe(CN)o'Hi- redox couple, with different ratios of

Fe([IJ)/Fe(II). ranging from 1:10 to 10:1.
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membrane liJ The bulk resistance of the membrane was found
to decrease with increasing amount of PANI (Figure 3). The time
constant (rb) of the bulk process was calculated from the
impedance spectra presented in FIgure 3 by using the frequency
(fm~) at the top of the highfrequeney semicircle:

Z' /MQ
Figure 3. impedarce spectra for (a) the Ca-CWE and the Ca-SPEs
containing ('0) 1 and (c) 2% PANi. Frequency range, 100 kHz-16
mHz. Fiiled symbcis (from left to right): 1 kHz, 100 mHz Applied de
potential, 200 mV (vs calomel reference electrode).

Buc!{, R. p, Electrochim..!leta 1993, 38, 2691-2697.(1:)) Nahir, T.

pC

Fig",,, 2. Gallbration Gurves for (_) Ca-CWE and Ca-SPEs
containin, 1 and (A) 2% PAN:. Background salt, 0.1 M KC!.

transfer dominates over electron transfer at the membrane
solution interrace, under the experimental conditions used.
However, if the concentration of POT in the membrane was
increased to 75 or 100%, tho eleotrodes showod some redox
sensitivity, with slopes of about 20 mY/decade, suggesting that
electron transfer can take place through the semiconducting POT.
A 100% POT concentration means that the membrane consists of
pure POT (no other materials are present). These results agree
with pre,ious obseriations that electrochemically synthesized
POT in its undoped state shows some redox sensitivity in solutions
containing 1 mM Fe(CN)fj3-/4-.1l

SimiJa:-iy, the Ca-SPEs containing only 1-10% PANI, as studied
in this work, and the Ca-CWE did not show any redcx sensitivity.
The electrode containing 100% PANI, i.e., pure PANI, was redox
sensitive, giving a slope of about 40 mV/ decade, reflecting the
electronic conductivity of doped PAl'll.

Potential Stability. The stability of the Ca-SPEs was studied
by comparing the potential drift for the Ca-SPEs containing 1 and
2% PP~'1I with that of the Ca-CWE. TIle potential of the electrodes
was measured over 14 days, and the average drift for each type
of electrode (three electrodes of each type) was calculated. The
Ca-SPEs containing 1 and 2% PANI showed drifts of 0.2 ± 0.2
and -0.5 ± 0.5 mY/day, re,pective1y. The Ca-CWEs showed a
drift of -:.0 = 0.8 mY/day. These results show thatthe Ca-SPEs,
especially the electrode containing 1% PANI, have a more stable
standard potential than the Ca-C\VE. Interestingly, a very small
concentration (1%) of PANI seems to be enough to significantly
improve the stability of the electrode. This can be related to the
unique property of processable PANI to form connected pathways
at vel)' low volume fractions In bulk polymers'"

Also, the SPEs containing POT were found to show a relatively
stable standard potential. For example, the potential stability of
the Li-SPE containing 15% POT was studied by measuring the
potential over a time period of 8 days. After an initial conditioning
time 8f 3 days, the potential of the Li-SPE drifted by ~0.8 mV/
day. The !.i-CWE showed a drift of about 2.3 mV/ day over thc
same period of time These results indleate that the presence of
POT in the membrane may improve the stability of the electrode
potential but maybe not to the same extent as doped PANI.

Impedance Measurements. Impedance measurements were
perfo:med on Ca-SPEs immersed in 0.1 M CaC], solution.
Exarr,ples of the impedance spectra for the Ca-CWE and the Ca
SPEs containing 1 and 2% PANI are shown in Figure 3. The high
frequency semicircle can be related :0 the bulk impedance of the
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Figure 4. Impedance spectra for (a) the LI-CWE and the Li-SPEs containing (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, and (e) 25% POT. Frequency range, 100
kHz-10 mHz. Filled symbois (from left to right): 1 kHz, 100 mHz. Applied de potential: (a) 270, (b) 225, (c) 225, (d) 235, and (e) 380 mV (vs
calomel reference electrode).

(1)

The Ca-CWE showed a time constant of 0.40 ms, while the Ca
SPEs containing 1 and 2% PANI showed time constants of 0.25
and 0.13 ms, respectively. These results suggest that the bulk
process of the electrodes becomes faster "ith increasing concen
tration of PAJ'll.

At low frequencies, the beginning of a second semicircle is
observed for the Ca-SPEs and Ca-CWE. When the calcium
membrane (0% PAND was contacted by electrolyte solution on
both sides (conventional Ca-ISE), the second semicircle was

3822 Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 67, No. 20, October 15, 1995

absent.T Therefore, it seems plausible that this second semicircle

is related to charge transfer process(es) at the substrate

membrane interface. As can be seen in Figure 3, this low

frequency semicircle is significantly smaller for the Ca-SPEs than

for the Ca-CWE, indicating that the charge transfer impedance is

decreased by incorporation of PANI in the membrane. This may

be the reason for the improved potential stability discussed above.

Impedance measurements were also performed on the Li-CWE

and the Li-SPEs containing 5-25% POT in 0.1 M LiCI solution.

The results are shown in Figure 4. The bulk resistance of the



the reaction can be wTitten ask]:)

where P" is the oxidized CP segment (l polaron or 11, bipolaror),
P is the elecLrically neutral CP segment., A-is the doping anion,

and e- is the electron, The subsC!ipt (CP) indicates the conduct
ing polymer phase. and subscript (M) indicates the PVC malIix
membrane phase, If the anions (A-) are immohile, the reaction
can be V\TItten as

N+ (M) is Llsed to indicate both free a..Tld ionophore-complexed

cation, In the case of ',he cation-selective membranes studied in
this work, where cations are the mobile species, reaction 4 is more
probable than reaction 3, In general, the relative contributions
from reactions 3 and " will depend on the relative mobilities of
A- and N" in the membrane (both A- and N+ may be mobile),

Based on the response mechanism outlined above, the electronic
conductivity of the CP phase and the ionic conductivity of the M
phase, together with the rate of ion (A- or W) transfer at the
CP-M interface, ace expected to influence the stability and
reproducibility of the standard pOLentiaJ of the SPE (and SCISE),

(3)

CONCLUSIONS
The concept of induding a soluble conducting polymer in the

membra"!e phase may be useful in the production of single-piece
all-solid-state ion-selective electrodes. Results from impedance
measurements suggest that doped PAi"J"I enhances the transduc
tion of the chemical signal (ion activity) into the electrical signal

(potential). resulting in improved potential stability of the electrode
compared to the CWE. Introducing POT into the membrane was
found to improve the analytical performance of the SPE but
resulted in an Increased bulk resistance. It should be pointed
out that PANI was used in its doped (protonated) state, whereas
POT was used in its undopcd state. Doped POT was not used in
the SPEs because of its limited soluhility in THF and the instability

due to its high redox potentiaL In general, properties such as
the electronic conduc:ivity and ion sensitivity of the conjugated
polymer are expected:o playa central role concerning the proper
functioning of SPEs, Although this research is still at an early
stage, we believe that the concept introduced in this paper wili
open up new possibilities for the design of single-piece aU-solid
state ion-selective electrodes.

Li-SPEs was found to increase vrith an increasing amount of POT

Th'8 may be related to a relatively low electronic and/or ionic
conductivity of undoped POT compared to doped (protonated)
PA\ll.

At low frequencies, the Li-SPEs give a straight line in the
complex impedance plane, The angle between the straight line

and the real impedance axis decreases with increasing concentra
tion of POT in the membrane, and at 25% POT, the straight line

is more or less parallel to the real impedance axis (Figure 4).
The introduction of POT into the membrane thus seems to
influence the charge transfer process(es) at the substrate

membrane interface. but the simultaneous increase in the bulk
resistance makes the interpretation diDkulL Clearly, the analytical
pcrfonnance of the Li-SPE was improved by incorporation of
,mdoped POT in the membrane (Table 1). but the impedance
measurements reveal some disadvantages of POT compared to
PA\ll.

Response Mechanism. The response mechanism of the type
of SPEs studied iJ this work may be explained analogously to
that suggested for solid-eontact ISEs (SCISEs) using the conduct
ing polymer (CP) as the intermediate layer. 6,7 The main difference

between the SPE and the SCISE is the integration of the CP into
the PVC matrJ{ membrane (Ill) phase of the latter. Ideally, L'1e
charge traTlsfer process (ion recognition and signal transduction)
In :he SPE can be described by the following steps: (i) ion transfer

at the membrane-sclution interface, (ii) ion transpOlt in the
mcmbrane, (iii) coupling of ion and electron transfer in the

membrane, (iv) electron transport in the membrane, (v) electron

transfer at the substrate-membrane interface, and (vi) electron
transport in the substrate. Stops i ami ii are caken care of by the
neutral carrier in the membra"!e, as for conventionallSEs, Based
on the mixed ionic and redox sensitivity of p-type CPs, it can be
suggested that the CP plays a central role in step iii. JUS Due to
its electronic conductivity, the CP is expected to facilit2te steps
iv and v, Step vi is obvious, A common feature of the response

mechanism of the SPE and the SCISE is that the coupling of ion
and electron transfer and the transport of electrons to the
substrate, steps iii-v, are expected to occur through the CP either

as a separate tayer (SCISE) or integrated in the PVC membrane
phase (SPE).

Step iii is perhaps the most interesting in the chain of charge

transfer processes because it couples the ionic and electronic
signals analogously to the redox reaction occurring at a conven
tional reference electrode, e,g" the Ag/AgCl electrode:

AgCl(s) + e- = Ag(s) + Cnaq) (2)
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Hydrazine Detection Using a Tyrosinase-Based
Inhibition Biosensor

,Joseph Wang" and Liang Chen

Department of Chemistl.y and Biochemistry, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

An ampemmetric biosensor for the determination of
hydrazine compounds, based on their inhibitory effect on
the activity of immobilized tyrosinase, has been devel
oped. The hydrazine-tyrosinase interaction can be mod

eled as a reversible competitive inhibition. Kinetic pa
rameters (K; and 10.5) have been determined for various
hydrazine compounds. The tyrosinase-based carbon paste
electrode offers sensitive measurements to the low-mi
cromolar level and good precision. The trend in sensitiv
ity, methylhydrazine > hydrazine > dimethylhydrazine,

reflects the degree of inhibition. The applicability to
assays of unaltered river and drinking water samples is
illustrated. Analogous measurements at disposable thick
film sensors are also reported. These inhibitor biosensors
hold great promise for field-based monitoring of various
hydrazines.

Hydrazine compounds are widely us·ed as fuels (in rocket
propulsion systems), corrosion inhibitors, cmalysts, emulsifiers,
or dyes. In view of major concerns regarding the toxicity of these

compounds, there are growing needs for inmvative devices for
monitoring of hydrazines. Field measurements are preferred, as
they afford the option of a rapid warning capability while avoiding
the CiTors, delays, and cost laboratory-based measurements.
The ,minIaturized nature 01 electrochemical probes, and the

portability of associated instrumentation, make them very attrac
tive for the task of on-sile monitoring of hydrazine compounds.
Various chemically modified eiectrodes, based on different elec

trocatalytic moieties, have thus been developed for the detection
of different hydrazines1 -' Analogous biosensing schemes for
measuring hydrazines have not been developed, despite the great
promise of biosensor technology for on-site analyses.

This paper describes a biosensor approach for amperometric
monitoring of hydrazine compounds. The nen procedure relies
on the inhibitory action that various hydrazines exert on the
activily of the enzyme tyrosinase. Inhibito:.- bicsensors have been
'nidely used for monitoring toxic substances, such as organophos
pbate pesticides,."'; cyanide,'" or heavy metals'" The modulated
biocatalytic activity accrued from the inhibitor-enzyme interaction

has been monitored from the c:ecreased current response to the

Zegal. J.; FicITO, C.: Rozes, R.]. Electroanal. Chem. 1981, 119,403.
(:2) \\"ang, J.; Z. Elcctroana!ysis 1989, 1,517.
(3) Zen, j.; Tang, j. Chern. 1995, 67, 208.

j.; W,mg. E. E!ectroGna!ysis 1992,4,

(5) SklaJal, P. Ana!. Chim. Aria 1992,269,281.
(() Sock', K: Karul)(\ I 1992,4,249.
(7) Smit, I-I.: Casso Ana!. Chern. 62, 2429.
(8) Srnit. M. E.: Rcchnilz, G. And. Chem. 1993,65.380.
(9) Do]manova, Lt.: ShckhO'ltsOV2. N.; Kutcheryaeva, V. V. Talanta 1987,

201.
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corresponding substrate. Similarly, we have discovered that
tyrosinase is inactivated by hydrazine compounds and have
exploited this behavior for developing useful hydrazine sensors.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Apparatus. Amperometric and chronoamperometric mea~

surements were performed with an EG&G PAR Model 264A
voltammetric analyzer, in connection "ith a Houston OmnisClibe
strip-chart recorder. All studies were carriee! out a lO-mL ceIl
(Model VC-2, BAS). The enzyme electrode, reference one (Model
RE-1, BAS), and platinum wire auxiliary elemode were inserted
through holes in the cell Teflon cover. Amagnetic stirrer provided
the convective transport during the amperometric experiments.

Electrode Preparation. The carbon-paste bioelectrode was
prepared by hand mixing the desired amount (3% w/w) of
tyrosinase with ordinary carbon paste, made of 60% graphite
powder (Acheson 38, Fisher) and mineral oil (Aldrich). A portion
of the resulting paste was then packed into the 3-mm-diameter
cavity of a Teflon body. A copper wire. inserted through the
opposite side, provided the electrical contact. New bioelectrode
surfaces were smootbed on a weighing paper.

The fabrication of the screen-printed biosensor was described
previously." A semiautomatic printer (Model TF-100) was used.
in connection with a tyrosinase-containing ink. TI,e latter was
prepared by mixing 2 g of the carbon ink (Gwent. UK) 'vith
mg (50 000 units) of tyrosinase.

Reagents. All chemicals were reagent grade and were used
as received. Solutions were prepared daily with double-distilled
water. Methylhydrazine, and 1,2-dimethylhydrazine dihydrochlo
ride were obtained from Aldrich, while hydrazine sulfate and
phenol were received from Baker. Tyrosinase (EC 1.14.18.1,3900
units/mg) was obtained from Sigma. A phosphate buffer solution
(0.05 M, pH 7.4) served as the supporting electrolyte. TIle liver

water sample (Rio Grande) was collected in Las Cruces, NM, while
the drinking water sample was obtained at the NMSU laboratory.

Procedure. Amperometric experiments were perfornled by
holding the working electrode at the operating potentiai (-0.1
V) and al10Vling the transient current to decay in the presence of

the stirred blank solution. Addition of the substrate (usually at
1 x 10-:1 M) was followed by successive additions of the target
analyte (inhibitor). Chronoamperometry was perfonned by step
ping the potential from open circuit to -0.1 V and recording the
current transient. All experiments were carried out at room
temperature (22 'C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amperometric hydrazine detection is based on the modulated

biocatalytic activity of tyrosinase in the presence of its substrate

(10) Wa:lg, l; Chen, Q. Anal. Let!. 1995,28. L131.
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inhibitor. Mushroom tyrosinase is a copper-containing
monooxygenase that converts phenolic compounds to the

corresponding Quinones at the expense of oxygen: ll

phenol + oxygen tymsinase o-quinone + water

Time
Figure .,; Cu~ren~-time recordings at the ordinarf (b:1 and tyrosi
nase-modlTed ',a) electrodes upon increasing the methyihydrazine
(A). hydrazine (8), and dimethylhydrazine (C) concentration in 2.5 x
10-'M steps, Operating potentiai, -0 1 V; stirring rate, 300 rpm;
soluilon, 0.05 M phosphate buffer containing 1 x 10-5 M phenol. Also
snown (as inset), the resulting calibration p:ots.

to methyi
3 (8). and 5
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Figure 2. Effect of enzyme loading upon the
hydrazine: calibration piots for pastes contain:ng 1
(C) w: % tyrosinase. Conditions as in Figure"

(12) Rawn,]. D. Biochemistry; Nell Patten:;on Publishers: BurJ:ngton,
p 179.

(13) Lerch, K Mol. Cdl Biochem. 1983.5, 125.

Since there have not been earlier reports on the inhibitarv

effect of hydrazine on tyrosinase, we examined the nature of thi"s

inhibition precess. Lineweaver- Burk plots for the phenol

t)Tosinase reaction in the presence of different concentrations of
the hydrazine inhibitors [(1-3) x 10- 7 Mj were characterized

by a fixed intercept (i.e., v,,,,J, a behavior consistent Veith a
competitive inhibftion process 12 (not ShOVe11; conditions, as in
Figure 1, for successive additions of the phenol substrate to the

hydrazine solution). Such competitive inhibition is in agreement

"ith the early suggestion that the inhibition of tyrosinase proceeds
through interaction Vvith the active copper sile. 1:1 TIle~e kinetics

data were used for deteffi1ining the inhibition constant (KiJ.
Secondary replnts of the slopes of the Lineweaver-Burk plots

for various concentrations of hydrazine, methylhydrazine, and

dimethylhydrazine thus yielded K values of 7.1 x 10- 1, 138 x

10-3, and 3,02 x 10-3 M, respectively (as was calculated from the

x-intercept) .

The hydrazine inhibition is reversible, and the sensor can be

reused after rinsing. For example, six successive me8suremen~s

of 5 x 10-5 Mmethylhydrazine using the san1e electrode surface

(and 1 x 10-5 M phenol) yielded a mean steady-state cuo'ent

response of 52.4 nA with a range of 48.6-53.6 nA (not shown;

conditions, as in Figure la). The relative standard deviation over

the entire series, 3.8%, as well as the good reproducibility of the
substrate response, indicated that the sensor is fully recovered

from these repetitive 2-min exposures. The reversibility of the

biosensor was indicated also from the fact that the calibration data

(e,g., of Figure 1) hold regardless of the direction the

concentration change.
The enzyme loading has a profound effect UpOll the sensitivity

of the hydrazine biosensor. Figure 2 shows calibration plot for

methylhyrlrazine at carbon pastes containing 1 (A), 3 (B), and 5
(C) wt %tyrosinase. The response is nearly proportional to the

hiocatalytic activity. The influence of other experimental variables,

such as the operating potential or substrate concentration, was

explored and optimized (not shown). Most favorable response

characteristics were obtained at -0.1 V and using 1 x 10 -, M
phenol.

Chronoamperometry represents another useful mode of op

erating hydrazine biosensors. Figure 3 displays chronoampero-
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The liberated quinone species can be conveniently detected by a

low-pmential reduction. The addition of hydrazine causes inhibi

tion of the enzyme, consequently decreasing the amount of

liberated quinone. Tyrosinase offers several advantages for such

application. is highly stable, can be used in both aqueous and

nonaqueous environments, and allows detection at low potentials

where potential interferences are minimal.

Figure la i.lustrates the effect of various hydrazines upon the

cyrosinase-generated amperometric response. It shows the re
sponse to 1 x 10-5 M (S), followed by successive 2.5 x 10-4 M

additions of the inhibitors CD nethylhydrazine (A), hydrazine (B),
and dimethylhydrazine (C). The sensar responds rapidly to these

submiilimolar hydrazine concentrations, as indicated from the

decreased res)onse to the substrate. Steady-state responses for
rhe inhibitors are pruduced within ~20 (A) and -15 (B, C) s,

:Jcte also that in the absence of biocatalytic acthity the enzyme-

electrode is not responsive to the substrate or inhibitor (b).
chemical reaction between hydrazines and phenol was

indicated monitoring the direc: (nonenzymatic) oxidation

CU:Tent of phenol at the bare electrode (+0,9 V; not shown), Also

shDwn in Figue 1 (inset) are the resulting calibration plots. As

expected for inhibitio'l processes, such plots are not linear with

a significant curvature at high hydrazine concentrations. The

trend in sensitivity, methylhydrazine > hydrazine > dimethyl
hydrazine, reflects the extent of the inhibitor-enzyme interaction
i.e. the degree of inhibition. These profiles were used also t~
estimate t'1e coefficient of inhibition, 10.5: 4.5 x 10-4 M (hydra
zinc), 5.5 x 10- 4 M (methylhydrazine), and 6.3 x 10-4 M
(dimethylhydrazine) .
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Figure 3. Chronoamperometric calibration data; response to suc
cessive additions of 1 x 10 5 M methylhydrazine (b- j) in the presence
ot 1 x 10-5 Mphenol (a). PotenLial step to -0.1 V. Electrolyte, as In
Figure 1.

Figure 5. Chronoamerometric response of the screen-printed
tyrosinase electrode to addition of 5 x 10-3 M phenol (a), followed
by successive additions of 2.5 x 10-4 Mmethylhydrazine (b-j) The
dotted line corresponds to the response to the blank solution (in the
absence of phenol or methylhydrazine. Conditions as in Figure 3.

sample was unaltered (i.e., use of the natural pH and ionic
strength). Similar favorable response characteristics were ob
served for a spiked drinking water sample (not shown). The blank
chronoamperometric response (without phenol) was very low.
indicating lack of major interferences in these samples. No
response for hydrazine or phenol was observed for both water
samples without the enzyme. With storage in air at 4 'C, the
hydrazine sensor had a lifetime of '~30 days; surface renewal can
be accomplished rapidly, as common for carbon-paste electrodes.

In addition to carbon-paste electrodes, we examined the
detection of hydrazine compounds at single-use screen-plinted

sensor strips. Such low·cost microfabricated sensors should
facilitale the on-site environmental and indusoial monitoring
hydrazine compounds. We have recently developed disposable
phenol biosensors based on tyrosinase-containing carbon inks.',
The suitability of these sensors for hydrazine deteclion. based
on the perturbed bioactivity of the printed tyrosinase layer, was
thus tested. Figure 5 displays the chronoamperometric response
of the thick-film tyrosinase strip to the phenol substrate (a). as
well as for successive concentration increments of 2.5 x 10-'
methylhydrazine (b-j). The current difference rises sharply "ith
the inhibitor concentration at first and then more slowly. The
operation of these sensor strips may be coupled to light, banery
operated analyzers, as desired for monitoring hydrazine exposure

In conclusion, it has been illustrated for thellrst time

hydrazine biosensors can be designed based on the perturbed
bioactivity of tyrosinase. Such devices offer a fast and sensitive
response and hold great "romise for early warning against
hydrazine contamination. Applicability to hydrazine measure
ments in nonaqueous environments is also anticipated based on
the organic-phase activity of the enzyme. TjTosinase activity in

extreme environments may lead also to the detection of hydrazines
in air. Such monitoring ofhydrazine vapors should be extTemely
useful for aerospace applications. It is realized that tyrosinase is
susceptible to a variety of inhibitors. Whenever needed, improved
selecti'ity may be achieved by incorporating various permselective
surface coatings. The small size of hydrazine compounds may
thus be advantageous in connection with differen: size exclusion

AB

·.-----a
b

~~~j

TIME

grams for phenol (a) and successive 1 x 10-'; M increments of

methylhydrazine (b-j). The phenol peak decreases rapidly upon
iIlcreasing the hydrazine concentration at first and then more
slowly (see inset for the resulting calibration plot). Convenient
measurements of micromolar hydrazine concentrations can thus
be realized. Such quantitation relies on the reproducibility of the
chronoamperometric response. A prolonged series of 15 succes
sive measurements of 1 x 10-; M methylhydrazine (in the
presence of 1 x 10-5 M phenol) resulted in a stable response,
with a relative standard deviation of 4.9% (not shown). Such
chronoamperometric operation obviates the need for solution
stirring, hence facilitating vatious field applications. Bioamplifi
cation schemes may be usel'lll for similar measurements of
submicromolar concentrations.

The new sensor was tested in conneotior, with various real
samples. Figure 4 displays the amperometric (A) and chrono
amperometric (B) respOJse to a river water sample spiked with
different levels of methylhydrazine [(2.5-22.5) x 10-4 M, b-j].
Both techniques offer convenient assays of this natural water

sample, with a fast and sensitive response. Note also that the

Figure 4. Assays of an cnaltered river water sample: amperometric
(A) and chrnonamperometrlc reSDonse to additions ot 1 x 10-4

Iv1 phenol (a) and 2.5 x M methylhydrazlne (b-j). Conditions,
as in Figures 1A and 3, with the exception of not using a supporting
electrolyte,
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films. Alternately. it may be possible to employ a multianalyte
chemome::ric approach in connection to an enzyme array biasen

sor. Several enzymes, which are inhibited to varying degrees by

di'ferenl toxic analytes, can thus be employed to give a distinct

fingerprint pattern ar.d mixture analysis. Such schemes should

be useful for simple mixtures (such as those common in the

aerospace industry). More detailed quantitative information can

be achieved by coupling with another analytical system (e.g., liquid

chromatography or mass spectroscopy), with the biosensor

serving mainly as an alarm that initiates the additional work. It is

hoped that these developments should facilitate the on-site
environmental and industrial monitoring of hydrazine compounds.
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